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PREFACE

The last twenty-five years may adequately be regarded as the

period of renaissance in the history of Indological Studies. A
general resurgence of the spirit of nationalism became evident in

India in the first decade of this century. It was not merely a poli-

tical movement ;
indeed it proved to be a veritable source of inspira-

tion for the revival of the whole cultural life of this country on

national basis. Indians began to take special interest in the ancient

history and culture of their mother-land. Work of first rate impor-

tance had been done—and was still being done—in that field by

many a worthy savant of the West. But there gradually came a

feeling upon Indian scholars that they could till the soil which they

owned more fruitfully than foreigners. They therefore applied

themselves to Indie Studies with renewed vigour and enthusiasm.

This time they approached these subjects neither with the blind faith

of orthodox Indians nor with the disparaging attitude exhibited by
some Europeans, but in a scientific spirit which they had acquired

and assimilated, to a considerable extent, through Western educa-

tion. Their inspiration came from within while the methods, which

they adopted, were generally borrowed from without.

The external results of this impetus could be clearly seen in the

establishment of faculties of Oriental Studies in the Indian Univer-

sities, in the foundation of Institutions devoted to Oriental research,

in the starting of journals for the same purpose and in many such

academic movements. In 1919 the Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute inaugurated the All India Oriental Conference, which,

since then, has been regularly holding its sessions every two years

and which has now definitely established itself as a common meeting
ground for the workers in this branch of learning. The work
done in the field of Indology during the last quarter of a century is

thus the result of the labours of Indian as well as Western scholars.

The usefulness of a retrospect of the work, which has already been
done in the field of Oriental research, to a student of the subject is

quite patent. Apart from being a source of inspiration, it would show
where we actually stand today and what we have still to achieve.
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I considered the Silver Jubilee of the Bhandarkar Oriental Re-

search Institute as the most suitable occasion to undertake a survey

of the progress made in Indie Studies, in India and outside, during

the last twenty-five years. Accordingly I requested several scho-

lars to co-operate with me and 1 take this opportunity of expressing

my heart-felt gratitude to all of them for their willing response.

Without their kind collaboration this work would have been impos-

sible. According to the original plan Dr. S. M. H. Nainar of the

University of Madras had kindly undertaken to make a resume of

Islamic Studies ; but owing to some unforeseen circumstances he

could not complete it. It was then too late to entrust the work

to any other scholar. I therefore apologise to the readers for having

to leave this ‘ Survey ’ incomplete to that extent.

My sincere thanks are due to Dr. V. S. Sukthankar, Dr. S. M,

Katre and Mr. P. K.Gode who have helped me throughout the prepara-

tion of this volume. I have also to thank Mr. G. N. Shrigondekar

of the Publication Department of the Bhandarkar O. R. Institute

and the Manager of the Aryabhushan Press, who relieved me of

much of the technical work in connection with this publication.

Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute, Poona

4th January 1943.

R. N. Dandekar
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TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OP VEDIC STUDIES

BY

R. N, Dandekar

Nearly a century and a half has elapsed since Colebrooke

published his monograph “On the Vedas, or Sacred Writings of the

Hindus” (As. Res. VIII, Calcutta, 1805) and thus inaugurated what
may be called the modern period in the history of the Vedic studies.

Though that scholar applied himself to the study of Sanskrit

literature in quite a systematic manner, it seems that he was not

able to make a proper estimate of the Veda, The credit of making
a more or less critical and scientific approach to this branch of

Sanskrit philology, for the first time, goes to Eugene Burnouf, who
was essentially a pioneer and pathmaker, and his two German
pupils, Roth and Mas Muller. It was in the year 1845, when
attending the lectures of Burnouf at Paris, that, for the time Max
Muller’s thoughts became fixed on an edition of the Rgveda (RV)

and its voluminous commentary. The first volume of the Oxford

edition of RV was consequently published in 1849 and the sixth and

the last in 1874. The work of interpreting Veda, begun by Roth

in the Petersburg lexicon, was continued by Max Muller, Weber,

Bergaigne, Oldenberg, Hillebrandt, Pischel, Geldner and many
others. Since then valuable contributions have been made, and

continue to be made even to this day, to various branches of Vedic

philology by Vedists in almost all countries where Sanskrit is

studied. Several times during this long period of fruitful research,

scholars have tried to take stock of the work already done in this field.

As early as 1893 Ludwig considered and criticised in his book,

“tiber die neuesten Arbeiten auf dem Gebiete der RV-Porsohung”,

the views of Max Muller and others in regard to the interpretation

of Veda. But a proper attempt in this direction must be said to

have been first made by Oldenberg in his “Vedaforschung” (1905),

Starting with the assumption that the history of Vedic research was,

to a considerable extent, the history of a serious controversy regard-

ing the correctness or otherwise of the methods as well as the results

of investigation, he has stated and subjected to a critical examina-

tion the theories about the interpretation of Veda put forth by Roth,

Bergaigne, Pischel, Geldner and others. He also undertakes to

evaluate the work already done in the field of Vedic grammar,
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Vedic religion and philosophy, Vedic history and Vedic text-criti-

cism. Between 1917 and 1920, Windisch published his excellent

work, “Greschichte der Sanskrit-Philologie und indischen Altertums-

kunde”, wherein he has surveyed almost all the work done, up to

his time, in the field not only of Vedic research but of Indian litera-

ture and culture as a whole. The original plan of Windisch however

was to give an up-to-date history of Vedic studies. A work
exclusively devoted to the history of Vedic philology, which may be

compared with that of Oldenberg, is L. Renou’s “Les Maitres de la

Philologie V6dique” (Paris, 1928). Taking into account the chief

contributions made by Vedic scholars from Colebrooke to Oldenberg,

Renou has surveyed the main lines followed by Vedic research

during the last 125 years. In a monograph entitled “Indisch”

( Oes, der idg. Spw. II. 4, Berlin, 1929), W. Wiist traces the entire

development of Indian linguistics and thus deals in a way with the

linguistic aspect of Vedic studies. In 1931, Renou published his

“Bibliographie V^dique” (Paris). This work, which evinces colossal

labour on the part of the compiler, contains about 6500 references

grouped, in a very practical manner, in 201 sections resulting from

the methodical analysis of the subject-matter, and thus forms an

exhaustive index to all published Vedic texts and the entire body of

exegetical and critical literature connected with those texts, dire-

ctly or indirectly. It is accordingly the most complete record of all

that has been done about Veda, in any country, up to 1931.

'

“L’ Indo-Aryen, du Veda aux Temps modernes” (Paris, 1934) by Jules

Bloch is an admirable resume and review of the general lines of

development of the Aryan speech in India from the time of the Veda

to the present day. This book therefore serves as an excellent guide

to the principal studies dealing with Vedic language. It is needless

to dilate upon the importance and usefulness of such monographs,

reviewing the progress made in Vedic philology as a whole or in any
particular branch of it, from the point of view of further research in

the subject. A fresh attempt will be made in this paper to survey

briefly, in a more or less objective manner, the important work done

in the field of Vedic studies, in India and outside, during the last

twenty-five years.

This quarter of a century has proved to be a period of remark-

able activity in Oriental research in this country. The All India

Oriental Conference (A IOC), the first session of which was

1 The present writer has prepared and proposes to publish a bibliography of

Vedio studies after 1931.
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organised by the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, more
than 20 years ago, has been giving, from year to year, new impetus

to Oriental scholars throughout this country and has been aiming
at co-ordinating their work. The Vedic section, which has been

instrumental in promoting an all-sided Vedic research, is one of the

principal sections of that conference. This period has also seen the

inauguration of new research institutes and the rejuvination of old

ones. An independent status is gradually being conceded in the

universities to the faculty of Vedic studies and many academic

bodies are devoting themselves exclusively or prominently to

research in Vedic philology. The importance of the science of

linguistics has now been fully recognised and the encouragement

generally given to its study has helped also to promote the study

of the Veda. Consequently veritable centres of Vedic research have

developed in different parts of India. A considerable amount of

valuable work continues to be produced, in this field, even to this

day, in Europe and America also. It is true that many times there

comes the feeling that the golden age of Vedic research, in the West,

has faded into the past. The giants of those days, like Oldenberg

and Hillebrandt, Pischel and Geldner, Whitney and Bloomfield,

Macdonell and Oaland, have departed, some of them only recent-

ly. But the magnificent tradition of Vedic scholarship set up by
them is fortunately not completely extinct. Contributions ,of first

rate importance are still being made by Western scholars to this

branch of Indology. A survey of the progress so made by Vedists,

in India and outside, will clearly indicate the present state of our

knowledge about Veda and will also bring out prominently such

problems as still need serious consideration by scholars.

Vedic texts : Saihhitas : A very notable feature of Vedic studies

during the last 25 years is the publication of new editions of a large

number of Vedic texts. It is now fully realised that the funda-

mental need of scientific investigation, in this field, is the critical

and reliable editions of the texts. Many Vedic texts have therefore

been reedited according to the accepted principles of textual criti-

cism, which has now properly developed into a regular science. The
Oxford edition of the RV giving the text in saihhitS and padapStha,

together with the bhaaya of Ssyana, prepared by Max Muller, and
published between 1849 and 1874, undoubtedly marks quite a new
epoch in the history of the study of Vedic texts. This monumental

work was rightly made the basis of all research concerning RV for

a long time. But that ed^to princeps has now long been out of
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print. Moreover the discovery of new Mss has necessitated some

improvement in the text of the Sayanabhasya. The Vaidika Saih-

sodhana Mandala of Poona have based their text of the Sayanabhfi-

sya, which they are publishing in their excellent edition of

Rk-saiiihita with padapatha, on the collation of a large number of

new Mss in different scripts. They have also taken into account

various other texts and commentaries published since the time of

Max Muller, and this fact has enabled them to settle the text of the

bhasya in a more adequate and convincing manner. Three volumes

of this edition of RV, comprising the first eight mandalas, have

been published by the Mandala, between 1933 and 1941. The editor

has critically discussed in his introduction the improvements which

this edition has made over the earlier ones. The entire published

portion evinces, on the whole, expert editing, and may be safely

relied upon as the basis for further research. A similar enterprise

has been undertaken by the Indian Research Institute of Calcutta,

but their whole scheme is very ambitious. Their edition is normally

divided into three sections
; in the first section the text of each Rk

of the sarhhita is given together with the padapatha and the com-

mentary of Sayana. To this are further added notes on the sense of

the mantras, drawn from the commentaries of Skandasvamin and

Venkatamadhava. In the second section each RV-hymn is preceded

by an introductory note in English, which mainly deals with its

viniyoga and other relevant matter ; then the text of a stanza is

again given in romanised form ; then come notes in English,

mainly based on the commentary of Sayana ; this is followed by
much elaborate material of technical and exegetical character ; and
in the end one finds the new translation in English. The third sec-

tion of this edition contains a Hindi summary of the English sec-

tion. In the second and the following parts, English and Hindi

translations of the Sayanabhasya are also added. An attempt

seems to have been made here to bring out more or less a variorum

edition of RV. As a matter of fact this project is more important

from the point of view of Vedic exegesis than that of textual criti-

cism. One however feels that in many cases comment is too elabo-

rate—in 22 big-sized pages of the first part ( 1933 ) only two Rks
are discussed—and that the results so attained are not always
commensurate with the labours expended. All the same when this

enormous edition is completed—very little progress has been made
so far

—
^it will have brought together, in one place, all the impor-

tant exegetical literature relating to RV. A Rk-eamhita is publi-
shed in the Trivendrum Sanskrit Series, in 1929, but its main feature.
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lies not in the text of the samhita itself, but in the bhssya of

SkandaBvamin and the dipika of Vehkatamadhavarya, The same

may be said with reference to the edition of RV prepared by L. Sarup,

which is to be published in six volumes and which gives the comm-
entary, Rgarthadipika of Vehkatamadhava, with comparative notes.

Some excellent critical editions of the Samaveda-saihhita ( SV

)

were also published during the period under review. As early as

1921, the text of SV edited with commentary by Ray was given out

in Bombay. But the SV published in the Calcutta Sanskrit Series,

in 1936, is much more scientifically planned by its editor, Bhava-

vibhuti Bhattacharya. Each saman is given with its padapatha and

is followed by a carefully corrected text of the Sayanabhasya, A
Sanskrit summary of the bhasya is also added. The editor has

supplied variant readings, references to corresponding RV-verses,

English translation, and copious notes dealing with grammar,
mythology, exegesis and philology. Dr. Raghu Vira of Lahore has

issued (1938) the SV-sarhhita of the Jaiminlyas, together with its

mantra-index. Dr. Raja has edited the SV ( Adyar 1941 ) with the

commentaries of Madhava and Bharatasvamin, which were so far but

little known. Carefully edited texts of SV have thus been made
available in recent years and these can now very well form the basis

of further investigation.

Among the texts of black Yajurveda (YV), mention must first be

made of Schroder’s new edition of the MaitrayanI samhita ( Leipzig,

1923 ). That scholar had already published also the Katha-saihhita.

.

In 1932, the editio princeps of the Kapisthala-samhita appeared at

Lahore. It was critically prepared by Raghu Vira from only one

manuscript. The text of the samhita is carefully reconstructed and
compared with that of the Katha-samhita. The editor’s scholarly

introduction deals with several topics such as the peculiarities of the

Kapi#iala Ms regarding samdhi, accentuation etc., division of the

text and a concordance of the sections of the Eap. and Eatb. sath-

hitas. But by far the most instructive part of it is that where the

editor gives a list of corrections and emendations in Schroder’s Ea^
text, as suggested by Eap. readings. Ever since the publication of

Raghu Vira’s edition of Eap.-saihhita, H. Oertel has been using

the new material for many useful papers, sometimes supplementing

Raghu Vira’s work and at other times correcting and adding to

Bloomfield’s “Vedic Variants”. All these papers are now made
available in the form of a book, “ Zur Eap. E&tb. samhita ” ( Mfin-

chen, 1984 X The first part of this work deals with RV-oitations in
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Kap. and Ka^h. saihhitas. They are classified under four sections on

the basis of mutual agreement or otherwise among RV, Kap, and

Kath. samhitas. The second part examines critically the emenda-

tions in the Kap. text suggested by various scholars, and is supple-

mented by Oertel’s own suggestions. The remaining parts are more

or less of a linguistic character, though they indirectly throw some
light on the text of the saihhita. Only three editions of the white

YV-saihhita may be mentioned here—one published by the Nirnaya-

sagar Press ( Bombay, 1929 ) and tlie other two, which contain also

the Marathi translations, prepared by Bapat Shastri ( Aundh, 1941

)

and Pathak Shastri ( Poona, 1941 ). In “ Die Yajus des Asvamedha
”

( Bonn, 1939 ), Dr. Bhawe has reconstituted the mantras, referring to

Asvamedha, from the traditional texts of the five different schools of

the YV, He has also made a comparative study of those texts from

the point of view of topics such as the position of Asvamedha, its

rituals, the order of mantras etc.

It is indeed a happy sign that valuable work has been done, in

recent years, with regard to the texts of the Atharvaveda ( AV ).

Though the original edition of AV was carefully prepared by Roth

and Whitney, it still needed revision. This work of revising the text

was undertaken by a competent scholar, Lindenau, and the revised

edition was brought out in 1924 at Berlin. Tlie importance of the

Kashmirian recension of AV was long ago recognised by Roth,

Garbe, Bloomfield and others, who thought that valuable results

might be obtained by comparing that recension with other texts.

It was in 1901 that the fascimile of the Ms of the Kasli. AV was

published by the John Hopkins University, One of Bloomfield’s

students of that time, L. C. Barret, edited critically, in 1905, the first

book by way of a doctorate thesis. Since then Barret worked on the

edition of the whole Kash. text, with single-minded devotion, and

after creditable labour of more than 30 years, the last volume was

given out in 1940. Generally speaking the reconstruction of a text

from one single incorrect Ms is not viewed with approval by

scholars. But the PaippalEda recension ( P ) of the AV differs so

much from the Saunaka ( S ) recension, which is more familiar, that

it was considered essential to publish the former, based on only one

Ms as it is. Barret’s edition gives the italicized transliterated text of

each hymn, references to folio and line number of the fascicule of

the Ms, the pada text in romanised form, and varied notes on the

difficulties of the text. Dr. Raghu Vira has published the Deva>

nSgarl edition of the P.-samhita, between 1936 and 1941. On each
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big-sized page there are three columns ; the first gives notes regard-

ing variants and corresponding passages in other texts; the

second presents the revised text of the samhita together

with the numbers of mantra, kanda and anuvaka, where-

ever possible ; and in the third column the readings are discussed.

Two appendices are added, one giving conspectus of S and P, which

is very useful, and the other containing P verse-index. A study of

these two editions of the P recension is bound to help our under-

standing of the difficult AV-text-tradition, to a considerable extent.

The RV has been so long the main basis of Vedic research, and that

very deservedly. Now that excellent editions of AV also are made
available, it is hoped that that Veda, which is equally important,

will be subjected to more critical study than heretofore.

In addition to the editions of the Vedic saihhitas mentioned

above, two cheap and handy editions of all the four saihhitas

appeared during this period : one published by the Vedic Yantralaya

of Ajmer ( 1925-28 ) and the other published by Pandit Satavalekar

( Aundh, 1937-39 ). The latter edition deserves special mention on
account of the editor’s scrupulousness in presenting the most accu-

rate text and his anxiety to offer the same at cheap price. Pandit

Satavalekar has supplied a short but very informative introduction

for each samhita. In the preparation of the AV-samhita, the P
recension has been duly taken into consideration and an appendix

giving important variant readings has been added. In the SV-
saihhita, besides surveying the whole SV-literature, the editor has

discussed, by way of an introduction, such phenomena as vikara,

vislemija, abhyasa and stdbha, and has also explained the SV-system
of accentuation. In short the Aundh edition of SV is certainly more

exhaustive than that of Benfey. By offering such very accurate

texts of Vedic saihhitas, at cost price, Panditji has done a great service

to the cause of Vedic studies.

Brahmanas : Turning from the recent editions of the samhita

texts to those of the Brahmana texts ( Br. ), one first of all notices,

with the greatest admiration, Caland’s monumental edition of the

Satapatha Br. ( SB ), in the Ksnvlya ( K ) recension ( Lahore, 1926 ).

The edition of SB first published by Weber in 1849 and reprinted in

1924, as well as the Calcutta edition ( 1900 ) and the Ajmer edition

( 1902 ), give the text according to the M&dhyamdina ( M ) recension.

Eggeling also follows the M text for his translation. Eggelfng had
handed over all the material collected by him for the reconstitution

tif the E recensipn to Caland, and it redounds to the credit of the
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expert scholarship of the latter that he h(^ made the best use of it

in his edition of K text of SB. The text is here given in DevanEgarl

character and an elaborate historical and critical introduction has

been added. Books 1 to 7 of K text, which correspond with books 1

to 5 of M, have been critically edited, while, in view of the fact that

K books 8 to 16 generally agree with M books 6 to 14, only a list of

distinctive readings from the K text has been given. The K text

does not differ from the M text so much in respect of the matter as

in respect of the arrangement of parts and the traditions. Caland’s

masterly introduction, which comprises five chapters, deals with

many important topics such as the place of SB in Vedic literature,

its two recensions, the system of accentuation, which is by itself an
exceedingly original and much-needed contribution, the Mss of K
recension, the grammatical and linguistic peculiarities of the K text

and the relationship between K and M and between SB and other

YV and non-YV literature. With regard to the mutual relationship

between K and M, Caland concludes that from the beginning there

existed two independent recensions of a Vajasaneyi Br., comprising

the materials of K books 1 to 7 and M books 1 to 5, closely related

to each other, one of which, K, has been influenced in some way by

the other. This edition has amply proved that Caland was the most

competent scholar to work on Br.-exegesis. A new edition of SB
in the M recension, which has been published recently in 5 parts

( Kalyan, 1940-41 ), gives the commentaries of Sayana and Hari-

svamin. It also contains an introduction in Sanskrit, which, in

addition to the usual topics, supplies some information about the

several commentators of SB,

Another Br., which has been critically worked out by Caland, is

the Tandya-maha-brahmana (TMB), also called the Praudha Br. or

Pancaviihsa Br. (PB). The text of this Br. was first edited, together

with the Sayanabhasya, in the Bibliotheca Indica (Calcutta) between

1870 and 1874. Caland’s very accurate translation of this Br. (Bibl.

Ind., Calcutta, 1931) helps one to solve a large number of difficulties

presented by the text. Caland has also given copious explanatory

notes, references and concordances. In a short but highly informa-

tive introduction, he deals with some significant problems of the

relative chronology of the SV-texts, He accepts the priority of the

purvSrcikH to the uttar&rcika, which was suggested by Oldenberg.

According to Caland the uttarareika did not exist in the time of the

author of TMB, but the chanters drew' the verses, which they wanted,

directly from the RV-saihhitS. The uttarareikE was composed in

later times so that there might be available, in the order of the
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sacrifices, the verses required to be sung. Caland further attempts to

prove that TMB is later than the Maitrayani and Kath. saihhitas

and the Jaiminlya Br. (JB). The text of the Pancaviihsa Br. ofE’ered

by the Bibl. Ind. edition has been greatly improved upon in the

edition prepared by Chinnasvami Shastri (Benares, 1938). His text

is based, in addition to the Calcutta edition, on two Mss in Grantha
character and three in the Nagari, which fact makes it more reliable.

The editor has traced the quotations in the text and the Sayanabhasya

to their original sources. A scholarly introduction discussing the

text and its relationship with the Srautasutra of Katyayana and

Apastamba, as well as a number of indexes, have greatly enhanced

the usefulness of the work. A project for editing the JB was under-

taken, nearly 50 years ago, first by Oertel and then by Caland. It

was however not carried to completion, since adequate Ms-material

was then not available. Only a few important pieces from that Br.

were published by Oertel, in different journals, and Caland had

suggested emendations in certain cases. In his Dutch monograph,

“Over en uit het JB” (Amsterdam, 1914), Caland had further discus-

sed in detail the relationship of the JB with the other Br. texts and
had also given the Dutch translation of some passages. Some of his

conclusions are that the Satyayani Br., which is known only through

quotations, is very closely related to the JB, though not quite

identical with it; that the JB stands very close to SB, and is earlier

than its K recension but later than the M recension. In 1919,

Caland published (Amsterdam) a selection of passages from the JB
with their translation in German and a number of useful indexes.

In many cases the text is hopelessly corrupt and the editor had to

take recourse to conjectures. Among the passages selected by him
are the legend of Yavakri, the mahavrata ritual, and the legend of

Cyavana’s rejuvination. Dr. Raghu Vira has now brought out a

critically edited text of the first book of the JB (Lahore, 1937). In

reconstinicting the text he has utilised, in addition to the earlier

printed portions, a large number of Mss from South India.

The text of the Gopatha Br. belonging to AV was edited (Leiden,

1919) by Gaastra with an introduction regarding the Mss etc., and
explanatory notes and index. A study of this Br. will greatly help

us to reconstruct the chronology of Vedic texts in general. Dr.

Batakrishna Ghosh has made a valuable contribution to the text-

critical study of the Brahmanas, through his book, “ Collection

of the Fragments of lost Brahmanas” (Calcutta, 1935), wherein he

has brought together a large number of Br. quotations from ancil-
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lary Vedic literature as well as from later Vedic literature. His

comments on many points of linguistic usage will be found highly

useful by a student of Vedic language. A reference may further be

made, in this context, to Keith's translation of the Aitareya and

Kausitaki Br. of RV (HOS, 1920) and to the texts of Taittirlya

Br. (Mysore, 1921), the Jaiminlya-upanisad Br. (Lahore, 1921) and

the Sahkhayana Aranyaka (Poona, 1922).

Upanisads: Coming to the Upanisad-texts (Up.), we find that

most of the editions published during this period are rather of

philosophical and exegetical than of text-critical significance.

Great service has however been done to the study of the Up. by

those scholars who have published, for the first time, texts which

were hitherto either entirely unknown or but little known. As early

as 1908, Prof. Schrader had announced the discovery, in the Adyar

library, of the MSS of four unpublished but important Up. texts.

He himself published one of the Up., the Baskalamantra Up., which

he considered to be the precursor of all Up. literature, as an appendix

to one of the descriptive catalogues of MSS in the Adyar library.

That one and the remaining three, Chagaleya, Arseya, and

Saunaka, are tentatively edited and translated by Dr. Belvalkar

(Poona, 1925). The Baskalamantra Up. contains, in an amplified

form, the story of Indra and Medhatithi, which was foreshown in

RV Vni. 240. In quite a henotheistic manner, Indra is there

ultimately identified with the highest One. The Chagaleya Up.

discusses the relationship between body and soul on the basis of

the raiha-drstanta. A conversation among several sages regard-

ing the most correct definition of brahman forms the principal topic

of the Arseya Up., which finally favours the definition

proposed by Vasistha, namely, that brahman is identical with

atman. The -Saunaka Up. recommends the ujMsan^ of pranava. The
Adyar library has to its credit the publication of a series of several

other unpublished Up. texts. In the first volume ( Adyar, 1935-36 ),

the ten Up. have been included with the commentary of Sri Upa-
nisad-Brahmayogin. This commentator belongs to the Saihkara

school of advaita vedanta and he has succeeded, to a considerable

extent, in clearly summarising the detailed explanations of Samka-
j^cSrya. Moreover several passages, which were not explained by
Samkara, are commented upon by Brahmayogin. In the following

two volumes ( Adyar, 1938-40 ) a large number of minor Up. texts—
the so-called sarnSnya-vedanta-upanisads — are issued with an
introductory note for each and English translation closely following
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the commentary of Brahmayogin. This work of the Adyar library

undoubtedly forms a valuable contribution to the study of the

ancient Indian philosophical literature. The tantric texts like Ad-
vaitabhava Up., Kaulopanisad, Taropanisad etc. have also been

made available recently ( London, 1922 ) with an introduction by
Avalon. Such other minor texts as the Amrtabindu and the Kai-

valya are edited ( Madras, 1925 ) with commentary and English

translation by A. Mahadeva Shastri. J. Scheftelowitz has published

the Sivasaihkalpa Up. in the ZDMG (Leipzig, 1921). Among
useful collections of familiar Up. texts, mention may be made of

Dasopanisadah { Poona, 1937 ) ; the Up. series being published by

Ramkrishna Math ( Madras ) ; Roer’s edition of twelve principal Up.

( Madras, 1931-32 ), which gives the text in Devanagari, the com-
mentary of Saihkara, the gloss of Anandagiri and translation and
notes in English; the Upanisatsaihgraha being serially issued by the

Advaita Asrama of Almora ;
and several AV-Up*“texts published,

from time to time, in the QJMS (Bengalore).

Vedic Sutras : In recent years considerable activity as regards

the publication of the critical editions of the Vedic Sutras— Srauta

( SS ), Grhya (GS), Dharma ( DS ), and Sulva ( SuS )— has been evi-

dent in several centres in this country like Poona, Mysore, Baroda,

Benares and Lahore. Dr. Biihler’s edition of the Apastamba DS,

which offers the text with variant readings from the Hiranyakesi DS,

an alphabetical index of sutras, a word-index and extracts from

Haradatta’s commentary, Ujjvala, is recently issued in a revised

form ( Poona, 1932 ). The text of the Ap. SuS was published with

the commentary of Kapardisvamin, Karavinda and Sundararaja at

Mysore, in 1931, and it throws great light on the mathematical tech-

nicalities of the Vedic sacrifice. A similar text belonging to the

Katyayana school is edited with the commentary of Karka and the

gloss of Mahidhara in the Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series ( Benares,

1936 ). A study of the text of the Manava GS published ( Baroda,

1926 ) with the commentary of Astavakra, an introduction in Sans-

krit and several indexes will considerably help one in properly

evaluating Buhler’s contention about the relationship between the

Manusmrti and a hypothetical Manava DS. It may be noted in

this connection that Prof. Knauer had published the first five books

of Manava SS ( Petrograd ) as early as 1900-03. The caycma, or

ritual for the construction of the chief altar, belongs to this SS and

forms the fifth vibhaga of that corpus, either by itself, according
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to some Mss, or in combination with the mjapeya and prayasciUa,

according to others. Miss Van Gelder, a pupil of that most versatile

Vedic scholar, Caland, has edited the section dealing with cayam
{ Leiden, 1931 ) and her excellent edition has proved to be of great

value to a student of comparative religion and early Sanskrit.

Fragments of the little known Baijavapa GS are published for the

first time (Lahore, 1926 ) by Bhagavaddatta. The caranavyuha

of Saunaka enumerates Baijavapa as one of the fifteen divisions of

Sukla YV. The GS-portion from Baijavapa is extensively quoted

in many works and Bhagavaddatta has tried to reconstruct, from

these quotations, a tentative GS-text. A similar type of textual

reconstruction has been attempted by Kane ( ABORl, 1925-26 ) with

reference to the DS of Sahkha-Likhita, which must have been

obviously a very ancient work. Kane has also supplied a very use-

ful introduction dealing with the important problems connected

with this text.

But by far the most outstanding work in this branch has been

done by Caland, who may be adequately called a great master of

sutra-reconstruction and sutra-exegesis. He and his pupils have

among themselves critically edited the largest number of sutra-

texts. A beginning in this direction was already made by Caland

through the publication of the collection of the Pitrmedha-sutras

drawn from the Baudh., Hiranya., and Gauh schools and of the text

of the Baudh. SS issued ( Calcutta ) in three books, with an index

of proper names and a useful bibliography. His very illuminating

German translation of the first seven books of the SS of Ap.

{ Gottingen, 1921 ) has clearly shown that Caland was the most

competent scholar to tackle successfully the numerous intrica-

cies of the Vedic ritualism. The SS, which are the manuals of

Vedic sacrifice, are, according to Caland, only excerpts from the Br.

texts. His expert knowledge of the Br. literature has consequently

made his translation and notes particularly lucid. The text of the

Jaiminlya GS of SV edited by him with extracts from the commen-

tary of Srinivasa as well as English notes, translation and intro-

duction ( Lahore, 1932 ) and the four instalments of his “ Uber das

Vadhula-Butra ” {Ada Ortew/., 1922 ) amply testify to the scientific

manner in which the excellent work already started was carried on

by that scholar. The text of the Kath. GS, which is traditionally

associated with the name of Laugaksi and the Carayanlya school,

was reconstituted by Caland from -the commentaries of Devapala

and AdityadarSana, Brahmanabala’s G^hyapaddhati and a number
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of rcakas and was published at Lahcw-e ( 1925 ). The full corpus of

the Vaikhanasa sutras consists of a grhya section ( prasnas 1 to 7 ),

a dharma section ( prasnas 8 to 10 ) and a pravarasutra, which is a

list of proper names agreeing closely with that of the Ap. Not

finding adequate Mss-material for the reconstruction of an authori-

tative text, Eggers has given only the translation of the dharma
section ( Gottingen, 1929 ). But his text-critical and exegetical notes

are highly suggestive. In his introduction to the translation

Eggers deals with the conception of Vanaprasthasrama in general

and the several Vaikhanasa sects. For his critical edition of the

Vaikh. GS { Calcutta, 1927-29 ), however, Caland has used Mss in

Telugu and Grantha. In that work as well as in his monograph,
“ Over het Vaikh. Sutra **, that scholar discusses several details

about the Vaikh. sutra. In view of the incorrect Sanskrit idiom of

this last of the sutras belonging to the Taittiriya sakha, Caland

concludes that it was composed by a Brahmana whose Sanskrit was

contaminated by Tamil. The author was presumably a Malyali and

belonged to the 4th century A. D. In Manusmrti ( VI. 21 ) there is

a reference to Vaikhanasa-mata. Caland finds a passage correspond-

ing to it in the Vaikh. sutra ( IX. 5 ) and asserts that the author of

the Manusmrti must have known the text of the Vaikh. sutra.

Another interesting suggestion has been made by him. The man-

tras cited by pratika in this sutra are not to be found in the TS or

the TB. Caland therefore assumes the existence of a Vaikh. saihhita

whose relation to the sutra is of precisely the same kind as the rela-

tion between the Ap.-mantrapatha and the Ap. GS, It should be

noted that in 1930, for the first time, an edition of the text of the

Vaikh. DS and the Pravarakhanda, together with English transla-

tion, is published at Madras. The second instalment of Caland’s

masterly German translation of the Ap. SS was given out at

Amsterdam in 1928. With the exception of the Vitana sutras,

which are texts of secondary importance, the SS of Ap. is the first

SS to be translated. This second part is very important in so far

as it deals with topics like the construction of the great altar, the

Vajapeya, Rajasuya, Asvamedha and Purusamedha sacrifices, and

the rites of burial. The pithy notes supplied by the editor and the

index make this translation a monument of fruitful scholarship.

As usual Oertel has produced very valuable work based on Caland’s

translation of the Ap, SS, In his paper, “ Zu Caland’s Ubersetzung

des Ap. SS ”
( ZJJ, 1931 ), Oertel has discussed the citations from

the samhites and br&hmanas and has added important notes of
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grammatical and lexicographical character. An estimate of Caland’s

work in regard to sutra-texts will not be complete without a refe-

rence to the series of articles, “ Zur Exegese und Kritik der rituellen

sutras ”, contributed by him to ZDMO ( Vol. 51 onwards ). In those

articles he treats, in his usual thorough manner, subjects like the

Arsavivaha, the divinities of the morning and the evening offerings,

the pala^a leaf in ritual, the wheel in ritual, eating in dreams etc.

A very laudable feature of Caland’s scholarly career is the tradition

of pupils which he has created. A reference has already been made
to the work of one of his pupils. Miss Gelder. His enthusiasm and
critical method are to be seen also in the work of his other pupil.

Dr. Baghu Vira. Dr. Baghu Vira has, by himself, edited critically

the Bharadvaja SS and the Varaha GS together with short extracts

from the paddhatis of Gahgadhara and Vasistha, and has prepared,

in collaboration with his Guru, the editio princeps of the Varaha SS
( Lahore ).

During the last couple of years the As GS has been subjected to

a thorough and exhaustive study by Dr. Apte. In a paper contri-

buted to ABORI (XX), he has given a detailed account of the

contents of two rare Mss of the unpublished As-mantrasamhita, which

gives the mantras from BV, cited by pratikas, in the SS and GS of

As., in the order in which they occur in the present BV-saihhita,

Some BV-mantras, cited in As GS, are however not to be found in

that mantrasamhita. In a text-critical examination of the sutra

( BDCRIy 1940), Apte has discussed the several possibilities as

to why they have not been included therein. He has further

attempted a much-needed research into the sources and interpretation

of all non-BV-mantras and liturgical formulas employed in the GS
of As {NIA, HI). A study of the sutras from this point of view,

which has been, more or less, neglected so long, is bound to prove

very useful for an understanding of the way in which several Vedic

schools have originated and developed. Some eminent orientalists

like Winternitz believe that, so far as the meanings of the mantras

are concerned, their ritualistic application given in the SS and GS
seems to be almost arbitrary. They would seem to have no rational

connection with the particular rites in which they are employed.

In a paper entitled “ BV-mantras in their ritual setting in the GS”
(BDCfJ/ 1940), Apte strongly opposes this view and demonstrates,

on the basis of a critical study of the BV-mantras cited in A§ GS,

that these mantras can be clearly classified according as they have

sacramental, invocational, mythological, oblational, or superficial
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and traditional applicability in the grhya rites. It may be pointed

out, in this context, that the Miraamsa-grantha-prakasaka-samiti of

Poona has planned a series called “Krsnayajurveda-prakarana-

kaumudl”, in which all the mantras of the YV will be arranged

under appropriate ritualistic topick The first volume of the series

( Poona, 1938 ), containing the adhana and punarddhdm sections,

indicates how this scheme will help the student in the understanding

of the form and details of different sacrifices. On the whole, it will

be seen that an all-sided study of the Vedic sutras has been a

distinctive feature of Vedic philology during the last twenty-five

years.

Nirukta : Investigations into the several problems of the

Nirukta (N) have been enthusiastically carried on ever since the

days of the early Vedists, who had recognised the importance of the

work from the point of view of Vedic exegesis and grammar, and of

the history of ancient Indian philological speculations. Roth

published for the first time a critical edition of N with introduction

and very valuable notes in German, at Gottingen, in 1852. He had

however not included therein any commentary. Since then several

editions of the work have seen the light of the day. Satyavrata

Samasraml’s edition, issued in four volumes (Bibl. Ind., 1852-1891),

contains the commentary of Durga (D) and Devarajayajvan (De.).

Besides the text and the commentaries, SamasramI has brought out

a monograph entitled “Niruktalocana”, in which he treats various

problems concerning the date, contents, authorship and commentaries

of N. The text of D’s commentary has been much improved upon

in the Venkateshvar Presss edition (1912-13) prepared by Sivadatta.

It does not however contain the text of the Nighantu (Ni) and the

commentary of De. Sivadatta has followed, for the first time, the

practice of dividing the text into paragraphs and punctuating it.

The Bombay Sanskrit Series has brought out the N with D’s

commentary in two volumes (Poona, 1918 and 1942 ). The first part

of Rajvade’s edition of N, which contains introduction, full texts

of Ni and N, cursory examination of Ni, notes on the

first three chapters of N and 25 indexes, was issued by the

B. O. R. I., in 1940, on the occasion of that veteran scholar’s

eightieth birth-day. Rajvade must be said to have struck quite

a new path in the field of Vedic exegesis, and though his inter-

pretations are not always acceptable, they do make one think

seriously. Two works, which deserve special mention in this

section, are those by L, Sarup and H. Skold. Sarup’s excellent
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edition of N ( 1920-29 ), embodied in six decent volumes, is the fruit

of steady and scientific researches in the subject carried on by that

scholar for several years. He has adopted the text of the shorter

recension instead of that of the longer one, adopted by Both. Indeed

he produces evidence to show that Yaska’s ( Y ) original work is

represented by the shorter recension, which seems also to have been

followed by D. According to him, the external evidence in the form

of Mss and commentaries, enables one to trace the history of the

text of N up to the time of D, that is to say, up to 1st century A, D.

This does not however mean that the text of N, as represented by

D’s commentary, is identical with the archetype. In a recent paper,
“ The problem of Text-criticism of N ” ( Thomas Comm. Vol.,

Bombay, 1939 ), Samp has made an attempt to detect the interpola-

tions inserted in the text of N before the time of D. In his edition,

besides the English translation, introduction, exegetical and critical

notes. Samp has issued an independent volume of fragments of the

commentaries of Skandasvamin ( Sk ) and Mahesvara ( M ). The
puzzle of these two commentators is solved by him through a

plausible suggestion that Sk’s commentary is a bhasya on the N
while M*s notes are a tika on the bhasya of Sk, In the last volume
comprising the indices and appendices to the N, Samp has included

an elaborate introduction embodying the results of his studies on the

dates and relationship of various commentators belonging to the

etymological school, Sk’s date, according to him, is earlier than

the first half of the 12th century A. D., though Dr. C. K. Baja

assigns him to 600 A. D. As regards the Kautsa-proWLem, Sarup’s

conclusion is interesting. It is not because the heterodox views

were very compelling in Y’s times that they are represented in the

N, It is merely a matter of more or less formal •controversy, which
requires a purvapaksa,

H. Skold’s original plan was to prepare a vocabulary of the

etymologies of N, But his studies in this line proved very fmitful

from several points of view ; and the results are presented in a neat

volume,
“ 'TheNimkta: its place in old Indian Literature: its

Etymologies ” (Lund, 1926). The first part of the work is given to

discussions concerning the relation of N to the Vedic literature and

to some later works, which have ultimately led him to the following

five important conclusions. (1) The influence of BY in N is

preponderant. (2) The Ni was originally a list of BV-words.

(3) The old Yajus-influence, of which there are strong traces in the

N might have emanated from Y and his successors. (4) No parti-
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clilar Yajus-school can claim to have influenced the oldest form of

the N. (5) No influence whatever from either SV or AV can be

traced in the original N-nigamas. Skold is in favour of the Indian

tradition, which attributes the authorship of N to Y and maintains

that though there seem to be some parts of the N, which did not

originally exist within the frame of a common work, this book even

in its present interpolated condition betrays the influence of a

unifying hand, which must have been Y’s. Skold’s list of etymolo-

gies, which forms the second part of his work, is most exhaustive

and is a monument of scientific work. It will prove highly helpful

for the linguistic, textual and exegetical study of the Veda,

Several minor problems originating from the study of N have

been tackled by scholars during recent years. Dr. Gune has discixssed

the Br.-quotations in the N (RGB Comm. Vol., 1917). In his mono-

graph, “Vedische Volksetymologie und das '^"'{Archiv Orient.^ 1935),

P. Poucha maintains that the N is, to a considerable extent, depen-

dent on the traditional folk-etymologies to be found in the earlier

Vedic texts and supports his view by furnishing Vedic basis for

fifty etymologies given by Y in the N. His investigations are

supplemented by R. R. Kashyap through his papers on “A Vedic

Basis for the Etymologies in the N by Y*’ (/C, 1935-36).

Pratisakhyas and other Vedangas : The Pratisakhyas (Pr.) have

rightly been given an important place among the Vedangas (Vg.)

and it is encouraging to find that some very laudable work has been

done in connection with the proper study of these ancient manuals of

Vedic phonetics, A part of the introduction to the RV-Pr., which

is critically edited with the commentary of Uvvata by Dr. Mangal
Deva Shastri, was issued in 1922, by the Oxford University Press.

Since then the complete edition, with critical and additional notes,

English translation of the text and several appendices and indices,

has been published. The text of the Taitt. Pr. is critically edited,

by Pandit Venkatarama Sharma (Madras, 1930), together with the

bhasya of Mahiseya and a number of appendices. The commentary,

which is based on one Ms only, seems to be written in a lucid style

and is mostly free from abstruse discussions and lengthy citations,

which characterise such works. Pandit Sharma and the Madras
University have made further contribution to the study of Vedic

phonetics respectively by editing and publishing ( Madras, 1934)

also the Vajasaneyi (VS) Pr. of KatySyana. Two commentaries are

given in this edition, one by Uvvata and the other by Ananta.

Uwata explains the Pr. With reference to the Madhyandina texts,

3
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while Ananta, whose commentary is published here for the first time,

explicitly mentions, in his preface, that he has only the Kanviya texts

in view. As a matter of fact, Ananta goes to the extent of asserting

that many sutras of this Pr. cannot be made applicable to

M-texts and therefore must have been intended for the K-texts

only. In his book, “Critical Studies on Katyayana’s Sukla YV-Pr.”

(Madras, 1935) Sharma has presented the results of his investi-

gations into several aspects of that text. He shows that Katyayana

has recorded in his Pr. not only the rules regarding the correct

pronunciation and accentuation of VS-texts but also the

peculiarities in recitation of certain teachers and Sakhas. Accord-

ing to him this Pr. is directly connected with the sarhhita, pada,

and krama texts of the Sukla YV and supplies a systematic and

methodically arranged account of euphonic • changes and combina-

tions, besides occasionally adding phonological discussions. He
deals with a number of other topics such as the origin of Pr., authors

mentioned in the text, Pr. and Panini, Uvvata’s commentary and

minor treatises on Sukla YV-texts. The Puspasutra, which is a Pr. of

SV, was edited by Pandit Dravid with the commentary of Ajatasatru

and issued in the CJhaukhamba Sanskrit Series ( Benares, 1923 ).

Except for the commentary this work does not show much improve-

ment upon Simon’s edition of the text with German translation.

But the critical edition of the “Rktantra,” which is also a Pr. of SV,

prepared by Dr. Surya Kanta (Lahore, 1939) presents a better text

than Burnell’s edition, because the former has used some new Mss
for text-reconstruction. The editor has, in his notes,.made a detailed

comparison of this Pr. with other Pr. and with Panini. His intro-

duction, commentary, notes, appendices and the Samavedanukramani

make the work sufficiently exhaustive. The same scholar has

critically edited, for the first time, also the AV^Pr. (Lahore, 1939),

which is a unique phonetico-grammatical work related to AV.
Another phonetical treatise of AV is the MandukI Sikss. This text

was previously printed in Yugalkishore VySsa’s “Siksasamgraha”

(Benares, 1893). Bhagavaddatta’s edition of the Manduki Siksa

(Lahore, 1921) gives variant readings from three Mss. In his intro-

duction the editor deals with topics like the relation of this Siksa,

to RV-Pr. and Yaska, the age of the existing Siksas, and the refer-

ences, in Vedic literature, to Manduka. According to Bhagavaddatta

the major part of the Manduki Siksa is derived from other similar

manuals. The AV-Dantyosthavidhi, which is the fourth laksapa-*

t^atise of AV and is a phonetical text relating to that Veda, was
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issued by Ram Gk)pal Shastri at Lahore (192i), which place has

recently become, thanks to the Arya SamSja, a great centre of Vedic

studies in India.

The University of Calcptte published, in 1938, M. Ghosh’s criti-

cal edition of the “ Paninlya Siksa or Siksa Vg. ” Weber had pub-

lished its text based on two recensions in “ Indische Studien,” as

early as 1858. But accumulation of new materials and recent

researches necessitated a new edition. Dr. Siddheshwar Verma used

three recensions in his work, but Ghosh has given the text in all its

five recensions, together with two commentaries and translation and

notes. The Siksa so reconstituted contains certain features, which

according to the editor, help to place it in a period before 500 B, 0.

In his paper on another Vg.-text, “ Chando-Vedahga of Pihgala ”

( IHQ, VII ), M. Ghosh has discussed the problems of the identifica-

tion of the work and its date. A reference may be made, in this

context, also to the “ Vedahga-Jyotisa ” critically edited by Dr.

Shamashastri ( Mysore, 1938 ) together with English translation and

Sanskrit commentary.

Besides the Vedahga texts mentioned above, a considerable

amount of subsidiary exegetical material connected with the Veda

has been critically and scientifically explored during recent years.

The Atharvavedlya Pancapatalika, which is an ancient anukramani

of AV, is the third laksana-treati.se of that Veda, and was known
only through a number of excerpts from it given in Pandit’s edition

of AV and Whitney’s translation. From only two Mss, Bhagavad-

datta reconstructed the whole text and issued it ( Lahore, 1920 ) with

introduction and notes in Hindi. Topics such as the uklanukta, the

divisions of AV, the avasanas in the text etc. have been methodically

treated in this anukramani and its value for the textual criticism of

the AV is quite obvious. The Brhat-sarvanukramanl of AV (Lahore,

1922 ), already noticed by Weber, corresponds to Kstyayana’s

Sarvanukramanl of RV and contains eleven patalas. In the intro-

duction, the editor, Ram Gopal Shastri, has expressed his views re-

garding the antiquity of AV and the influence which it wielded upon

the religion of early Egypt. Further, according to him, the word

chandamsi, in early texts, denotes not only RV but AV also. J.

Scheftelowitz has given a critical notice (Z 1 1, 1922 ) of the Kash-

mir recension of Katyayana’s RV-Sarvanukramanl. The RV-
anukramanl of Madhavabhatta, son of Vehkaterya, edited by Dr.

Raja ( Madras, 1932 ) contains verses introducing each astaka and

adhy&ya found |in some Mss of the Rgarthadlpiki of Madhava, whom
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S&yana quotes in his commentary on RV X. 86. 1. The verses can-

not however be said to form a proper anukramanl. They merely

deal with some topics of general character, namely, accent, verbs,

nip&tas, avrtti, rsis, metre, deities and interpretation, and are arti-

ficially divided into eight sections corresponding to eight astakas.

In the introduction to this edition prepared from six Mss, Raja dis-

cusses the question regarding the identity etc. of the author. There

existed, according to Raja, another “ RgvedEnukramanl ” by a dif-

ferent Madhava, mentioned by DevarSja, and a part of a tentative

text of the same, based as it is on one defective Ms, is appended to

this edition. Dr. Raghu Vira has reconstructed {JRAS,19Z2\
from one single Ms, the text of the “ ChandonukramanI of the

Maitrayanl-samhita,” which forms apart of the Varaha Parisistas-

A work of unique interest, in this branch, is Kohlbrugge’s “ AV-
parisista fiber Omina ” ( Wageningen, 1938 ). It presents systemati-

cally, in German translation, such passages of the AV-parisista as

bear upon omens and portents. The material is classified in different

sections, such as, earthquake, meteor, lightning, portents connected

with crop, trees and quadrupeds, tornado etc. The numerous cita-

tions, from works like Adbhuta-Br., Adbhuta-sSgara and Adbhuta-

adhy&ya, supplied by the author, in several places, make the book

a valuable manual for the ethnological and anthropological study

of ancient India.

Commentaries : Pischel and Geldner have expressed in unequivo-

cal terms their opinion that in the matter of Vedic exegesis greater

reliance ought to be placed on the orthodox Indian tradition, repre-

sented by Yaska and Sayana, than on modern philological methods.

Linguistics will help one at the most to understand the bare mean-

ing of a Vedic word, but the spirit behind that word will not be

adequately realised without due appreciation of the indigenous tradi-

tion. The impression was, till lately, prevailing that Sayana (S)

was the only commentator of RV after Y, the intervening exegetical

tradition being completely unknown. The period under review is

however characterised by the discovery and publication of a large

number of hitherto unknown commentaries on Vedic texts—^both

pre-Sayana and post-Sayana. The bhasya of Sk. and the dIpika of

Venkata Madhava (VM) have been issued, as mentioned above, by
Pandit Sambasiva Shastri ( Trivandrum, 1929 ) in his edition of the

Rk-Saihhita. Dr. C, E. Raja has also published the commentary of

Sk. on the first astaka of RV ( Madrais, 1935 ). Sk. gives new mean-

ings of Vedic words, which are distinctly better than those of Sayana.
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His prefaro also is short and to the point. According to Baja ( “A
note on S&kapuni," Kuppusvami Shastri Comm, VoL, Madras,

1935 ), Sakapuni was the author of a Nirukta, which was prior to

Y’s N, and Sk. and Madhava had direct access to that work. Dr.

Raja has brought out a new commentary by one Madhava on the

first four adhyayas of RV, called, " Rgvedavyakhya Madhavakrta ”

( Adyar, 1939 ), This Madhava is a diiferent person from his name-
sake, the son of Vehkatarya, and the author of another commen-

tary on RV, called “ Rgarthadipika This text of the “ Rgveda-

vyakhya ” is based on one single exceedingly corrupt palm-leaf Ms,

and is therefore of little practical use in spite of the emendations

suggested by the editor. A part of the “ Rgarthadipika ” is also

given in this edition. Best Ms.s-material for the reconstitution of

of the “ Rgarthadipika ” of Madhava, son of Vehkatarya, is said

to be available at Lahore ; and Dr. Sarup has planned an edition

of RV, with this commentary, two volumes .of which are already

out. This Madhava must have been the same, who is referred to by

Sayana in his bhasya on RV X. 86. 1. According to Sarup, a

comparison of this commentary with the interpretations given by S,

Sk., Y etc. reveals that VM usually offers more scientific explana-

tions of the obscure passages of RV. He further maintains that S
has largely drawn upon VM’s “ Rgarthadipika ”. The works of

other commentators like Satrughnamisra, the author of “Mantrartha-

dlpika ” ( Benares, 1934 ) and Udglthaearya, the author of a pre-

Sayana commentary on the RV ( Lahore, 1935 ) have also been

recently brought to light. Mr. Narahari has tried to fix up ( Adyar

Lib. Bull., V ) the dates of two other commentators on RV, namely,

Caturvedasvamin and Ravana, whom he places between 1477 and

1507 and the middle of the 15th century respectively. Dr. Raja

has written a critical note (VI. AIOC) on the so-called Valabhi

school of Vedabhasyakaras comprising Sk., Narayana, Udgitha,

Mahesvara, Madliava and Harisvamin. In another paper (V. AIOC)
the same scholar undertakes to determine the chronology of all the

known commentators on RV and N.

The practice seems to have been in vogue formerly to produce

collections of mantras intended for distinct classes of Samavedins.

A mention may be made, in this connection, of the “Chandogya-

mantrabhasya”, which is a commentary, by one Gunavisnu, on

select Vedic mantras, and which is edited and published by D. M.
Bhattacharya (Calcutta, 1930). According to the editor, Gunavisnu

lived before Sayana, though this view is recently controverted by
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A. Venkatasubbiah (JOB, IX). At any rate Gunavisnu was not

the first to comment on such selections. NarSyana, the author of

“Karmapradipa”, and Bhavadeva seem to have preceded Gunavisnu.

Nugadacarya, however, was the first scholiast, to start the practice

of commenting only on a particular iwrtion of the Veda. Halayudha,

in his “BrShmanasarvasva”, mentions and follows Nugadacarya.

Apart from the publication of these commentaries on Vedic

texts, several minor problems connected with them have been dealt

with by scholars. D. Sharma maintains, in his paper, “The Author-

ship of the VedabhSsyas” {COJ, II), that Madhava was at least a part

author of the commentary whose authorship is at present attributed

to his brother and coworker, Sayanacarya. A similar view was

already put forth by Dr. Gune (Asutosh Comm. Vol,, 1927), who
asserted that the so-called Sayanabhasya was not the work of one

man, but that several scholars must have collaborated, each collabo-

rator having taken up one astaka or perhaps half of it, as a unit to

work upon. Mr. Kashikar has attempted a comparative text-critical

study of the RV-Samhita and the Sayanabhasya (NIA, V). The
problem of the mutual relatioaship between Sayana, Madhava and

Vehkatamadhava has been approached, from two different points of

view, by Dr. Raja (VI. AIOC) and A. Venkatasubbiah {JOB, X). All

this work with regard to the commentaries on Veda has brought out

one fact very prominently, namely, that ever since the time of

Yaska there has been an unbroken, more or less uniform and conti-

nuous tradition of orthodox Vedic exegesis.

Vedic Lexicons : Works of lexicographical character, such as

indexes, dictionaries and concordances form the very basis of modern
scientific research. It is therefore quite in the fitness of things that

a considerable amount of such literature should have been produced

during recent years. R. Simon’s “Index Vesborum zu L. von
Schroder’s Kathakam-Ausgabe” was published in 1912 (Leipzig)

and a similar word-index to the Taittirlya Samhita, prepared by
Barashuram Shastri, was issued by the B. O. R. I. in 1930. The
“Vedic Kosa” planned by Hansaraja is to comprise a concordance of

all the etymologies and meanings of Vedic words, attributes of

different devates, scientific and moral passages and other useful

material contained in the fifteen printed Brahmanas. The first

volume (Lahore, 1926) contains an introduction'by Bhagavaddatta

dealing with several topics connected with the Br.-literature, and

a concordance of the more important words used in the published

Br&hmanas with their context and in s(»ne cases brief glosses. The
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Vishvesliwarananda Vedic Research Institute of Lahore has laun-

ched two huge projects of great lexicographical value. The

VaidikarSabdartha-parijata, edited by Vishvabandhu Shastri, the

first fasciculus of which was published in 1929, is planned to be a

Vedic dictionary in the form of a cidtical and trilingual record of

ancient and modern interpretations of Vedic words, with textual

citations and philological cognations. The Vaidika-padanukrama-

kosa, edited by the same veteran Vedist, aims, on the other hand,

at supplying a universal vocabulary-register of about 400 available

Vedic and sub-Vedic texts, together with relevant etymological

and grammatical discussions. Tlie second volume of this work,

which is issued in two parts ( Lahore, 1935-36 ), concerns itself with

the Brahmana and Aranyaka texts. A concordance of all the sen-

tences occurring in the different Upanisads has been prepared by
Mr. G. S. Sadlialo in his “ Upanisad-vakya-mahakosa **

( Bombay,

1940 ). The editor has taken into account 125 published and

nearly 100 unpublished Up.-texts, though all of them cannot be

said to have been either ancient or important. Besides helping one

to trace the Up.~quotations to their original sources, this Ko&a will

throw some light on the extent of mutual indebtedness among the

Upanisads. Of course for a comparative study of the several Up.

Jacob’s concordance is far more useful. The index-volume to S. B.

E. Series prepared by Winternitz (London, 1925 ) is, as a matter of

fact, a concise dictionary of eastern religion and its importance to a

student of Veda is quite obvious. Such is also the “ Dharma-Kosa ”

( Wai, 1937 ) which is a lexicographical history of Hindu religious,

domestic, social and political law.

Turning now to dictionaries proper it is very encouraging to

see that a “ Neudruck ” of Grassmann’s “ Worterbuch zxim RV ” was
required to be issued in 1936. Ever since its publication in 1873, from
the point of view of usefulness, Grassmann’s Worterbuch has

claimed a place, in the field of Sanskrit philology, only second to

Petersburg lexicon. Thanks to the brilliant contributions of Roth,

Bergaigne, Oldenberg, Pischel, Geldner and many others, remark-

ably great progress had been made in Vedic philology since Grass-

mann’s times. In “ Zum Worterbuch des RV ” ( Leipzig, 1924 ),

W. Neisser undertakes to sift, criticise and summarise the results of

RV-^study, by way of supplementing Grassmann’s WB. In his

excellent review of Neisser’s work iJAOS, 1925) Bloomfield has

rightly called it a history and critique of RV-interpretation since

Orassmann’s time. In the same review Bloomfield himself has dis-
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cussed a few important Vedio words like vidatha, an, drya etc. Afr*

cording to him the best way to get at the central idea of a

Vedic word is to consider,, first of all, passages which are not enve-

loped in what he calls ‘ Vedio haze.* The “ Vedic Concordance
”

prepared by Bloomfield (1906) may be properly said to have

opened a new line of research in the field of Vedic philology.

Out of nearly 90,000 entries contained in that huge work,

not far from a third occur more than once, and, from among
the repeated text-units, again, one third show variations. A
comprehensive study of the variant readings of these 10,000 or so

repeated mantras was undertaken by Bloomfield himself and
his pupils. These variations are found to concern phonetics,

phonology, morphology, syntax etc. As a matter of fact, as

the editors of this enormous undertaking claim, there is hardly

any important paragraph in Vedic grammar or a department of

textual criticism and exegesis of the Veda, on which they fail to

throw light. In the first volume of the “ Vedic Variants ” (1930),

edited by Bloomfield and Edgerton, a thorough examination is under-

taken of the cases where the quotations from the saihhitas show

deviations from the textus recepti in their verbs. Many of these are

merely the result of carelessness or slip of memory. But many
others give us an indication of the sense—right or wrong—in which

the ritualists using them understood the Vedic passages. This

volume and the second volume ( 1932 ) dealing with phonetics and

phonology have indeed given rise to several interesting observations

regarding Vedic grammsir and linguistic psychology in general.

Tlie third volume (1934), in the preparation of which Emeneau has

collaborated with Edgerton, aims at presenting all variations in the

infiected forms of nouns and pronouns in the repeated mantras of the

Veda with some slight exceptions. The material divides itself into

formal variants and syntactic and stylistic variants. All these

variants illumine the ways in which the whole stock of mantra-

material was reworked in the course of centuries. As L. C. Barret

points out in his review of the work ( JA08, 1931 ), in textual criti-

cism, the “Vedio Variants” is a book, which will have to be literally

a handbook for the editor of a Vedic text.

In spite of so much magisterial work in this branch of Vedio

studies, there did not exist, till very recently, any etymological dic-

tionary of Vedic Sanskrit. Uhlenbeck’s “ Kurzgefasstes etymolo-

gisches Worterbuch der altindischen Sprache " ( Amsterdam, 1899 )

needed much addition and improvement. Dr. W. Wiist has planned
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^ hiost elaborate etymological dictionary of the Sanskrit language,

which is estimated to comprise over 1,000 pages, and which will thus

become bigger than any such dictionary of a single Indo-European

language. The first fascicule of Wiist’s “ Vergleichendes und ety-

mologisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen ( Altindisehrth )
” was

published at Heidelberg in 1935. In a ‘ Vorrede ’ of 124 pages, which

forms, by itself, one of the best manuals of linguistic methodology,

the learned editor deals mainly with the development of the science

of etymology. He has also included therein a specimen-study-of the

word, caksma. The main part of the dictionary consists of a detailed

record of all previous discussions with regard to the etymology and

meaning of each word or form, and Wiist’s own conclusions in that

connection. A very valuable feature of the work is the very exhau-

stive classified bibliography extending over sixty pages. Wust
seems to prefer the name ‘ Altindoarisch ’ to the usual * Altindisch

because, according to him, not all languages spoken in India have

been or are ‘ indisch ’ in the linguistic sense. This monumental

work undertaken by Wiist will, when completed, undoubtedly rank,

in the field of Sanskrit studies,, with the Petersburg lexicon, Grass**

mann’s “Worterbuch” and Wackernagers “Altindische Gram-i*

matik ”

Vedic Exegesis : The methods adopted by scholars in the matter

of Vedic exegesis largely depend on the views held by them about the

origin and nature of the Veda. Even in Yaska’s time, there seem to

have existed two principal schools of interpretation—the nairukta or

naturalistic and aitihasika or historical. In the early part of the

so-called modern period of Vedic studies also we find two schools of

Vedic exegesii, one represented by Roth, Benfey, Grassmann and
Kaegi, and the other by Pischel, Geldner and Sieg. According to the

first group of scholars, the RV was preeminently an Indo-European
document, having very little to do with India proper ; their investi-

gations are therefore based mainly on comparative philology and
comparative mythology. Pischel and Geldner have, on the other

hand, emphasised the predominantly Indian character of these

literary monuments, and have accordingly sought light from the

orthodox Indian tradition. They raised the slogan, ‘Indien—-and

damit allerdings auch der RV—den Tndern.” In determining the

meaning of a word, A. Bergaigne has relied upon the comparison

of analogous formulas. He starts with the assumption that

mythology and cult of the Yedns are so interdependent that one

cannot be explained without the. help of the other. Even during

4
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recent yeere several theories have been put forth aa regards the

methodology of Vedio exegesis. Writing about “The Greatness of

Indian Literature” ( Ci2, 58 ), Aurobindo Ghose maintains that the

Veda is a mystic and symbolic poetry. The Vedic poets had another

morality than ours, their use of images is of a peculiar kind and
an anti^e cast of vision gives a strange outline to their substance.

To say that the Veda is full of childish and silly conceptions, that

ft is tedious and commonplace, that it represents human nature on
U low level of selfishness and worldiness amounts, according to

Ghose, to putting out own mental conceptions into the words of the

I^is. J. Hauer too seems to support this view when he says that the

mysticism of the AV can be best understood only if it is approached

in the right philosophic spirit ( Winternitz Comm. VoL, 1933 ). In

his article, “The Vedas and Adhyatma tradition ” { 7(7, V ), Mr.

Agrawala holds a plea for the recognition of the adhyStmavid-

school and the readjustment of the canons of research to that end.

Dr. A. K. Coomarswamy has struck quite a new path in his “A new
Approach to the Vedas: An essay in Translation and Exegesis”

( London, 1933 ). He assumes that, for the understanding of Veda,

knowledge of Sanskrit, however profound, is not sufficient. A
thorough study of the mystics of the world from the point of view

of universal tradition will afford greater enlightenment for the

realisation of the spirit of the Veda. The same line of thought is

farther developed by Coomarswamy in his “The RV as Land-ndma-
Ddk” ( London, 1935 ). The supposition that the Vedic mantras

represent a tradition of a historical ‘ Wanderung ’ of the Aryans in

India is indeed false. Such interpretation is only euhemeristic. As
a matter of fact what we find in Veda is an original metaphysical

tradition. The Aryans are pioneers not of conquest ffhd settlement

but of law and order. Even the apparently objective conceptions

like nauhfSetu, yajfui, saravscUi etc. conceal b^ind them a deeper

significance. It is, of course, difficult to be convinced by (Toomar-

Bwamy’s arguments. Mr. M. (Thatterji puts forth another theory

regarding the origin and the nature - of the Vedas in

hip paper, “The Vedic Divisions” ( JA8B, 1930 ). According to him,

the division of Veda into AV, YV, SV and RV represents four

different stages of the society, indicating the great intellectual

adyanpe in search after truth. Prof. K. Nilkantashastri has pro*

(^uced. evidence from the Puranas in favour of the Pcami^yatm

of Ve^ ( IV. Ind, Hist. Con., 1940 ). In the Vftyu-P ( 59-56 ) we
are told that

.
the Vedic hymns and texts W'ere products of
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human effort and are a reflection of critical and significant situ*

ations in the life of man in society. As a reaction against the

uncritical and unjust attacks on the Veda by ill-informed foreign-

ers of the early part of .the 19th century, the Arya Samaja has

gone to the other extreme of claiming for the Veda a most scienti.

fic character by trying to discover the origin of modem scientific

inventions in that literature. Curiously enough Dr. Pran Nath
insists on the Sumero-Egyptian origin of the RV ( JBHU, I ).

He had already put forth a novel theory regarding the Aryan,
immigration in India {III. Weekly of India, July-Aug. 1935) but

bis conclusions are based on linguistic monstrosities. For instance

he connects dd with Shir, arimka with Armaens and iardha with

Chaldea.

All these different views are mentioned here to indicate with

what great circumspection one has to proceed in the held of

Vedic exegesis. A comparison of two papers on the subjeot^

namely, “ The Principles to be followed in translating and inter-

preting RV one by Macdonell ( RGB Comm. Vol., 1917 ) and
the other by Dr. Patel ( VIH. AIOC, 1935 ). will show clearly how
the attitude of scholars in the matter of Vedic exegesis has been

undergoing modification during this period. Difficulties in the inter-

pretation of Veda are now much more clearly recognised than fifty

years ago, and the bland self-assurance of Max Muller has given

place to the reasonable circumspection of Qeldner, who said about

Veda that ‘ here we see but through a glass darkly

The several theories about the origin and nature of Veda and the

methodological principles, mentioned above, have naturally influ-

enced the critical study of individual Vedic words and terms, to a

certain extent, though normally comparative philology has been

made the main basis of such discussions. It is not possible to give

herearesumS of the extensive work that has been done in this

field during the period under review. A reference will be made only

to such studies as are typical from the point of view ef the lines of

investigations followed therein. The “ Vedische Studien ” by Pis-

chel and Geldner is very prc^rly regarded as the standard work

in this line and the methods followed by them are generally ad(^-

ted even by later scholars. Geldner had proposed to append a

dictionary of Vedic words to his monumental translation of the RV
.and, by way of proparation, he was publishing several papers desi-

ring with individual Vedio ^yords and ^raads, Similar series of
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notes—" Vedica ’’—wore written by eminent philologists like

Debrunner, Edgerton, B. K. Ghosh, Kuiper, Lommel, Liiders,

Neisser, Oertel, Oldenberg, Rajwade, Venkatasubbiah and Wiist.

Neisser has included all his notes in his supplement to Grassmann’s
“ Worterbuoh ”, a reference to which has already been made,

ilie first volume of Rajwade’s “ Words in the RV ” was published

at Poona, in 1932. Venkatasubbiah has collected his scattered papers

in the form of a book, “ Vedic Studies ” ( Vol. I, Mysore, 1932 ).

An attempt is made in this work to determine the exact meaning

of the RV-words, nUya, sunam, indrasena, sagma, svasara, arati, dan,

prthak, yak^, abkoa, admaaad, rtireka, smaddistt, and padbhih.

Venkatasubbiah adheres strictly to the methods of Vedic exegesis

adopted by Pischel and Galdner in their “ Vedische Studien ”. He
has sought to arrive at the correct meaning of these words by care-

fully comparing all the Vedic passages where the words occur.

This is the method of understanding RV-words through the study

of RV itself. The grammatical and etymological problems connect-

ed with a particular word are consequently passed over. According

to him, nitya and suna signify (both ‘ dear ’ and ‘ own ’. Indrasem,

who is mentioned in RV X. 102>3, is identified as the daughter of

Nala and DamayantI and the mother of Vadhryasva, Svasara is ap-

proxhnately equivalent to saihdhya, and arati means ‘ bright The
indexes of iMissages and words, added to this monograph, will indi-

cate the large extent of Vedic literature explored by Venkatasubbiah

for a comparative study of the contexts. A similar monograph dis-

cussing the interpretations of some doubtful words in the AV was
published by T. Ohaudhary ( Patna, 1931 ).

%

Among scattered papers of this kind mention may, first of all,

be made to those of Bloomfield. The Vedic word, dhem, which was
interpreted by Oliphant as ‘ heroic strength ’, by Hertel as ‘ heavenly

light ’, and by Oldenberg as ‘imilch-cow ’ means, according to Bloom-

field, a * prayer ’, or a ‘ song ’
( JAOS, 1926 ). Rujdndh ( r32'6 ) is

explained by him as a haplology for rujana nah. Dr. Bagchi studies

the words, mataci and pedu ( IHQ, IX ) and Dr. Banner]! Shastri

suggests that Vedic opasa and haparda indicated types of head-

dresses ( JBORB, XVin ). &ikadhutm, which originally means
t dung-smoke ’, is the king of stars in AV and is identified by Ghar-

pahtiet ( B808, Vlil ) with the krtfikas, NaicaiUkha ( RV m. 53

)

indicates, according to that scholar, a worshipper of banyan tree

(JJl4£f,,l930). Dumont points out ( JAOS, 1939) that the words,

and ubhaye^}ti xn^an * on only one part of the, day ’ and
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‘on both parts of the day ’ respectively. J. Gonda emphasises the

magical-religious sense of the Vedic word bhu^i ( Wageningen,

1939 ). Hillebrandt’s examination of the words ycdc^ ( = magical,

supernatural being. Garbe Comm. Vol., 1927 ) and brahnm ( = a

Brahmana. Z//, V ) is typical of his usual thoroughness. Mr.

Joshi has studied the Vedic words like asridhah ( sridh = faulty com-

mittance of sacrificial rites ) and mrlaya ( AIL (I. .Studies, 1929 ), and

Dr. Apte has commenced his investigations in this line with a study

of tmhal), in maho raye ( BDCRI, 1941 ). In a paper contributed to

NIA ( 1938 ), Oertel maintains that the word, asat, in Vedic prose,

signifies ‘ undifferentiated ’, ‘ formless ’, ‘ incapable of percep-

tion by senses’. V. Pisani has explained (Grierson Comm.
Vol. ) yuh in the sense of se ipsum. A special mention must be

made here of two interesting papers by K. Eonnow. He
identifies krivi ( Acta Or,, 1938-39 ) with an eponymic ancestor

of the Naga worshippers, combined with dragon-demon. Accord-

ing to him the mythical conflict between the Devas and the

Asuras reflects an actual conflict between the Aryans and the

Nagas, After a critical examination of the earlier views regarding

the word, ftarAana, Ronnow comes to the conclusion (BSOS, 1937)

that it signifies ‘annihilating power’, Otto Strauss agrees with

Aufrecht and Roth in connecting the word, sadru (AV XV. 7.1)

philologically with samudra (Ojha Comm. Vol., 1934). An important

contribution is made by P. Thieme through his monograph, “Der

Fremdling im RV” (Leipzig, 1938) which deals with the words, art

arya, aryaman etc. Dr. Wiist sees in the word, srbinda, an Irano-

Bcythian proper name (Geiger Comm. Vol., 1931) and his explanations

of alaka and reku are also quite thought-provoking. He derives the

name Oobhilai^hatd) from gubh—^"to speak’, ‘to recite’. On the whole

it will be seen that steady progress is still being made in this field,

though much of it is already traversed by earlier scholars.

Exegetical study of complete Vedic suktas or passages has also

engaged the attention of Vedists recently as in the past years. Some
of them have undertaken the critical study of certain groups of

suktas in the Veda. The translation with notes of the twenty

Usas-suktas in RV, which was prepared by Macdonell, some time

ago, is for instance, published in JBAS of 1932. The study of the

Dsnastutis in RV, made by Dr. Patel (Marburg, 1929) and that of

15th ksnda of AV, made by Hauer (Ojha Comm. Vol., 1934) and R
L. Mukherji (JABB,192i), are however important not only from the
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«xegetical point of view but is so from the historical and sociolo-

gical points of view also. Dr. Patel discusses the historicity of the

Vedic kings mentioned in the Dsnastutis, and Hauer and Mukherji
deal principally with the Vratya-problem. Atkins has undertaken

a fresh study of all the EV-hymns referring to the so-called solar

deities, in order to determine their essential characteristics. His
monograph on Pusan (1941) and his discussion of RV 1. 115, addres-

sed to Surya (JAOS, 1938), indicate that his investigations are both

of philological and mythological import. Among the groups of suktas,

studied mainly from the exegetical point of view, mention may
be made of tl^e skambha-suktas (AV X. 7 and 8) commented upon
and translated by Lindenau {ZII, HI), the Aprl-suktas by Gadgil
(Jf/E, 1935), the suktas in the ninth mandala (Bh. Ftd, 1940) and
the Agni-suktas of the Bharadvftjas {Bh, Vid,, 1941) by Dr. Patel, and
all the Indra-hymns in mandalas, two to six, by Prof. Velankar (JUB,
1935-41). A special reference may be made here to Poleman’s view

regarding the funeral hymns of RV, X, 14—18, {JAOS, 1934).

Poleman maintains that the order in which these suktas are found

in the present seuhhita represents a sort of ritualistic continuity.

These hymns indicate a regular procedure of the funeral ritual

adopted by the RV-people.

As the result of a detailed study of the famous VrsSkapi-hymn

(All, U. Studies, 1925), Prof. Chattopadhyaya arrives at some inter-

esting conclusions, such as, that the Y;^kapi-hymn represents a

kind of erotic mysticism, that the cult of Vreakapi did not necessarily

originate among the Pravidas, that the sun-worship was supplanting

the Indra-worship in the Parsu-Yadava community and that the

Persians of Iran may have been closely related to the Yadava

community of India. Prof. Schayer has noticed {Arch. Orient., VH)
an old Russian variant of the Purusa-sukta, and, on that basis,

he suggests the possibility of a common IE. source of the conception

of the Virat-purusa and his sacrifice. J. Scheftelowitz has con-

tinued his research into the apocryphas of the RV and has of

late made a detailed examination of the Srl-sukta ( ZDMQ,
1921 ). The text of the litany to fortune has been reproduced, com-

mented upon and translated by F. E. Hall in JASR (1932).

Quite a new translation of a hymn to Savitr ( RV II. 38 ), supple-

mented by critical notes ( Arch. Orient., 1931 ), is Winternitz’s not-

aUe contribution to Vedic exegesis. In passages like RV 1. 47.7,

VI. 40.5, Vni. 8.14, H. Lommel sees an Aryan form of magical

inveeatioii of Gods, wbareby all places and positions, where Gods are
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itoniially to be found, are named ( Acta Orient., 1932 ). Sieg’e inter-

pretation of the most interesting, but at the same time most diffi-

cult, of the Rbhu-hymns, namely, RV 1. 161, ( Hultzsoh Comm. Vol„

1927) and Dr. Patel’s exposition of the mystic-philosophical hymn,
RV X. 5, will help one to understand properly the problems connect-

ed with these hymns.

The portion of the AB containing the legend of l§unahsepa has

been subjected to a critical examination by R. N. Suryanarayan

( PO, 1938 ), and the first prapathaka of the TA has been selected for

a similar study by S. Subrahmanya ( JOR, 1939 ). In his “ Notes on
the Kausitaki-Br. (Acta Or., 1932), Caland has pointed out the errors

in Keith’s translation of that Br. (HOS) and has also suggested cer-

tain emendations. Besides a similar paper ( BS08, VI ) embodying
the corrections of Eggeling’s traaslation of SB ( SBE ), Caland has

contributed an interesting paper referring to certain problems arising

out of the study of that Br. ( Acta Or. X, 1932 ). According to him
the five chapters of SB at the beginning of the 13th book contain a

double treatment of the Aivamedha sacrifice. The description in the

first three adhyayas agrees with that given in the TB, while the

description .in the 4th and the 5th adhy&yas agrees with that

in the Sahkh. SS. Caland therefore concludes that SB knew
both TB and Sahkh. SS. Mr. V. S. Agrawala has noticed two

corrupt readings in the Gopatha Br.—one in the purvabhaga,

I. 31 and another in the purvabhaga, IT. 9 ( IC, VI ). In the

first case he emends the text from acaryomoa to acUryo vava and thus

removes the grammatical as well as the exegetical difficulty. In

the second passage, Agrawala gets the names of the three Ahgirasas,

namely, Agni, Adityas and Yama, merely by slight juxtaposition of

words. E. H. Johnston has similarly tried ( Thomas Comm. Vol.,

1939 ) to solve some difficulties of the Katha-Up. by applying the

principles of textual criticism to the difficult passages in that text.

Much need not be said here about the translations of Vedic texts

in Indian and foreign languages. One observation might however

be made in this connection, and that concerns the change in the

method of approach to Vedic literature, particularly on the part of

Indian writers. The Vedas were formerly studied, or rather learnt,

mainly as scriptures. The present attitude is that of a historian,

who regards the Vedic texts not merely as sacred books but also as

valuable sources of the cultural history of ancient India. The
spirit erf acceptance has given place to the spirit of inquiry. Among
the translations in Indian language, a reference may be made to
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the Telugu translation of th4 Vedas by K, C. Ran ( Bellarj^,

1913-15), the Kanarese translation of RV by T. R, S, Venkata-

krishnayya ( Bangalore, 1913-15 ), the Bengalee translation

of the four Vedas by D. Lahiri ( Howrah, 1919 ), the Hindi
translation ofAV by K. Trivedi ( Allahabad, 1912-21 ), the Malya-
1am translation of RV by P. K, Nambyadiri ( Quilon, 1925 ), and
the two Marathi translations of RV, one by Chitravshastri ( Poona,

1928 ) and the other by Patwardhan ( Poona, 1942 ). Of course in

each case the translation is influenced by the view taken by the

translator regarding the origin and the nature of the Veda.

A complete translation in English of the Vedic saihhitas, which
would take into account up-to-date researches in the field of Vedic

exegesis, is still a desideratum. A remarkable attempt in this direct-

ion is at present being made by the Indian Research Institute of Cal-

cutta. In his English translation of RV ( Bengalore, 1925-28 ),

H. Wilson follows more or less uncritically the commentary of

Sayana. Durga Prasad has given a literal English translation of

the Vedas ( Lahore, 1912-20), but his view-point seems to be coloured

by the Arya Samaja ideology. The only other English translation of

the complete saihhitas is that by R.T.H. Griffith, whose services to

Vedic philology, in its early stages in this country, have been most
admirable. New editions of his translation of RV and SV, together

with popular commentaries, have recently been made available

( Benares, 1926 ) and they still remain the only guides for the

University students, who do not know any other European langu-

age than English.

Geldner’s German translation of RV-saihhita is the most

welcome event in the recent history of Vedic studies. Even the

published portion of it ( Leipzig, 1923 ), which contains the trans-

lation of the first four mandalas amply testifies to the magisterial

character of the whole work. Indeed no other scholar could have

been found worthy for this huge and responsible task than Geldner,

who had already proved his absolute mastery over the intricasies

of Vedic exegesis. The critical notes sullied by Geldner in his

work are no less important than the translation itself. The Ms of

the remaining p^ of the translation is, it is said, in the possession

of the authorities of the Harvard Oriental Series, through which it

is likely to be published before long. One may say, without fear of

contradiction, that Geldnec’s translation of RV and Oldenberg’s

"Prologomena” and “Noten” will serve as the indispensable founds^

tions of all future research about RV. A reference may be made,
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in this connection, also to Grill’s excellent German translation of

the “Hundert Lieder” of AV, a smaller edition of which is published

in 1932 (Friedrichssegen). V. Papesso’s “Inni dell’ EV” ( Bologna,

1929) and “Inni dell’ AV (Bologna, 1933), which give the Italian

translation, with commentary, of some select passages from RV and

AV, together with short essays dealing with the general nature and

contents of those Vedas, and L. Renou’s “Hymnes et priferes du

Veda” (Paris, 1938), in which that scholar .gives the French transla-

tion of several Vedic passages, will serve as useful introduction to

Vedic texts in those languages.

The Up.-texts have quite naturally greater attraction for the

translator than the sarhhitas and Br. Apart from the fact that they

are limited in extent, the Up. command universal appeal. Conse-

quently one comes across numerous translations of the different Up.-

texts, not only in Indian languages, but in almost all important

languages of the world. Some typical translations in European

languages are the Polish translation of Chandogya, Kena, Katha,

Brhadaranyaka, Paramahamsa, Kaivalya and Narasimha by
Michalski-Iwienski ( Krakau, 1924 ), the French translation of

Cha. ( Paris, 1930 ) and Brhada. ( Paris, 1934 ) by E. Senart, the

Italian translation of Brhada. and Katha ( 1932 ) by Belloni-Filippi

and of Talavakara and Mandukya by Carpani, published in the

Italian journal Samadhi ( Bologna, 1935-36 ), and the German
translation of Svetasvatara by Hauschild ( Leipzig, 1927 ) and of

Katha by Otto ( Berlin, 1936 ).

Chronology of Vedic-texts: The problem of the chronology

of Vedic texts has engaged the serious attention of scholars

throughout the history of Vedic studies. The starting point

of all the discussions in this connection was naturally to

determine the age of RV, which was universally regarded as

the oldest Vedic text. Some scholars have approached this

problem from the linguistic standpoint, while others believe that

the only way of arriving at a reasonable solution is to go back-

wards from the more or less definitely fixed dates of Buddha and
Alexander. The discovery of the Boghazkoi inscription (Bog. ins.)

and the recent excavations in the Indus Valley have again given

an altogether novel turn to the whole problem. Scholars are gene-

rally of the opinion that the question of the age of RV is closely

related to that of the entry of the Aryans into India. Geological,

astronomical and religio-historical considerations have also played

5
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their own part in this engrossing field. The result of all this is

the enunciation of a large number of theories, admirable resum6

and review of which have been attempted by Hillebrandt ( ZDMO,
81 ), de la Vall6e Poussin ( “Indo-Europ, et Indo-Ir.”, Paris, 1936 ),

and Keith ( Woolner Comm. Vol., 1940 ). Indeed one is sometimes

inclined to feel that in this veritable plethora of hypotheses, inte-

resting as they might be, one hypothesis would easily cancel the

other. Nevertheless a careful study of all these view-points will give

ps a clear idea of several aspects of this important problem.

Starting with the assumption that Buddhism anticipates the

completion of all the four periods of Vedic literature—the period of

stray hymns, the period of samhita, the period of Br. and the period

of Up.—and assigning arbitrarily about 200 years for the develop-

ment of each of these periods. Max Muller had tentatively proposed

that the sarhhitas were formed between 1000 and 800 B. C. On the

strength of Bloomfield’s estimate regarding the RV-repetitions,

Whitney thought that the era of Vedic poets must have preceded,

even considerably, the time allotted to it by Max Muller, Bloom-

field himself proposed (
“ Religion of Veda ”

) to place the oldest

part of RV about 2000 B.C. In his “ Vedic Reader ”, Macdonell

rests content with moderate estimate of the 13th century B.C. as

the approximate date of the RV-period. Dr. Winternitz’s argu-

ments, in this regard, are mainly based on the consideration of the

several distinct stages in the history of Indian literature, on the one

hand, and of the manner of the Aryan expansion in India, on the

other ( CR, Nov. 1923 ). The activity of Mahavira and of Buddha

presupposes, according to Winternitz, the completion of the Vedic

literature before 750-500 B. C, The Br. and Up., which represent

the last stages of that literature, must have needed a long time for

their development. All sarhhitas are older than Br., and the RV-saih-

hita, as a whole, is considerably older than AV and YV. Winter-

nitz further maintains that the origin and growth of the RV-sarh-

hita must have required a long time, perhaps several centuries. He
therefore concludes that the beginnings of the Vedic literature are

to be placed nearer 2500-2000 B.C. than 1500-1000 B. C. Winter-

nitz claims that this conclusion is substantiated also by the evi-

dence of the Aryan penetration into India. According to him, the

process of the expansion of the Vedic Aryans in this country must
have been very slow. During the whole time from the first begin-

nings to the last off-shoots of the Vedic literature the Indo-Aryan

I>eople had only conquered the comparatively small area from the
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Indus to the Ganges. There is, at the same time, clear evidence of

the Ap, and Boudh. schools of Veda having,established themselves in

South India in the 3rd century B. C. The beginnings of the Vedic

literature have therefore to be placed long anterior to this time.

Dr. H. 0. Raychaudhari ( CR, Oct. 1924 ) seriously doubts the vali-

dity of Winternitz’s contention regarding the slow process of the

Aryan expansion in India. He produces evidence from Br., such as

references to Vidarbha ( AB Vm-34 ; SB XIV-5-5-22 ) and Nisada

( SB II*3'2-1 ), to show that the Aryans had by that time already

penetrated into Central India and Deccan. Even the RV-saihhita,

according to him, shows traces of knowledge of Eastern and Central

India. These objections of Raychaudhari are met by K. Cliattopa-

dhyaya ( IC, IH ). He suggests that the words, Vidarbha, Nisad etc.,

should be understood not as names of places but of the tribes.

Further he believes that the RV clearly depicts the Aryans still

confined to the west of the Ganges. Chattopadhyaya thus agrees with

Winternitz in maintaining that the Vedic Aryans took a very long

time to penetrate into the whole of Hindustan. But Winternitz’s

view that the RV-samhita is in its entirety earlier than the rest of

the Vedic literature is not accepted by him. Chattopadhyaya asserts

that the RV-sathh:ta contains materials from the earliest to almost

the latest period of Vedic literature ( VHI. AIOC, 1935 ), which fact

however does not materially affect Winternitz’s estimate of the age

of the Veda.

Keith discusses this question principally with reference to the

age of Zoroaster and the history of Indian literature. As a matter of

fact after examining various theories in this regard ( “ The Age of

RV”, Woolner Comm. Vol., 1940 ) he feels convinced that the only

argument, which would take us somewhere, must be from the history

of literature. According to Keith ( “Religion and Philosophy of the

Veda and the Up.” ), it is not possible to carry Zoroaster far enough
back to make any earlier date than 1200 B.C. or 1300 B.C. for the

RV reasonably possible. He assumes that the Sutras date between

400 and 200 B.C. and that the As SS may be assigned with reasonable

probability to about 400 B.C. A date before 500 B.C. may
reasonably be assumed for the older Up.-texts. The priority of the

Br. proper to the Up. is quite undoubted. The lower limit for the

latest Br.'may therefore be fixed at about 600 B.C. This leads one to

the conclusion that 800 B.C. is the lowest possible xlate for the

completion of RV.
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In bis paper “EV Orthoepy" (IC, in), B. K. Ghosh has attempted

a linguistic approach to the problem of the age of RV. He main-

tains that the language of RV is so much akin to the language of

the Avesta (Av) that they may be safely considered to belong to

approximately the same age. The language of the Av is again by

no means very far removed from that of the old Persian inscrip-

tions of the Achaemenian monarchs of the 6th century B.C. This

line of argument gives 1000 B.C. as the date of the RV. Ghosh

brings in historical and archaeological evidence also to substantiate

his view. Ed. Meyer has pointed out that the brachycephalic Indo-

Europeans appear in history for the first time in Egyptian sculp-

tures of the latter half of the second millenium B.C. The Achaeans

are mentioned in the list of prisoners of Ramases 11 (1300 B.C.). The
Mitanni records of 1400 B. C. contain the names of some Vedic gods.

All these facts indicate, according to Ghosh, that various tribes of

IE people were traversing the regions of Eurasia, circa 1500 B. C.

A particular branch pushed on to India after spending some time

in Iran. They were the forefathers of the Vedic Aryans. Dr.

Woolner had already put forth ( I. AIOC, 1919) a philological argu-

ment for an upper limit to the date of the RV. A comparison with

the Av showed that the Aryans could not have been in the Punjab
long before 1300 B. C. The fact that Zoroaster was antagonistic to

daevas and that in the RV-hymns we often come across references to

devanid and brahmadvis have led Hertel to the supposition (IF, 41)

that there wsis a regular conflict between the Vedic poets and the

followers of Zoroaster. This would consequently indicate a late date

for the RV.

In the opinion of Hiising (“Die Inder von Boghazkoi,” Krakau,

1921), the finds of El Amarna and Bog. offer the first definite points

of Indian chronology. They prove in a striking manner that, in

about 1000 B. C., the Indians had gone to Afgahistan from Armenia.

And, according to Hiising, it must have been in Afganistan that the

major part of the RV was composed. He even goes to the extent of

suggesting that some at least of the hymns of the RV date after

300 B. 0.1 Dr. Kretschmer too has taken his clue (“Varuna und die

Urgesehichte der Inder”, WZKM, 33) from the Mitanni records. He

1 A reference may be made in this connection to the view put forth, long

ago, by J. Hal4vy. He doubts the possibility of the RV-saih. being handed
down in oral tradition.- There must have existed, according to him, written

texts, which fact would place them not before the time of Oandragupta

Maurya.
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accordingly speaks of the ‘seats of the Ur-Indians in the north of

Mesopotamia’ or of the ‘Mitanni seats of the TJr-Indians’. All

Indians, according to Kretschmer, must have passed through a fore-

Asiatic epoch, which has left clear traces in their religion, language

and culture. The Vedic gods, Varuna and Indra, the god, Kubera,

and the game of dice are, among others, derived by the Indians from

the Hittites and the Mitannians. The views of Hiising and

Kretschmer are naturally open to several objections. One cannot

be sure as to whether the gods mentioned in the Bog. ins. are specifi-

cally Indian. Is it further not likely, it may be asked, that the so-

called Indians there represented a wave of adventurers from India ?

Or they may have been the remnants of the Indians who had

already advanced towards the east. Sten- Konow firmly believes

(“The Aryan Gods of the Mitanni People,” 1921) that the gods

mentioned in Bog. ins. are Indian in the sense that they are deities

worshipped by those Aryans, who reached India and composed

the RV. Indeed on this basis he argues in favour of the high

antiquity of the great bulk of the RV.

The recent excavations at Mohenjodaro (M) and Harappa (H)

have brought forth prominently the question of the relation between

the Vedic Aryans and the people who were responsible for the

Indus Valley civilisation ( I. V, civil. ). Since the age of the I. V.

civil, can be fixed with reasonable probability, on the strength of

archaeological evidence, scholars have.pf late, sought light from that

quarter for determining the age of the RV. In his paper, “Zur Frage
nach den Asuras” ( Garbe Comm. VoL, 1927), St. Konow maintains
that the Vedic Indians overthrew the I. V. people about 3000 B.C.,

which is also the time when the major part of the RV-samhita was
composed. W. Wiist has expressed his views on this subject in a
remarkable article entitled “Uber das Alter des RV und die Haupt-
fragen der indoarischen Friihgeschichte” ( WZKM, 34, 1927 ).

Harappa lies definitely in the field of the Aryan invasion of India

The I. V. civil., dating circa 3000-2000 B. 0., has positively an
unindogermanic character. RV, on its part, again, does not exhibit

even the slightest traces of the Indus culture. On the strength of

this evidence, Wiist concludes that the Vedic people must not

have come, even once, in direct contact with the LV. people.

The centres of the L V. civil, were destroyed by some other

people even before the Vedic Aryans entered India. The latter

saw only the ruins. The early stages of the literary activity

of the RV-people ought to be therefore placed, in Wiist’s
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opinion, between 3000 and 1500 B. 0. In an article contributed to

the Hirt Comm. Vol. (1935), Hauer affirms that the Indians invaded

India about 2000 B, C. Before that, for a thousand years, they lived

together with the Iranians as the Aryan people. Hauer would
consequently put back the period of IE unity to 6000-5000 B. C.

Some other scholars like Dr. Sarup ( “The RV and M”, IC, IV ), on
the other hand, assume that the RV-period preceded the I. V. period

and therefore assign Vedio literature and- culture to hoary

antiquity.

The astronomical arguments of Jacobi and Tilak have generally

not found favour in recent years. It should however be noted that

Hillebrandt again falls back on astronomical evidence (“Die An-
schauungen iiber das Alter des RV”, ZDMO, 81). Starting with the

more or less definitely fixed date of the Vedfinga Jyotisa and the

astronomical reference in the Kaus. Br., Hillebrandt comes to the

conclusion that the Br.-period has to be placed between 1200 and

1000 B. 0. It is again on the strength of astronomical evidence that

Mr. P. C. Sengupta assumes that the age of the Br. is between 3102

and 2000 B. C. {IHQ, X), that the mean date for the Baudh. rules for

sacrifices should betaken as the year 887-86 B. C. (JASR, VII)

and that the date of the Vedic seer, Atri, is 3928 B. C. {JASB, VII).

According to Mr. Vader (“Further Researches into the Antiquity of

the Vedas”, IHQ, V), the most active portion of the Vedic period

may be carried back to the scorpio period, that is, beyond

15,000 B. 0.

Besides the question of the age of RV, there is also the question

of the internal and the relative chronology of Vedic texts, which has

interested scholars recently as in the past. Hummel has, for in-

stance, attempted to fix the relative chronology of the old prose-Up.

(“Die relative Cbronologie der alten Prosa-Up.”, 1935) while Galand

has, in his usual thorough manner, undertaken to throw light on the

“Relative Chronology of some ritualistic Sutras” {Acta Or., IX,

1931). But by far the most engrossing topic in this connection has

been the chronology of the RV-hymns. In a paper, presented to

tiie II. AIOO (1922), on the subject of “Literary Strata in the RV”,

Dr. Belvalkar suggests that a critical analysis of the Nighantu-lists

will offer new evidence for determining the lateness of certain

hymns of the RV. Many attempts have been formerly made to fix the

chronological order of the RV-man<Ulas. By employing his ‘infini-

tive test’ Brunnhofer came to the conclusion that the 4th
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book is the most ancient and the 9th belongs to the latest period.

According to Lanman, the 8th is the oldest book, while Bloomfield

opines that that book contains late material on a large scale.

Porzig assumes ( IF, 41 ) that the 7th is the latest family book.

Prof. Arnold has applied a novel test, neimely, the use of I in RV,
to determine the chronological stratification in that samhits.

( Roth Comm. Vol. ). On linguistic grounds B. K. Ghosh concludes

(“ RV Orthoepy ”, i <7, ni ) that mandalas, 2 to 7, form the oldest

part of the RV, that the lOth is decidedly the latest and that the 9th

is linguistically heterogeneous. Books 1 and 8 are, according to

him, really old but hymns of various groups of priests are collected

in them. It will be seen that in spite of so much varied work in

this field only very meagre results have so far been achieved. Wiist

had suggested ( WZKM,Z^, 1927) that, in view of the fact that

Indra, Nasatya, Mitra and Vanina are together mentioned in Vni.

26, there must have been some definite connection between the

8th mandala of RV and the Bog. ins. As a matter of fact he

assumes that the 8th mandala is contemporaneous with the Bog. ins.

and thus belongs to the 14th cent. B.C. In his learned monograph,
“ Stilgeschichte und Chronology des RV ” ( Leipzig, 1928 ), the same
scholar has approached this question from a different standpoint.

Wiist believes that it is possible to trace extensive stylistic develop-

ments in the RV itself. Following strictly statistical methods he

has tried to ascertain how the 17 stylistic criteria of ‘ lateness such

as superlative expressions, vrddhi formations, cumulation of ad-

jectives etc., are distributed over the different books. The 'order of

succession, thus arrived at by him, is, beginning from the youngest

book, 10, 1, 8, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4 and 9.

Vedic Rhetoric, Style etc. : A branch of Vedic philology which

has been systematically worked out in recent years is the study of

Vedic texts from the rhetorical, stylistic, metrical, melodic and

similar other literary points of view. A. Bergaigne’s contributions,

‘‘La syntaxe des comparaisons v6diques” and ‘‘Quelques observations

Bur les figures de rhetorique dans le RV”, have been made available

in English by A Venkatsubbiah {ABORI, XVI and XVH). A
similar service has been done by S. B. Velankar ( JBU, VII and IX

)

with regard to Hirzel’s ‘‘ Gleiohnisso und Metaphoren im RV.”

Prof. H. D. Velankar has studied the similes of the V&madevas and

of the Atris from the rhetorical point of view (JBBRA8, Vol. 14

and 15 ). Realising the importance of the RV-similes for the

understanding of myth and ritual, H. Waller discusses in his paper.
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“ Tiber Vergleichungen im RV ” ( Garbe Comm. Vol., 1927 ), several

rhetorical phenomena, such as metaphor, paradoxes (VII. 11'5),

which originate, according to him, from the primitive way of think-

ing, ambiguous expressions of mystic-sacramental character ( 1. 92*3

;

II. 20-1 ) and such cases where different senses are possible, from the

same word-groups, through different divisions of syllables ( IX. 6*5).

Weller maintains that most of the RV-similes disappeared in classi-

cal Sanskrit, In such cases, where some agreements are noticeable

there has entered quite a different spirit. The similes of RV, for

instance, exhibit an unaffected naturalness with regard to sex-life,

in sharp contrast to the morbidity of classical erotics. Weller has,

in another paper, “ Zu einigen Metaphoren des RV ”
( ZII, V, 1927 ),

divided the RV-metaphors into two groups—apparent metaphors

and proper metaphors. The latter are further classified according

to their forms. Tracing the “ Development of figure of speech in

RV-hymnology ”
( Kane Comm. VoL, 1941 ) D. R. Bliandarkar con-

cludes that artificial poetry or Kavya dates from the Vedic period

itself. Dr. H. R. Divekar has devoted some sections in his “ Les

fleurs de rhetorique dans ITnde” ( Paris, 1930) to the consideration

of the notion of alaihkara in the RV and the Nirukta. The Vedic

upamas can be studied also from another significant point of view.

Since many of them are derived from the every-day life of the Vedic

Aryans it is possible to use them as sources for reconstructing the

Vedic social and cultural life. “ The cultural and social

conditions as reflected in the similes of the Dawn Hymns in the

RV” have been studied by Mr. Pillai ( BDCRI, II, 1940 ).

Leumann’s “Zur indischen und indogermanischen Metrik”

(Wackernagel Comm. VoL, 1924 ), Kurylowicz’s “ Quelques pro-

blames m6triques du RV” (flocm Or., IV) and Weller’s “Anahita :

Grundlegendes zur arischen Metrik” (Stuttgart, 1938) are some of

the important contributions in the field of Vedic and Aryan metre.

In his “Beitrage zur Metrik des Av. und RV” (Leipzig, 1927), J.

Hertel maintains that practically the whole of Av. is metrical and

connects the Av. systems, derived by him through a detailed

analysis of the work, with the metres of RV. B, K.‘ Ghosh suggests

an interesting possibility ( “ RV Orthoepy ” JO, III ), namely, of re-

constructing the text of RV very accurately through a careful study

of RV-metres. The text so restored—e. g. pavalca for pavaka—will

reveal, according to him, many important linguistic characteristics.

A detailed study of the “ Up. Metres ” has been made by Mr. G. K.

Iyer ( JOR^ 1927 ). He assumes that the early metrical Up. are of
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great importance to a student of prosody. The advance in metrical

art, made by the Up. poets, over the V edic poets is clearly brought

out by him.

With regard to the style of RV Shri Anand Priya says, in his

article entitled “ Some Aspects of Poetic Symbolism ”
( RPR,,

X, 1941 ), that the whole of the RV is permeated with symbols

calling forth to the mind of the early Aryans the pattern of uni-

versal life in which he and his psyche formed an integral part. A
reference has already been made to Wiist’s learned analysis of the

RV from the stylistic point of view. In his Dutch monograph,
“ Stilistische Studie over AV I-VII ”

( Wageningen, 1938 ), J. Gonda
deals, in a very scholarly manner, with the repetitive phrases, paral-

lelisms, anaphoras, alliterations and similar other phenomena occur-

ring in the first seven books of AV. The author attempts to

explain their significance by comparison with parallel usages in other

cognate literatures. Gonda maintains that the stylistic methods of

AV cannot be considered merely as poetical embellishments; he

analyses the deeper magical and psychological motives which found

expression through them. He does not however make it clear

whether, in some cases at least, the purely aesthetic impulse could

not have worked.

The SV is the most ancient source from which to draw our

knowledge of Vedic music. In this fascinating field, besides R.

Simon’s “Die Notationen der vedischen Liederbiicher” {WZKM,%'7,
1920) and S. Verma’s “Studies in the Accentuation of the SV“ (VI.

AIOC, 1930), special mention must be made of van der Hoogt’s

excellent monograph, “The Vedic Chant studied in its textual and
melodic form’’ (Wageningen, 1931). The main part of the book deals

with the stobhas, that is, the sounds, syllables, or sentences, which
are inserted in a Rk for purposes of chanting. In the second chapter of

the book Hoogt discusses the melodic form, whereby he makes some
interesting observations regarding the relationship between the

spoken accent and the melodic movement. He refutes, in the next

chapter, Hillebrandt’s theory about the origin of the stobhas and
concludes that Vedic chanting is a form of ritualistic dadaism—of a

naive mysteriousness which masks a meaning by means of parapher-

nalia of form. The author of this remarkable monograph has

supplied a useful bibliography of the SV, particularly with reference

to the topics dealt with by him.

Not much work seems to have been done in recent years concern-

ing the padapatha of the Vedic sarfahitas. The importance of its

6
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study from the text-critical, exegetical and traditional points of view

is quite obvious. Particularly the padapatha of the RV deserves to

be studied in greater details. Dr. Patel has contributed a paper

on the “ Padapatha of the 6th mandala of RV ” to the X.

AIOO ( Tirupati, 1940 ). According to Macdonell the padapatha

was not much separated from the sarhhitapatha. All the

same Mr. Pillai points out in his paper, “The RV- padapatha”

(BDCRI, n, 1941), that the padapatha was never regarded as

a sacred text. References in Panini and AV-Pratisakhya indicate

its anarsa character. Mr. Pillai maintains that, in view of the

several inconsistencies, the extant padapatha of RV cannot be

regarded as the work of one single author.

It has been long recognised that the RV-poets have employed

several literary forms and literary devices, many of which have been

preserved and developed in the classical literature. W. Norman
Brown, for instance, points out (JAOS, 1927) that the change of sex

as a story-motif can be traced even in the ancient Vedic legend of

Indra and the Danavi Vilistehga. Porzig discusses the riddles in

RV ( “ Sondersprache ”, 1925 ) and Poucha sees in RV I. 92,

Vedic evidence for the workers’ song {ZII, X, 1936). Some
striking principles of literary criticism had been developed in the

Vedic period, and some of them have been noticed by A. Sankaran

(“Some Aspects of Literary Criticism in Sanskrit,” Madras, 1929).

In a paper on the “Problems of the Dialogue-Hymns of the RV” (XI.

AIOO, 1941) Dr. Bhawe maintains that it is not possible to deny the

dramatic character of the sarhvada-suktas. They clearly testify to

the existence of some sort of drsya entertainment in the Vedic

times. Bhawe however points out that these suktas are generally

not connected with any ritual. Two distinct characteristics of the

sarhvada-suktas, emphasised by him, are their abstruse and often

mysterious language and their connection with Indra in some way
or another. The relationship of these suktas with Sanskrit drama

is critically discussed by St. Konow (“Das indische Drama ”, 1920)

and Keith (“The Sanskrit Drama”, 1924) in connection with the

question of the origin of Sanskrit drama.

Vedic Religion, Ritual and Legends : Though, in recent years,

out of the three noteworthy types of Hindu religion—Vedic, Tantric

or Yogic,and Bhakti—the most ancient cult, namely, the Yogic or

Tantric, is receiving greater attention from the scholars, work in the

field of Vedic religion also has been neither meagre nor unimport-

ant. Apart from the books about the religions of India in general
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and about Hinduism in particular, which invariably treat at great

length the Vedic religion and cult, such as Farquhar’s “ An outline

of the Religious Literature of India ”
( Oxford, 1920 ), Glasenapp’s

“ Der Hinduismus ”
( Munchen, 1928 ), Barth’s “Religions of India**

( London, 1932 ) etc., and many articles on the same subjects, such

as, “ The Older Elements in Indo-Aryan Religion ** by Sten Konow

( Vis, Bh., 1925 ),
“ The Religieux of Ancient India ** by N. Dutt

( Mnhabodhi, 1935 ),
“ Religio-philosophical culture in India ’* by

Dr. R. C. Majumdar (“Cultural Heritage of India,** 1937) etc., excellent

contributions have been made, during the last twenty-five years, to

the study of Vedic religion exclusively. Griswold’s “ The Religion

of RV **
( New York, 1923 ) deals, besides anecdotes of RV-age, the

RV-age itself, and the RV-literature, with the Vedic gods, includ-

ing Soma, and RV-eschatology. As a matter of fact this book

should have been called “ Vedic Gods ’*, since the RV~cult has been

practically neglected. In the concluding chapter of the book,

Griswold makes not a very satisfactory attempt of discussing RV-
religion from the point of view of Christianity. “ Der arische Welt-

konig und Heiland **
( Halle, 1923 ) by H. Giintert is far more

learned and thorough. It is truly encyclopaedic in scope. With
surprisingly able marshalling of comparative philological and my-
thological facts, Giintert proves his main thesis, namely, that the

conception of ‘ bondage * is manifested in the RV through Varuna-
Rta-Mitra ideology and the conception of ‘ emancipation ’ or ‘ release

’

through the Vedic saviour-gods. Varuna is the Aryan ‘ Weltkonig
*

and mmja is his magic potence. Giintert generally follows in the

foot-steps of Soderblom in conceiving of a high divinity without the

basis of any natural phenomenon. His views about the Vedic gods,

Visnu, Agni, Yama, Asvins etc., are highly thought-provoking and

have inaugurated quite a new method of approach to Vedic religion

and mythology. This remarkable book is enriched by several useful

references and indexes which evince the author’s great command
over linguistics and comparative religion. Still more encyclopaedic

in scope but less original in outlook is Keith’s “ The Religion and the

Philosophy of the Veda and the Upanisads **
( HOS, 1925 ). Keith’s

work may be justly said to be one of the most important publications

in the field of Indology in recent years. The title of the book does

not give a true idea of the astonishingly wide range of subjects therein

dealt with. Keith has, with his usual thoroughness and brilliance,

subjected to a critical examination all the earlier views regarding

Vedic religion and philosophy. One however feels that he is often
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over-oautious and over-sceptical and usually avoids arriving at any

conclusions. But as a register of all that had been said, till then,

about Vedic people, Vedic literature, and Vedic religion, mythology,

cult, magic etc., this work is incomparable. Hertel’s approach to the

Vedic religion as seen in his “ Die arische Feuerlehre ” ( Leipzig,

1925 ) is distinctly tendentious. According to him tlie whole Vedic

religion revolves round the central conceptions of light and fire. In

his book he interprets some important words from the Veda, like

brahman, dhena, yaksa, citra, vasu etc. in the sense, primarily, of

heavenly light, and secondarily, of light and fire in general. Even
in his other monographs, “Die Himmelstore im Veda und im Avesta”

(Leipzig, 1924) and “Die Methode der arischen Forschung”

( Leipzig, 1926 ), Hertel has reiterated these theories which are indeed

more ingenious than plausible. It must however be said that he

has produced considerable evidence in support of his theories. The

second edition of Hillebrandt’s magnum opus, “ Vedische Mytholo-

gie ”, was issued by Schermann and Wiist in 1927-29. Hillebrandt

is neither as brilliant as Oldenberg nor as critical as Pischel and

Geldner ; but no work offers more exhaustive and systematic treat-

ment of Vedic gods than Hillebrandt’s “ Vedische Mythologie ”. In

many cases he has found it necessary to revise his old theories.

Hillebrandt puts great emphasis on the identification of Soma and
the moon, and he often brings forth the evidence of late Vedic ritual

to explain the RV-mythology.

In “ Gottheit und Gottheiten der Arier ” (Giessen, 1932), Otto has

attempted to explain the genesis of the Aryan gods on the basis of

his favourite theory regarding the origin of religion which he has

enunciated in “ Das Heilige ” and “Das Gefiihl des Uberweltlichen”.

Vedic gods do not owe their origin to the effects produced on the

minds of the people by the great phenomena of nature. According

to Otto, we find the explanation of the conception of the divine in

the specific and a i>non faculty of apperception of a power, which

may best be called a numen. This feeling has various charac-

teristics, such as terror, a sense of otherness, a consciousness of might
and power etc., and through it wrath and mercy are associated.

Vanina is, for instance, born of the numinous apperception of disease

in man and beast. The Maruts again are demonic because man
knows, before he encounters them, what demonic is. It is particu-

larly from the point of view of the origin and evolution of religious

thought that Otto’s book is remarkable. Dr, Deshmukh’s “ The Ori-

gin and Development of Beligion in Vedic Literature ’*
( London,
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1933 ) cannot claim to be original in any sense. He refutes, with

familiar arguments, the contentions that Vedic nature-worship is to

be traced to animism and that Vedic sacrifice developed from magic.

H. Lommel attempts, in his “ Die alten Arier ” ( 1935 ), a synthesis

of the earlier views regarding the Vedic divinities, Varuna, Indra,

Maruts, Rudra, Prsni, Sabardugha and Aditi. His attitude is

unbiased and his treatment thoroughly reasonable. Lommel’s expert

knowledge of the ancient Iranian literature and religion is evident

almost on every page. In the introductory part of the book he deals

with such topics as the legal, ethnographical, linguistic and histo-

rical significance of the word, ‘ Aryan the Aryans and the Indians,

and the RV as poetry. Dr. Coomarswamy’s main purpose in “ The
Darker Side of Dawn ” (1935) is to discover the origin of symbols

and iconographical motifs in the Vedic and kindred literature.

Incidentally he gives an exposition of the duality of Vedic deities

with special reference to the Titans and the Angels. “Birth of Gods”

( IC, VII, 1940 ) by B. K. Ghosh is a religio-philological study. A
passing reference may be made, in this context, to Dr. Rele’s “ Vedic

Gods as figures of Biology ”
( Bombay, 1931 ), E. Ghosh’s astrono-

mical and meteorological interpretations of Vedic deities iJASB,
XXVni) and Mr. Shah’s interesting articles on Vedic gods (ABOMI,
Vol. 21 ). Terza’s “ La religions del RV ” (1921), Geldner’s “ Vedi-

smus und Brahmanismus ” (Tubingen, 1928) and V. Papesso’s

“Vedismo e Brahmanismo” (Bologna, 1931) present plain statements

of Vedic and Brahmanic religious thought, based on original

sources, and are thus very useful as reliable manuals for the study

of Vedic religion.

In addition to the works on Vedic religion, mentioned above, there

are several minor studies which deal with some particular aspects of

that religion. M. Bannerji discusses the “ Aryan attitude to Female-

Deities ”
( JBORS, 1939 ), and Formichi refers to “ The Dynamic

Element in Indian religious Development ”
( Vis. Bh., 1926-27 ).

The question of Vedic monotheism is taken into consideration by Dr.

Coomarswamy (S. K. Aiyangar Comm. Vol., 1936) and Zimmermann
( Srinivas Comm. Vol., 1928. ). In a paper on “ Origins of Hindu

Iconism ”
( IHQ, III, 1927 ), Venkatesvara suggests that some RV-

passages would remain obscure unless resort is taken to iconogra-

phic explanation. Dr. Modi, on the other hand, points out in his

article, “ Idol Worship ”
( Asutosh SJ Comm. Vol., 1925 ) that there

was no iconism in RV-times. Dr. Bannerji-Shastri seems to agree

with this view ( XH, 1936 ). Sten Eonow has contributed
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some papers on tlie Aryan element in Indian religions to ABORT
{ 1924-25 ) and Vis. Bh. ( 1925 ). In his article, “ Beginnings of

Lihga-cult in India ”
( ABORT, XIII, 1931-32 ), Mr. Sur propoun-

ded the theory that phallus- worship, which was of non-Aryan ori-

gin, was a flourishing cult in the RV-period. Discussing the word,

Hsnadeva, which, according to him, can mean nothing but ‘ lustful
’

( THQ, IX, 1933 ), V. Bhattacharya definitely denies that there

are any traces of phallus-worship in RV, It would appear, how-
ever, that this question is still an open one 1

Turning from books on Vedic religion, as a whole, to indepen-

dent studies about individual Vedic gods, we come to a

branch of Vedic philology, which is full of eternally absorbing

interest. In no other field have scholars differed from one another,

to such a great extent, even on fundamental points, than this.

Several conflicting theories, for instance, have been put forth, during

recent years, regarding the essential personality of Indra, who is the

most celebrated god of the RV-pantheon. In his paper on “Indra

as God of Fertility” (JA05, 1917), after having discussed and dis-

carded Roth’s view that Indra is a god of universal character,

Oldenberg’s view that Indra is a rain-god, and Hillebrandt’s view that

Indra is the sun-god, Hopkins concludes that, in Vedic as well as in

epic mythology, Indra represents a god of fertility as well as of

battles. On the strength of the evidence of the Mitanni records,

Kretschmer suggestes in “Zura Ursprung dee Gottes Indra” (Wien,

1927) and “Indra und der hethitische Gott Inaras” (KF, 1, 1928) that

the origin of the Vedic Indra is to be traced back to the Hittite

mythology about Inaras. The Vedic god is merely a development of

the god of the Ur-Indians of Mitanni. Kretschmer seems to have

however accepted the linguistic connection between the words, indra

and nr, suggested by Jacobi and Friedrich (Hirt Comm. VoL). Anan-
talakshmi speaks of “Indra, the RV-Atman” (JOfl, 1927) while

Fateh Singh believes {JBHU, 1940) that Indra is the deity of univer-

sal light and energy. The latter scholar further points out ( JBHU,
V) that the myth of Indra’s birth through the side of his mother refers

to the first light of dawn which is visible in a circular way. In his

paper, “Indra in RV and the Avesta and before” (IV. AIOO, 1926),

K. Chattopadhyaya has examined all the earlier theories regarding

Indra and has then enunciated his own theory. Indra’s character as

a god of war and victory is, according to Chattopadhyaya, the

original one. The naturalistic extension of this conception was to

traiisf<^ the killer of hulnan Vieras to be the killer of atmospheric
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Vrtras. Indra thus stepped into the shoes of Trita Aptya, who is the

original god of rain in RV. The national war-god of the Aryans
appeared as Verethragna in Iranian mythology and as Vrtrahan in

RV, This Vrtrahan further developed into Indra on the one hand
and the rain-god on the other. The name Indra, which is linguisti-

cally connected with tndu, is purely Indian. The demonhood of

Indra in Avesta is explained by Chattopadhyaya as the result of an

individual poet’s fancy. The cradle of the Indra-Vrtra-myth is, ac-

cording to him, the Saptasindhu country ( VI. AIOC, 1930 ). By far

the most suggestive monograph on this subject is “ Vrtra et Vrthra-

gna ” ( Paris, 1934 ) by Benveniste and Renou who are real masters

of Iranian philology and Vedic philology respectively. They have

critically analysed all the available sources and conclude that, in

Av., Vrtra ( neuter ) has conserved the only original sense, namely,

resistence. According to them, there did not exist any old Aryan
myth about a demon Vrtra slain by an ancient god. There was how-

ever an old god, Vrthragna, the destroyer of resistence rather than

the victor of attacking foes, and the Indian myth is a later develop-

ment due to a combination of several inherited tales with new, partly

borrowed, elements. We thus find a confused mythology made up

of three main themes—of victorious god, of dragon-slaying Indra,

and of the liberated waters.

Still more original are the views expressed by scholars about the

intriguing personality of Varuna. Betty Heimann starts by saying

( Kant Stud,, XXX

)

that the Varuna-conception in RV is simultane-

ously macrocosmic and microcosmic. In early Veda that god seems

to have hardly been an independent god—he is only the instrument

of Rta. According to Heimann, Varuna is also the extended cosmic

representation of an earthly kingship. In “ Zur Frage nach den

Asuras” ( Garbe Comm. VoL, 1927 ), Sten Konow tries to trace the

development of the Asura-conception and incidentally points out that

the religion of Asura Varuna, which represents an ethical-religious

law, has been greatly influenced by the vicissitudes in the political

conditions of the Aryans. The starting point of Kretschmer’s views

on the subject, expressed by him in “ Varuna und die Urgeschichte

der Inder ” {WZKM, 33, 1928), is again the evidence provided by the

Boghazkoi inscription. He assumes that ‘Aruna’ (=sea) appearing

in the Mitanni king’s version of the treaty is the original name,

while ‘ Uruwana ’ in the Hittite version and ‘ Varuna * in Veda are

the results of popular etymology. The Ur-Indians borrowed a god

of sea from Western Asia, who is preserved in the form of the Vedic
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Varuna. In his paper, “Varuna, God of the sea and the sky”

( JBASt 1931 ), J. Przyluski derives all the three names, Aruna,

Uruwana, and Varuna, from the Austro-Asiatic baru (
= sea).

Varuna is thus identical with a non-Aryan god of the sea ( baru-

Baruna ). Przyluski brings in also the evidence of the legend of

king Bharu in this connection. Keith refutes ( Modi Comm. Vol.,

1930 ) the theory that Vanina’s character as god of sea is the origi-

nal one. He adheres to the Varuna-Ouranos-Skygod theory. In

his monograph, “ Ouranos-Varuna ” ( Paris, 1934 ), G. Duin^zil too

accepts that the words, Varuna and Ouranos, are linguistically

connected but adds that they are to be derived from* uer (

=

fasten ).

Varuna is essentially a god who binds with his fetters and Ouranos

is also the binder of the rivals. Dum4zil has produced interesting

evidence from the myths relating to Varuna and Ouranos to show

the basic similarity of these gods. Recently Dr. Dandekar has exa-

mined ( ABORT, 21, 1940 ) all the important theories regarding

Vanina’s essential character and has come to the conclusion that

the conception of bondage—both cosmic and ethical—is fundamental

in the Varuna-Rta-religion. He has also tried historically to ac-

count for the rivalry between Indra and Varuna, which is patent in

RV.

Arbman’s monograph, “ Rudra ”
( Uppsala, 1922) is a noteworthy

contribution to the critical study of ancient Indian religion and cult.

Through an analytic and synthetic study of all Vedic and post-Vedic

material, Arbman evolves the theory that in Rudra-religion one finds

the mixture of popular element in ancient Indian religion and the

mechanised and ritualised religion of the Vedic priests. In his ori-

ginal character Rudra is a gruesome demon originating from the

primitive conceptions of death and its hoiTors. The development of

this figure, entirely within popular cult, into Siva is quite natural.

According to Arbman, Rudra of the later Vedic tradition is not a

direct descendant of RV-Rudra, but represents a far more original

type, of which the celestial Rudra of RV is a hieratic adaptation.

Mr. N. Chaudhari considers Rudra-Siva to have been an original agri-

cultural deity ( IHQ, XV, 1939 ), while Fateh Singh makes him

( IHQ, XVI, 1940 ) the god of the arctic nocturnal sky of winter

combined with the phenomenon of storms. In his monograph, “Rudra-

Siva, ”
( Madras, 1941 ) Venkataramanayya tries to account for the

demonical qualities and beneficent activities of Rudra. Mr. M. S.

Gladstone has studied the Visnu-hymns in RV and has pointed out

the changes brought out by ritualism in the character of that god
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( Cambridge, 1928 ). Starting with the assumption that the Vedic

god, Visnu, has no counterpart in IE mythology, Przyluski con-

nects him ( QJM8, 1934-35 ) with the non-Aryan race, Vith, living

in Vethadipa in the Deccan. Dr. Dandekar sees ( Kane Comm. VoL,

1941 ) in Vedic Visnu an original god of fertility and shows

that there is quite a logical development in the character of that

god till he finally becomes the most important member of the Hindu
Trinity of gods.

The twin-gods, Asvins, have all along been a veritable puzzle

to the Vedists. Prof. Jhala accepts ( JBU, 1, 1933 ) the view first

propounded by Yaska and later endorsed by Hopkins and Gold-

stvicker, namely, that the Asvins represent the morning twilight.

Mr. Chandavarkar, on the other hand, traces them back to historical

origin { JBU, III, 1935 ). Dr. Shamashastri ( V. AIOC, 1928 ) and

Mr. Vader ( IHQ, VIH, 1932 ) are inclined to see, in these divinities

some astronomical phenomena. As usual Przyluski has proposed in

his paper, “ Les Asvin et la grande Deesse ”
( HJOS^ 1936 ), quite

a novel theory regarding the Asvins and the Great Goddess. His

main argument is based on the evidence of the earlier religious

phenomena in Asia. Asvins are, according to him, the attendant-

gods of the Goddess-Mother in Veda. The latter, namely, Aditi, is

described as madhukasa in AV ( IX. I ) and is therefore -connected

by Przyluski with flagellation and fertility or invigoration rites.

The conception of the Mother-Goddess supported by two cavaliers

had spread far and wide in ancient times. The name Aditi, for

instance, has its prototypes in Anaitis, Anahita, Anahid ( Iran ),

Tanais ( Asia Minor and Syria ), Tanit ( Carthage ) etc. Przyluski

asserts that a group of Austro-Asiatic sounds forms the central part

of all these names. He derives the name Nasatyau also from a non-

Indian word satya (= horse : sadam in modern Munda ), na being

an affix similar to na in Varuna. Przyluski’s theories are undoubt-

edly ingenious, but the Vedic evidence would not seem to support

them. A reference may be made, in this connection, to Geldner’s

suggestive article “ Das Wunderbare Feuerzug der Asvin ”
( Z/4

V, 1927 ) wherein he has discussed the kasa madhumati mentioned

in RV ( X. 184-3 ). According to Leumann ( ZII^ VI, 1928 ), Aditi

indicates the unfixed route of certain planets ( comets ? ). Mr.

Agrawala identifies Aditi with the great Mother Goddess ( /<7, IV,

1938 ).

Dr. Atkins has undertaken a comparative study of Vedic deities

commonly regarded as solar, and the first monograph, ** Pu^n in

7
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the BV ”
( Princeton, 1941 ) has recently been published. Oollitz

dfecusses Pusan’s connection with Wodan and Hermes ( Hugo Pip-

ping Comm. Vol„ 1924 ). Another so-called solar god, Savitr,

represents, according to Venkatararaiah, Aurora Borealis (
“ Savitar

or Aurora Borealis ”, Vizianagaram, 1941 ). Dr. Dandekar denies

that Savitr and Pusan are originally solar divinities. Savitr is,

according to him, an aspect of the god Varuna ( ABORT, XX,
1938-39 ) and Pusan is the pastoral god of the Veda ( NIA, June

1942 ), whose later development can be reasonably explained on the

basis of what he calls ‘ evolutionary ’ or ‘ historical ’ mythology.

Mr. N. Chaudhari believes ( Man in India, XXI, 1941 ) that certain

features of folk worship of the sun had persisted from the early

Vedic to the present times. Prof. Shembavanekar points out that

Vedic Usas appears as LaksmI in later times ( ABORT, XVII, 1935).

Among the minor gods of the Vedic pantheon, Yama has received

a critical treatment in Dr. Barnett’s paper, “ Yama, Gandharva and
Glaucus ”

( BSOS, IV, 1928 ). All data about that god has been

discussed in detail and an attempt has been made to connect him
and the Gandharva with the Hellenistic lands and the Near East.

Mahadevi Verma has published an independent monograph on
“ Yama ” ( Allahabad, 1939 ). Fateh Singh has explained the Yama
myth ( JBHU, IV ) to show that it originated in the polar phenome-

non of light and darkness. Collitz has attempted a comparative

study of “ Konig Yima und Saturn ” ( C. E. Pavry Comrn. Vol.,

1933 ). A reference may be made here to Keith’s paper on “ Gan-
dharva” ( Coomarswamy Comm. Vol., 1938 ), where he has reviewed

all the philological and mythological explanations of the word and
the conception of Gandharva. A similar study of the conception of

the Apsaras in the Vedic and epic literature is made by G. Borsani

in “ Contribute alio studio sulla concezione e sullo sviluppo storico

deir Apsaras ” ( Milano, 1938 ). The author accepts the character

of the Apsaras as water-nymphs and adds that their appearance as

dryads is essentially a case of contamination with Dravida faiths.

A. Getty collects together, in the monograph, “ Gane^a ” ( Oxford,

1936 ), all material relating to that mysterious Indian deity ; but

greater emphasis seems to have been put on the iconographic aspect.

L. Renou refers to the Vedic origin of Ganefia ( JA, 1937 ). Jobans-

Bohn’s excellent monograph,- “ tiber die altindische Gottin Dhisajoft

und Verwandtes ” ( tTpi>sala, 1917 ), makes a remarkable contibution

to the study of ancient fertility cult and is full of many useful sug-

gestions. To the Uppsala tradition of Vedic studies is also due K.
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Ronnow's scholarly treatment of Trita Aptya ( Uppsala, 1927 ).

The same scholar has contributed an interesting article on “ Visva^

rupa ”( VI, 1930-32 ), a demon in RV and chief adversary

of Trita Aptya. According to Ronnow, Visvarupa was originally

a serpent deity of the class later styled Nagas. Visvarupa is an
appelative and alludes to his power over cattle and its procreative

activities. P. E, Dumont supports Bloomfield^s view that Aja

Ekapada is the sun-god and adds ( JAOS, 1933 ) that his one foot is

a sort of pillar which supports the sun in his journey through the

sky.

The institution of sacrifice played a very important role in the

Vedic age. Several aspects of Vedic culture bear an unmistakable

mark of its influence. But in modern times the tradition of the

practical side of sacrifice is almost extinct. Whatever is recently

written on the subject of Vedic ritual is therefore bound to be purely

theoretical. In his monograph, “ L* Asvamedha ”
( 1927 ), Dumont

offers a systematic treatment of this important sacrifice. According

to him the origin of Asvamedha can be traced back to IE antiquity.

While suggesting “ A Parallel between Indie and Babylonian Sacri-

ficial Ritual ” (JAOS, 1934) Albright and Dumont have shown
similarities between the Vedic and Babylonian horse-sacrifice.

They assert that the Babylonians have certainly borrowed the

practice of sacrificing the horse from the Indo-Iranians. A reference

has already been made to Dr. Bhawe’s work on the Yajus of Asva-

medha. He also points out ( XI. AIOC, 1941 ) that Jumbaka in the

Asvamedha represents some evil spirit and owes his origin to the

non-Vedic element in YV. Goosens discusses ( JA, 1930 ) a text

relating to tlie Asvamedlia. The IE character of Asvamedha is now
beyond question. Koppers has lucidly analysed all the ideas

connected with this IG cult hi his excellent book, “ Pferdeopfer und
Pferdekult der Indogermanen ”

( Wien, 1936 ). His is essentially an

ethnological and religio-historical approach.

Dumont has described in detail also the Agnihotra in the Vedic

ritual according to the SS of Katyayana ( SYV ), Apastamba, Hira-

nyakesin and Manu ( KYV ), As. and Sankh. ( RV ) and the Vitana-

sutras ( AV

)

(

“

L’ Agnihotra ” 1939 ). A comparative study of the

Vedic and Avestic systems of fire-worship is attempted by Dada-

ohanaji ( J Anth S, XIV, 1929 ).
“ Das indogermanisohe Neujahrs-

opfer im Veda ” (Leipzig, 1938) by J. Hertel is, like his other books,

exceedingly ingenious. According to him a parallel to the new-

year-festival is to be found in the Aprl hymns of RV, which the
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Br.-tradition connects with the animal sacrifice. Hertel’s favourite

theories, such as, that Indra is merely the parallel of Agni among
certain Aryan clans, and that Agni is the lord of life and death and

personifies the heavenly powers of light occur again in this book.

Mr. Goswami elucidates the “Philosophy of the Panca-Yapas

”

( CR, 1937 ) and Mukherji discusses the Vratyas and their sacrifices

( JASB, 1925 ). In his paper, “ Zur Erklarung des Pravargya, Agni-

cayana und der Sautramani ”
( MO, XXIII K. Ronnow points out

some pre-Vedic traces of ritual in Vedic sacrifice, such as human
offering and the use of wine. Dr. J. B. Chaudhari has contributed to

several journals ( IHQ, XIV to XVII ; NIA, IV etc. ) an interesting

series of articles dealing with the position of women in the Vedic

ritual.

From among the minor details of the Vedic sacrifice, Bloomfield

takes into consideration “ The Home of the Vedic Sacrifice ” indicat-

ed by words like vrjana and mdatha ( JAOS, 1928 ). Dr. Raghu
Vira discusses the “Implements and Vessels used in Vedic Sacrtfice”

( JRAS, 1934 ) and Dr. Raja examines the words svafia, svadJm, and

svasti ( JOR, 1, 1927 ). An interesting point is made out by Faddegon

( Ad. Or., V ) who suggests that the stobhas in the Sama-gana are

the result of ritualistic dadaism.

A veritable compendium of ancient Indian cults, mainly refer-

ring to vegetation and fertility, is offered by Meyer through his

“ Trilogie der altindischen Machte und Feste ”
( Zurich, 1937 ). The

Indian deities, Bali, Kama, Indra and Vanina, are studied solely in

their chthonic aspects, with copious illustrations from early litera-

ture and later ritual and cult traditioa The importance of this

work from the point of view of ethnology, folklore, myth and cult is

very great. The idea of an Aryan religious cult is emphasised by
Dr. Wikander in his “ Der arische Mannerbund ”

( Lund, 1938 ). He
points out that myths are not to be regarded merely as linguistic

phenomena. He explains, for instance, the word marya not only in

the sense of a lustful young man but also in that of a member of

particular society vowed to a particular cult. The view-point of

the author is quite novel, but his arguments are not convincing. A
mention may be made also of Dikshitar’s paper on the “ Lunar cult

in India ”
( lA, 1933 ), Paure-Davoud’s paper on “ Mithra-cult

”

(JBORS, 1933 ) and Shamashastri’s “Eclipse-cult in the Vedas, Bible

and Koran ” ( Mysore, 1940 ).

Some quite interesting studies about Vedic legends have been

produced in recent years. Writing about the “ Proselyting the
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Asura” ( JA.0/8, 1919 ), W. N. Brown discusses RV X. 124 and

throws considerable light on the relation of the Devas and the

Asuras. On the strength of the evidence of some passages from TB
and TS, Mr. Pantulu assumes ( QJMS, 1937 ) that Devas and Asuras

originally belonged to the same stock but afterwards they gradually

divided into two distinct groups owing to the differences in moral

qualities and spiritual practices. The legend of Cyavana has been

traced from Veda downwards by Prof. Jhala ( Bh. Vid.—Hindi-I ).

After having studied the flood-legends of the East, Mr. Vaidya-

nath Ayyar comes to the conclusion ( JBHS, 1929 ) that the

SB-flood-legend is the parent flood-legend. In “ Die

Suparna-Sage ”
( Uppsala, 1921 ), J. Charpentier not only

analyses the several motifs of the Suparna-legend, but also makes
a learned contribution to the study of Indian legends in general.

Prof. Velankar explains the legend of Saptavadhri and

Vadhrimatl ( Kane Coram. Vol., 1941 ) on the basis of RV V. 78.

According to him Saptavadhri and Vadhrimatl are husband
and wife. Saptavadhri is Atri himself and the hymn is an invita-

tion to the Asvins to a Soma-sacrifice performed by Saptavadhri who
remembered the help which he and his wife got from them when
they needed it. Mr. H. G. Narahari shows (Kane Comm. Vol., 1941)

that there are three different versions of the Sunahsepa-legend and

not two as suggested by Roth.

Vedic and Upanisadic Philosophy : Indian philosophy in general

and Up. philosophy in particular have all along been popular

subjects with Indian and foreign writers alike. The reason for

this, as suggested elsewhere, is the universal appeal which this

branch of Indology commands. Quite a good number of works

of the nature of histories of and introductions to Indian philo-

sophy, such as those by Dasgupta, Radhakrishnan, Hiriyanna,

Jwalaprasad, Chatterji and Dutt, Masson-Oursel etc., have been

published during the last twenty-five years. The very scope of

such books demands that they should deal with the Vedic

and Up. philosophy only to a limited extent. There are however

some excellent works which treat that branch of Indian philosophy

more or less exhaustively. A reference has already been made to

Keith’s “The Religion and the Philosophy of the Veda and the Up.”

(HOS, 1925). Ranade’s “Constructive Survey of Up. philosophy”(Poona,

1926) is one of the sixteen volumes in an ambitious series planned

by the Academy of Religion and Philosophy. The author’s approach
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to the subject is entirely unbiased, unlike that of many Indian and

some foreign writers. He does not assume an exaggerated estimate

of the Up. The whole Up.-material is first of all critically analysed

and then presented synthetically under several philosophical topics,

such as cosmogony, psychology, epistemology, ethics, eschatology

etc. Ranade has thus presented the whole Up.-thought in the form

of a philosophical system. His choice of sources, which ^are given

at the end of each chapter, is excellent. One cannot however fail to

notice his partiality for the mystical interpretation of the Up. As a

matter of fact the mysticism of the Up., as propounded by Ranade,

must be regarded as his special contribution to Indian philosophical

studies. “The Creative Period” (Poona, 1927), which forms the

second volume of an encyclopaedic history of Indian philosophy

undertaken jointly by Belvalkar and Ranade, is certainly of greater

value, particularly on account of the authors’ refreshingly original

approach to the Up. philosophy. This work claims to place the Up,

in their historical setting. Deussen and Barua among others had

already attempted to stratify the Up.-literature into chronological

periods, on the basis of style and other purely external features. But
their method cannot be said to be quite convincing. The joint

authors of the “Creative Period” divide the whole Up.-material,

according to its predominant tendencies, into four groups—
Brahmanic, Brahmano-Upanisadic, Upanisadic, and Neo-Upanisadic

—the first and the last groups being further subdivided into early

and late periods and the second and the third groups into early,

middle and late periods. It must however be said that this meticulous

splitting up of the Up. into smaller units and arranging them ela-

borately in chronological strata cannot always be accomplished

from an entirely objective point of view, which should be, as a

matter of fact, the main guiding principle in the writing of any
history. At the same time one has to admit that what Belvalkar

and Ranade have achieved in this work is much more scientific than

all that has been done in the field so far. In his “S. G. Basu Malik
Lectures on Vedanta philosophy” (Part I, Poona, 1929), Belvalkar

has followed the same lines of investigation as in the “Creative

Period”. The purpose of the lectures is therefore obviously philolo-

gico-historical rather than synthetico-philosophical. Prof. S. C.

Chakravarti claims to have made quite an original approach to the

Up. in his “The Philosophy of Up.” (Calcutta, 1935), by divesting

the Up.>-literature of its mystical and religious nolje and by freeing

it from the overshadowing systems of commentators like Samkara,
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EamSnuja and others. He lays great stress on the objective truth

of the Up., that is to say, on what is true not only as the spontaneous

intuitive experience of an individual but what may be reexperienced

and checked scientifically by everyone. The main practical teach-

ing of the Up., according to him, is that both God and Law are not

imposed upon Man from outside, but are his own free and active

Will—his Atman.

Apart from these independent works on Vedic and Up. philoso-

phy, several important articles on the subject are published during

the period under review. Edgerton has tried to present systema-

tically the philosophical materials of the AV (Bloomfield Comm.
Vol., 1920). In another paper, “The Up., what do they seek, and

why?”(JAOS, 1929), ho observes that by knowledge of the truth

the Up.-seers expect to master their destiny, wholly or partly, and

not by a course of action dictated by that knowledge, but directly,

immediately, and by virtue of that knowledge in itself, in brief,

magically. W. Ruben throws some light on the nature of Vedic

philosophy in “Zur Friihgeschichte der indischen Philosophie”

(Jacobi Comm. Vol., 1926). G. W. Brown discusses the sources of

Indian philosophy with particular reference to the pre-Aryan

elements in it (Bloomfield Comm. Vol., 1920 ). In “The Spirit of

Indian Philosophy” {CR, 42), S. K. Das explains how and why the

first flutter of the new-fledged philosophic impulse on Indian soil,

which is to be seen in the Veda, clothed itself in poetry of unending

charm. Vedic poets ‘got’ the vision and Up.-thinkers tried to

‘justify’ it. While estimating the “Life-Value of Indian Philoso-

phy” {CR, 63), Aurobindo Ghose refutes the charge generally

levelled against Vedic philosophy that it denies all value to life. In

a series of articles, “Studies in the Up.” (

J

OR, 1929 onwards),

Ammal has discussed in detail several topics, philosophical and

otherwise, relating to Up. Mention must also be made of the valu-

able papers on Up. philosophy and philosophers contributed by U. C.

Bhattacharya to several journals {lA, IHQ, 1C etc.). C. Formichi

indicates “A point of agreement between Indian Philosophy and

Western thought” (I. Ind. Phil. Con., 1925), while Glasenapp

deals with “The influence of Indian thought on German Philosophy

and Literature {CR, 1928). Dr. Eatre discusses “Some fundamental

Problems in the Up. and Pali ballads” {RPR, 1934). A more or less

comparative study of the Up. philosophy and Buddhism has been

attempted by Przyluski and Lamotte in “Boud dhisme etUp.” (Hanoi,
1932-33) and by Mrs. Rhys Davids in “The Relation between Early
Buddhism and Brahmanism” {IHQ, 1934).
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Among the Up.-texts, the Kathopanisad (KU) has been most

thoroughly worked out by scholars in recent years. B. Faddegon has

given a scholarly interpretation of this Up. in “De interpretatie der

KU” (Amsterdam, 1925). A translation of KU, from the stand-point

of the general Sanskrit scholar, is provided by J. Charpentier (7A,

1928). Exegetical and critical notes on the text are supplied by

E. Sieg in “Bemerkungen zur KU” (Garbe Comm. Vol., 1927) and by
Coomarswamy in “A study of KU” (IHQ, 1935). Glasenapp

considers the “Buddhism in the KU” {NIA, 1938-39). Otto’s

German translation of this Up. (Berlin, 1936) is certainly the best

in the field. In his “The Katha Up.” (London, 1934), J. N. Rawson
gives a commentary on the Up. on the lines of the Bible-exegesis.

His analysis of the text clearly betrays a spirit of propaganda.

Rawson contends that the KU has a preponderant belief in personal

deity of grace. Senart’s French translation of the Chandogya-
Up. (CU) was published (Paris, 1930) from among the papers left

behind by that scholar. Therein he has succeeded in bringing out

clearly the primitive character of the thought. Though not very

exhaustive, his notes are very suggestive. Senart has not however

used the excellent text-critical and exegetical notes on CU by
Liiders (“Zu den Up.”, Berlin, 1922) and by Faddegon (Acta Orient.,

V). Further critical notes on the Up. have been supplied also by

Oertel in “Zur CU” (Geiger Coram. Vol., 1931) and by Carpani (IC,

1937). "A Sanskrit Index to the CU” (NIA, I-IU) and “A Philoso-

phical Index to the CU” (IC, IV and VI) given by Carpani are

exceedingly useful for the study of that Up. As the result of a

critical consideration of words like bhallakm (CU IV. 1-2), Przyluski

comes to the conclusion that considerable element of popular

superstition is embodied in CU and that the authors of CU were

outside the pale of Brahmanism (BSOS, V). Senart has based his

translation of Brhadaranyaka-Up. (BU) on the Kanva-recension of

the text (Paris, 1934). In his notes he has tried to discover the

connections between the Up. and the later philosophical systems.

In “Due Up.” (Lanciano, 1932), F. Belloni-Filippi gives an Italian

translation of BU and KU, which is perfect from every point of

view. The philosophical insight of the writer is quite evident in the

introduction, which he has added to his work. The Yajnavaikya-

dialogues in BU are systematically studied by E. Frauenweller

(ZII, 1926). Through his English translation of KU (1919) and

Ito-Up. (lU) (1924), Aurobindo Ghose has presented his own original

philosophy. A critical study of the lU has been attempted by
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Schrader (/-4, 1933) and the stanza, kurvanneveha karmani etc. In

the beginning of that Up. has been subjected to a critical examina-

tion by Strauss (Winternitz Comm. Vol., 1933). In his German
translation of the Svetasvatara-Up. (Stuttgart, 1931), J. Hauer
characterises it as a monotheistic tract belonging to the Rudra-
Siva-cult. Johnston brings out clearly some Samkhya and Yoga
conceptions of that Up. (JRAS, 1930). A special reference must be

made in this section to the Italian journal, Samadhi, edited by
Carpani. In this journal several Indian philosophical texts are

planned to be translated and explained. Among minor Up.-texts,

which are recently worked out, one finds the Kucumara-Up. by R.

Schmidt (Garbe Comm. Vol., 1927), the Kaivalya-Up. by Glasenapp

(Konigsberg, 1931), the Maitri-Up. by Cowell (Calcutta, 1935) and the

Avyakta-Up. by Dumont (JAGS, 1940).

So many important studies bearing on several topics in Vedic and

Up. philosophy have been published during the last twenty**five years

that it is not possible to consider all of them in this section. A refe-

rence will however be made to some outstanding work in this field.

Vedic cosmogony has been studied more or less thoroughly by Cha-

kravarti ( JC7, 1938 ). Dr. Pusalker views ( Bh, Vid,, II ) the cos-

mogony of RV from mythological and philosophical view-points.

Przyluski speaks (^J 1937) of a common cosmological theory in

ancient Iran and India. Several aspects of the Up.-mysticism have

been treated by Heiler ( Z Baddh,, VI ), Hillebrandt (Z Buddh,, VII),

Sircar ( “ Eastern Light ”, London, 1935 ) and Mukerji ( “ Theory

and Art of Mysticism,” London, 1936 ). Discussing “ Materialismus

im Leben des alten Indien ”
( Acta Orient., 1935 ) W. Ruben points

out that there is no trace of materialism in RV while only relative

materialism is presented in CU. M. H. Harrison makes an exhaus-

tive study of “ Hindu Monism and Pluralism as found in the Up.”

( Oxford, 1932 ). In his paper, ” The Back-ground of the Pantheistic

Monism of the Up.” ( Pavry Comm. Vol., 1933 ) Oertel deals with

the monistic tendencies tending toward a simplification of the poly-

theistic pantheon in the Vedic hymns and with monistic tendencies

in the Br. tending toward a simplification of empirical multiplicity.

Betty Heimann’s noteworthy papers ” Die Tiefschlafspekulation

der alten Up.” ( Z Buddh, 1923 ) and ” Die Dingbeziehungen in den

alten Up.” ( ZII, 1928 ) are of great value for the study of Up. onto-

logy, psychology and epistemology.

In his monograph, ” Die Idee der Schopfung in der vedischen

Literatur ” ( Stuttgart, 1932 ), Scharbau presents a systematic study

8
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of the idea of creation in Vedic literature. A large number of Vedic

passages bearing on the subject are carefully classified under several

topics, but not a single original text is given. Scharbau tries to

reconcile the two conceptions of creation and emanation by explain-

ing emanation as a form of revelation. He further maintains that,

in Veda, creation always means continuous creation. Arbman
undertook an exhaustive investigation into the problem of death

and immortality in Vedic literature. The two volumes of his “ Tod

und Unsterblichkeit im vedischen Glauben ”
( 1927 ) deal with the

primitive conception of soul in general and the Vedic conception in

particular. In his remarkable book, “ Unsterblichkeit und Erlosung

in den indischen Religionen ” ( Halle. 1938 ) Glasenapp has attemp-

ted a comparative and historical study of topics, such as immorta-

lity, length of earthly life, life after death, soul-theory, karman-

theory etc., as they occur in various Indian religious systems. W.
Norman Brown sees in RV VII. 104 a reference to “ The RV-equi-

valent for Hell ”
( JA OS, 1941 ). H. W. Schomerus has examined

the ancient Indian theories of transmigration and salvation ( AUg.

Ev. K. Z., 52 ).
“ The Vedic Idea of Sin ” by H. Lefever ( Trivan-

drum, 1935 ) makes a purely theological approach to the subject.

“ The Ckjnception of Sin in the Vedas” by Shamashastry (Winter-

nitz Comm. Vol., 1933 ) and “ Sin and Salvation in Early RV ”

( Modling, 1933 ) by T. N. Siqueria are other notable contributions

to the subject. G. W. Brown discusses the descriptions of the human
body in the Up. ( Jubbulpore, 1921 ) and E. N. Ghosh contributes a

paper ( VIL AIOC ) on “ Human Body according to Garbha-Up.”

In his “ Der vedische Mensch ”
( Heidelberg, 1938 ) Dandekar under-

takes to trace the complete development of the conception about

Man in RV and AV. According to W. N. Brown ( JAOS, 1931

)

the purusa of the Purusa-sukta is a blend of a number of lexical

and mythological integers drawn from the sphere of the related

deities, Agni, Surya and Visnu. J. Singh expounds the “ Status and
Role of buddhi in KU and BG ”

( RPR, 1941 ).

The origin and development of the conception of Brahman have
been thoroughly examined by many scholars and several theories

have been recently put forth in that regard. According to Osthoff

and Schrader the word, brahman, is philologically connected with old

Irish bricht and old Icelandic bragr, and originally denotes prayer or

spell and the mental attitude which induce them. Hertel connects

brahman with Greek phlegma and Latin flamma { IF, 41 ). Brahman
therefore represents primarily and properly cosmic fire, which
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Reveals itself through breaks as sun, moon, constellations etc. In

RV it denotes power of thought situated in the heart. Hillebrandt

assumes ( Jacobi Comm. VoL, 1926 ) that Vedic Brahman and

Avestic Bar^sman are originally identical. Both denote a bundle

of plants used as a spell to secure growth. This original idea ulti-

mately led to the conception of magical creative power of Up.

Brahman. In his remarkable monograph, “ Brahman ” ( Uppasala,

1932) J. Charpentier attempts a thorough investigation into this

problem from linguistic, exegetical and religio-historical points of

view. He accepts Hillebrandt’s view that Brahman and Bar^sman

are identical. He further indicates how this original conception of

Brahman later on developed in the direction of magical power, hymn
or spell, and the ultimate principle of the universe. Dr. Belvalkar

believes ( IV. AIOC ) that the Up. Brahman represents the merging

together of the two conceptions of Brahman as a ritualistico-

magical principle and as a fire-light-substance. Quite an original

theory in this respect is advanced by Dumezil in his “ Flamen-
Brahman ”

( Paris, 1935 ). According to him, the word brahinan,

is to be traced back to an idg. root bhelgh^ which had a religio-

magical sense. Greek pkirtmkos and Latin flainen are also to

be derived from the same root. Thus Brahman, like ‘ Flamen
originally means a scapegoat. Dumezil contends that Brahmanas

achieved historical importance mainly as substitutes for the royal

victim, who, according to primitive belief, had to be sacrificed for

reviving life in nature. He quotes the legend of Sunahsepa in sup-

port of his contention. He further maintains that the magical

conception of a scapegoat underwent a parallel development in

India, Greece and Rome. Tliis theory of Dumezil, however ingenious

it may be, fails to explain the true significance of Up. Brahman.

It is true that psychology, as a separate science, giving a com-

plete account of man, on his mental and emotional side, was un-

known in early India. But several aspects of it are found to have
been explored in the Vedic literature, with objects in view different

from those of modern psychologist. In a paper contributed to III.

Ind. Phil. Con., Jwalaprasad studies YV 34,1-6, and brings out

clearly the psychological tendencies in that Veda. “ New Light on
Dream-psychology”, particularly from the Up.-sources, has been

thrown by R. Naga Raja Sharma (JOR, 1925). According to

Dandekar. Manas was originally regarded in the Veda as a kind of
* matter ’ and its activities were therefore described as mechanical

and dynamic modifications of that ‘ soul-matter He calls this
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peculiarity of Vodic psychology “ Somatism of Vedic psychology
’*

(IHQ, 1941). Dr. Varadachari considers in his article, “The

Psycho-physiology of the Minor Up.” ( A VOl, I ), the descrip-

tions and functions of m4is and cakras. In his two excellent mono-

graphs, “ Die Anfange der Yoga-praxis ”
( Stuttgart, 1923 ) and “Der

Yoga als Heilweg ”
( Stuttgart, 1932 ), J. Hauer makes a detailed

study of Yoga both from theoretical and practical points of view.

He discovers the beginnings of genuine Yoga-ecstacy in the Veda

and views RV and AV in the light of religio-ecstatic experience.

By Yoga Hauer understands the whole of Indian ecstatic practices,

whether they aim at the attainment of spiritual powers, communion
with gods or union with all-soul. He has not however developed

the theory, which is widely accepted today, namely that the beginn-

ings of Yoga are to be traced back even to the Indus Valley

Civilisation.

Several manuals dealing with Indian ethics, such as “Hindu
Ethics” (London, 1922) by J. McKenzie, “Ethics of India” (New
Haven, 1924) by Hopkins and “Indische Ethik” (1928) by Strauss,

contain chapters about Vedic and Up. ethical teachings. Starting

with Schopenhauer’s dictum, ‘Moral pre digen ist leicht. Moral

begriinden schwer’, Tuxen has made some interesting observations

regarding the foundations of Indian ethics, in an article entitled “Die

Grundlegung der Moral nach indischer Auffassung” (Ada Orient.,

XIV). Dealing with “Aryan Morality in the Br.-period” (Pathak

Comm. Vol., 1934) B. C. Bannerji observes that the SB specially

emphasises the virtues of truthfulness and chastity. Winternitz

has written about the “Ethics in Br.-literature” (Pr. Bh., 1936),

while Hiriyanna has expounded the main ethical teaching of the Up.

(ABORT, V). “Place of Feeling in Conduct” is the subject of an

important article (PJvU. Quart., 1936) by N. Venkataraman. W. N.

Brown (JAOS, 1940) and Venkatasubbiah (JOR, 1940) have discussed

the basis for the act of truth in the Veda.

Apart from this work bearing on topics directly related to Vedic

and Up. philosophy we come across several interesting papers

dealing with general ideas and conceptions in the Veda. Just

as many scholars have undertaken a comparative and critical study

of Vedic words and expressions. Dr. Coomarswamy has undertaken a

similar study of Vedic conceptions. In “Vedic exemplarism” (HJA8,
1936) he discusses the traditional doctrine of the relation, cognitive

and causal, between the one and many. Elsewhere (“Llls,”, JAOS,
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1941) he maintains that the notion of a divine playing occurs

repeatedly in RV. Among other topics treated by Coomarswamy
are “Paravrtti” (Winternitz Comm. VoL, 1933), “L’Idee de crea-

tion eternelle dans le RV” {Etud, Trad., 1936), “The inverted tree”

(QJMS, 1938), “Sun-Kiss” {JAGS, 1940) etc. He further finds

ample, though not very systematic, material in Br., Up., and even

samhitas for the reconstruction of a theory of aesthetics in India

(“The Transformation of Nature in Art”, Harvard Univ,, 1934). A
mention may be made in this connection to Barua’s view {10, 1934)

that, according to SB (III. Ji*l-5), art consists in intelligent working

up a desired form on a normal material, making manifest what is

hidden or potential.

The very important conception of Rta in Veda has been made
the subject of several remarkable papers. S. K. Das believes (PhiL

Quart, 1938) that Rta corresponds with Avestic ‘Ashavaista’, Greek
‘Nemesis’, and Chinese ‘Tao’. Zimmermann seems to accept (I. AlOC)
the view of Lviders that Rta is Truth and not Right. In his “Schick-

salsidee im Altertum” (Erlangen, 1926) Engel regards Rta as the

intuitively comprehended holy order which governs all physical and
psychic being. According to Betty Heimann Rta represents

the Law, which preserves the condition of cosmos and its several

aspects. In a paper contributed to X. AIOC, Gadgil considers Rta
in relation to law of Karman. The problem of Vratya has been

thoroughly examined by J. Hauer in his “Der Vratya” (Stuttgart,

1927). Among other conceptions so studied a special reference must

be made to that of ‘Puja’ by Chaipentier (Jacobi Comm. Vol., 1926),

of‘Dharma’ by Schrader (Jacobi Comm. Vol., 1926) and W illman-

Grabowska {Rocz. Or,, 1934), of ‘Sraddha’ and ‘B hakti’ by Das Gupta

{IHQ, 1930), and of ‘Yoga-Ksema’ by A. Ray {BSOS, 1933).

Grammatical and Linguistic Studies : It will not be far from

truth to say that, during recent years, the Veda has been studied in

the Western countries mainly from the linguistic point of view.

Work of outstanding merit has been produced by scholars like

Charpentier, Debrunner, Edgerton, Fay, Gonda, Gray, Kuiper,

Kurylowicz, Meillet, Oertel, Renou, Scheftelowitz, Wackernagel and

Wiist particularly in the field of the etymology of Vedic words. The

total work in this regard is so voluminous that it is not possible

even to attempt an adequate resume of it in this section. The impos-

ing list, given above, of savants who have mastered several branches

of Indogermanic linguistics should be a sufficient guarantee for the
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magisterial character of the investigations carried on in this impor-

tant branch of Vedic philology. Apart from this work on Vedic

etymology, excellent treatises and articles dealing with various

other aspects of Vedic grammar and linguistics have been published

during the last twenty-five years. The first volume of Wackernagel’s

“Altindische Grammatik” was published in 1896 and the second

volume in 1905. The publication of the third volume of this most

authoritative work after an interval of twenty-five years (Gottingen,

1930) was a very welcome event in the history of Sanskrit philology.

Renou’s “Etudes de Grammaire Sanskrite” (Paris, 1936) is a model of

what Sanskrit grammatical studies should be. In the first section

Renou deals with the use of participles from the RV-times down to

the times of classical Sanskrit; and in another section he

discusses the position of accessory words in RV. Renou may be said

to have indicated the correct lines along which the Veda, as the

oldest Sanskrit literature, should be grammatically worked out. In

“Linguistic introduction to Sanskrit” (Calcutta, 1939), B. K. Ghosh

treats topics like IE origin of Sanskrit, Veda and Avesta, Vedic

orthoepy, Sanskrit phonology etc. Ghosh’s book is the first of its

kind in English and shows great improvement over a similar older

book in German by Thumb, An analytical investigation of the

system of the last three books of Paiiini’s Astadhyayl is attempted by

Buiskol in his “Purvatrasiddham” (Amsterdam, 1934). Incidentally

the author has discussed the investigations of his predecessors in the

field. Liebich’s “Zur Einfiihrung in die indische einheimische

Sprachwissenschaft” (Heidelberg, 1920) is a very original contribu-

tion to Sanskrit grammar. In his paper “Altindische Spekulationen

fiber die Sprache” {ZDMO, 81), Strauss considers the place of Vak in

the Veda and examines a few important linguistic discussions

in the Nirukta, such as about the derivation of nouns from

verbs and about the meaninglessness of mantras. With reference

to the linguistic speculations in the ritualistic texts he observes

that the aim of the theologians was not to linguistically analyse

the words but to discover the magical and mystical significance

at the back of those words. A reference may be made in

this connection also to Breloer’s studies on Panini {ZII, 1929

and 1935).

L. Renou has further made a thorough study of several impor-

tant grammatical phenomena in Vedic Sanskrit, such as the Vedic

subjunctive ( “ A propos du subjonctif vedique ”, B8L, 1932 ; Mo-
nographies Sanskrites ”, Paris, 1937 ), the injunctive in RV ( “ Les
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formes dites d’injonctif dans le RV ”, Benveniste Comm. VoL,1928),

the Vedic infinitive ( “ Monographies Sanskrites Paris, 1937 ;

NIA, 1940 ), the negative termination a (an) in RV ( BSOS, X ),

the suffix irm ( Winternitz Comm. Vol., 1933 ), adverbs ending in sat

( BS OS, IX ) etc. In his scholarly monograph, “ La valeur du per-

fait dans les hymnes vediques ” ( Paris, 1925 ), Renou observes that

the use of the past tenses in RV is, in spite of the exigencies of

metre, more logical and coherent than is often supposed. It is a

mistake to believe that Br.~prose furnishes a closer approximation

to prehistoric usage than RV-poetry. The IE value of perfect, ac-

cording to Renou, is that of the state attained. While studying

historically the treatment of Sanskrit indeclinables by the Indian

Grammarians (
“ The Sanskrit indeclinables ”, Baltimore, 1939 ) I.

Dyen points out that the Vedic grammarians knew, without doubt,

the upasnrgas and the nipatas They are mentioned specifically in

several Pratisakhyas. A. Debmnner disposes finally of the sugges-

tion to find IE origin for such terrr^ as Vedic nem and parm ( Win-
ternitz Comm. Vol., 1933 ). S. Verma has discussed ( Kane Comm.
VoL, 1941 ) Sanskrit ard/iam as preposition in Br.-prose and con-

cludes that its use is definite in some cases but only probable in

others. The cases of word-haplology in RV are carefully registered

and considered by Geldner ( Kaegi Comm. Vol., 1919 ) and Patel

notices a few hitherto undetected haplologies in OIA ( Kane Comm.
Vol., 1941 ). In “Die Bedeutungsentwicklung der vedischen Verba”

( Freiburg, 1924 ) J. Nowak attempts a semantic study of Vedic

verbs. The problem of the relation between the accent and the mean-

ing of a Vedic word has been examined by C. R. Sankaran (JOB, IX
and X ). In his “ Critical studies in the phonetic observations of

Indian Grammarians ” ( London, 1929 ), S. Verma discusses topics

like the pronunciation of tj and v, the svarabliakti, the abhinidhana, the

anusvara, the accent and the quantity. R. N. Albright deals with

certain types of Vedic declension, particularly of feminine nouns

( 1927 ). The question of Fedic saihdhi is treated by F. Sommer in

“ Zum vedischen Saihdhi ”
( 1924 ) and by Ghosh in “ A law of

visarga-saihdhi in RV~samhita ”
( IL, 1938 ), Some cases of pra-

kritism in the Veda are pointed out by Edgerton in “ Dialectic phone-

tics in the Veda ” ( Collitz Comm. Vol., 1930 ) and some other cases

of prakritism in CU, like abhyattah, ( III. 14*2 ) and pradhakslr ( IV.

1*2 ) are discussed by Oertel ( Geiger Comm. Vol., 1931 ). The study

of the mutual relation between Sanskrit and the Austro-Asiatic

speech was initiated by Sylvain L§vi and is carried further with
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great enthusiasm by Przyluski and others. “ Prakritic and Non-
aryan Strata in the Vocabulary of Sanskrit ” is the subject of a

paper contributed by Woolner ( Asutosh Comm. Vol., 1938 ).

J. Bloch notices two adverbs in RV, which apparently belong to

a late date ( Schrijnen Coram. Vol., 1929 ). Some typical forms of

the locative in RV have been studied by Willman-Grabowska
( Paris, 1928 ) and by Specht ( ZII, V ). S. Verma deals with the

“Syntax of the Dative Case in RV” (Jba Comm. Vol., 1937 ).

Willman-Grabowska has undertaken a thorough grammatical and

linguistic study of SB. She started her investigations with the

study of the personal names in SB ( Vendrys Comm. Vol., 1925 ),

but her most important work is “ Les composes nominaux dans le

SB ’*
( Krakau, 1927-28 ). In that thesis, which evinces very con-

scientious labour on the part of the authoress, Willman-Grabowska
has collected and arranged alphabetically all nominal compounds in

the SB of the Madhyarhdina recension. By way of supplement she

has given a list of verbs compounded with nouns, amreditas, and

derivatives of compounds. In the second section the authoress under-

takes to determine the role of the nominal compounds in SB. The
work is on the whole well done and will undoubtedly serve as a

valuable basis for future linguistic research relating to the Veda
in general and the SB in particular. Willman-Grabowska has fol-

lowed up her linguistic study of the SB with her paper dealing with

the repetitions in that Br. ( Rocz, Or., VI, 1930 ).

The study of Vedic syntax is an important and carefully work-

ed out branch of linguistic research. In his monograph, “ La Sub-

ordination dans la prose Vedique ” ( Paris, 1936 ), A. Minard has

scientifically examined the clauses in Vedic prose-particularly in

SB-depending on ijZivat^ yatha, yatra, yadi, and yada. He attempts to

determine the exact semasiological value of these conjunctions.

According to Minard, ijavat, ijatra and yada normally connect state-

ments referring to successive and not simultaneous happening. J,

Canedo undertakes, in his “ Zur Wort-und-Satzstellung in der alt-

und-mittelindischen Prosa ” (Gottingen, 1937), to fixup the word and
sentence order in OIA and MIA prose. He has studied three Vedic

texts from this point of view, namely, TS, MS and CU. His obser-

vations regarding the place of subject, verb, adverb, preposition etc.,

in the sentence are quite interesting. Z. Materna deals with the

position of ‘ preverbe ’ in RV ( Zubaty Comm. Vol., 1926 ). Dr. S.

Verma writes on the “ Criteria of Prepositions used adnominally in
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the Language of the Br. **
( NIA, II, 1939-40 ). Oertel started his

investigations into the syntax of cases with a paper dealing with the

disjunct use of the nominative in the Br.-prose (
Wackernagel

Comm. Vol., 1925 ). His “ The Syntax of Cases in the Narrative and

Descriptive Prose of the Br.” ( Heidelberg, 1926 ) is an interesting

essay in comparative syntax. Considerable amount of material has

been presented there so as to indicate the relative frequency of any

particular usage. Oertel has discussed in this monograph also the

conjunct and disjunct cases, In another paper, Oertel coasiders, on

the basis of an amazingly wide range of Vedic texts, the syntactical

equivalence of the genitive and ablative cases used with verbs of

separation like apakram, utkrajn, viksar etc. in Vedic prose ( SBBW^
Miinchen, 1935 ). Elsewhere he undertakes the study of case-varia-

tion in identical or similar contexts in Vedic prose ( SBBW, 1937 ).

Many of his papers on this subject are collected under the title,

“ Untersuchungen zur Kasus-syntax der vedischen Prosa (Miinchen

1935-37 ). Recently he has published his observations on some

genitival constructions in Vedic prose ( N^IAy 1939-40 ). A reference

must be made in this section also to the series of scholarly articles

on “ The Use of the Cases in Vedic prose ”
( ABORl, VIII-X ) by

S. K. Sen.

Oertel has further studied the expressions for “ the year consists

of twelve months ** and the like in the Vedic prose ( BSOS, 1936 )

and the Vedic idiom satyasya sahjam, which denotes, according to

him, the quintessence of truth ( SBBW, 1937 ). The compound,

sudraryau, is the subject of another discussion by this eminent pro-

fessor of linguistics { KZ,Gd ).

In his monograph, “ Pan ini and Veda” (Allahabad, 1935 ), P.

Thieme has attempted a critical examination of Panini’s rules rega-

rding Vedic grammar. Through the study of the words like chandas,

mantra^ rk^ hrahimiui, nigama etc. used in the Astadhayayi, Thieme has

concluded that Pan ini was very careful in his terminology. The
relation between Panini and the Pratisakhyas is another important

topic discussed by the author. His conclusions in that regard were

opposed by B. K. Ghosh, who maintained ( IHQ, X ) that Panini

mechanically copied the RV-Pr,, perhaps without understanding

what he was copying. This contention of his started a controversy

in which several scholars like Keith ( 10, 1936 ), Chattopadhyaya

( IHQ, 1937 ) and Chaturvedi ( NIA, 1938-39 ) have participated.

Conclusion : The study of the Veda from the point of view of

history and sociology must be regarded as an independent branch of

9
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Indology and may not therefore be reviewed in detail in this survey.

The work done in that field is by no means meagre either in point of

quality or of quantity. The problem of Vedic history which has

most prominently attracted the attention of scholars, during

recent years, is the relation between the Vedic Aryans and the

authors of the Indus Valley Civilisation. Other important historical

problems, which have been systematically worked out, comprise the

Dasarajna battle, the correlation of the Vedic kings with the

dynastic lists of the Puranas, the Aryan invasion of India, the role

of the Asuras and the Vratyas in ancient Indian history, and the

identification of various tribes and geographical localities mentioned

in the Vedic literature. The question of the social, political and

economic institutions of the Vedic times is now being approached by
scholars with a new outlook. Several topics in this field like caste

and race, the position of woman, gotra and pravara, state, kingship,

republics, village communities etc. have been no doubt discussed

ever since the early period in the history of Vedic studies. But more

material is being made available in the course of time and the treat-

ment of these subjects is definitely becoming more thorough and

scientific. It is further encouraging to see that several technical

sciences, like astronomy and mathematics, which were sufficiently

developed in the Vedic age, are now receiving an adequate treatment

at the hands of orientalists. It may thus be maintained that, from

all points of view, Vedic philology has fully established its claim as

the premier branch of Indological studies.
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HOS — Harvard Oriental Series.

I
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A SURVEY OF WORK DONE, IN INDIA AND OUTSIDE
DURING THE LAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS, IN

THE FIELD OF IRANIAN STUDIES

BY

J. M. Unvala

The importance of philology in the study of ancient and modern

languages is now well established. It cannot be minimised even in

the pursuit of the study of the Parsi religious scriptures, written in

Avesta, Pahlavi or Modern Persian languages. The languages in

which the Zoroastrian scriptures are written form the Iranian

branch of the Aryan group of languages, which is itself one of the

nine groups of the original hypothetical Indo-Germanic language,

taking into account Tokharian, a language akin to the Celtic group,

in which some documents recently discovered in Central Asia are

written. The term Indo-Oermanic, is advocated by German philo-

logists, as it indicates the extreme geographical limits of the Indo-

Germanic languages, represented by Indian ( Sanskrit ) in the south,

and Icelandic, a Germanic language, in the north. French philo-

logists prefer to it the term IndoEuropean, and some English scholars

still persist in using the inadequate term Aryan, which as I have

just mentioned, is properly restricted only to the Indian and Iranian

languages.

A. Berriedale Keith has recently treated the question of the

original home of the Indo-Germanic people in an article, entitled

The home of the Indo-Europeans, published in Pavry Oriental Studies,

London, 1933, pp. 189-199. After discussing Europe and Asia as

the probable home of the Indo-Europeans he leaves the question as

yet undecided in favour of either continents owing to the lack of

conclusive data.

What concerns Aryan, i. e. Indo-Iranian language-group,

Christian Bartholomae has contributed a series of nineteen articles

in Indogermanische Forschungen from 1894 to 1924.

* The following survey forms the major part of the preface to “Iranian Biblio-

graphy or Catalogue of books and articles on Iranian literature pertaining to Iran

in general and Zoroastrian religion in particular, published in Europe and America
since 1894, “ which I have compiled for the Trustees of the Parsi Punchayet Funds
and Properties. The bibliography was submitted to the Trustees in May 1941. I

am indebted to the Trustees for their kind permission to quote passages from the

preface in extemo before the publication of the bibliography.
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Christian Bartholomae occupies the first place among Iranistsby

his numerous articles on Iranian researches, especially on Iranian

linguistics. Edward Meyer has seen in the clay-prism of

Sargon ( 722-705 B. C. ), which contains many Iranian names, the

oldest dated proofs of the Iranian language and of the Zoroastrian

religion. ( Die altesten datierten Zeugnisse der iranischen Sprache

und der zoroastrischen Religion, Kuhns Zeitschrift, 42, pp. 1-47 ).

J. Schef,telowitz, Die Sprache der Kossaer, KZ. 38 is included

in this survey, as the Kossaeans or the Kassites are supposed to

belong to the autochthon Iranians, residing in the region of the

Zagros Mountains, who invaded and overwhelmed the Babylonian

empire of Hammurabi and founded the Kassite dynasty which ruled

from the beginning of the eighteenth to the twelfth century B. C.

Their language is considered to belong to the group of the languages

of the Caucasus, but some traces of the Indo-Germanic are also

found in it. ( G. Contenau, Manuel d’Archeologie Orientals, Paris,

1927, vol. I, pp. 166-167 ).

Sorab J. Bulsara considers, contrary to the theory of

Friedrich Carl Andreas, the Avesta alphabet to be the oldest one,

from which, according to him, even the Egyptian hieroglyphic and
demotic scripts had been derived. He has developed this bold thesis

in an article, entitled The Origin of the Alphabet. The origin and
the high antiquity of the Avestan writing. Dr. Modi Memorial

Volume, Bombay 1930, pp. 378-404, and PI. I-HI. He has given in

these plates comparative tables of different ancient alphabets. The
same has formed the subject of his paper read before the XI All

India Oriental Conference held at Hyderabad in December 1941.

The outstanding personality in the field of Iranian, especially

Zoroastrian literature, was Prof. Christian Bartholomae. On the

basis of his Altiranisches Worterbuch, Strassburg 1904, Fritz

Wolff has translated the whole of the Avesta scriptures, with the

exception of the Gathas, with the title Avesta, die heiligen Bucher

der Parsen, Strassburg 1910. A reprint of this translation appeared

in Berlin - Leipzig 1924. Viewed in the light of this Worterbuch,

L. H. Mills’s attempts at the translation of the Pahlavi version

of the Yasna, as published in several numbers of the J. R. A. 8.,

J. A. 0. 8., and Z. D. M. O., are meagre. He has not often under-

stood the Pahlavi version, just as I have amply shown in my
Neryosangh’s Sanskrit Version of the Horn Yast ( Yarn IX-XI ),

Vienna 1924. There exists also a translation of the Vandidad

in Italian, viz. F. 0. Cannizzaro, II Vandidad reso italiano.
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Messina 1916. I have worked on the same lines as Mills and Dastur

Dr. Dhalla and have published besides the Horn Yast just mentioned,

Neryosangh’s Sanskrit Version of Yasna XIX, Paury Or. Stud.,

London 1933, pp. 472-481, and a Fragment of the Sanskrit

Version of the Videvdat with a glossary, Indolranian iS^wdxes,*Leipzig

1925, pp. 253-276. The latter is a unique Sanskrit version of the

Vandidad found only in Codd. Iran. XXX, fol. 182a-195a, line 5.

I think that for the correct interpretation of the Avesta, besides

seeking the invaluable philological help, the Pahlavi, Sanskrit and

Persian versions should also be consulted. The Pahlavi commen-

taries, especially on the Vandidad, give us a good idea of the views

held by Sassanian dasturs on matters relating to social and religious

customs.

Prof. Karl F. Geldner and after him Johannes Hertel have con-

tributed to researches on the metre found in the later Avesta, parti-

cularly in the Yast literature.

Irach J. S. Taraporewala has published in Calcutta in 1922

Selections from Avesta and Old Persian with critical apparatus and
a vocabulary for students of the Calcutta University. It is interesting

to note that Iranian languages are studied even in Japan, where

there is a chair for Iranistics in the University of Tokyo. Prof.

Behramgore Anklesaria counts among his foreign pupils even the

Japanese. It is not surprising therefore to read A Note on Avesta

contributed to Paury Or. Stud, by Shigheru Araki of Tokyo.

D. M. Madon, Study of the Gathas, Part I, The Gatha Ahunavaiti,

Bombay 1916, and Khodabakhsh E. Poonegar, The five Zoroastrian

Gathas translated with Notes and Summary, Bombay 1928, show the

results of the critical study of the Gathas, as inaugurated by the

Gatha Society, one of whose active exponents is Prof. Behramgore
Anklesaria. Aga Poore Dawood has translated into Persian the

Gathas of Zarathushtra and a portion of the Khordah Avesta, viz.

the Yasht literature. This is the first attempt at making the Avesta

accessible to the Zoroastrians and Muhammadans of Iran in their

own language. Thus one of the dreams of the late Mr. Dinshah

Jeejeebhoy Irani has been realised.

I have included among inscriptions cuneiform, Aramaic, Greek,

and Sassanian inscriptions discovered in Iran and adjoining coun-

tries. P^re V. Scheil has published many new Achaemenian inscrip-

tions discovered at Susa by R. de Mecquenem in M4moires de

la Mission ArcMologique de Perse, XXI, Paris 1929, among which

there is the inscription mentioning the construction of the palace of
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Darius the Great at Susa, and the materials and men employed

therein, which has been called by E. Herzfeld the Magna Carta from

Susa in Archdologlsche Mitteilungen aus Iran^ III. I have given an

excerpt of this volume in The Ancient Persian Inscriptions of the

Achaemenids found at Susa, with a glossary, Paris 1929. E.

Benveniste in Bulletin dela Saddle Linguistique de Parts, 30, pp. 58-74

( 1930 ), R. G. Kent in J. A. O. S., 51, pp. 189-240 ( 1931 ), and

Herzfeld in ArchiioL Mitt. Iran, III, 1931 have passed criticisms on

V. Scheil’s reconstructions and explanations of the text of this big

inscription of Darius. I must say that the real credit for the work
should go to Pere Scheil, whose reconstructions are made, in the first

instance, with a constant glance at the exigencies of the lacunae,

and whose explanations of the newly discovered Ancient Persian

words are masterly. The trilingual inscription giving the extreme

limits of the empire of Darius the Great, engraved on gold and silver

plates ( 13 cm. x 18 cm. ) discovered at Hamadan, which I had com-

municated orally to Herzfeld in May 1926 in Teheran, and then to

the Parsis in a lecture delivered in the K. R. Gama Oriental Institute

of Bombay in September of the same year, has been published by

Herzfeld under the title A New Inscription of Darius from Hamadan
in Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, No. 34, Calcutta

1928. In a foot-note to the first page of this article Sir John

Marshall, the editor of the Memoirs has acknowledged the priority

of my communication. Two pairs of gold and silver plates

( 24 cm. X 30 cm. ? ), bearing the same trilingual inscription as that

on the plates from Hamadan, were discovered on the north side of

the palace of Darius I at Persepolis by the German architect Dr.

Kraefter, who was working with Herzfeld, during the absence of the

latter from Persepolis in 1932 (?), and on his own initiative. A new

inscription of Xerxes of religious import was also discovered at

Persepolis in the same year ;
see the articles of E. Herzfeld and E.

Benveniste. Again, the Vorderasiatische Abteilung of the Kaiser

Friedrichs Museum, Berlin, had acquired in 1930, indirectly from

Herzfeld, a gold plate with an inscription of Ariaramnes; see

Herzfeld’s article on it in Beilin Museum, Bd. 52, 1931, and in

ArchdoL Mitt. Iran, II, Berlin 1930. Prof. Schrader has declared

this plate a fake of the Achaemenian period, dating at the earliest of

the time of Artaxerxes II Mnemon. The reference to his article has

escaped my notice.

Among grammars of the Ancient Persian language, I may
mention A. Meillet, Grammaire du Vieux Perse, Paris 1915,
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Whosd second and revised edition is the work of E. Benveniste.

It is worth noting that the metrical form of some of the Ancient

Persian inscriptions has been noticed first by Johannes Friedrich)

Orientalische LUteratut-Zeitung, 1928, cols. 238-245 and 288 seq.

Nearly thirty thousand clay tablets with cuneiform inscriptions

were discovered several years ago at Persepolis by the American

Mission working under the direction of E. Herzfeld. They have been

taken to America for the purpose of firing in electric ovens before

their study. Besides certain suggestions made by Herzfeld as to

the religious character of the contents of some of them and as to

their composition in Ancient Persian cuneiform script, some even

in Aramaic script, nothing definite has transpired up to date about

these tablets.

Aramaic was widely spread in Western Asia during the

Achaemenian epoch. If it was not the language of the chancellory

of the Great Kings, it is certain that it was widely employed in

commerce. Thus the Aramaic papyri, discovered in the excavations

of the German mission in the island of Elephantine and at Assouan

in Egypt, and the ostraca with Aramaic inscriptions found there by

Clermont-Ganneau, both pertaining to the archives of a Jewish

colony of the Achaemenian period, deserve our attention. They are

published by Ed. Sachau in Leipzig in 1911 and by A. Cowley in

Oxford in 1923. In L’Aramaico antico, Roma 1934, J. Messina

criticises the theory of Schraeder that Darius had introduced Aramaic

as the only language of the chancellory of the whole of the Persian

Empire
;

see Iranische Beittrage I, Schriften der Komg^erger
Oelehrten Gesellschaft, 6. Jahrg., 5. Heft, 1930.

Greek inscriptions of the Parthian period have been published by

Wilhelm Dittenberger, Orientis Graeci Inscriptiones Selectae, Leipzig

1903, Vol. I, and by Franz Cumont, particularly those found at Susa;

for the latter see Comptes-Rendus de VAcad^mie des Inscriptions el

Belles-Lettres, Paris 1932 et 1933. and Mim. Misi,, Vol. XX, 1928,

pp. 77-98.

As regards Sassanian inscriptions in Pahlavi, the most impor-

tant are those found at Paikuli. According to Herzfeld, Prof. F C.

Andreas had deciphered and translated them as early as in 1914, but

he had not published his results. Now they are accessible in E.

Herzfeld, Paikuli, Monument and Inscriptions of the Early History

of the Sassanian Empire. 2 Vols., Berlin 1924. Another big inscrip-

tion was discovered at Naqshe-Rustam on the east side of the monu-

10
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ment called Kaabe-Zardusht by Erich Schmidt in summer 1936. It

has been published in transliteration and translation by M. Spreng-

ling in American Journal for Semiiic Languages and Literature^ 5Sy

No. 2, January 1937, pp. 126-144. It is dated about 293 A. D., i. e.

the ‘beginning of tlie reign of Narse. It is important for early

Sassanian onomastics and for a reference to some obscure religious

ceremony. E. A. Pachomoff has published the Pahlavi inscription

of Derbend in Russian Azerbaijan, which has been translated by H. S.

Nyberg in Bulletin de la Soci4l4 Scientifique d* Azerbeija/ij'No. 8, Bakou
1929. It mentions among others a Hamarakar or Controller of

Revenue of Azerbeijan. In excavations of the French Mission at

Shahpur a bilingual ( Arsacid and Sassanian) Pahlavi inscription,

mentioning the foundation of a fire-temple called Atur-Anahit, was
discovered in 1936. It has been published in Revue des Arts Asiatiques,

X, 1936, by R. Ghirshman. Besides these monumental inscriptions,

short Pahlavi inscriptions are found on engraved gems and coins.

Those on gems have been published by Paul Horn and M. S. SSekin.

Since 1934 I have been collecting materials for a work on Sassanian

seals preserved in different museums of Europe and America, and in

private collections. Colonel Allotte de La Fuye has published in

Revue d'Assyridogie^ 22, 1925, pp. 107-111, fragments of vases with

Pahlavi inscriptions acquired in Teheran. Similar fragments have

been discovered at Susa. These inscriptions have only an epigra-

phical interest, as they are hopelessly fragmentary. The reprint of

Smirnoff, Argenterie Sassanide, in 1935 revives our interest in

Pahlavi inscriptions engraved on silver bowls, plates and jugs,

preserved in the Hermitage Museum of Leningrad, all of which have

not yet been studied. E. Herzfeld has published the readings of

some in Archdd, Mitt. Iran, Finally, A. Pagliaro, The Pehlevi

Dipinti, Report of the Sixth Season of Excavations at Dura-Europos,

Chicago 1936, is worth mentioning. These dipinti were found on

fresco-paintings in the ancient synagogue of Dura-Europos situat-

ed on the Euphratis. Neither the readings of A. Pagliaro nor those

of E. Benveniste, to whom they had been communicated, are

satisfactory.

It is again Christian Bartholomae who has left an immortal

name in the field of Middle Persian or Pahlavi. His researches on

the Pahlavi version of the Avesta scripture's are embodied in the

foot-notes to Avesta words in his Altiranisches Worterbuch, Strassburg

1904. He has also handled nearly the whole of the Pahlavi

literature in quite a novel way. In philological discussions on
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several obscure Pahlavi words, he has quoted passages in extensc

in which they occur, with their readings and translations. By this

method he could detect many incongruities in translations of some
Iranists like Dastur Darab Sanjana and L, H. Mills. His series of

articles entitled Mitteliranische Studien, I-VI, contributed to Wiener

Zeitschri/t fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, and Zur Kenntnis der

mitteliranischen Mundarten, I-VI, which appeared in Sitzungs-

berichte der Heidelberger Akademie der Wiasenscbaften from 1916 to

1925, contain the results of years of continuous study in the field of

Pahlavi literature. But his articles on Sassanian law, based on the

Mdtikan i Hazar Daiistdn, entitled Ub6r ein Sassanidisches Rochts-

buch and Zum Sassanidischen Recht, I-V, which appeared in

S. Heidelberger A. W. in 1910 and 1918-1923, show his masterly treat-

ment of such a difficult subject as Sasssanian law. It must be noted

that Bartholomae has given at the end of every article a list of

Pahlavi passages translated therein, and thus he has greatly faci-

litated the work of students of Pahlavi. If any scholar of Iranian

literature had really deserved the honour of a Memorial Volume

from the Parsis, it was Prof. Christian Bartholomae. But as his

writings are in German, of which the majority of the Parsis are

ignorant, his services to the Iranian, rather to the Zoroastrian

literature, remain unknown to the Parsis. The above-mentioned

Pahlavi text has been translated by Sorab J. Bulsara with copious

notes under the title The Law of the Ancient Persians, Bombay 1937.

That he has not always agreed with Bartholomae in the interpretation

of many passages, shows clearlj the difficulty of the task which is

enhanced by the ambiguity of the Pahlavi script. Bulsara has also

translated another important Pahlavi text called Aerpatastan and
Nirangastan, Bombay 1915. This is the only text on Zoroastrian

liturgy. Tahmuras D. Anklesaria and Sheriarji D. Bharuoha had
translated the Pahlavi text of Datistan i D&nik into Gujarati about

three decades ago. This translation has been published by Hoshang
T. Anklesaria, Bombay 1926. Darab Dastur Peshotan Sanjana has
published the remaining five volumes of his Dlnkard Series, vols.

XV-XIX, during the years 1916-1928.

Among the minor Pahlavi texts, Shatrolha i Iran has been pub-

lished in Italian by Markwart-Messina with translation and
commentary in Ancdeda Ortentalia, 8, Roma 1931. Among those

who have published and translated some of the bigger texts contained

in the Pahlavi Texts, I-II, edited by Jamasp-Asa, I may mention
A. Pagliaro, J. 0. Tavadia, J. 0. Tarapore, B. N. Dhabhar, and J.
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M. Unvala. These texts are simple but important for compiling a

Pahlavi dictionary
;

particularly the texts of King Husrav and

His Boy and Draxt i Asurtk contain words which are seldom found

elsewhere in the Pahlavi literature. The Trustees of the Parsi

Punchayet Funds and Properties have published in recent years

critical editions of some Pahlavi texts with their translations. They

have entrusted the compilation of a Pahlavi dictionary to Bomanji N.

Dhabhar, a renowned Iranian scholar. This work is far advanced.

Jamshedji M. Unvala, Collection of Colophons of Manuscripts

bearing on Zoroastrianism in some Libraries of Europe, Bombay 1940,

contains among others several Pahlavi colophons of valuable manu-
scripts. They have been reproduced with transcriptions and trans-

lations. J. C. Katrak, Oriental Treasures, Bombay 1941, deals with

colophons of manuscripts in private libraries of some Parsis of the

Gujarate. This book records only the salient facts mentioned in

these colophons.

It is worth noting that H. W. Bailey, E. Benveniste, A.

Christensen, and W. Henning have dealt with the question of versifi-

cation in some portions of the Pahlavi literature. It is not surprising

that some sort of poetical compositions existed in Sassanian times,

but their traces are certainly obscured by the ambiguity of the

Pahlavi script and by the pendantry, and to certain extent, ignorance

of the later scribes.

As regards the Pahlavi texts, the University of Copenhagen has

published up to date in facsimile the following Pahlavi codices

pertaining to its library, with an introduction by Arthur Christensen:

K 20 and K 20b, containing Artak VirUz Namak, Bundahtsn, and

other texts, K 35, containing Datestan i Dintk and Pahlavi Rivayats

I-II, Epistles of Manusftihr and the Selections from Zatsparm, and

K 26, containing Artak Viraz Narmk and Matikani YaviU Friyan.

The manuscripts and fragments of manuscripts, discovered in

Chinese Turkistan, are written in Middle Persian, Tokharian, Uigur,

Chinese, Saka, Khotanic, Sanskrit and Pali languages, and in diffe-

rent scripts. They appertain to Manichaeism, Buddhism and Christ-

ianity. They are preserved in the University Library of Berlin, in

the Bibliothfeque Nationale of Paris, in the British Museum of London,

and in the Library of the University of Leningrad. The Middle

Persian Fragments have been published by eminent scholars like F.

C. Andreas, A. von Le Coq, A. Cowley, F. W. K. Muller, Paul

Pelliot, Hans Reichelt and Carl Salemann. Turfan fragments
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appertaining to Manichaeism and published by F. W. K. Muller,

are written in two important dialects, in the Arsacid or north-

western dialect and in the south-western dialect, spoken in Persis,

which became the official language of the Sassanian Empire, The
importance of the Turfan texts lies in the fact that the ideograms

employed in the Pahlavi of inscriptions and books pertaining to

Zoroastrianism are wholly eliminated from it, and that they pre.serve

therefore faithfully the, pronunciations of Pahlavi of the third

century A. D. Bartholomae has called the Pahlavi of these texts

Turfan Pahlavi. Again, among the fragments published by Muller,

there are some written in Sogdian, a north-eastern dialect of Pahlavi

which flourished approximately from the first century of the Christ-

ian era upto the invasion of the Mongols, perhaps still later, in the

regions of Samarqand and Farghana, with Samarqand as its centre.

The characters employed for the Turfan documents are Estrangelo-

Syriac with certain modifications, whereas the Sogdian ones were

written also in Estrangelo-Syriac and in Sogdian characters, which
were of Aramaic origin. In the latter the long Buddhist texts dis-

covered in the grotto of Touen-Houang by A. Stein and Paul

Pelliot are written. Robert Gauthiot who had deciphered the Sogdian

fragments brought to Paris by Pelliot’s mission as early as in 1911

and 1912 wrote his Essai de Grammaire Sogdienne, I, Phonetique,

Paris 1914 It has been published as a posthumous work by A.

Meillet in 1923. Its 11. Partie. Morphologie, Syntaxe et Glossaire —
Paris 1929 is the work of E. Benveniste.

Ellis H. Minns has published in Journal of Hellenic Studies,

Vol. XXXV, 1915, Parchments of the Parthian Period fromAvroman in

Kurdistan, discovered in 1909. Two of these parchments are written in

Greek, and the third in Pahlavi . The script of the latter is Aramaic.

Besides a summary note on it by Minns, it has been published by A.

Cowley in J. R. A. S., April 1919, pp. 1 seq., and by H. S. Nyberg

in Le Monde Oriental, XVII, 1923, pp. 182-230. I have tried to give

some definite meanings to words, and readings to proper names

occurring in the Pahlavi document, following therein the readings

of Cowley, in the Bulletin of the School cf Oriental Studies, 1920. It

is dated month Harvatat of the year 300 of the Parthian (Arsacid)

era, which began on the 10th October 246 B. C., and hence the parch-

ment must have been written in 54 A. D. This is the oldest docu-

ment written in Pahlavi, and particularly in the Parthian or

north-western dialect, discovered up to date.
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There exists a big collection of Pahlavi papyri in the Staatlichen

Museen in Berlin and Vienna. Olaf Hansen has published a few

papyri of Berlin in AbharuUungen der Preussischen Akademie der

Wissejischaften, No. 9, 1938. Their script is Book-Pahlavi, but very

cursive, which makes their decipherment extremely difficult.

Finally, I may mention H. S. Nyberg, Hilfsbuch des Pahlavi,

in two parts, Uppsala 1928-1931, which gives selected Pahlavi texts

and a glossary. H. S. Nyberg has explained in Le Monde Oriental,

XVn, 1923, Semitic verbs in Pahlavi and their forms which we know
as ideograms.

Firuz S. Masani’s Series of Pazand Prayers, Bombay 1917-1921,

is an important contribution to the understanding of Pazand, i. e.

Pahlavi written in Avesta characters, reproducing the Middle

Iranian or non-Semitic pronunciations with a marked tendency

for the southern dialect. Masani gives the texts in Gujarati charac-

ters and their Gujarati translations. This is the first succinct

translation of the Pazand texts made by a Parsi scholar after the

publication of Spiegel’s translation in Avesta, die Heiligen Schriften

der Parsen, vibersetzt, Bd. HI, Leipzig 1863.

Sheriarj D. Bharucha has edited for the Trustees of the Parsi

Puncbayet Funds and Properties the Collected Sanskrit Writings of

the Parsis in six parts, Bombay 1906-1933. The collection contains

the Sanskrit versions of several Avesta and Pahlavi texts. Part IV

has also an old Gujarati version of Skand Vimanlk Vicar

What concerns the Persian language and literature, I may men-

tion also books referring to the history and geography of Iran

written in Arabic, and their translations in European langauges.

Among Persian grammars, Hans Jensen, Neupersische Grammatik
mit Berucksichtigung der historischen Entwicklung, Heidelberg 1931,

is an important work from philological standpoint. St. Clair-Tisdall,

Modern Persian Conversation Grammar, Julius Gross Verlag,

Heidelberg 1923, and A. Seidel, Praktische Grammatik der

Neupersischen Sprache fiir den Selbstunterricht, Hartleben Verlag,

Leipzig, are two useful grammars for learning colloquial Persian

without a teacher in comparatively short time. Scholars like A.

Christensen, G. Grierson, Cl. Huart, Heinrich Junker, Lenz, Lorimer,

Oskar Mann, W. Miller, J. de Morgan and Morgenstierne have

contributed greatly to the knowledge of various dialects spoken in

modern Iran. Among these dialects Kurdish and Ossetish can be

reckoned as separate langugaes. A. Christensen has published
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popular tales and other texts in some northern dialects

with translation and vocabulary in the Reports of the

Royal Danish Society. H. F. J. Junker, Yaghnobi- Studien,

Leipzig 1930, W. Miller, Beitrage zur ossetischen Etymologie,

Indogerrmnische Farachungen, 21, pp. 323-334, and Miller and Frei-

man, Ossetisch-Russisch-Deutsches Worterbuch, Leningrad 1927,

1929 and 1934, are useful, the former for the study of Sogdian of

which Yaghnobi can be called a modern survivor, the latter two for

certain peculiarities which point to its relationship with the lan-

guage of the ancient Scythes inhabiting the regions of the Black Sea.

In a series of articles, entitled Beitrage zur neu-persischen

Lexicographie, contributed to W,Z,K.M., i.5, i7, and 18, R. von
Stackelberg has explained, among others, many Pahlavi words

occurring in the Pahlavi texts Ayatkar i ZinerdnsLud Husrav i

Kdvatdn u retak i from their Modern Persian equivalents. On the

occasion of the Firdosi s Millenary in 1935, the German Government
presented to His Imperial Majesty Reza Shah Pahlavi the

master-work of Fritz Wolff, Glossar zum Firdosis Schahname,

Berlin 1935, and Supplement-Band, Verskonkordanz der Schah-

name -Ausgabe von Macan, Mohl und Vullers, Berlin 1935.

This is the only complete glossary of the Shahnama ever

published. My translation of chapters VI and VII of Al-
Khwarazmi, Liber Mafatih al-Olum, edited by G. Van Vloten,

Leyden 1895, deals with Persian words used by Arab historians

in their works. Similarly, Gabriel Ferrand has discovered Persian

elements in Arabic texts on navigation of the XVth and XVIth
centuries, Journal Asiaiique, Avril-Juin 1924, pp. 193-257, What a

fund of information for those who want to free the Modern Persian

language of Arabic elements 1 S. Haim, New English-Persian

Dictionary, 2 vols., Teheran 1930, and Dr. Said Nafisi, Diction-

naire Persan-Fran^ais, 2 vols., T6heran 1936, are two reliable

dictionaries written by Iranians themselves. The latter is very

commendable.

Ibn al-BalkhI, Farsnamah or the History of Fars is edited

by Le Strange and Nicholson in CHbb Memorial Series, New Series I,

London 1921 In Sakarastan, I, (in Persian), Teheran 1308 (new style)

Zahirul-Islamzadeh gives a concise history of Khuzistan from

protohistoric times up to the downfall of the Sassanian Empire.

For the early history of this province he relies on the reports

of the French Archaeological Mission of Susiana.
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For those who are interested in ‘Omar Khayyam, A Chris*

tensen’s Critical Studies in his Ruba*iyat with the revised text

and an English translation, Copenhagen 1927, would be welcome-

H. Kazemzadeh, Les Chiffres siyak et la comptabilite persane,

Paris 1915, is a very important contribution for understanding

the system of book-keeping still employed in Iran. Similar

system is traceable in Pahlavi figures and in English weights

and measures.

Among catalogues, Chr. Bartholomae, Die Zendhandschriften

der K. Hof-nind Staatsbibliothek in Munchen..,Beschrieben, Miinchen

1915, is besides being an exemplary descriptive catalogue, a monu-

mental work on Zoroastrian palaeography. Bomanji N, Dhabhar

has prepared Descriptive Catalogue of some Manuscripts bearing

on Zoroastrianism in the Mulla Feroze Library, Bombay 1923,

and Descriptive Catalogue of All Manuscripts in the First Dastur

Meherji Rana Library, Navsari - Bombay 1923.

V. Barthold, Turkistan down to the Mongol Invasion, Oibh

Mem. Ser.y N. S., V, London 1928, contains a mass of historical and
geographical materials about a part of Iran. John Cadman, A
Journey through the Bakhtiary Country, published in the Nafty vol.

II, No 5, Sept. 1926, pp. 3-13, gives a fresh picture of the Bakht-

iary country after the discovery of its oil-fields. The A. P. 0. C.

Magazine contains among typical business and sport news of the An-
glo-Persian (now Iranian) Oil Company sporadic articles of archaeo-

logical interest, e. g. The Beauties of Persia by Arnold T. Wilson,

see Vol. II, No. 1, pp. 27-30, in which he describes his journey in

Khuzistan, particularly to Ahwaz and Shushter. Arthur Christen-

sen who visited Iran several times in recent years gives a good

description of ancient and modern Iran in Det gamle og det nye Persian,
Kobenhavn 1930. A good pictorial idea of modern Iran of the epoch

of His Imperial Majesty Reza Shah Pahlavi has been given by von
Graefe in a magnificent album of photographs of modern cities of

Iran, accompanied by a short text, published in Berlin in 1936.

Paul Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, nach den arabischen Geo-
graphen, 7 vols., is a very important contribution to the political

geography of Iran in the middle ages. E. Herzfeld, Archaologi-

sche Mitteilungen aus Iran, TV, contains a valuable article of geo-

graphical and historical interest on Sakastana or Seistan, which has

been followed by Aurel Stein, The Indo-Iranian Borderlands - their

prehistory in the light of geography and recent excavations.
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George G. Cameron, History of Early Iran, Chicago 1936, deals

with the beginning of the history of the kings of Awan who reign-

ed at Susa about 2670 B. C. up to the rise of the Achaemenian empi-

re. For the history of Elam he has utilised the Elamite historical

inscriptions and tablets discovered at Susa and published by V.

Scheil in several volumes of the M^.moires de la D4l4gation en Perse,

later Miss,, and in the Rev, d*Assyr.

G. Hiising, Vorgeschichte und Wanderung der Parsaya, Mitteilun-

gen der Anthropologischen Oesellschaft zu Wien, XL, Wien 1930, is an
important work on the history of the Persians who founded later on

the empire of the Achaemenids under Cyrus. Finally, I may men-
tion J. Hertel, Achameniden und Kayaniden. Ein Beitrag zur

Geschichte Irans, Leipzig 1924, in which the author identifies Kavi
Vishtaspa, the patron of Zarathushtra with Hystaspes, father of

Darius the Great.

Arthur Christensen, L’Empire des Sassanides, le peuple, r6tat, la

cour, published in the Reports of the Royal Danish Society, Copenhague

1907, and its revised and enlarged second edition, .entitled L’lran

sous les Sassanides, Copenhague 1936, give the political, social and
cultural history of Lan under the Sassanian rule. H, Cordier has

treated the relations of Yazdagard III and his son Peroz with

China in Histoire generate de la Chine et de ses relation avec les

pays etrangers, Paris 1920, tome I, pp. 436-438.

Immediately after the fall of the Sassanian empire, the princes

of Tabaristan and of the adjoining mountainous districts declared

their independence, and ruled over these provinces for nearly 150

years, sometimes only formally acknowledging the suzerainty of

the Caliphs of Bagdad. A short sketch of the History of the Ispah-

bads of Tabaristan and of the Masmoghans of Damavand has been

given by me in Coins of Tabaristan, Paris 1938, pp. 27-38. The

same subject has been treated by M. Rabino in Les Dynasties du
Mazandaran de Tan 50 avant I’hegire a Tan 1006 de I’h^gire ( 572 k

1597/98 A. D.) d’apres les chroniques locales, JA, 1936, pp. 397-474,

and by R. Vasmer, Die Eroberung Tabaristans durch die Araber zur

Zeit des Chalif al-Mansur, Leningrad 1927. V. Minorsky has pub-

lished several articles in UEncyclopedic de VIslam on the early

history of Muhammadan Iran, one of which La domination des

Dailamites has appeared in the Publications de la Sodeu des Etudes .

Iraniennes, No. 3. Two pamphlets published by the Hoyboon or the.

Suprenxe Council of the Kurdish Government, one entitled The case

11
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of Kurdistan against Turkey by Prince Sureya BedrBIban, Philadel-

phia 1928, and the other La question kurde, ses origines et ses

causes by Dr. Bletch Chirguh, Le Caire 1930, throw a curious light

on the post-war politics of the great European powers regarding the

Kurdish minority, residing in the Turkish province of Kurdistan,

bordering on Iran.

Arthur Christensen has tried to trace the Iranian legendary

history as given in the Shahnima to the original Pahlavi Xvatm
Namak in a series of monographs published in Studierfra Sprog- og

OlcUidsforkning, Kobenhavn. The titles of the monographs are the

following : Bustam og Sohrab; Firdusi : Beschen og Manische, en

Episode af Schahname ; Smeden Kavah og det gamle persiske Riks-

banner ; and Romanen om Bahram Tschobin, et Rekonstruktions-

forsog. I may mention also his Recherches sur ITiistoire ]6gendaire

des Iraniens, Stockholm 1918. The Shahnama has been translated

into German by Friedrich Riickert and into English by A. G. War-
ner and E. Warner, in 9 volumes, London 1905-1925. As said above,

the credit of compiling a complete dictionary of the Shahnama and
a concordance of the verses of the Shahnama, as published in the

editions of Macan, Mohl and Vullers, goes to Fritz Wolff. This

work was published in Berlin in 1936, and a copy of it printed on
special paper and richly bound was presented to His Imperial

Majesty Reza Shah Pahlavi on the occasion of the Firdusi Millenary

by the Gterman Minister in Teheran.

The complete Shahnama, in ten volumes, in Gujarati transcription

with a Gujarati literal translation has been published by Mahiar N.

Kutar and Farzamurz N. Kutar, Bombay 1914-1918. It is regrettable

that although the published text is the result of immense labour,

spent in collating several manuscripts and editions of the Shahnama,

the authors have not given the variants. ...This is the first Parsi

attempt at translation of the complete Shahnama.

What concerns ethnology and ethnography of Iran, M. N. Dhalla,

2joroastrian Civilisation from the earlist times to the downfall

of the last Zoroastrian Empire 651 A. D., New York 1922, can be

aptly cosidered a supplement to Wilhelm Geiger, Ostiranische Kul-

tur im Altertum. E. Herzfeld, Volker and Kulturzusammenhange
im Alten Orient, Berlin 1928, and G. Hiising, Volkerschichten in

Iran, MUi. Anthrop. Ges. Wien, 46, 1916, are of pure ethnological

interest. A. Christensen has compared some Iranian legends with

those of other peoples in several articles published in Danish

periodicals. Another interesting study is that of Edward Noel, The
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Character of the Kurds as illustrated by their Proverbs and Sayings,

B. S. 0. 8., 1930, 1, iv, pp. 79-80.

M, M. Murzban has published in Bombay an English translation

of Mile. D. Menant, Les Parsis : histoire des communaut6s zoroas-

triennes de I’lnde, Paris 1898. P. Molesworth Sykes, The Parsis

of FeTBia,, Journal of the Society of Arts, 5^, pp. 754-767, is another

contribution to the subject. Raymond Schwab, Vie d’Anquetil

Duperron, suivie des usages civils et religieux des Parses par A.

Duperron, avec deux essais du Dr. Sir J. J. Modi, Paris 1934 has,

been published under the patronage of the Trustees of the Parsi

Panchayet. Its importance lies in Anquetil’s description of the

civil and religious customs of the Parsis of Surat in the latter half

of the eighteenth century. I had written in 1918 at the request of

Prof. Bartholomae a monograph in German, entitled Die religiosen

und socialen Sitten und Gebrauche der Parsen, an excerpt form which

has been published in Svenska OrientscUskapets Arsbok, Stockholm

1924, pp. 168-190. I have embodied in it several customs which

are not mentioned in Dr. Modi’s Religious Ceremonies and Customs

of the Parsis, Bombay 1922. I do not know the fate of the original

copy of my monograph which I had given in 1936 to Prof. Hermann
Giintert of Heidelberg for publication.

Dr. Modi has contributed in Anthropological Papers, TV, and

Asiatic Papers, IV, several papers on Iranian legends and allied

subjects compared with similar legends among other peoples.

I have included in this survey books and articles on religions

which have been influenced more or less by Zoroastrianism,

and which have in a certain measure exercised an influence on the

political history of Iran. I need not go into details on this question

of influence. I intend here to point out some interesting books and
articles on the subject. E. Blochet, Christianisme et Mazd^isme chez

les Turks-Orientaux, Heme de VOrient Chretien. 3® s^r., tome VH,
Nos. 1-2, pp, 31-125, Paris 1939-1930, is full of information on the

religion of the Turks before they adopted Islam. H. Gressmann, Die
Umwandelung der orientalischen Religionen unter dem Einfluss

hellenischen Geistes, 1916, explains the syncretic tendency which is

perceived, among others, in the religion of the Parthians. The
Hellenic influence penetrated in the Orient with the Macedonian

conquest. In Salman Pak et les premices spirituelles de I’lslam
I

iranien, Ptibl. Soc. Etud. Iran., No. 7, Paris 1934, Louis Ma^ignon
has exploded the theory that Salm&n Pak the FarisI was the same as

Dastur DluyEr. He was as an Iranian only a legitimist upholding the
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claim of the Aliides to the caliphate. I. Scheftelowitz, Die altpersische

Religion in ihrer Beziehung zum Judentum, Giessen 1920, shows the

influence which Zoroastrianism exercised on exilic Judaism. The

same subject has been treated by Alfred Bertholet and Nathan

Sdderblom. Mrs. Drower has recently published a book on the

Mandaeans and Mandaeism or the religion of the so-called Christians

of St. John, in which the authoress has devoted a chapter on the

similarities of certain Mandaean and Zoroastrian rites and cere-

monies, and hinted at the probable borrowings from later Zoroastria-

nism. In 1933 seven manuscripts appertaining to Manichaeism

were discovered at Medinet Mahdi in the province of Fayum in

Egypt. These manuscripts, more or less fragmentary, contain the

Coptic version of the works composed by Mani and his disciples.

One of them has the major portion of the Book called Kephalaia

which was composed by Mani himself. They are dated at the latest

400 A. D. They appertained to the library of a Manichaean. Franz

Cumont has published a short article on this discovery in Reme de

VHistoire des Religions, CVII, 1933. I have published a short note in

Gujarati, based on Cumont’s article in the Kaiser4~Hind of the 1st

October 1933, pp. 46-47. Some portions of these manuscripts have been

published with their translation into German by Carl Schmidt and

H. J. Polotsky in S. Preuss. A. W. 1933. These Manichaean documents

contain undoubtedly references to Zoroastrian doctrines, though

from a biased point of view of a Manichaean, and therefore they are

important for understanding Zoroastrianism as it was professed by
early Sassanian sovereigns. Arthur Christensen, Le reign du roi

Kavadh I et le communisme mazdakite, published in the Reports of

the Royal Danish Society, IX. 6, and O. G. von Wesendonck, Die

Mazdakite. Eine kommunistisch-religiose Bewegung im Sassani-

denreich, Der Neue Orient, Bd. 6, Heft I, Berlin 1919 are two best

books on Mazdakism which had threatened the very foundations of

the Sassanian empire and of the Sassanian society. It would not

be out of place to note that Soviet Iranists are trying their level best

to rehabilitate Mazdak and his communistic teachings, saying that

Mazdak aimed only at breaking the pride of the Sassanian feudal

aristocracy. The Mazdaznan movement of Otoman Zar-Adusht

Ha’nish has recently found a footing among the Parsis of Bombay.

The Mazdaznan philosophy, whose basis is undoubtedly Christian,

lays a particular stress on the Hindu practice of Prana Yoga -prdva

and apana or breathing in and breathing out - as applied to some

^roMtrian prayers, particularly to the Ashem Vohii and, YatHd AhU
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Vairyo prayers ; moreover it advocates the practice of vegetarian

diet. This is amply shown by the Mazdaznan pamphlets, published

in Europe and by Mazdaznan India, published in Bombay since 1941.

Baffaele Pettazzoni speaks of the mysteries of Mithra in Oh. V of

his I Misteri - Saggid di una teoria storico-religiosa, Bologna 1924
I have published a translation of this chapter in the Journal of the

K. B. Cama Oriental Institute, No. 20, Bombay 1932, pp. 151-206,

under the title Persian Mysteries. In Mithra, Zoroastre, et la pre-

histoire aryenne du Christianisme, Paris 1935, Oh. Autran has taken
into consideration the Mitanni tablets from Boghazkoi, mentioning

the Aryan gods Mitra, Varuna, Indra and Nasatyas. He comes to

the conclusion that Judeo-Christianism has accepted the religion of

salvation in which Christ, like Mithra, becomes the Saviour. Mithra

figures for the first time with Ahura Mazda and AnShita in the

inscription of Artaxerxes II Mnemon. His cult was spread in Asia

Minor during the time of the Zoroastrian diaspora. There is no

doubt that the Parthians practised Mithraism and venerated

Anahita-Anaitis as his paredre. This is proved from numismatic

evidence. The Oilician pirates captured by Pompei in 67 B. 0. were

responsible for the spread of the cult of Mithra among the Roman
legions, and as Sol Invictus Mithra enjoyed later on the imperial

favour. His cult was thus spread far and wide with the expan-

sion of the Roman empire, as it is proved by numerous monuments.

During the Sassanian period, besides being venerated as the Yazat

presiding over the Sun, he enjoyed a special honour as the guardian

of promise, and therefore we see him on the famous bas-relief of

Taq e Bostan figurated with the radiated head, just as on Parthian

coins of Mithridates I and some of his successors. He stands there

as witness to the installation-scene of Ardashir H ( 379-384 A.D.

)

by Ohrmazd. This radiated figure of Mithra has been introduced

among the Parsis since the early decades of the last century as the

portrait of Zarathushtra. The Mithraic banquet with bread and

wine as its baqis appeared to the early Christians to be a diabolic

counterfeiting of the Eucharist (Justin. Apolog. 1. 66 ; Tertullian,

De prescr. haeret. 40, quoted by R. Pettazzoni, I Misteri, p. 269). G.

Furlani, La religions dei Yezidi. Teste religiose dei Yezidi, Bologna

1931, is a well-documented work on the religious sect residing in

Mt. Sinjar in the Mesopotamian district of Mosul, which is

also known as that of the Devil-worshippers- In an English

translation of this work ( Bombay 1940 ) I have mentioned in

additional notes and in an appendix several points of resemblance
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of the Yezidi customs and beliefs with those of the Zoroaa-

trians. Under the constant accusation of dualism by rival

religions like Christianity, the Zarvanite sect sprang up among
the Zoroastrians in the Sassanian epwh. It believed in the

all supreme Zrvan or Time by whom Ohrmazd and Ahrman, the

good and evil spirits, were created. The Zarvanite tendency is

discernible in the authors of some Pahlavi religious tracts. E.

Benveniste, A. Christensen, and H. S. Nyberg have published

articles on this subject. I may mention an article of A. Christensen,

A-t-il exists une religion zurvanite ?, MO. US, Uppsala 1931, pp. 29-34.

What concerns Zoroastrianism, E. Benveniste, C. Clemen, Fr.

Windischmann and L. H. Gray have treated the question of the

Persian religion according to Greek and Latin classics.

As to the date of Zarathushtra, Chr. Bartholomae in Zarathush-

tras Leben’und Lehre, Heidelberg 1919, p, 10, would not admit a date

later than 900 B. C,, whereas A. V. W. Jackson in Zoroaster, the

Prophet of Ancient Iran, New York 1899, pronounces the traditional

date, 600 B. C., to be the correct one. A. Meillet in Trois Conferences

sur les Gathas de I’Avesta, Amiales du Mus4e Quimet, Bibliothdque de

Vulgarisation, 44, Paris 1925, p. 22 and 32, considers the traditional

date probable, if we take into consideration linguistic, economic

and political data. E. Herzfeld and Lehmann-Haupt are also in

favour of the traditional date, but they give it as 570 and 550 B. C.

respectively, see Pavry Or. Stud., London 1933, p. 137 and p. 255.

Dastur Dr. Dhalla pronounces on the date of Zarathushtra in Zoroas-

trian Theology, New York 1914, p. 11, as follows :
“ Zarathushtra

planted his new faith in Iran at a date approximating 1000 B. C.,

though some learned scholars, basing their arguments on traditional

sources, are inclined to assign a date as late as the seventh century

B. C., or, to be more exact, 660-583 B. C.”

For the study of Zoroastrianism the following works must be

consulted : Chr. Bartholomae, Zarathushtras Leben und Lehre, Hei-

delberg 1919 ; A. Meillet, Trois conferences sur les Gathas de Zara-

thushtra, Paris 1925 ; M. N. Dhalla, Zoroastrian Theology, New
York 1914, and History of Zoroastrianism, New York 1918 ; and R.

Pettazzoni, La religione di Zarathustra nella storia religiosa dell’

Iran, Bologna 1930. Both Dhalla and Pettazzoni have given the

history of Zoroastrianism from its very beginning down to the

modern times. Pettazzoni has treated the subject exhaustively,

^vailing himself of all sources of information which he has quoted
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in the notes. A. Christensen has contributed monographs on the

critical study of Zoroastrianism, entitled Etudes sur le Zoroastrisme

de la perse antique, Kobenhavn 1928, Quelques notices sur les plus

anciennes periodes du Zoroastrisme, Ex Actorum Orientalium, IV,

p. 81 seq., and Les gestes des rois dans les traditions de I’lran

antique, Paris 1936. J. M. Unvala, Observations on the Beligion

of the Parthians, Bombay 1925, is the only attempt made up to date

at tracing the religious beliefs and customs of the Parthians from

historical, epigraphic and numismatic sources. Archaeological and

numismatic documents discovered recently at Susa show that they

practised two main cults, those of Mithra and Anaitis. On the

cult of Anahita-Anaitis in Susiana cf. Allotte de La Fuye, Sur le

culte d’Anaitis en Susiane, M^m. DU^g. VIII, and Fr. Cumont, Note

sur le culte d’Anaitis, Revue ArcMologique, 1905, 5, p, 25 seq. AnUhita

enjoyed a special cult even among the Sassanians. A fire-temple

called Atur-Anahit was built at Shahpur in the reign of Shahpur L
Anahita figures on the reverse of certain coins of Bahram II on the

right of the fire-altar, and on the left of the seated figure of

Chosroes II in the bas-relief of the great arch of Taq e Bostaa

Eminent Iranists have contributed articles on various rites

and ceremonies, and on customs and beliefs of the Zoroastrians in

Rev. de I’Hisl. (lea Rel,, in Encycl. of Eel. and Ethics, and in other

encyclopaedias.

The injunctions of the Bivayats have played an important part

in the religious life of the Parsis up to very recently. These Ri-

vayats, composed in Persian, are the collections of questions on

religious subjects asked by the Zoroastrians of India to their co-

religionists in Iran through their emissaries and answers brought

by them during the course of the XVth upto the beginning of the

XVUIth centuries of the Christian era. Maneckji Rustamji Unvala
had prepared an edition of the Rivayat of Darab Hormazyar in,

two volumes, which has been published after his death by Dr. Sir

Jivanji J. Modi with an introduction, in Bombay in 1922. Bomanji

N. Dhabhar has published an English translation of the Rivayat of

Hormaziar Faramarz with copious notes and a glossary of unusual

Persian words found only in Zoroastrian writings, Bombay 1932.

There is a big literature on Zoroastrianism written by the

Parsis in Gujarati, of which the following are worth mentioning ;

Jivanji J. Modi. Lectures and sermons on Zoroastrianism
; Xhur-

shedji E. Pavri, Resalehae Ehorshed, which has been translated

into English ;
Sheriarji D, Bbarucha, Rististan or a description of
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funeral ceremonies of the Parsis, Among works on the same sub--

ject written in English I may mention the following ; Sorabji N,
Eanga, Heaven and Hell and their location in Zoroastrianism

;

Heaven and Hell and their location in Plato ; The Law of Sugges-
tion and Self-Suggestion in the Ardibehesht Yasht in the light of
Modern Spiritualism

; J. M. Chatterji, The ethical conception of the
Gathas, Navsari 1922 ; Eustamji E. Sanjana, The Parses Book of

Books ; The Zend Avesta and Spiritualism through Zoroastrian eyes.

Behramshah N. Shroff founded the mystical movement of the
Ilme-Khshnum in the first decade of this century, one of whose
modern exponents is Dr. Faramroz Chinivala. They have published
several books in Gujarati. Their chief organ is Frashogard, to which
articles in Gujarati and English are contributed. Cherag, edited by
Ardeshar N, Bilimoria, is the organ of the Parsi theoso- phists.

Two important works on the early history of the Parsis have
been published in Bombay in 1920 ; one is Studies in Parsi History
by Shahpurshah H. Hodivala and the other is Parsis of Ancient
India by Shapurji K. Hodivala.

Many interesting articles and monographs on Iranian and allied

subjects have been published in the Journal of the Iranian Associa-

tion which has ceased its publication since 1924, and in the Journal

of the K. R. Caina Oriental InsHbite, in which also articles on Iranian
subjects written in foreign languages are made accessible in

English translations to Parsi and other scholars. Again, Indian,

European and American scholars have made valuable contributions

to Iranian studies in Hoshang Memorial Volume, Bombay 1918, in

Indo-Irardan Studies, Bombay 1925, in Dr. Modi Memorial
Volume, Bombay 1930 and in Jehangirji Vimadalal Memorial Volume
(in Gujarati) Bombay 1937. Further, two other Memorial volumes
are in preparation, one in honour of Prof. A. V. W. Jackson, and
the other in honour of Dinshaw J. Irani.

The Society for the Promotion of Researches into Zoroastrian
Religion, the Rahnumae Mazdayasnan Sabha, and the Gatha Society
are doing good research-work in the field of Zoroastrianism since

several decades. They have published a few volumes of their pro-
ceedings.

What concerns archaeology, it is important to note that Iran
and adjoining countries, especially Mesopotamia, Syria, Central
Asia, Afghanistan and Baluchistan were interrelated in ancient
tiiUes, as regards their civilisations. The main problem which
archaeological missions of France, Germany, America, Sweden and
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England (rather of the Indian Government) sought to solve in

recent years was that of the civilisation of the painted pottery of

the type of Susa I. Such pottery was discovered from Egypt in the

west to China (Pekin) in the east and from Central Asia (Anau) in the

north to Sind in the south. The approximate date when this civili-

sation flourished can be given as 3500 to 4000 B. C. In Susiana

and Mesopotamia it preceded the local civilisations. Moreover, the

discovery of copper and obsidian with this pottery at Susa proved

the existence of commercial relations of this ancient city with

countries lying as far north as the Caucasus and Southern Russia.

R. de Mecquenem has given an annual survey of excavations on
prehistoric sites in Western Asia during the last decade in several

issues of UAnthropologie of Paris. Among European nations the

French and the Germans have carried on for years extensive excava-

tions at different places simultaneously.

The method followed by archaeological missions is to dig a

trench of length and breadth, sufficient to arrive at important

conclusions, in a mound on the surface of which archaeological

remains are noticed. The trench opened on the top of such a mound
is carried down to the natural soil. At Susa the depth of the trench

of de Morgan had reached 25 metres. Again, of all ancient sites it

was at Susa that in other trenches remnants of different epochs

of the civilisation of this historic city were found, often in succes-

sive layers, dating as far back as 4000 B. C. down to the thirteenth

century A. D., although sometimes one or more of the intermediate

layers were found missing. Some archaeologists consider each

layer as belonging to a city, thus e. g. they count seven cities of

Troy, as if the first city was completely razed to the ground and on

its ruins another city was built. It is preferable to speak in terms

of epochs. Stratigraphical observations of a trench and the objects

found in each layer form sure means of datation of similar objects

from a newly explored archaeological site. I have already said

above that archaeological missions have as their chief aim the

study of a particular civilisation or the solution of a particular

problem. But as they follow the method described above, they make
incidentally other observations helpful to fellow-archaeologists.

Excavations in Iran, Mesopotamia and Syria have brought

to light the civilisations of peoples vaguely mentioned in the Old

Testament (Genesis, oh. XI), and those of the Achaemenians, Seleu-

cids, Parthians, Sassanians and Arabs. Again, they have helped

to determine the interrelation of these civilisations and their mutual

12
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influences. The French Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan has

discovered at Bamiyan Graeco-Buddhic remains in which Iranian

influence was predominant ; see A. Foucher, L’art gr6co-boudhique

du Gandhara, vols. I-II, Paris 1905-1918, and A. et Y. Godard et J.

Hackin, Les antiquit4s bouddhiques de Bamiyan, M^moirea de la

D4l6gation en Afghanistan, Paris-Bruxelles 1928, Important from

Parsi standpoint are the excavations of the German Mission at

Ctesiphon and at Seleucia on the Tigris, those of the French Mission

at Shahpur and those of the joint Franco-American Mission at Doura-

Europos. These missions discovered remains of the Parthian and
Sassanian palaces and other relics of the civilisation of these epochs.

Again, the German expedition of Le Coq at Turfan had succeeded in

discovering manuscripts pertaining to Buddhism, Christianity and
Manichaeism, written in a Pahlavi dialect, but in the Estrangelo-

Syriac script, which I have mentioned above.

For oriental archaeology, G. Contenau, Manuel d’Archeologie

Orientale, 3 vols, Paris 1927-1931, is the most useful work, written

in a lucid style, but with great precision, and abundantly illustrated.

The Survey of Persian Art from Prehistoric times to the present,

edited by A. U. Pope, E. Kiihnel and H. H. F. Jayne, 3 vols, London

1934 is a work to which a number of archaeologists have contributed

articles on nearly all questions of Iranian art and archaeology of

different epochs of the Iranian civilisation, and which is abundantly

illustrated with art photographs in black and white and in colours.

Again, Builetin of the American Institute for Persian Art and Arch-

aeclogy, New York 1932, seq., editedby A. U. Pope contains among
others a series of articles by Pope himself, mostly on Islamic art.

Now, as regards archaeology of Iran and the adjoining countries,

the following books might be consulted : Atiar e Iran-Annales du

Service ArchMogique de IIran, Paris 1936 seq. This periodical con-

tains, besides articles on Iranian art by eminent archaeologists,

valuable articles by A. Godard on historic monuments of Muham-
madan Iran, like mosques and khans. E. Herzfeld, Archddogische

Mitteilungen aus Iran, Berlin 1929 seq., contains discussions on

questions pertaining to Iranian archaeology supported by the works

of classical authors and Arab historians, and by references from
Avesta and Pahlavi scriptures. It comprises also learned reports on

some ancient Iranian monuments visited by Herzfeld and on ex-

cavations on certain old sites in Iran carried out by him. His
Archaeological History of Iran, New York 1935. might interest

the Parsis.
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As to Susian art and archaeology, most of the pre-Achaemenian

remains discovered at Susa have been described in M4m DHAg. and
Mim Miss. Two objects discovered in 1933 in the layer dating

between 3500 and 3200 B. C. deserve a short notice. They have

been described by R. de Mecquenem in M&in. Miss. XXV. One is a

cobble of irregular shape, 13 cm. x 21 cm., wholly covered with an
inscription in an unknown cursive script, in which crosses, svastikas

and ankhs are met with. The writing-materials were metallic ink

and a xeei-kalam. Many extravagant guesses about the script have

been made. It is declared by some to be demotic, by others Pahlavi 1

The other object is a statuette carved in the round out of bitumen.

It represents a sitting lion, having in its jaw the head of a man,
who is sitting between its front legs in the Iranian fashion. It can

be surely considered as the prototype of the Egyptian sphinx. It is

undoubtedly a funeral monument, in which the lion would represent

death devouring the man. Another outstanding discovery made in

1936 at Chogha Zambil, situated 40 miles to the south of Susa, by
the French Mission of Susiana was that of a Ziqqurat or storeyed

tower, similar to that of Babylon. The site has been identified as

that of Dur-Undashi, the city which was founded by Untash-GAL, the

Elamite king, in abort 1500 B. C. It is the first Ziqqurat discovered

in Iran and the biggest of all those found in Mesopotamia. It is

built on a square plan, its sides measuring 103 metres, and its actual

height being 25 metres. J. de Mecquenem has published a compara-

tive study of this Ziqqurat in Gazette des Beaux Arts, Paris 1937,

pp. 201-206.

I have shown the survival of the Babylonian myths of Nin-

Giszida and Enkidu in the later Iranian tradition preserved in the

Pahlavi Bundahisn and the Shahnama in two articles entitled Zohak

published in Studi e Materiali, V, Bologna 1929, pp. 56-68, and
Gopatsah, published in B.S.O.S., V. iii, London 1929, pp. 505-506.

Working on the same line, much light can be thrown on other

Iranian myths.

As regards the Achaemenian archaeology, E. Herzfeld and after

him Erich Schmidt have directed excavations at Persepolis for an

American mission. They have brought to light many important

monuments, among others a stair-case with a sculptured frieze in ex-

cellent preservation. I have already mentioned the discovery of

gold and silver plates with a trilingual inscription of Darius I

and of 30,000 clay-tablets pertaining to the Achaemenian period. E.

Herzfeld had carried on excavations also at Pasargadae, He has
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published his report on it in Archaol. Mitt, /ran., I, pp. 4-16. R. de

Mecquenem had drawn a plan of the palace of Darius I at Susa and

that of the adjoining hall of columns which was rebuilt by Artaxer-

xes II long before 1914, when M. L. Fillet published Le Palais de

Darius ler a Suse. Ve siecle avant J. C. I have published an article

on the same subject with my observations on the actual state of the

ruins in B.S.O.S., V. 1929, pp. 229-232, with the plan of R. de

Mecquenem andtwo plates of the original photographs of the hall of

columns taken in 1927. The trilingual inscription of Darius I concern-

ing this palace, which I have mentioned above, had been discovered in

its ruins in many copies of the three versions on stone and brick.

This inscription is of great archaeological value.

Much remains still to be done in the field of archaeology of the

Parthian period. Specialists have contributed articles on architec-

ture, pottery, seals, jewellery etc. of the Parthian and Sassanian
periods in A Survey of Persian Art. Still the attribution of certain

objects, like vases and seals, definitely to the Parthian or to the

Sassanian epochs remains doubtful.

As regards Sassanian archaeology, Sassanian palaces and other

monuments are described in Fr. Sarre und E. Herzfeld, Iranische

Felsreliefs, Berlin 1910. E. Herzfeld, Paikuli, etc., Berlin 1924,
describes the ruins of a palace of the early Sassanian period in

which abundant material of Pahlavi inscriptions was found.
Another Sassanian palace was discovered at Damghan (Tepe Hissar),

see Fiske Kimball’s article in A Survey of Persian Art. The French
excavations at Shahpur have freed a part of the palace of Shahpur I,

with an adjoining fire-temple called Atur-Anahit. Several Sassanian
buildings were excavated at Kish in Mesopotamia by L. C. Watelin.
R. de Mecquenem could trace the plan of another Sassanian
building at Susa. The latter had taken a pencil impression of
a graffito discovered by him at Persepolis in 1928, which Allotte
de La Fuye has declared to be the portrait of Shahpur, brother of

Ardashirl; see Rev. cCAssyr.,25. No. IV, Paris 1928, pp. 159-168.
Immediately after the visit of M. de Mecquenem this graffito was
obliterated with tar by some busybody. R. Pfister has made the
study of ancient textiles his speciality. He has described the
Sassanian gobelins of the Lyons Museum in Rev. des Arts Asiatiques^

VI, No. i, pp. 1-23. J, Orbeli and C. Trevers have published on the
occasion of the HI. International Congress of Iranian Art and
'Archaeology, held at Leningrad in 1935, Orffevrerie Sassanides,

Objets en or, argent et bronze du Mus$e de 1’ Ermitage.
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What concerns Muhammadan archaeology, A. Godard and A. U.

Pope have published articles on Islamic monuments in several

numbers of the Athar e IrUn and BulL of Amer. Inst, for

Pers. Art and Archaed, E. Herzfeld, Die Ausgrabungen von Samarra.

Forschungen zur Islamischen Kunst.* Berlin 1924, is important

for the influence of the Samarra School on Iran in the ninth century

A. D. The find of a potter’s kiln at Susa with sherds of lustre-ware in

1927 has proved that the famous lustre-ware were also manu-factured

at Susa and not always imported from Samarra. Raymond
Koechlin, Les c^ramique musulmanes de Suse au Musee du Louvre,

Mem, Miss,, XVII, is a useful publication on the subject. It is richly

illustrated with coloured and black and white photographs.

Finally, I may mention Luristan bronzes, which have in the

last decade flooded the museums of Europe and America, and some

private collections. They were mostly found in graves dug in the

mountainous region of Luristan, extending from the southern

extremity of the Zagros Mountains to the mountains of the Pushte-

Kuh, particularly in the environs of the towns of Harsin and

Alishter. These graves are rectangular pits, with sides sometimes

protected by slabs of stone, and covered always by another slab. They

are very rich, as the dead are buried with their personal ornaments,

arms and bronze decorations of the harness of their horses. Charac-

teristic among the arms are axes of a particular shape, faintly

evoking a horse’s head and neck adorned by a mane. It is not easy

to fix the date of these bronzes, as they appertain to different

periods, roughly from 1500 B. C. to the Sassanian period, according

to R. de Mecquenem. G. Contenau attributes them to the iron age.

Before the excavations at Nehavend, which lies at the foot of the

northern extremity of the Zagros Mountains, antique-dealers used to

give the provenance of these bronzes as Nehavend. It was at

Nehavend that the famous well-baked sonorous jars with stylised

animalistic decorations, painted in black on a yellowish surface,

were found in graves very often accompanied by axes, poniards and

other bronze objects. The date of these jars and other objects can be

fixed between the XXVIIIth and XXVth centuries B. C. by their

comparison with similar objects found at Susa in the graves of these

centuries. G. Contenau attributes them to the bronze age
; see

Manuel d'ArcMologie Orientale, Tome HE, Paris 1931, pp. 1576-

1577.

Iranian numismatics begins with the coins struck by the

Achaemenian sovereigns and their satraps. The coins of Darius I
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opens the series of Achaemenian coins. Before them, the coins of

Croesus, the king of Lydia (568-554 B. C.), whom Cyrus the great had
defeated and captured in 547 B. C., were current in Iran, as we can

deduce from the gold coins of Croesus found with the gold Darics in

the stone-casket, containing the gold and silver plates, found in the

ruins of Persepelis. G. F. Hill has published the coins of this period

preserved in the British Museum in the Catalogue of the Greek

Coins] of Arabia, Mesopotamia and Persia, London 1922, and J.

Babelon those preserved in the Cabinet des M4dailles of the Biblio-

th^ue Nationale of Paris in Collection du Due de Luynes.

Monnaies grecques III. Paris 1930. Very few Achaemenian coins

were discovered during the course of scientific excavations on

different sites in Iran and adjoining countries.

The classification of Achaemenian coins, which are all without

legends, was based by E. Babelon on a minute examination of the

effigies of the sovereigns. This has been supported in principle

by G. F. Hill and J. de Morgan. The coins of the Achaemenian

satraps, struck in Phoenicia, have Igends in Aramaic characters,

among which the coins of Mazaios, the satrap of Cilicia (362-328

B. C.),' is worth noting. Allotte de La Fuye, E. Babelon and R,

Dussaud have made important contributions to the deciphering of

Aramaic legends. A necklace of Phoenician workmanship was dis-

covered at Susa in the ruins of a Sassanian palacial building in 1931.

It consisted of several rows of silver beads and had probably in the

last row gold and silver pendants with embossed and dScoupe designs

and one hundred and one silver coins (tetroboles, trioboles and

oboles) struck by the Phoenician city-kings, who were dependent on

the Achaemenian sovereigns. This was an exceptional find ; see my
article in M4m. Miss., XXV, pp. 77 seq.

The successors of Alexander the Great, the Seleucid kings of

Syria, had ruled in Iran from 312 to 246 B. C., when Arsaces, the

founder of the Parthian-Arsacid dynasty, rebelled against Seleucus

n and invaded Parthia. The power of the Parthians continued to

increase until Mithridates I defeated and captured the Seleucid

king, Demetrius H Nicator in 140 B. C. This historical fact was
corroborated by two hoards of Alexandrine and Seleucid coins, dis-

covered at Susa in 1934 and 1935, in which the latest coins were

those of Demetrius H, dated 168 of the Seleucid era. The same fact

is further supported by the rarity of the coins of his successors at

Susa and elsewhere in Iran. Important is also the discovery of four

coins of the Alexandrine type in one of these hoards, two with
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Axamaio and two with Himyarite legends, which shows the com-

mercial relations of Susa with northern Arabia in about 200 B. C.

Further, a small collection of oboles of a certain Tigraios was found
at Susa in 1935. Allotte de La Fuye has identified this king with

Molon who revolted in Babylonia against Antiochus 111 in 222 B.

C. ; see my article entitled Notes de numismatique. Fouilles de Suse

1934., Revue Numismatique, Paris 1935, pp. 155-162 et pi. V.

The outstanding merit of the classification of the Parthian

coins is to the credit of Colonel Allotte de La Fuye. A lucky find of

1478 drachms of PhraatesIV made at Susa in 1927 showed ten types

and fifty-seven sub-types of the drachms of this king, and led to

the probable interpretation of certain monograms frequently found on

Parthian coins ; see Mem, Miss., XXV, pp. 39-60, and plates. E. T.

Newell has recently contributed to the study of Parthian oboles.

Alexander Farkas, an ardent collector of Bactrian coins, has

tried to prove the authenticity of certain Parthian gold coins in my
collection and in that of E. Herzfeld, although all classical and

numismatic authorities do not support him ; see his Comparaison

entre la numismatique des princes de Transylvanie et la numis-
matique antique, Aiud-Nagyenyed 1932,

The Greek city of Seleucia on the Tigris has issued copper coins

of the city-goddess ( Boul6 ) type with different motifs of the reverse

during the short periods of their frequent revolts against the

Parthian sovereigna Some of these coins bear the dates 127, 128, 129

and 130 of the Seleucid era, and in stray instances they give even the

Seleucid months, just as a unique find made at Susa in 1935 shows.

It is again Allotte de La Fuye who had classified the coins of the

kings of Elymais in his important article entitled Monnaies

d'Elymaide, Mim. Miss., VIII, pp. 177-243, pi. X-XIV. He has made
certain emendations to this classification in several articles contri-

buted to the Rev. Num. It has been noticed in many instances that

the drachms and tetradrachms of Elymais, which are classed as

copper, were once silver-coated ( sauc4 d’argent ).

The discovery of the coins of Persia and the reading of their

Aramaic legends have proved the existence of quasi-independent

princes, who bore Achaemenian names, during the whole of the

Parthian period, with Persepolis as their capital. Our knowledge of

this series of oriental coins is due to the researches of numismatists

like Lenormant, Mordtmann, Markoff, Drouin, Babelon, Allotte

de La Fuye and J. de Morgan.
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It was again Allotte de La Fuye, who deciphered the Greek and

Aramaic legends on the coins of Characene and thereby established

the chronology of its princes, A hoard of more than two-thousand

small lead coins (hemioboles) of Characene with fragmentary

legends found at Susa in 1938 suggests that they were probably

silver-coated.

J. de Morgan has with his, versatility in different branches of

archaeological and oriental researches, introduced in numismatics

the facsimile-reproduction of legends on coins, whether they are

in Greek, Aramaic or Pahlavi, as we can see in his Manuel de

Numismatique Orientals, fasc. I~III, Paris 1923-1936. The impor-

tance of the facsimile-reproduction of legends can be judged from

the help it gives in determining the relative chronology of the later

Parthian, Elymaide and Characene coins. During the first century

A. D. the Greek legends on the coins of these series show a similar

decadence.

Sassanian numismatics owes its progress to Drouin, Markoff,

Mordtmann, J. de Morgan, Niitzel, Vasraer and von-Zanibaur. The

classification of Sassanian coins was relatively easy, thanks to

distinctive crowns worn by Sassanian sovereigns on their coins

and to the legends giving their names. In the early decades of this

century Framji J. Thanevala had contributed several articles to the

Journal of the Numismatic Society of Bengal on unpublished coins

of his collection, which was unique in Bombay. The comparative

study of mint-marks on Sassanian and Arabo-Sassanian coins of

Arab governors of different provinces of the Sassanian empire, carried

on for years by J. Walker of the British Museum, has settled the

interpretation of many mint-marks. Walker has published the

results of his studies in a Catalogue of Muhammadan Coins in the

British Museum, A Catalogue of Arab-Sassanian Coins, London

1941. The ambiguity of Book-Pahlavi characters is well-

known and as the Sassanian coins of the later epoch have

legends in similar characters, the unique hoard of 2248 drachms of

Chosroes I and his successors has been published by me with their

legends in facsimile-reproduction in Mim Miss., XXV, pp. 68-76

and a table of inventory, following therein de Morgan. The same

method has been followed by me in Coins of Tabaristan, Paris 1938,

a work in which all coins of Tabaristan existing in ten chief

museums of Europe and in some private collections have been

published with forty-six plates of their catalogue with legends

in facsimile-reproduction. On the authority of these coins the
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chronological list of the Kpahbads and Arab governors of

Tabaristan, known from Mordtmann, Valentine and Vasmer could

be definitely emended.

That there exist Sassanian issues of lead coins, perhaps once

silver-plated, of several early sovereigns has been proved by finds

from Susa and Ahwaz, They have been published by me in

Miss., XXV and in the Coins of Tabaristan.

Furdoonji D. J. Paruck, Sassanian Coins, Bombay 1924, is an

important work, comprising historical materials and numerous

plates, illustrating the coins of his collection and those of the

collection of Bartholomaei.

J. de Morgan, Numismatique de la Perse Antique, fasc. I-III,

Paris 1927-1933, treats of the coins of all Iranian series mentioned

above. They are illustrated by 78 plates. •

Drouin and Allotte de La Fuye have determined a series of

coins with legends in special characters as Sogdian. The latter has

published these coins in two monographs, entitled Monnaies in-

certaines and la Sogdiane et des contrees voisines in Rev. Num.^

Paris 1910 and 1927. He has given in the first monograph a histori-

cal sketch of Sogdiana and its princes.

The Hephthalites or the White Huns had issued their coins on

the Sassanian model. These coins are divided into many categories,

according to the motifs of their reverse, among which the Sassanian

fire-altar, flanked on either side by an attendant, is the most frequent.

They have been published by Cunningham in Numismatic Chronicle

of 1894. Most of them have legends in Hephthalite and Pahlavi,

some in Pahlavi and Brahmi, a few in Hephthalite, Pahlavi and

Brahmi, and others even in Hephthalite, Pahlavi and Arabic charac-

ters. I have given the readings of the Pahlavi legends of these

coins in a paper read before the XL All India Oriental Conference,

held at Hyderabad in December 1941.

A few copper coins with Pahlavi and Arabic legends have been

recently discovered in Iran, especially at Susa. Only twenty-five

such coins have been known up to date. They have been published

by me in Num. Chran., 1937, pp, 280-296.

As regards Musulman numismatics, Eduard von Zambaur is

working for several years on the chronology of Muhammadan rulers

from ancient times up to date with references to their coins. He has

already made a list of their dates and mints. The young curator of

the department of oriental coins in the Kasier Friedrichs Museum of

13
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Berlin has collected important materials on the Arab glass-weights,

preserved in the above museum, a big collection of which comes

from Egypt. They are important for controlling the remarks of

Maqrizi on the coinage of the Caliphs. Similar glass-weights must

have existed in Iran, but they are not found in the ruins up to date.
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TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF EPIC AND PURANIO STUDIES

BY

A. D. PUSALKER

In common with other branches of Indology there has been quite

an amount of valuable addition of books and articles in the domain

of Epic and Puranic studies. These are of unequal merit and impor-

tance. In the following pages I propose to refer to the more important

publications during the last twenty-five years concerning the Malul-

hhdrata^ Bhagavadgita, Rdmayana and Puravas,^

1. The Mahabharata

One of the main tasks set before it by the Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute was the preparation of a critical edition of the

Mahabharata, and the publication of parts of the Mbit constitutes the

most epoch-making, stupendous and colossal work during the last

quarter. The Mbh has always held an important position in the

Indian Culture, and the need of a critical edition of the national epic

was always felt and pressed by eminent Indologists like Winternitz

and Macdonell.2 Earlier studies of the Mbh were vitiated, being

based on a defective text. In matters of grammar, metrics, history,

religion and sociology, it was uncertain whether conclusions were

based on old material of the epic or on mere variant readings of no

great authority. In the light of the critical edition, however, we
can now point out the lapses of earlier scholars. That the statistics

1. I must at the outset record my deepest obligations to my revered guru,

Dr. V. S. Sukthankar, who not only placed his unique collection of articles and

papers at my disposal, but gave me a number of valuable suggestions and notes

outlining the plan, especially regarding the Mbh studies. But for his help, it would

not have been possible for me to complete the work within the limited time. I

have also to thank my friend Dr. R. N. Dandekar for giving me an opportunity of

surveying the epic and Puranic material by entrusting the work to me. I am also

indebted to Dr. Manllal Patel, Director of the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay,

for allowing me to do this work as part of my office duty. I only hope that my
survey will give a fairly good idea of the work done during the last twenty-five

years, and that 1 have left out nothing of any importance.

2. WInteraitz, Hi$t, Ind, Lit., I, pp. 467 ff. v

Macdonell, Lit., pp. 282
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and conclusions of Hopkins on the epic metre will require to be

restudied is patent on the face of it, as some of the stanzas which

form the basis of them have been found to be interpolations, and

many readings of the others in the vulgate have been changed

;

Edgerton has referred to some such instances.^ Sukthankar has

pointed out the blunder of Oldenberg in regarding one passage as a

survival from the oldest form of the epic, which Ms evidence proves

to belong to the latest interpolations in the epic.^ Edgerton refers

to the waste of valuable time in interpreting defective readings of

the vulgate text.^ It has been found that the vulgate modernised

many of the archaic lines of the original.^ The large number of

interpolations of chapters printed at the end of the critical text and

of individual lines or stanzas printed in the footnotes, amply shows

the amount of uncertain matter that may have crept into earlier

studies and conclusions.

European scholars undertook preparation of an international

edition of the epic and some preliminary work was done ; but the

last world war prevented any further progress and the scheme was
finally abandoned. The Bhandarkar Institute formed an Editorial

Board of eminent scholars for the critical edition of the Mbit with

Utgikar as the Editor, and the late Sir R. G. Bhandarkar inaugu-

rated the work by writing the first mangala Hohi in April 1919. The

work proceeded on systematic and scientific lines. Utgikar pointed

out, on a study of select chapters of the epic, tliat the Devanagari

recension also had a longer and a shorter text.'^ The preliminary

work consisted of the preparation of tables of available Mss and

collation of the text of the Parvasaihgraha and consideration of the

Javanese version of the ViraUtparmn, which proved that the southern

recension was learnt in Java.® Winternitz and Thomas approved

of the scheme, and the tentative edition of tlie Virataparvan based

on 16 Mss was published by the Institute in 1923. It contained

2050 stanzas, divided into 67 chapters. The world of Orientalists

hailed the work with approval, and Winternitz in the course of his

review offered some suggestions.^ Later researches proved that

3. JAOS, S9, p. 165.

4. Kane Festschrift, p. 474 ( n 7 ).

5. 59, p. 368.

6. Sukthankar, Epic Studies ( I ), JBBRAS, IV, p. 161.

7. ABORI, I, pp. 145-155 ; II, pp 73-77.

8. Utgikar, ABORl, II, pp. 155-188.

9. ABORI, y. pp. 19-30.
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Utgikar placed too much reliance on the Parvasamgraha data,

believing it to be the same in both the Northern and Southern

recensions, and relied on the Kumbhakonam Edition ( which is

really a curious blend of the N. and S. recensions ) as the S.

recension.

Utgikar, however, resigned in 1924, and Sukthankar took charge

as the General Editor in 1925. The first fascicule of the critical

edition of the Adiparmn appeared in 1927, and subsequent fascicules

have followed at regular intervals. The complete Adiparmm was
published in 1933 along with Prolegomena, which, though chiefly

concerned with the Adiparvan, covers practically all aspects of the

Mhh text-criticism, and is a brilliant exposition of the entire text-

problem. The publication of the critical edition of the Adiparvan

has been acclaimed as “the most important event in the history of

Sanskrit philology since the publication of Max Muller’s edition of

the RgDeda"" by Winternitz.^^

From the first the undertaking of the critical edition was an
epoch-making work in a number of ways. It was a national work.

Nothing of the kind has been attempted in India before
;
and when

complete, this huge, herculean work will pale into insignificance any
literary event accomplished hitherto in India. The publication has

been uniformly greeted with applause and approbation by all Indo-

logists, and the resolutions of the All-India Oriental Conference,

the International Congress of Orientatists and the American Oriental

Society, expressing their approval of “ the eminently satisfactory

manner in which the work is being done by the Institute ”, bear

ample testimony to the immense value of the critical edition

according to competent academic bodies. The Prolegomena, to which

we shall presently refer, has vindicated Indian scholarship in the

eyes of the European scholars. The colossal task demanded in the

editor philological acumen, keen insight-almost a sixth sense for

spotting the right reading,-and Sukthankar possesses these qualities

to a very high degree, being qualified for this “ monumental task by

learning, training, skill and enthusiasm^^ ” Indeed no better testi-

mony may be found to Sukthankar’s worth than the remarks of

Winternitz who states :
“ Neither in India nor in Europe any one

scholar will be found who could have done the work better than

Dr. Sukthankar has done.”

10. ABOBI, XV, p. 159.

11. Dewherst in JRAS, 1931, p. 466.

Indol, Frag., I, p. 67,
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The Prdegoniem is a model of good temper, moderation and

objectivity. It will ever stand as the basis of textual criticism for

all further works in Indian classics. The Mhh text has .been defi-

nitely established, at all stages of its history, to have been “ fluid

and carelessly guarded ”, affording easy opportunities of addition,

omission, alteration, conflation, athetisation, haphazard synthesis of

divergent readings and versions and other diakeuastic activities,

not only of careless scribes but also of a host of scholars, poets and

reciters. The Mhh had all along been a living and growing text.

The text tradition was not simple and uniform, but multiple and

polygenous; and in the successive revisional and amplificatory

activities it is now impossible to discover the elusive lost archetype.

Hence the Mhh problem, as has been often repeated, is a problem

sui genveris}^ and the general principles followed in critical editions

of classical texts in Greek and Latin can be applied only with great

limitations and reservations to Sanskrit. It is impossible to trace a

genealogical tree of all Mss of the MalMiarata. The peculiar

conditions of transmission of the epic necessitate an ecclectic but

cautious utilization of all Mss classes.^^ For text reconstruction a

thorough critical study of the complicated text material of the epic

is necessary.

The chief scripts represented by the Mss are Sarada, Nepali,

Maithili, Bengali, Devanagari, Telugu, Grantha and Malayalam, The

Mss divide themselves primarily into the N. and S. recensions, and
each is further subdivided into a smaller number of groups. Then N.

recension resolves itself into the North-Western represented by the

Sarada version ( with its Devanagari transcripts ), and the Central

represented by the versions in Nepali, Maithili, Bengali and Deva-

nagari ; and the S. into the Telugu and Grantha, and Malayalam
versions. ^

The secondary testimonia comprise the Javanese version ( c.

10th cent. ), the Andhra adaptation by the Telugu poets Nannaya
Bhat^ { 11th cent. ) and his successors, the Bharafamaftjari of the

Kashmirian Ksemendra ( 11th cent. ), and the Persian translation

made in the reign of Akbar. The versions of the different commen-
tators such as Devabodha, Arjunamisra, Ratnagarbha, Nilakantha,

Vadiraja and Caturbhuja also figure among those whose readings

13. JBBEAS, IV, p. 157; ABORI, XI, p. 262; XV, p. 164; IHQ, XI, p. 598; &o.

14. Prolegomena, p. Ixxxv f. As all my observations are based on the
Prolegomena, I have not given references to it in order not to swell the footnotes.
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are taken into account in the critical notes of the different

parvans.

There is a large number of “misch-codices”, Mss giving text not

only of one particular version, but a mixture of the readings belong-

ing to different versions and even recensions. The Mss material

has been classified according to scripts. One of the remarkable

results of the investigations of Sukthankar is the establishment, for

the first time, of a Kashmirian version of the text. The “Sarada

Codex” was purchased by Biihler for the Bombay Government in

1875 and was lying unused on the shelves of the Deccan College

Collection for 50 years until its resurrection by Sukthankar. The
Kashmirian version has been proved to be the best and most
authentic of extant versions. It is the shortest of all versions,

interpolations in it being relatively few. Edgerton also admits its

importance by calling it the ‘oldest and best’ text,^® and Winternitz

justifies the preference given to the Kashmirian version.'^^ It has,

however, its own eccentricities. The Sarada text thus is the textus

simplicior^ the southern text being the texius ormtior. The best

representative of the southern recension is the Malabar version. The
text has been constituted not on any subjective grounds, but on the

clear evidence of the Mss themselves in order to purge it of

numerous later additions, spurious slokas and long passages.

The general principles enunciated in the Prolegomena have been

proclaimed to be ‘ unquestionably sound ’ by all reviewers.'^

Sukthankar has referred to such principles, wjiich have been admitted

by all.^® Agreement between the N. ( Kashmirian ) and the S.

( Malabar ) recensions has been taken as the great indication for

originality. Where two classes of Mss agree in opposition to other

two classes, preference has been given to that side on which the

Kashmir Mss stand. Preference again has been given to the reading

which best suggests how other readings might have arisen. Inter-

pretation receives precedence over emendation, and the more

difficult reading has been preferred to the simpler one. Hiatus is to

be restored wherever we find variants in the Mss which may be

explained by assuming them to be the different efforts by scribes

15. JA08, 49. p. 283.

16. ilBOi?!, XV, p. 169.

17. of. WlntcrnitB, ABORI, XV. p. 169 ; Keith, IC, III, p. 768 ;
Bdgerton,

JA08, 48, p. 188 ; Baaer|t-Sa8trl, JB0R8^ 1929, p. 283.

18. ABORI, XVI, pp. 90-91.

14
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unaccustomed to hiatus to remove the irregularity. Irregular

sandhis also formed part of the original Mss tradition.^^ The

grammatical and metrical irregularities of the original are respon-

sible for quite a large fraction of the mass of variations which the

editors came across in the Mss. Sastri’s view that the northern text

is ‘mutilated’ has been proved to be untenable.20 The constituted

text based on ecclectic principles will, no doubt, be more faithful

than any single codex. Greatest difference of opinion, however, is

possible with reference to the readings “less than certain”, which

have been indicated by waved lines, as the balance of Mss evidence

is equally divided in their case. Many critics ( though admitting

the soundness of the general principles ) have indicated passages

where they would prefer other readings, most of which pertain to

the waved line readings ; Sukthankar in his brilliant “Epic Studies”

has stated reasons which have guided him in preferring the parti-

cular readings. The Prclegoniena has once for all proved the

futility of the Parvasamgraha argument, since the Parvasaihgraha

has been tampered with in different versions, and hence we must
clearly abandon any hope of deriving any really useful information

from it regarding the extent of the text. The established text is

indeed a distinct contribution to the philological history of the

epic in India.^^

In spite of the difficulties and limitations in the way of text

reconstruction of such a fluid and constantly changing text, the case

is not so discouraging as might appear at first sight. There is a

considerable part of the text where the N. and S. recensions are in

full agreement, where there are no variants or really no important

variants at all. A considerable number of passages can be consti-

tuted with an amount of certainty by agreement of versions between

which the chances of mutual borrowings or contamination are

primafade the least likely, such as, e. g., those between Sarada and
Malayalam. Thus, a great deal of a fairly old text can be restored

19. Keith objected to the restoration of hiatus and irregular Sandhi ( IC,
III, pp. 766-771) ; but the oldest Nepalese Ms has confirmed Sttkthankar’s view
{ABORI, XIX.PP. 211-15)

20. Prolegomena, p. xxvi.

21. Ruben and Raghu Vira are following the same technique and principles

for their critical editions of the RUmUyana, and no better testimony can be found

for the excellence and soundness of the Prolegomena than the change of an
erstwhile critic into a staunch supporter, which I regard as the greatest triumph

for Sukthnnkar.
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for further critical study, and this, in fact, has been done by the

critical edition.

70 Mss in all were collated for the first two chapters of the

Adiparvan ; but it was later found that 5 or 6 Mss of each class

were sufiBcient to establish text of that version. Readings from 50

Mss have been given for the first two chapters, and from 38 for the

rest. The total number of slohas in the Adiparvan ( according to the

Parvasamgraha ) is 7984 ;
and 121 long and 1634 short passages

have been proved to be interpolations.

With regard to the readings adopted in the critical edition, it

may be observed that subsequent researches and discoveries have

almost invariably confirmed the correctness of the readings of the

constituted text. Belloni-Filippi in his article on the Kadru-Vinata

episode, justifies the excision of a passage ( B. I. 22. 1-3= No. 13 in

App. I of the Adipapvan ), showing that there is no lacuna and the

(extus mipUcior is quite in order. Lliders, on the ground of intrinsic

probability, pleads for the preference of sat,yat)L camrtam eixi ca^ to

which Edgerton had objected.^^ The oldest Nepali Ms of the

Adiparvan 700 years old, confirms many of the readings of the

constituted text, and justifies Sukthankar’s views regarding hiatus

and irregular sandM}'^ Katre has noticed that the use of the

optative form iyai is not due to an error or irregularity, but it was

the regular optative form of the epic.^^ In the controversy between

Johnston and De,^^ regarding kancana in Mbh V. 19. 15, the

reading in the critical edition has been confirmed by karicana-druma-

samnibha in Mbh III, 40. 2. Edgerton in his “ The Goat and the

Knife” justifies the reading adopted by the critical text.^^ The division

of the epic into 100 sub-parvans as listed by Sukthankar is

corroborated by an old Gujarati translation of the Mbh?^

The recorded variants of the critical edition of the Mbh have

opened up a new vista in the history of Indian Linguistics by

paving a permanent way towards linguistic geography, and Indo-

22. AbcoU Mem, Fo/., 1930, pp. 174-180.

23. OLZ, 24. p. 1142 f.

24. •• Epic Studies ( VII ),*’ ABORI, XIX, pp. 201-262.

25. JAOS, 57, pp. 316-317 ; NIA, I, p. 536, Bull DCRI, I, pp. 8-13.

26. JRA8, 1939, p. 220 f ; 1940, pp. 69 ff.

27.. Jil05. 59, pp. 366-368.

28. Eorbes Qujarati Grantha Mala, Nos. 15, 20. It is dated sathvat 1644

( as 1587 A. D. ) ; it supports the oritioal edition In omitting Kapikanith
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Aryan linguisticians were not slow to grasp the importance of the

rich field awaiting investigation. These epic variants, if studied in

the same way as the Vedic variants have been studied, are bound to

add very considerably to our knowledge of epic language and litera-

ture. The critical edition has, in fact, reawakened general interest

in the Mbh and given impetus to a number of subsidiary studies by
Edgerton, Katre, Kulkarni, Mehendale, Sen Gupta, Shende and

others.^ Sukthankar s “ The Bhrgus and the Bharata ” is a fine

specimen of higher criticism.^

Most of the reviews of the critical edition contained valuable

matter, instead of being merely formal ; and in this connection,

mention may particularly be made of those by Winternitz, Liiders,

Keith, Edgerton, Weller, Levi, De, Nag, Lesny, Belloni-Filippi and

Pisani.

Following the same principles as laid down in the Frolegoinemi

and under the direction of the General Editor and with the help of

his trained band of Pandits and scholars have appeared the subse-

quent volumes of the critical edition. Sukthankar’s Adiparvan was
followed by Vira^parvan in 19% edited by Raghu Vira; and it

speaks very highly for the thoroughness and triumph of the princi-

ples and methods outlined by the General Editor that the editor of

the Virataparvan should admit that “ the technique of reconstruction

has been perfected to such a degree that the personality of the

editor has been almost eliminated As rightly observed by De,

however, the skill and judgment of the mind that guides a critical

work like this can never be dispensed with.^^ The Virataparvan is

the “ mahgala ” of the Mbh reciters, and the problem of the Virata-

parvan within the Mbh is mi generis. We are told that nowhere in

the entire Mbh two recensions recede from each other so widely as

in the Vira^y the shortest of the major Parvans, and this would be

evident from the fact that out of 1834 stanzas in the text, the editor

is sure about only 300, the rest bear wavy line. The editor has

utilised 32 Mss ; his testimonia comprise not less than 15 commen-

taries,.Ksemendra’s Bhdraiarmnjariy Javanese version, etc. For the

Vira^y the Sarada and Kashmirian Mss do not form separate

29. Sen Qupta is working on ** Studies in Epic Grammatical Forms " for his

doctorate thesis at the Dacca University ; Shende obtained the Ph. D. of the

Bombay University for his thesis on the ** BhpgvShgirasa Element in the

Mahdbharata We have referred to the works of other scholars later on *

30. “ Epic Studies ( VI ) ABOBI, XVIII, pp. 1-76.

31. liiQ, XIII, p. 370.
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categories : they are equally good. There are 1178 interpolated

passages in the footnotes and 62 long passages in Appendix I.

Various concordances have been given ; there is also a comparison

between the Javanese version and the critical edition.

The Udyogaparvan made its appearance next in 1940 under the

editorship of that seasoned scholar and well-known Orientalist, S.

K. De. 37 Mss were used for the Udyoga, and the testimonia include

commentaries by Devabodha, Arjunamisra, Sarvajnanarayana,

Saihkara, and Nilakantha. The number of short additional passages

is 595, and of lengthy insertions 14. The wavy line is not much
in evidence. The Udyoga differs from the Adi and Virata in that the

N. and S. recensions do not recede very materially from each other

with regard to omission, transposition and variation of continuous

passages. Sukthankar’s views about the flexibility of sandhis and
metrically defective lines in the original text have been borne out

by the Udyoga also. The critical edition gives the Parvasaihgraha

figure for the Udyoga as 6698, and the constituted text contains 6063

stanzas and 197 chapters. Readings adopted in the Udyoga on

independent grounds are confirmed by the Javanese extracts sup-

plied by Juynboll. De fully endorses the remarks of Sukthankar

and Raghu Vira about Sastri’s edition of the Mbh^ which he calls a
‘ misch-edition ’, as the text is composite, containing much adven-

titious matter from the (North. Sukthankar, Raghu Vira and De

have definitely shown that Sastri places too much reliance on a

single Ms or a particular -group of Mss which do not represent the

best tradition of the recension, pins his faith to the Parvasam-

graha figures of chapters and verses to which he makes his

text conform by curiously strenuous manipulation of stanza and

chapter division, against his Ms evidence^^ Thus the edition is

far from being critical, but it gives a continuous southern version

in a handy form.

The Arariyahaparvan is in process of publication under the edi-

torship of Sukthankar, and one fascicule has been published

hitherto. 28 Mss have been utilised for the Aranyaka. Two impor-

tant testimonia, viz. Devabodha’s commentary and Javanese

version, are lacking for the Arawdka, The text of the Aravyaha is,

relatively speaking, remarkably smooth as may be seen even from

such exterior factors as comparative paucity of variants and wavy
lines in relation to the Adi and Virata. The Aravydka presents a

Udyogaparvan^ BORI, Introduotion.
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curious phenomenon in that in this Parvan the N. version is con-

siderably longer than the S. ; the vulgate contains fourteen whole

adhyayas which are entirely lacking in the S. edition as also in the

critical edition.

Edgerton has completed his work on the Sabhaparvan, and but

for the present world war, it would have been out. Belvalkar has

completed preliminary work in connection with the Bhismaparvan,

and the press copy is almost ready. Collation sheets have been

prepared for all the remaining Parvans of the Mbh, which will now
be taken up by competent scholars. It will thus be seen that the

colossal work is making decidedly steady progress, and it will be

no vain hope to expect the completion of the work within the next

decade under the capable and competent guidance of the General

Editor, Sukthankar.

We may now refer to some special features of the critical edition.

Interpolations form an important aspect in this connection. We are

apt to miss in the critical edition some of the interesting episodes

which we were used to associate with the Mblr, but really speaking,

we miss nothing of any importance in the critical edition. As regards

interpolations, I may draw attention to the following that are the

most interesting ; Ganesa episode ; dramatic scene at the smyanimra of

DraupadI; and Kanikaniti from the Adiparvan: Durga-hymns in the

Virata and the Bhhma : Sri Krena clothing DraupadI in the Sablia ;

Story of Durvasas, when he comes to the Pandavas for dinner
;
and

Urvasirs advances to Arjuna in the Arav,yaka : one adhyuya from the

Sanatsujatiya in the Udyoga, which has not been commented on by
Saihkara. Spuriousness of every one of these passages has been

thoroughly established on indubitable Ms evidence. As already

observed by Winternitz, not even one of..,the passages relegated

to the footnotes or the Appendix “ will be found to be a real loss to

the epic as poetry

Attention may also be drawn to the important discoveries of

Sukthankar. He brought to light the old “Sarada Codex” and
established the “K” version. Then he pointed out the importance

of Devabodha’s commentary, which was collated for the first time.

One of the fruitful results of the search for old Mss of the Mbh
carried on by the B. O. R. I. was the discovery of the oldest Nepali

Ms of the Adiparvan discovered by Rajguru Hemraja Pandit.

3^ AfiOJJ/, XV, p.m
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Before we proceed to the articles, let me emphasise the impor-

tance of the critical edition for scholars. Reference has already

been made to the serious drawbacks of earlier studies owing to want

of a critical edition of the text. Citations from the Mbh, are now-

a-days useless unless they are authenticated, so to say certified, by

the critical edition. Therefore for all scholarly purposes the critical

edition should always be consulted and cited for the parvans so far

published by the B. O. R. I. ; otherwise the citations are as good

as usless.

Inseparably connected with the question of the critical edition is

the series of “Epic Studies” by Sukthankar, which attempts to

answer with great precision and in detail, some of the fundamental

criticisms levelled against the principles enunciated in the

Prdegotnem or their application in particular contexts. In the first,

entitled “Some Aspects of the Mahabharata Canon, Sukthankar

sets forth his reasons for adopting particular readings in the text

objected to by Weller and Edgerton, and maintains the enumeration

of exactly 100 sub-parvans in the Parvasamgraha list. Epic Studies

II : “Further Text-Critical Notes’’^* states the reasons that guided the

editor in his choice of readings in question, which have been criticized

by Winternitz. It has rightly been observed that we are apt to

prefer the readings of the vulgate at first sight, which appear to be

better than the constituted text. Ruben’s criticisim^® of the princi-

ples underlying the preparation of the edition and the constitution

of the text has been effectively met in Epic Studies IIP^. Ruben
states the aims and methods of classical philology, and writes about

their application to the problem of the Mbh textual criticism ; but

these cannot be applied to the Mbh in toto. Ruben further contends

that the Sarada Ms as a matter of fact does not differ from other

Mss, and that every contextual criterion is problematic. The first

evidently is untenable ; and after detailed discussion, Sukthankar

has shown that the criterion of intrinsic probability is not proble-

matic at all, but quite definite and conclusive. “ More Text-Criti-

cal Notes ” ^ form the next part of the Epic Studies, ( IV ). After

34. JBBRAS, IV, pp. 157-178.

35. ABORT, XI, pp. 165-191,

36. “ Sohwlerigkeiten dec Textkritik des MahabhSrata,’* Acta Or. 8, pp.

240-856.

37. "Dr. Ruben on the Critical Edition of the MahSbhSrata,”

XI, pp. 859—883.

88. ABORI, XVI, PP. 90-113.
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referring to the points from the Prolegomena on which there was
consensus of opinion among scholars, Sukthankar sets forth in detail

his reasons for the choice of the readings in the critical text in view

of Winternitz’s preference for certain other readings in his review

of the Adiparvan. We are later on coming to “ Mahabharata Com-
mentators ”

( Epic Studies V ) In “ The Bhrgus and the Bharata
"

( Epic Studies VI Sukthankar has given myths and legends

relating to the Bhrgus occurring in the Mbh, to show the vital part

played by the Bhrgus in the shaping and development of the epic.

It is also shown that the original Bharata became the MahTibMrata

at the hands of the Bhrgus. This highly illuminating paper has

served as the basis of other articles and dissertations which have

pursued the subject further.^* In the next paper on Epic Studies

( VII ),
“ The Oldest Extant Ms of the Adiparvan ”,^2 which is 700

years old and hails from Nepal, is described with a facsimile plate,

collated with the published text, and it is shown that the Ms almost

invariably supports the critical text.

In connection with the reading Msyaruperia samkarah (I. 57. 21)

as against the vulgate hahisarUpeya cesvarah supported by Winternitz

and Meyer, appears a note under ‘ Epic Questions (I) : Does Indra

assume the form of a Swan Additional evidence in the form of

the newly discovered Nepalese Ms has been adduced. It is doubted

whether Indra in the context could have had any reason for assum-

ing the form of Hamsa as suggested by Meyer. The Haihsa incar-

nation of Indra is shown to be “ nothing more than a canard.”

Now to turn to the other articles regarding text-criticism,

interpretation, etc. Edgerton^^ has, on reconstructing a line from the

Sabhaparvan with the first three syllables doubtful, (B. II. 31, 72 ab :

0. II, 1175 cd ; Grit. Ed. II, 28. 49 ab ) concluded that if Kern’s iden-

tification ofYavanapura with Alexandria J)e right and if his own
conjecture as to Antioch should prove to be a good guess, then this

single line of the Mbh would refer to three most important cities of

39. ABORI, XVII, pp, 185-208.

40. ABORI, XVIII, pp, 1-76.

41. Weller, "Who were the Bhriguids?” ABORI, XVIII, pp. 396-302;

Karmarlcar, " Dr. Sukthankar’s Theory...and the light it throws on the Dravi-

dian problem” ABORI, XX, pp. 31-24 ; Agrawala, “ Bhpguvaifa^a aur BhSrata,"

NPP, SrSvapa 1997, pp. 105-162.

• 42. ABORI, XIX, pp, 201-262. “Epic Studies ( VIII)," dealing with Ramopa-
khySna and RUmAyaifa is mentioned later on.

43. Bull. DCRl, I, pp. 1-7.

44. “ Borne and ( ? ) Antiooh in the MahSbhSrata " JAOS, 58, pp. 262-265,
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the Hellenistic-Roman world : Antioch, Rome and Alexandria

evidently the oldest mention of Rome or Romans in Indian literature.

In “ The Goat and the Knife, Edgerton first gives the fable and
refers to the corrupt vulagatc text, II. 66. 8, which stands as IL 59. 9

in the critical edition. The vulgate is defective in three padas and
no sense can be made out of it. Edgerton stresses the importance of

the critical edition. “Epic Tristubh and its Hypermetric Varieties”'^^

by Edgerton draws attention to at least two radically different types

of fristuhh-jagati, one found in the Sabha and the other in the Virata.

Hypermetric frisiubhs occur only in the SaljJia type, never in the

Virata type. Submetrical lines are very few. Levi in his “ Tato

jayani udirayet states that the Mbit glorifies the Ksatriya caste

and the ideal role assigned to it in the Hindu society, and points out

to the Ksatriyas the glory of the god who guarantees them success

and safety. Rajaguru Hemaraja, the discoverer of the oldest

Nepalese Ms of the Adiparvan, has contributed an interesting and

instructive article in Sanskrit :
“ Some Reflections on the Mahabha-

rata”^®, which discusses some important problems connected with the

history of the epic. He shows that there is no separate work called

Jaya, but it denotes Bharata and MaltUbharala, which are respec-

tively by Vyasa and Vaisampayana, with 24,000 and 100,000

stanzas. Another extremely important paper is by Pisani entitled

“ The Rise of the Mahabharata The author praises the critical

edition of the Mbh, and regards the epic as the conscious work of a

poet, in which didactic and aupakhyanic matter as well as single

didactic episodes have been inserted according to a plan. The
Bhagavadgita, according to Pisani, is the heart and kernel of the

Mbh. The author of the epic was a Brahmana and a Bhargava, and
he has employed the already existing material consisting of (i) the

old Bharata and Mahabharata, (ii) single episodes relating to the

heroes of the Bharata saga, etc., (iii) edifying upakhyaitas, religious

and moral, (iv) Brahmanical traditions, etc., and to this he added

his own creations. The Mbh has arisen between the 2nd and 4th

cent. A. D. In “ Siihsumarasirah V, S. Agrawala disputes

simurndrapurafn in the critical edition (1. 176. 15), and maintains the

TQ3,ding wmumarasirah as preserved in the vulgate (I. 185.16) on

45. 59, pp. 366-368.

46. JAOS, 59. pp. 159-174.

47. Bhand. Comm. Vol, p. 97 ff.

48. ABORT, XVI, pp. 212-231.

49. Festschrift Thomas, pp. 166-176.

50. JI80A, 1939, pp. 168-169.

16
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the ground that Hmurnaraiirah means rmkaratorava, the architrave

of the gateway adorned with fish-tailed crocodile Agrawala has

also contributed Mahabharata Notes in which he deals with

(i) varanau mstihuyanau, (ii) dvaipa and vaiyaghra, (iii) upasrtah, (iv)

haram and fv) the story of Yavakrlta. In a paper appearing else-

where in the Jubilee Volume he deals with Vapraprakara. “ Literary

Styles in the Mahabharata **^2
jg article in Hindi by the same

scholar, in which he refers to the seven different styles employed by

the author of the epic as necessitated by different occasions. Dasha-

ratha Sarma interprets the word upatalpa ” to mean a small

tower or turret”.^^ F. Otto Schrader in “Apocryphal Brahmapurana”^^

shows that chapters 235-244 of the Brahmapura'na have been borrow-

ed from different chapters of the Santiparvan, though many readings

of the Puraria disagree with those in the Santiparvcm, A. P. Banerji-

Sastri draws attention to “A Mitliila copy of tbe'Salyaparvan of

the Mahabharata”^* dated Saka 1537, Samvat 1672 ( i. e., 1615 A.D.),

and gives variants with the Kumbhakonam Edition. Arabic version

of the Mbh legend as translated into French by M. Reinaudfrom the

original Persian work “ Modjmel-altevarykh ”, has been given by
R. G. Harshe.**

Turning now to linguistic studies, we find that the critical

edition has supplied vast material for systematic study in various

ways, e. g., on regional basis also by grouping the variants under

different heads with relation to the Ms sources. Katre has referred

to the usage of epic iija/> as equivalent of a general past tense, though

optative in form.^^ In “Verbs of Movement and their Variants

in the Critical Edition of the Adiparv^n,”*® E. D. Kulkarni has

presented the entire variant material according to the roots found

in the constituted text, the variant forms beyig recorded in brackets,

indicating the source of the reading concerned. Variants show the

substitution of synonymic verbal bases for the difficult iydf, M. A.

Mehendale, on a study of the absolutives in the Critical Edition of

the Vira^parvan, finds that absolutives in -ya far outnumber those

51. ABORU XXI, pp. 280-284.

52. Hiiidu^tani^ pp. 387-394.

53. IC, I, pp. 682-683.

54. IC, II, pp. 591-592.

55. JBORS, XXVXI, pp. 570-592.

56. Bull DORI, II. pp. 314-324.

57. JAOS, 57. pp. 316-317; NIA. I. p. 536; Bull DCRI, I, pp. 8-13.

58. Bull DCRIt II, App. pp. 1-113.
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in Hva. Only two instances of irregular absolutives of non-

compound roots and five of compound roots have been recorded.*^

“The Dative and its Variants” forms the first of a series of articles

on “Case Variation in the Critical Edition of the Mahabharata” by
E. D, Kulkarni.^

Now we come to the different papers dealing with the episodes

in the Mbh. While presenting the story of Janamejaya’s Sarpasatra

and the legends connected therewith, Winternitz®^ points out the

striking parallels with similar myths of other countries ; and
concludes that the legend may have its origin in some prehistoric

myth, or it may have spontaneously arisen in different countries

from the same psychological motive of extirpating serpents.

Utgikar considers the story of the Rsi Ani Mandavya in its Sanskrit

and Buddhistic sources.®^ The comparison of the stories in the Mbh,

Purdms and Jdtakas shows that the story in the Adiparvan is the

original from which the other versions borrowed. Another paper by

Utgikar compares the Mbh and Jdtaka versions of several legends

common to both>^^ The text of the story of Yayati as found in the

Mbh and the Matsyapurana has been compared by G. P, Dixit,

principally from the metrical point of view ; and the conclusion is

that the metres of the Matsya belong to a later period of development

than those of the Mbh. L. Hilgenberg in Die Kosmographische

Episode im Mahabharata und Padmapurdna^^ critically investigates

the relation of Mbh cosmography with that given in the Padma and

the other Purdnas, and concludes that the Mbh account is based on

the Padmi,purdna, and that both these accounts are based on what

Kirfel calls the longer group of the Purdnas, while some passages

come also from the relatively very late shorter group, Belvalkar

examines the same relation giving citations from both texts, and

proves the posteriority of the Padmjpurdna version,®® M. V. Vaidya
compares the Tirthayatra in the Aranyakaparvan and the Padma-
Pardm,^'^ and concluds that the Padma definitely borrowed Tirtha-

yatra from the Aranyakaparvan, H. G. Narahari draws attention to

*19. Bull, DCRI, I, pp. 71-73.

60. Bull DCRI, I. pp. 318-396.

61. Bng. transl. by Utgikar in JBBRA8, II.

62. Proc. Or, Conf, II, pp. 321-238.

63. JBBRA8, 1930, pp. 115-134.

64. Proc, Or, Conf, V, pp. 721-788.

65. Stuttgart, 1934.

66. Festschrift Thomas^ pp. 19-28.

67. Festschrif Kane, pp. 530-537,
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three recensions of the “Legend of l^nahsepa,”^®A and shows that

the Vedic version is the most popular of the three, the other two

versions being given in the Ramauana and the Mahahharata, Weller

refers to the Mandapala episode in his text-criticism of the

Some papers deal with Mahabharata citations. In “ Mahabharata
and Ancient Commentaries, ” Kane^^ brings together verses quoted

from the Great Epic in ancient commentaries and works including

those of Sahara, Kumarila, Samkara, and traces them to the vulgate.

In another paper, Kane traces the quotations in very ancient

DharmasWras and other works to the MhhP^ He suggests that

Itihasa- Parana was originally one work which split up into two, i. e.

Jtihdsa and Parana^ and later into a number of ItiJiasofi and Purarias,

Renou traces imitations of the Rgveda hymns and passages in

connection with the hymn to Asvins in the Adiparvan ( I 3. 60-70

V. M. Apte deals with 20 passages appearing as Rgveda citations in

the Mbh tracing them to their sources

Commentaries play an important part in the Testimonia of tlie

Critical Edition. In “ Epic Studies ( V ) ”, Sukthankar writes about

the Mbh commentators.'^^ 22 commentators have been enumerated,

most of whom are older than the Mss utilised for the critical edi'

tion. Devabodha, the oldest commentator on the Mbh, shows close

affinity with the Sarada and K versions. He supports the critical

edition in omitting the Kanikaniti. The chronological order

enumerated by Sukthankar for the Mbh commentators runs : Deva-

bodha-Vimalabodha - Sarvajhanarayana—Arjunamisra -Nilakantha.

Sarvjafianarayana can be placed between 1100-1300 A. D. Arjuna-

misra’s Ms is dated 1534 A. D., and he is placed c. 1300 A.D. by J. C.

Ghose,^^ and between 1400-1500 A. D. by Gode.*^^ The latter scholar

has written on the chronology of some commentators of the Mbh,

The date of Vimalabodha’s commentary on the Mbh called Vimma-
dokl is stated to be after 1150 A. As against Sastri’s date of

1339 A. D. for Vadirajatirtha, Gode proves him to belong to 1571

68. A Festschrift Kane, pp. 302-307.

68. B “Zur Texfc-kritik des MahabhSrata,” Fest. Winternitz, pp. 37-40.

69. ABORT, XIX, pp. 161-172.

70. Festschrift Thomas, pp. 128-133.

71. Festschrift Thomas, pp. 177-187.

72. Festschrift Kane, pp. 26-38,

73. ABORT, XVII, pp. 185-202.

74. TC, I, pp. 706-710 ; II. pp, 585-589.

75. I C, II, pp. 141-146.

76. ABOier. Xr/J,:pp. 394-397.
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A. Anandapurna was hitherto posted to the 16th cent. ; Gode,

however, fixes the limits of the date of Anandapurna ( alias Vidya-

sagara ) between 1200-1350 A. D.'^^ Raghavan puts Anandapurna

Vidyasagara at about 1350 A D. on the ground of the contempora-

neity of Kamadeva and Anandapurna, the former of whom can be

•assigned to 1350 A. D. on inscriptional data."^^ In contrast to C. V,

Vaidya’s view taking Nilakantha Caturdhara to have flourished

about 400 years ago, Gode shows him to belong to the period 1650

—

1700, i. er. about 260 years ago.^® Raghavan has written notes on the

fragment of a commentary of Varadaraja and a commentary of

Yajfianarayana.®^

About the chronology of the Bharata war, it is well known that

the orthodox view holds the Bharata war to have taken place about

5000 years ago. D. S. Triveda has taken up that position and

maintains it on the evidence of historical works, astronomy, etc.,

concluding that the war was fought in 3137 B. Sen Gupta

interprets some astronomical references from the Mbh to assign 2559

B. C. to the Bharata war.*^^ He has again written on Bharata battle

traditions, relying on Vrddhagarga tradition, which shows that the

Yudhisthira Era began in 2449 B. The Aryabhata tradition

and Puranic testimony, which do not support this date, are regarded

as erroneous by Sen Gupta. Deb places the date of the Bharata war

at 1400 B. C. after considering the astronomical data from Arya-

bhata, Varaharaihira, and the reign periods and astronomical obser-

vations in the Puraiias?'^ J. S. Karandikar has pointed out the first

day of Margasirsa as the date of the starting of the Bharata

war.®®

Cosmography and geography of the Mhh form part of a number
of articles. The veteran epic scholar Hopkins in “ The Epic View
of the Earth” refers to the seven great mountains and rivers as also

to the peoples of India as stated in the Mhh?'^ Kasten Ronnow sug-

77. ABORI, XVII. pp. 203-210.

78. BISM Qtly, XX. pp. 29-36.

79. Reprint, pp. 1-5.

80. Mtmamsia Prakaka, III, pp. 65-71.

81. Festschrift Kane, pp. 351-355.

82. JIH, XVI, iii ; Festschrift Kane, pp. 515-525.

83. JRASB, Letters, III.

84. JRA8B, Letters, IV.

85. JA8B, XXI, pp. 211-220.

86. Sep, Paper.

87. Journ. Ind, 8ch. Ved. Res, I, pp. 65-87.
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gests the identity of the §mtadvipa mentioned in the Mbh with the

Buddhist heavens by pointing out some coincidences between them,*®

On the strength of a reading found in an old Mbh Ms, Jaya Chandra
Vidyalaihkara states that Uluka mentioned in the Digvijayaparvan

in connection with Arjuna’s northern conquest is a misreading for

Kuluta, which was the ancient name of the modern Kullu.®^ H. C.

Ray Chaudhury has brought out some of his articles about Indian

Cosmography from the Epics and the Puravas in book form.^® Men-
tion may be made of *‘The Study of Ancient Indian Geography”,

which specifically refers to the Mbh : and ” India in Puranic

Cosmography” and “The Mountain System of the Puranas** which
mainly concern the Puranas though the Mbh is incidentally refer-

red to at places.^^ Various ancient Indian tribes has been the pet

subject of a number of interesting and important studies by B. C.

Law. His “Mountains and Rivers of India”^^ “Countries and
Peoples of India”^^ bring together much valuable matter not only

from the epics and the Puranas^ but from the Buddhist sources,

travel accounts, etc. as well. In “Saptadvipa PrthivI” (illustrated),

H. R. Mankad points out differences in Eastern and Western carto-

graphy and identifies seven islands and oceans.^^

Finally we come to articles dealing with philosophy, mythology
and miscellaneous matters connected with the Mbh, K. M, Jhaveri has

referred to the “ Ethic Discourses of Bhisma”^* from the Mntiparvan

dealing with the duties of a king, ethics of war, administration,

state of society, etc., giving citations from the epic. R. R. Iyengar

has written about the Moksadharma philosophy in the Mbh, stating

that the epic was mainly intended to appeal to the common people.’^

Kurtakoti has spoken about the great influence the Mbh has been exert-

ing over the people of India. The Krsna problem has attracted

the attention of a number of scholars. Tadpatrikar deals with

the episodes from the life of Krsna as described in the epic and in

88. BS08,Y,i\.

89. JBOR8,XK,}A&Tohim,
90. Studies in Indian Antiquities, CaL Univ., 1932.

91. op. ciY.,pp. 37-46; 61-93; 94-136.

92. JDL, Cal, XXVII.
93. ABORl, XVII, pp. 217-242; 319-339; of. also Festschrift Kane, pp.

(
278-281 ; ABORI, XXI, pp. 203-212.

)

94. ABRl, XVIII, pp. 225-240.

95. BhUraitya Vidyd, II, pp. 36-42.

96. i/ig, II, pp. 509-516.

97. 4^0R/, XIX, pp. 1-7.
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the different Puranic works.’® S. L. Katre in “ K^na and the

Mahabharata War ** gives a detailed account from the M})h of the

part played by Krsna in the Mhh war as well as his pre-war acti-

vities.” From a study of the Jarasandha episode in the Mbh and

the Puratjtas, S. L. Katre concludes that while the Mbh presents

Krsna in essentially human colours, the Purartas present him in

pure divine colours; defeat, failure and humiliation have been

transferred from Krsna to Jarasandha in the Puranic accounts.^^'® In

his '‘Politics and Political Ideas of the Mahabharata” N. C. Banerji

deals with the general political condition of India, constitution

of various states and the general state of Indian politics in those

days as seen from the Mbh. Chamupati’s “ Samrajya of Yudhis-

thira ” refers to the various kinds of states in ancient India. K.

G. Goswami shows that the institution of marriage is known to

have prevailed in India from the earliest times and that the Mbh
legend about Uddalaka Svetaketu ordaining the institution has no

evidentiary value.^®® In “ Ekanaihsa and Subhadra ”, J. C. Ghosh
points out that Ekanaihsa mentioned in the Mbh as a daughter of

Ahgirasa becomes in the Harivamsa^ Yogakanya, the daughter of

Yasoda ; this Ekanaihsa was later on turned into Subhadra.^’^

Lachhmi Dhar shows the solar character of the Pandava heroes of

the Mbh^ the Kauravas being princes of darkness. Draupadl’s wed-

ding has been regarded as the epic version of the Vedic solar myth
of Usas’ marriage with the sun. The great war is the slaying

of the dragon of darkness and the triumph of Usas.^®^ Fol-

lowing Heras, A. P. Karmarkar takes the Maisya to be a direct

borrowing of the proto-Indian cult, and shows that the legend

of the fish underwent three different stages, viz. the Bra,

the Mbh and the Vimii PurUmi}^^ He has also taken Sukthan-

kar’s Bhrgus and the Bharata to apply to his Dravidian

theory.^’^ H. C. Kay Cbaudhury, on the basis of Bhasa’s Madhyama
Vyayoga infers that there may have been an Upakhyfina in the

98. Kr^na Problem, Or. Book Ageucy, Poona ; ABORI, X, pp. 269-344.

99. Allahabad Univ. Studies, VIII, pp. 193-222.

100. lifO, VIII, pp. 500-508; IX, pp. 854-865.

101. IHQ, I, pp. 94-99 ; 323-330 ; 489-500.

102. IHQ, VII. pp. 523-530.

103. Cal. Rev., Aug. 1939.

104. JA8B, Letters, Vol. I, No. 3.

105. Woolner Comm, Vol., pp. 311-316.

106. Festschrift Kane, pp. 253-257.

107. ABOBI, XX. pp. 21-24.
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Mhh dealing with Ghatotkaca’s hostility to the Brahmanas
which may have been the source of Bhasa’s theme^®®. Bibhuti-

bhusan Datta seeks to trace the prevalence of the system of decimal

notation during the time of the Mhh ( 6th Cent B. C. ) and even

earlier!^. “The Mahabharata and Some Aspects of its Culture” by

H, C. Ray Chaudhury speaks about the origin and antiquity of the

epic, vicissitudes of the Aryan civilisation, kingship, theology, etc/^®

P* P. S, Sastri reviews the leading characters in the epic stating what
each character stands for

;
the Mhh age has been described as the

golden age.^’^ Moral ideas in epics in respect of property form the

subject of U. C. Bhattacharjee*s paper^^^^ go^e in his

ethnic study of the Pandavas shows that tliey were related to the

Scythians.^^® J. L. Swellengrebel gives the story of the Kauravas

and Pandavas as given in the Korawasrama, in old Javano :c written

in Puranic style^^^. R. C. Majumdar’s important article, full of

much valuable material and containing a mine of information on

“Indo-Javanese Literature draws attention, among other things,

to the old Javanese Ramayana, old Javanese translations of the

Adiy Virata^ Udyoga, Bhlsma, Airama, Mumla, Prastliamka and

Svargarohana, to Arjuna-vivalm, Koravairania and the versions of

the Brahmaridapurana.

On a consideration of Vedic, epic and Purariict^xtB Kshetresha-

chandra Chattopadhyaya has shown that Vedic orthodoxy looked

upon suicide with abhorrence, which was considered meritorious by
non-Vedic ascetics. Later on, Vedic orthodoxy compromised with

the common culture of the land and approved of the ‘religious

suicide at Prayaga’^^®.

Next, we come to the various books published on the Mhh.
Sorensen’s Index, though begun much earlier, was published posthu-

mously in this period, revised and completed by Dines Anderson
and Elof Olesen^^^. It gives concordance and summary of the

Parvans and sub-parvans as also of narratives ; the index under

108. Cal, Rev,^ Feb. 1934. It may be mentioned that Bhasa might himself

have invented the story.

109. Sahitya Pariqat Patrika ( Bengali ), vol. 41, No. 1.

110. Cult, Heritage of India, I, pp. 98-107.

111. “ The Mbh Age,’* Cult. Her,^ I, pp. 108-117.

112. Mod. Rev,, Oot. 1933, pp. 399-402.

113. Mod, Rev,, Deo. 1934, pp. 654-657.

114.

115. IC, I, pp. 31-50.

116. JCrp^S,X,pp. 65-79.
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different names has been so arranged that running narrative can be

got out of the references. Its value and importance in research work has
been accepted by all scholars. Another posthumous work is the Italian

versified translation {11 Mahabliarafd)^ of selected episodes of the Mhh.

in 5 volumeo, prepared by Michele Kerbaker and brought out by Carlo
Formichi and Vittore Pisanfi^^^. It is in rhymed octaves, the rhyming
generally being a b a b a b c c. E. P. Rico has published an Amilijfds

(ind Tndpx of the MahUbharataf^'^ which gives the summary of the epic,

and ( i ) Index of Names and (ii) Index of Subjects under 15
different heads. The Subject-Index is the most valuable part. V.

Verikatachella Iyer called his Notes of a Stiidu of the. Prelirnimirij

Chapters of the McdMihdnitu}^ ‘c\\\ separate genuine from
spurious matter. The book is based on a comparative examination
of the four recensions of the epic and Nannayya s Telugu trans-

lation. The Appendix deals with “Draupadi and her five husbands”,
in which five different attempts to justify the polyandrous marriage
have been considered. Oldenberg in Das MahabhUrata^^^ dealing with
its origin, contents and form, attempts to distinguish between the
earlier and later stages of the epic

; he brings in his pet Akhyana
theory and liolds that prose-poetry passages are the oldest portions
of the Mhh, Oldenberg thinks that the ancient epic portrayed
both parties in almost equal light and shade, rejoicing merely in the
actual display of strength

;
the moral reflections cast on the conduct

of the Paiidavas pertain to a more modern age. N. V. Thadani’s
Mystery of the MahribharataP'^ coverings volumes and over 2000 pages,
sets forth the author s pet theory that the Mbh is the symbolization
of all the six systems of Hindu philosophy, and the story represents

the conflict of the systems which meet in the region of mind. Kaur-
avas are taken as representing Nyaya, and Pandavas as Vaisesika

;

while Kunti is the earth, Karna the seed or vegetable kingdom,
DraupadI the sacrifice of action, Krsna the supreme Purusa, etc.

That the Mbh is a history cannot be denied ; and once the historical

facts are ignored and symbolism and speculation come in, there is

no limit to the conclusions that various authors may draw. Though
one may not agree with the author’s conclusions, and though some
have regarded the attempt as a mere waste of valuable time
and money, one cannot but admire the wonderful patience

118. Rome. 1933-1939.

119. London, 1934.

120. Madras, 1922.

121. Gottingen, 1922.

122. Karachi, 1931-1935.
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and industry of the author. P. N. Mullick has published

two books : MahabharaJtay A Critical Study and Mahabharata

(i>i a History and a Drama, Lack of index is a serious desidera-

tum in both volumes. The author holds that the Bharata SanihitU,

which owed its origin to the Vedas and Vedahgas, existed before

Valmiki and Vyasa, and dealt with duties of men in different

stages of life and two distinct paths, of samara and sannyasa : the

original Mbh was not connected with the Pandavas. The second

book deals with the historical and dramatic episode of the Mbh,

According to the author, Vyasa originally described the evil conduct

of Dhrtarastra’s sons, goodness of Pandavas, wisdom of Vidura,

Virtue of Gandharl and constancy of Kunti, ending with the divi-

nity of Krena. The history thus culminates in the Rajasuya. Then

the epic was remodelled with dramatic and Puranic admixture at the

time of Janamejaya and Satanika. Bhisma, Drona. etc., are later

additions. A very useful summary of the epic appears in these

volumes. In one section of Indo-Aryan Literature and Culture

OrUjinSy N. N. Ghose culls the material which formed the original

Draupadi saga, and was subsequenntly added to and even altered by
the Brahmin redactors

;
the Satyavati-Bhisma colloquy and the Niy-

oga is a Brahmanical elaboration as also arePandu’s sons, Drongtand

Asvatthaman, etc.; whatever part implies extravagant glorification

of the Brahmin involving the humiliation of some other class, that

is to be surely taken as a Brahmanic interpolation. Bha atavarsiya

Pracina Caritra Kosa (Dictionary of Biography in Ancient India, in

Marathi) by S. V. Chitrav gives the biography of characters fiigur-

ing in VediCy post-Fed'c, epic and Puranic literature, giving suitable

reference.^25 jg -only book of its kind. Nundo Lai Dey’s

Geographical Dictionary of India supplies, inter a/ia, epic and Puranic

references to various place-names, and identifies them, ^^6

His Rasdtala or the Underworld refers, in addition, to

western geographers. Kirfel in his Die Kosmgrapie det'

Inder makes a detailed investigation of the data offered not

only by the Samhitasy BrdhrriarjaSy Upanimds and VedahgaSy nor again

by the Mbhy Ramayava and other different Purartas and UpapurariaSy

but also by several Jain and Buddhist canonical and non-cano-

123. Resp. Cal. 1934. and Cal. 1939.

124. Cal. 1934, Section XIV.

125. Poona, 1932.

126. London, 1927.

127. Calcutta, 1925.

128. Bonn. 1920.
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nioal works. The same problem, as narrowed down to the geogra-

phical description of India proper, was subsequently treated by
Kirfel in a short monograph, Bharatavarm.'^'^^ Epic and Puranic

accounts have been divided into three groups ; shorter, longer, and
Mbh and Padma. Texts in the longer group, however, are much
earlier than the shorter group. Haraprasada Sastri in his preface

to the Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss at the Asiatic Society of
Bengal^ Vol. takes an exhaustive critical survey of the Rama^
yaruiy Mbh and the Purdnas. He propounds many sound theories,

and his observations will amply repay perusal. Regarding the

Mbh, he gives a new meaning to sloka, taking it to convey a unit of

32 letters ; and considers in detail the Parvasarhgrahaparvan, the

beginnings of the Mbh, the criteria for finding out interpolations

and additions, language and philosophy, etc. With regard to the

Ramayava, he deals with the form of the work, its recensions, language,

author, extent, editions, etc. Several problems such as the date of

the Puraruas, their number, authorship, criteria for ascertaining age,

muhatmyas, etc. are considered in connection with the Mahapuravas.

Gonda’s transliterated version of the Bhismaparvan in Javanese

deserves special mentionj^i Held makes an ethnological study of

the Mbh}'^

Two text--editions of the Mbh were published during this period.

The Chitrashala Edition brings out the vulgate text with Nila-

kantha’s commentary : it is simply a copy of an older edition

“ faithfully copying, in every detail, all the old mistakes and add-

ing some of its own making, in the bargain Its only merit lies

in its cheapness, which makes it easily accessible to the general

public. Sufficient reference has already been made to Sastri’s MahTi-

bhdmta}^ Our complaint is that it is not what it purports to be,

i. e., a critical edition of the S. recension. The work is carelessly

done and the collations are inadequate. It is, however, valuable as

it gives a continuous Southern text printed neatly in a handy

volume for ready reference.
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§ 2 The Bhagavadgita

The Bhagavadcfita has been accepted by the Hindus as the

integral part of the Mbh, and some European scholars also endorse

tlie view. The most important and significant events in connection

with the Bh(j studies during the last twenty-five years have been the

publication of the Kashmirian recension of the Bhg, and of the

“original” GHa, It is indeed curious how the Blig presents such

a relatively fixed consistent text without any noteworthy variation

for the last 1200 years. The current text contains 700 stanzas, there

being two other texts with 714 and 745 stanzas. The additional

stanzas effect no material addition ; nor do they create any differ-

ence in the teaching or add any new topic or argument.

F. Otto Schrader first brought to light the Kashmirian recension

of the BhgP^ which he maintains to be intrinsically superior to the

Samkara text, with its two commentaries dating from the 10th cent.

The Kashmirian recension differs from the vulgate text of the Bhg

not only in giving “fourteen complete and four half stanzas” not

found in the current version, but also in presenting over 250 variant

readings. Schrader also contributed papers on the subject, showing

that the India Office Ms of the Mbh, though from Kashmir, no doubt,

contained the vulgate text of the Bhg, but was not free from traces

of Kashmirian recension ; that Ramakantha and Abhinavagupta
were ignorant of the vulgate text ; and that Samkara s works and the

vulgate Bhg came to Kashmir after the 11th centP^ He also

points to a Bhg “riddle” which requires the assumption of the exis-

tence of a form of the Bh(/, wlierein Arjuna spoke only 57 ( instead

of 84 ) stanzas, and hence 27 of the present Arjuna stanzas are

proposed to be excluded as later additions.^^^ Since long, Belvalkar

has made the Bhg study his own, and has tty his credit many valu-

able contributions on the subject. The undertaking of the critical

edition of the Bhismciparvan has given him a thorough command of

the Ms material of the Bhg, so that he can authoritatively pronounce

about the text problems. Belvalkar has, during the period under

review, expressed his views exhaustively both in connection with

the Kashmirian recension of the Bhg and the original Gita. He
proposes to solve Schrader’s riddle by including the Gltasdra stanzas

135. Stuttgart, 1930.

136. “On the Form of the Bhg contained in the Kashmirian Mahabharata,”

JRA8, 1935, pp. 146-149 ; Rezensionen der BhagavadgltS” Fest. Winternitz

pp. 41-50,

137. “ An Implication of the Bhagavadgita Riddle,” NIA, 1, pp. 62-68,
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in the Bhg proper, treating Gitasara as the khila of the Bhg, and by
excluding certain stanzas from Arjuna and assigning these and
some additional stanzas to Sahjaya, thus conforming to the Gita^

mana enumeration^^^. Belvalkar h^s examined the Kashmirian

recension of the Bhg in his new edition of the text^'^^ and he states

that the comparison of this recension with the Sarhkara text shows

that in a number of passages the Kashmirian reading seeks (i) to

regularise the grammar, (ii) to improve the syntax, and (iii) to

improve the sense. According to the accepted canons of textual

criticism the grammatically irregular readings preserved in the

Samkara text are likely to be the authentic ones and the Kashmirian
text cannot claim to be intrinsically superior. Belvalkar also

points out that there is no basis for the current view that Abul
Fazl’s Persian translation of the Biuj contained 745 stanzas.

According to Belvalkar “it is legitimate to speak of a Kashmirian
recension of the Bhg as it is legitimate in a smaller measure, to

speak of a Ramanujiya recension of the Poem’* In a paper

entitled “The Ramanujiya text of the Bhagavadgita” Belvalkar

has compared the Samkara Gitapatha with that followed by
Ramanuja on the evidence of the ITtJparijacandrika, He mentions

thirty cases of differences of reading, of which only four being

important are commented on by him. The only reading where

Belvalkar thinks Ramanuja’s reading is definitely superior and

authenticated by majority of reliable Mss is III. where Rama-
nuja reads vyamisrena-imi for vijamisrena-iva of Samkara.

Coming to the different text-editions of the Bhg published

during the last twenty-five years, we may mention that besides

Schrader’s edition, three other editions of the Kashmirian version

have been published. Tadpatrikar brought out, in 1934, Brlrrvad

Bhagavadgitd with numerous variants from old Kashmirian Mss,

an exhaustive introduction and critical notes, which has been pub-

lished in the Pratinidhi Series ( No. 1 ), under the patrohage of the

Raja Saheb of Aundh. Here the Vulgate text has been given with

variant readings from additional Kashmirian Mss. The Ananda-
srama published, in 1939, Srlmad Bh igavadgUd with the comm, of

138. Bhagavadgita riddle unriddled,” ABORIj XIX, pp. 335-348.

139. Bhagavadgita with the comm, of Auandavardhana. Poona, 1941 ; cf.

also “ The So-called Kashmir Recension of the Bhagavadgita,” NIA, II, pp.

211-251.

140. Bhagavadgita^ Introduction.

141. Annah BVOl, I, pp. 7-15.
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Rajanaka Ramakavi called Sarvatobhadra, also edited by Tadpa-

trikar. Four Mss from the B. O. R. I were utilised for this edition,

and it is found that Ramakavi comments on a text of the Bhg which

follows Kashmirian reading. The same text was published by the

University of Madras in 1941 edited by T. R. Chintamani. This is

based on five Mss, four from the B. O. R. I., and one from the India

Office, three being in Nagari and two in Sarada. There- is also a

scholarly introduction pointing out textual differences from the

vulgate text noticed in the Kashmirian recension after comparing

the texts adopted by different Kashmirian commentators.

Schrader’s views have been effectively refuted by appropriate ex-

tracts showing that Ramakantha and Abliinavagupta knew the

vulgate text as well as the GiUi- Bhasija by Sarhkara. Chintamani

regards Belvalkar’s falling in line with the Otto-Garbe-Schrader

suggestion about the interpolations in the Bhg as “ unhappy ” and
shows that the so-called interpolated verses have been accepted as

genuine by Sarhkara, Ramakaiitha and others.^'^^ Jivarama Kali-

dasa Sastri of Gondal published in 1935 the text of the Bhg purpor-

ting to be based on a Ms dated Saihvat 1235 ( =1179 A. D. ), con-

taining 21 additional stanzas and 250 variants. The Suddhadharma
Office, Madras, published in 1935, the text of the BUg^ having 745

stanzas divided into 26 chapters, with pada index. English transla-

tion of the text has been published by T. M. Janardanam, and the

editor believes that the Bhg contains an exposition of 24 Dharmas
such as Narayanadharma, Avataradharma, etc.

; thus chs. 2-25 deal

with 24 Dharmas in 4 mtkas. The Suddhadharma text has been

condemned by Schrader and others as “ an artificial fabrication

Text of the Bhg with BJmgavadgitarlhapixikasika of Sri Upanisad-

brahma was published from Adyar in 1941, edited by
the Pundits of the Adyar Library. There is no reference

to the Mss material utilised for the text. In his in-

troduction, Kunhan Raja discusses the problem of the extent

and nature of the text of the Glta^ which according to hini is

“an indivisible whole, a unit.” Jivarama Kalidasa Sastri has
recently published yet another text of the Bhg answering the

Qitamdna description of 745 stanzas. He describes the Ms to be

palm-leaf dating from 1665 Sarhvat. The introduction deals

exhaustively with the text-problem of the Bhg. Belvalkar very

much doubts the genuineness of this “Bhojapatra OUa'\ which he

believes to have been manufactured quite recently to conform to the

14^, Bha^avadgita^ Introduotion.
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Gitdmana description in every particular.^^^ Belvalkar has

published an “authorised version” of the Bhg, with complete pada

index, in which he gives the Sarhkara text.^^^ He has brought out

another edition of the Bhg ( already referred to ) with the

Jnamkar)7iasamuccayatika of Anandavardhana, with an introduction

and two appendices. The introduction deals with the problem of the

Kashmirian recension, to which we have already referred. Ananda-
vardhana belongs to 1680 A. D. Schrader’s views have been refuted,

and Belvalkar justifies his “mathematical operation” to which
Chintamani objected. Appendix I gives a list of the names of works

and authors cited by Anandavardhana in his commentary, and

Appendix II gives the variants in the two recensions in parallel

columns. Among translations of the Bhg, reference may be made
to those by Edgerton and Hill. “Song of the Blessed One” by

Edgerton contains a clear and able anlysis of the contents of the

Bhg.'^^^ According to Edgerton, “There is absolutely no documen-

tary evidence that any other form of the OUa than that we have

was ever known in India”. Hill’s translation contains the vulgate

text, an index, an argument and a commentary.^^^ The introduction

deals with the cult of Krsna Vasudeva, composition and age of the

Bhg (2nd cent. B. C. according to Hill), and the doctrine of the Bhg.

There are bibliographical notes, Sanskrit Index and Subject Index

to the Bhg.

Rudolf Otto published in 1934-35, three books on the Gita

dealing with the “Original Gita”.^'^^ The main purpose of these

books is to propound a theory of the composition of the Gita,

according to which, hardly any of it belongs to the primitive text,

and the contents consist mainly of tracts emanating from writers

of different schools and foisted on to the original work. The scheme

is elaborated with much ingenuity. Otto finds three distinct strata

in the Bhg, one in the original poem consisting of 133 verses,

another in the doctrinal tracts, and a third in the additions and

glosses that came to be inserted later on. Belvalkar opposes Otto’s

contention, examines it critically, publishing the text as required

143. Sahyadri ( in Marathi ), 1942.

144. Poona, 1941.

145. Chicago, 1925.

146. Oxford. 1928

147. Bhagavad0tn: Der Sang der Her-habenen. Stuttgart, 1935; Did

Urgestalt der Bhagavadgita. Tubingen, 1934 ; Die Lehrtraktate der Bhagavad-
gltU. Tubingen, 1935; Eng. trans. Original Bhagavadgtta^The Song of the

Exalted One» bj J. E. Turner. London, 1939.
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by Otto’s theory, and concludes that the Gita in its present form,

though not a unitary poem, has been transformed into a philoso-

phical synthesis and does not, therefore, admit of any stratification

now.^^®

Turining now to the articles dealing with textual and interpre-

tative aspects of the GitU, we find that Charpentier’s “Some Remarks
on the Bhagavadglta” consider the views of different scholars

about the original shape of the Bluj
; give three stanzas from ch. ii,

with English translation which appear old and original to the

author ; and place the earlier GUR (ii-xi) somewhere about 200 B.

C., and later (xii-xviii) after an interval of several centuries. Schra-
der thinks that Bluj. iii. 15 does not belong to the original Gilu, but

is an interpolation, The idea of Yajnacakra being older than the

Bhg, he tries to explain it on the supposition that it is genuine. In

“The Bhagavata Purana and the Bhagavadglta” Ragliavan inves-

tigates the question whether the author of the Bluujainta-P. knew
the Kashmirian recension of the Bhg. and concludes that he knew
only the vulgate text of the Bhg. Prom the parallelisms in words
and ideas culled from the Bhg. and the Yogaviisidha, Raghavan
proves tliat the Yogatxhsidha used a text of the Bhg which was a mix
up of the Kashmirian recension and the vulgats. ’sz According to

H. G. Narahari, the Samadhilaksana forming part of the Sulamm-
hitu of the Skanda Purum is indebted to the Bhg for its contents,

and many verses are obviously imitations of the statements con-

tained in the Bhg. B. N. Krishnaraurti Sarnia has criticised

Rajavade’s article on the “Grammar of the GUa" that it cannot be
regarded as one of the best poems ot the world. Gode has cited

quotations froni the Bhg in pre-Samkara Jaina sources like the

Padrmpururia, Scwtravuiidsainacaiya and Lo]<utuUmnirrtaya, in the hope
that they may be helpful in clarification of the problem whether
there existed different recensions of the Gita before Sarhkara.

148. “ Miscarriage of Attempted Stratification of the Bhagavadglta” JUB
V.pp. 63-133.

149. /A, 1930, pp. 46-50
; 77-80; 101-105; 121-126.

150. IHQ, V, pp. 178-181 ; 790-791.

151. JOB, Xni, pp. 71-72.

152. JOB, XIII, pp. 73-82
; 161-163.

153. ABOBI, XXI, pp. 100-105,

154. ABOBI, XI, pp. 284-299; of. also B. O, Bhandarkar Comm. Vol, pp.
385-38 ( Ra|awade : ” Grammar of the Gita.”)

155. ABOBI, XX, pp. 188-194,
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Articles by Schrader and B. N. K. Sarma on ancient Gita com-
mentaries ^56 refer to one Bhaskara, whom Sarma equates with a
Vedantin Bhaskara, a contemporary pf Sarhkara, aud Schrader with

Bhaskara Bha^ta, a Kashmirian Saivite contemporary of

Abhinavagupta.

D. S. Sarma points out, by quotations and comparisons,

resemblances in ideas and expression between Upanisadic verses

and the Bhg
; and this is already recorded in sarvopanisado gdvo

indicating Upani^ds as “one of the sources of the Bhg", A. N.

Ray shows that Krsna was the great religious teacher who brought

about a Sarhkhya-Yoga-Vedanta synthesis, the harmonising

of non-Brahmanical and Brahmanical philosophies.

T. M. P. Mahadevan has tried to interpret the teaching of the

Gita consistently with the doctrine of non-violence in his “ Is Gita

a Gospel of War?*** The same author in his Two-fold Path in the

gives an elucidation of the main theme of Samkara’s view-

point that the Gita teaches two separate paths to two separate kinds

of persons and does not advocate the combination of Jhana and
Karma simultaneously in one and the same person. Musings

on the Bhagavadglta'^^^ by Nehal Chand Vaish gives an exposition of

the QUd according to the author’s own experience in life ; the reader

is asked to appreciate the teaching of the Gita according to his own
experience in iife. V. G. Bhat’s The Bhagavadgita : A Study deals

with the Gita in its relation to Hindu philosophy and religion, its

position within the Mhh, etc., and tries to prove that it is mainly a

harmonious work. Swami Suddhananda draws attention to work-

lessness through work, doctrine of Karma Yoga, divine incarnation,

resignation to divine will, etc., among “The Teachings of the Bhag-

avadgita Reference is made to the conception ?of God in the

Bhg and the method of His true worship which is said to be self-

surrendering in the “Commonsense Religion in the BhagavadgIta’’.^®2B

156. IHQ, IX, pp. 663-677 ; X, pp. 348-357 ; XI, pp. 188-196.

157. jqi?,III,i.

158. “ Srikf^pa and the Source of the BhagavadgitS,** IHQ^ IX, pp. 188-196.

159. Phil, Qtly, XVII. July 1941.

160. Madras, 1940.

161. Allahabad, 1931.

169. Dharwar. 1924.

163. A Cult. Her.y I, pp. 118-125.

163. B Cult, Her., I, pp. 136-145.
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K. M. Munshi deals with many aspects of the message of the Gite in

his “Experiential Approach to the Gita Creative resistance,

becoming, surrender to God, truth as svadharma, breaking the bonds,

silence and solitude, are the various topics elaborately considered,

well documented from the Mr; and the YogasTitras. D. S. Sarma has

made an intensive study of the Bhg and its philosophy, and has

striven hard to make the Oita popular among the younger generation.

He propounds that eternal truth postulates immeasurable love and

that truth is founded on the throne of love. Sarma’s expositions in

his “ Lectures on the Bhagavadgita which contain six lectures,

an English translation and three appendices, are not only scholarly,

but also lucid and simple. He has also brought out a Students’

Edition of the BhagamdgUa.^^^ Sri Krishna Prem in his “ Yoga of

Bhagavadgita, gives a practical insight into the prefect yoga of

the Oita, which according to the author is not an intellectual forma-

tion, but the mighty synthesis of the partial spheres of the different

yogas integrating every aspect of the divine nature of all beings. P.

Narasimham^®® makes the Gita present his own philosophyof Brah-

man in which the life we owe to Brahman will not be something that

needs escape and in which Mukti will not be for a select few only, but

for the whole universe; besides, he deals with interpolations, characters

in the epic, form of the epic, etc. Thadani’s Mystery of the MahabhurcUa

is followed by the Bhagavadgita}^'^ in which he holds that the

OUci is a logical step showing a progression of ideas from Samkhya
to Vedanta through Nyaya, Vaisesika and Yoga, thus trying to

correlate the different systems of philosophy and place them in a
logical order. Finally, attention must be drawn to Kirfel’s Verse

Index to Bhagavadgita™ which is an alphabetical pada index of the

Oita based on the vulgate text, noting also the v. 1. of the Anand-
asrama Ed and Schrader. Invaluable help of such tools to scholars

can never be overestimated. An ambitious work dealing with the

interpretations of the Bhagavadgita, in several volumes, has been

projected by S. C. Roy, of which Book I : The Bhagavadgita and
Modem Scholarship was published, from London, in 1941.

164. Bharatiya VidyU, III, pp. 1-20.

165. Bajahmundry, 1937.

166. Madras, 1930.

167. London, 1938.

168. Oltn ; A Critique, Madras, 1939.

169. Karachi, 1936.

170. Leipzig, 1938,
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Before dealing with the other epic, there are some articles

referring to both the Mbh and the Ramayana, Hopkins has referred

to the allusions to the Rtoa story in the Mbh and has given 62

references in all ; there are 17 in the Aranyaha and 14 in the

while in 6 Parvans there is no reference at all; relevant

passages have been given. Ruben has given parallel phrases in the

Ram and Mbh in App. V of his text^^^. In a chapter entitled

'‘Princes and Peoples of the Epic Poems”*^^ Hopkins mentions the

features common to the Ram and Mbh referring to the metre, tales,

genealogies, phraseology, etc. ; he has also pointed out the diifferences

in the two epics, characters figuring in which he takes to be partly

historical and partly mythical. H. C. Ray Cliaudhury considers

the views of Hopkins and Macdonell about the relation of the

two epics.^^^ V. Narayana Aiyar by quotations from the Nalopa-

khyana of the Mbh and Sundarakanda of the Ram draws attention

to the astonishing similarity in thought and language of the two

works^^®. The same topic has received full, critical and compre-

hensive treatment at the Iiands of Sukthankar, where after

considering the previous writers on the subject, and after subjecting

the texts to a searching analysis, the author concludes that our

Ram text was used as a “source” by the diaskeuasts of the Mbh,

and that the Ram was composed in the interval which separated the

from the*ilfWi. “Ramopakhyana and Ramayana” by

Sukthankar finds support for Jacobi’s view ( that the Ramopa, was
based on the Ram ), and gives a concordance of parallel passages

in the Mbh and Ram numbering 82, which proves, contrary to

Hopkins, that the Ramopakhyana is an epitome of our Rarn,

Incidentally it is shown how precarious are the conclusions based

on the vulgate text of the Mbh. N. N. Ghose makes a detailed socio-

logical study of the Ram and the Mbh, in which he states that in

the Bharatavarsa of the epics there was no trace of self govern-

ment The Kuruksetra war has been •historically interpreted as

the struggle between orthodoxy and dissent, the conservative and

the radical, in which for the moment the conservative and the

171. JAOS, 50, pp. 85-103.

172. Studien zur Textgezehichte des Ramayaya^ Stuttgart, 1936.

173. Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, pp. 251-276.

174. Studies in Indian Antiquities, pp. 25-34.

175. jrOi?,XI,i.

176. **The Nala Episode and the RSmSyapa", Festschrift Thomas, pp.294-303.

177. Festschrift Kane, pp. 472-487.

178. Asutosh Silver Jubilee Vol. Orientalia IIL 2., pp. 361-404.
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orthodox, the sanatanavarnasramadharma prevailed, leading to the

establishment of Brahmana rule. P. C. Mullick in his Mahabharala

CIS a History ami a Drama divides the Ram also into two parts, the

first ending with the death of Ravana and the accession of Bibhisana,

and the second with the death -and disappearance of Ramcandra
and his brothers.

§ 3. The Ramayana

The problems connected with the critical text of the Ram have

been dealt with by Ruben.^^^ He observes that the relations of Mss
materials of the Ram are in many respects similar to those of the

Mbh, so that it is not a wrong procedure to follow Sukthankar s

method in the classification of Mss very closely. Schemes of

recensions and principles of text history are the same in both epics.

Like the Mbh, the Rtm Mss are divided into two recensions, N. and

S., each of which is again subdivided into two versions. The N.

recension comprises the N*-W. and the N.-E. versions, and the S.

recension comprises the version of the Amrtakatakatika and the

version of the commentary of Ramanuja. It may be noted that

unlike the Mbh^ this grouping of the versions is regional in one case,

and based on commentaries in the other. Ksemendra is as impor-

tant a testimonium for the Ram as he is for the Mbit. Vimalabodha

and Sarvajnanarayana, common commentators on the Ram and

Mbh, appear to belong to N.-E. Ruben has given a list of 61 Mss
in all, including Mss in catalogues, as also those referred to in the

printed editions and also those of the commentaries. He gives

specimens of critical texts of the Ram in parallel columns similar to

Kirfel, together with variants from a number of Mss. Four diffe-

rent continuous texts have been given from different parts of the

text. One Appendix deals with “ Suta

Raghu Vira of the International Academy of Indian Culture of

Lahore has undertaken to edit a critical text of the Ram on lines

similar to those of the critical edition of the Mbh He seems to

have followed the lead given by Ruben in his book. A trial

fascicule has been published [giving text of the different versions in

three parallel columns ( of which the left hand column is curiously

almost invariably blank) with variants in the footnotes, but without

either an introduction or even a bare description of the critical

apparatus and the interrelationship between the various recensions

of the epic. There is a bare list of 30 Mss with only their benedic-

Studien zur textge$chichte des i^amaya^a, Stuttgart, 1930*
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tory portions. The first fascicule contains the first six cantos of the

Adikanda.i«o

Almost simultaneously with the B. O. R. I. Edition of the Mbh,

the authorities of the D. A. V. College, Lahore, began their critical

edition of the N,-W. recension of the Ram, Sukthankar s view

that such critical editions of different versions or recensions contain

much secondary matter and readings which are hard to detect un-

less the evidence of all extant Mss helcmging to different recensions

and. versions is taken into account, applies in this case also. About
200 codices of the different Kandas of the Ram were secured from

N -W. India, of which only about a dozen Mss were finally utilised

in this edition. The Ayodhya Kanda edited by Ram Labhaya was
published in 1928, and Bhagavad Datt brought out the BCila Kanda
in 1931. Later on Vishva Bandhu Sastri took charge and released

Aravya Kanda in 1935, followed by Kiskindhd the next year. In

reviewing the last publication,^®^ De expressed doubt whether all

Mss belonged to N.~W., and drew attention to the fact that some

Mss were misch-codices and no attempt was made to evaluate

them. De also pointed out that the edition was frankly eclectic,

but on no recognizable critical principles and there was no attempt

to make a comparaiive study of this recension with the S. and

Bengal recensions. The Sundara Kanda published in 1940, edited by

Vishva Bandhu Sastri, in view of De’s criticism, contains useful

introductory matter giving detailed text-critical introduction des-

cribing the basic Mss and giving their comparative valuation.

According to the Editor, all the 10 Mss on which the edition is

based, represent a unitary version, but the question how far it is a

uniform, non-conflate v>ersion, is not evident from the present

edition.

R. Narayanaswami Aiyar has published the Vdlmlki Rama*
yaiia, S. recension, under an editorial committee consisting of

Kuppuswami Sastri and others, which purports to have been based

on collation of a number of printed editions and several Mss in-

cluding 3 Grantha and 1 Nagari. Characteristic features of none

of the Mss are given, and the variants noted are very few in num-
ber. The book is artistically got up, neatly printed, and very use-

ful for ready reference.

180* Lahore, July 1938, pp. 1-36.

181. OLD, II. pp. 207-208.

182. Madras, 1933.
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After text-editions we turn to different works on the Ram, Rama*

yana Samalocana (in Marathi) by “Maharastrlya”, in its first part

containing 7 chapters, deals with several important points relating to

the Raniy such as the excellence of the epic, the ideal character of

Rama, social, political, and economic conditions of those days, na-

ture and degree of the civilisation of the Vanaras and Raksasas,

interpolations, etc. The second part, with 11 chapters, has learned

discussions on the chronology of the Rctin, determination of geogra-

phical place mentioned in the Rani where the author identifies

Lanka with Ceylon, analysis of important characters in the epic, and

critical review of some other versions of the Rama story in the

Amnda Ram, AdhijUtma Ram, Tulasi Ram, etc. One Appendix enu-

merates 90 Sanskit RamUyaiias, The foreword by J. S. Karandikar
gives in a nutshell the important features and conclusions of the

topics discussed by the author. D. C. Sen in the Bemjali Rama/jafias^^'^

states that the Valmiki Ram has been welded together from materials

taken from (i) the Dasaratha Jataka, (ii) cycle of legends from southern

India that grew up about a grand and noble Brahmana hero, Ravana,
and (iii) the floating group of legends related to ape-worship. As
regards the development of the Rama saga in Bengal, Sen says that

none of the Bengal Ramdyatjm are translations of the Sanskrit

epic, but each auther tells his story in his own way weaving into it

his own thoughts and ancient traditions current in the neighbour-

hood. After the Vaisnava revival of Caitanya, later writers filled

their poems with Vaisnava doctrines and with theories about Bhakti.

Beowulf and the Ramayana by I. S. Peter is a study in comparative

literature on epic poetry, Indian and Anglo-Saxon. Epic construc-

tion, political and social conditions of the epic age, epic philosophy,

and common characteristics of heroic poetry, have been doalt with in

the book. C. Narayana Menon in An Approach to the Rdindyana a

small booklet covering about 30 pages, regards that the Ram repre-

sents a synthesis of the cults and cultures prevalent in different parts

of India. The author takes tlie eternal present as the subject matter

of literature and therefore is somewhat critical about the discoveries

by literary and archaeological means. The surrender of the will of

the reader to Rama is essential, and when Rama who integrates all

life is realised men cannot fight among themselves any more than

183. Poona. 1927.

184. Oalcutta, 1920.

185. London, 1924.

188. Banarei, 1942.
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branches of the same tree can stifle each other. The Ramayana
Polity^^'^ represents the Doctorate thesis of P. C. Dharma, the object of

the authoress in writing the thesis being to depict the political

institutions as described by Valmiki in the Ram. The polity is consi-

dered in its different aspects and the conclusion is that “the system

of administration during the Ramayana period was far from rudi-

mentary and anticipated very much that of the later periods.” There

is a short bibliography at the end. T. Paramasiva Iyer in

his RamJaya^jia and Lafika with the aid of the Ram and the

Survey of India standard sheets, locates Lanka in the C. P. near

Jubbulpore. The author feels that the Ram was in substance

a credible record of the struggle of the Aryans and the Gonds for

Janasthana, the populous, fertile, black-soiled, high level plain of

the Damoh district. According to the author, Ceylon cannot be the

Lanka of the Ram, Maps in the book facilitate reference. M.
Venkatesa Iyengar has appreciated the best parts of the Ram in his

“Poetry of Valmiki**.^®^ Among the topics dealt with by the author

are the origin of the Ram^ later additions to the poem, the story of

the six books, etc. From Lahore comes the English translation of

Ramayana in China by Chikyo Yamamoto.'^^ The first is the Jataka

of an unnamed king which was translated into the Chinese from an

original Indian text by Kang-Seng Hui in 251 A. D.; and the

second, Nidana of king “Ten Luxuries”, which was translated into

Chinese from an original Indian text by Kekaya in 472 A. D,

Przyezynki do Badan Nad Dziejami Redakcyj Rdmayany (in Polish)

by Eugeniusz Sluszkiewicz^’^ gives similar passages in parallel

columns from the different recensions of the Rama story. Rdmo-

pdkhydna and the Ram, Ravamivadha and the Ram, and the Jana-

ktharam and the Ram are the recensions considered. The arrange-

ment seems rather complicated and confusing. From his different

texts it is difficult to estimate the actual range and extent of the

similarities. The author holds that at the time of the Ram.opcikhyana,

the Ram was known in two slightly different forms, and that the

187. Madras, 1942. The same authoress has also contributed a number of

articles dealing with different aspects of RSmSyapa culture to various oriental

journals such as ABORI, PO, QJM8, IC, JIH, etc. Unfortunitely, I coould

not take a note of these articles as I was under the impression that all of them

have appeared in book form.

188. Bangalore, 1940.

189. Bangalore, 1940.

190. Lahore, 1938.

191. Krakow, 1938.
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recension of Lahore could not have constituted the source of the

Ramopakhyam,

In turning to the articles on the Ram, we consider first those

dealing with texts and text-criticism, recensions of the Ram, and its

influence. In the ‘‘Original Ramayana”,^^* Hopkins contends, from

a study of the N.-W. recension of the Rdrn, that the view that the

Adi Ram referred to in some Marathi works has been the original

of the several recensions is wrong, and that the texts have been

handed down by word of mouth, the oral version being reduced to

writing at a later period according to local authorities. On the

basis of the findings of D. C. Sen, J. Kats^^^ tries to find out the

relationship between the chief characters in the Ram as current in

Java and Sumatra. M. Ghosh^^^ concludes that the old Javanese

Ram Kakawin was partially a translation and partially an

adaptation of the Bhattikavya. In the “Ramayana in Greater India**

K. A. Nilakanta Sastri^^^ draws attention to the influence of the

Ram not only in Java and Bali but in Cambodia, Loas, Siam and

other parts of Indo-China and China proper. The entire Ram, as we

have it, including the Uttarakamja is shown to have been known in

Champa in the 7th century A. D. F, W. Thomas refers to the four

fragments of the Tibetan Rdmayana^'^^ which do not closely corres-

pond to the Indian version of the Rdm\ the incidents and the

nomenclature differ widely. They contain a highly peculiar Rama
story. It appears that popular Rama narratives differing from the

classical version of Valraiki were current very early, and they may
have reached China through Nepal.

The origin and growth of the “Jaina Ramayanas** have been

studied, starting from the Valmiki Rdird^'^. The two Jaina schools,

viz. the Vimalasuri and Gunabhadra, differ widely from one another

;

one follows Valmiki and the other is influenced by parts of Buddhist

Ram. N. Aiyaswami Sastri refers to the stories of Yayati, Sibi,

Alarka, Jamadagnya, etc., in his “References to Ancient Stories in

the Ramayana’**^®, and concludes that it is impossible to draw on
this score a clear line of demarcation between the styles of the Ram

192. JAOiSf, Sept. 1926.

193.

194. JaiS, III. i.

195. JOR, VI. pp. 113-120.

196. FesUchrift Lanman, pp. 193-212.

197. Narasimhachara, I HQ, XV, pp. 575-594,

198. JOR. V. pp. 101-107.
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and 52/dd/iacanYa as suggested by K. A. Subrahmanya Iyer. M. V.

Kibe^^^ regards the Uttarakancja as a necessary portion of the i?am,

and as containing facts that are corroborated by archaeological

excavations
;
hence it cannot be an interpolation. Raya Krsnadasa^^

tries to show that the Ram had vast contact with the Bhrgus and

that Kavya denotes descendant of Kavi, of Bhrgu.

Then we come to articles containing literary and critical

appreciation of the Ram, B. V. Kainesvara Aiyar gives the views

of Sanskritists in Europe and America about (i) the historicity and
interpretation of the events in the RTim, (ii) date of composition,

and (iii) later additions and interpolations in the Ram^^, That
Asvaghosa was greatly influenced by the Kavya style of the Ram
is the conclusion of G. W. Gurner in “Asvaghosa and the Rama-
yana” 202 ^phe same writer has pointed out passages from the

Ram containing descriptions 'of seasons to show that they have

immensely influenced the descriptions of seasons by later writers^®^.

In his “Studies in the Imagery of the Ramayana”, K.A.Subrahmanya
Iyer makes an intelligent survey of the similes and metaphors of

the Ram, and analyses Valmiki’s imagery, which shows that imagery

comes forth more spontaneously and in greater abundance in

descriptions of nature and in speeches made by different characters

when under the stress of some emotion.^®^

Identification of Lanka has occupied several scholars. M. V.

Kibe, in a number of contributions, seeks to establish that Lanka
is located in Central India near Amarkantak. Hira LaB®^ also

supports the same view, and so doe,| J. C. Ghosh, who shows that in

ancient times there existed in the border of Madhyadesa a region

called Lanka. Daniel John^^s and V. R. R. Dikshitar^^^ hold Ceylon

to be Lanka ;
and D. R. Bhandarkar,^^® as against the Central India

theory, states that Dandakaranya means Maharastra. V. H. Vader^^^

199. JIH,XX,i,
200. JVPP, 1998. pp. 1-18.

201. QJMS, XVI, pp. 240-252.

202. J'.A.S'P, XXril, iii.

203. JA8B,XXVl.l
204. JOE, III. iv.; IV ; V, pp. 147-155.

205. IV, pp. 693-702 ; .4POP/. XVII, pp. 321-384 ; XXII, pp. 123-127.

206. Jha, Comm, Vol pp. 151-161.

207. ABORI, XIX, pp. 84-86.

208. ABORI, XXI, pp. 270-279.

209. JO, I, pp. 579-585 ; Proc, Or, Conf„ VII, pp. 243-252.

210. Jha Comm,' Vol, pp."47-57.

211. IHQ, II. pp. 345-350.
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locates Lanka on the equator, stating the present Maladivas to be

the Raksasadvipa. D. P. Misra places Lanka on that portion of the

Bay of Bengal which washes the shores of the northern part of the

present Andhra country.^^^ Parallel to the identifications of Lanka,

have been the identifications of Vanaras and Raksasas by different

scholars. Kibe^^^ and Hira LaP^^ take them to be inhabitants of the

country round Amarkantak ; Gondas are stated to be the cultural

descendants of Ravana. G. Ramdas^^^ identifies the Sabaras, Rak-

sasas and Nisadas of the Ram with the Mundaris. Chintaharan

Chakravarti^^® shows that beastly behaviour and appearance have

wrongly been attributed to Hanuman, Sugriva, Ravana and others

in Hindu mythological works. T. K. Venkataraman suggests that

the “ Raksasas”^^^ may be Asuras. K. S. Ramaswarn i Sastri takes

the colonies of Kiskindha and Lanka to be Aryan.^^s

In “ Rama und Sambuka *’,219 Wilhelm Printz opposes Weber s

theory that the Sambuka episode of the Ram refers to the settlement

of the Christian missionaries on the Coast of Coromandel, and traces

development of this episode in the Padmapuraria, Mbh^ Ragliumvisa^

Uttararamacarita and Adhyatrruiramayaiia, “ Evolution of the Myth
of Ahalya Maitreyi”223 ig dealt with by Dhirendra Varma, who
shoves that the Ahalya legend is not historical, but is based on my-
thology or religious allegory. It begins with Indra and ultimately

merges into the greatness of Rama, serving as a fine specimen show-

ing how it has been adapted by devotees of Visnu to serve their

own purpose.

Finally, in his paper on tl^e “ Culture of the Ramayana,^^!

Swami Nihsreyasananda gives some aspects of the culture and

writes on some important characters that figure in the epic. P. P. S.

Sastri relies on tradition and maintains that “ Valmiki composed his

Ram in seven books of 24000 stanzas

212. Mahakosala Hist, Society's Papers^ Vol. I.

213. Festschrift Thomas^ pp. 144-145.

214. Jha Comm, Vol, pp. 151^161,

215. JB0R8,'S1\ also li^e, V, pp. 281-299 ; VI, pp. 284-289 ; 544-548 ; etc.

216. IHQ, I, pp. 779-781.

217. Rangastvami Comm, Vol, pp. 187-190.

218. JC, V, pp. 193-196.

219. Zll, V, iii..

220. Jha Comm, Vol, pR. 427-433.

221. Cult, Her., I, pp. 77-97.

222. Krishnaswamy Aiyangar Comm, Vol. pp. 321-323,
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§ 4. The Puranas

Ever since Wilson made pioneer attempts in the cause of the

Puranas, Pargiter was the only European scholar who made a cri-

tical and serious study of the Pwmrios, drawing attention of scholars

to the historical importance of the Puranas. Besides his valuable

book, “ Ancient Indian Historical Tradition”,223 Pargiter has contri-

buted some papers on ancient genealogies. Pargiter makes a

careful study of the texts of the Puranas to extract and reconstruct

history from them from the earliest times down to the Bharata war
in his Auc, Ind. Hist. Trad. He distinguishes between Brahmana and

Ksatriya tradition, treats the latter as more trustworthy, and inclu-

des the Puranas and the epics under it. Pargiter also holds that

the Puranic tradition does not support the theory of the Aryan
immigration through the N. W. Frontier, and takes the Manavas to

belong to the Dravidian stock. It is impossible to do even a partial

justice to Pargiter’s treatise here. Pargiter s views and theories

have been subsequently criticised piecemeal
;
Munshi objects to the

definite Ksatriya bias of Pargiter and states that Vedic corrective

is required to test the trustworthiness of the Puranic traditions

I>utt225 and Ghurye226 express contrary opinions regarding the

Himalayan origin and the three racial stocks propounded by

Pargiter ;
Dikshitar^^^ criticises the socalled Brahmana and

Ksatriya tradition theory and other views
;

the present writer^^s

has tried to prove that the Puranas were not originally in Prakrit

as held by Pargiter; Rapson^-"^ and Winternitz^^® also criticise

some particulars in Pargiter’s book. Another valuable contribution

to Puranic studies is Kirfel’s Das Purana Pancalakmiiua.'^^ The

author divides the texts of the Puratias into three different groups,

and gives relavant extracts from each group under the five topics

constituting the characteristic features of the Puranas. Footnotes

223. Oxford, 1922 ; also, Ancient India Genealogies, Bhandarkar Comm. Vol.

pp. 107-113; VUTamitra, Vasistha, Hariscandra and Sunah^epa, JEAS. 1917,

pp. 39-67 ; etc.

224. Early Aryans in Gujerat, Bombay, 1941, Lecture I.

225. Aryanisation of India, Culcutta, 1925, pp. 140 ff.

226. Proc. Or. Conf., IX, pp. 911-954 ( Pres. Add. ).

227. “ Puranas—

A

Study”, IHQ, VIIT, pp. 747-767.

228. “ Were the Puranas originally in Prakrit ?—read at Hyderabad Confer-

ence ; to be published in Dhruva Comm. Vol.

229. Cam. Hist, of India, Vol. I, pp. 296-318.

230. Hist. Ind. Lit^ I, pp. 519, 521, 523, 524 ( notes }
etc.

231. Bonn, 1927*
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give exact references to each stanza of the text and variations and

divergent texts have been given in parallel columns. Meyer’s

Gresetzhuch und Pardna?^'^ is a detailed criticism of Losch’s work on

the Ydjflamilkya SmrLi, where he tried to prove that the Smrti has

been pieced together from fragments taken out of the Purdrias,

Meyer proves that the Smrti was the source of the Piirdna passages.

R. C. Hazra, who has already contributed a number of articles on

different Purdms in various Oriental journals, has recently

published a valuable work entitled Studies in the Punmic Reccnrls on

Hindu Rites and Customs, where he has subjected the Purdnas to a

sifting critical analysis from, the ritualistic point of view. The

first part fixes the chronology of Purcinic chapters dealing witli

Hindu rites and customs showing two stages, and the second part

deals with ^xe-Puranic and Purcinic Hindu society. The appen-

dices refer to the verses quoted from the PnrUms in the Smrti

works and to untraceable Puranic verses. PurfuKi-Pravesa (in

Bengali by G. C. Bose and Ptirdm- Vivecana (in Gujarati)^^^ by

Durgashanker Shastri deal with various aspects of the Purdnas,

giving an analysis of each Purdiva, and study the chronology of the

Purdnas and their relation with Sanskrit literature, etc. Y. V.

Kolhatkar treats mainly the different problems connected with the

Bhagavata-Purdmi, its religion and philosophy, etc., in his SrinuuU

Bhdgavatddarsa ( in Marathi V, R. Ramachandra Dikshitar

writes about the Flood legends in the Purdnas, polity in the Matsya

PurZma, architecture, Tamil version of the Matsya, etc., in his Mcitsya

Purdna, A Study. The same scholar’s Some Aspects of the Vdyu

Purdria^^ refers to the cosmogony, historical portions, philosophy,

music, etc., of the Vdyupurdm, as also to the literature known to the

author of the Vdyupurdm, etc. H. C. Ray Chaudhury in his

Materials for the Study of the Early History of the Vaimiva Sect,^^^

has collected and discussed statements, references and allusions

232. Breslau, 1929.

233. Dacca. 1940. Hazra has already published a number of papers on

individual Puranas in various Oriental journals ; but in vie\v of this book, where-

in practically all his previous writings have been inoorpotated, no separate

reference to the articles was deemed necessary,

234. Calcutta, 1934.

235. Ahmedabad, 1931.

236. Poona, 1921.

237. Madras, 1935.

238. Madras, 1933.

239. Calcutta, 1920.
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from early literature to throw light on the Krsna problem and the

growth of Bhagavatism. He discredits the views that Krsna

Vasudeva was a solar deity, or a tribal god or a vegetation deity,

and treats Krsna-Vasudeva as one person, indentical with Krsna

Devakiputra of the Chandogya Upanimd. Har Dutt Sarma in his

Fadma-Puraria and KalidasaP'^^ shows that the Padinapuraiui was
the source of Kalidasa’s ^akuntala and Raghuvaypsa, E. Rose^'^^

and H. Meinhard have dealt with Saivism in the Purtinas. Rose

has given some texts of the iiiousand names of Siva J. Meier^^^^

treats of the grammatical archaisms in the Bhagavala-Purdm,

Vincent Smith, D. R. Bhandarkar, K. P. Jayaswal, H. C. Ray
Chaudhury, S. N. Pradhan, V. Rangacharya and others in their

treatises on the early history of India refer to the Puramis as afford-

ing one of the sources for chronology and history. V. R. Ramswami
Sastrulu and Sons of Madras have brought out, what they call a

critical and scientific edition of the Bhdgavata Purdpa in three

volumes
; but the Mss are not described, variants only occasionally

noted but their sources are not indicated
;
and hence the claim of

a critical edition cannot be justified. It is however a very handy
and useful edition of the text.

Coming to the individual articles, it is to be observed that

there are a number of articles dealing vrith the Purdiias in general

which give a bird’s eye view of the whole problem. H. P. Sastri’s

Mahapuranas^'^ contains an amplified version of his preface to the

Catalogue of Mss. Dikshitar’s Puramis, A Study , is a well-docu-

mented article considering critically the views of earlier scholars

on the subject and is well-worth perusal. Venkatachella Iyer

refers to Pargiter with approval and maintains that some of the

major Puravas were prewritten with the set purpose of promoting

ignorance and superstition ! In his “ Origin and Character of

Purana Literature,” B. C. Muzumdar^^^ states that the Purava as a

branch of sacred literature did exist in the Vedic days, that for each

Vedic school a separate PurdTia was organised, and that the modern

239 A. Calcutta, 1925.

239 B. Beitmge zur Kenntnis des sivaitschen Namenglaubens nach den

PurdTien Bonn, 1934.

239 0. Beitr'dge zur Konntnis des Baivismus nach den Puranas, Berlin, 1928.

239 D. Der Archaismus in der Sprache des Bhagavata-Purdna. Leipzig,1931«

240. JBOBS, XIV pp. 32^340.

241. IHQ, VIII, pp. 747-767.

242. XIII, pp. 702-713.

243. Asutosh Sil. Juk Comm, Vol, Orientalia, IIL 2, pp. 7-30.
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Puraiias received only a little additional matter by way of accre-

tion from fifth century onwards, though the modern Puravas differ

radically from the Vedic Puravtas. The origin and history of

the worship of phallus, Durga and Siva in the Mbh and Furavas

is also considered. E. J. Rapson has a chapter on the Puraxm in

his Cambridge History of Indva^^'^ where he regards the PurUmis as of

Ksatriya origin and the genealogies as partly legendary and partly

historical, it being necessary to disentangle history from legend by

removing all accretions from the Purayas, Hazra has written

about the age and origin of the Upa^puranas whose formation he

places between 650-800 A.

There are a number of articles dealing with the historical impor-

tance of the PurZmas^^ as also with history in the Fu7'd7ias and the

application of the test of the Parana for interpreting history. I

shall content myself only with referring to the important papers of

the latter class. K. P. Jayaswal proves that the word Yaunah men-
tioned in the Vdyupurana represents the Kusana title Jauna.^^"^ A.

S. Altekar reconstructs pre-Bharata war history from the

Purarias^ stating that the pre-Bharata dynasties in the Furdrias are

as historical as the Mauryas of later times. K. M. Munshi narrates

the historical events from Rama Jamadagneya to Janamejaya
Pariksita on the basis of Vedic and Puranic data.^^'^ S. B. Chau-

dhury has tried to show that the original traditions of all Puranic

stories were current contemporaneously with the Vedic legends.

K. H. Dhruva’s “ Historical Contents of the Yugapurana ”, which

forms part of the Oarga Samhita, throws a good deal of light on the

ancient history of India.^^^ H. C. Seth interprets the PuiFinas to

suit his peculiar theory of the Mauryas. Narayana Tripathi

244. Chap. XIII, pp. 296-316 ; Winternitz ( Hist. Ind. Lit., I, pp. 5.17-586)

also has a valuable chapter ’wherein besides a short analysis of each of the

Maha-PurS^as, are given views of westerners about Purapic religion and

philosophy, etc. with the author’s masterly comments.

245. Aj50iiJI, XX:i, pp. 38-62.

246. Bhimashankar Rao, IL pp. 81-90; Dlkshitar, FO, III, pp,

77-83; Dlvanii, J0R8, Bhagvanlal Indraji Cent. No., pp. 102 ff.

247. JBORSf, XVIII, ii.

248. JBift/, IV, pp. 183-229.

249. Bharatiya Vidya, I, pp. 144-155.

250. Jlif, m. pp. 1-17.

251. XVI, pp. 18-66.

252. Kane Festschrift, pp. 420-422 ; JB0R8, XVIII
; JUPH8, 1940.
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considers “ Puranic Traditions vvhich show India as the early

home of the Aryans from where they migrated in all directions at

different periods ; divisions of the world also have been given. S.

K. Chatterji pleads for the recognition of the Jotaka as a repository

of Puranas containing old traditions and hence to be seriously taken

along with Brahmanic Puranas and epics. In another article, he

shows that Puranic stories have a pre-Aryan substratum in Prakrit

originals, and considers the evolution of the Krsna legend in

Bengal.2®5 Jwala Prasad Singhal takes the great flood as the first

great landmark in Puranic history, considers Punjab as the home of

the Aryans, and compares the information collected from the

Purmias with Western historians.^^® G. Harihara Sastri draws

attention to the “ Puranic genealogies in the Avantisundari-

katha ’*,257 refer to the chronology of Kaliyuga dnyasties

beginning with Pradyota. Gulshan Ray gives a connected political

history of India from 7350-3000 B. C. on the information supplied by

the Puranas ;

2^® according to the author, corroborated statements in

the Pimmas should be accepted as trustworthy. The present writer

has tried to show that Rgvedic Kurusravana may be identified with

Puranic Kuru-Sam\arana.25^

Identifications of the seven and (or) nine great islands of the

earth according to the Puranas give rise to some articles in this sec-

tion. 260 “Topography in the Puranas” forms the -subject of two

articles by S. B. Chaudhury, dealing with Purusottamaksetra 2^^ and

Vehkatacala. 2^2 Topographical information contained in the Agni

and Marhmdeya Puranas 264 has been alphabetically given by H. V.

Trivedi, who also writes about Hemakuta. 26^ Binayak Misra deals

with “folk-lore and Pauranic traditions about the origin of God

253. /HQ, IX, pp. 461-469 ; 880-885 ; X, pp. 121-124.

254. Woolner Comm. Vol. pp. 34-40.

255. B80S, VIII, pp. 457-466.

256. IHO, III, pp. 25-47.

257. Rangaswami Comm. Vol. pp. 351-358.

258. Ind. Hist. Congress, Lahore, pp. 101-116.

259. Bharatiya Vidya, II, pp. 72-76.

260. S. B. Chaudhury, lA, 59, pp. 204-208; 224-226 ; V. V. Venkataohe-

11a Iyer, QJMS, XV, pp. 62-75
; 119-127

; 238-245 ;
XVI, pp. 116-124

; 268-283

;

XVII, pp. 30-45 ;
94-105

; K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, JIH, Sp. No, pp. 61-64.

261. IHQ, V. pp. 659-665.

262. IHQ, Vir. pp. 245-253.

263. IJyg, IX. pp. 470-478.

264. lijg, X. pp. 642-664.

265. lifO. XII, pp. 534-540.
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Jagannatha,” ^68 disentangling historical facts clouded by legends

and mythology with the help of archaeological data. V. S. Agrawala
identifies Nagadvipa with Nicobar. 2^7 Patala has been identified

with Central America by H. R. Mankad, and O. C. Gangoly conje-

tures that Borneo may have been the Barhinadvipa of the

In his note on the “Vastrapatha-mahatmya of the Skandapurana,”

H. C. Ray Ohaudhury shows that the king Bhoja who reigned at

Kanoja was supreme over Surastra and abdicated in favour of

his son. 270^

Then we turn to articles on individual Puranas. There have

been quite a number of articles on the date of the Bhagavata Purana^

different scholars like C. V, Vaidya 271 (lOth century A. D.) B. N,

Krishnamurty Sarma 272 (prior to 6th century) A. N. Ray 273 (SSO-BBO

A. D.) and Durgashanker Sastri 274 (not before 8th century.), assign-

ing it to different periods basing their conclusions on literary data.

Gode draws attention to an illustrated Ms of the Bhagavata Pitraiia

copied in 1648 A. D. 275 Ray points to 1.3 ,
VI. 8 and XII. 1 in the

Bangawasi edition as interpolations in the Bhagavata Purana 226 and
takes the author of the Bhagavata Purana to be a native of the Tamil
country; 2*^7 further shows that the Bhagavata Purana has borrowed

words and ideas from the Gau^padakarikas, 278 S. Srikantha Sastri

tries to prove that the Levihhagavata which can be assigned to the

6th century is slightly earlier than Srhnadhhagavata. 279 According

to Ganganath Jha the description in the ^ivapurdm (372. i. 129) is

more applicable to the Devibhdgaixita, 280 Chaudhury gives an
analysis of the Agnipurwia and places its compilation between the

middle of the eighth to the middle of the ninth century A. D. 2®i

266. IHQ, XIII, pp. 600-609.

267. JBORS, XXIII, i.

268. PO, II, ii.

269. JGIS,lll,i

270. I/fg. V. pp. 129-133.

271. JBBRA8,l.
272. ABORI, XIV, pp. 182-218.

273. JAssamRS, II, iii.

274. Bharatiya Vidya, II, pp. 129-139.

275. I, pp. 249-253.

276. IHQ, VIII, pp. 253-256.

277. IHQ, Vlll, pp. 49-53. C. V. Vaidya also takes the author of the

Bhngavata-P, to have lived in the Dravida country.

278. BSOS, VII, pp. 107-111.

279. ABORI, XIV, pp. 241-249.

280. Kuppuswami Comm, Vol, pp. 1-2.

281. JAHR8, III, pp. 127-134.
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P, C, Lahiri 2*2 Raghavan write about Riti and Quna
in the Agnipuraria

;
and Meyer ^84 about “Tree-culture in the

Agni* giving the Sanskrit text, S. K. De assigns the Alaih-

kara portion of the Agnipitrdm to the beginning of the ninth cen-

tury A. S. B. Chaudhury has shown that the Vayupurdna is the

genuine Mahapurana^s^^ and the present writer also has arrived at

the same conclusion after a fresh consideration of the problem^s^

K. A, Nilakanta Sastri draws attention particularly to two passages

in the Vayupurdina which give views regarding the origin of the Vedas
and the Samhitas.^®® He has also referred to the Gaydmdhdtmya
in the Vdyupurdna,^^'^ Four extracts from the Matsyapurdna relating

to war and peace have been given by the same scholar.^^ V. R.

Ramachandra Dikshitar concludes that the major portion of the

present Vismu Purdna existed from the commencement of the

Christian era.^^^ Gode puts the date of the Kdlikdpurdjria before

1000 A. Raghavan states 700 A. D. as the earlier limit of the

Kdlikdpurd'na and gives a summary of its contents^^^. R. C. Hazra
distinguishes between the present and an earlier Kdlilmpurd'na and

places the former between the 10th and the 11th century A. In

his article on the Qaradapurdno?^^

,

S. B. Chaudhury proves, contrary

to H. P. Sastri’s view, that the Qaruda as it exists now, could not

have received its final shape before 10th or 11th century A. D.

“Polity in the Puranas*’ has been dealt with by Dikshitar where

references to the Visnu, Markandeya and Agni Purdruis have been

given.

Walter Ruben appears to have made an exhaustive study of

the Krsna problem from the texts of the different PUrdnas. In the

282. Jf/g, IX, pp. 448-460.

283. IHQ, X, pp. 767-779.

284. Fediochrift Winternitiz^ pp. 56-65.

285. JRAS, 1923, pp. 537-549 ; also, PO, II, pp. 15-17.

286. JBORS, XV. pp. 183-194.

287. Ji7P,X, pp. 148-155.

288. Ind, Hist, Congress, Lahore, pp. 77-79.

289. IX, pp. 65-67.

290. Annals SVOl, I, pp. 17-26.

291. IHQ, VII. pp. 370-371.

292. JOi?. X. pp. 289-294.

293. JOR, XII. pp. 331-360.

294. XXII. pp. 1-23.

295. IHQ, VI, pp. 553-560 ( ia oollaboratioa with S. C, Baner]l ).

296. Ind. Rev, 1935, pp. 365-368,

19
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original text of the Krsna epio,^^'^ Ruben reconstructs the ‘archee

type’ of Krsna’s Ksliya adventure which contains only 33 stanzas

as against the jBraAma (56), Ftsnz^ (80), Harivamsa Bhagavata

(68), Brahrmvaivarta (108), Padma (6), and Agni (1). Another article

by Ruben aims at showing that the original supplement ( Khila

)

to the Mbh was much shorter than the Khila Harivavisa now
current.2^® In the “Puranic line of heroes”^^^ Ruben seeks to prove

that the Harivamsa is a genuine supplement of the MahabKdrata ;

therefore the Harivamia is the oldest Purava
; and many Purofnas have

borrowed from the Harivaynsa. Kirfel^ compares the different

stories of the childhood of Ktsna from the Bhagavata^ Brahma^
Brahmavaivarta, Harivamsa, Padma and Vimu Puravas and gives a
comparative text. Dikshitar^®^ shows that Krsna ( along with

Radha ) had already attained popularity in the Tamil country in

the early centuries of the Christian era and was worshipped as a
very ancient god.

S. K. De has contributed a number of valuable articles on Bengal

Vaisnavism and his forthcoming book on the subject is eagerly

awaited, In“Bhagavatism and Sun-worship ”,^2 j)q opposes Grierson’s

arguments in support of his theory that the monotheistic Bhakti

doctrine of the Bhagavata religion is a direct development of or was
originally connected with Sun-worship. De’s other articles refer to

* Bhakti-Rasa-Sastra of Bengal Vaisnavism ’,3®^ ‘Caitanya as an
author*,^®^ ‘KrsnadasaKaviraja’s‘Caitanyacaritamrta’^® and ‘Avatara

in Bengal Vaisnavism’.^^ Caitanya sect of Bengal is shown to have

originated from the tradition of the Bhagavata Puraria and owed a

great deal for its development to the mystic emotionalism interpreted

and established by emotional Sarhnyasinsfrom the time of Srldhara,^^

Another series of articles deals exhaustively with the ‘Theology and

Philosophy of Bengal Vaisnavism in the lig^at of various works

297. Festschrift Thomas, pp. 188-203.

298. JA08, 61, pp. 115-127.

299. JRA8, 1941, pp. 247-256.

300. Festgahe Jacobi, pp. 298-316.

301. la, IV, pp. 267-271.

302. B80S,Yl, ill

303. IHQ, VII, pp. 643-688.

304. IHQ, X, pp. 301-320.

305. JIfg, IX, pp. 98-102.

306. Kuppuswami Comm, Vol., pp. 25-37.

307. Festschrift Winternitz, pp. 195-207.

308. 1(7, II, pp. 291-307 ; 447-464 ; 721-733 ; III, pp. 251-279; 633-651;

IV, pp. ltf-42.
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Buoh as as Sanatana’s Brhadbhagavatamrta, Rupa’s Ixighvbhdgavatarnrtai

Jiva’s Srikr^samdarbha^ Tattvasanidarbha, etc. Bengal Vaisnavism

attaches highest importance to the Bhagavata Purana as it is believed

to have been composed by Vyasa after Brahmasutrcis and other

Puranas. Srlkrsmmmdarbha is more theological than philosophical,

and Bhaktisamdarbha gives the general characteristics of the devo-

tional attitude of Bhakti. In another article, De writes about “ some

Bengal Vaisnava Mss in Sanskrit ’* from the Dacca University Mss,

Library.^’ Mrinal Das Gupta deals in detail with “ early Visnu-

ism and Narayanlya worship Kamala Ray has written about ten

incarnations of Visnu in Bengal.^^^ B. N. Krishnarnurty Sarma^'^

shows that Baladeva Vidyabhushana, a leading exponent of Bengal
Vaisnavism, taught that the Caitanya school was really an offshoot

of the Dvaita philosophy of Madhva.

Das Gupta in the third volume of his Indian Philosophy, devotes

a chapter to the ‘ Philosophical Speculations of some of the selected

Puranas where he considers the theories of the Vimu, Vdyu,

Mdrkarideya, Naradiya, and Kurma Purdruas about Brahman, Kala,

Aharhkara, Yoga, Bhakti. etc. Jos. Abs draws attention to the

heterodox systems of philosophy propounded by different Puranas,

where side by side with Brahmanic systems, Vedanta, glorification

of sacrifices, etc., we find some doctrines of Buddhism, and the in-

clusion of Buddha among the avatdras of Visnu.^^^ The present

writer has contributed an article on “ Puranic Cosmogony ”, where

cosmogonic ideas of the Hindus have been examined from the

Vedic times down to the time of the Purdrm?^^

S, L. Katre in his well-documented paper on “ Avataras of God ’*

deals in detail with 33 incarnations of god on the basis of Puranic

sources, giving a useful survey of the material on Avataras scat-

tered in different Puraras,'^^^

R. S, Satyasrayi gives an account of the ancient Rsi Angiras

and his familly from the Vedas and Puranas and also of their

propagation of the Vedic culture.^^^ Ancient Bhrgus have similarly

309. IC, I. pp. 21-29.

310. IHQ, VII, pp. 93-116 ; 343-358 ; 735-759 ;
VIII, pp. 64-84.

311. IHQ, XVII, pp. 370-385.

312. JC, IV. pp. 429-434.

313. Cambridge, 1940. Chap. XIII
; pp. 496-511.

314. Festgabe Jacobi, pp. 386-396.

315. BhQratlya, Vidyn, II, pp. 177-191.

316 Allahabad Univ^ Studies, X, pp. 37-130,

317. JB0/e5,XXVI,it
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been dealt with by A. Padmanabhayya from Vedic, Puravic and

epic literature.^^®

M. N. Ray writes about some vidyas in the Pwaruis, where he

differentiates between para and apara vidyd, and between Vidya and

Kola : 64 udyds mentioned in the Purdnas have been enumerated.^^^

Ghose deals with the antiquity of Gaya.^^®

K. S. Ramaswami Sastri-^^i t^ieg to show how the Purdms ex-

plain the Vedas and how they have built up the national culture,

and inspired the national literature. He also deals with the contents

of the Purdnaa, their geographical and historical aspects, etc., and

gives a brief summary of some Pu7*dnas,

POSTSCRIPT: Winternitz refers to the ascetic poetry in the

Mbh in *'Some Problems of Indian Ldterature'*.^ The ascetic poetry

is found in the didactic sections of the Mbh, and reference has been

made to the Vidurahitavakya, Dharmavyadhakatha, Moksadharma,

Anugita, etc., which have their seeds not in the Vedic or Brahme^-

nical literature, but in non-Vedic popular literature. In “Ancient

Indian Ballad Poetry”,^ the same scholar shows that out of a cycle

of ballads on the great war between the Pandavas and Kauravas,

some great poet shaped the great epic, Mahabhdrata, which was

originally only a heroic poem
; similarly, the Edmdyana grew out

of the ancient ballad of Rama and Ravana. The Bhagavadgitd,

Nalopakhyana, Savitryupakhyana, etc., from the Mbh have been

stated to have become part of the world literature^. The
Mahahhjdrata^ by Winternitz takes a general survey of the epic,

wherein the author refers to the old and later portions of the Mbh
and stresses the need of a critical edition of the Mbh as the basis

for higher criticism. G. Czerny deals with the interpretation and

development of metempsychosis in the Adiparvan of the Mbh^

;

318. JOR, V. pp. 55-67 ; 80-100.

319. Krishnaswami Aiyangar Comm, VoL pp, 308-316.

320. JBORS, Sept. 1938.

321. Cult, Her., I, pp. 169-182.

1. Caloutta, 1925, pp. 21-40, * Ascetic Literature in Ancient India**.

2. op. cit„ pp. 41-58*

3. “ Indian Literature and World Literature**, op. cit,, pp. 59-81.

4. Viiva-Bharati Qutly, Jan. 1924, pp. 343-359.

5. Die Beelenwanderung im Mahahharata, Tubingen, 1927,
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Eta, kala, etc., have been treated. R. N. Dandekar is serially

bringing out the critical edition of Jndmdipikd, Mahabharata-

tatparyatlka, by Devabodha, the oldest commentator on the Mbh\

lnhis''BhagavadgUd-A Fresh Study'^'^.'D.'D. Vadekar makes a

plea for the historical study and interpretation of the Oita. He
criticises both Samkara and Tilak. According to the author, the

Oita is a synthesis of Ramanuja’s Qualified Monism and Tilak’s

Activism. In continuation of his particular theories about Vedic

gods, etc., V. G. Rele® expounds the Oita on the basis of psycho-

philosophy and psycho-analysis. Aurobindo Ghose’s ^'Essays on

the Oita''^ present a new approach to the Gita
; the Oita is inter-

preted not as a philosophical doctrine but as a practical guide to

life, to the highest spiritual life-which is not a turning away from

the world and its actualities, nor a pursuit of mere ethical or

mentally motivated activities-which is rather a life here below of

Actionless Action, of action held in God-consciousness. The

distinguished author approaches the Oita for help and light, and his

aim is to distinguish its essential and living message which
humanity requires for its perfect and spiritual welfare. The book

will be of practice 1 help in the spiritual path. ^rimad-Bhagavad-

gita'"^^ by Anil Baran Roy ( in Bengali ) is based on Aurobindo’s

philosophy and faithfully follows Aurobindo’s thought. The

introduction deals with the interpretation of classical commentators

like Samkara and Ramanuja, and thinkers like Ramakrsna and
Tilak, and tries to show that the new standpoint is the best as it

avoids their demerits and preserves all that is best in them.

Among the translations of the Bhagavadglta, may be included

the metrical translation by A. W. Ryder,^^ “ Song of the Lord ” with

introduction and notes by E. J. Thomas,^^ “ The Gospel of the Lord
Srikr^}a ” by Purohit Swami, and The Message of the Oita as

interpreted by Sri Aurobindo ” by Anil Baran Roy, which besides

the text and translation, gives copious notes, appendices, glossary

and index.

6. ABORI, XXII, pp. 135-170 ; 307-354,

7* Poona, 1928.

8. Bhagavad^gita^ Bombay, 1930.

9. Calcutta, First Series, 2nd Ed, 1926 ; Second Series, 1928.

10. Calcutta, 1941.

11. Chicago, 1930.

12. London, 1931.

13. London, 1935.

14. Bombay, 1938,
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In his *' Sadham of the Bhagamdglta S. K. Maitra gives a

compendious analysis of the Bhg viewed as a practical scripture

illuminating the paths of spiritual realization. Matilal Das deals

with the psychological and ethical teachings of the

The Bengal recension of the Ramayana with Lokanatha’s tika

and Bengali translation is being published in the Calcutta Sanskrit

Series.^^ The text has been issued in parts. The earlier parts were

edited by Amaresvara Thakur and Narendra Chandra Vedantatirtha,

and Hemanta Kumar Kavya-'Vyakarana-Tarka-Tlrtha is the present

editor. G. A. Grierson has collected and edited the fragments of

the Ramayam in Kashmiri by Divakaraprakasabhatta, he had
been able to procure. His “ Kashmiri Ramayana ** comprises

Sriramavataracarita and Lavakusayuddhacarita. The story

presents many variations from Valmiki’s version, Sita being

described as the daughter of Havana. Mention may also be made
of the Ramayana which the Svadhyaya Mandala of Aundh is

bringing out, edited by S. D. Satavlekar, especially on account of

the exhaustive and detailed introduction dealing with various

important and interesting problems connected with the epic. A.

Zieseniss^^ has considered the origin and development of Javanese

Rama legends. M. N. Ray has written about the food and drink

in the Ramayanic age,^^ and about the civilization of the Vanaras

as depicted in the Ramayana?^, He has also prepared an index to

the proper names occurring in the Ramayana based on Bombay and
Calcutta editions.^^

Following Kirfel’s method, J. D. L. de Vries has considered

comparative texts for the Sraddhakalpa in the Harivama and five

other Puranas to arrive at the original. The author finds two
groups: (A) Harivamsa^ Brahmaru^-P., and Vdyu-P,^

and (B) Matsya-P. and Padma-P. E. Abegg gives a detailed

15. Vedanta Kesar% XXVII, pp. 164-172, 220-229.

16. Cal. Rev., 82, pp. 246 ff.

17. Calcutta, 1933 onwards.

18. Calcutta, 1930; Bibliotheca Indica, No. 253.

19. Die Rama-Sage bei den Malaien^ Hamburg, 1928.

20. Sarasvati Bh. Studies^ IV, pp. 109-123.

21. op, cit, V, pp. 19-73.

22. op. cit., Vols V onwards.

23. Der Sraddhakalpa im Harivamha und in funf anderen RurUner^^

Sons, 1928.
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analysis of the contents of the Fretakalpa of the Oaru4a-P,^

which treats of death, the dead and the beyond. The Indian flood-

legends and the Matsya-V. have been studied by A. Hohenberger**

where he deals with the worship of Visnu.

J. D. L. de Vries in his “Purana-Studies”^® gives comi)aTative

texts of a portion of the two groups of the Puravas about Sr5d(flia

ritual already dealt with in his earlier work. D. R. Patil has

appended tables comparing the Puranic traditions with the Gupta
inscriptions covering about 300 points^’.
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BORI

BRRI

BSOS

Bull. DCRI

Oal. Rev.

Cult. Her.
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Ind. Rev.
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Abbreviations

—^Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Re-

search Institute, Poona.
—^Acta Orientalia.

—^Annals of Sri Venkatesvara Oriental
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Quartarly, Poona.

—Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti-

tute, Poona.

—Bulletin of the Ramavarma Research

Institute, Trichur.

—Bulletin of the School of Oriental

Studies, London.

—Bulletin of the Deccan. College Post-

graduate and Research Institute, Poona.
•—Calcutta Review, Calcutta.

—Cultural Heritage of India, Vols. I-HI,

Calcutta.

—Indian Antiquary, Bombay.

—Indian Culture, Calcutta.

—Indian Historical Quarterly, Calcutta.

—Indologica Pragensia.
—^Indian Review, Madras.

—Journal of the Andhra Historical Re-

search Society, Rajahmundry.

24. Der Pretakalpa des Oaruda Purar^a, Leipzig, 1921,

25. Die indteche Flutaage und daa tfcUayapurSna, Leipzig, 1930.

26. Featackrift Pawy, pp. 482-48T.

27. Bull. DCRI, II, also App,
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A BRIEF SKETCH OF PRAKRIT STUDIES

A. M. Ghatage

The early stages of Prakrit studies were marked by the impor-

tant fact that they were mostly carried by a small group of Sanskrit

scholars, who were led to them by some indirect way. They formed

some kind of by-product as it were of Sanskrit philology and natur-

ally remained in the background for a long time, without assuming

the necessary proportions to constitute a subject by themselves. In

the field of Sanskrit studies, the drama attracted the attention of

scholars very early and naturally the study of Prakrit at this stage

was chiefly confined to the study of the dramatic dialects. The Prakrit

passages form a considerable part of Sanskrit dramas and show a

number of dialects which were named by the rhetoricians and des-

cribed by the Prakrit grammarians. It was mainly the work of

Pischel which first brought to light the importance of properly under-

standing the Prakrits in the Sanskrit dramas. In connection with

the problem of deciding the original recension of (Kiel, 1877)

Pischel published the Bengali recension of that drama with par-

ticular care bestowed on the Prakrit passages and his hope that

‘this edition will contribute to a better knowledge of scenic Prakrits’

was fully realised. It is generally admitted that this recension

preserves the Prakrit passages in a far better condition than the

Devanagarl recension which Weber favoured. In this connection it

is to be noted that Pischel thought it advisible to follow the prin-

ciple of correcting the Mss. with the help of the statements of the

Prakrit grammarians, particularly Vararuci, known to him at that

time. He also accepted the formula of the rhetoricians that the

prose of the drama should be in Sauraseni and the verses in

Maharastri. In his edition of 1877, Pischel allows the intervocalic

-dr in the verses of ^akuntala, which Vararuci allowed in Maharastri,

at least in a number of words.

Pischel was followed by a number of scholars who edited

Sanskrit dramas, but few appear to have devoted so much care on

the Prakrits as he did. There are good editions of the other two

dramas of Kalidasa by S, P. Pandit (Malamkdgniinitra^ BSS, 2nd Ed,

1889 ;
Vikramorv islya^ BSS, 2nd Ed, 1889) who presented the Prakrit

passages with care and paid particular attention to the Apabhramsa

verses in the 4th ^ct of Vikramorwilyay though he regarded them as

spurious. Except for the orthographical peculiarity of doubling the
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aspirates, the Prakrit passages are fairly correct, though the editor

has not followed the Prakrit grammarians in presenting the diale-

ctal features. Fairly good from the Prakrit point of view is the

edition of MrcchakatiJca by Godbole (BSS, 1896) though a more

critical edition of this all important drama for Prakrits is urgently

needed. Useful to students of Prakrit are further the editions of

Malatimadhava by Bhandarkar (2nd Ed, 1905), of Mudrarakmsa by

Telang (3rd Ed, 1900), of Ratnavali by Cappeller in the 2nd edition

of Bohtlingk’s Chrestomathie (1877) where the usual chaya is replaced

by a Prakrit-Sanskrit index. But the most important edition

after Pischel’s Mkuntaki was, no doubt, the admirable edition of

Karpurainafijari of Rajasekhara by S. Konow (HOS, 1901). This is a

Sattaka wholly written in Prakrit. Konow, a student of Pischel,

took great pains in. collecting a large number of Mss. and constitu-

ting a critical text of the drama on an uniform plan. The edition

supplies a very full critical apparatus. Konow follows a rigorous

method in making the verses of the drama pure Maharastri and the

prose Sauraseni by an eclectic procedure. By applying the improved

standard .of dialectal dilferences between the two languages as

supplied by Pischel’s Grammar, he came to the conclusion that

Rajasekhara did not make a fine distinction between the two.

Naturally his text gives a different appearance than that of

Sakuntala by Pischel.

In spite of the great number of editions of Sanskrit dramas

issued in India, very few show any merit in presenting the Prakrit

passages in a critical form. In 1911 Hillebrandt published an
edition of Mudrardkmsa ( Breslau, 1911 ) based on a number of old

Mss. and on the authority of his Ms. material he came to the con-

clusion that the verses in that play were -either in Sauraseni or

Magadhi but not in Maharastri, which view came in conflict with the

usual supposition upto that time. At this time a number of plays

were discovered in South India and published by T. Ganapatisastri

from Trivandrum ( 1910-1915 ), who ascribed them to the famous
poet Bhasa. In the long-drawn controversy that followed, the Pra-

krits of these plays played an important r61e and a detailed

analysis of these was given by Printz ( Bhasa*s Prakrit^ Frankfurt

a. M., 1921 ). He pointed out a number of peculiarities which may
safely be assumed as marking an earlier stage in the growth of

these languages. The orthography of the South Indian Mss. must
also have played a r61e in giving these Prakrits their present appear-

ance, More important for the history of the Prakrits was the
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publication of the fragments of the dramas of Asvaghosa by Liiders

( Bruchstiicke buddhistischer Dramen, Berlin, 1911 ). The editor

pointed out that these fragments contain dialects which may be

called old forms of Magadhi, Ardha-Magadhi and Sauraseni. The
absence of Maharastri is important and we are now in a position to

know what form these Prakrit dialects had before the time of the

Prakrit grammarians. The careful tabulation of all the forms of

these fragments by the editor is of extreme use in judging the

relative antiquity of a Prakrit form in later works as in case

of Bhasa.

In 1922 the HOS published a second edition of Pischel’s

Siakiintala, worked out by Cappeller. The edition was based on the

changes made by Pischel himself in his inter-leaved copy of the

first edition and most of these changes were due to grammatical

considerations dealt with fully in his Ch'amrmtik. Thus inter-

vocalic -(i- was eliminated from the verses, forms in-ijja were

replaced by those in - m in prose and so on. No new Ms. material of

note was used.

Of other editions of classical dramas worthy of note for the

critical presentation of the Prakrits, mention may be made of

the MahUvlracarita by Todar Mall ( Oxford, 1928 ) as an illus-

tration of giving the Prakrit passages in a form purely based

on the Ms. material and in no way tampering it with gramma-
tical considerations. This has, however, led the editor to call

in question the ability of Bhavabhuti to use Sauraseni in a pure

form which may in reality be due to the defect of our Ms.

material itself. The relegation of the chaya to notes and the index

of important Prakrit words are features certainly conducive to a

better study of the Prakrit original. The editions of Ratnavali by

Profs. C. R. Devadhar and N. G. Suru and of Pnyadarsika by Prof.

Sum ( Poona, 1928 ) also give the Pakrit passages in a correct form

but it is not clear whether they are based on Ms. authority. The

edition of Moharajaparajaya by Muni Chaturavijaya and Dalai

(Baroda, 1918) and of Nalavilasa by L. B. Gandhi (Baroda, 1926 )

are of interest as the authors have written the Prakrits after

the mles of Hemacandra’s grammar.

Again it is the drama Karpuramafljari which is responsible in

giving a new orientation to the study of dramatic Prakrits. A new

edition by M. M. Ghosh ( Calcutta, 1939 ) is important in making

use of a method of text-constitution faithful to the Mss. instead of

following the standard of the grammarians and choosing the read-
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ing best suited to it. In his elaborate introduction the editor has

discussed the textual problem thoroughly and has come to the con-

clusion that it is all written in one dialect called SaurasenL This

has led the editor to the other extreme of calling even the Setuhandlia

a work not in Maharastri but in Saurasem and he naturally rejects

the so-called Sauraseni features like intervocalic -d-, Locative

singular in -e as being accurate.

The problem of the Prakrit dialects occupying such an important

place in the Sanskrit dramas and the probable origin of this usage

were dealt with by S. Levi in his famous work Le Theatre Iiidien

( Paris, 1890 ) and the more recent work of Keith Sanskrit Dt'ania

( Oxford, 1924 ) is equally valuable as giving brief resumes of the

Prakrit peculiarities of the important dramas of the classical period.

The Prakrit of a later drama called KundamCila is studied systema-

tically by P. V. Ramanujasvami in his article The Prcihrit in

Kundamcdd and he comes to the conclusion that ‘ it presents the

normal Prakrit of the later dramas’ and its peculiarities are those of

the South Indian orthography.

As compared to the vast number of editions of Sanskrit dramas
there are very few good ones for the Prakrit passages, even for the

best known plays. It is to be hoped that future editors would give

greater attention to this aspect of their work and make up for the

deficiency which is so keenly felt.

It was again the work of Weber which first brought into

prominence the Prakrit literature in Maharastri. The famous
anthology of 700 verses of mostly erotic contents called Sattasai was
first edited by him in 1870 ( Leipzig ) but it contained only

370 gathas in that edition. He made some additions in ZDMG
( 1872 and 1874 ) and finally a complete edition of the work was
given out ( Leipzig, 1881 ). The preface deals with literary and

historical questions like the different recensions of the work which

number as many as six, the authorship of Hala and his probable

date and the date of the anthology which Weber is inclined to put

in the 3rd century A. D. The edition gives a German translation of

many of the verses and exhaustive notes on all and a complete word-

index at the end. In an appendix are found collected verses cited

in the Alamkara works. In the new edition, however, the grammati-
cal sketch contained in the first was dropped. Later on Weber dealt

with the commentary of Bhuvanapala which gives the names of the

poets of the anthology ( Indische Studien, XVI ).
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The equally famous Prakrit epic, the Setubandhu of Pravarasena,

also received an excellent editor in Siegfried Goldschmidt. Origi-

nally the first two chapters of the work were edited by Paul

Goldschmidt but the complete edition of the whole work was
published by both, Siegfried being responsible for the editing of the

text and the German translation and for working up the word-index

left behind by Paul ( Strassburg, 1880-1883 ), The editor has dis-

cussed in his preface the two recensions of the work, one of Ramadasa
and the other of Krsna while he gives the third Asvasaka of a free

Sanskrit rendering of the work by Sivanarayanadasa. In spite of

the fact that Hemacandra used this work for his Prakrit grammar
and is considerably older than the extant Mss. of the work, the

editor feels himself justified in not correcting the evidence pf the

Mss. with the help of the rules of the grammarians, particularly

when it is not the question of specific teaching but only of implica-

tion. Thus forms with-d- are retained, though Hemacandra rejects

them in Maharastri. The few rhymes of the work are found to be

of no great use in deciding the linguistic nature of the Prakrit.

In 1887 S. P. Pandit published in BSS his edition of Oaiidavaho

of Vakpatiraja, ? historical epic, from a number of good Mss. to

which his attention was drawn by Biihler. The work, though of

high poetic value, is of little historical worth. Pandit edited it

with great care and following the practice of the majority of his

Mss. he preserved -y-sruti throughout the book, which Pischel

thought it necessary to remove in his Gramniatik, The edition also

contains a brief commentary of Haripala, a Jain writer, and a

complete word-index. The text was constituted on an ecletic

method and the Mss. showed a considerable divergence in the arran-

gement of the Gathas. Pandit’s text differs often from that of the

commentator Haripala. But the real contribution of the editor is

to be found in his elaborate introduction which gives a summary of

the work, deals with the date of the author and puts forth a vigorous

plea for the Prakrit studies. The second edition of the work was
issued by Utgikar ( Poona, 1927 ) with four additional notes to the

introduction, dealing with the literary form of the poem about which
different views were expressed by scholars like Biihler and Jacobi,

about the other work of the author Mahumaliaviaa and some remarks

about his date.

With the publication of these works, it appeared for a long time

that purely Maharastri works were nearly exhausted and no new
works of this type were to be found. The descriptive catalogue of
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Mss. in the Jain Bhandaras at Jesalmere by Dalai ( GOS, Baroda,

1933 ), however, described a work called Lilavati by a non~Jain

writer, who called himself Bhusanabhattatanaya. The story deals

with the marriage of the Sinhala princess Lilavati with the Andhra
king Satavahana and it is written as a continuous narration with-

out the usual divisions. The style and the method of narration

make it a different type of work from the artificial epics and though

the initial poetic excellence is not kept to the end the work deserves

to be published. It was only in South India that the study of the

Prakrit grammar, particularly that of Vararuci, was continued upto

recent times and the South Indian Pandits composed Prakrit epics

to show their skill in Prakrit grammar as well. Dr. A. N. Upadhye’s

edition of Kavisavadha of Ramapanivada ( Bombay, 1940 ) brought

to light one such late product of Prakrit poetry. This small epic

dealing with the life of Krsna and the killing of Kamsa, in four

cantos and showing a variety of metres, was edited with a masterly

introduction dealing with all the literary and historical problems

connected with the work, a translation, a Sanskrit chaya probably

by the author himself and notes. A second epic by the same writer

Usaniruddha is also published by him in the Journal of the Bombay
University (Bombay, 1941) with a brief introduction and a select

glossary. The same scholar has also drawn attention of the Prakrit

students to other works like the Stauricarita of Srikantha, while the

first canto of the Sncinhakavya of the famous saint Bilva-inahgala

alias K^nalilasuka is published by him in the Bharatiya Vidya
(Bombay, 1941) as a specimen of a work which attempts to illus-

trate the grammatical rules of Vararuci and thus supplies indirect

help for the text of the grammar, a point dealt with in the introduc-

tion. It is to be hoped that many late works of this type may yet

be found in the South Indian Mss. collections.

Most of the work of editing and publishing the Prakrit gram-
mars was done long ago, partly because they were written in Sans-

krit and easy to understand and partly on account of the fact that a

thorough knowledge of the Indian system of Prakrit grammar must
precede a proper understanding of the Prakrits themselves. It is

quite natural that Prakrit scholars began with these grammatical

works from the very start of the Prakrit studies. Cowell issued his

admirable edition of Vararuci’s Prakrla-Prajcasa along with its

oldest commentary the Manc/rama of Bhamaha ( London, 2nd Issue,

1868 ) which, however, was not available for the last chapter of the

Sutras dealing with Sauraseni. To make up for this deficiency

Cowell added in an appendix the corresponding Sutras of Hema-
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candra. The edition of the text with all the variants, English tran-

slation, and a complete index and in addition the excellent printing

make the book admirable in every respect. This was followed by

the edition of the Prakrit grammar forming the 8th chapter of

Hemacandra’s Sabdamdasana called Siddhaheinacandra in two parts

(Halle, 1877, 1880) by R. Pischel, undoubtedly the best edition of a

Prakrit grammar even to the present day. Hemacandra is the

most exhaustive grammarian of the Prakrit languages who has

dealt with them with astonishing thoroughness, utilising all the

sources available to him. In particular his contribution to Apa-

bhramsa grammar remains unsurpassed by any other Prakrit gram-

marian. Moreover, his grammar is arranged on a very practical
*

plan. But what renders the work still more useful is the excellent

and painstaking work of Pischel who has given the text with an

index verborurn in the first part and a translation of the Sutras

with explanations and comparative notes of very wide range in the

second. To exhibit clearly the interrelation of the older Sutras of

Vararuci and the later ones of Trivikrama, a close comparison of

all of them is duly noted in the margin of the text. Plemacandra’s

grammar was again edited by Pandit as an appendix to his edition

of the Kiimarapdlacarita (BSS, 1900), a second edition of which is

recently issued by Dr. P. L. Vaidya, who had also edited it previ-

ously with notes (Poona, 1938).

The PrUkrta-Lakmna of Canda is much fragmentary and has

come down to us in an imperfect condition. Hoernle edited it

(Calcutta, 1880) with extreme care but with some amount of over-

conservatism in accepting the extent of the text, in which he was

probably influenced by his idea of evolving the grammar of Ardha-
Magadhi proper from Canda’s rules by a process of interpretation

which cannot be accepted as valid. Nevertheless the edition is

useful because of the full presentation of the various readings and

the index of words, though the grammatical discussion in the

introduction must be used with caution.

In 1909 E. Hultzsch published in an excellent form the Prdkrta-

rUpdvatdra of Siihharaja ( Royal Asiatic Society, London ), a work
nearly complete and a kind of epitome of the so-called Valmiki-

sutras in whose existence the editor firmly believed. The value of

the work is little but the editor’s presentation makes the work

attractive and the full comparison with the Sutras of Hemacandra
and the full tabulation of forms add some value to it. The same

Sutras form the basis of the Sa(}bhdsdcandrika of Laksmidhara
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which is edited by K. P. Trivedi ( BSS, 1916 ) with Indroduction in

which the editor unsuccessfully tried to prove the existence of the

work of Valmiki, critical and explanatory notes and appendices of

the Sutras, paradigms etc. In reality the original Sutras belong to

Trivikrama whose Prakrta-vyakararia with his own Vrtti was partly

published at Vizagapatam ( 1895 ) and a complete edition of which

is in progress (Benares) being prepared by Batuk Nath Sharma and

Baldeva Upadhyaya ;
but from what has been published the latter

appears to be a very uncritical and unsatisfactory attempt.

Of the works of the so-called Eastern School of Prakrit gram-

marians, the grammar of Kramadisvara is not yet given out in a

separate edition, though Rajendralal Mitra undertook the edition

many decades ago. The best representative of this school, Markan-

deya, finds in S. P. V. Bhattanathaswami an excellent -editor for

his Prakrta-mrvasva (Vizagapatam, 1927 ) whose citations the

editor has carefully traced to their sources, and it is to be regretted

that he was not able to publish the second part which was expected

to include an introduction and indices so necessary for such a

work. The Prakrta-lcalpataru of Ramatarkavagisa was even less

fortunate and it is available only in parts. Sir George Grierson

published from time to time parts of it as Paisaci in the Prakrla-

kolpataiii (lA ,XLIX) The Apabhramsa Stabakas of Ranmsarinan

( lA, LI ) The ^uraseni and Magadhi Stabakas of Rainakirmin ( lA,

LVI, LVn ) while the whole of the first Sakha dealing with the

main Prakrit except the Dhatvadesas is recently edited by Nitti-

Dolci ( Paris, 1939 ), along with a translation in French. Thus the

major portion of the work is available in print and the absence of

sufficient Mss. make it difficult to publish the work fully. An
important addition to the list of the Prakrit grammarians is to be

found in the publication by the same scholar of the Prakrtamimsana

of Purusottama who is the oldest representative of the eastern

school. The only Ms. of this work was to be found in Nepal. The

book lacks the first two chapters, as the Ms. is defective at the

beginning. The edition is prepared with care and includes a good

French translation and the author has succeeded in interpreting the

work even in the absence of a commentary. She deals with the

date and other grammatical works of Purusottama at great length

in her introduction to the work. A late grammar, the Prakrta-cinta-

mavi of Subhacandra is given out in part by Dr. Upadhye in his

article dealing with Subhacandra and his Prakrit Oramrnar (ABORI,

XHI ), The Prakrtorprakasa is re-edited with the important addi-
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tions of the two commentaries, the Samjmni of Vasantaraja and the

Subodhinl of Sadananda, at Benares ( 1927 ) while a commentary in

verse attributed to Katyayana was already published in Bombay

( 1913 ). All these commentaries only take note of the first eight

chapters of Vararuci, which correspond with the first nine in

Cowell’s edition and thus represent Vararuci’s text as current in

South India. The few verses and scanty prose in the NatyasUstra of

Bharata has been edited and translated by M. M. Ghosh in his

article The date of the Bharatiyamtyasclstra ( J. Dept, of Lett,,

Calcutta, 1934 ).

A number of questions connected with the Prakrit grammarians
are dealt with in individual articles from time to time. Pischel

collected the Desi words in the grammar of Trivikrama from 1879

to 1888, while Th. Bloch in his thesis Vararuci unci Heniacandra

( Gutersloh, 1893 ) treated of the inter-relation of the two works and

found the Prakrit grammars of small value. Dr. T. K. Laddu gave

an analysis of the grammar of Trivikrama and proved his author-

ship for the Sutras and the Vrtti in his Inaugural Dissertation

Prologomena zu Trivikramas Prakrit Grammatik ( Halle, 1912 ;
Eng.

Tr., ABORI, 1929 ) while the same grammar formed the topic of

Bliattanathaswami’s article Trivikrama and his followers ( lA, 1911 )

and Dr. A. N. Upadhye’s article VrdmiJd-Siitra a Myth (Bharatiya

Vidya, 1941). The Sauraseni section of Markandeya was translated

by Hultzsch in ZDMG, 66, while Grierson contributed the articles :

The Brhatkatha in Mdrlmjideya ( JRAS, 1913 ), Apabhrahisa according

to Markandeya and Dhakki Prakrit ( JRAS, 1913 ), the - Prakrit

Dhatvddesas according to the Westetm and the Eastern Schools of Pra-

krit Chrammarians ( Calcutta, 1924 ), The Eastern School of Prakrit

Grammarians ( Calcutta, 1925 ).

A comprehensive but necessarily brief review of the Prakrit

grammars is to be found in Winternitz’ Oeschichte der indischen

Literatur ( Vol. UI ) and Keith’s History of Sanskrit Literature

( Oxford, 1928 ). But the first* attempt at a real history of Prakrit

grammars is to be found in Les Orammariens Prakrits of Nitti-

Dolci ( Paris, 1938 ) which surveys in a detailed manner the principal

Prakrit grammars and treats them in a scholarly manner even

entering into minute details. After a brief introduction the Prakrta-

Prakasa of Vararuci is subjected to a close analysis in order to

ascertain its precise relation to the Sattasai of Hala and the principal

variants of his Sutras are given according to his commentators,

Bharata’s XVII chapter dealing with Prakrit is edited anew with

n
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the additional help of a Nepalese Ms. and translated. The question

of the dhruvas which first attracted the attention of Jacobi ( Exkurs
liber die jilngei'en liierarischen Pralmtspradien in the edition of

BhavisattaJcaha, 1918 ) and which were re-edited by M. M. Ghosh as

Prdknt verses in Napjasastra ( IHQ, 1932 ) is dealt with and the

author comes to the conclusion that they are in Sauraseni and that

according to Bharata the verses in the dramas should be in this

language while the prose is in a Prakrit which is nearer the later

Maharastri. The eastern school of the Prakrit grammarians then

receives a detailed treatment and their essential agreement is

pointed out. The author is convinced that though represented by
late works, it preserves an old tradition of value. The remaining

grammarians are then taken separately. Hemacandra’s indebted-

ness to earlier writers like Namisadhu is fully pointed out and

the shortcomings of the work are noted. The author trie.s to find

textual support for the existence of the Siitras of Valrniki in the

works of Hemacandra and Trivikrama and finally the works of

Kramadlsvara and Canda are evaluated. Thus the work covers tlie

entire field of Prakidt grammar and does justice to the subject to a

considerable extent.

In the field of Prakrit grammar by modern scholars a good

beginning was made by the grammatical introduction of Jacobi s

Ausgewahlte Erzdhlungen in Mahdrdstri ( Leipzig, 1886 ) which gave

a concise but clear analysis of Jain Maharastri in all its a.spect8

and the treatment of Prakrit syntax therein remains the only study

of this aspect of the subject even to-day. All further work, mostly

r
in the form of separate articles, was included and supc3rseded by the

monumental work of Pischel, Grammatik der Prakrit-S//rachen (Stra-

ssburg, 1900 ), which laid down the firm foundation of Prakrit

philology in general and Prakrit grammar in particular. Giving

in the introduction a sketch of the various Prakrit languages and

their literature and a brief statement about the Prakrit grammars,

the main work deals with the phonology and the forms of all the

Prakrits with such a thoroughness that, even after the lapse of forty-

years, it remains unsurpassed as an indispensable book of reference

in the field. It embodies in a systematic form the views of the

grammarians and analyses the available literature with astonishing

minuteness and stands as a permanent monument of the author’s

labours spread over a number of years. The only deficiency of the

work is also made good by the full word-index prepared by Vikrama-

singhe and published in the lA,
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This exhaustive nature of the work has necessarily reduced further

studies in the field to the nature of separate studies of individual

points of Prakrit grammar or short summaries of the work itself.

Thus R. Schmidt has summarised in his Elementarbuch der

^aumsenl ( Hannover, 1924 ) -his rules on this particular dialect,

while A. C. Woolner bases his Introduction to Prakrit ( Calcutta, 2nd

Ed, 1928 ) entirely on Pischel and deals with all the dialects. He,

however, adds a new part, giving a good reader for the beginner.

Equally important is the short grammatical introduction of B. D.

Jain to his Ardha-Magadhi Re(uPr ( Lahore, 1923 ) while a

brief resume of the grammar of Ardha-MagadhI proper may be

found in Dr, Vaidya’s Manual of Ardha-Magadhl Orammar

( Poona, 1934 ) and A. M. Ghatage’s Introduction to Ardha^Magadhi

( Kolhapur, 1941 ).

In the field of lexicography we have the edition of the Paiala-

ccliinanuimald of Dhanapala by Biihler ( Bonn, 1879) which is a small

tract in verses intended for the use of Prakrit poets. To the text is

added a full glossary of Prakrit words with Sanskrit and German
meanings. This was followed by the edition of Hemacandra’s

Deshmmmdld ( the author gave it the name Rayandvali

)

by Pischel

( Bombay, 1880 ) based on the collection of a number of Mss. and

including the comment of the author himself with illustrative verses

which Pischel thought to be devoid of meaning and as such coming

from his pupil. The second part was to be worked by Buhler and

was to include notes and index but it was never completed. Many
years after, the work was edited with an index and an introduction

putting forth a plea for the proper understanding of the illustrative

verses by Banerjee at Calcutta (1931) and a second edition of the

BSy edition was prepared by Ramanujasvami with the addition of

the necessary index ( Poona, .1938 ).

In the course of the years 1913-1925 was published at Ratlam

a big encyclopaedia of Jainism in Prakrit and Sanskrit in seven

volumes called Abhidhdnardjendra^ a work of the Svetambara monk
Vijayarajendrasuri, which is mainly useful for the information

culled from a vast commentorial literature, much of which is un-

published. But the real dictionary of the Prakrit languages is the com-

prehensive work of Pt. Haragovinda Seth called Pdiasaddamahannavo

{ Calcutta, 1923-1928 ) in four parts, a work of high merit, which

gives Sanskrit equivalents and meanings in Hindi along with

references to literature which are bound to be limited in scope in such

a first attempt. The views expressed by the writer in the introdu-
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ction on various Prakrit dialects are, however, not wholly acceptable

and appear to stick to traditional facts even at the cost of accuracy.

More elaborato is the Ardki-Magadhi Didlowirii in five volumes by

Sri Ratnachandra ( Bombay, 1923~193j5 ) which confines itself to the

canon but gives the meanings in Sanskrit, Gujarati, Hindi and

English and supplies a good deal of information on the technical

terms of Jainism some of which are also illustrated. But an exhau-

stive dictionary of the Prakrit languages on the model of Pali or

Sanskrit ones, yet remains a pressing need of Prakrit studies. Quite

recently Prof. H. R. Kapadia has published a small volume giving

the Ardha-Magadhi equivalents of English words ( Surat, 1941 )

which, though leaving much to be desired, is the only book of its

kind.

A number of articles by different scholars arc devoted to the

linguistic nature of the Prakrit dialects and a variety of problems

connected with them. Thus Maharastr! receives a comprehensive

review in Mdharadrl kmejuage and Literature (JUB, 1936) and its

relation with Saurasenl is dealt with by M. Ghosh in Mahanlstri a

later phase of ^uraseni (J. Dep. of Lett., Calcutta, 1933). The ^urasenl

Prakrit (JUB, 135) by A. M. Ghatage deals with the linguistic

peculiarities of this dialect and how far they can be ascertained

from available material. W. E. Clark has dealt thoroughly with

the Magadhi Prakrit in his article 'Magadhl and Ardha-MdgadhV

(JAOS, 44) and puts a vigorous plea for accepting the Ms. authority

ill case of both the languages in place of the rules of tho gramma-

rians. M. Shahidullah has pointed out that Bengali cannot be

derived from the Magadhi as known to us {Magadhi Prakrit and

Bengali^ IHQ, 1925), while J. Bloch points out its relation to the

inscriptions of Asoka {Asohi et la magadhi, BSCS, VI. 2). A detailed

discussion about this Prakrit is to be found in The Evolution of

Magadhi by A. Banerji-Sastri ( Oxford, 19^2 ), which, however,

remains incomplete. About Paisaci we may note Grierson’s

Rdjasekhara on the home of Paisdci (JRAS, 1921), Paisaci and CUlika--

Paisaci (lA, 1923), Konow’s Home of Paisaci (ZDMG, 1910) and the

comprehensive review in Dr. Upadhye’s Paisdci Language and

Literature (ABORI, 1940). The various Vibhasas are discussed in

Grierson’s The Prdkrta Vibhasas (JRAS, 1918) and one of them
is studied anew by M. A. Mehendale in Tdkki or Dhakkl (BDCRI^

1940). More general questions of Prakrit grammar are to be found

in The Pronunciation of Prakrit Palatals (JARS, 1913) of Grierson,

Some Problems of Indo^Aryan Philology (BSOS, 1930) by Bloob,
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Obsemdions on Middle Indian Morphology (BSOS, 1936) by Gray,

the Vasudevahvridi^ a Specimen of Archaic Jainci-Mdluiradrl (BSOS,

1936) by Alsdorf and many articles dealing with the explanation

of individual words. Prakrit Syntax has been partly studied by

A. M. Ghatage in his articles Instrumental and Locative in Ardha-

Magadhi (IHQ, 1937), Repetition in Pralmt Syntax (NIA, 1939) and

Concord in Prakrit Syntax (ABORI, 1940). The different possibilities

of Prakrit studies in the field of linguistics are well pointed out by

Dr. S. M. Katre in a number of articles like A 7ieio Approach to the

Study ofMiddle and Modern i/ido-udrz/an (Bharatiya Vidya, 1940), Neir

Lines of Investigatioti in Indian Linguistics (ABORI, 1940) and in his

Wilson Philological Lectures for 1941, a summary of which is pub-

lished as Some Problems of Historical Linguistics in Index-Aryan (Bh.

Vi., 1941). Quite a new approach to problems of Prakrit phonology

is suggested in Orthographical explamdion of Certain PraJfrit forms

by Dr. Upadhye. By way of contributions to Prakrit lexicography

may be noted Observations on Hetmicandra^s DesmamamUlU (ABORI,

VIII) of Dr P. L. Vaidya, Kamrese Words in Desl lexicons (ABORI,

XII) and Materials fora DhritupdtM of Indo-Aryari

1939) by Dr. S. M. Katre. A good deal of discussion about Prakrits

proper may also be mot with in books dealing with Modern Indian

languages by scholars* like Bloch, Turner, Ohatterji, Katre, Dave,

Saksena, Varma and others. A brief but comprehensive review of

the whole field may bo found in UIndor-Aryen (Paris, 1934) of

J. Bloch.

The whole of the Jain canon was repeatedly published in

Bombay, Calcutta and Sikandarabad along with commentaries of

individual books aud translation into Hindi. But a critical

edition of the entire canon is yet to be issued. Good editions of a

few oft-read books are available. It was a few western scholars

who first prepared really critical editions of the important books of

the Ardha-Magadhi canon. The first to be published was a frag-

ment of the Bhagavati the fifth Afiga -which Weber edited in two

parts in the Abhandlungen der ZDMG ( 1865, 1866 )• The first part

deals with the language while the second gives the story of Skandaka

with translation. This was followed by .the edition of Bhadra-

bahu’s ATo/posw/m by Jacobi ( Leipzig, 1879 ) to which he added an
introduction which for the first time proved the independence of

Jainism from Buddhism and attempted the exact date of Mahavira.

He also added extracts from the commentary and a full glossary.

The same scholar later published in PTS. the edition of the Acardhga
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based on two Mss. (1892) with a brief preface comparing the

language with Pali. A part of the Jnatadluirmakathd, another

Ahga, was edited by Steinthal (1881) while Leuinann gave out his

beautiful edition of the Aupapatikasutra, the first Ahga ( Leipzig,

1883) and the Einleitiimj contains a systematic analysis of the

contents of the book. The work is noteworthy on account of the

presence of nearly all the important Varnakas which are often

referred to in other parts of the canon. The glossary brings many
new explanations of words in Ardha-Magadhi. He also edited the

Dasamijaliycisutta along with NiJjufH in ZDMG (1892). The

collection of the five small Upahgas under the title NirayUmliydo

was edited by Warren (Amsterdam, 1879). An excellent edition of

the seventh Ahga called the Uvasagadamo accompanied by the

commentary of Abhayadeva, an English translation, complete

word-index and an appendix giving the translation of Bhagavati

(15th Saya) dealing with the life and teaching of Gosala was
published by Hoernle (Calcutta, 1890) and evoked from Pischel the

praise of being the only Jain work with commentary which was

critically edited.

In 1910 the first Srutaskandha of the Acarmga^ which embodies

the oldest parts of the canon, received a very careful and scholarly

editor in Dr. W. Schubring, who added to the text parallel passages

at the bottom, an analysis of its contents according to the form of

the work and a glossary. The analysis mainly deals with the text

problem and the nature of this curious prose which appears to

embody verses or lines of verses and the whole gives an appearance

of a mosaic of old and new parts. Of the Chedasutras of the canon

an excellent edition of the small work, the KaipasUtniy was again

due to Schubring (Leipzig, 1905)] which contains an introduction

dealing with the extent of the commentarial literature on the work,

the contents of the Chedasutras in general an^their importance in

the history of church organisation, a complete translation and

notes and an index, making the edition a model one in all respects.

The same scholar has further edited two other works of the same
group, the Vavahdra and Nisitha, (Leipzig, 1918) with a brief intro-

duction in which the editor discusses the different strata of the

Sutras.

In 1922 J. Charpentier edited the third Mfilasutra called the

Uttaradhyayana ( Upsala ) with an elaborate introduction dealing

with the date of the Jain Canon and the process of its formation,

the different strata of the text, the meaning of the title, causes of
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the loss of the Purva works, and commentarial literature on the

text. The editor has also added a commentary giving explanatory

notes, which is noteworthy on account of the number of parallels

from Buddhist sources. Dr. Vaidya edited the 2nd Ahga, the Siiya-

gada, with its Nijjutti ( Poona, 1928 ) but the second part, which

was expected to contain the introduction and notes, was not publi-

shed. The same scholar has also published an uniform edition of a

number of popular books of the canon like the Paesikalidmya, a part

of the second Uvahga, Uvasagadasao, NirayavaliyUo, Antagadadamo^

Anuttaromvdiyadasao, and Vivagamya ( Poona, 1928 foil. ) All these

works contain a brief introduction, notes and glossaries useful for

students. The Damn yaHyd with the Nijjutti of Bhadrabahu was

again edited by Prof. K. V. Abhyankar ( Ahmedabad, 1932 ) from a

fairly largo number of Mss. while recently Prof. N.V. Vaidya issued

his edition of the NayadhaminaJcaJiao ( Poona, 1940 ) but here again

the promised introduction etc. are lacking. The astronomical work
called the Saryaprajnapti has been edited by J. F. Kohl ( Stuttgart,

1937 ) with an informative introduction in which the relation of tlie

work with Jamhudvlpaprajuapti and Candraprajnapti are discussed.

Finally it should be noted that the famous Agamodayasamiti esta-

blished in Mhesana ( Gujarat ) has issued editions of most of the

canonical texts from 1915 onwards, many of which are accompanied

by Sanskrit commentaries and the Sanskrit portion of these works

is carefully edited. Unfortunately the Prakrit portion was not

done with equal care and no indication of the Mss. used is given.

Moreover the editions were printed in limited numbers and could

not be easily had even soon after publication.

By way of intensive study of individual books we have in

the beginning Weber’s essay & SUryaprajnapti (1868) and
Jacobi’s translation of the AcUrahga and the KalpasTUra (SBE,1884)

and of SUtrakrtdnga and Uttaradhyayam (SBE, 1895) with masterly

introductions dealing with the origin and antiquity of Jainism and
preparing once for all the firm basis of Jain studies. Later on

Barnett translated the two Ahgas, Antagaiiadisao and Arfiittarom-

vdiyadcLsdo, (London, 1907). In 1907 Hiittemann wrote his thesis on

the Jilata^ErzaUiingen in which he summarised the stories of that

book and pointed out parallel stories in other literature and also

gave the scheme of the Jhatas according to the Dasaveydliyamjjutti,

The MahUnisithasutra (Berlin, 1918) was analysed as regards its

contents, authorship, language and dogmatic information by Dr

W. Sohubring, and Kampf similarly studied the old Prakirnas in
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his thesis Vher die rom Sterbefmten handelnden dlteren Painm des

Jaim-Kancnis (Hamburg, 1929). Dr A. Sen collected in his article

Schools and Sects in Jain Literature (Vi^vabharati Quart., Vol. VIII)

information on these topics mainly from the second Ahga, while

his thesis A Cntical Iniroduction to the Panhdvdgaranaim (Wurzburg,

1936) puts to a searching criticism the work both as regards its

contents and metre, and points out a number of regular and imper-

fect Vedhas with the help of which Schubring attempted a rough

chronology of the canon. Prof. M. V. Patwardhan has made a detailed

and comprehensive study of the DasaveijTilhja in his work Dasaveyrthya:

A Study (Sangli, 1933) with a close analysis of the metres used and

also dealing with many general questions about the canon.

A comprehensive view of the whole canon was taken by Weber

in tiber die heiligen Schriften der Jain (Ind. Stu., 1883; 1885) in which

he described the contents and nature of the books from Mss. In

1920 Winternitz wrote the first history of Prakrit literature which

formed the second part of his Geschiclde der indischen Literature

Vol. II. Both canonical and post-canonical works of the Jains were

described so far as they were easily available to the author. This

material was considerably enlarged and supplemented in the revised

English translation of the work ( Calcutta, 1933 ). But the best

description of the canon, particularly the manner of its growth and

its metrical and literary aspects, was given by Dr W. Schubring in

his excellent introduction to his selection of the canonical passages

called Worte Mahdvlras ( Gottingen, 1926 ). In his latest work Die

Lehre der Jainas (Leipzig, 1935) the third part, Der Kanan und seine

Teile-e is devoted to an accurate but schematic contents of the whole

canon to which are added notes giving all important editions and

exegetical works on them. Quite recently Prof. H. R. Kapadia has

published a Histoi^y of Jain Canon, which the present author has not

yet seen.

The post-canonical works of the Jains in Prakrit are really

extensive and the greatest task of Prakrit-Studies at this moment
is to see that mo.st of it is published. Before 1900, much of it

was not known and only some late and small works, exclusively

of the narrative type were fully edited and published.

The first of such works was Jacobi’s Ausgewdhlte Erzahluyujerie

giving the stories of Jain prophets and some other popular tales, in

easy prose and verse and intended as the first reading book for

students of Prakrit, which purpose it serves well even to-day.

Before this he had already published the story of Kalalm (ZDMG, 1880)
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with an introduction dealing with the historical importance of the

tale. Two other versions of the same story were edited by Leumann
in 1883. As early as 1879 Klatt has published the ornate poem
Rsabhapaflcasika of Dhanapala. A work of dogmatic contents the

JUakalpa of Jinabhadra was edited by Leumann in 1892 along with

the Prakrit Bhasija of Siddhasena. The same scholar began to

publish his collection of (ZDMG, 1897) but he

had to give it up for lack of Mss. In 1902 Guerinot edited the

small tract Jivaviyara of Santisuri while the Prakrit epic of Hema-
chandra, the Kumarapalaatnki was edited by S. P. Pandit ( in BSS,

1900 ). Pavolini edited the small Prakrit didactic tract called

PraimMaramTila ( 1898 ).

More voluminous works were soon given out. The Jain version

of the story of Rama called Pailmacariya was edited by H. Jacobi

and published at Bhavanagar ( 1914 ). The work extends over 9000

gathas. It is important on account of its early date which cannot

be later than the second century A. D. It is to be regretted that

the critical notes and the introduction of the editor were never

published and from his remarks about the Mss. in his introduction

to Bhavisattakaha, it is clear that they are of great importance as

regards the language. An anthology of Prakrit verses on the model

of Sixttasai and compiled by Jayavallabha was published by J.

Laber ( Calcutta, 1914 ). A romantic story called the Surasundari-

cariya was edited by Muni Rajavijaya ( Benares, 1916 ) with an
elaborate preface in Sanskrit and some good foot-notes on

difficult words. In the same series was published the voluminous

Supamndhacariya ( Benares, 1918 ) by H. D. Seth in three parts and
accompanied by a Sanskrit chaya. A big collection of interesting

stories of Somaprabha called KumdrapdlapratibodJia ( GOS, 1920) was
edited by Muni Jinavijaya from old Mss. but the critical value of

the book is lessened by the vast number of misprints throughout

the work. The famous romance of Haribhadra in prose, the Samara-^

iccxzkahdy was edited by Jacobi ( Calcutta, 1926 ) with a summary in

English and an introduction deciding the date of the author. A
book of vast dimensions, the prose work Vasiidevahivdl is edited by

Muni Chaturavijaya and Punyavijaya ( Bhavanagar, 1930 ) in two
parts giving us only a fraction of the whole work. The story of

Kdlaka in many of. its versions in Prakrit and Sanskrit was

published by W. N. Brown (Washington, 1933) in a really luxurious

manner. Many other Prakrit works are being published day by

day by a number of Series but really critical editions of many
works are yet lacking:.
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Among works of dogmatic and philosophical contents, worthy

of note are the editions of Sanmatitarka ( Ahmedabad, 1932 ) by
Bechardas and Sukhalal whose Gujarati commentary is rendered

into English. The introduction of this work is a mine of infor-

mation well presented. The other is the edition of the Brhatkalpa

with its Bhasya and Sanskrit Tikas edited by Muni Chaturavijaya

and Punyavijaya and yet in course of publication (Bhavanagar,

1936 foil.)

In the field of technical literature the science of metrics is well

represented in Prakrit by a number of works and due to the labours

of one scholar, Prof. H. D. Velankar, we now possess good editions

of Vrttajatisainuccaya of Virahahka ( JBBRAS, 1929, 1932 ), Gatha-

lakmna of Nanditadhya (ABORI, 1933) Chamlahkosa of Ratnasekhara

( J. Uni. Bom., 1933 ), Kavidarpaiia ( ABORI, 1935 ) and Svayambhu-

cchandas of Svayambhu ( JBBRAS, 1935 ). These works are valuable

not only on account of the theory of prosody they teach but also

on account of quotations of Prakrit verses from earlier literature.

The necessity of intensive studies of individual books is keenly

felt on account of the great paucity of such works at present avail-

able, the more so, as the field of post-canonical Prakrit literature is so

varied and vast. Jacobi studied the legend of the burning of Dvaravati

(ZDMG, 1888) where different Jain versions are compared
; Leumann

studied the different versions of the story of Citta and Sambhuta

( WZKM, 1892 ) and the Jain accounts of the story of Rsyasrhga

were taken note of by Luders ( 1901 ). Similarly J. Charpentier

compared the Jain and Buddhist accounts of the Paccekabuddhages^

chichten ( Upasala, 1908 ) and other stories ( Studim ube?' die indische

Erzdhlungditeratiir, Leipzig 1908 ). Dr. P. D, Gune discussed the

Jain legend about king Pradyota, Udayana and Srenika ( ABORI,
1920 ) and the same was done by Dr. L. Alsdorf in his article

A New Version of the Agadadalta story (NIA, 1938). The Vasudeia^

hindi has also supplied this scholar with traces of the lost Brhatkatha

(Eine neue Version der verlorenen Brhatkatha des Ouruidhya),

An important aspect of the Jain philosophy is thoroughly dealt

with by Glasenapp in his ‘ Die Lehre vom Karman in der Philoscn

phie der Jainas nach den Karmagranthas dargestelW (Leipzig, 1915).

The introduction gives information about the different old Karma-
granthas and the new ones of Devendra while the main thesis

summarises the doctrine with all its details. The vast field of the

commentarial literature which has grown round the Avasyakasutrqs
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and its Niryukti has been well surveyed by Leuinann in his posthu-

mous work Ubersicht ilber die Amsijalai-literatuni (Hamburg, 1934)

which was published by his pupil Dr W. Schubring. Similarly the

two Niryuktis on the Dasaveyaliya and SUtrakrtanga are analysed by

A. M. Ghatage ( IHQ, 1935, 1936 ). Brief histories of the post-

canoncial works may be found in Glasenapp’s Der Jainismm

(Berlin, 1925), Winternitz’s Histat'y of Indicin Litmitiire (Calcutta,

1933), and an analysis of published work arranged topic-wise in Schu-

bring’s Die Lehre der Jaimis (Berlin, 1925). Contributions towards

such a history may be found in articles by A. M. Ghatage (Hymns in

Prakrit, J. Uni. Bom., 1934, Narrative Literature in Jain MdhUrddri,

ABORI, 1935, Didactic Work>i in Prakrit, J. Uni. Born., 1937). A
comprehensive history of the Prakrit literature is still a

desideratum.

The Prakrit literature of the Digambaras is also considerable

but not so well-known because of the absence of good editions. The
two series, the Manikyacandra-Digarnbara-Jaina-Granthamala and
the Rayacandra-Jaina-Sastramala of Bombay have published many
Prakrit works of lamous Digambara writers like Vattakera,

Kundakunda, Nemicandra others and many of them are translated

into English in the Sacred Books of the Jainas ( Arrah, 1917 foil. ).

Noteworthy among such editions are, the one of the Dravyasamgraha

by Ghoshal and the other of the Pancastikaya by Chakravarti from

the point of view of Jain philosophy. But a really critical edition

of a work in Jain Sauraseni is no doubt the Pravacanasdra of

Kundakunda by Dr. A. N. Upadhye (Bombay, 1935) which collects

all the information about the author in the elaborate introduction

and adds a translation of the work. A noteworthy feature of the

introduction for Prakrit studies is the close analysis of Jain

Sauraseni and its distinctive features and the propriety of its name.

A small tract. The Darsanasara of Devasena, is also published by
him in ABORI ( 1934 ). The vastness of the early Digambara
literature is vividly brought to light by the publication of the four

volumes of the famous commentary called Dhamla of Virasena on

the Sutras called the Satkfiaiidagama, by Prof. H. L. Jain (Amraoti),

which is accompained by a Hindi translation and the editor is

adding new information culled out from the text in the form of

introductory essays. They are works dealing with the dry subject

of Karma philosophy but are interesting as supplying many impor-

tant linguistic facts and glimpses of earlier literature. The other two

commentaries, JayadhavcUd and MahMhavald may also be published
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soon. An old work called Tiloyapannatii is being edited by Dr*

A. N. Upadhye (Jain Ant.).

The youngest branch of Prakrit studies is the publication of

Apabhraihsa literature and the study of its linguistic nature. Its

close connection with modern Indian languages and the excellence

and extent of its literature make this study both urgent and

fascinating. A few years ago our knowledge of ApabhramSa was

mainly confined to the rules in Hemacandra’s grammar and verses

cited by him. To these may be added the Apabhraihsa stanzas in

Kalidasa’s VikmmoroaHija and a few more quoted in the Alaihkara

works, particularly Bhoja’s Sara^mtikanthabliaram. Pischel took

stock of all this material in his book Materiatien zar Kenntnis des

Apabhramsa (Gottingen, 1903).

But a real beginning of Apabhramsa studies must bo dated from

the time of publication by Dr. H. Jacobi, of his edition of the first

extensive work, the Blmvisattakaha, of Dhanapala ( Miinchen, 1918 ).

The introduction to this work laid the foundation of all further

studies in this field. Besides collecting information about the

authori giving the contents of the story and other related matter,

Jacobi discussed thoroughly the nature of the Apabhraihsa language

and pointed out its importance for modern languages. To the text

was added a full glossary. A few years later he also published a

part of Haribhdra’s Nemmahacariu, called SaTjuxiikumaracariii

( Munchen, 1931) to which he supplied some more information about

the language, a full translation and glossaries. But above all, he

pointed out that the language of this work differed from the earlier

one and thus demonstrated that Apabhraihsa literature showed

dialectal differences. Soon Dalai and Gune published another

edition of the Bhavisayattakaha (GOS, 1933) which supplied some of

the gaps of Jacobi’s edition but otherwise showed no merit. In the

introduction, Dr. Gune gave a list of Apabhraihsa works then known.

The great extent of Apabhraihsa literature was brought into

prominence by Rai Bahadur Hiralal in his Catalogue of Sanskrit and
Brdkrit Mss, in the Central Provinces and Berar (Nagpur, 1936). Small
poems in Apabhramsa were also published by Gune {Sanjamamanjari^

ABORI), Velankar( Vairagyasatalca, ABORI) and Moii(Bhavanmandhi,

ABORI). Three such works of Jinadatta were edited by L. B. Gandhi
(GOS, 1937) to which an introduction in Sanskrit was added by him
and which touched a number of points about the language. Another

type of Apabhramsa, the so-called eastern dialect, is represented by

the Doluikosas of Kanha and Saraha which were first discovered by
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Haraprasadasastri and are edited by M. Shahidullah (Paris, 1928)

which edition also contains a few ganas in Old Bengali and, as

remarked by Alsdorf, the linguistic facts in which must be used

with caution. A still new edition of the same works is given out

by Dr P. a Bagchi (Calcutta, 1939).

The considerable Apabhramsa material in the Kunidrapala-

pratibodha was studied critically by Dr. L. Alsdorf in his book

on that work (Hamburg, 1928) and he later published his magnifi-

cent edition of the Harivanisapurana which forms a small part of

the extensive Mahapiirdm of Puspadanta (Hamburg, 1936). The

edition gives with unsurpassed thoroughness all the material about

the language and deals with the story in all its Jain versions. The

same scholar has further published a number of his essays dealing

with the grammar and metres of Apabhramsa under the title

Apabhramsa Stiidien (Leipzig, 1937), which supply many interesting

points for consideration.

In 1931 Prof. H. L. Jain founded two series at Karanja for the

publication of a number of Apabhramsa works many of which were

found in the Karanja Bhandar. Thus appeared the Jasaharacariu of

Puspadanta (1931) edited by Dr. P. L. Vaidya, the Savayadhanu

madoha attributed to Devasena (1932), the Pahudadoha of Ramasimha
(1933),the Karakandacariii of Kanakamara(1934)and the Ndyakumara-

cariu of Puspadanta (1933) all edited by Prof. H. L. Jain and all

model editions supplying necessary information useful to both

scholars and students. The biggest Apabhramsa work yet published

is, no doubt, the edition of Mahdpuraiui of Puspadanta in three

volumes which has been prepared with patience by Dr. P. L. Vaidya

(Bombay, 1937 foil.) In the different introductory essays the editor

has given valuable information which, however, lacks a good plan

because of its being distributed in three places. The text is based

on good old Mss. and is constituted on sound critical principles.

Another important addition to Apabhramsa literature is the publi-

cation of the philosophical poem, the Paramappapayasu of Joindu

(Bombay, 1937) edited by Dr. A. N. Upadhye who has also oontrL

buted an exhaustive introductory essay on the date, works and-

philosophy of the author. In the appendix is published another

small tract of the author, the Yogasara of similar contents. A
good reader for students of this language is the Apabhramapdthdvali

by M. 0, Modi (Ahmedabad, 1935) which gives a sketch of Apabh-*

ram&a grammar and extracts, some of which are taken from un-*

published books. Muni Jinavijaya has undertaken an edition of
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Snmdesarasaha in Bharatiya Vidya. An interesting fact about the

work is that it is written by a Mahomedan writer, Abdul Rahamana.

With this fulness of the sources the time is ripe for an intensive

study of both Apabramsa grammar and literature on approved lines-

Collection of Mss. and descriptive calatogues of these collec-

tions is the very basis of all further research and it is difficult to

overstate their importance. The early catalogues of Bhandarkar,

Kielhorn, Peterson are valuable even now. Of special value for

Prakrit studies are further the catalogues of Mss. in Jesalmere

Bhandars (GOS, 1933), of Mss. in the library of the Bombay Branch

of Royal Asiatic Society by Velankar (1935, 1930), of Mss. in Central

Provinces and Berar by Hiralal (1936), of India Office by Keith

(Orford, 1935), of Jain Mss. of the BORl by H. R. Kapadia in three

volumes (Poona, 1935, 1936, 1940) and of Mss. in Rattan by L. B.

Gandhi (GOS, 1937). Finally we may note that a comprehensive

catalogue of all the Jain Mss. called Jimratnalcosa by Prof. H. D.

Velankar is in course of publication at BORL It will be soon out

and be of immense use to Prakrit scholars.

Many years ago A. Guerinot began a very useful work in his

Essai de bibliographie Jaina (Paris, 1906) in which he classified and

and described the contents of ail the publications upto date and

later added a supplement (JA, 1909) bringing the work upto 1909.

It is unfortunate that the work was discontinued. With the grow-

ing extent of the Prakrit studies, such bibliographical works must

be undertaken to help rapid progress of the studies.

I must close this brief sketch with a personal note. I here

acknowledge the help I received from Dr. A. N. Upadhye and

Dr. R. N. Dandekar and must put forth the excuse of limited space

and time as also of the poor library facilities at my disposal for the

absence of any indication of many an important work in the

Prakrit field which, unfortunately, I may not have been in a

position to peruse.



A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE WORK DONE IN THE FIELD
OF CLASSICAL SANSKRIT LITERATURE DURING

THE LAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

BY

HAR DUTT SHARMAt

At the outset I should like to state that the disturbed interna-

tional situation and several other causes have been a very great

handicap in the preparation of this article. The few learned

journals and books which I could have access to, in this Imperial

city of Delhi, had to be packed away and removed to safer places

before I could consult them. Hence, none is more conscious of

several inaccuracies which might have crept in here. Many im-

portant scholars and their works may have escaped my attention.

However, I am putting forth the facts as far as they came under

my notice.

All through this article I have very much depended upon the

information supplied and the arrangement given in the excellent

History of Classical Sanskrit Literature by Kavyavinoda, Sahityaratna-

kara M. Krishnamachariar, M. A., M. L., Ph. D., Madras, 1937.

Amongst the several Mahakavyas that have seen the light of

print the following deserve notice.

(1) Rastraudhavamsay of Rudra Kavi which describes the

history of Bagulas of Mayuragiri, from Rastraudha, king of Kanouj

and the originator of the dynasty to Narayana Shah of Mayura-

giri, composed in 1596 A. D.

(2) Vasantavildsa^ of Balacandra Suri, describing king Vastu-

pala’s life and history of Gujarat, composed in 1240 A. D.

t A pathetic interest attaches to the publication of this article. At my
special request, Dr. Hat Dutt Sharma prepared, for this volume, this paper—alas,

his last I —dealing with the important work done in the field of Classical Sanskrit

Studies during the last twenty-five years. But unfortunately he has not lived to

see it in print. Dr. Har Dutt Sharma died at Delhi unexpectedly on 11th Sep-

tember 1942, at the young age of 43. The excellent work done by him in the field

of Oriental research bears amv)le testimony to his wide interest, great industry

and exact scholarship. In him Indology has lost a very devoted and promising

worker.—R, N. D.

1. Ed. by E. Erishnamacharya and 0. D. Dalai, QOS, Baroda, 1917.

2. Ed, by C. D. Dalai, QOS, Baroda, 1917.
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(3) Bamacarita^ of Abhinanda, which belongs to the earlier part

of the 9th century A, D,

(4) Sahityaratnakara^ of Yajnanarayana Diksita, in sixteen

cantos. The poem deals with the exploits of Raghunatha Nayaka
( 17 century A. D. ), king of Tanjore,

(5) Prthvirajavijayamahakavyam^ of Jayahka, with the com-

mentary of Jonaraja.

L. P. Pandeya Sarma informs us about a KosaJanandamaha-

kdvyay a historical poem of Gahgadhara Misra, dealing with the

Chauhan rulers of Patna cum Sambhalpur kingdoms.^

D. R. Mankad has brought to light a small poem of twenty

verses, called Buddhiimodakavya, a paryUya-kavya, with the commen-
tary of Kalidasa.'^

M. P. L. Sastry informs us about Bhoganatha, a poet of the 14th

century A. D.® Bhoganatha was a younger brother of Madhava and

Sayana and the author of at least six works :

—

(i) Mahagavuipatistotm, (ii) QaurrnUthasaiaka^ (iii) Udaharana-

mala, (iv) Srngaramanjari, (v) Tripuravijaya and (vi) Ramolldsa,

Panini,^ the great grammarian is reputed to be a poet also. A
list of verses scattered in various anthologies as ascribed to him

have been collected by F. W. Thomas in his introduction to

Kavtndravacanasamuccaya}^ Bhandarkar does not accept the inden-

tity of the author of these verses with the celebrated grammarian.

About the two works Jarnbavativijaya and Patalavijaya ascribed to

Panini, Kshitish Chandra Chatterjee has entered into a discussion

and arrived at the conclusion that they are not from the pen of the

great grammarian. Jarnbavativijaya belongs to about the 9th century

A. D.12

3. Ed. by Z. S. Rangaswami Sastri, QOS, Baroda, 1930 ; of. JOR, Madras, III,

57, ff. which contains a learned discussion on the identification of DevapSia with

HSravarsa Yuvarajadeva.

4. Ed. by T. R. Chintamani, Madras, 1932.

5. Ed. by Gauri Shankar Hirachand Ojha, Ajmer, 1941.

6. J. Bih, Or. R. S., XX ii, June, 1934.

7. Edited in IRQ, 1936, 691 ff.

8. IRQ, 1941, 393 ff.

9. On dates of Pacini and KatyEyana, see I A, XLVII, 3112, 133 ; on the

word liramana$ mentioned in his grammar, see lA, L, 82. For general inform-

ation about him, see BelvalkaFs Systems of Sanskrit Grammar.
10. See p. 51 ff.

11. JBRAS, XVI, 344 ff.

12. Oal. Or. J., I, i ( Oct. 1933 ).
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Vararuci,^^ according to the following verse ascribed to Raja-

fiekhara^^ :

—

m. ii

is alleged to have written a poem called Kanthabharam, Bhoja also

quotes a verse ( Srhgaraprakasa^ XI ) ascribed to Vararuci.^^

Along with several editions of the works of Kalidasa, much has

been written about the poet himself* his birth-place, his poetry and

his works.^^ Sufficient light has been thrown on the various com-

13. Belvalkar ( Syt. Sans. Gram., 29, ) gives his date 500-850, B. C. But
Bbandarkar and It. Mukarjee ( lA, LVI, 21 )

assign 350 B. C. See also J ayaswal
(lA. XLVII, 112, 138 ).

14. Jalhaija’s SUktimuktSvali, GOS, Baroda, p. 43, verse 46.

15. M. Krishnamaohariar, HSL, p. 88.

16. See lA, XLVII, 264, where his birth-place is fixed at Dasapuna in

Malwa, by Majumdar; A. C. Chattarjee : Kalidasa, his poetry and mind, says that
it was Ujjain. See Thomas ; JRAS, 1918, p. 118 ; Xsetresa Chandra Catto-
padhySya, AIL Univ, Studies, II, 80 ff. ; A. Hillebrandt : Kulidasa, Breslau, 1921 ;

8. K. De : Xa/tdaso, IHQ, 1940, 385 ff. ; K. G. Shankar : The Date of Kalidasa—
58 B. C., IHQ, 1925, 309 ff. ; In The authorship of the Nalodaya, A S. Rama-
natha Ayyar (JRAS, 1925; says that Nalodaya is not a work of KalidSsa, but of
the Kerala poet VSsudeva, son of Ravi, who lived in the courts of the Cera king
Kula^ekhara and his successor RSma in the first half of the 9th century A. D.

;

S. K. Belvalkar, in Asia Major (vol. II, pt. i ) discusses the application of a few
canons of textual and higher criticism to KSlidSsa’s iSakuntala ; V. V. Gokhale :

The Mahgald§taka of Kalidasa ; In the article Kalidasa and Music, G. N.
Mujumdar propounds that the poet had knowledge of music ( vocal and instru-

mental ) and dancing. He gives the lists of technical terms on music occurring
in Kalidasa’s works and of songs in his plays—Annals ( BORI ), 1925-26, VII,
pts i—ii ; On the basis of the political condition referred to in the Raghu VI
D. R. Bhandarkar concludes that the poet could not have lived during the reign
of Candragupta II or Skandagupta, but must have flourished in the 6th century
A. D.—Annals, VIII, pt. ii ; Lacchmi Dhar assigns Kalidasa to Kashmir in

his The Birthplace of Kalidasa ( Delhi, 1926 ) ; In his Padmapurana and Kali*
dasa ( Cal. O. S., No. 17, 1923) Har Dutt Sharma propounds that the poet is in-

debted to the Padmapurana for his stories of Raghu and liak ; In his article
Kalidasa in China ( IHQ, 1933, 829-834 ), Louis Finot informs us of a single palm-
leaf Ms. preserved in the Buddhist monastery of Che-kiang province in China,
containing references to the legendary life of Kalidasa, with quotations from his
poems. But the above is disputed by Sten Konow ( IHQ, 1934, 566 ff. ) ; K. S.

Ramaswami Sastri : Kalidasa, His Period, Personality and Poetry (Vapiviiasa
Press, Srirangam, 1934); In Sahityaparisatpatrika J Bengali ) XLI, No. 2,

Prabodh Chandra Sen Gupta arrives at the date of Kalidasa on astronomical data
as 6th century A. D. ; In Kalidasa and the Hunas ( Jour. Ind. His., XV, pt. I,

April 1936 ), K. C. Chattopadhy8ya points out that Kalidasa’s mention of the
Hn^as in Raghu does not prove that the poet could not have lived before the
5th century A. C.. because the Hiung-nu, as the Hildas were known in China,
had occupied the banks of the Oxus in the 1st century B. C. ; Bhagawat Saran
XTpadhyaya : Education and Learning as depicted by Kalidasa, and Fine Arts as
depict^ by Kalidasa (Jour. B. Hind. Uni., IV, 1-3); V. Raghavan: Women
Characters in Kaliddsa^s dramas ( Annals of Or. Res. Uni. Madras, IV, 1939-40,
pt. t ) ; C. Kunhan Raja : Studies in Kalidasa^ Ibid, V, pt.2, 1940-41. See also
Khshnamachariar’s HSL, 590, fn. 2.

23
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mentaries and commentators^’ of the Raghuvamsa, as well as the

nature of its poetry.^® The Meghaduta has also seen several editions

and two more translations in foreign languages^^ have appeared

recently. A. S. Bhandarkar’® has thrown a suggestion on the

possible identification of the mount Devagiri mentioned in the Megha

with the mountain DevagurSda, about six miles south-east of

Indore.

Kalidasa’s Meghaduta has given rise to several Duta-kavyas^^ in

Sanskrit literature, several of which have been published.’’

Like his other works, Kalidasa’s Kumarasainbhava has been

profusely commented by commentators.’^ P. K. Gode draws our

attention to Devasend of Haricaranadasa, composed about 1630-80

A. D.,’^ the date of Caritravardhana about 1172-1385 A. D., and

Sabdamrla of Kayastha Gopal, son of Balabhadra, composed in the

middle of the 15th century A. D.’^ There are different opinions as

to whether Vallabha, the commentator on Kalidasa’s works, is to be

identified with the anthologist Vallabha or not, S. K. De holding

the latter opinion.’® S. Sundarachar has described the humour’^

17. See Krishnamachariar’s HSL, 116 ff.

18. A. C. Subrahmanyam : Nature Poetry in Kalidasa's Paghuvamha^ J,

Anna, Uni, III, Oct. 1934, and IV, Jan. 1935; D. T. Tatacharya : The First

Verse of Baghuvamsa^ III Or. Conf., Madras.

19. Translated into English, with transliterated text and notes by G. H,

Rooke, London, 1935; Meghaduta and Rtusamhara of Kalidasa, Text and French

translation by R. H. Assier de Porapignan, Paris, 1938.

20. lA, 1928, Jan.

21. Chintaharan Chakravarti : Origin and development of DUtakdvya
literature in Sanskrit, IHQ, 1927, 273 ff. He names about 48 works of this type

and mentions three Hamsasaihdesas (i) by Vedantad^sika—Vefikate^a, (ii) by
Bhatta Vamana, and (iii) anonymous; see also E.P. Radhakrishnan : Some
More DUtakavyas in Sanskrit, JOR, Madras, XIII, pt. i, ( Jan—March, 1939

)

where he mentions a dozen more imitations of the Megha,

22. Hamsasaindeka, ed. by K. Sambasiva Sastri, Triv. S. S., 1938 ;
Bhrhgaduta

of Kyspadeva, ed. by S. P. Chaturvedi, Nag. Uni, Journal, No. 3 ; Bhramaraduta
of Rudra NySyapancSnana ( about 17th cent. A. D. ), ed. by J. B. Chaudhuri,

Calcutta, 1940; Vahmandana-gunaduta ofVIre^vara, and Candraduta of Jambu-
kari, ed. by J. B. Chaudhuri, Cal 1941 ; Pavanaduta of Dhoyin, ed. by Chinta-

haran Chakravarti, Calcutta.

23. See KrishnmachariaFs HSL, p. 119 f.

24. Annals, XIII, pt. II.

25. Annals, XV, Oct. Jan. 1934.

26. JRAS, 1927. 471-7, and Ibid, 1928,403; see also D. C. Bhattacharya.

JRAS, 1928, 135.

27. JOR, Madras, V, pt. i, 1932.
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found in the Kumara, and Sivaprasada Bhattacharya has discussed

in detail the question whether the cantos 9-23 of the poem are by

Kalidasa or not.^®

F. W. Thomas has given a complete list of Asvaghosa’s works

with references in his introduction to Kavindrammnasamuccaya
(35-29). There is little doubt that the poet was greatly influenced

by the Kavya style of Valm/iki’s Ramayam}'^ E. Hultzsch^® finds

references to traces of influence of Asvaghosa in Subandhu, Bana
and Dandin, and G. Tucci^^ refers to the poet’s influence on Vasu-

bandhu and Hemacandra. A. B. Keity^ ^^d M. Winternitz^^ give

a critical account of his works and style. A new and uptodate

addition of the Buddhacarita with an English translation by E. H.

Johnston appeared from Lahore in 1936. C. W. Gurner^^ and E. H.

Johnston^^ have contributed to the textual criticism of the poem.

A re-issue of Haraprasad Shastri’s edition of Saundarananda with

additions by Chintaharan Chakravarti appeared in Bibliotheca Indica

Series from Calcutta in 1939. In the bibliography attached to this

edition, Chakravarti gives a complete list of articles, etc. on the

poem contributed by various scholars from 1905 to 1933.

No new edition of Kumaradasa’s Jdmklharana seems to have

appeared recently. According to S. Paramaratna^^ the poet is

mentioned in the Mahdvama, M. Doraswamayya considers that as

Kumaradasa quotes an author of the 6th century A, D., he cannot

be placed earlier than this date. But K. K. Krishnamacharya differs

from him.^^

The controversy about the identity of Bhatti, the author of

BliaUikmrya, with Vatsabhatti or Bhartrhari has not yet reached its

28. Fourth Or. Con., Allahabad.

29. C. W. Gurner: JASB, new series, XXIII, 3; The same author makes a

study of the psychological simile in Asvaghosa in JASB, XXVI, 1930, (175-180) ;

30. Zu Ahvagho^ha':^ Saundarananda, ZDMG, Band 73, 1919, 229-32.

31. Note sul Saundaranandakdvya di Ahvaghosha, Revista degli Studi Orien-

tali, 1923, X, 145-9.

32. Classical Sanskrit Literature, 1936, 24-5 ; A History of Sanskrit Litera-

ture, 1928, 56 ff.

33t A History of Indian Literature ( Eng. Trans. ), 1933, II, 262-4.

34. JASB, 1926, No. 1.

35. JRAS, April 1927.

36. See his letter to M. Krishnamaohariar published in the latter’s HSL,
135, fn. 2.

37. Journal of Tirumalai Sri Vehkat'e^vara, I, No. 5 (Dec. 1932).
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final stage and scholars differ also on the question of the relative

priority of Bhatti and Bhamaha which is raised by the Alarhlcaras

illustrated in the X canto of BJiattikavya,^

S. K. De assigns Bharavi to the 6th or the 7th century A.

Tradition says that Bharavi’s other name was Damodara; but accord-

ing to Harihara Sastri,^^ they were different and Damodara secured

the friendship of his patron king Visnuvardhana through the medium
of Bharavi.

About Magha there are two important contributions, one by E.

Hultzsch,*® who tries to arrive at Magha’s date on the basis of the

commentaries of Vallabha and Mallinatha, and the other by

Dasaratha Sarma,^^ who opines that statecraft, military equipment

and military custom described in Magha are an accurate reflection

of the surroundings of the poet in the 8th century A. D.

Though several editions of Sri Harsa’s Naimdhiyacanta have
appeared in full or parts and with different commentaries, yet the

most important contribution is that of Principal Handiqui who has

rendered this difficult poem into English^^ and added critical notes

to it.

S. K. De is responsible for bringing out excellant editions of

Nitivarman’s Ktcakavadha,^^ the Padyavali^'^ of Rupagosvamin, and
the KrffnakaniTimrla^^ of Bilvamahgala or Krsna-Lllasuka. A.
Govinda Wariyar says that of the three Bilvamahgalas whom he
mentions ( IHQ, VII, 334 ), the first, the founder of the Mutt, wrote

Krmikarvajnrfa and lived in the 9th century and the author of

38. A. B. Keith: Classical Sanskrit Literature, 53; Jacobi : Sitz. d. preuss.

Akad., 1922, p. 216.

39. Jacobi; ZDMO. LXIV; Sitz. d. preuss. Akad., 1922, 210-3; Keith:

Sanskrit Literature, 51 ; S. K. De ; Sanskrit Poetics, I. 50 ;
H. R, Divekar, JHAS,

1924, 830; M. Winternitz: Gesch. d. i. L., Ill, 70-72, 402.

40. JRAS, 1929, 830 ff.

41. IHQ, I, 31 and III, 162 ; See also A, Rangaswami Saraswati : The Age
of BhUravi and Dandin^ J. My., 670-88; JOR, Madras, 1927, 193.

42. IHQ, III, 169.

43. Asia Major, Vol. II, pt. i.

44. Gleanings from Sanskrit Mahakavyas^ Journ. Ind. His., Deo. 1929.

45. Published by Motilal Banarsi Dass, Lahore.

46. Dacca Univ. Series, 1929 ; See also his article in JRAS, 1929. 109.

47. Dacca Univ. Series, 1934.

48. Ibid, 1938.
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Purumhara^'^ was a different and later person who lived in the 13th

century A. D. In an article, K. R. Pisharoti says that Kjrsna-

Lilasuka, author of the Krt^^lmrnrmiTta, is the foremost among the

Kerala Sanskrit writers with the name of Krsna. Villamahgalam

( not Vilva® ) was the designation of his family. Pisharoti has

given an account of the lives and works of the different authors

bearing this name.

Jagannatha’s Bhaminmlasa has also seen several editions in fulP'

and parts recently.

J- B. Chaudhari deserves special mention for his contribution on

the Sanskrit Poeteses,^^ ^hich he is publishing in a series from Cal-

•utta, the first volume being out in 1941.

The position of Paficatantra in modern Indian folk-lore has

received special attention at the hands of W. Norman Brown.^^

Keith^^ rejects the 2nd century A. D. as the date of this work on the

evidence of the word Dinara used in it. Scholars are of opinion that

the author of Pancatantra not only mentions Canakya as a writer on
nTpa-mstra or Niti-sastra, but also gives verbatim quotations

wrongly and sometimes rightly from the Artlmsastra in support of his

views.^^ Keith^® examines in detail the Pancatantra of Purna-

bhadra,the Pancakhyanoddhara of Meghavijaya and Tafitrdkhyayika}'^

We are glad to note that M, B. Emeneau^® has brought out an

edition of Jambhaladatta’s version of Vetidapancavimsati, and A. A.

M: Shrpe of Bana’s Kadamhari?'^

49. A philosophical work attributed to Bilvamahgala, edited by T. Gana-
pati Sastri, in Triv. S. S.

50. Kronas of Kerala, Bull. RSmavarma R. I.. July 1938.

51. Nirnayasagara Press, Bombay, 1933 ; ed. by Har Dutt Sharma with a

Sanskrit Comm., Eng. Trans., Poona, 1938.

52. See also H. C. Chakaldar : Ancient Indian Poetesses, fourth article in

•he Sir Ashutosh Comm, Vol,, I, pt. ii; V. Raghavan: Sanskrit and Prakrit

Poetesses, J. Myth. S., XXV, pts. 1-3 ( July 1934—Jan. 1935 ).

53. JAOS, XXXIX, 1.

54. Sanskrit Literature, 245 if. ; JRAS, 1925, 504.

55. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1927, 16.

56. Sanskrit Literature, 260; see also A. V^nkatasubbiah : Paficatantra

Studies, Asia Major, III, fasc. Ill & IV; Annals, XV, pts.i and ii, Oct. Jany. 1934.

57. Ed. by Hertel in HOS, Vol. 14 ; see also Zachariae : Kleine Schriften

170; Winternitz : VOJ, XXIV, 49; A. Venkatasubbiah : On the Titles Pa fl-

catantrsk and Tantrakhydyika^ IHQ, 1937, 668 ff. On the question of Kathd and

AkhyUyikn, see S. K. De, Bull. Sch. Or. St., London, III, 1924, 507-17.

58. New Haven, Connecticut, 1934.

59. Leuven, 1937.
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On the question whether Dandin, the author of Dasakumaracarita,

is the author of Avantlsundarikatha^ or not, S. K. De holds the latter

view,^^

Whether Subandhu, the author of Vasavadatta, is earlier or later

than Bhamaha, is an intriguing question. Some are of opinion that

Subandhu’s version of Vdsamdatta is quite different from that which

Bhamaha criticises as loka-sastra-mmddha. It never existed in

Bhamaha s time. If it had existed he would not have failed to

notice it in this connection.^2 Krishnamachariar, the editor

of the Vdsavadattd in the Vanivilasa series, holds that Bana is

earlier than Subandhu. But this opinion has been disproved by
S. P. Bhattacharya.^^ Manmohan Ghosh®^ has tried to establish

Bengal as the home of Subandhu. The passage in Vamana’s
Kavyalamkdrasutravrtti, mentioning Candragupta and Subandhu, does

not refer to Vasubandhu or the Gupta period.®^ The question about

the date of Subandhu and his identity with the ancient writer on

dramaturgy and the Mauryan minister of that name has been dis-

cussed by A. Rangaswami SastrP® but he arrives at no definite

conclusion. P. K. Gode has examined the question of the different

commentaries^^ of Vasavadatta and their dates, and arrives at the

conclusion that Narayana’s commentary in Ms. form is between

1250-1550 A, D.

The Udayanasundarikathif^ was composed by Soddhala between

1026 and 1050 A. D. He was patronised by the rulers of Konkan.

Jogendra Chandra Ghosh^^ has tried to study the historical facts,

specially about the Kdijasthas, in this work. He arrives at the con-

clusion that the Kdyastiui caste originated in the 8th century of the

Christian era. Soddhala calls himself a Kayastha and also claims to

be a K^riya.

60. Ed. by R. Kavi in Daksinabharati Series, also J. Nobel: Die

Avaniisundartkatha^ Zeit, Ind. Iran., V, iii.

61. IRQ, III, 161 ; S^e also S. K. De : Bharavi and Dandin, IRQ, 1925, 31-36;

S. Pattabhiram’s paper, Acarya Dandin as a Critic, Orient. Conf., Madras, 1924.

62. Mys. Arch. Rep.. 1927, p. 25.

63. IRQ, 1929, 699 ff.

64. IRQ, 1939, 472 ff.

65. lA, 1924.

66. IRQ, I, 261 ff.

67. Annals, XXI, pts. i and ii ; see also Gray : Sivarama*s Commentary on

Vasavadatta, JAOS. XXIV, 57-63.

68. Ed, by G. D. Dalai and E. Krishnamacharya, GOS, Baroda, 1920.

69. Annals, XIII, pts, iii & iv.
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Amongst the Campus, mention may be mado of Anandalcanda^

of Mitramisra, the author of Vhamitrodaya, Ajamilamok^>-

prabandha?^ of Narayanabhat^a, composed in the 16th century,

Yuddhakdn^campW^ of Rajacudamani Diksita, the father-in-law of

Appayya Diksita, composed in 1636 A. D., and Ciira Campu^^ of

Banesvara Vidyalamkara, composed in 1744 A. D. V. Raghavan
describes’'^ the VlrUpaksavasantotsavacampu of Ahobala. It is of im-

portance to the students of the history of Vijayanagara.

In the domain of dramatic literature, the following are the im-

portant ones that have recently seen the light of print.

(1) Parlhapardkramd^^ of Prahladana, belonging to the 13th

century A. D.

(3)

RupakasatkawP^ of Vatsaraja, minister of Paramardideva of

Kalanjar, about the second half of the 13th and the first half

of the 13th century A. D.

(3) MohajxirUjaya,'^'^ an allegorical drama of Yasahpala, dealing

with the conversion of Kumarapala to Jainism, and compos-

ed about 1330 A. D.

(4) HammiramardamP^ of Jayasimhasuri, glorifying the two

brothers Vastupala and Tejahpala, and their king Viradha-

vala of Dholka.

(5) Nalavilasa^^ of Ramacandrasuri, pupil of Hemacandrasuri,

on the lives of Nala and Damayanti,

(6) Ascaryacuddmani^^ bf Saktibhadra

70. Ed. in the Saras. Bh. Text Series, Benares.

71. Ed. by V. VenkatarSma Sarnia SSstri, Bull. Sch. Or. St., London, Vol. IV,

pt. II.

72. Ed. by T. R. Chintamani in IHQ, 1930, 629 ff.

73. Ed. by Raracharan Ohakravarti, Benares, 1940.

74. JOR, Madras, XIV, pt. 1.

75. Ed. by C. D. Dalai, GOS, Baroda, 1917.

76. Ed. by C, D. Dalai, GOS, Baroda, 1918.

77. Ed. by Muni Caturavijaya and C. D. Dalai, GOS, Baroda, 1918.

78. Ed. by C. D. Dalai, GOS, Baroda, 1920.

79. Ed. by G. K. Shrigondekar and L. B. Gandhi, GOS, Baroda, 1926.

80. Ed. by S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Madras. R. Vasudeva Sarraa (Hindu, Madras,

2nd Feb. 1927 ) summarises the views of S. Kuppuswami Sastri on the connection

between Saktibhadra and BhSsa’s plays. See also K. A. Pisharoti : Bhasa*s

Works, Are they genuine ? Bull. Sch. Or. St., Lond., Ill, 107-117.
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(7) Tapasamtsaraja^^ of Mayuraja. The author was also called

Matrraja-Anahgaharsa, and was a Kalacuri king of Cedi,

with his capital at Mahismatl. His other work is Udattara-

gkava?^
,

(8) Martandavijaijarn^^ in five acts, of Devaraja, son of Sesadri,

settled in Travancore, and the court-poet of Martanda-

varman belonging to 1729-1758 A. D.

(9) Dharrmvijaya^^ of Bhudeva Sukla, the author of Rasa-vilasa,

composed about 1550 A. D.®*

(10) Mrgdnkalekfid^^ of Visvanatha.

(11) ManmuranjananatakamP

(12) Karpuranmnjari?^

(13) Jivamndanam^^ of Anandarayamakhin.

With the publication of the text of Bharata’s Ndtyasastm in

Kavyamala Series ( 1 894 ), questions on dramaturgy received greater

attention at the hands of scholars^®. The edition soon became out

of print, and it was after about 32 years that M. R. Kavi brought

out the first volume of the Ndtyasasfra with the AbhinavabJidrati

of Abhinavagupta in the Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, Baroda ( 1926 ).

This was followed by Bharatiya Natyasastra in Marathi by Godavari

Vasudeva Ketkar‘^^. But, still, a complete edition of the Ndtya-

sastra was nowhere available. This gap was filled by Batukanatha

Sarma and Baladeva Upadhyaya, who brought out a new edition,

based on the study of newer Ms. material, in the Kashi Sanskrit

Series ( Benares, 1929 ). The second volume of M. R. Kavi’s

81. Ed. by M. R. Kavi, Madras.

82. See M. R. Kavi, J. Audh. H. S., 1927, I, 155 ;*^JBhattanatha Swami, lA,

XLI. 139.

83. Trivan. S. S., Tanjore.

84. Saras. Bh. Text Series, Benares,

85. l\ K. Gode, Annals, XTII, pt. II.

86. Saras. Bh. Text Series, Benares.

87. Ed. by M. D. Sastri, Saras. Bh. Text Series, Benares, 1938.

88. Ed. Manmohan Ghosh, Cal. Univ., 1940.

89. Adyar Library Bull., V.

90. P. V. Ramanujaswami : Vidusaka in Sanskrit Play% Or. Conf., Madras,

1924 ; S. K. De : The Sanskrit Drama^ published in the Cultural Heritage of India,

III, 652-669; S, K. De: A Note on the Sanskrit Monologue Play (Bhana)^ with

special reference to Caturbhanh JRAS, Jan. 1926,

9L Aryabhushan Press, Poona, 1928.
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edition was published in 1934. We are anxiously waiting for the

publication of the further volume or volumes. Three more texts of

importance on dramaturgy have appeared :

—

(1) Natyadarparia?^ of Ramacandra and Gahgacandra, com-

posed between 1150-1170 A.

(2) Abhimyadarpam^^ of Nandikesvara.

(3) Natakalaksavaratnako^^^ of Sagaranandin.

In an article H. R. Divekar^^ propounds that a dramatic perfor-

mance in India had to be completed within a prescribed period of

time calculated by means of udaka-ndlikd or water-clock as described

in the Napjasastra, Monoranjan Ghosh^^ draws attention to the

Ndtyasastra legend about the origin of Ndtya, and to the facts that the

word bharata, meaning an actor, is not derived from the name of

any person, that Silalin and Krsasva were the earliest known writers

of any Natyasastra, and that Bharata and Adibharata are different.^®

Studies on the ^.various aspects of Natyasastra such as its date^,

the position of stage^^®, the condition of Hindu Theatre, the types

92. Ed. by G. K, Srigondekar, GOS, Baroda, 1929.

93. P. K. Gode, in Jaina VidyS, I, No. 1, July 1941.

94. Ed. by Manmohan Ghosh, Calcutta, 1934. Edited with Bengali Trans-

lation by Asoknath Sastri, Calcutta. 1938.

95. Ed. by Myles Dillon, Vol. I, Text, Oxford, 1937.

96. JRAS, 1928.

97. Problems of Natyasastra^ IHQ, 1930, 72 ff. ; see its criticism by H. V. Tri-

vedi, in IHQ, 1931, 380 ff., and a reply by Ghosh in IHQ, 1932, 373-5.

98. In The Bharata and Adibharata problem, etc. (Annals, 1931, XIII, pt. i)

P. K. Gode informs that the copy of Adibharata’s Work in Mysore Library is but

a fragment of Ndtyasastra, In The Adibharata and the Natyasarvasvadlpika,

(Annals XV, pts. i & ii, Oct.—Jan. 1934), Manmohan Ghosh admits that

Adibharata and Bharata are not two different works but different recensions of

the Ndtyasastra.

99. Dinesh Chandra Sircar ; Date of Bharata's NdtyaSdstra, 5th century

A. C.- JAHRS, XII, pt. II.

100. V. Raghvan: Theatre Architecture in Ancient India^ Trifeni, May-
June, 1932.

101. D. R. Mankad : Hindu Theatre ( An interpretation of Bharata’s

second chapter), IHQ, 1932, 480 ff. ; Manmohan Gosh and A. E. Coomarswamy
on Hindu Theatre^ IHQ, 1933, pp. 591 ff. and 594 ff. respectively. Hindu Theatre

is again discussed by D. R. Mankad and V. Raghavan in IHQ, 1933, on pp. 973 ff.

and 991 respectively. See also R. K. Yajnik*s work The Indian Theatre : its

origin and later development under European influence, London, 1933.

24
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of Dramai®2
^

jlie influence of Buddhism, etc. have vastly enriched

the contributions in the domain of Sanskrit dramaturgy.^®^

The problem of Bhasa and his works has engaged the attention

of scholars at large^®^ and various editions of his different works

with commentaries and notes have appeared far and wide^®^.

It will be similarly difficult to enumerate the editions, transla-

tions and studies that have appeared in connection with the dramas

of Kalidasa.

Sudraka’s Mrcchakatibi has also attracted the attention of

various scholars^®^ and it has been studied from different angles^®®.

The publication of the Kaumiidwuihotsai)a of the female poetess

Vijjika or Vijjaka by M. R. Kavi and S. K. Ramanath Sastri has

been another epoch-making addition to the dramatic literature. The

historical data furnished by the drama have been discussed by

102. See D. R. Mankad*s excellent book Types of Sanskrit Drama,

Karachi, 1936.

103. Keshav Appa Padhye; Buddhism as depicted in Ancient Sanskrit

Dramas, Ind. Culture, IV, No. 1, July 1937.

104. See also R. V. Jagirdar : The Doctrinaire Drama ( JRAS of Bengal, I,

1932, No. 2) wherein by an analysis of Bharata’s Natyakastra, dtamaWcsX
doctrines contained therein are given. T. K. Rarachandra Ayyar : Nafijasastra-

samtkqa, Mylapore, 1938. Urmila Dave : Nandi in theory, IHQ, 1941, 359 ff.

105. For a general discussion on Bhasa’s Prakrit, the authenticity of his

plays, etc,, see Krisnamachariar’s HSL, 558, footnotes 6 and 7. An uptodate

work dealing with all the aspects of Bhasa is A. D. Pusalkar’s Bhasa : A Study,

Lahore, 1937, L, D. Barnett, in Abhasa Bhasa says that the plays are not by

Bhasa and are not earlier than the period of Kalidasa, 5th century A. D.—Bull.

Sch. Or. St., London, Vol III, pt. Ill ; M. Winternitz ; Bhasa and the Mahabharata
and Krsna Plays, Bull. Rama Varma R. I., V, pt. i, Jan. 1937; Asoka Kumar
Bhattacharya : A Comparative Study of Bhasa and'Kalidasa, Ind. Culture, VI,

No. 1, July, 1939 ; S. K. De : The Dramas ascribed to Bhasa, IHQ, 1941, 415 ff.

106. Mention may be made of the various dramas of Bhasa annotated by

C. R. Devadhar and published in Poona. Devadhar has brought out a complete

collection of the dramas ascribed to Bhasa in one ^olxxm^^Bhasa-Nataka'-Cakram,

Poona, 1937.

107. S. K. De: The Little Clay-cart (Indian Review, vol. XXXI, 1930, 105-113);

Amongst translations, mention may be made of two in English, one by Revilo
Pendleton Oliver, Urbana, 1938, and the other by S. K, Basu, Calcutta
University, 1940.

108. See Radhagovinda Basak; Indian Society as pictured in the Mrcchakafika
—date, before the 4th century A. C., IHQ, 1929, 299 ff. ; H. Luders : Dasanamaka,
a discussion on VasantasenS’s ten names uttered by Sakara

—

ZDMG, Band 9fL

Heft 1.
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K. P. Jayaswal at length^ Dasaratha Sarma fixes its date at

340 A. D., and says^^® that a comparison between Kalidasa and the

authoress of the Kaumudf shows that either of the two has borrowed

from the other. In a subsequent note^^^, Dasaratha Sarma concludes

that Kalidasa is anterior to the authoress of the drama. In this

opinion he is supported by D. R. Mankad^^^ Kshetresha Chandra
Chattopadhyaya^^^ thinks that the Kaumudhimhotsava is not

earlier than 700 A. D.

M, R. Kavi laid the scholarly world again under obligation by
bringing to light the Kundamald, ascribed to Dihnaga ( or rightly

to Dhiranaga ). Another edition of the work along with a Sanskrit

commentary and English translation was brought out by Jaya-

chand Shastri and S. D. Bhanot.^^^ An English translation by
A. C. Woolner appeared in 1935 from London. The drama belongs

to some time earlier than the 5th century A. and Har
Dutt Sharma suggests^^^ that the name of the author should be

Viranaga.

Visakhadatta composed his Mudrarakmsa in or about 585 A. C.,

according to the late Dewan Bahadur K. H. Dhruva, the great

critic and scholar of Gujerat, who has enriched the Gujarati

literature by his translations of Bhasa’s works, Anmrusatahj,

Oitagovinda, etc. -and who brought out three editions of the

Mudrdrakfmay^'^ with English translation, elaborate introduction

and notes. K. H. Dhruva opines that -Visakhadatta appears to

have written two other plays, one of them being Devtcandragupta}‘^^y

110. The Kaumudlmahotsava and the date of Kalidasay IHQ, 1934, 763 ff.

109. JBORS, XtX, 113 ff. ; again in the Historical data in the drama

Kaumudlmahotsava^ Annals, XII, 50.

111. Published in IHQ, 1935, pp. 478.

112. Annals, XVI, Mi (Oct.—Jan. 1934-35).

113. Date of Kaumudlmahotsava, IHQ, Sep, 1938, 582 ff.

114. Lahore, 1932.

115. On the date of Kundamala, see S. K. De : JftAS, 1924, 663-4; A. C.

Woolner : The date of Kundamald, Annals, XV, 1933-34, 236-39 ; S. K. De in the

Annals. XVI. 1934-35, 158.

116. In the review of Woolner’s Translation of the work. Annals, XVII,

1936, 311-315.

117. The last edition was published in 1930 from Poona. The date is

discussed in the introduction, X ff.

118. See also—V. Raghavan; The Devicandragupta J Ben. Hindu Uni.,

II, No. 1 ; Sten Konow : The Devicandragupta and its author, J. Bih. O. R. S.

XXIII, pt. iv, Deo. 1937.
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and the other probably was based on the Ramayana^^’. Another
edition of Mudrarahscm was published by A. Hillebrandt
( Breslau, 1935 ). According to S. Srikantha Sastri^^® the date

of Mudraraksam is between 388 and 415 A. D., but Jarl Charpentier^^i

places it in the late 5th century A. D.

According to V. V. Mirashi^^a^ the birth-place of Bhavabhuti
was Padampur, near Amgaon in the Bhandara district of C. P.
Bhavabhuti has been identified with Umbeka, also called Suresvara
and Visvarupa, by S. K. Ramanatha Sastriar^^s Amongst his

dramas, the critical edition of the Mahavmicarita by Todar MalP24^
and the study of its text by S. K. De^^s deserve special mention.

S. K. De has also contribbuted an exhaustive study to the

problem of MahanatakcP^, with ‘the specimen text of a new
recension.

In 1925, AnujanAchan edited Bodhayana’s BhagavadajjuklyamP'^

It is difficult to enumerate all the studies and articles which have
appeared in the domain of Alamkara-Sastra. The foremost among
them are :

—

(1) Hari Chand Shastri: Kalidasa et Cart Poetique de Cinde

( Alamkara—Sastra ), Paris, 1917.

(2) S. K. De : Studies in the History of Sanshit Poetics^ 2 volu-

mes, London, 1923, 1925.

119. R. Ramamurti in the August issue of JOR, Madras, 1938, mentions
a play Abhisarikavancitaka or ° bandhitaka by Vi^Skhadeva, who is different

from Vi^akhadatta. For further studies on the Mudraraki}asa and its author
see Jogendrachandra Ghosh: Was Visakhadatta a Bengali? JASB, XXVI, 1930,
No. 1; Da^aratha Sarma : The Ancestry and Caste of Candragupia Maurya
according to Mudraraksas a, Poona Orientalist, V, July-Oct. 1940; H. C. Seth;
Identification of Parvataka and Porus, IRQ, 19417*160 ff. ; R. Sathianathiar :

Historical Notes on the Mudraruksasa, JOR, Madras. XII, pt. ii. April-June, 1938.
120. IRQ, 1931, 163 ff.

121. IRQ, 1931, 629.

122. IRQ, 1935, 287 ff.

123. J And. H. R. S., Jan. 1927.

124. New York, 1928.

125. lA, 1930, 13-18
; See also K. P. Jayaswal, JBORS, XIX, 11.

126. IRQ, 193], 537-642; See also, S. K. De : A Meference to the MahanUtaka
Jha Comm. Vol., 1937, 139-144 ; S. P. Bhattacharya : The Mahanataka Problem.
IRQ, 1934, 493-508.

127. On this prahasana^ see Asokanatha Bhattacharya ; Bhagavadajjuklyam
and some new problems^ Or. Conf., 1926

; Anujan Achan ; The Bhagavadajjuklyam,
IRQ, 1927, 171 ff.
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(3) P. V. Kane : The History of Alaihlcdra Literature, in the intro-

duction to his second edition of the Sahityadarpava, I, II and

X, Bombay, 1933.

(4) S. K. De : The Outlines of Rasa Theory, Sir Asutosh Silver

Jubilee Vol. Ill, Orientalia, 1933, pp. 307-353.

(5) V, V. Sovani : Pre-dhmni Schools of Alahikdra, Bhand.

Comm. Vol. I p. 363 ff.

(6) Batukanatha Bhattacharya : A Brief Survey of Sahitya-

sastra, J. Dept, of Letters, Cal. Univ., 1933, 97 ff.

(7) J. Nobel : Foundations of Indian Poetry, Calcutta, 1935.

(8) A. Sankaran : Some Asjyects of Literary Oriticism, Madras,

1939.

(9) V. Raghavan : The Vrltis, JOR, Madras, VII, pt. 1,

Jan-March, 1933. The paper shows the position of Vritis in

relation to Rasas and types of dramas and heroes.

(10) S. P. Bhattacharya : Rasabhasa in Alahilmra lAterature,

Cal. O. J., II, No. 10 ( July, 1935 ).

(11) S. K. De : Sanskrit Poetics as a Study of Aesthetic, Dacca
University Studies, 1936, Vol II, pp. 1-46.

(13) T. N. Sreekantaiyya ; Imagination in Indian Poetics, IHQ,
1937, 59ff.

(13) P. C. Lahiri : Concepts of Riti and China in Sanskrit

Poetics, Dacca Univ. Bulletin, 1937.

(14) V. Raghavan ; History of Bhavika in Sanskrit Poetics, IHQ,
1938, 787E

(15) A. Sankaran : Poetry and Rasa, JOR, Madras, XII, Jam-
March 1938.

(16) P. Subbarama Pattar : Studies in Dhvanyaloka, Triohur,

1938.

(17) V. Raghavan: .Vwmfier o/ itosas, Madras, 1940.

(18) Har Dutt Sharma ; Hdsya as a Rasa in Sanskrit Rhetorics

and. Literature, Annals, XXII, pts. i-ii, 1941, 103-115.

Amongst the texts of Alamkdra, the following are noteworthy :

—

(1) Kavydlanikdra of Bhamaha.^^s
; S. K. De has contributed an

128. Edited with Eng. Trans, by P. V. Naganatha Sastry, Tanjore, 1927;

and the text with introduction by Batuka NStha SarmS and Baladeva UpSdbySya
in Kashi Sanskrit Series, 1928; also by D. T. Tataoharya, Trivadi, Tanjore
with a Vrtti,
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article on Bhamaha’s view on Guna.^^^ On the several ques-

tions relating to Bhamaha, articles have been contributed by
K. B. Pathak,^^ P. V, Kane, H. R. Divekar and
Giuseppe Tucci.^^^

(2) Kavyadtirsa of Dandin : S. K. De discusses the relative

priority of Bhamaha and Dandin, a.nd the relation

between Bharavi and DancUn.^^®

(3) Kavyrdamkarasarasamgraha of UdbhataJ^^

(4) Kavyalamkarasutra of Vamana.*^^® Malati Sen^^^ holds

that this Vamana is different from the author of Kasika.

(5) Kauyrilamkam of Rudrata.^^^

(6) Dhvanyaloka with Locami.^'^^

(7) Kavyamlmamsa of Rajasekhara.'^^^

129. Pathak Comm. Vol, 353-358, Poona, 1934.

130. JBRAS, XXIII, 18. The writer discusses the question whether the

Nya^akara mentioned by Bhamaha is Jinendrabuddhi or different.

131. Bhamaha^ Bhasa and Magha^ JBRAS, XXIII, 91.

132. Bhamaha, Bhatti and Dandin, JRAS, Oct. 1929. The writer collects

evidences in support of the contention that Bhamaha could not have written his

work after Bhatti and Dharmakirti.

133. Bhamaha and Dihnaga, lA, June, 1930. The writer is of opinion that

Bhamaha’s logical theories in Kavyalarhkara allude to Dihnaga and not to

Dharmakirti who was posterior to Bhamaha.

134. Ed. by S. K. Belvalkar and R, B. Raddi in the Bombay Sansk. Series.

Sanskrit Text with Tibetan version, ed. by Anukul Chandra Banerjee, Calcutta

Univ., 1939.

135. See his note on Avantisundarikatha, IHQ, III, 395.

136. IHQ, 1,31-36.

137. Ed. by N. D. Banahatti, in Bombay S. S. (79), Poona, 1925 ; also in the

GOS, Baroda, 1931.

138. Ed. by N. N. Kulkarni, Poona Or. Series, No. *^4
; its translation in Eng.

by Jha appeared in the same Series, No. 35. The text has also been partly

edited in the issues of Cal. Or. J. (1935) by Malati Sen.

139. The Kukika and the Kavyalamkdrasutravrtti^ Cal. Or. J., I, vi & vii

( March 1934 and April 1934 ). For other studies on VSmana, see V. V. Sovani’s

article in the Bhandarkar Comm. Vol., p. 398 ff. and P. V. Kane, I A, XLI, 204.

140. Re-edited in KSvyamSlS Series, Bombay, 1928.

141. Only the first Fasc. with his own comm. Upalocana was edited by

S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Madras, 1932. S. K. De edited the Locana on the iv ch.

in Journ. Dept, of Letters, Calcutta, 1922. A new edition with the Balapriyd of

RSma ^Sraka is brought out by Pattabhiram Sastri, Benares, 1940,

142. Second edition, QOS, Baroda, 1924. Recently a new edition with the

commentaries of NarSya^a SSstri Ehiste and MadhusUdana Mi4ra has appeared

from Beuares.
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(8) Fragments of Bhattanayaka.^*^

(9) VaJcroktijivita of Kuntaka.^^^

(10) Vyaktiviveka of Mahimabhatta.^^^

(11) SarasvcdiJ<xinthab}tarava^^ and a few chapters of the ^rngd--

raprakaso?-^'^ of Bhoja.

(12) Kdi^aprakdsa of Mammata.'^®

(13) Alamkarasarvasva of Ruyyaka, with the commentary of

Samudrabandha.^^^

(14) Kavyanusasana of Hemacandra.'^^®

(15) CandraloJca of Jayadeva.^^”^

(16) Sahityadarpcim of Visvanatha.^^^

143. Ed. by T. R. Chintamani in JOR, Madras (1927), 257.

144. Second edition by S. K. De, Cal. 1928 ; Sec also Har Dutt Sharma :

Kuntaka's Conception of Gunas^ IHQ, 1932, 257 ff. ; K. A. Sankaran : Kuntakd's

attitude towards Dhvani, JOR. Madras, 1927, 45 ff.

145. Ed. with Ruyyaka’s comm, and his own comm. Madhusudani by

MadhusUdana Misra, Kashi Sans, Series, No. 121, 1936; See also V. V. Sovani's

article in the Bhand. Comm. Vol, p. 392.

146. Ed. in KavyamalS Series, No. 95, in 1925 ; second ed. in 1934.

147. Ed. byH. H. the Yadugiri SvSrain of Melkote. An excellent study in

English is being serially published in the New Indian Antiquary ( March 1939,

onwards) Bombay, by V. Raghavah of Madras. The whole work
,
the first vol.

of which is out, covers about 1000 pages, and was the author’s thesis for the

Ph. D. of the Madras University.

148. Fourth edition of Jhalkikar, Poona, 1921 ; with iSanketa in the Anan-
dJsrama S. Series, 1921 ; with Dipika of CapdidSsa on I-III ed. by S. P. Bhatta-

charya, Benares, 1933 ;
with Nagesvarl ed. by HarisariikarasarmS in Chowk. S. S.,

Benares, 1933; with Sudhasagara of Bhimasena, Chowk. S. S., Benares ; English

Translation by Ganga Nath Jha, Allahabad, 1925; with his comm., Krwyapra-
kasavistarinl and Eng. Transl. on l-III by Har Dutt Sharma, Poona, 1935 and
1939; the X ch. of Chandorkar’s edn. revised by Har Dutt Sharma, Poona, 1935

;

Eng. Trans, of I and II by H. D. Velankar, P. P. Joshi and S. S. Sukthankar,

Bombay and Kolhapur ; with Mahesvara’s comm, edited from Calcutta
; with

Lauhitya of GopSlabhatta, Trivand. S. S. ; with Brhaffika of Srividyacakravartin,

Trivand. 8. S. ; with ^juvrtti of Narasiihha, Calcutta; with Kavyaprakasasah-
keta of Rucaka, ed. by S. P. Bhattacharya, Cal, Or. Journal, II, 7-8 ( April-May
1935 ). See also H. R. Divekar ; The Dual authorship of Kavyaprakaia, JRAS,
July, 1927.

149. Trivand. S. S., XL, 1926.

150. Ed. with Introduction and Notes by Rasiklal C. Parikh and R. B.

Athavale in two vols., MahSvIra Jaina VidySlaya, Bombay, 1938; On the

treatment of Prakrit by Hemaoandra, see C. D. Dalai's Introduction to

Bhavisattakathaf GOS, Baroda, pp. 63-65.

151. Ed. by Anant Ram Shastri, Benares, 1938.

152. £d. by Karu^Skara with % oommentaries, Lahore, 1938.
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(17) Alamkarakaiistiibha of Kavikarnapura.^^^

(18) Alam/carasekkara of Kesavamisra.^^^

(19) Rasarnavalamkara of Prakasavarsa.^^^

(20) Nafljarajayasobhumija by Nrsimha Kavi, alias Abhinava-

kalidasa, eulogising Nanjaraja, son of Virabhupa of

Mysore.^*^

(21) Kavyalamkarasutravrtti of Amaracandra.^^^

(22) Rasarnavasudhakara of Singabhupala.^*®

(23) Bhdvaprakasana of Saradatanaya,^^^

(24) Kdvyadakini of Gangananda, patronised by king Karna of

Bikaner.^^^

(25) Rascipradipa of Prabhakara, son of Madhavabhatta, and

grandson of Ramesvara, composed in 1583 A.

(26) Alamkdrainanjusd of Bhatta Devasarhkara.^^^

In the field of Sanskrit Anthology, only two major works have

appeared

—

Saduktilcarrmnirta}^^ of Sridharadasa, and SuklirniiJxUivali^^^

of Jalhana. The Kavindracandrodaya}^^ contains a collection of

verses in praise of Kavindracarya Sarasvati of Benares,

Amongst the articles bearing on the Anthologies, mention may
be made of :

—

(1) S.K. De; Vallabadevay author of Subhasitavaii,^^^

(2) D. C. Bhattacarya : Date of Suhhdbitdvalu^^^^

153. Ed. by S. P. Bhattacharya, Rajashahi, I Part in 1926, II Part in 1934.

154. Kashi Sanskrit Series, Banares, 1927.

155. Ed. with an Introduction by V. V enkata^gima Sharma, IHQ, March,

1929, i—xxii, 1-20.

156. Ed, by E. Krishnamacharya, GOS, Baroda, 1931.

157. Ed. by Jagannath Shastri Hoshing, Kashi S. S., Benares, 1931.

158. Trivand. S. S., No. 50,

159. Ed, by H. H. Yadugiri Svamin and K. S. Ramaswami, QOS, Baroda, 1930.

160. Ed, by Jagannath Shastri, Sarasvatl-Bhav. Text Series, Benares, 1924.

161. Ed. by NSrSya^a SSstri EJiiste, Saras. Bh. Text. Series.

162. Ed. by S. L. Katre, Ujjain, 1940.

163. Text edited by the Ram3vatara Sarma, with an Introduction by

Har Dutt Sharma, Lahore, 1933. (Punjab Oriental Series).

164. Ed. by E. Krishnamacharya, GOS, Baroda, 1938.

165. Ed. by Har Dutt Sharma and M. M. Patkar, Poona Or. Series, 1939.

166. JRAS, 1927.

167. JRAS, 1928, Jan,
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(3) Ramavatara Sarnia : A Note on Sanskritic and Sanskrit

Anthologies^^^,

(4) H. D. Velankar: Prince Sambhaji as a poe£^^^. Here a work
called Biidhabhumva ascribed to Sambhaji, the son of

Sivaji is described.

(5) Har Dutt Sharma : Suktisundara of Sundaradevd^'^^

»

(6) Har Dutt Sharma-: The Suhhdmtahardmli of Sri Hari

Kavi and some poets enjoying the patronage of Muslim Rulers^'^^,

(7) P. K. Gode : Hari Kavi alias Bhanubhatta, a Court-poet of

King Sambhaji and his works^'^^, -

(8) Har Dutt Sharma : The Poet Blumukara^'^'^, He is identified

with Bhanudatta, the author of Rasamanjarl. He lived

in the courts of Vlrabhanu and Nizam Khan ( =Sikandar
Lodi ) in the beginning of the 16th century A. D.

(9) P. K. Gode : Some data for the identification of Vlrabhanu,

the patron of the poet Bhanukara}'^^, Here it is proved that

Bhanu was the name of the grandfather of Mana Singh

( 1556-1605 ).

(10) P. K. Gode : The Terminus of Bhanudatta's date, 1572 A.Df^^

(11) Har Dutt Sharma : An analysis of the authorities quoted in

the Sarhgadharapaddhati}'^^.

I shall conclude this article with the mention of Messrs P. K.

Gode^"^^ and V. Raghavan^’®, who have done immense service to the

168. J, Bih. O. R. S., XV, pts i & ii.

169. JBB RAS, New Series, I, No. 2.

170. Cal. Or. Journal, III (1936), 133.

171. IHQ, 1934, 478-486.

172. Annals, XVII, pt. i. Got. 1935.

173. Ibid, pt. iii, April 1936.

174. Cal. Or. J., II, 6 (March, 1935) ; it is contd, in July 1935 issue of the

same Journal.

175. Annals, XVI, pts. i-ii, Got,-Jan. 1934-35.

176. Annals, XVIII, pt. i, Oct. 1936.

177. Among a legion of chronological notes, I mention only a very few:

—

(1) Date of Kedarabhafta* s Vrttaratnakara^ before 1297 A. D,

(2) Jinasamudraiuri, a commentator on Kumaraaambhava, Annals,

XVI, pts. i & ii, Got-Jan. 1934-1935.

(3) A comm, on Naisadhiyacarita by Lak^manabhafta, its probable

date bet. 1491 and 173G, or the first half of the l6th cent. A. D., Cah
Or. J., II, Sept, 1935.

^5
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cause of Indian chronology. For want of space I have been able

to note only a few of their articles and works.

(4) A comm, on Vaghhatalamkara by Rajahamsopadhyaya about the

2nd half of the l4th cent. A, D., Ibid.

(5) The Date of Padyamrtatarahgirfi of Bhdskara^ 12th June 1673.

Cal. Or, J.. ir, Nov. 1935.

(6) Rasakaumudi about the latter half of the 18th cent. A. D., Ibid.

(7) iS'amAiaravi/dsarampw, composed under the orders of NanS Sahib

Peshwa, 1757 A. C.—Poona Orientalist, I, 4, 1937.

(8) Date of Natakalaksanako^a^ before 1431 A.*D., Annals, XIX, pt.

iii., April 1938.

(9) History of Svabhavokti^ Ind. Culture, V (Oct. 1938).

(10) Ounapataka, IHQ. 1941, 82 ff.

(11) Date of Rdksa$akavya^ before A, D. lOOO, J. Ind. His., XIX, pt. 3,

Dec. 1940.

(12) Dates of Vdayaraja and Jagaddhara^ J. Univ. Bomb., IX, pt. 2,

Sep. 1940.

178. (i) Alamkaracandrika of king NSrSyana, (ii) Camatkaracandrikd of

Visvesvara, (iii) Easammamsa of KSsisvaramisra, (iv) Easamlmamsa of

VidyScakravartin, (v) Names of Abhinanda, the author of the Eamacarita and

its extent.—Annals, XVI, pts. i and ii, Oct.-Jan, 1934-1935. (vi) Anekasandhana-

kavyaSt Annals, III, pt. iii, 1938-1939. (vii) The Bhalla^akataka of Bhallata of

the 9th century A. D., Annals of Sri Venk. 0, Institute, Tirupati, I, i, March
1940.



PRE-VEDIC TIMES TO VIJAYANAGARA : A SURVEY OF
25 YEARS* WORK IN ANCIENT INDIAN HISTORY

AND ARCHAEOLOGY
BY

H. D. Sankalia

This year the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute cele-

•brates its Silver Jubilee. These 25 years have been a period of both

political and cultural advance in India. More universities and
educational institutions, some specializing in research, have sprung

up. The number of Indian scholars, books and journals has conse-

quently greatly increased. It has been therefore thought necessary

to prepare from time to time articles surveying or listing the work
done in a particular subject or subjects. Actuated by this desire,

even before 1917, Liiders^ and Kielhorn^ published lists of early

Indian inscriptions. SewelU gave a digest of the historical inscrip-

tions of Southern India. Recently D. R. Bhandarkar^ has listed the

North Indian inscriptions from about 200 A. D.

Heras writing on the Aravidu dynasty of Vijayanagara contrL

buted an exhaustive classified bibliography on the subject. Two
years later (1928) appeared the Annual Bibliography of Indian

Archaeology^ covering the entire work done during the year 1926

in India and adjacent countries, whereas a similar bibliography

pertaining to Indian history for the year 1927 was published

in the Journal of the Bombay Historical Society, Since then we have
' The Bibliography of Prehistoric Indian Antiquities ’ by the late

Prof. H. C. Dasgupta,^ of ‘ Ancient Indian Terracotta Figurines ’ by

C. C. Dasgupta,® and of ‘ Indian Numismatics ; by C. R. SinghalJ It

is now a practice with writers on Indian history to append a list of

inscriptions and such other bibliographical literature which they

have used.

1 * A List of BrShmi Inscriptions from the Earliest times to about A. D. 400.'

Ep, Ind,^ X, Appendix, pp. 1-226.

2 * A List of the Inscriptions of Northern India from about A. D. 400.*

Ep, Jnd„ V, Appendix, pp. 1-96.

3 The Historical Inscriptions of Southern India, Madras, 1932,

4 * A List of Inscriptions of Northern India written in BrShml and its deri^

Tative scripts. * Ep, Ind., XIX-XXIII.
5 JA8B„ N. S. XXVII, 1931, No. 1.

6 JRA8B.,iV, 1938, No. 2.

7 Ibid,
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Recently the India Society sponsored a scheme to review the

work done by the Archaeological. Survey of India. Several past

and present members of the staff collaborated, revealing India’s past

glory Before this already individual scholars^ had written articles

reviewing the archaeological work done in the country either in a

particular year or during a specific period.^

The present survey is an attempt in the same direction. If it

seeks to cover a much wider field, it is because the ground-

work was already prepared by the Kern Institute for a period of

over 12 years ( 1926-1937 ). To its labours the writer is indebted.^

Unfortunately the war has stopped this excellent work. However,

wherever possible the bibliography has been brought up to date with

the facilities available in Poona. But it is possible that in this single-

handed effort some important omissions might have occurred.^

In a survey of this kind the writer would follow a geogrophico-

chronological order, although there is some difficulty in doing so.

For, excepting a few books and reports of the Archaeological Survey

of India, a majority of the works on the subject were not written

from the regional point of view, but from the strictly chronological

or dynastic point of view. However, with a view to knowing the

progress made in any particular region of India and suggesting the

possible means of accelerating it the writer has tried to review the

progress of studies in prehistory, protohistory and ancient Indian

history from a regional point of view.

In the quarter under review Indian prehistory and proto-history

received a sudden fillip by the chance discovery and subsequent

systematic excavation of the mounds at Mohenjodaro. Prior to 1918

work in Indian prehistory was sporadic ancJjLindertaken by persons

who were interested but not trained in the subject. To the labours

of these people however we owe our knowledge of the megalithic

1 Revealing India's Past,

2 Sastri, Dr, 8, K, Iyengar Volume, p, 143, Luders, ZDMG,, VIII, pp. 1—20.

3 While sending the article to the press the writer learns that the Director

General of Archaeology has published a Summary of the Department's work
during the last 25 years. The publication is for private use only.

4 The writer would thank here Messers A. H. Dharmadikari and M. M. Pat-

kaT, B. A., for compiling a card index for him.

5 More so because after the writer accepted the invitation of the Secretary

to write a survey article, he had to be away on field work for a long time. This
and the subsequent disruption of library facilities has preV'Cnted him from treat-

ing the subject more exhaustively, as he originally wanted to.
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monuments and their contents in South India, whereas to Bruce

Foote we owe our knowledge of purely prehistoric finds not only

from South India but from other parts of India as well. Mitra tried

to present whatever was known upto 1923 in a connected form in his

Prehistoric India}. Indian prehistory however remained in a very

unsatisfactory condition for it was not based on a systematic and

scientific study of the subject. Mohenjodaro gave it a certain

impetus. For the culture that it revealed could not be correlated

satisfactorily either with the Vedic or the later historic cultures of

India, Certain affinities between its and the Mesopotamian finds as

well as the nature of its own finds permits the inference, which is

generally accepted, that the Mohenjodaro or the Harappa culture

belongs to the Copper or Chalcolithic Age which flourished in the

Indus Valley about 2500 B. C.

Want of correlation of the Indus culture with the known Indian

cultures has necessitated the systematic unravelling of its antece-

dants and consequents, namely, the Stone Ages which preceded it

and the Iron Age, which followed it. The work of De Terra and

Paterson and their colieagues^ in Kashmir and the adjacent Sohan,

Indus and Hero valleys of the Punjab has, for the first time put

Indian prehistory on a solid foundation. They have discovered

human artifacts in definitely assignable geological strata, whereas

till now most of the discoveries were of surface finds. Kashmir
however is but a part of India. Scores of other river-valleys remain

to be similarly explored. Fortunately the lead given by De Terra’s

expedition was taken up by the Archaeological Survey and other

bodies in India. The former along with the Deccan College Research

Institute undertook the survey of ;the Sabarmati [and other valleys

in Gujarat, whence Bruce Foote had reported a few surface finds in

1893. Its work when complete will also enable us to write a chapter

in Indian prehistory.

After a lapse of about 50 yars South Indian prehistoric studies

have been revived by the efforts of Cammiade^, Richards, Krishna-

1. 1st edition; 2nd edition, Calcutta, 1927.

2» Studies on the Ice Age in India and Associated Human cultures^ Washing*

ton, 1939 ; see also De Terra, “ The Siwaliks of India and Early Man in Early

Man ( Ed, O. G» MacOlrdy, and Paterson, “ Geology and Early Man,” Nature^

July 6, 1940. p. 12 and 13, ( p. 49. 1937, p. 357 ff.

)

Antiquity

^

IV, 1930, p. 326
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swami and others. Krishnaswami^ has taken up a systematic

survey of the Palar and other rivers of Madras.

Reports have also been published of similar work in the village

of Euliana, Mayurbhanj State, Bengal.^

^part from this regular river-valley survey for the traces of

Early Man in different parts of India, human artifacts have also

been found otherwise. Munn discovered some along with fossil

remains in the Godavari valley in the Hyderabad State and some
neoliths from Jamalpur,^ whereas Todd^ reports palaeolithic indus-

tries from the Kandivli, Borivli and other suburbs of Bombay.

Dolmens. -and other
.
megalithic monuments have continued to

receive attention as before but now they are studied more scientifi-

cally. Their further discovery is reported from Malbar^, Pulney

Hills (Kodaikanal), Madras proper and S. India® Hyderabad’ and

as far north as Poona® in the Deccan, as well as from the high

lands of Central India’ Assam’®, and Kashmir.” Unfortunetly

these monuments cannot be satisfactorily dated.” But it might

be possible to do so when their contents are properly excavated

and examined as they now seem to be’®.

Equally untrustworthy as to age are the rock-paintings and

engravings more of which have been found recently from the

1. prehistoric Man Round Madras, Indian Academy of Science, Madras,

1938; and “Environmental and Cultural Changes of Prehistoric Man near

Madras, ” J. Mad. Geogra., Association., Vol, XIII, pp. 58-90.

2. Man in India, Vol. XXL 1941, p. 226.

3. Ill, No. 132.

4. Journal Royal Anthropological Institute, Vol^LXIX, 1939, pp. 257-72,

It is a pity that these promising sites should have been spoiled by too muoh

quarrying and subsequent filling, as the writer found them to be when he

visited them after the publication of Todd’s article.

5. Ai?., IV. No. 130; I, No. 119.

6. III, No. 83; also Numa Laffite, Rapport...Ulnde^ Paris, 1932 and

A8I. AR., 1930-34, p. 112 ; 1934-35, pp. 45. 43 ; 1936-37, p. 67.

7. Hyderabad Arch, Dept Report. AB., VII, No. 129.

8. Bulletin, DCRU I, pp. 178-184.

9. JBORS., I, p. 229; II, p. 485; VI, p. 393; Census of India, I, pt. iii, 1935,

and Guha, ' Progress of Science in India^’, in the India Science Congress 25 years

Survey Volume, 1938, p. 311; also A8I., AR., 1930-34, p. 141,

10* «7. Roy, Anthropo. Institute, 52 (1922); also 20 (1921). and 56 (1926).

11. De Terra and Peterson, The Ice Age etc., pp. 233-34, pi. XXIV.
12. For a general survey see Ghurye, Man in India, 1926, and Guha, op, cit,

13. AB., VII, Nos. 99, 106, 107, 110, 111-12, 129, 149.
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Central Provinces^ and Sind^. Their date may be anywhere from

the early centuries of the Christian era to 1000 B. C. or more. Unless

found with datable associated remains Indian rock-paintings as

well as megaliths will not yield the desired links with the Indus

culture or with that of the Stone Ages. We may however expect

such links from the Mysore Archaeological Department’s excava-

tions, if they are carried on on an extensive scale, at ChandravallP

and Brahmageri^ or from Hyderabad Archaeological Department’s

work at Kondapur^ etc. What is required is an organised and co-

ordinated scheme of exploration in every part of India, particularly

in Gujarat, Kathiawar, Rajputana and the United Provinces.

If any archaeological discovery in India has had so much wide

publicity it is the discovery of Mohenjodaro. General reports about

it have not only appeared several times in English in India and

elsewhere, but articles on it have also appeared in many of tltt

Indian languages—Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali, Hindi, besides Japa-

nese, German, French and Italian. In spite of such world-wide

fame, the culture displayed by the Indus Valley has not been fully

understood. For its script has not yet been deciphered to the satis-

faction of all scholars. Consequently the creators of the culture

have remained an enigma. Some scholars therefore attempted to

unravel its mystery by studying the material objects, and correlat-

ing them with those in India or outside it ; some have tried to

compare it with the Vedic or Aryan, or the Dravidian culture,

whereas others are busy interpreting the script itself.

The Indus script has been thought to be related to the Brahmi

or to the Easter Islands or to the Hittite, Etruscan or supposed to

be proto-Dravidian by Langdon,® WaddelP and Pran Nath® and

Hevesy,^ Horzney,^® Piccoli,^^ and Heras^^ respectively. It is

1. Ibid,, X, No. 203,; VII, No. 103.

2. JRASB,, VII, 1941, No, 2, pp. 197—202, Pis. 4—12.

3. Presidential Address, Seo. of Anthropology, 29th Science Congress,

Baroda, 1942. p, 16.

4. J6id., p.lSff.

5. ABORL, XXII. pp. 171-184.

6. Marshall, MJD^ and AB., IX, No. 238.

7. AB.. I, No. 222.

8. i6f(i., VI, No. 232 a.

9. Ibid., VIII, Nos. 228—29 and IX, No. 237; ot also ABORL, XIX,

p. 122 and XX, p. 262,

10. IHQ., XVI, pp. 683-88.

Jl. AB., IX, No. 241. 12. Ibid,, XII, No. 232 and XI. No. 284.
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exhaustively and objectively examined and classified by Hunter^

'and to some extent by Sarton,2 Ross^ and others. Which of these

interpretations is correct will be decided only by a bilingual inscrip-

tion. Granting Heras’ hypothesis, his seems to be the most metho-

dical approach to the subject which is also supported by the correla-

tion of the Cretan, Mesopotamian and Indus finds.

Ignorance of the Indus language has caused wide divergence of

opinion as to the charcater of its culture and its place in Indian

culture. Its discoverers—Marshall and others—thought it to be

non-Aryan, having no relation with the Vedic civilization. This

view was supported by Keith^ and others. Sarup* and a few others

think it to be Rgvedic ;
Chanda* a mixture : non-Aryan and Aryan;

while Heras,'^ from his interpretation of the seals, proto-Dravidian

;

and Pran Nath® Sumero-Egyptian.
#

A purely objective study of some items of its material culture

has led scholars to trace their affinity with Mesopotamian,®

Egyptian,!® Cretan and other Mediterranian Cultures, while their

survivals have also been noticed in punch-marked coins, terra-

cottas, images etc. by Pran Nath'!, Gordon,!^ Das Gupta,!® Heras!*

and Arvamuthan.!®

Many problems of international importance have been raised

by Indus finds. Solutions of many of these will depend upon when
and how clues of the spread of this and cognate cultures found by
Vats in KathiawaP® and Majumdar in Sind,!^ Hargreaves in

1. Ibid., IX. No. 238.

2. lbid..V,So. 255.

3. NIA., II, pp. 554—58.

4. AN., IX, No. 390.

5. Indian Culture, IV, pp. 149—169.

6. AB., IV, No. 329.

7. Ibid,, also Ayyar, Ibid., IV, Nos. 83-84.

8. Ibid., VII, No. 256, XII, No. 237.

9. lUd., VII, No. 118; IV, No. 92; IX, No. 541 a.

10. IWti., X, No. 536.

11. AN., VI, No. 232.

12. Iraq., and JRA8B, VI, 1940, pp. 61-104.

13. Ibid., No. 234. ( Man, XXXV, No. 104

)

14. IHQ., XIV, pp. 245—55. etc.

15. NIA„ IV, pp. 253-70, 294-313, 319-336.

16. AN., X, pp. 1—2.

17. Ibid.,
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Baluchistan^, Stein in different parts of Baluchistan^ and Iran^

and by a number of foreign expeditions in Iran^, Syria^, Pales-
tine^ and Mesopotamia^ are followed up. In India itself planned
explorations are necessary in Gujarat. Kathiawar, Rajputana and
the Punjab. For a proper knowledge of Early Man in India, im-
portant river valleys both in the north and the south should be

systematically surveyed. Then only his migrations can be corre-

lated with the existing evidence from Kashmir, Gujarat, Bengal and
Madras and from the Far East where too his traces have^been found
in Burma®, the Malays Archipelago, Indo-China^®, Siam^^ and
Formosa^2^

The discovery of the Indus Culture has also led to the recon-

sideration of the question of Anryan invasion of India. Was it in

about 1500 B. C., as generally believed on the strength of Boghaz-
kuei inscriptions and the internal evidence supplied by the Vedic
literature itself, or before or contemporary with the Indus Age or did

it never take place ? Pati^^ sought to prove that the invasion idea

was a myth which was immediately contradicted by Thomas^^ and
Vaidya^®. Further evidence in favour of the Indo-European origin

and immigration into Eastern India is adduced by Keith^®, JackeP^.

Bhandarkar^® and others.

1. I6iU, IV, No. 121.

2. Ibid., IV, Nos. 145-46.

3. Ibid,, IX, Nos. 769-74.

4. Ibid., IX, No. 768,

5. Ibid., IX, No. 763.

6 .

7. Ibid., XII, No. 626, etc.

8. AB., VI, Nos. 526, 566 ; VII, No. 584 ; XII, No. 507.

9. VII, No. 545 ; IX, No. 582; IX, Nos. 641-4?; V, No. 629 ; IX,

Nos. 669 and 686.

10. Ibid., VIII, No. 493.

11. Ibid., VI, Nos. 547, 548 ; VIII, No. 533, IX, No. 613.

12. Idl'd., VII, No. 551.

13. AB., Ill, No. 404 and V, No. 424 ; see also ABORL, XX, p. 49.

14. Ibid., IV, No. 406.

15. Ibid., No. 407.

16. mg., XIII, pp. 1-30; XIV, pp. 201-223; XVI, pp. 423-461; AB., IX

No. 356.

17. Ibid., No. VI, 317 ; III, No. 431 ; VI. No. 336.

18. AB., II, No. 353.

26
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While the question of Aryan invasion is still unsettled, the

view is propounded that either the Dravidians or proto-Dravidians

migrated to Sumer^ or vice versa®, or at least there was an ethnic

relationship^ between the ancient inhabitants of Summer, Elam and

India.

India of the Vedic and post-Vedic period up to the time of the

Mauryas, when the so-called historical period begins, has not yet

been fully worked out, primarily owing to the unreliability of the

Buddhist, Jain or Brahmanic tradition in general. When Smith

wrote his EARLY HISTORY OF INDIA and later when it was

reedited it in 1924, Rapson and others had published the Cambridge

Ancient Indian History using Vedic and non-Vedic sources and

Fick and Rhys David had written on certain aspects of the Buddhist

and pre-Buddhist (?) India from the Buddhist sources. But hardly

any attempt was made to prepare an outline of political history from

the Vedic times to the Maurya period by collating the Vedic,

Pauranic, Buddhist and Jain sources, or to work out exhaustively

each of these sources separately. Raychaudhuri attempted the

former task in his Political History of Ancient India in 1923 and

since then he has kept this work up to date by incorporating sub-

sequent research on the subject. Pradhan has approached the subject

in his Chronology of Ancient India from Brahmanic sources alone.

Law similarly selected certain as'gecis-Kmtriya Tribes^ Geography of

Buddhism-oi Indian History and worked themput completely from

tbe Buddhist sources. Recently Mehta has published an exhaustive

study of the Jataka literature alone"*, unfolding the cultural history

( not necessarily of the pre-Buddhist or Buddhist India as Mr.

Mehta would make us believe but ) of a number of centuries from

or before the time of Buddha up to the time when the Jatakas were

finally codified. The Jain literature-agamic or later-has not yet

been systematically tackled. Such a study might not be of value

from the point of view of political history but its value to the under-

standing and interpretation of Indian culture as a whole will be

tremendous.

Besides these monographs on the pre-Maurya history individual

articles have been comparatively few. These mostly deal with

1. Ibid., IV., No. 84.

2. IWd., IX, No. 773.

3. AB., II, No. 123; VI, No. 398; VII, No. 460; VIII, No. 336; IX No. 773.

4. Pre^Budhist India^ 1941,
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kings Udayana of Kosambi^ Pradyota of Ujjain^, and Prasenajit

of Kosala^, or the general political history of the period^.

Maurya history was fairly well-known when Smith and others

wrote on the evidence of inscriptions, coins, accounts of foreign

writers, Puranas etc. Subsequent research has been in the direction

of

(1) elucidating the Mauryan chronology, particularly that

relating to Candragupta, and his grandson Asoka

;

(2) re-evaluating the expansion of the Maurya empire under

Candragupta and Asoka in the light of new facts

;

(3) deciding the Dharma of Asoka ;

(4) search for Mauryan monuments ;

(5) a critical study of Kautalya’s Arthasastra.

Views citing further evidence or reinterpreting the old evidence

have been expressed placing Candragupta’s accession in 313 B. C.

or 323-24 B.. C.^ So also about his caste^ One scholar^ explains

Vrsala as a Greek title Basileus and not anything meaning con-

temptuous as hitherto believed. This scholar, Seth, further argues

that Candra of the Meherauli Pillar is identical with Chandragupta

Maurya, and that Maurya empire under him included parts of

Central Asia, ho himself having come from the north-west.® These

are hypotheses. But indubitable evidence of Bengal forming a part

of the Maurya empire and the Jaina tradition of 12 years famine in

north India is afforded by the discovery of an inscription from Ma-
hasthana^.

Studies in Asoka have been many. Four monographs on the

king himselP® and numerous articles pertaining to his religion etc.

have appeared. Of the latter two articles relate to chronology^^

;

1. AB., VII, No. 386 ; IX. No. 361 ; XII, No. 314 ; lOth AlCR., p. 469.

2. Ibid., V, No. 467: IX, No. 345; VII, No. 372.

3. Ibid., VII, No. 351.

4. Ibid., V, Nos. 369, 391.

5. AB., VII, No. 323, 435; IHQ., XI, p. 211, IC., II. p. 557.

6. Ibid., VII, No. 355, Atyangar Vol., pp. 93-99.

7. XII, No.:385.

8. NIA, II, p. 625, IHQ., XIII, p. 400; AB., XII, No.i383.

9. AB„ VIII, No2. 246-47 ; IX, 259-60 ; EP. Ind., XXII, p. 1.

10. Ibid., Ill, No. 389 ; V, No. 416 ; VIII, No. 344.

11, Ibid., VI, 295 ; IX, 327 ;
VII, No. 332 a.
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some to his religion^ : whether Asoka embraced Buddhism or not

( a recent author maintains that Asoka was a Jain^ ) ;
some to the

explanation of certain terms in Asokan edicts and identification of

places^-such as Satiyaputa and other miscellaneous topics. Impor-

tant however is the discovery of a number of new Asokan edicts at

Maski, Kopabal, Yerragundi^, confirming the Mauryan sway over

the Deccan-Karnataka and even further South. Mention must also

be made of the linguistic study of these inscriptions by Bloch, Hul-

ztsch, Woolner, Turner, Bhandarkar and others^.

Mauryan Archaeology has been enriched by the discovery of

wooden palisades of Candragupta at Patna^ ; of Mauryan level at

Taxila*^, Kosam®, Sankisa^, Chandravalli^®, etc.
;
by the supposed

di^^covery of Mauryan and pre-Mauryan terra-cottas^' and identifi-

cation of certain symbols on coins^^ as those of Candragupta, Dasa-

ratha and others.

Much light on the Mauryan administration and polity in

general has been thrown by the many-sided study of Kautalya’s

ArthaiMra and the correlation of it with information gathered

from Asokan inscriptions. Besides several articles there are a few

monographs on these subjects such as Dikshitar’s Mauryan Polity^^^

Ghoshal’s Hindu Revenue Systein^^ and Gopala's Mauryan Finance^^

and Pran Nath’s Economic Conditions of Ancient Indid}^,

Aurel Stein’s explorations between the Upper Swat and the

Indus have helped considerably in following Alexander’s campaign

1. Ihid., II, No. 347; III, No. 256; IX, No. 501.

2. Shah, and Vyas, Nag. Prach. Pair. XVI, pp. 1-65.

3. AB., IX, No. 499; No. X, 487,; IX, No. 291 ; lyan. Com., FoZ, p. 33.

4. AB., VII, No. 300; VI, No. 285; VIII, No. 251.

.5. II, No. 241; VI, No. 246; I, No. 194; IX, No. 312; and recently

Mehendale, Bull. DCEI., Ill, pp. 225-290.

6. Ibid., Ill, No. 124 ; and fnd. Cul., V, p. 112.

7.

8.

9. II, No. 118.

10.

11. Ibid., VIII, No. 129 ; IX, No. 224.

12. Ibid., IX, Nos. 431, 531, 533, 538-40, 546.

13. .4S., IV, No. 405.

1.4 V. No. 367.

15.

16, J6«., VII, No. 468.
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on the Indian North-west Frontier^
; whereas the site where Poras

contacted him is identified as Jhelum^ and not Jalalpur as pre-

viously thought ; the rock fortress of Aornos is discovered,^. Other

scholars have written on Sangala mentioned by Alexander’s histo-

rians^; on Antiochos^ on Poras^ and the invasion in generaP.

Connected with this period are works or articles on Megasthenes
and Indian Society®, Alexander in Indian literature, Iranians and
Greeks in India and so forth^.

In the Suhga history, the same old topics—caste, dynastic

name etc. of the Pusyamitra family—continue to be discussed^®.

Further historical data on the trade and commercial activities of

the period is extracted from Patanjali*^^. Discovery of inscriptions

from Ayodhya^^, NagarP^ ( Chitod ), coins^^ and identification of

certain sculptures'^^ as those of the Suhga age add to the existing

sources of knowledge. Kharavela, perhaps a contemporary of the

Suhgas, has not yet emerged from the veil of mystery. His Hathi-

gumpha inscription continually draws the attention of scholars who
have since its discovery tried to interpret it by studying its script,

its language and the allusions made in it to persons and events^^.

Nothing strikingly new has come forth for the Indo-Greek

studies. Mention however must be made of the critical interpreta-

tion of the Yaga Parana and the entire Indo-Greek sources by Tarn^*^.

The whole picture of the episode now stands in clear relief, though

at places it seems to have been overdone, particularly the section

1. Ibid., VII, No. 496 ;
VIII, 431 etc.

2. Breloer, Alexanders Kampg gegen Poros ; AB., VIII, No. 325.

3. AB., I, No. 289 (a)

4. Ibid., VII, No. 482.

5. Ibid., VI, No. 319.

6. IHQ., XVII, p. 172.

7. Ibid., XVI, p. 538.

8. AB., IX, Nos. 352 and 472.

9. Ibid., XI, No. 428; XII, No. 339; X, Nos. 318, 399 and NIA., II, p. 639.

10. AB., IV, Nos 330, 333, 355; XII, No. 344, 350 and IHQ., XV. pp. 629-32.

11. Ind. Cul, II, pp. 362, and 584.

12. EP. Ind., XX, p. 54; AB., II, p. 270.

13. AB., VII, No. 277; EP. Ind., XXII, p. 198.

14. Ibid., IX, No. 537; Ind. Cul. V, p. 208.

15. Ibid., II, No. 201; lli, No. 137; XII, No. 140.

16. XB. II, No. 269; III, Nos. 279-80:; V, Nos. 253, 314, 392, 483; VII, 284;

IX, 313 ; X, 518, and IHO., XIV, pp. 459-85,

17. Greeks in India,
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dealing with the establishment of Greek colonies in India and the

section discussing the origin of the Buddha image.

The history of India up to the Maurya period possessed a certain

homogeneity and unity, though even then the far South was
mled by three or four kings. This was partly lost during the

Suhga rule. With its disappearance northern India and other

parts of India as well came under the domination of the Sakas,

Pahlavas, and Kushanas whereas the Andhras ruled at times

over a greater part of country south of the Vindhyas. Owing to

these facts it becomes convenient to divide the subsequent history

of India into (a) Northern and (b) Southern and sketch the progress

made in their studies separately.

The Sakas and other foreigners still in a sense have remained

foreign to the historians, though much work has been done outside

India in recent years to throw light on their history before they

came into India.

Maues and his successors who were known principally through

their coins and a few inscriptions and believed to have supplanted

the Indo-Greeks in the north-west are still known in their skeleton

form only. Subsequent research has been little and has not added

materially to our knowledge. But the study of these people and their

monuments before they entered India like HuntingjordV ‘Who
were the Scythians’ dealing with their name, physical characteri-

stics and habits, religion, language and race, and Rene Groussets^

'L'lran Exterieur : son Art might not only enable us to understand

them better but might also help us to understand the art and archi-

tecture produced in India at this period.

In India the studies have revolved round their chronology^

and origin^.

The history of the Kushanas—the successors of Sakas and the

Parthians has profited by the discovery of numerous inscriptions in

Kharoshthi as well as Brahml, but the eras mentioned in them still

elude a satisfactory solution. Wijk’s astronomical study and the

adoption of its result by scholars like Sten Konow fail to reconcile a

1. VII. No. 731.

2. ifciU. VII, No. 686.

3. Bhandarkar, Ind. Cult., VII, p. 133 ; Pai. AB., V, No. 344; VIII, No. 303.

4. Konow, Ibid., II, p. 189 ; AB., XII, No. 337 ; IHQ. XIV. p. 137,
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number of other synchronisms^ Consequently the authorship of Saka

and Vikrarna eras and the chronology of the Kushanas remain dis-

puted. Four main views hold the field. According to the first school

of thought Kaniska started the era on his accession in 128/129

A. D.2 Bachhofer, Jayaswal and others^ think that his accession

took place in 78 A. D., whence started the Saka era. The third view

attributes the foundation of this era to Vima Kadphises ^ whereas

the fourth attributes it to the Kuntala Satakarni Satavahaana In

opposition to all these we have the view that Kushanas used the

Vikrama era ^
1

1

Equally prolific as the find of inscriptions is the find of coins

both of the Early and Late Kushanas. Those of the latter have been

found in the Manbhum Dist., showing the existence of the local

Scythians in the area as late as the Gth-Tth centuries A. D.’

The art of the period has drawn the attention of scholars in

India^ and outside,^ whereas a few new sculptures of the period

have been reported from Goa^® and Kathiawar.^^ Among the

general works should be mentioned La Vallee Poussin’s Dynasties el

Historie de UInde depuis Kaniska etc.^^, Levi’s ‘ Kaniska et Satava-

hana”^^ and Warmington’s and Sarasin’s^"^ studies of the commerce

between India and Rome, and Biirrow\s Language of the Kharoshthi

DociunenJts^^ and several articles, dealing with topics like St.

Thomas and a Kushan King^® and Economic guilds.^^ A few

articles open afresh the question of the relationship between the

Western Ksatrapas and the Kushanas,^®

Puranas found a champion in Pargitar who tried to elucidate

from them the political history. They have since been utilised

cautiously by Raychaudhuri, Smith and others, while much ere-

1 .

2. AB„ I, No, 238; VIII, No. 303; IV, No. 304.

3. Ibid., IV, No. 299 ;
V, No. 146 ;

XII, No. 312; and Ind. CuL VII, p. 457

and 490.

4. Ibid., Ill, No. 332. 5. Ibid., X, No. 357.

6. Ibid., X, No. 342. 7. Ibid., XII, No. 423.

8. Ibid., II, No. 168; X, Nos. XI, 161 a, 166 ; X, 208.

9, Ibid., VIII, Nos. 608, 673; XII, No. 180.

10. Ibid., V, No. 180. 11. JRAS., 1938, p.

12. AB., XII, No. 394 a. 13. Ibid., XI, No, 427.

14. Jfctti., VII, No. 440. 15. I6id., XII, No. 581.

16. Ibid., VII, No, 389; IX, No. 360.

17. Ind. Cul, VI, pp- 421-28.

18. 4B., V, No. 349; XII, No. 396.
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dence has been placed in them by Jayaswal and Bose to unveil the

hitherto unknown or doubtful points in the post-Maurya political

history of India.^ The former particularly sought to light up the

so-called ‘ Dark Period ’ by bringing to our notice the Bharasivas

and the strength or importance of ’the Vakatakas
;
whereas Bose

gives us a reconstruction of the Andhra chronology.^ Both these

interpretations, remarkable for their originality of outlook, have

been regarded as far-*fetched and not sobre history.^ Two other

studies attempt at fixing, according to the Puranic -contents, synch-

ronisms on certain topics as ’religious customs and rites in all the

Puranas,^ or between the Puranas and Gupta inscriptions.^

The history of the Guptas, who suddenly appear after the ‘Dark

Period,’ was known in some of its essential outlines mainly based

on its own archaeological sources. In the last 25 years, not only

fresh archaeological 'sources-inscriptions, coins and monuments

—

have been discovered, but a few literary sources have also been dis-

covered which are interpreted to throw light on the origin of the

Gupta rule in Magadha, as well as on Certain successions within

the dynasty. According to Jayaswal and others® the drama Kau-

mudi Mahotsava tells us how Candasena { Candragupta I ) supplant-

ed the ruling Varman ( Maukhari ? ) dynasty at Pataliputra and

become master of Magadha.

This view is not accepted by alP. But there is no doubt that

some Maukharis were a force in the Jamuna valley in the 2nd-3rd

centuries A, D., as attested by the Yupa inscriptions found by
Altekar®.

Similarly extracts from the drama Devi Candragiiptam are sup-

posed to refer to a king Ramagupta, who preceded Candragupta IP.

1. History of India

2. JRASB., V, 1939, pp. 1-131.

3. AB,, XII, No. 336; 388; and Bull. DCRI, II, pp. 212-14.

4. Hazra, Purantc Records on Hindu Rites and Customs^ Daca, 1940.

5. Patil, ‘Gupta Inscriptions and Puranic Traditions’, Bull. DCRI^ II,

p. 148 and Appendix.

6. AB., IV, No. 356, V, No. 394; X, No. 471 ; VII, No. 414.

7. AB.,

8. Ibid., XII, No. 244.

9. Ibid., Ill, No. 340; IV, No. 313; VII, Nos. 353, 381; IX, No. 408; XII, No.
353; Ind. Cul., IV, p. 216; V, pp. 328 and 443
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Among the few new inscriptions mention must be made of the

Mathura Inscription of Candragupta 11^ which is not only the

earliest record of the king, but is also important for the antiquity

of Lakulisa cult. Another equally important inscription is the

record of Narendravarman, being the second ^earliest inscription

in the Vikrama era^.

The coins present a few rare types. Distinct addition to Gupta
monuments was made by Banerji’s discovery of a temple and other

sculptures at Bhumara, and ^elsewhere in its vicinity^ Jayaswal’s

identification of certain sculptures from the same area as Gupta-
Vakataka^ and by the recent chance digging up of Gupta floor-

levels and terra cottas from Rajghat at Benares.^

The rest of the work in Gupta history consists of interpretation

of the existing material. General works like Banerji’s The Age of

the Imperial Guptas,^ Jayaswal’s, Histonj of India

f

Iyengar’s

Studies in Gupta Historyf' Codrington’s Ancient India, Basak’s

The History of North-Eastern Indui}^ Saletore’s Soaal Life Dunng
the Gupta Period}'^ treat, besides political history, several other

topics as art, architecture, administration and literature.

A majority of individual studies pertain to the discussions of

Samudragupta’s conquests and identification of countries and
peoples occurring therein,^^ A few articles are devoted to other

Gupta kings : Candragupta 11,^^ and Baladitya^^ while a number of

articles deal with King Candra of the Meharauli inscription,^^ and

1. Ibid,, VIII, No. 245; XII, No. 262.

2. The writer had occasion to see this inscription when it was being purcha-

sed for the Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay. It is being edited by Mr. S. N.

Chakravarti in the Epigraphia Indica.

3. I, No. 100,

4. JBORS., and III, No. 199; V, No. 185; VII, No. 211; VIII, No. 146,

5. J. U, jP. His, Soc.,

6. Ibid,, VIII, No. 320. 7. Ibid., II, No. 320,

8. Ibid., II, No. 320 9. Ibid., IV., No. 100 a ; see also SK.

10. Ibid., No. 370. Saraswati, JISOA,, VIII, pp. 46-58.

11. (To be published shortly).

12. Ibid., VII, Nos. 339, 427, 483, 485, 528; IX, No. 500; VIII, No. 367; IX,

Nob. 346, 466; II, No. 344; III, No. 370; XII, Nos. 335, 427, 429.

13. Ibid,, VII, No. 380, IX, No. 409; NIA., II, p. 685.

14. IWd, II, No. 348.

15. Ibid,, III, No. 245; XII, Nos. 251—52, 301; NIA, I, p. 188; Ind, Cul, V,

p. 206.
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the Gupta era. Views have been expressed that the Gupta era is

identical with the Vikrama era of 58 B. C.^ or that its initial year

is 272-273 A. D.^ while others uphold the old view of Fleet.^ A
couple of articles emphasize the religious toleration during the

Gupta period.^

A reference to the Vakatakas has already been made before. Their

history on which hardly a line is found in works of the first quarter

of this century has been brought into greater relief by the efforts of

several scholars from different sources. Before Jayaswal with his

interpretation of Puranic and inscriptional references claimed a

proud place for them in early Indian history scholars^ had already

begun to take interest in them and drawn attention to their high

family relations. Jayaswal’s theories of Vakataka sovereignty,®

etc. came as a bomb-shell and were immediately opposed by some

scholars^. The Vakataka chronology capitals, etc. have continued

to be discussed^.

The Vakatakas have not profited from interpretation alone. A
number of new inscriptions^ of the dynasty have been found where-

as Wellsted^® and JayaswaP^ have discovered a few monuments.

North Indian history after the disruption of the Gupta Empire

on the death of Skandagupta, up to the rise of Harsa, that is from

c. 480 A. D. to c. 600 A. D., for a period of about 120 years, is still in

a nebulous state. We knew of the Huna invasion under Mihira-

kula, of the meteoric rise of Yasovardhana, of the quarrels of the

Later Guptas, Maukharis and the Varddhanas and the establish-

ment of the Valabhi kingdom in Surastra during this interregnum.

This state has not materially changed. For not much material has

come forth which could enable scholars to define things more preci-

1. Ibid., Vll, No. 328.

2. Ibid.., VII, No, 330.

3. Ibid., XII, No. 324, XI, 364; NIA., Ill, p. 419, see also Ind. Cul,» V,

p. 114 and 335.

4. Ibid., XII, No. 352, 364 and IHQ., XV, pp. 1—12.

5. AB„ 1, No. 244, 247, 251, 254, 260 ; II, No. 352, III, No. 337.

6* History of India, Lahore 1933, AB,, VIII, No. 355.

7. AB., X. Nos. 410, 411, IX. No. 470.

8. AB., X, Nos. 345; XI, 362 a : 10th AJOCR., p. 455, and JNSl, II, p. 92.

9. Ibid., II, Nos. 246, 284 ; III, Nos. 246, 274, XI, Nos. 328, 330; XII, Nos.

gSl, 282, NIA., II, pp. 177, 721 ; IHQ., XVI. p. 182.

10.

Ibid., IX, Nos. 486, 492.

U. Ibid., VIII, No. 156.
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sely. No doubt a few more inscriptions of the Later Guptas have
been found ; the Manjusrimulakcdpa, a contemporary Buddhist lite-

rary source is studied and an inscription of a Yasovarmadeva dis-

covered. But these do not help us much. The research has there-

fore tended towards the clarification of the existing material.

Banerji has discussed the question of the succession of the Later
Guptas, Mookerji the question how far they were kings of Malwa
and of Magadha and Raychaudhari examined both these new studi-

es accepting partly the conclusions of Banerji.^ The Maukhari
history has been clearly stated by Fires and Tripathi^

; whereas
others have discussed problems of their succession, origin and
survial.^

Two monographs have been written on Harfea^
; individual arti-

cles have discussed the extent of his empire : some hold that it

embraced a greater part of northern India, others refute such a claim,
while the third view has adduced epigraphical evidence to show
that Harsa conquered the Pallava Mahendravarman.* Sasahka,
Harsa’s senior contemporary, has also received some attention from
scholars.® Harsa’s relation with Christianity has also been
discussed,’ and so also certain other problems of his reign.® A refe-
rence to Harsa’s seal has been traced in the Harsacarita? whereas
his seal has been found at Nalanda,’® proving his contact with this

seat of learning.

Hirananda Sastri, the editor of the Nalanda Stone Inscription

of Yasovarmadeva,“ identified this king with Yasovardhana, but
this has raised a storm of criticism from some scholars.^’ Hence
the value of this record for political history is uncertain.

1. AB., Ill, No. 344 ; IV, Nos. 369, 388, and in the latest ( 4th) ed. of the
Political History respectively^ see also Ind, Cul., V, p. 425.

2. Ibid., IX, Nos. 425 ; 475 respectively.

3. Ibid., XI, No, 367; X, Nos. 474, 479 and HIA., II, p. 354 respectively

4. Ibid., Nos. 268, 272.

5. Ibid., Yll, No. 502; IV, No. 365; I, No. 284 respectively.

6. Ibid., VII, Nos. 342, 352; VIII, No. 405 ; IX, No. 338, No. 412.

7. AB., Ill, No. 423

8. Ibid., Ill, Nos. 339, 354 a.

9. V, No. 390.

10. Ibid., VIII, No. 290.

11. Ifcid., VI, No. 280.

12. Ibid., VI, Nos. 245. 260; VII, 289; and also VII, Nod. 274, 195.
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The Huna invasion has been discussed by Heras and others.^

Numerous additional grants of the Maitrakas of Valabhi have been

published, of which Only one—that of Kharagraha P—adds to our

knowledge, as no other grant of this member of the dynasty was
previously known. Our knowledge of other details political, social

etc.-of the dynasty however remains where it was 25 years ago.

The only clarification being the nature and strength of Buddhism

at Valabhi.3 The history of western half of Kathiawar is furnished

for the first time by the discovery of six plates of the Jethvas or

Saindhavas of Ghumli.^

After Harsa begins the so called Early Mediaeval or Early

Rajput Period of North India. Smith^ gave only the bare outline

of this period, and that too mentioning a few importnat dynasties.

Ray^ has now told us its political and dynastic history based

mainly on the inscriptions of the several dynasties, in fuller details,

while other scholars have tried to give a fairely exhaustive cul-

tural history of the Paramaras, Gurjara Pratiharas, Palas and
others.

Of all the early mediaeval kingdoms perhaps the first to rise in

Northern India was the Gurjara-Pratihara dynasty.

Since the days of Hoernle and Smith several scholars have

written about it discussing the questions of its origin,^ early capi-

tals,^ relations with the Arabs, later chronology,"'^ the extent of its

empire^® and identification of some of its rulers.^^

The Palas, the eastern contemporaries of the Gurjara Pratiharas,

have been studied from a wider angle.^^ excavations at

Nalanda in Bihar and at Paharpur in Bengal, and finds at Kur-

1. Ibid., X, No. 480; N/A., IV, p. 36. 2. Ibid., XI, No. 313.

3. AB., XI. No. 179; and Sankalia, Buddha Prabha, April 1939, p. 1127 and
IHQ., XVI., pp. 816-818.

4. ASI. AR., 1936-37, p. 102, and Ep. Ind., Vol. XXVI.
5. EHI, {4th ed. ), pp. 374 £f.

6. Dynastic History of Northern India, Vols. I-II.

7. AB., Ill, No. 365; VI, No. 425*. IX. Nos. 368. 370, 403, 452; XII,

No. 379, Nos. X, Nos. 392, 393, 400.

8. I6id., VI, Nos. 343, 466 a.

9. Ibid., VI, No. 379; IHQ., XIV, p. 813

10. I&tU, III, No. 331

11. Ibid, II, No. 319; III, No. 336.

12. Ibid., VII, No. 446; IHQ., XV, p. 595.
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kihar and other places in both these provinces have not only added

archaeological material for the study of the material culture of the

period and the country, but new inscriptions have been found

which throw light on the political and cultural connections of

Bengal and of Further India. Both the inscriptions and sculp-

tures are intensively studied. The former have been edited in a
separate volume^

; the latter have been examined and correlated

with similar sculptures from India and Java by several scholars.^

Beside these studies, the old unsolved problems, of chronology
extent of the Pala empire^ etc. have also received considerable at-

tention. The Pala period has also gained considerably by the

numerous publications on Tantrism which had developed in Bihar
and Bengal under the kings of these dynasties.

The studies in the Senas, the successors of the Palas, have
been carried on similar lines. Here too the controversial points

are the foundation of the Laksmanasena era,^ Sena chronology,^

the location of their capitaF and the origin of the Senas and Var-
mans® . Contemporary or a little later literature has also greatly
elucidated the Sena history^ The ancient geography of Bengal has
been clarified by a grant of Laksmanasena^®.

Since 1924 when Smith’s Fourth Edition of the Early History of
India was published a number of inscriptions of other mediaeval
dynasties-Paramaras, Haihayas. Candelas, Gahadvalas, Caulukyas
(Solahkis), Cahamanas, Guhilots, and others have been published.

These have been listed *by Bhandarkar^^. But’ so far no comprehens-

.
ive history, correlating the epigraphical, literary, archaeological

1. Mujumdar, Inscriptions of Bengal, Vols. I -III.

2. Ibid,, III, No. 105; V, No. 189; Kempers pp. 151-178; The Bronzes of
NSlandS and Hindu Javanese Art and XII, No. 378.

3. AB., VI. Nos. 342, 438; VII, No. 261; IV, No. 302, V. 323; VIII, No. 339;

Ind, Cul., VI, p. 113; pp. 203-220.

4. Ibid,, X, No. 373; No. XI 455.

5. JfetU, IX, No. 315.

6. Ibid, No. 322; VII, No. 326; IX, No. 317; XII, No. 313; and Ind. CuL
IV, p. 227.

7. Ibid,, XI, No. 390, X, 489.

8. Ibid,, No. 411; XII, No. 364; IHQ., XIII, 158., Ind. Cul,, VI, pp. 53-60;
467-70.

9. Ibid,, V, No. 468; IX, No. 362.

10. Ibid,, X, No, 267,

11. See Note 4., p. 1.
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and other material of any of these dynasties has been written.

After RayV detailed political outline of the Paramara dynasties

of Malwa and Rajputana, Ganguly’s^ is the only work on the

subject. This is complete as far as it goes, but it fails to correlate

the archaeological material.

Likewise the writer’s work^, while it uses the archaeological

sources has not exhauased all the literary, and folklore sources for

the political and cultural history of the Caulukyas of Gujarat.

Within recent years the most important discovery is the find of a

copper plate of the Prince Camunda^ . Not only it is a distinct gain

to Caulukya political history, but its Jain method of writing, so

different from the hitherto published inscriptions of the dynasty,

and the mention of the Gupta era as being equivalent to that of the

Vikrama raise important problems in Gujarat epigrapay and Indian

eras respectively. So also the work of the Baroda archaeological

Survey. Systematic listing of monuments, taluka by taluka, is

revealing, if not always new monuments, the wide extent of the

different types of Caulukya monuments and the various cults

flourishing within the empire.

In Haihaya ( Cedi or Kalacchuri ) History, the most exhaus-

tive account is that of BanerjP where the author has discussed a

number of new inscriptions and monuments discovered by him.

Beside this there are a few articles dealing with the history of the

dynasty.^

The Gahadvalas of Kanauj, besides being discussed by Ray,

have received a more detailed treatment from Tripathi^
; whereas

a few other scholars® have also sketched their history.

Ray’s seems to be the only detailed account of the Candelas

(Candratreyas ) of Jejabhukti, after Smith. Its sculpture however
has drawn considerable attention from students of art.^

1. Dynastic History of Northern India,

2. History of the Paramara Dynasty^ 1933.

3. The Archaelogy of Gujarat, 1941.

, 4. Bharatiya Vidya ( Hindi), 1940-41,

5. The Haihayas of Tripuri and their monuments, MASI, No. 23, 1931; AB,
VII, No. 101.

6. AB., II, No. 351; HI. No. 374; V, No. 412; VI, No. 440; XII, No. 349; IHQ,,

XVII, p. 117. 7. History of Kanauj,,

8. AB., IV, No. 404; VIII, No. 259; XI, No. 413.

9. AB. JEAS.,1H0,
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The work on the Cauhan (Cahamana) history is also not much.

A few articles pertain to the chronological study of the dynasty,^

while only one pertains to its cultural aspect^.

The Guhilots of Mewar have also not attracted many scholars.^

The one interesting topic in their history is their alleged connexion

with the rulers of Valabhi^.

The Andhras may be said to begin, in our present state of

knowledge, the independent history of southern India, that is,

country south of the Vindhyas. For though they are supposed to

have supplanted the Kanva dynasty in northern India, and though

coins and a few inscriptions bearing Andhra-Satavahana names are

found from Central India, all available evidence goes to show that

it was the present Andhra Desa and the Deccan which were directly

one time or another under the Andhras. Varied sources—Puranas,

inscriptions, monuments and coins, foreign and Indian classical

literature existed and were known and used ^5 years ago to eluci-

date their history. But inspite of such wealth of material, the

problems like their caste and chronology, their relations with the

Western Ksatrapas and Ksaharatas, had not been satisfactorily

solved. It is these and other—identification of places mentioned

in Satavahana inscriptions—which have been tackled and yet left

as they were for want of conclusive evidence. Of course, to these

questions of caste or name,^ chronology^, Saka-Satavahana relations,^

geography^ etc., new orientation is sought by a more sympathetic

but at times uncritical study of the Puranas^. There are two com-

prehensive restatements of the entire subject, studying in great

detail some problems, by Subramanian^® and Gopalachari^h While

1. AB., V, No. 378; No. 303; VIII, Nos. 344, 381; IRQ.. IV, p. 844; XVI, p. 567,

p. 738.

2. IRQ,, XV, p. 622

3. AB„ XII, No. 332

4. AB., XI, No. 337.

5. AB., V, No. 462; X, 401; IRQ., XVI, p. 560; Ind, Cul, V, p. 17.

6. AB., Ill, No. 434, ( see also under 3 ); IV, No. 427, V. Nos. 440, 493; IX,

No. 467.

7. Ihid.,l, No. 283; III, No. 342; V, Nos. 364, 393; VI, Nos. 339, 363; VII,

Nos. 382, 447.

8. Ibid., I, Nos. 176, 255, 294; III, No. 444; XI, No. 452.

9. Bose, ‘ Reconstruction of the Andhra Chronology ’, JEA8B, 1939.

10. AB., VII, No, 167.

11. Early History of the Andhra Country, Madras, 1941,
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these studies have not led to any startling results, data for the

Andhra material culture has been provided by excavations at

Nagarjunakonda, Candravali, Brahmagiri, Paithan and Kondapur^.

Numerous finds have also been made of Andhra coins^, among
which a unique coin of Apilika^ deserves notice. The old and newly-

found sculptures^ as well as inscriptions^ from Amaravati, Nagar-

junakonda and other places within the Andhra empire have been

subjected to critical study to throw light on all the various aspects

of the culture of the period.

Of late successors of the Andhras or Satavahanas have drawn
the attention they deserve. For unless their political and cultural

history is properly laid bare we cannot appreciate that of their

successors-the Kadambas, Calukyas and Pallavas. We have now
in addition to Sarcar’s outline® separate studies of the Abhiras*^,

Visnukundians®, and the Salahkayanas^ bassed on new ins-

criptions.

Kadambas, one of the of the successors of the Satavahanas in

Karnataka have been brought into prominence which has long

eluded them. Whereas they were barely heard of previously,

an entire monograph based on fresh discoveries of inscriptions

and monuments and study of the old material now exists, owing to

efforts of Heras^^ and Moraes^^. A few other scholars are also

interested in their study^^^ Among the discovery of inscriptions^*

published since Moraes’ comprehensive work, the most important is

1. ABORL, XXII, 1941, pp. 171-185.

2. AB., II, No. 430; V, Nos. 508, 513, IX, Nos. 535, 549, 533, and Mirashi,

;

JNSL, II, 1940; pp. 83-94.

3. AB.,No. 433.

4. AB,, III, Nos. 144, 167; V, Nos. 156, 174, 192, 397 ; IX, Nos. 225, 226

VIII, Nos. 142, 207 and Bull DCRL, Vol. II. ( 1940-41 ), pp. 50-118; 263-299.

5. Ibid,, VIII, 301; IX, No. 257, and Bull. DCRL, Vol. Ill, 1942, pp. 349-391.

6. Successors of the Satavahanas in the Eastern Deccan, 1935.

7. AB., X, No. 483.

8. Ibid., V, No. 305; IX, No. 483; X, Nos. 356, 358, 475, 484; VI, No. 276;

VIII, No. 417; XII, Nos. 297, 366.

9. Ibid., V, No. 306, X, No. 355, VIII, No. 295; IX, No. 432.

10. AB., IV, No. 124.

11. Ibid., VI, No, 389.

12. Ibid., VI, No. 422; VIII. Nos. 308, 341; VII, No. 416; IX. No. 318 ; Noi.

254, 365; XII, No. 304; Ind. Cul, IV, p. 118, p. 355; V. p. 115.

13. Ibid., VI. No. 281. NIA., TV, p. 198 and p. 181,
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that of Mayurasarma himself, found by the Mysore Archaeological

Department.

Contribution to our knowledge of the political history of the

Western Oalukyas was slight inspite of new inscriptions^ till

last year when an inscription of PulakeMn I was discovered at

BadamP. This definitely proves that the dynasty was in possession

of Badami and considerable part of Karnataka before Mahgalesa.

Welcome likewise was the discovery of paintings^ in these caves

and publication of monographs dealing with sculptures^ and
temples^ of the dynasty. Other studies are few and relate mainly
to Pulakesin II and Harsa®.

Interest in the Rastrakutas, who dethroned the Calukyas in the

Deccan and Karnataka, has also been evinced. Altekar^ has put

together all the available material on them except their monu-
ments

;
other aspects—their ancestry® etc. have also been discussed

by scholars. But besides this the main addition to the history of

the period is the find of new inscriptions,^ the most important of

which are the Sanjan Plates of Amoghavarsa, and the Surat plates

of Karkkaraja Suvarnavarsa. For the former is the first genuine

record of Amoghavarsa and takes back the antiquity of Sanjan to

the 9th century
;
while the latter is the first document informing

us of the Jain temple at Navsari ( Nagasarika ).

Karnataka once again passed into the hands of the descendants

of the Calukyas, known as Calukyas of Kalyani. Owing to the

efforts of the Archaeological Survey we now know something about

their monuments
; a few more inscriptions have also been found^^

but their political as well cultural history yet remains to be

thoroughly explored, the interest so far shown being in certain poli-

tical questions only^^.

1. AB., I, Nos. 195, 47 ; III, Nos. 254, 258, 315, IX. Nos. 297, 295, 319.

2. The discovery was announced in the Bombay Government, News Bulletin.

3. AB„ XI, No. 231. ( JISOA., IV, pp. 57-61 ).

4. Bsnerju Bas reliefs at Badami, MASl 1928, and AB„ IV, No. 157 VIII,
No. 136.

5. Cousens, Chalukyan Architecture, 1926.

6. AB., VI, No. 368; VII, Nos. 336, 439; No. X 473; Ind. Cul, VI, p. 448.

7. IX, No. 334.

8. Ibid., IX, Nos. 359. 454; XII, No. 397

9. AB„ I, Nos. 182, 191, 256; II, No. 230; IV, No. 281; VI, Nos. 274, 248. 257,

266, 298, 306, 325, 507; IX, Nos. 285, 298; XII, Nos. 260, 283
10. AB., I, No. 196; II. No. 283; III, Nos. 286, 292; IV, Nos, 243, 244, 265, 278;

V, No. 312; XI, No. 351; XII, Nos. 258-59, 2J1, 291.

11. AB. VIII, Nos. 371, 376, 442; IX, No. 343; XII, Nos. 355, 356; IRQ., XIV,
p. 613; XVII, p. 11; Ind. Cul, IV, p. 43.
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In the Eastern Deccan ruled the Eastern Calukyas, Gahgas and

other minor dynasties. Of these outline history of the Calukyas is

sketched by Ganguly^, whereas a few other scholars have touched

the questions of chronology^. More inscriptions have also been

published^ whereas there is mention of the coins of Visnuvar-

dhana*.

As of the Calukyas, so also of the Gahgas there were two dynas-

ties ; the Eastern and the Western. On the latter we now have a

small monograph by Eao®. He has also written on their architec-

ture®. A few articles discuss their chronology, origin’, marriage

relations and geography®.

Of the Eastern Gahgas a number of inscriptions have been

published. Their history is narrated briefly by Rao^. But the

most hotly discussed point is the initial date of the Gahga era'®.

After re-examining all the views as well as his own previous views

Subba Rao has fixed it at 509 A. D’h

Since Fleet and Bhandarkar wrote much material has been

gathered for the history of the Silaharas, Yadavas, Kakatlyas and

the Hoysalas who between them ruled over parts of the Konkan,

Deccan and Karnataka, from the 11th to the 14th century. This

material is mostly in the form of inscriptions and monuments. The

Hyderabad Archaelogical Department has recovered the Kakatlya

monuments at Warangal, Palampet and other places as well as

published their inscriptions, whereas the Mysore Archaeological

Department has brought to light the monuments and inscriptions of

the Hoysalas. Individual efforts in elucidating the history of

these dynasties are not wanting, though there is not much’’ that

can be said about them. The Kakatiyas in this respect

1. The Eastern Calukyas, 1937.

2. AB., Nos. 350, 375, XII, No. 323.

3. Ibid., Ill, Nos. 289, 300, 314; IV, No. 280; V, Nos. 309, 310; XI, No. 343; IX,

No. 299; XII, No. 288.

4. Ibid., Ill, No. 451.

5. Ibid., X, No. 451 ( The OaAgas of Talkad),

6. Ibid., IX, No. 179; X, No. 182,

7. Ibid., VII, No. 331 ; IX, No. 319; XII, No. 319; XI, No. 379.

8. Ibid., Ill, No. 395 and 433 respectively.

9. Ibid., VI, No. 421; VII, No. 424; VIII, No. 396; XII, No. 370.

10. Ibid., VI, Nos. 297, 300; VII, No. 325; IX, Nos. 321-22; XII, No. 316.

11. Tenth All India Oriental Conference Proceedings and Transactions, 1940^

p. 477.

12. Jnd Crul.,V,p.l7.
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ate better studied than the rest. Besides the publication of their in-

scriptions^ and short articles dealing with their chronology and

political history scholars have tried to throw light on them from

TamiP and Sanskrit literature^ and from the accounts of foreign

travellers* and coins.®

The Yadava-Silahara history is being systematically studied.

So far the main addition to Fleet-Bhandarkar’s political outline

is the publication of their inscriptions'^ and monuments.®

Immense strides have been made in the study of purely south

Indian dynasties, especially the Pallava. Though the chro-

nological gap between the earlier and later Pallava dynasties

is not yet satisfactorily filled, in spite of some very systematic

attempts to do so, as also the question of Pallava origins, still we
have now a number of monographs dealing with several aspects

of their political and cultural history. Early Pallavas,^ their origin^®

their relation with the Colas^^ their connection with the later

Pallavas,^^ their Naga affinities'*^ and their wars with the Calukyas^^

have been discussed exhaustively by several scholars, Gopalarf*

dealt with their general history, while recently Minakshi^® wrote

on their social and cultural history, and Chhabra^^ on the cultural

relations between South India and Further India during the Pallava

rule. Saiva and Vaisnava saints of the period have also received

attention^* Pallava monuments have also been widely studied.

1. AB., II, No. 285; V, Nos. 285, 298; VII, No. 308; VIII, No. 286.

2. AB., VI, No. 417; VII, No. 421; IV, No. 382; VI, No. 418; VIII, No. 393;

XI, Nos. 405, 485; 10th A, /. O. C. R,, p. 423.

3. Ibid., VII, No. 358. 4. Ibid,, XII, No. 363.

5. Ibid., IX, No. 458. 6. Ibid., VII, No. 510.

7. Yadava : AB., II, Nos. 235, 236, 250; III, Nos. 250, 252, 261; IV, No. 242;

VIII, Nos. 287, 293; EP. Ind., XXIII, No. 43.

Siiahara ; AB., Ill, Nos. 257, 269; EP. Ind., XXIII, No. 44.

8. Oousens, Mediaeval Temples of the Dakhan, and Bull. DCRI., I, pp. 169-177

and II, pp. 218-225.

9. AB., 1, No, 235; IX, No. 384; X, No. 472; IX, No. 325.

10.

Ibid., V, No. 442; XI, 420; No : 11. AB., VII, No. 419.

12. Ibid. VI, No. 356; VII, No. 45; VIII, No. 380; IX, No. 421; X, No. 443,

13. I6td, II, No. 387

14. Ibid.. VIII, No. 346; IX, No. 383; XI, No. 479.

15. JWd., Ill, No. 263

16.

17. ili?., IX, No. 668.

18. AB., II, Nos, 306, 311, 312, 316.
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Besides general articles on the Mahabalipuram rock-temples^ there

are articles discussing particular panels-usually that which shows

a person practising penance^, or the royal statues^. Monographs^
describe the Pallava architecture of all the three periods, while

recently the hitherto unidentified sculptures in the Rajasiihha

temple, Kanci, have been identified by Minakshi^ Important too

is the discovery of Pallava paintings® as well as of a few new
inscriptions’.

The Colas is another such dynasty about which new discoveries

of inscriptions, coins, monuments, and paintings coupled with a

critical study of these as well as literary sources have thrown im-

mense light. The political, administrative, economic, social and

other aspects of cultural life of South India from about 800 A. D.

to 1200 A. D. have been pictured before us about which we knew
very little 25 years ago. More colour is added to this picture from

archaeological work® in Farther India-Ceylon, Indian Archaepelago,

and French Indo-China. Works^ of Sastri exhaustively treat of

entire Cola period, whereas a number of scholars have discussed

individual kings like Kullottuhga^®, Rajadhiraja IP^ or the Cola

invasion of BengaP^^ struggle with the Sailandras^^. Economic

conditions have been discussed by SastrP^, Appadorai and Govinda-

swami.

Numerous Cola inscriptions have been published while a number
of articles deal with the discovery of new Cola temples^^, bronze

1. AB., Ill, No. 81, 108, 146; IV, Nos. 80; VII, Nos. 206, 208.

2. Ibid., VIII, Nos. 246, 248; IX, No. 20?, and I, Nos. Ill, 112; VIII, No. 166.

3. Ibid., I, No. 129; IX, No. 223, and II, No. 139; III, No. 175; V, No. 164,

4. Longhurst, Pallava Architecture MAS!., Nos. 17, 33, 40.

5. MASI., No. 63 (1941).

6. XN., IX, No. 207.

7. Ibid., Ill, No. 299; IX, No. 296; XI, 292,

8. This has been omitted from this sketch-survey.

9. Studies in Cola History and Administration, 1932. The Colas, Vol. I, and
II, 1935 and 1937.

10. AB., II, No. 390.

11. Ibid., Ill, No, 360; X, No, 337; XI, No. 407; VIII, No. 353; VI, No, 398.

12. Ibid., VIII, No. 412; XII, No. 381; No. 364; XII, Nos. 327-328.

13. I6id.,IX,No. 649; VII, No. 359; VI, No. 315.

14. Ibid., VII, No. 203, 346; XII, No. 331; VII, No. 374.

15. AB., IX, No. 152; XII, No. 173; XI, No. 163.
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and stone images^ and frescoes^ and coins^. The discovery of

temples and frescoes in the Pudukota State enable us to study the

evolution of the mediaeval South Indian temple from the Pallava

temples of the earlier period
;
from the frescoes the extension of the

Ajanta art.

The Pandyas and Ceras, other ancient kingdoms of South India,

have not been so extensively studied. Sastri wrote a small mono-

graph^ on the former, while others have written briefly on their

monuments and inscriptions^. Aiyar has written a similar

monograph on the early Ceras^, while a few other have discussed

the Cera chronology*^, Cera capitals etc®. However the work of

newly opened Archaeological Department of the Travancore State,

which has already gathered a number of inscriptions and examined

different kinds of monuments is sure to supply abundant material

for the history of these corners of South India which till now have

been rather neglected.

Nothing however that has been achieved in other periods of

Indian History can compare with what has been done for Vijaya-

nagara history. It has been really invaded by scholars from many
directions using archaeological, mainly inscriptional-Tamil, Telugu,

Kanerese, Sanskrit-as well as foreign sources in Portuguese and
Dutch. Sewell remembered the Empire. Scholars have now ran-

sacked the political, administrative, and social history of its various

dynasties. After Sewell, Heras'^ wrote on the Aravidu Dynasty and
the Beginnings of Vijayanagara history

;
Venkata Ramanayya^® on

Kampila and Vijayanagara, Studies in the Third Dynasty, and
Origin of the City and the Empire ; Saletore^^ on Social and Politi-

cal Life
;
and Mahalingam^^ Administration etc. Beside these

scholars, other scholars have written on the question of the origin

1. AB„ III, Nos, 170-172; V, No. 167; VIII, No, 149; IX, No. 162; XII, No
223.

2. Ibid., VIII, Nos. 192, 206; IX, Nos. 200, 215; X, No. 200; XI, No. 235.

3. Ibid,, II, Nos, 414, 417, 419, 420, 427, 428.

4. T?ie Pandyan Kingdom.

5. Ibid., No. 231.

6. Cera Kings of the Sangam Period, 1937, AB, XII, No. 329.

7. Madras University Journal, 1942, AB.,

8. AB., I, Nos. 174, 224; X, Nos. 497, 532.

9. AB., II, No. 345; V, No. 346.

10. JWd, V, No. 434; No. 452; VIII, No. 391.

11. /Wd., IX, No. 443.

12. Administration and Social Life^ Madras, 1941.
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and foundation of Vijayanagara^, on Krsnadevaraya^ and other

kings^, on the relations of Vijayanagara and their feudatories^ or

contemporaries^, on Vijayanagara polity^, on the embassies at

Vijayanagara^, on religious toleration®, on the geography^ of the

Vijayanagara Empire, and on the causes of its downfall^®. In this

large range of subjects one feels the absence of truly archaeological

studies. Let alone Chandragiri, Kalahasti, and other places of the

empire, Vijayanagara itself is a museum of architectural and sculp-

tural antiquities. More antiquities—^pottery and other kinds etc. are

likely to be found if excavations are undertaken at the numerous

mounds which are strewn with, no doubt, potsherds of the period.

What is expected is a comprehensive monograph on the archaeology

of Vijayanagara, setting out the architecture, sculpture, icono-

graphy, etc., correlating them at the same time with the works on

these subjects. For by the Vijayanagara period most of the cano-

nical works we know of were composed whereas Vijayanagara marks

the end of all truly independent Indian creation. The work so far

done embraces either the general description of the ruins at Hampi^^,

or a few images^^, coins^® and paintings^^

Having thus surveyed in outline the progress in political

history, it now remains to review briefly its cultural counterpart.

Of course some aspects of the latter-administration, architecture,

sculpture etc., have already been mentioned wherever they could be

assigned definitely to dynastic periods. In this section it is intended

to look as a whole at the several aspects of cultural history, and

define its chief tendencies.

A desire to know, understand and interpret Indian culture

within and without India through its ancient political history seems

to be one of the chief characteristics of the recent works on the

subject. At times no doubt the writer being pro-Indian or otherwise,

1.

A5., Nos. 370, 383; V, No. 376; VI, No. 419; VII, No. 442; IX, No. 433;

XII, No. 391; Ind, Cul, VI, p. 107, 244.

2.

Ihid., II, No. 310; III, No. 402; V, No. 430; VI, Nos. 359, 410; XI, No. 236 a,

445; XII. Nos. 369, 387; IHQ., XVII, p. 97.

3.

J6id, III, No. 415; V, No. 380. 4, Nos. 373, 404

5. Ibid., II, No. 325, VII, No. 538, 6. Ibid,, VI, No. 335.

7. p, 229, 8. XIII, p. 225.

9. AB., VIII, No. 397; XI, No. 513. 10. Ibid., II. No. 321, IX, No. 479.

11. A5., Ill, No. 134.

12. Ibid., Ill, No. 369; X, Nos. 272, 274; VI, No. 235; XII, No. 226.

13. Ibid., Ill, No. 447; IV. No. 430; XI, No. 535.

14. Ibid., XI, Nos. 236, 238.
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or led away by his own prejudices has not done justice to his theme.

Nevertheless we now find attempts at understanding India not only

by Indians themselves, but also by several foreigners-such as the

Germans, the French, and the Japanese where formerly, owing to the

paucity of material and dearth of interest in things Indian, scarcely

any work existed besides Dutt’s history and a few other works.

Among the works by Indians in English mention may be made
of the works of Majumdar^, MookerjP, Rangacharya^, Sarkar*,

Shah*, Vaidya*. and Venkateshwara’. These books lay stress on

the cultural contribution of India in the field of literature, archi-

tecture, sculpture and fine arts, using the political history only as

a background.

In Hindi we have two works by Jayachandra Vidyalankara.*

Havell, a very sympathetic Englishman, wrote a similar book in

1924,’ besides his specialized hooks on Indian architecture. After

him we had a work from Codrington.^® ( a reference to which has

already been made, and lately by Moreland and Chatterjee^^ and

Rawlinson.^^ The French works are by Comte Goblet^*, Courtiller,*^

Masson-Oursel and others^* ; The German by Alfons Vath^* ; the

Japanese by Otoyo Tanaka.'"^

Regional studies or studies pertaining to important ancient

sites have also come to the fore-a very welcome development in

historical studies. For it is such detailed and specialized works

1. Outline of Indian History and Civilisation, Calcutta, 1927.

2. Hindn Civilization from the Earliest Times upto the establishment of the

Maurya Empire, New York, 1936.

3. History of Pre-Musalman India, Vol, I, 1929; Vol. II, 1937.

4. Creative India from Mohenjo-daro to the age of Ramakrishna- Viveka*

nanda, Lahore, 1937.

5. The splendour that was Ind„ Bombay, 1930.

6. History of Mediaeval India, Poona, 1926.

7. Indian Culture through the Ages, VOL. I, 1928, Vol. II, 1932.

8. BhUratiya Itihasa ki Ruparekha, Allahabad, 1933; Bharatabhhumi aur
usah& Nivasi, Agra, 1932.

9. A short History of India,

10. Ancient India. 11. A short History of India, London, 1936.

12. A Short Cultural History, London, 1937.

13. Ce que VInde doit d la Ordce, Paris, 1926.

14. Les anciennes civilisations de VInde, Paris, 1930.

15. UInde antique et la civilisation indienne, Paris, 1930.

16. Die Inder, Freiburg, 1934.

17. Jodai no Indo ( Ancient India ) Tokio, 1937 ; AB, XII, No, 392.
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which will ultimately lead to the understanding of Indian culture

and the part played therein by each region or place.

Among such studies Eastern India seems to have received

more attention. Monahan wrote the Early History of Bengal^;

Stapelton and Sarkar on its important landmarks^^ others on its

political relations^, on its different districts^ and on its art^

The Glories of Magadha ( Bihar ) and Nalanda have been re-

counted by Samaddar and the writer respectively®
;

of Orissa by

Mazumdar and Banerji^.

Barua®, Bhuyan^ and Bhattacharya^® between them have given

us a connected account of Assam from the earliest times to the 19th

century, whereas a systematic exploration of the province has also

been taken up by the Archaeological Survey^^.

In addition to the books already existing on Nepal by European

writers^^ we have now a work on it by JayaswaB^, which deals

with the Licchavis, Thakruis and other rulers of Nepal till

880 A. D.

Accounts of Chamba and Kumaon, other Himalayan places in

the Himalayan terrain, have been given by VogeB^ and others

;

whereas antiquities of Kashmir and Jammu have been listed by
Kak^^

Along with these works should be mentioned Barua’s Gaya and

Buddha Gaya and Law’s Sravasti in Indian Literature^^

.

1. AB., I, 267.

2. AB., Vni, No. 418; VI, No. 427.

3. Ibid., VII, No. 370; XI, Nos. 437-38; IHQ. XV, p. 122; p. 507; XVI, p. 179

4. Ibid., No. 436, 491 ;
IV, No, 142; IHQ„ XVI, p. 219.

5. Ibid., IV, Nos. 135, 148; VII, Nos. 115, 185.

6. The Glories of Magadha, Calcutta, 1926; The University of NalandU,

Madras, 1934.

7. Orissa in the Making, Calcutta, 1925; History of Orissa, Vol. 1, 1930,

Vol. II, 1931.

8. Early History of Kamarupa, Shillong, 1933.

9. Kachari Buranji, Assam, 1936; Tungakhungia Buranji, 1933; Asamar
Padya Buranji ( AB., XI,‘Nos. 398, 400, 401 ).

10. Kamarupa Sasanavali, 1931 ( AB,, VIII, No. 250.

)

11 .

12 .

13. The Chronology and History of Nepal,

14. AB., IV, No. 351; V, No. 427.

15. AB., VIII, Nos. 157-58.

16. AB., VII, No. 104; XI, No. 502; respectively.
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History of the Madhyadesa, the area covering parts of the pre-

sent Central and United Provinces and Malwa is found in the

works of Altekar^, Banerji^, GangulP, Ghosh^ Ray^ and Tripathi^

and articles by these scholars'^. Ojha® has told in several volumes

the story of Rajputana’s numerous States. To this may be added

Reu’s^ history of the Rastrakutas ( or Rathods ), whereas the

writer^® has reconstructed Gujarat’s cultural history from archaeo-

logical sources. A brief account of Sind’s early history is found in

Cousen’s Antiquities of Sind and Ray’s .Dijnastic Historu of Northern

Indiaf^,

On the Deccan there has been no work dealing with cultural

history in its entirety. Jouveau Dubreuil wrote a small monograph
and recently Sarkar has written on its certain dynastic periods

whereas Cousens brought together at one place the work done by

the Archaeological Survey. A reference to all these works has been

made previously.^^ Karnataka’s ancient history has been recon-

structed by Saletore^^ ;
of a part of Mysore-Ikkeri-by Puttana.^^

A collection of its inscriptions have been edited by Panchamukhi,

who is also now engaged in a systematic exploration of the region.

Of further South a reference has already been made to the studies

of the Pallavas, Colas, Pandyas and Ceras. It would suffice here if

attention is drawn to more general or special studies on South

India. Among such works we should notice Aravamuthan’s The

Kaveri, the Maukharis, and Sangani Age, Ayyanger’s Manimekhalai,

Dikshitar’s Studies in Tamil Literature and Histai'ij, and Pillai’s

1. History of Benares. ( AB., XII, No. 330. )

2. Haihayas and their Momiments.

3. Paramaras

4. History of Kaukamhi.

5. Dynastic History of Northern India.

6. History of Kanauj, Benares, 1937.

7. XB., IV. No. 91, VI, No. 455; VII, Nos. 102, No. 392.

8. The History of Rajputana^

9. History of the Rashtrakutas, 1933.

10. The Archaeology of Gujarat, Bombay, 1941.

11. AB,, IV, No. 108, see also IHQ., XVI, p. 598, for its conquest by Sasa-

nians and Arab's see Dr. S, K, Aiyangar Com. Vol. pp. 11-17; and loth A. I.

O.C.R., 1940-41, pp. 403-10.

12. To this should be added Gupte's work on Karhad ( in Marathi ) Poona,

1929, and works by RSjwade, Kelkar and others in Marathi. An exhaustive

classified bibliography is being prepared by the writer’s Department,

13. Ancient Karnataka, Poona 1936.

14. AB.. VII, No. 412,
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TamiVs 1800 years Ago, all of which strive to throw light on

South Indian history from Tamil literary sources. A few

articles^ relate the history of Rajahmundry, Cochin and Kerala.

There are a few small dynastic studies such as Bhahja Kings^,

Bhadra dynasty of Samatata^ (E. Bengal), Suketri .and Kara

dynasties^ and dynasties of Kalinga^ and Rewah^.

Studies of different aspects of Indian culture which could not

be noticed before are here grouped under chronology, kings and

kingship ;
Administration, Revenue, Trade and Commerce, Technical

terms in Epigraphy ;
Historical Ethnology, Geography, Institutions

;

Social and Cultural Life from Literature and monuments ; Archi-

tecture and Sculpture (including Buddhist, Hindu, Jaina sites and

iconography and religions) ; Painting.

Chronological studies have been in two directions. Wijk^, for

instance, has given us Decimal Tables for calculating the exact-

details of date from the Su7'ijasidhanta : whereas others^, among whom
Gode® has contributed the most, have tried to fix the date of authors,

events, and things on the bases of literary references. Among these

attempts^ to fix the dates of poets Magha, Kalidasa, and Bhavabhuti

deserve notice.

Studies in Indian Polity discuss the theory of kingship, obliga-

tions of the state, royal prerogatives and titles^®.

Aiyangar, Dikshitar, Brelore, Sastri and Stein^^ have written on

Hindu Administrative Institutions and State administration in

Kautalya and Cola times respectively.

Hindu Revenue system, economic conditions of ancient India,

and the cognate questions of India’s commerce with Rome and other

Western countries in the early centuries of the Christian era have

1. AB., V, No. 403; IHQ,. XIV, p. 503; AB., VIII, No. 424.

2. AB,, I, No. 242; IV, No, 97; V, No. 405; VI, No. 350; X, No. 263; XI, No. 418.

3. XI, No. 440.

4. Ibid,, VIII, No. 453; I, No. 233 respectively.

5. Ibid., VIII, Nos. 353, 354, 360; I. No. 285, V, No. 459.

6. On Hindu Chronology, AB., Nos. 236-37.

7. Pillai, The chronology of the Early Tamils, Madras, 1932.

8. See the Bibliography of his Published writings, Poona, 1941.

9. AB.. I, Nos. 234; No. 350.

10. Besides the works of Beni Prasad, Jayaswal and Dikshitar there have
been a few other works recently by Anjaria and others, the exact titles of which
I have no means to ascertain at present.

11. AB., V, No. 463; VI, No. 453; VIII, Nos. 283, 399; NIA. Ill, p. 307.
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been explored by Ghoshal, PranNath, Rawilnson and Warmington^
Recently attention has been drawn to similar relations between
South India, Africa and China^.

Literature- Kamasutra, Prakrta Pingala etc. have been made
the bases of socio-historical studies by Chakladar, Raghavan and
others

; foreign ambassador’s account-Megasthenes’-by Timmer^.
Similarly Barua, Moti Chandra, Naik and Codrington have eluci-

dated the material culture as portrayed in the sculptures of Bharhut^
and Nagarjunakonda^ and the frescoes of Ajanta®.

Attention is being devoted now to historical ethnology-to
tracing the antiquity of tribes and peoples and castes mentioned in

inscriptions, Puranas, and tradition. Major works on these subjects

include Law’s Anaent Indian K^triya Tribes, Saletore’s Wild Tribe's

in Indian History, and Narasimhaswami’s The Bhutas, whereas a
number of articles deal with the Banas, Kosars, Palayagars, Minas,
and Gaudas^

;
others with origin of some castes®, race drift in South

India^ and personal names in the inscriptions of the Deccarf^.

Some interest has been shown in geographical studies, but
except a few cases all the attempts deal with detached places. There
has been no attempt to write on the geography of a region or of a
dynasty either on the data culled from literature or inscriptions.

Cunningham’s work is now reedited^^ with all the necessary modifi-

cations
; so also Dey s^^. Berthelot has brought out an edition of

Ptolemy’s work on ancient Asia^-^. Of the few exceptions referred to

above are Pithawala’s Historical Geography of Sind, and Law’s
Geography of Early Buddhism^\ Among stray articles a large

1. AB., VI, Nos. 344-45
;
V, No. 418; IV, Nos. 387 and 415.

2. NIA., 1, p. 24 ; IHQ, XVI; p, 380, and p. 486.

3. AB.; V, No. 482.

4. Aspects of Life; Motichandra, “ Indian Costumes etc. Bharatiya Vidya,
I, PP. 28; p. 6; JIOSA, VIII, pp. 62-145; 185-224.

5. Bull. DCRI; II, pp. 50-111; 263-299.

6. Ind. Ant. LIX, p. 159 and 169.

7. AB.; VI, No. 412; VIII, No. 335; VII, No. 413; NIA., II, p. 389; IHQ.,
XIII. p. 162.

8. AB, 1911; AB., VI. Nos. 340 and 351. 402.

9. AB., V. No. 449.

10. Bull D.C.R.I, III, pp. 349-391.

11. Oegraphy of Ancient India.

12. The Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Mediaeval India, London, 1927.

13. AB., VIII, No. 426.

14. Also his Geographical Essays, I, 1937. London, and Bibliograhpy of

Publications relating to ancient Indian Geography. ABIA., X, pp. 12-20,
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number discuss the identification of Lahka^
;

places mentioned

by Ptolemy^, such as Karours, Palours, Ponnate, Sopatama,

Gandaridai ;
Pundravardhana and other sites in BengaP ; Kalin-

ganagara etc. on the Orissan coasP. On the western coast identifi-

cations have been attempted of Dwarka®, Trikuta, Dandakaranya,
Carnate etc.®, whereas a couple of articles relate to the Deccan^, a

few to the Vedic geography® and sites and rivers in the Punjabi

There is a solitary instance where place-names have been correlated

with cultural history^®.

A hundred years ago Ram Raz s ‘ essay ’ was the only work
dealing with the theoretical aspect of Indian architecture. A little

later Kern and others edited the Br/ial Samhita, Agni, Vayu and

other Puranas, all of which dealt incidentally with descriptions of

temples and images. Simultaneously with this, Cunningham and his

assistants published accounts of Buddhist, and Brahmanic monuments

with drawings and photographs of architectural pieces. These were

studied by Fergusson. But barring Burgess and after him Cousens

no one tried to describe the temple from an Indian point of view

using either the classical ( Sanskrit ) or local terms in usages, pri-

marily because very few works existed with which the archaeologi-

cal architecture could be compared.

The work after the last war removed this want to a great extent.

Acharya edited, translated and illustrated the MdnasUra^^ and pub-

lished a fairly comprehensive dictionary of Indian architecture^ 2

Likewise other ancient works on architecture are also published by

1. AB., I, No. 303; V, No. 489; yil, No. 488; XII, No. 403; NIA„ I, 463;

ABORL, XXI, p. 270. ^
2. Ibid., IV., No. 420, I, No. 229; XI, No. 463; V. No. 491; VIII, No. 440

respectively.

3. Ibid., IV, No, 425; VIII, No. 444, 439; VII. No. 495.

4. Ibid., IV, Nos. 422, 426, 379; I. Nc. 301; No. 300; IHQ., XV, p. 475.

5. JRBS., IHQ., XIII, p. 70o; AB., VI, No. 461.

6. AB., IV., No. 428; XII., No. 400; XI, No. No. 512; XII, No. 415.

7. AB., V, No. 490., IHQ., XIV., p, 779.

8. Ibid,, VIII, Nos. 428, 430.

9. Ibid., VIII, No. 366; VII, No. 504; XI, 515.

10. mg, XV., p. 137.

11. Indian Architecture, 1927, 1934.

12. A Dictionary of Hindu Architecture, Oxford, 1927; see also Coomara*
Bwami, ‘Indian Architectural Terras *. JAOS., 48, (1928), p. 250.

No. 162.)
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BoseS GanapatisastrP and others^, a number of scholars have dis-

cussed the application of classical terms to existing monuments, or

given a theoretical description of town-planning temples, theatres

and forts^ Among the former the most controversial topics is the

significance of the terms Nagara, Vesara, and Dravida^.

Beginning with Havell, scholars have also tried to interpret^

Indian architecture, and to lay bare its psychology, ‘ symbolism or

‘ art and philosophy

Archaeological study of architecture has kept apace, most of

which is already alluded to wherever it came within a definite

dynastic sphere. After Fergusson briefly described the different

types of Indian architecture, Jouveau Dubreuil and Foucher studied

in great detail the South Indian and Gandhara architecture respec-

tively. In this quarter Codrington'^, Coomarswamy® and a few

foreign^ and Indian scholars^® have once again approached the sub-

ject devoting greater attention to certain periods. Owing to the

work of the Archaeological Survey of India and that of various

Indian States more material is now available for a regional and

dynastic study of monuments in Rajputana, Central India and

Central Provinces, Gujarat, Karnatak-Mysore, Hyderabad, South

India, Bihar, Bengal and Orissa. A number of publications^^ now
exist which give a bird’s eye view of Indian architecture.

Indian sculpture and iconography are dependent upon archi-

tecture, for they form a part of it. Hence more the dis-

1. &ilpa iastra, Lahore, 1928.

2. Saviarafigana Sutradharay Baroda, 1926.

3. Bo.se, N. K. Canon^i of Orissans Architecture^ Calcutta, 1932. Kasyapa

liilpay Poona 1926; ‘ Hindu Architecture according to Tantrasamuccaya\

JI08A.. V. p. 204.

4. AB,y II. No. 167; VI, No. 181; No. 184; XII, No. 170; I, No. 113-14-15., XI,

No. 415.

5. AB,y VIII, No. 115; XII, No. 155.

6. AB., I. No. 102; II. Nos. 151, 155, 196, 219; XI, Nos. 61-62.

7. Ancient India.

8. History of Indian and Indonesian Art, 1929; and AB,^ IV, No, 64: VI,

No. 162.

9. Bately, The Design development of Indian Architecture^ London 1935

;

AB., No. 156.

10. Iyer, Indian Architecture^ Madras, 1929; Gangoly, AB.y IV, Calcutta, 1928.

11. Hurlimann, Picturesque India, Bombay, 1929; Wallace, Panoramic India^

Bombay, 1931.
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covery of specimens of the latter greater the opportunity for

studying the regional development and distribution of images of

different cults. Likewise more publications of ancient works on

architecture, which incidentally deal with images and at times with

iconometry enable us in identification of images and understanding

regional changes. Thus has the outlook in iconographical studies

been changing since Gopinath Rao wrote his volumes : Elements

of Hindu Iconography. He had based his work on some published

and unpublished canonical literature and illustrated the various

types of images from existing monuments without attempting a

chronological and regional correlation between them. Now, in addi-

tion to the works on architecture mentioned above, are published the

Vimudharmottara}
^
Pratirnalaksar^m^^ Devatamurii-praliaraiiiam and

Ruparmndanam^, Pratimamanalaksanam^
,

Brahmayamala-tantra^,

Vastusara-pralcaranam^ etc.

The ground for a scientific study of iconography is thus prepar-

ed. The studies however have so far, except in a few cases,^ not

proceeded on the desired lines. No doubt there have been numerous

articles on the subject and its sub-branches. But they all deal

with stray, unrelated images. Hence only the most important con-

tributions are here indicated.

Images of Krsna and Balarama,® believed to be of the Kushana

period, are reported from the U. P. and rare images of the 24 forms

of Visnu from Gujarat,^ Visnu’s ten incarnations from Bengal

uncommon types of 5 faced composite Visnu, usualey identified as

Pancamukhi Hanuman.^^ Discussion has also centered round the

I. Calcutta University. 2. Calcutta University, 1932.

3. Calcutta, 1936. 4. Lah^e, 1929; VII, No. 182.

5. .4^., No. 225.

6. Ajmer,

7. When the Ms. was being sent to the Press the writer saw a review of

Jitendra Nath Banerjee’s The Development of Hindu Iconography

^

Calcutta, 1941.

from which it appears that the book, though not a regional study, is at least a

study of the historical development of the subject.

8. AB,, HI. No. 192; XII, No. 216 respectively; cf. also III, No. 191.

9. Journal af the Bombay University, VII, 4 pp. 1-6. IHQ., XVI, p. 524.

10.

IHQ., XVII, p. 370; AB„ IV, No. 225. ( It has been pointed out that this

may be a T3ntrio Buddhist image ).

II. AB., III. No. 191; NIA., II, p. 113,
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Mother and Child images,^ the evolution of the image of Sri or

Laksmi^ and the Varaha avolarc? and the cult of the Salagrama.^

The identification of a few seal-figures from Mohenjo-daro as

proto-types of Siva, and other objects as Saiva symbols has raised

new problems with regard to the antiquity of the Saiva cult and

Siva image. More of such regional and literary studies as the

Origin of Saivism and its Historij in the Tamil Land,^ Rudra-Siva^

would be welcome. For it is the correlation of these individual

studies with similar archaeological studies that will very likely

lead to some definite results. On similar lines are the attempts to

study the history of phallicism in India, ‘ Sadasiva worship and the

Sakta cult in Early Bengal ’ ^ and the representation of Siva on

early Indian coins.^ Whereas a number of articles deal with later

Saiva images of stone and bronze, the discovery of eka-?nukha4ihgas

of the Gupta period from Central India and Mathura,^® and of a

unique gigantic Sivaite sculpture from Farel ( Bombay ) are im-

portant for the history of Saiva iconography. Subsidiary deities

of the Saiva pantheon-Karttikeya,^^ Ganesa^^, Ksetrapala^^, Pisaca^^,

as well as the emblems or weapons”^^ held by these deities have also

received attention. Among these Getty’s monograph on Ganesa,

though not strictly on historical lines, deserves notice.

Early and rare types of Surya images are found from

Afghanistan'^^ and BengaP® and Kathiawar^^ respectively.

1. Ibid.. VIII, No. 208. No. 269.

2. Hartmann, Geschichte der Gotten Laksmi, Leipzig, 1933, ( AB., VIII, No.

216 ); and V, No. 249; X, Nos. 242, 250.

3. AB.. IX, No. 230.

4. AB.. X, No. 88.

5. Subrahmaniyan, Madras, 1929.

6. Venkataramana, Madras, 1941.

7. AB., X. No. 54.

8. AB., IX; No. 228;

9. AB., X, No. 233; IHQ., XVI, p. 118.

10. AB., IHQ., XVI, p. 489.No. 151.

11. AB., VI, Nos. 221; VIII, No. 225.

12. AB., I, No. 131; No. 255.

13. Ibid., Ill, No. 161 ; IX, Nos. 222; 228; JISOA. VIII, pp. 41-55. JIH.,

XVIII, pp. 188-194.

14. Ibid., VIII, No. 209.

15. Bull., DCRI., Vol. II, p. 220.

16.
‘
AB., Ill, No. 177; VII, No. 247; IHQ., XIII, p. 717 ; XV, p. 129.

17. AB., XII, No. 594.

18. AB., VIII, Nos. 210, 222, 246.

19. JBI7.,VI, iv,pp.56-7.
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Of the rest of the miscellaneous articles mention should be made of

studies of Agni,^ Yama,® Brahma,^ Dhanvantari,^ Lokapalas,^

Yaksas,® folk goddesses,"^ Ganga-Yamuna® and symbolism in icono-

graphy^ and sculpture.^®

Early Indian archaeology, if not wholly, was mainly Buddhist.

Bharhut, Sanchi, Amaravati, Mathura, Gandliara and later <i\e ex-

cavations at Taxila and Nalanda had yielded rich and spectacular

finds, with the result that Buddhist art-architecture, sculpture and

iconography had already attracted many a foreign scholar before

1918. In the last 25 years archaeological explorations in India and

outside-Afganistan, Chinese and Russian Turkestan on the one

hand, and Ceylon and the Malay Archipelago on the other-have

not only added immense material but raised new problems for

study.

Bhattacharyya^^ did for Buddhist iconography and on a much
more exhaustive scale what Gopinath Rao had done for Hindu Ico-

nography. Before him Foucher and Griinwedel had written on the

subject, but their treatment was not exhaustive, nor did they deal

with the later development in Buddhist iconography caused by
Tantric influences, Bhattacharyya ransacked the Tantric texts

( Sddhanas ), edited^^ and analysed them and correlated the material

with archaeological specimens wherever it was possible to do so.

Bhattasalfl® followed him. Since then a number of articles and

small monographs have been published on the early and late icono-

graphy of Buddhism. Among the former mention should be made
of the works of Foucher^"^ and Coomarswamy'^ where an attempt is

1. AB., V, No. 250; IX, 234; X, Nos. 173, 229.

2. iVI.4., II, p. 282.

3. AB,, XII, p. 225.

4. Ihid., XI, No. 257.

5. Rid., XI, No. 255,

6. Ill, No. 226; VI, No. 220.

7. Rid., No. 230; IHQ,, XIV, p. 101; and p. XV, p. 523;

8. Rid., X, No. 251.

9. Rid., XI, No. 277; III, No. 233; VI, 229; VII, No. 253; VIII, No. 226.

10. Rid., Ill, No. 242 ; XII, No. 215; No. 249.

11. The Indian Buddhist Iconography, 1924.

12. Sadhanamala, Vol. I, and II, Baroda, 1925 and 1928.

'

13. Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca

Museum, Dacca, 1929.

14. On the Iconography of Buddha's Nativity, 1935.

15. Elements of Buddhist Iconography, 1935.
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made to interpret the subject from metaphysical points of view. In-

dividual features of this early phase, more properly known as the

signs of the mahapurusa, such as Buddha’s czZ^ and umlsa^ have been

minutely studied by scholars.^ Longhurst, Combaz and others^ have

discussed the symbolism and evolution of the Stupa.

Articles on the later Buddhist iconography relate to Tara, and

to some uncommon Tantric gods and goddesses.^

Connected with this subject is the origin of the Buddha image.

Coomaraswamy,^ Ganguly* and others® hold that it originated in

India, owing to certain religious developments, whereas Scherman,^

Longhurst and others ( recently Tarn® ) ascribe its origiU in

Gandhara to Indo-Greek influences.

A third view of Heras^ derives the Gandhara art itself from

indigenous sources, thus implying the Indian origin of the Buddha
image also.

Indian art—Buddhist and other sculpture—has been widely

studied by foreign scholars, among whom reference may be made
to the works of Bachhofer,^® Diez,i^ Doehring,^^ Fischer,^® Kram-
risch,^^ Wallschmidt,^* Hackin,^^ Havell,^^ Codrington,^® and
Vogel.19

1. JIB
.
Ill, No. 229; VI. Nos. 214, 217, 227; X, No. 244; XI,” No^ 258; I vT

No. 222; V, No, 239; VI, Nos. 215, 218; III, No. 241; VII, No. 250; X, No. 245, XI,
No. 263, XII, No. 213.

2. AB., XI. No. 190; XII, Nos. 149-150; I, No. 101; II, No. 156; III, No. 153,

186; V, No. 196; VI, Nos. 178, 183; VIII, Nos. 152, 154, 162; X, Nos. 164, 182, XI.
No. 182; IHQ., XIV, pp. 1-56; ;. 440; XVII, p. 123.

3. Ibid., I, No. 165; III, No.222; IV, Nos. 179, 196; IHQ., XV, p. 278 and Bull.

DCRI, I, pp. 45-59.

4. Ibid., I, No. 140; II, No. 202;

5. OAZ.
6. XB.. IX, No. 221.

7. AB., Ill, No. 238; IV, No. 176.

8. AB., No. 592. The Greeks in India.

9. ‘ Origin of the socalled Greeco-Buddhist School of Sculpture of Gandhara.*

lUB., JB., XII, No. 156.

10. Early Indian Sculpture,

11. Die Kunst Indiens, 1926. 12. Indische Kunst, 1925.

13. Die Kunst Indiens, 1928.

14. Die Indische Kunst,

15. Buddhistische Kunst Indiens, Berlin, 1932.

16. AB., XII, No. 592.

17. Indian Sculpture and Painting, London, 1928.

18. Indian Sculpture.

19. De Buddhistich Kunst, Amsterdura, 1932; and La Sculpture de Mathura,
1930.
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Besides these monographs there are a number of articles on

Gandhara^ Bodhgaya^, Mathura^, Bharhut^ Sanchi®, Andhra®,

( Amaravati, Jagayapetta and Nagarjunakonda ), Early Bengal^,

Pala® and other^ sculptures.

The spread of Buddhism beyond the frontiers of India in the

North has been further confirmed by the explorations of Hackin,

Wright and others in Afghanistan, in the Swat valley and Central

Asia (Chinese and Soviet Turkestan) ; its strength in Central India,

the Deccan and the Andhra country by the discovery of the Buddhist

caves at Bagh and Aurangabad and the excavations at Nagarjuna-

konda and the finds of Buddhist sculptures near Goli village (Guntur

District) ; its affinity with Java by the discovery of numerous

bronzes at Nalanda, Kurkihar and other places in Bihar
; its preser-

vation in Nepal and Tibet by the collection of bronzes, manuscripts

and painting from these countries.

Naturally new vistas of studies have been opened up by these

discoveries. Hackin'^® and others have pointed out the influence of

the colossal Buddhas at Bamiyan on Buddhist sculpture elsewhere.

The diseovery of Andhra sculptures from Ceylon would stimulate

the further exploration in that country
; whereas the Nagarjuna-

konda sculptures have provided immense material for a study of the

material culture of the period and the Jataka stories portrayed

therein. The relation between the Nalanda and Java art has been

discussed by Kempers and others, whereas the varied data from
Nepal and Tibet perticularly the Mss. enable scholars to recon-

struct many a lost Buddhist text.

The progress in Jaina studies, considering the antiquity of the

religion, its vitality, and the preservation of its Mss. literature in

Jaina Bhandaras, may be said to be negligible. The scholars and

1. AB., II, No. 205; III, Nos. 178, 201; V, Nos. 175, 187, 244; VII, No. 196 ; IX,

No. 177; VIII, No. 133; IX, Nos. 217, 219; XII, No. 156, 211 a; X, No. 132; X, Nos.

267, 253.

2. Ibid., XII, Nos. 142, 151, Ind. Cul, IV, p. 97.

3. Ibid., VII, Nos. 93, 245; XII, 210 a.

4. Ibid., II, No. 129; X, No. 239.

5. Ibid.,YlI,m.

6. Ibid., Ill, Nos. 106, 227; IV, No. 160-61; VI, No. 225; VII, No. 249; X, Nos.

226; XI, No. 264.

7. Ibid., XII, No. 175, { JDL., Calcutta University, XXX, pp. 1-85 ).

8. Ibid., VIII, No. 148; XII, No. 159, No. 131.

9. Ibid., Ill, No. 92; VIII, No. 611; IX, No. 757; IX, No. 167; NIA., I, p. 544.

10.

AB, III, No. 628; XII, No. 592.
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their works in its different aspects can be easily recounted. Omitting

the number of Jaina texts published in various granthdvalis we have

from’ Winternitz^ and DesaP, a fair idea of the history of the

Jaina literature
;

from Glasenapp^ and Guerinot^ of the Jaina

religion ; its traditional chronology from S. Shah^ and historical

development in North India and Karnatak from 0. G. Shah®, Sale-

tore'^ and Sarma® respectively.

Jaina archaeology is still in its infancy. For a long time

Smith’s Jaina Stupa at Mathura was the only work on the subject,

whereas in the South Jainism was represented by the colossal

stature at Sravana Belgola. Now Nahar^ has brought together all

the Jaina inscriptions
; a few articles have appeared announcing the

discovery of the Jaina monuments from different parts of India-

Gujarat^^, Kathiawar^^ MarwaP^ BengaP^ South India (Pudukotah

State)^^ or of different periods^^ ; and attempts are made to write

on its iconography^^, while considerable attention has been paid

to miniature paintings on mediaeval Jaina manuscripts^^.

There has been remarkable progress in the discovery and

study of Indian paintings of all periods. Whereas formerly Ajanta

represented the ancient period, and Rajput and Mughal the media-

eval period, we now have a few more traces of the prehistoric and

1. History of Indian Literature, Vol. II.

2. History of Jaina Literature ( in Gujarati).

3. Der Jainismus, Berlin, 1926.

4. La Religion Djaina, Paris, 1926.

5. The Traditional Chronology of the Jains, 1935.

6. Jainism in Northern India, 1932.

7. Mediaeval Jainism.

8. Jainism and Karnataka Culture, Dharwar, 1940.

9. Jain Inscriptions.

10. Nawab, Jain satya Prakash. ( in Gujarati:) V, pp. 203; VII, p, 211-223; and

Sankalia, Bull. D. C. R. I. I, p. 185 ff.

11. JRAS., 1938, p. 426; and XII, No. 272.

12. XII, No. 221.

13. Ind. Cul, VI, pp. 137-40.

14. I5td., IX, No. 21^

15. Ibid., TI, No. 212; IV, No. 169; No. 235; XII, No. 161.

16. AB., II, No. 208; III, No. 159; X, No. 240; VI, No. 149; VIII, No. 218; IX,

No. 227; and Bhattacharya, Jaina Iconography, Lahore, 1941; Sankalia,

“ Jaina Iconography,” NIA, II, p. 497 ff., Jaina Antiquary, IV, p. 85; V, p. 49;

IHQ., XVI, p. 314. Shah, JUB., IX, ii, pp. 147-169; X, p. 195.

17. Brown, AB., IV, No. 189; VIII, No. 179; IX No. 193; XII, No. 186,

Mehata, AB., IV, No. 208 ;
Coomaraswamy, X Nos. 194, 195. Nawab, Jaina^

citrakalpadruma, ( in Gujarati ), Ahmadabad, 1935.
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ancient, from different parts of India, while the miniature paintings

in early Mss. from Gujarat, Bengal and Tibet, and wall paintings

from Turkestan have revealed the so-called schools of paintings in

these regions in the early mediaeval period. This wide distribution

of paintings in nooks and corners of India implied a systematic

cultivation of the art in the country^. This has been attested to by
Vi^udharmottara?, and numerous references to the art in Indian

literature^ of all kinds^.

Rock-paintings, supposed to be of the prehistoric period, have

been found at Mahadeo hills^ in the Central Provinces and recently

in Sind^.

Hitherto the earliest historical paintings came to light from the

Vaisnava Cave III at Badami’, whereas the extension of the Ajanta

art was traced in the caves at Ellora® and Aurangabad, in the late

Pallava^ and early Cola temples at Kanchi and SittanvaseP® res-

pectively. The art survived in South India till late, for its manifes-

tation is found in the Vijayanagara temples at Lepakshi,^^ in the

Brhadisvara temple at Tanjore,^^ the Palace and temple in

Cochin^^ and Trichur respectively.

Existence of a mediaeval Gujarat School of painting is postulated

on the strength of a number of miniature paintings on Jaina^^,

Vaisnava^^ andSaiva^® and other secular Manuscripts^^.

More evidence has been gathered for similar school of miniature

painting which flourished in Eastern India^®. Its spread to Tibet

1. Cf. Stohoukine, BAA., IV, pp. 146-152 ( AB., II, No. 194. )

2. Stella-Kramrisch; Calcutta, 1924, AB., I, No. 149, and VII, No. 215.

3. Coomaraswamy, AB., V, 213; VI, No. 196; VII, No. 212; VIII, Noa. 182-183.

4. From Kalidasa, Bana and others, Sivaramamurti, AB., VIII, Nos. 202, 203,

204, Raghvan, AB., VIII, No. 201.

5. XI, No. 227.

6. JBASB.,Yll 1941, No. 2, pp. 197-202.

7. AB., XI, No. 231.

8. AB., I, Nos. 139, 158; VI, No. 211; VII, No. 210.

9. AB., VI, Nos. 192, 203; XII, No. 206a.

10. Ibid., VII, Nos. 227-228; X, No. 190; XII, No. 203.

11. Ibid., XII, No. 206.

12. Ibid., XII, Nos. 203, 204.

13. Ibid,, Nos. X, 189; XI, Nos. 2l6, 217, 218.

14. AB., VI, Nos. 215-216; VIII, No. 79; IX, No. 192.

15. AB., V, Nos. 209, 218, 222; XI, No. 233.

16. Majumdar, NIA., II, pp. 311-16; Sastri. IHQ., XIV, pp. 425-431.

17. .45., VI, No. 201.

18. Ibid., I, No. 157; VIII, No. 186.
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has been proved by the discovery of Indian paintings in Western

Tibetan temples by Tucci^ and others.

While new discoveries are being made, the old material—the

frescoes at Ajanta—is being scientifically preserved and copied^.

Scholars have also undertaken general survey^ of the art as well as

investigations of its technical^ and cultural aspects^.

Two facts emerge from this survey. The first is that political

history has received greater attention from scholars than the cultural.

Comparatively little lias been done in subjects like historical geogra-

phy or ethnology, regional study of cults and iconography or

material culture as illustrated by sculptures and paintings. This

tendency to lay stress on chronology is inevitable, as it is the

foundation of historical knowledge. However much light can be

thrown on Indian Culture in general if other aspects are simultane-

ously attended to. Inscriptions, which constitute a major source for

ancient historical studies and which hitherto have been studied

mainly from dynastic points of view, can be utilized more exhaus-

tively. The names of Brahmana and other donees mentioned therein,

if studied geo-chronologically and correlated with present day
Brahmana (or other) names and gotras, will contribute to our know-

ledge of historical ethnology. The identification of inscriptional

place names, and similar names occurring in the literature of the

period corresponding to the region, will not only form the bases

for a corpus on ancient geography of India, and help to under-

stand the territorial divisions of the region for administrative pur-

poses, but a correlation of the ancient names with the modern will

also explain the linguistic changes. If, further, certain names occur

continuously in a number of dynastic periods they will explain

the linguistic evolution as well as the historical importance of the

places. Such repeated references to a place or places will also

supply clues for archaeological exploration.

1. Ibid,, XII, No. 207; XII, No. 617-18; Roerich, AB., II, No. 191.

2. ‘ The Colour and Monocrome reproductions of the Ajanta frescoes based

on photography. * Part I, II, Landon, 1930.

3. Mehta, Studies in Indian Painting
; AJ5., I, No. 153 ; Ghosh, ‘ A Compa-

rative Survey of Indian Painting’ ; AB., I, No. 144 ;
‘ The Development of Jaina

Painting’, AB,, II, No. 184 ;
Kramrisch, A Survey of Painting in the Deccan,

London, 1937.

4. AB., XII, Nos. 202, 204.

5. Ihid„ II, No. 186; VII, No. 221; VIII, No. 180; XII, Nos. 187, 197, 199 ;

ABORL, XII, p. 24.
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The second fact that would strike one is that there has not been

sufficient field work. Hitherto archaeological exploration was done

by the Archaeological Survey of India and recently it has been

taken up by a few Indian States, like Baroda, Mysore, Hyderabad,

Travancore and Jaipur. Universities, Museums and research societies

have hardly played any part in it. If the reason for this is partly

attributable to Government aloofness, the Universities and such other

bodies also cannot escape the blame for their apathy. Until recently

they have never encouraged field work. This is necessary not only

for all periods of archaeology-prehistoric, protohistoric, historic

—

but also such subjects as historical geography and ethnology. As
suggested before a systematic study of the latter might yield clues

for archaeological exploration. And none except universities,

museums and research institutes can take up such work for want of

facilities-survey maps—etc. These institutions must come forward

and cooperate with Government and the States—and both these

should reciprocate—in a coordinated scheme of research. For

culture knew and knows no political frontiers.^

1. As mentioned above some of the footnotes had remained incomplete when
the article was first sent to the Editor, owing to the disruption of the Library

facilities. The writer hoped to fill them in in the proof-stage. But at the time
when the proofs were received, he was away on field-work, and the proofs had
to be returned soon. So these foot-notes, it is regretted, have remained uncom-
pleted even in the final stage.



PROGRESS OF SOUTH INDIAN ARCHAEOLOGY AND
EPIGRAPHY DURING THE PAST 25 YEARS

By

R. S. Panchamukhi

I Introduction.

II Prehistoric and proto-historic archaeology, exploration

and excavation.

III Epigraphy.

IV Archaeological research in the Native States.

V Museum
( i) Study of art and architecture.

(ii) Paintings.

VI Publications.

VII Important bibliography.

The record of work accomplished by the Archaeological Depart-

ments of the Government of India, and Native States of Hyderabad,

Mysore, Travancore and Pudukottai in South India and the Kannada
Research Institute, Dharwar (Bombay Karnatak), during the years

1917-1942 is of varied nature and magnitude. Before reviewing the

contribution made by the several bodies in the various branches of

Archaeology, namely exploration and excavation of prehistoric and

ancient sites, epigraphy, iconography, art and architecture, numis-

matics and the reconstruction of the political history of South India,

it is worth while surveying the state of archaeological studies

at the beginning of this period. The highest antiquity to which

the archaeological researches could be referred, prior to 1917, did

not go beyond the nirvana of Buddha ( 6th century B.^C. ) and the

discovery and decipherment of the Asokan edicts belonging to

the 3rd century B. C. were considered to be the greatest achieve-

ments of an antiquarian. The ancient Buddhist sites and

monuments which had been surveyed previously by General

Cunningham and his assistants in North India were selected for

detailed exploration and excavation by the newly constituted
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Archaeological Survey of India under the direction of Sir John

Marshall. Excavation work was done at Rajgir, Sahet Mahet,

Kasia, Sarnath, Merpur, Khas, Peshawar and other places and the

material illustrative of the life of the people, who lived in these cities

centuries ago, was recovered and made a subject of detailed study.

The attention of the department and individual scholars was

concentrated on the clarification of the political and cultural

history of North India and parts of South India where the Asokan
edicts had been discovered and ancient Buddhist sites had been

dug out. It is true that Bruce Foote had, in his momentous volumes

on Indian Prehistorics, surveyed and spotted palaeolithic, neolithic

and early iron age sites in the whole of India and made surface

collections to illustrate the different cultural strata in the North

as well as South India. He had also, by a study of the flints, stone

implements, pottery pieces and other relics unearthed at the sites,

attempted to fix up the sequence and chronology of different cultures.

But his conclusions had to remain vague on account of lack of a

deciding piece of evidence to correlate them with the mass of

prehistoric antiquities unearthed in Mesopotamia, Greece, Italy,

Crete etc. whose age had been determined. The startling discoveries

of buried cities of different cultural strata belonging to the pre-

historic period, at Mohenjo-Daro in the year 1924, at one stroke

carried back the antiquity of Indian archaeology not by centuries,

but by several millenia before the birth of Christ and opened a new
field for antiquarian researches. Correlation of the finds at these

places with the results of Bruce Foote’s researches in terms of

palaeolithic, neolithic and iron age cultures was attempted and the

character and age of the several strata were fixed up. Thus, we
may note with a sense of satisfaction the vast change which Indian

Archaeology has brought about in Indian researches during the

years subsequent to 1917 and the reflection it has left on the

activity of world archaeology in general.

As far as South India is concerned, pioneers like Fleet,

Bhandarkar, Hultzsch, Venkayya, Krishnasastri, Kielhorn, Burgess

and Rice had set themselves to the study of the lithic and copper-

plate inscriptions to make out the political history of the main
dynasties that ruled in Karnatak, Tamil and Telugu countries from

the beginning of the Christian era. Fleet’s dynasties of the

Kanarese Districts based chiefly on the Sanskrit, Prakrit and old

Kannada inscriptions published by him in the volumes of the

Indian Antiquary, the Epigraphia Indica and the Journal of
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the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society etc.,

Bhandarkar’s History of the Dekkan, Hultzsch’s and Venkayya’s

reports on South Indian Epigraphy which contained sketches of the

royal families that held sway in the Tamil country, Krishnasastri’s

scholarly papers in the Archaeological Survey Reports on the

Viceroys of the Vijayanagara kings, Kielhorn’s Lists of South

Indian Inscriptions arranged according to the dynasties and

chronology with synchronistic tables and dynastic lists of kings,

and Burgess’s Reports on the survey of monuments in Western
India and Karnatak, furnished clear and strong foundations for the

progress of researches in the several branches of archaeology.

Fergusson’s Volumes on Indian Architecture, Sewell’s Lists of

antiquities in the Madras Presidency, Parts I & II, and Cousin’s

Archaeological Remains in the Bombay Presidency as well as Elliot’s

South Indian Coinage had laid the study of ancient monuments, art

and architecture and numismatics on scientific lines. But the

exploration and excavation of prehistoric sites in the Dekkan and
South India had not received the attention which they merited from

the Department except a stray digging at Adichchanallur, which

had yielded iron ege finds of much archaeological and anthropo-

logical interest, and a survey and notice of a few dolmens and
cairns in the Bombay and Madras Presidencies.

This unequal treatment of North and South India in respect of

certain fields of research is perhaps attributable to the divided res-

ponsibility of the provincial and central Governments which they

shared in the execution of their respective works without coordina-

tion. This defect was removed by placing archaeology under the

sole charge of the Central Government after the inauguration of the

Reforms of 1919. The Epigraphical Department was entirely re-

organised and from the year 1921-22, the Archaeological Depart-

ment began to issue its reports in a consolidated form instead of

each Circle issuing a separate publication. Inspite of this welcome

change, the Director General of Archaeology in India whose head-

quarters remained at Delhi had heavy preoccupations in Sind and

the Punjab and consequently rarely crossed the Vindhyas to South
India until perhaps the discovery of the Erragudi rock edicts of

Asoka in 1926 which brought him occasionally to a few places in

South India. But it was not till Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, M. A.,

F. R. A. S. B., was appointed the Director General of Archaeology
that the hidden treasures of South India began to be tapped, assorted

and studied systematically for a connected account of the cultural

31
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history of South India and our thanks are due to the versatile

genius of that great talented head of the Archaeological Department
for his incessant endeavours to save the rich archaeological

resources of our land from the havocks of time and ignorant

vandals.

I shall briefly relate the discoveries made in the several bran-

ches of Archaeology in South India and review the progress made
in the respective lines since 1917 from which year our survey com-
mences.

II. Exploration and Excavation of Sites

I divide this subject into prehistoric and proto-historic periods

and the former roughly into the Stone Age and the Age of Metals.

In the Stone Age, again, four successive phases may be distinguish-

ed : Eolithic or the Dawn of the Stone Age, Palaeolithic or the Old

Stone Age, Mesolithic or the Transitional Age, and Neolithic or

the Polished or the New Stone Age. Each age shows some marked

progress in the preparation of stone implements. In Palaeolithic

times, tools were shaped by chipping hard flints, while in the Neoli-

thic times they were made by grinding and polishing. A long

period of time intervened between the Old and the New Stone Ages

of India as was demonstrated by Bruce Foote in a section of the

right bank of the Sabaramati river in Gujarat where a deposit

between the Neolithic and Palaeolithic finds measured more than

200 ft. in depth. In Europe, the Mesolithic Age intervened between

the two while in India nothing is known of the Mesolithic industries

to bridge the gulf between the two ages. The Stone Age passed

into the Age of Metals which shows two successive phases, viz.,

the Copper Age and the Iron Age. While iTr most parts of Europe,

the Stone Age gave place to the Bronze Age, in Northern India the

Copper Age succeeded the former. The culture represented by

Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa is assigned to the Chaliolithic Age, i. e.,

the age of copper and stone which lay midway between the Stone

Age and the Iron Age. In Southern India, however, the ‘Iron Age was

a direct descendant of the Stone Age. In one or two solitary cases-

at Maski and Chandravalli, however, isolated copper implements are

reported to have been found in association with microlithic finds

of the Stone Age. If copper is found in large quantities in a suffi-

ciently large number of Stone Age sites, we may perhaps be forced

to accept the intervention of Copper between Stone and Iron Ages in

Southern India also.
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Though it is not conclusively established, we may assign approxi-

mate periods to the prevalence of the above-mentioned phases of cul-

ture in prehistoric India. It is enough to indicate that Iron Age
culture flourished between 1000 B.C. and 500 B.C. which is usually

accepted by the scholars.

With this preliminary knowledge about the character and age

of Indian prehistoric finds, it may be noted that not many sites of

the prehistoric periods have been explored in South India, though

the country is known to abound in such, from the folklore, tradition

and local chronicles and above all from the topography of the

mounds and debris of different cultural layers, scattered over the

land. • The most extensive site of the Iron age discovered so far is

that of Adichchanallur where excavations revealed a number of pits

in quartz rock to contain burial urns which, in a few cases, showed

complete bones of a human skeleton. The objects found in associa-

tion with the bones included red and black pottery vessels, gold and

bronze articles, iron celts, swords, daggers and implements and

cornelian beads. Perungulam in the Malbar District, Perumbair in

the Chinglepeth District, Kaniyampundi and Sirumugi in the Coim-

batore District and Gajjalkonda in the Kurnool District are

some of the Iron Age sites discovered so far in the Madras Presi-

dency. They exhibit stone circles and cairns containing tombs

with bones, pottery vessels, iron implements and shell ornaments.

But since 1917 onwards, no site worth a notice has been discovered

and excavated in South India except perhaps at Nungambakkam
and Mylapore in Madras where a trial excavation laid bare pottery

and huge vessels with deposits of bones and pieces of iron.

In recent years several important sites of the Palaeolithic and
early Iron Ages have been explored in South India. Mr. G. Yazdani,

O. B. E., in Hyderabad, Dr. M. H. Krishna in Mysore, Rao Bahadur
C. R. Krishnamacharlu in Madras and the present writer in the

Bombay Karnatak have conducted original researches in their res-

pective areas and as a result of their continued explorations and
trial excavations, they have been able to discover a number of early

Iron Age sites.

In Mysore and Hyderabad, several sites of the early Iron Age
culture have been spotted. Col. Meadows Taylor, Rev. G. Keis and

R. Bruce Foote of the Geological Survey of the Government of India

as well as the late Captain Leonard Munn, Special Officer, Hydera-

bad Greological Survey have noticed prehistoric and proto-historic
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sites in the Nizams Dominions. Megalithic tombs in a great variety

of forms occur in the Raichur District of Hyderabad. In the cairn

burials at Raigir two kinds of pottery were found : a red polished

ware and a black polished one with a red base. The number of prehis-

toric settlements such as Maski, Benkal, Mudgal, Gorebal etc.,

explored so far exceeds twenty-four in the Raichur District alone of

the Hyderabad State. Large scale excavations were undertaken at

Maski as a result of which black and red funeral pottery, polished

stone implements and chert flakes belonging to 1000 B. C., or earlier,

were unearthed. In Mysore, Chandravalli is the only site where
excavation was started by Dr. M. H. Krishna on a scientific basis in

the year 1929-30 but the operations have not yet been complete and
the results of the excavations so far conducted have not been fur-

nished to scholars. The preliminary note on the excavations

shows the importance of the site and its antiquity ranging from
the Andhra period to the Neolithic times or at least the early Iron

Age.

Though South India and Dekkan are teeming with prehistoric

sites of Palaeolithic, Neolithic and Early Iron Age cultures,

no large scale and exhaustive excavations have been done at

any of the places to enable the excavator to formulate his conclu-

sions in the type, character and the significance of the finds for the

cultural history of the land. The relics have been, under the circum-
stances, classified only typologically and not stratifically.

The Bombay Karnatak had been entirely neglected for original

exploration and excavation work of an antiquarian nature, The
State Departments of Archaeology were occupied with the work in
their own Provinces and the Archaeological Department of the
Government of India had solely applied its rjesources in the excava-
tions of North Indian sites particularly at Mohenjo-Daro and
Harappa. Thanks to the Government of Bombay the Kannada
Research Institute was inaugurated at Dharwar in 1939 with
the present writer as its Director. During the short span of two years
the rich area of the Bombay Karnatak has yielded to the exploration
conducted by the present writer, a number of prehistoric sites assi-
gnable to the Iron Age. The most important of these are Herakal
and Anagawadi near Bagalkot, Siddapur (in Bilgi Petha), Chim-
malgi in the Bagewadi Taluka of the Bijapur District, where red
pointed polished pottery, large sized bricks, conch shells and shell
ornaments, and iron slags are unearthed in plenty. Again, at
Madhavapur-Vadgaon near Belgaum and Itgi on the banks pf th^
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Tungabhadra in Shirahatti Taluka of the Sangli State similar

pottery and bricks etc., are discovered which belong to the same

phase of prehistoric culture as the above. These sites deserve to be

tapped and excavated on a scientific basis. The finds so far recovered

are valuable in connecting Bombay Karnatak with the Mysore and

Hyderabad Karnatak areas as well as with Bellary, Anantapur and

Kurnool districts of the Madras Presidency with a common cultural

bond from the hoary antiquity of the pre-Mauryan age, i. e., roughly

from about 1000 B. C.

Of the sites assignable to the historic period, several new ones

have been explored during the period of this quarter of a century.

Agadi, Lakshmesvar, Banavasi, Pattadkal and Jamkhandi etc., in

the Bombay Karnatak where relics of the Andhra, early Kadamba
and Chalukyan periods are traced, Chitaldroog, Talkad and Halebid

in Mysore, Maski and Kondapur an early Satavahana site, in

Hyderabad and Satanikota in the Madras Presidency are some of

the fresh sites which are expected to yield important finds for the

history of South India. The large variety of terra cotta figures,

seals and sealings excavated iat Kondapur by the Hyderbad Archaeo-

logical Department last year testifies to the value of large scale

excavations for the understanding of the cultural history of the

Dekkan and South India. It is high time that Archaeological Depart-

ments under different administrations worked with mutual

coordination and collaboration so that the results of their investiga-

tions might be studied by mutual consultation.

III. Epigraphy

In the studies of Indian Epigraphy which constitutes the most

important branch of archaeology supplying as it does the best foun-

dation of history and chronology, wonderful progress has been made
in the course of the twenty-five years under review. Particularly,

in South India, the researches in Dravidian Epigraphy have been

conducted with such special zeal and scientific accuracy that our

knowledge of the evolution of the South Indian alphabet has been

laid on a sound basis and the details of the dynastic history of the

country have been settled with precision and exactitude. Owing to

the discoveries of important epigraphs during the last quarter of a

century, various missing links have been supplied, wrong theories

exploded, fresh unknown families of kings brought to light and

many interesting details about the dispensation of civil and crimi-

nal justice, powers and functions of the administrative bodies, the
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importance of the Mediaeval South Indian temple as a centre of spiri-

tual culture and learning, the condition of trade and commerce as

well as the influence of social organisations etc., are added to the

existing stock of our knowledge. A few noteworthy points which

will bear out the vast advance made in this branch of study

during the period under review are briefly narrated below.

At the beginning of 1917, no connected account of the political

history of South Indian families of kings had been outlined in

precision. Their chronology had not been fixed. The researches of

Dr. Fleet in Karnatak Epigraphy and of Hultzsch, Venkayya and

Sewell in South Indian Dynasties had no doubt begun the fixing up
of the salient land marks in the dynastic history of the country.

But with the discovery and publication of the Sinnamannur, Velvi-

kudi and the large Leyden grants, the Pandya ‘chronology and
history have been cleared up with sufficient particulars. In 1916-17,

a Brahmi inscription of the 1st century B. C. was noticed in the

Buddhist cave at Guntapalle in the Kistna district while in the

same year a long pillar inscription of the Kakatiya queen Rudra
Mahadevi was discovered at Malkapuram in the Guntur district.

The inscription gives very interesting details about the philanthropic

activities of her teacher the great Saiva Rajaguru Visvesvara

Sambhu of Daksina-Radha ( South-west Bengal ), of which the

most noteworthy is the establishment of and provision for the

maintenance of a Maternity Home ( prasutyarogya-sala ). During

the next two years ( 1917-19 ), much new light was thrown on the

administration and management of South Indian temples from the

epigraphs examined in the Tamil districts. A few sets of Eastern

Ganga copperplates secured in 1918 furnished important data for

fixing the starting point of the Eastern Ganga era in about A. D,

495-96, which is still a subject of much*^ speculation among
scholars. 1920 saw the discovery of a number of copperplate records

of the Visnukundin kings, which initiated the discussion regarding

their genealogy and chronology. The Polombaru grant of Madhava-
varman-Janasvaraya Maharaja furnishes a few valuable synchro-

nisms which determine the date of the plates as 621 A. D., and the

conquest of the Visnukundin territory by the Calukya king

PulikeMn II between A. D. 621 and 631 the date of the Kopparam
plates.

In 1921-22, a new family of kings called the Nalas was brought
to light by the discovery of the only lithic record of about the 5th

century A. D., at Podagadh in the Jaypore Agency ( Vizagapatam
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District ) which is valuable in locating their territory near the East

coast. The Rithapuram plates of the Nala king Bhavattavarraan

were also discovered in the same year. The conquest of the Nalas

by Pulikesin II recorded in the Aihole inscription may perhaps refer

to N alas mentioned here.

The year 1923-24 brought to light a Brahmi inscription of

about the 2nd century A. D., at Alluru in the Kistna district. This

proves the existence of a new Buddhist settlement in the Krsna-

valley where a Buddhist stupa was discovered at Ramireddipalle.

The examination and study of the newly discovered sets of

copperplates of the Salahkayana Maharajas Skandavarman and

Nandivarman in 1924-25 have helped to settle the genealogy and

chronology of the Salahkayana family which ruled at Dendalur,

prior to the Visnukundins, in the 5th century A. D. The greatest

event in the South Indian Archaeology was the discovery of the

great stupa at Nagarjunakonda in the Guntur District and a syste-

matic excavation conducted by Mr. A. H. Longhurst during the

years 1926-30, of a number of stupas, caityas, monasteries, bas-

reliefs and inscriptions which throw a flood of light on the history

and art of the period 2nd-3rd century A. D., in the Krsna-

valley.

The year 1925-26 inaugurated the epigraphical survey of the

Bombay Karnatak which is being conducted regularly by the

Epigraphical Department. From 1939-40 the work is being shared

by the Kannada Research Institute, Dharwar, in collaboration with

the Superintendent for Epigraphy. As a result of the combined

efforts of the two offices, substantial progress is expected to be

achieved by accelerating the speed of exploration and collection of

inscriptions and other historical material. As a result of

this exhaustive village-wise survey much new information

has been gathered on the political history of the Bombay
Karnatak. Several new kings and dynasties have been discovered

and the missing links between one power and the other have been

recovered. The dynastic relationship between the early and later

Chalukya families was established by the discovery of the Bodana

inscription of Arikesari and that between the Rashrtakutas of Mal-

khed and the Chalukyas, as overlords and feudatories, was made
known for the first time by the examination of the Karjol inscrip-

tion of Saka 879 and the Narasalgi inscription of Saka 886 both

belonging to the reign of Krsna III and mentioning Taila II as
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administering Taddevadi-nadu under him. The Kakhandki^nscrip-

tion of Saka 915 introduced Taila II as ruling from Manyakheta

which established beyond doubt that the later Chalukyas of Kalyani

rose from a position of subordination to the Imperial rank in the

Rashtrakuta dominions. New families of subordinate chiefs viz.,

those of Nagire and Haduvalli under the Vijayanagara kings were

unearthed from oblivion by the survey of the Bhatkal Peth of the

North Kanara District, conducted by the Kannada Research Insti-

tute, Dharwar.

The most outstanding discoveries of the Kannad Research Insti-

tute in 1941 are those of a Prakrit pillar inscription in Brahmi

characters of the 2nd century B. C., at Vadgaon-Madhavapur near

Belgaum and of the cliff inscription of Chainkya Vallabhesvara

( Pulikesin I ) dated Saka 465, at Badami. The former refers to

the celebration of a number of Vedic sacrifices and is thus the earli-

est Brahmanical Prakrit document known to exist in the Bombay
Karnatak. The latter furnishes the earliest example of the use of

the Saka era in documents and is also the first and the only inscrip-

tion of Pulikesin 1.

Among other important discoveries of the last decade may be

mentioned the interesting Siroda plates of Devaraja which brought

to light a new dynasty of kings called the Gomins in the 4th cen-

tury A. D., in the Goa territory, the Haldipur copper plate grant of

Pallavaraja Gopaladeva belonging to the 8th century A. D., which,

besides furnishing a specimen of archaic Kannada prose, establishes

the serfdom of the Pallava chiefs under the early Chalukyas, the

Bodanarhpadu inscription of Vikramaditya I testifying to the early

Calukyan sway so far north on the East coast as Guntur District,

the sets of copper plates of the Kalingadhipafci kings viz., Maharaja

Candavarman, Umavarman, Anantasaktivarman, Anantavarman
etc., who ruled over Kalihga about the 6th and 7th century A. D., a

unique western Ganga grant of Marasimha II which furnishes, like

the Kudalur grant of the same king, a detailed account of the

several kings of the family and introduces the Jain Guru Elacarya

as the donee, who is evidently identical with the Helacarya of

Hemagrama ( Talil Ponnur, North Arcot District ). The Buddhist

rock-cut caves, caverns and inscriptions were found in the Godavari,

Vizagapatam and Guntur Districts and the earliest rock-cut temple

dedicated to Siva was noticed at Pillaiyarpatti in the Ramnad
District. In the Bombay Karnatak, exquisite paintings of the 6th

century A. D., were discovered in cave No. Ill at Badami, and rock
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carvingsand paintings of the prehistoric period were brought to the

notice of scholars at Gombigudda and Nuralphadi in the Jam-
khandi State and published with sketches in the Kannada Research

Report for 1939-40. A rock-cut cave temple of about the 10th cen-

tury A. D. was also discovered at Kundgol in the Jamkhandi State.

IV. Archaeological research in the Native States

The contribution of the Mysore and Hyderabad Archaeological

Departments to the unravelling of the cultural history of the

Deccan and Karnatak is likewise varied in character. The disco-

veries of the Chandravalli rock-inscription of Kadamba Mayura-

sarman, the Halmidi stone inscription of Kadamba Mrgesa, which

furnishes the earliest specimen of the archaic Kannada (5th century

A. D. ), the Pandarangapalli grant of Avidheya Rashtrakuta ( 6th

century A. D. ) and several Western Gahga grants, by the Mysore
Archaeological Department have helped to settle with precision

problems connected with the Karnatak history and the Kannada
language. R, Narasimhachar’s monographs on the Kesava temple at

Somanathpur, and the temples at Belur and Doddaguddavalli are

valuable in understanding and fixing up the characteristic features

of the Hoysala style of architecture. The preservation of the world-

famous Ajanta frescoes and the conservation of the monuments in

the State are the most outstanding achievements of the Hyderabad
Archaeological Department. In the domain of exploration and ex-

cavation of ancient archaeological sites, both the Departments at

Mysore and Hyderabad have done notable work of which a brief

mention has been made already. The Chandravalli site of the Sata-

vahana period and the Maski and Kondapur sites of the same age

have already yielded a large number of terracotta figures illustrat-

ing the cultural life of the people in the pre-Christian or early cen«

turies of the Christian era.

In the domain of South Indian numismatics much has not been

done since the publication of Elliot’s South Indian Coins, though a

few new specimens of coins have been noticed now and then. The

important lacuna in the history of South Indian Coinage have to be

filled up by the discoveries and study of coins of the Early Kadamba,

Early Chalukya and Rashtrakuta kings of the Deccan and the

Salahkayana and Visnukundin kings of the East coast. The value

of the study of numismatics in clearing up some dark corners of

South Indian history need not be underestimated and a serious

3^
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attetnpt mu^t be made to collect and study the ancient coins* by the

Research Institutes in the Bombay and Madras Presidencies.

V. Museum
The Museum movement in South India which is a part of the

activities of the Provincial Governments has gathered a great

momentum as a result of the publication of a report by Messrs

Markhan and Hargreaves who surveyed the Museums of India on

behalf of the Museums Association of Great Britain. The Prince of

Wales Museum, Bombay, and the Government Museum, Madras, have

developed the archaeological sections on scientific lines and the

student of art and architecture will find enough material for his

study, well-arranged and labelled. But with the spread of education,

the Museum service should be strengthened and a strong link should

be established between Museums and the Educational institutions in

the Province. Government should start more Museums in areas

where their need is felt and help should be extended to private efforts

in this direction. The Kannada Research Institute, Dharwar, has

started a Museum of valuable basic materials such as sculptures,

inscriptions, and bronze and copper images of much iconographical

interest which is capable of an all-round development, since

Bombay Karnatak is proverbially rich in all sorts of antiquarian

remains deserving protection and preservation provided the Govern-

ment and the public extend necessary encouragement for its fruition.

Except in Bombay and Madras, there is not one single efficient

Museum of archaeology in the whole of South India and this want
should be soon removed by the establishment of the Karnatak

Museum at Dharwar.

The only repositories of ancient fresco paintings known to the

student of fine arts are Ajanta (5th century A. D.), Badami (6th

century A. D.), and Sittanna Vasal in the Pudukottoi State (7th

century A. D ). The first has been treated and rescued from deterio-

ration and the second and the third have not yet received the full

attention they deserve.

VI. Publications

The publications bearing upon South Indian Archaeology and
epigraphy have been of late so numerous that it will not be possible

to enumerate them all in this short notice. The most important

among them may be mentioned : The Volumes of South Indian

Inscriptions (texts)“IV to XI, containing the texts of Kannda, Telugu
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and Tamil inscriptions from the Madras Presidency and 'parts of the

Bombay Karnatak and the Karnatak Inscriptions Vol. I published by

the Kannada Research Institute (Bombay Government) are a mine

of information on various topics of the South Indian cultural history.

The Reports on South Indian Epigraphy (1917-1936), the Annual

Report of Kannada Research, Bombay Province (1939-40) and the

Bulletins of the Deccan College Post Graduate Research Institute

give scientific analysis, classification and study of the basic

material studied by the respective Institutions at Madras, Dharwar
and Poona.

The progress achieved in the archaeological researches in South

India may be characterised as being still in the infant stage in view

of the vast field remaining unexplored before us, but it is gratify-

ing to note that the public and the Government are now canvinced of

the necessity of preserving and studying the cultural heritage of our

nation which is the greatest source of inspiration and pride to the

scholars as well as to the laymen. It is hoped that with the grace of

the Almighty, the horrid clouds of war that have gathered thickly

over the horizon of our country will ere long be scattered away and

the age of peace and plenty will be ushered in when cultural

researches can be conducted with a single-minded devotion.
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PROGRESS OF GREATER INDIAN RESEARCH DURING
THE LAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS (

1917-1942 )

BY

U. N. Ghoshal

Afghanistan

The systematic investigation of ancient sites in Afghanistan

dates only from 1922, when, thanks to the initiative of Prof. A.

Foucher, France acquired from the Afghan Government a thirty

years’ monopoly for archaeological exploration in the country. The

opportunity thus presented in a land to which access had for some

long time been barred with seven seals was eagerly utilised by a

brilliant band of French scholars who gave to the world the results

of their wonderful discoveries in a series of magnificent volumes ( in

French ) called Memoirs of the French Archaeological Delegation in

Afghanistan. These works have revealed to us numerous traces of

great schools of art—of sculpture in stucco and clay as well as mu-
ral paintings of the 3rd-4th to the 7th-8th centuries A. D.— to

which have been given as indicative of their complex composition

the designations of “ Graeco-Buddhist ” and “ Irano-Buddhist
”

art. Fragmentary as they often are, these objects of art represent

fresh and vigorous offshoots of the decadent art of Gandhara and

form in their turn, as has been well said, “ an ante-chamber to the

art of Central Asia ”
( Rene Grousset ). For it was there that grew

up those schools which were destined to attain their full development

at Khotan, Kucha, Turfan and other famous Central Asian centres.

We can only find time to describe here some of the more important

discoveries that have rewarded the labours of the French archaeo-

logists.

On the site of Hadda ( known as HHo by the Chinese Buddhist

pilgrims and reputed to contain a collar-bone and a tooth of the

Buddha ), J. J. Barthoux discovered between 1925 and 1928 the

remains of a vast ancient city with hundreds of stupas and thousands

of stucco sculptures. The results thus obtained were given out in

two elaborate volumes ( Les Fouilles de Hadda : tome iii. Figures et

Figurines, Paris 1930 ;
Ibid, tome i, Stupas et sites, Paris 1933 ).

The former contains reproductions with short descriptions of 478

sculptures, mainly all heads in stucco, representing figures of Bud-
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dhas, demons and warriors, which were found among the ruins of

the 531 stupas at Hadda, while the latter gives a minute account of

the principles of construction of the stupas and attached buildings

as well as of the structures belonging to seven different areas. It is

interesting to learn that the stupas exhibit a development of the

depressed forms of Bharhut and Sanchi towards more elevated, slen-

der and graceful types, as they generally consist of “ a double

square basement supporting two cylindrical drums which in their

turn are surmounted by a third low drum and a dome The stucco

figures comprising those of Buddhas, of deities and demi-gods and
of groups of human worshippers, indicate a masterly execution far

surpassing the conventional and effeminate products of the Gandhara
school. Another famous site which has been examined by the

French scholars is the cliff of Bamiyaii renowned from early times

for its colossal Buddhas and its innumerable decayed cave-shrines

and monasteries. Between 1922 and 1924 this famous group of

monuments was thoroughly examined by A. Godard, Mme. Y.

Godard and J, Hackin. In their great work called Les antiquites

bouddhiques de Bamiyan ( Paris 1928 ), they reproduced a number of

frescoes which have been rightly described as the earliest extant

Buddhist paintings after those of Ajanta ( Caves IX and X ) and

Miran. These paintings exhibit a strange medley of Indian, Ira-

nian and Chinese influences and the earliest of them go back to the

5th or 6th century. Of the two colossal Buddhas which are ade-

quately described, the earlier cannot be anterior to the 3rd century

A. D. The authors also illustrate the famous Buddhist caves of

Btoiyan with adequate plans and designs. A new series of excava-

tions undertaken at Bamiyan by J. Hackin and J. Carl in 1930 led

to the discovery of one of the oldest caves ( c. 3rd century A. D. )

in the vicinity of one of the colossal Buddhas. Other finds con-

sisted of Sanskrit Mss. in birch-bark as well as an octagonal grotto

( in the adjoining cliff of Karkak ) with decorative paintings indi-

cating Iranian influences. These finds have been described with

adequate illustrations in Hackin and Carl’s work Nouvelles recherches

arcMologiques d Bamiyan ( Paris 1933 ) where attention is drawn to

the characteristic blending of Indian, Iranian and Hellenistic influ-

ences on the local art. The Iranian element, indeed, assumed from

the end of the 5th century such an important part as to justify the

application of the epithet ‘ Irano-Buddhist ’ to the later art of

Bamiyan. The Sanskrit Mss. from Bamiyan were edited ( J. A.

1932 ) by the late Prof. Sylvain Levi who identified them as com-

prising fragments of Abhidharma texts mostly of the Mahayana
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school, of Vinaya of the Mahasaihghikas and of a rare Abhidharma

text of the Sarvastivadins. About this time J. Hackin published

( Paris 1933 ) a summary of the work of the school under the title

The Work of the French Archaeological Delegation in Afghanistan

( 1922-32 ). While the French explorations at Hadda and Bamiyan
have yielded the happiest results, discoveries of striking interest

have also been made at less known sites. At the hill of Khair

Khaneh, north-west of Kabul, J. Carl excavated in 1934 the remains

of a most interesting shrine recalling the construction of the Sivite

temple of Gupta times at Bhumara in Central India. Another dis-

covery was that of a unique Surya image in white marble showing

distinct influences of Iranian art of the 4th century A. D. ( See J,

Hackin and J. Carl, Eecheixhes arcMologiques an Col du Khair

Khaneh pres de Kabul, Paris 1936. A shorter description also illus-

trated with plates is given by J. Hackin in JQIS. Ill, No. 1, Jan.

1936 ). The excavations of J. Hackin on the ancient site of Begram

( Kapisi of Sanskrit literature ) in 1937 resulted in the discovery of

a mass of ivories with designs recalling the Mathura art of the

Kushan epoch and forming in fact the only surviving samples of

Indian ivory work of that early date. ( For a description of the

above illustrated with plates, see J. Hackin, Recherches Archeolo*

giques d Begram, tome I, Text, tome 11, Plates, Paris, 1939 ). The-

very interesting excavations of the French archaeologists at Fondu-

kistan, east of Bamiyan, in 1937 brought to light an old ( 7th cen-

tury ) Buddhist sanctuary with its appendages. Among the most

precious discoveries on this site are a number of clay modellings

and mural paintings of predominantly Indian type recalling Gupta

and Pala models ( See J. Hackin, The Buddhist Monastery of

Fondukistan, JGIS. VII, Nos. 1 and 2, Jan, and July 1940 ),

Central Asia

In the first seven or eight centuries of the Christian era the

Chinese province of Sinkiang ( or Eastern Turkestan ), ^now almost

wholly a sandy waste , was a land of smiling cities with rich sanct-

uaries and monasteries stocked with magnificent libraries and works

of art. With a population at present predominantly Muslim in

religion and Turkish in speech, it was in those days, by virtue of

its geographical situation the meeting-place of diverse peoples of

Iranian, Indian, Turkish, Chinese, Tibetan and other speeches and

of diverse religions,' Buddhist, Manichaean, Nestorian, Christian

and so forth. The chance finds, during the last decade of the 19th
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century, of Mss. in Sanskrit, Prakrit and unknown languages

together with those of antiquities displaying affinities to the Helle-

nistic art of Gandhara, stimulated the zeal of M. A. Stein, already

famous as the editor and translator of Kalhana’s Rajatarangixiu A
handsome subsidy from the Government of India enabled him to

accomplish ( 1900-1901 ) his much-desired object of an archaeologi-

cal expedition into Central Asia. The result of this mission so

fully justified itself as to enable Stein, with the usual assistance of

the Government of India, to lead two more archaeological expedi-

tions into the country (
1906-1908 and 1913-1916 ). The other

nations were not behind hand in following Stein’s example. There

ensued a sort of international competition for unveiling the secrets

of the lost Asiatic civilisation. A German expedition under the

auspices of the Royal Museum of Ethnography in Berlin led by A.

Griinwedel and E. Huth visited the regions of Turfan and Kucha

( 1902-1903 ). This was followed by the first Royal Prussian ex-

pedition (1904-1905) led by A. von Le Coq, a second one (1905-1907)

under Griinwedel and Le Coq, and a third one (1913-1914) under Le

Coq. The German Missions synchronised with a series of Russian

expeditions of which the second one visited Kucha in 1906, the third

discovered the ancient city of Karakhoto in 1908, while the fourth

surveyed Tun-Huang in 1914. The Japanese, not to be outdone by

other nations, sent two successive missions (1902-1904, 1908-1909)

to visit Turfan, Kucha, Khotan and other sites. The French had

also their share in what had now become an international enterprise.

A mission under Paul Pelliot visited (1906-09) Kucha, Tun-huang
and other sites, from which it brought back a rich spoil of Mss. and

objects of art. In 1927-28 Emil Tinkler visited a part of Chinese

Turkestan discovering stucco sculptures in Gandhara style and

frescoes similar to those of Miran, ( See fits report in Sinica, Vol.

VI, pp. 34-40). Three successive expeditions led by B. Denike into

Russian Turkestan between the years 1924 and 1928 resulted in the

discovery at the ancient site of Termez, visited by Hiuen Tsang
(c.630 A. D.), of Buddhist antiquities betraying Gandhara influence

(See A. Strelkoff, Les monuments pre^Islamiques de Termez, in Artibus

Asiae, 1928-29). In recent times Renglscent China has boldly

asserted its claim to the fellowship of the advanced nations of the

East and the West by sending its own missions of archaeological

exploration into Central Asia.

The epoch-making discoveries following from the above expedi-

tious, which can only be compared for their magnitude and interest
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with those of the lost civilisations of Egypt and Babylonia, began

to be made known to the world outside in the first decade of the

present century. In his Sandburied Ruins of Khotan Stein gave a

popular account of his first expedition, while a scientific description

of the same was given in his great work Ancient Khotan ( Vol. I,

Text, Vol. II, Plates, London 1907 ). Among the sites described by
the daring explorer as yielding the most important Indian antiqui-

ties may be mentioned Dandan-oilik, Niya, Endere and Rawak.
From the ruins of Buddhist shrines and monasteries at these places

were obtained tempera paintings and stucco images, Buddhist texts

written in Sanskrit and other languages on paper and other mate-

rials in varieties of the Gupta script, wooden documents written in

north-western Prakrit and Kharosthi script, these last relating to

matters of official correspondence, official and semi-official records

and so forth. In the meantime Griinwedel published his valuable

report on his archaeological work in the Turfan region. ( Berickt

uber archaeologische Arheiten in Idykutschari und Umgebung, Munchen
1906 ) and another volume on the old Buddhist cult-places in Chi-

nese Turkestan {AltSuddhistischen Kultstdtten in Chvnesisch Turkestan^

Berlin 1912 ). Shortly afterwards Le Coq published his work Clio-

tscho (Berlin 1913) describing the Buddhist sculptures and mural
paintings of that ancient city which showed the Hellenistic

Gandhara art as yielding to Sassanian and East Asian influences.

These fruitful labours were cut short by the outbreak of the Great

World-War in 1914, but no sooner was that tragic episode over than

the work was resumed in right earnest. Stein gave a “ Detailed

Account ” of his second Central Asian expedition in his stupendous

work Serindia in three volumes (London 1921), a “ Personal Narra-

tive ” having been already published by the same author under the

title Ruins of Desert Cathay ( London 1911 ). The chief discoveries

of Indian antiquities effected during this expedition were made at

Khadalik, Niya, Endere, Lou-lan and Miran and lastly and above

all, Tun-huang on the outskirts of the Chinese province of Kansu.

From the first five sites were acquired Buddhist stucco figures and

wall-paintings, Sanskrit, Prakrit, Khotanese and other Mss., wooden

sculptures with Indian motifs^ documents in Kharosthi script and

north-western Prakrit on wood, paper and silk. At the last-named

site Stein had the good fortune of recovering from an ancient

walled-up library an immense mass of Buddhist Mss, in Sanskrit,

Khotanese and Kuchean along with hundreds of Buddhist paintings

on silk, cotton and paper as well as thousands of Chinese and Tibe-

33
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tan records dating from the 5th to 10th century A. D. A “ Detailed

Report ” of Stein’s third expedition was published in his last great

work Innermost Asia in four volumes ( Oxford 1928 ). The most

interesting finds of Indian antiquities were made during these expe-

ditions at Niya and Miran, at Karakhoto and at Murtuk in the

Turfan oasis. The objects recovered consisted of Buddhist wall-

paintings, Buddhist Mss. and block-prints in a variety of languages,

wooden documents of a secular character in north-western Prakrit and

KharosthI script and so fortli. From Karakhoto (“The Black City”)

forming part of the ancient Tangut (Hsi-hsia) kingdom Stein acquired

a mass of wooden sculptures illustrating Jataka scenes as well

as figures of enthroned Buddhas, of Buddhist saints, and of Brahma-

nical deities mounted upon their vahanas. In the meantime Griin-

wedel produced his monograph on the ruins of Kucha ( Alt-Kutscha^

Berlin 1920). The report of the expedition of the Russian Geogra-

phical Society ( 1907-09 ) containing a description of the dead city

of Karakhoto was published by Kozlov and Filchner ( Authorized

German trans. by L. Breitfuss and P. G. Zeidler, Berlin 1925 ). Of

the official German expeditions, known as the Royal Prussian Expe-

ditions, a popular account was given by Le Coq in his short work

in German called On the Trail of Hellas in Eastern Turkestan ( Auf
Hellas Spuren- in Ost-Turkestan, Leipzig 1926 ; English trans.

under title “ Buried Treasures of Chinese Turkestan ” by Anna Bar-

well, London 1929 ). A brief sketch of his discoveries was given by

Le Coq in his German work called A Picture-Atlas relating to the

History of Art and Culture in Central Asia ( Ein Bilderatlas zur

Kunst-und Kulturgeschichte Mittle-AsienSy Berlin 1925 ). The sites

mentioned by the author as yielding the most interesting Indian

antiquities were Sangim, Bazaklik and Kyzil. At the first-named

site was discovered an important collection"of Buddhist Mss. The

second which was the seat of a great Buddhist monastic establish-

ment with hundreds of temples yielded wall-paintings of Indian

monks in yellow robes (with names written in Central Asian
Brahml ) and those of East Asiatic monks in violet garb ( with

names written in Chinese and Tibetan ). The last site which was

a flourishing settlement between the 5th and 8th centuries A. D.

yielded sculptures and paintings which were alike Indo-Iranian in

character, besides Mss. in early Indian scripts. The results of J.

Hackin’s explorations on the site of Bazaklik already visited by

GrOnwedel were recorded in his work Recherches archdologiques en

Aste Centrale, (Paris 1931) mentioning Buddhist sanctuaries with
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manias or apparitions of Tantric divinities. A full account of the

results obtained by the Japanese expeditions in Central Asia and

other lands during 1902-04, 1908-09 and 1910-14 under the auspices

of Count Kozui Otani was published in Japanese by Y. Uehara ( 2

volumes, Tokyo 1937 ).

During the last two decades the wonderful records of the lost

civilisation of Central Asia, which have been the spoils of the inter-

national enterprises above described have been systematically

investigated by a host of scholars. We shall speak first of the

objects of art which have been recovered from the various sites. The

sculptures, miniatures, wall-paintings and images that were acquired

by the Royal Prussian Expeditions have been brilliantly reproduced

with adequate short descriptions by Prof. Le Coq in a series of

volumes (in German) bearing the title The Buddhist Late Classical

Art in Central Asia {Die Buddhistische Spdtantike in Mittelosien^ Berlin

1922-24). The title ‘Late-Antique’ is explained by the fact that the

author held the art-objects to be based on a late phase of the ancient

Greek art. Of this work it has been rightly said that it ranks

among the finest productions of modern German colour-process and

photo-lithography. It consists of seven parts bearing the titles,

I. The Plastic, 11. The Manichaean miniatures. III. The Wall-

paintings, IV. The Atlas of Wall-paintings and Y, VI, and VII.

New Sculptures. To the last Part E. Waldschmidt has added an
essay on the style of the wall-paintings from Kyzil identifying

nearly eighty Jatakas and Avadanas and noticing the blending of

Hellenistic, Indian and Iranian elements in the composition. Of
equal interest with the above is the publication of the art-objects

recovered from the world-famed “Caves of the Thousand Buddhas’’

at Tun-huang by the Pelliot and Stein expeditions in a series of

magnificent volumes. Prof. Pelliot published in six Parts a port-

folio of three hundred and seventy-six Plates illustrating his collec-

tion cf Buddhist paintings and sculptures from the 182 caves of the

monument (P. Pelliot, Les grottes de Touen Haimng ; Peintures et

sculptures bouddhiques des epoques des Wei, des Tang et des Song,

tomes 1-3, Paris 1920, tomes 4-5, Paris 1921, and tome 6, Paris 1924).

The paintings on silk and linen banners from the Stein collection

belonging to the late ninth and early tenth centuries were similarly

reproduced in the work The Thousand Buddhas ; Ancient Buddhist

paintings from the cave-temples of Tun-huang on the Western froniiet'

of China recovered and described by Sir Aurel Stein. Introductory essay

by L. Binyon. Descriptive text by A. Steins London 1921. A catalogue.
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of five hundred and fifty-four paintings of the Stein collection (of

which two hundred and eighty-two are preserved in the British

Museum and the rest in^the Central Asian Antiquities Museum at Delhi)

was published by A. Waley in 1931. It contains along with

general notices of the iconography and styles of the paintings,

minute descriptions of the individual pieces. Useful catalogues of

the Stein collection of wall-paintings have since been published by

F. H. Andrews (Delhi 1933 and 1935). Of these paintings it may be

said that while they are all Buddhistic with a few Maniohaean, they

are mainly inspired by late Hellenistic art, their dates ranging

from the third to the tenth centuries A. D. The reproduction of these

wall-paintings, which has been undertaken by the Government of

India still awaits publication.

From a general review of the Indian antiquities described by the

above authors it appears that a few of them belong to the Brahmanical

culture. Such are the seals with effigies of Kubera and Trimukha
discovered by Stein at Niya (abandoned before the end of the 2nd
century A. D.) and the painted Ganesa at Endere. But by far the

largest number of paintings and sculptures belongs to the MahayS-
nist Buddhist culture. The figures or scenes represented are those of

Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and lesser divinities, of the Buddhist para-

dise, of Mandalas and they are often accompanied by figures of donors

of a particularly individualistic type. Thus in his great work
Serindia (Chs. {XXII-XXHI) Stein divides the paintings from the

closed chapel at the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas into five classes

according to the subjects. These are (1) Scenes from Buddha’s life,

(2) Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, (3) Lokapalas and Vajrapanis, (4)

Divine groups and (5) Buddhist paradise. While the topics of most

of the paintings are Buddhistic they belqgg to an extraordinary

variety of styles. At Turfan Griinwedel was able to distinguish no

less than five or six different schools of paintings : Gandharian,

Indo-Scytbian, old Turki, Uigur and Tibetan, The same variety of

styles has been noticed by Le Ooq in his description of the wall-

paintings in the second Part of his work on Buddhist Late Classical

Art above mentioned. The paintings from the Caves of the Thousand

Buddhas which illustrate the Buddhist religious art of the T’ang

period (618-907 A. D.) and have been described to be for China what
Ajanta is for India, have been shown (Cf, Pelliot Les grottes de Touen

Houang) to represent the mingling of Chinese, Graeco-Indian and
Iranian elements. To illustrate the cosmopolitan character of the

Buddhist art of Central Asia, one further example will suffice. As
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Stein has shown, the frescoes of the ancient Buddhist sanctuaries

at Miran which are dated about the 4th century A. D. have afiSnitiea

with the Romano-^Syrian and the Copto-Hellenistic art of the early

Christian centuries.

From the point of view of Greater Indian research the chief

interest, naturally enough, belongs to the discovery, at various

Central Asian sites, of Buddhist and other Indian texts written in

Sanskrit and Prakrit as well as in the various local languages cur-

rent at the time. Written in ink on birch-bark or paper or wood
or leather in Kharosthi or several varieties of the Indian Gupta
script, these texts (along with others in Chinese and Tibetan ) have
restored to us, if in fragments, numerous works of Indian literature

either in their originals or by translations. In the task of publica-

tion of these precious records, the pioneer worker was the late

A. F. Rudolf Hoernle who edited in the last decade of the 19th

century the celebrated Bower Mss. acquired by Lt. Bower in 1889

in the course of his journey through Kucha. These Mss. written in

Sanskrit on birch-bark in North-West Gupta characters of the 5th

century A, D. consisted of a miscellaneous collection of medical

treatises, proverbial sayings and the like. Other Mss. of the same
type from the Central Asian collections called after Godfrey, Ma-
cartney and Weber were edited by Hoernle in the closing years

of the last century. More important was the publication by the

illustrious French scholar E. Senart (J. A. 1898) of the fragment of

the Dhammapada in the North-Western Prakrit, and in Kharosthi

script acquired by Dutreuil de Rhins at Khotan in 1893. The rich

store of materials acquired by the organised Central Asian expedi-

tions from the early years of the present century has been the

occasion for a fresh series of scholarly publications. Selected

Sanskrit Buddhist texts of the Stein collections from Tun-huang

were edited by Sylvain Levi(J. 1910 ) and by Vallee Poussin

( J. R A, S. 1911, 1912, 1913 ). In the Manuscript Remains of Bud-

dhist Literaturefound in Eastern Turkestan ed. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle,

Vol. I, ( Oxford 1916 ), Hoernle, Liiders, Pargiter and F. W.
Thomas published the text and translation ( with notes and compa-

rison of parallel versions) of the fragments of no fewer than twenty-

six Buddhist texts from . the Sanskrit canon. Of these no less than

twenty-one belong to the Vinaya and the ( Mahayana as well as

Hinayana ) Sutra-pitakaj while tw'o are stotras of the celebrated .poet

Matrceta, of which I-tsing wrote in the seventh century :
‘ These

charming compositions are equal in beauty to the heavenly flowers,
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and the high principles which they contain rival in dignity the

lofty peaks of a mountain.’ The texts are written in “upright” and

“slanting” Gupta characters of the 4th or 5th century and the Mss.

were recovered from various Central Asian sites. An Inventory List

of Manuscript Remains mainly in Sanskrit by F. E. Pargiter and

another Inventory List of Manuscript Remains in Sanskrit, Khotanese

and Kuchean by Sten Konow were published as Appendices E and

F to Stein’s Innermost Asia already mentioned. Meanwhile, H.

Liiders started a masterly series of publications of ‘Smaller Sanskrit

texts* recovered by the Royal Prussian Turfan expeditions. In the

first volume of the series called Bruclistilcke buddhistischer Dramen

( Kleinere Sanskrit Texte I, Leipzig 1911) Liiders edited with his

usual scholarly thoroughness fragments of three Sanskrit dramas

( including the Sdriputra-prakarana of Asvaghosa ) written on palm-

leaf in the script of the Northern Ksatrapa and Kushan inscriptions,

which were found by Le Ooq at Mingoi, and have been shown to be the

oldest specimens of the Sanskrit drama. In the same series Liiders

contributed ( Leipzig 1926 ) his scholarly edition of the fragments

of the Kalpana-manditikd of Kumaralata, a collection of pious legends

after the fashion of Jatakas and Avadanas written by one of Asva-:

ghosa’s junior contemporaries. In recent times E. Waldschmidt
has published ( in German ) in the same series ( Leipzig 1923 and

1926 ) fragments of the Bhiksuni-pratimoksa of the Sarvastivadins

and the first volume of fragments of Buddhist sutras from the

Central Asian Sanskrit canon. With this we may mention the

editions of the Sanskrit original of the Kdsyapaparivarta, with

Tibetan and Chinese versions by Baron A. von Stael-Holstein

( Shanghai 1926 ). Among Indian scholars who have taken part in

the publication of Central Asian Sanskrit texts we may mention

N. P. Chakravarti who has edited and translated a text of the

Sanskrit Uddnavarga from the Pelliot collection ( L'UdUnavarga,

Paris 1930 ).

We have now to notice the advance, in the last two decades, of

the study and interpretation of the Kharosthi inscriptions in North-

Western Prakrit which have been found in such large numbers at

Khotan and other sites. Unlike the Sanskrit texts the Prakrit docu-

ments are of a wholly secular character. We learn from them how
this Indian language of the North-western regions was used- in

Khotan and neighbouring areas in the early centuries of the Chris-

tian era not only for administration but also for the business of

every-day life. Indeed it has been shown that the Khotan region

was ruled in these early days by kings bearing Indian names with
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the dynastic title ‘ vijiUx *
( See Sten Konow, Remarks cm the Khota-

nese Jatakastava, I H. Q. XVI, 1940 ). The complete reproduction

of the Kharosthi inscriptions of the Stein collection is due to the

joint labours of several English and French scholars whose work

appears under the title Kharosthi inscriptions discovered by Sir Aurel

Stein in Chinese Turkestan, Part I : Text of inscriptions discovered at

the Niya site, 1901, transcribed and edited by the Abbe Boyer,

E. J. Rapson and E. Senart, 1920. Part II : Text of inscripticms dis-

covered at the Niya, Endere and Lou-lan sites, 1906-7, transcribed

and edited ( as above ) 1927. Part III : Text of inscriptions discovered

at the Niya and Lou-lan sites, 1913-14, transcribed and edited by E.J.

Rapson and P. S. Noble, 1929. In his work The language of the

Kharosthi documents from Chinese Turkestan, ( Cambridge 1937 )

T. Burrow has shown how this language corresponds closely to the

post-Asokan inscriptions from North-Western India and less closely

with the Prakrit version of the Dhammapada. The same scholar

has very recently published A translation of the Kharosthi documents

from Chinese Turkestan, ( London 1940 ) giving a translation of all

the 740 documents-^letters, reports, official orders, judgments, etc.

—

that were discovered by Sir Aurel Stein at the Central Asian sites.

Passing to the Indian records preserved in the new Indo-Euro-

pean language of Central Asia which has been found to be closely

allied to the Italo-celtic languages we have to begin by point-

ing out that it exists in two dialects centering around Karashar

and Kucha. These have been respectively called Tokharian A and

B from their supposed connection with the ancient Tukharas. With
better reason they have been respectively styled Karasharian and

Kuchean from their respective centres. For the publication of texts

in these languages we are indebted mainly to French and German
scholars. In J. A, S. B. 1901 Hoernle published Kuchean frag-

ments of a medical treatise from Central Asia, of which however he

was unable to offer any interpretation. Later on Sylvain L6vi and

A Meillet edited ( J. A, 1911-12 ) fragments of a fresh Kuchean
medical treatise, while Levi edited ( Manuscript Remains, Oxford

1916 ) the Kuchean Pratimokm and its historical commentary
belonging to the Sarvastivada Vinaya. The last-named scholar

published his Notes cm Ms, Remains in Kuchean as Appendix G to

Stein’s Innermost Asia, Above all he edited and translated a series

of Buddhist texts, Uddnavarga, Udanasutra, Uddnalamkara and

Karmavibhahga ( Fragments de textes Koutch6ens, Paris 1933 ),

While Kuchean texts have thus been interpreted by Sylvain L6vi
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from the Stein and other collections, those in the sister dialects

from the Griinwedel and Le Coq collections have been studied by

German scholars. To E. Sieg and W. Siegling we owe the publi-

cation of Buddhist fragments ( Toeharische Sprachreste, 1921 ) and

a classical grammar ( Toeharische Orammaltk, 1931 ) in the

“ Tocharian ” language. Meanwhile E. Leumann published (Strass-

burg 1919 ) the Tocharian text and German translation of the

Maitreyasamiti of the poet Aryacandra. To Prof. Liiders belongs

the credit of discovering not only the original name Agnidesa of

Earashar, but also a list of its kings, Indrarjuna, Candrarjuna,

and so forth. Of the two regions Kucha and Karashar, the first

has been shown by Prof. Levi (J. A. 1913) to have played by far

the more important part in the propagation of Buddhism into China.

Beference may be made in this connection to the famous Kumarajiva

of Kucha, one of the greatest apostles of Chinese Buddhism. As
L6vi has shown (J. R. A. S. 1914), the existing records prove that

the civilisation of Kucha was wholly Indian and Buddhist. Sanskrit

evidently was the sacred language. The Katantra grammar was
studied and, as is shown by the surviving parallel versions of

Sanskrit and Kuchean texts, verbatim translations were made from

the Sanskrit. The surviving Kuchean literature consists of

fragments of the Vinaya of the Sarvastivadin school, of imitations of

Sanskrit Avadanas, of Mahay9.na and Buddhist Tantrik texts, and

lastly, of works of half-dramatic, half-narrative type with Buddha
and mythical kings as heroes, and Vidusaka as their attendant.

Besides the records preserved in the Indo-European language

just noticed. Central Asia has yielded other texts written in So-

ghdian and Khotanese ( otherwise called ‘Saka’ and ‘North-Aryan’ ),

two hitherto ‘unknown languages’ belonging to the Iranian branch

of the Indo-European family. During the last two decades the

Buddhist texts in Soghdian have been published mainly by French

and German scholars such as P. Pelliot, E. Benveniste, F. Wilier

and F. W. K. Muller. To the German scholar Hans Beichelt we
owe the publication and translation of the Soghdian Ms. fragments

of the British Museum collection in two parts ( Die Soghdischen

Handschriftenreste des brUischen Museums, I Teil, Die buddfUsUschen

Texts, n Teil, Die nicht-dmddhisUschen Texts, Heidelberg 1928). The

Notes on Momiscrijpt Remains in Sogdian by E. Benveniste and the

Inventory List of Ms. Fragments on Uighur, Mongol and Sogdian by

A. von Le Coq were published as Appendices H and K in Stein’s

great work Innermost Asia above mentioned. Essai de grammaire
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Sogdienne was published in two parts (Part I by R. Qauthiot, Paris

1921 and Part II by E. Benveniste, Paris 1929). As for the Khotanese

texts Sten Konow published (ilfanwsmp/ Remains of Buddhist Litera

ture found in Eastern Turkestan^ Oxford 1916) two complete Khotanese

manuscripts of the Vajracchedikd and the Aparimiidyuh Sutra from

the Stein collection with translation, corresponding Sanskrit

( or Sanskrit and Tibetan ) versions and a vocabulary. The ^ka
Studieshj Konow (Oslo 1932) contained his edition of the fragments

of the Middle-Iranian version of the Samghatasutra with a gram-
matical sketch and Vocabulary of the language. A complete poem
in Khotanese Saka, the Jatakastava of Jnanasraya, has since been

reproduced from the Stein collection of Tun-huang Mss. by H. W.
Bailey ( B, S, O. S., IX 4 ). This interesting work is a collection

of verses in praise of Buddha’s deeds in previous births and is of

the same nature as the Chariyapitaka of the Pali canon. It is

dedicated b^ its author to a king bearing the Indian name of

Sri Vijaya Sura.

Coming to the Central Asian records written in the ancient

Turki languages, we have to notice the important work done in the

publication of Buddhist texts by German scholars. To F. W. K.

Muller we owe the publication of a few Buddhist Uigur Mss. in*

eluding fragments of the Suvarnaprabhasa Sutra and of Tantrik

•Texts from the Turfan finds {A.B.A. 1908, 1911 ; S.B,A, 1916 ; S.P.A,

W, 1928, 1931 etc. ). In a series of papers called Tiirkische Turfan

Texts W. Bang and A. von, Gabain have published another series of

Buddhist (including Tantrik) Turkish texts from Turfan ( 8. P.

A. W. 1930, 1931, 1934 etc. ) Some Avadana stories from the Turfan

Manuscript fragments were translated by J. W. K. Muller in the

series Uigurica (S. P. A, W, 1931 etc.).

We come now to the Indian documents written in the little

known Tangut language, that have been recovered principally

from the forgotten city of Karakhoto by the Russian expedition

under Kozloff and the third Stein expedition as well as later

Chinese missions. Here the important work has been done by
French and Russian as well as Chinese and Japanese scholars. In

J. A, 1914 and 1920 P. Pelliot published a few Buddhist texts from
the Kozloff collection preserved in the Asiatic Museum at Leningrad.

In the Bulletin of the National Library of Peiping (vol. IV, No. 3,

May-June, 1930) a valuable collection of Buddhist texts in the same
language together with a catalogue of Si-hia translation of tha

34
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Buddhist Tripitaka was published by a group of Chinese, Japanese

and Russian scholars.

We have to notice in the last place the Chinese Buddhist docu-

ments recovered from Tun-huang and other sites by the several

national expeditions. In the publication and interpretation of such

texts very valuable work has recently been done by Japanese

scholars. Of the great Taisho Edition of the Chinese Tripitaka

published by J. Takakusu and K. Watanabe in 55 Volumes (Tokyo

1924-29), Vols. 53 and 54^contained Mss. belonging to some of the

important Central Asian collections. The valuable Catalogue of this

monumental work (Tokyo 1929) gave a complete list of Chinese

Buddhist Mss. from Tun-huang known till then. In the concluding

volume (Vol. 85) of the complement to the Taisho edition in 30

volumes (Tokyo 1929-32) have been published the Tun-huang Mss.

preserved in the British Museum, the Bibliotheque Rationale and
the Japanese collections. In 1933 K. Yabuki published a masterly

commentary on the Tun-huang Mss. of the Stein Collection which

had already been edited by him in 1931.

Of Indian literary works from Central Asian finds, which are

preserved in Tibetan, it will be enough to mention one or two
examples : In Indian Studies in honour of Charles Rockwell Lanman
(Harvard University Press, 1929), P. W. Thomas published a paper

on the Tibetan versions of the Ramayana (dated 700-900 A. D.) : “It

follows the general lines of the narrative in the Mahabharata ( Vana-

parvan, Chs. 270-290), but the incidents and the nomenclature differ

widely and indeed surprisingly”. In his Tibetan Literary Texts and

Documents concerning Chinese Turkestan (Part II, Royal Asiatic

Society, London), F. W. Thomas has translated all Tibetan

documents found by Stein. The Chinese Buddhist texts from Tun-

huang preserved in the Bibliotheque Rationale of Paris, the Rational

Library of Peiping and other collections have been examined by

the Chinese scholars Lieuo Pou, Tch’en Yin-ko and Tch’en Yuan in

the publications of the Academia Sinica (1930, 1931).

Tibet

Tibet, the land of snow, derives its religion of Lamaism and its

Lamaist church organisation, its religious art and its literature from
Indian inspiration, if not from direct Indian authorship. To trace

the recent progress of Tibetan studies in relation to Indian culture,

we may propei;ly begin with reference to the two grand divisions
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(Kfinjur and Tanjur) of its huge canonical literature which is so

largely based on Indian originals. These two grand divisions were
long known in the two editions called Peking (‘red’) and Narthang
(‘black’) editions. Afterwards there was discovered a new and
better edition of the same from Sde-dge in Eastern Tibet. Besides

Baron A. von Stael-Holstein brought to light (Peking 1934) a new
Peking edition of the Kanjur, published in 1692, as compared with
the other Chinese editions dated in 1410 and 1700. Another feature

of recent times has been the preparation of new catalogues of the

Tibetan canon which have wholly or partially superseded the older

catalogues of the Kanjur by Csoma de Koros and L J. Schmidt and
of the Tanjur by Beokh. It is noticeable that in this work as in

that of cataloguing the Chinese Tripitaka the lead has been taken
by the Japanese scholars. The ,Tohoku Imperial University publi-

shed in 1934 A complete catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist canons
(Bkah~hgyur and Bstan-hgyur) containing an index of the 103 volu-

mes of the Kanjur and 205 volumes of the Tanjur in the Sde-dge
edition. More important than the above is the work A complete

analytical catalogue of the Kanjur division of the Tibetan Tripitaka

edited in Peking during the K'ang-hsi era issued by the Otani Univer-
sity in three parts (1930, 1931, 1932). In this work each Sutra is

compared with its corresponding text in the Sanskrit, Pali and
Chinese canons.

In recent times Tibetan Buddhist texts often accompanied with
the available parallel versions have been published by a number of

Russian, German, French, Italian, Japanese and Indian scholars.

Among important volumes of Indian literature thus made available

to the learned world we may mention valuable works on
Logic like Dihnaga’s Nyayamukha (ed. Tucci, 1930) and Alambana-
parik§a (ed. Yamaguchi, J. A. 1929), Sarhkarasvamin’s Nyayapravesa
(ed. V. Bhattacharyya, (?. 0. S. XXXIX, Baroda 1927), Dharmaklrti’s
Pramdvavarttika (ed. Rahula Sankrityayana, J.B.O.R.S. 1938-39),
important philosophical works like Nagarjuna’s own commentary
{Akutobhaya) on his Madhyamikakarikas (Tr. Max Walleser,
Heidelberg 1911), the Abhimmayalamkidra of MaitreyanStha (ed.

Stcherbatsky and Obermiller, Bib. Buddh. XXIII, 1929) and its com-
mentary by Haribhadra (ed. Tucci. O. 0. 8. LXH and Wogihara,
Tokyo 1932), Asahga’s Mahdyanasamgraha (ed. E. Lamotte, Louvain
1939), Vasubandhu’s AhUdharmakoia (Tr. in part by Vallde Poussin
and Stcherbatsky), poetical works like Aryadeva’s Oaluhsataka (ed. in
part with extracts from Candraklrti’s commentary and English
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tr., V. Bhattswjharyya, Calcutta 1931). Eeference may also be

made to the publication by J. Bacot (Paris 1930) of a great Tibetan-

Sanskrit dictionary containing nearly 15000 more words than the

well-known Mahavyutpatti. A fundamental treatise on TSntrism

in the Far East, which exists in seven Chinese and three Tibetan

versions as well as a half-Sanskrit and half-East-Iranian version

has been thoroughly analysed by the Japanese scholar, S, Toganoo,

in 1930. The title of this work has been restored in Sanskrit as

Nayasutra. The important History of Buddhism by Bu-ston has been

translated from the Tibetan by E, Obermiller (1931).

Coming to religion and religious art we have to mention in the

first place the publications of useful catalogues of Tibetan

collections in different museums of Europe and Asia. Such are the

Catalogue (in French) of the Indian and Tibetan sculptures in the

Mus6e Guimet by J. Hackin ( Paris 1931 ) and of the Tibetan

collection in the Louis Finot Museum by C. Pascalis (Hanoi 1935).

The enormous influence exercised by the Pala and Sena art upon
the sculpture and painting of Tibet has been stressed by Rend
Grousset {Les cimlisations de VOrient, Tome IV, Ch 2, Paris 1930; Eng.

Tr. by C, A^ Phillips, London 1934 ). A first rate contribution to our

knowledge of the tangled mythology of Tibet is the work. Two
Lamaist Pantheons from the materials collected by the late Baron

A. von Stael-Holstein, in two volumes (Harvard University Press,

Cambridge, Mass). Mention may also be made of the work, The

religion of Tibet, by Sir Charles Bell ( Oxford 1931 ). Of outstanding

importance is the work The Qods of Northern Buddhism (2nd edition,

London 1929 ) by Getty,

No one has done more in recent times to advance our knowledge

of Tibetan art and archaeology than the indefatigable Italian

explorer and scholar Guiseppe Tucci who has repeatedly visited the

shrines and monasteries of Western and Eastern Tibet, collecting

Mss. and objects of art and bringing to light unknown paintings

and sculptures from its secluded cloisters. His penetrating studies

have been published (in Italian) in successive volumes in the series

Indo-Tibetica under the auspices of the Royal Academy of

Italy. In the first volume of this series ( Rome 1932 ) Tucci deals

with the construction of the characteristic types of stupas in

Indian and Western Tibet. The author gives reasons for thinking

that the Tibetan architectural processes relating to the construction

of stUpas were entirely derived from India. It is interesting to

learn ^at among the objects (ts’a ts’a) deposited in tHns.stupas there
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are not only figures of Buddhist deities and sacred objects but also

of the god Karttikeya. In the second volume of the Jndo-Tibetica

( Borne 1933 ) Tucci gives the biography of the great Tibetan

scholar, reformer and builder, who ihtroduced a Buddhist renaissance

into Tibet, about 1000 A. D. This great Tibetan monk, who
refreshed his knowledge of Buddhism from three successive visits

to India, wrote after his return no less than 158 works which Tucci

classifies under the three heads of Sutras and Tantras, Comment-

aries on the Sutras and Commentaries on the Tantras. He was helped

by a band of no less than seventy-five Indian scholars whom his

royal patrons, the kings of Guge (Western Tibet), invited to their

court. He also invited artists from Nepal, Bengal and Kashmir to

build scores of temples and adorn them with sculptures and paint-

ings. The chief temple was provided with images not only of

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.but also of Tantrik deities associated with

the Guhyasamaja cycle. In the third volume of the Indo-Tibetica

( Part I, Rome 1935 ; Part H, Rome 1936 ) Tucci describes a number
of temples of Western Tibet with their sculptures and paintings

specially from the point of view of their artistic symbolism. The
chronicle of this mission written by Tucci’s companion, E. Ghersi,

was published separately by the Royal Academy of Italy in 1933,

From the standpoint of Indian culture the interest of Tucci’s descrip-

tion lies in its reference to the esoteric significance of the mamjala

or Tantric cycle adopted in the Tibetan temples. Mention may
also be made of Tucci’s discovery of some Buddhist frescoes of the

10th or 11th century in Western Tibetan shrines, recalling the

paintings of Ajanta and Ellora ( G. Tucci, Indian Paintings in We^
em Tibetan Temples, Artibus Asiae, ( VII, 1937 ). Among Tucci’s most

recent discoveries may be mentioned that of the Mangrang monastery

in Eastern Tibet with frescoes probably executed by Indian artists

in the 12th century and wood-work done by Kashmirian craftsmen

in the same period ( Illustrated London News, Jan. 18,1936).

We may notice in the last place the fruitful travels (especially

those of 1934 and 1936)’ of an Indian Buddhist monk, Rahula Sankri-

tyayana, which have been rewarded with •discoveries of Sanskrit

palm-leaf Mss. in the hidden monastic libraries of Tibet. In J.B.O.

R.8. XXI (1935) and XXIIl (1937) he has listed a series of 184 and 326

separate Mss. which he discovered in the various Tibetan libraries.

Mongolia and Manchuria

For the investigation of Mongolian Buddhist literature we are

chiefly indebted in recent times to Russian, German and Japanese
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scholars. The West Mongol ( Kalmuk ) version of the Suvarnapra-

bhdsa Sutra ( one of the favourite scriptures of Northern Buddhism )

has been published by Erich Haenisch ( Asia Major VIII, Leipzig ).

The Uigur text of the same Sutra was edited ( Bib. Buddh. XVII,

1913 fif.) by W. W. Radloff and S. E. Maloo, and was translated into

German (Bib. Buddh. XXVII,Leningrad 1930) by the same scholars.

In 1924 Russian scholars discovered a copy of the Mongol Tanjur

at Urga. Another copy was discovered in 1929 by the Japanese

Prof. Haneda who took it to the Imperial University of Kyoto. The
former copy was utilised by B. Y. Vladimircov in his edition of the

Mongolian version of Santideva’s Bodhiairyavatara ( Bib. Buddh.

XXVin, Leningrad 1929 ).

Coming to Manchuria we have to mention the discovery by the

German scholar Walter Fuchs ( O. L, Z. 33, 1930 ) of two copies of

the Manchurian Kanjur in a monastery at Potala in Johol and its

neighbouring temple.

Burma

By the ninth century of the Christian era Burma with its two

great natural ( Upper and Lower ) divisions, bearing in the ancient

indigenous records the names of Mrammadesa and Raraahhadesa,

was occupied by at least three distinct peoples, all of whom were

strongly influenced by Indian civilisation. In the north lay the

Burmese kingdom (Mrammamandala) with its capital at Arimadda-

napura ( Pagan ) founded in 849 A. D. In the south was situated the

kingdom of the Pyu with its capital at Sriksetra ( old Prome identi-

fied with the modern village of Hmawza near Prorae ). To the

south-east lay the kingdom of the Mons (or Talaings), kinsman at

least by speech of the Khasis and Mundas of India, whose capital

was located at Thaton and who had an important settlement at

Hamsavati ( Pegu ) founded early in ninth century. It is only by

piecing together the evidence of the archaeological finds and stray

Chinese literary references that the lost history of Burma in early

times has been recently recovered, for notwithstanding the abun-

dance of local chronicles the authentic history of the country dates

only from 1057 A D., the memorable year of the conquest of Thaton

and Pegu by the Burmese king Anawrata.

The systematic investigation of the art and archaeology of

Burma begins only in the first decade of the present century,

although the Archaeological Department was established in 1899
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and a serious search for antiquities had been made by Major

( afterwards Sir ) Richard Temple in 1894, The explorations of a

French archaeologist, General L. de Beylin, in 1905 and the follow-

ing years, for the first time drew public attention to the wealth of

antiquities at Prome. The first Superintendent of the Archaeological

Department, Taw Sein Ko, devoted his energies to the descriptions

of some of the famous monuments of the 11th and 12th centuries at

Pagan including the famous Ananda temple built by King
Kyanzittha in 1090 ( according to tradition ) and the Mahabodhi
temple built after the model of the Bodh-Gaya shrine by King
Nandaungmya in 1198. He had, moreover, the good fortune of

discovering, at Hmawza, funeral urns in earthenware and stone with

inscriptions in the forgotten Pyu language, a stone inscription with

extracts from the Pali canon and a Buddhist votive stupa with

images of the last four Buddhas and inscriptions in Pyu and Pali

languages. These inscriptions were published by C. O. Blagden

( Ep. Ind. xii ) and Louis Finot ( J. A, 1912 ). To Taw Sein Ko
also belongs the credit of publishing six volumes of a

Coipus of Burmese inscriptions. These are : I. Inscrip-

tions of Pagan, Pirya and Ava, ed. T. S. Ko, 1892 ; IL Ins-

criptions copied from stones collected by King Bodawpaya,
Vol. I, ed. T. S. Ko, 1897; III. Inscriptions copied from stones

collected by King Bodawpaya, Vol. II, ed. T. S. Ko, 1897; IV. Inscrip-

tions collected in Upper Burma, Vol. I, ed. T. S. Ko, 1900 ;
V.

Inscriptions collected in Upper Burma, Vol. II, ed. T. S. Ko, 1903;

VI. Original Inscriptions collected by King Bodawpaya, ed. Charles

Duroiselle after copy prepared by T. S. Ko, 1913. Containing mere
transcripts in modern Burmese characters and neglecting the distin-

ction between originals and copies, these volumes have been rightly

condemned for their failure to satisfy the requirements of modern
scholarship. During the first decade of this century, Blagden
published the first tentative reading of Mon inscription {JRAS,
1909 ). This is the famous text on the Mon (or Telaing) face of the

quadrilingual inscription of Myazedi, “the Rosetta stone of Telaing

epigraphy.” In J/2AS, 1911, the same scholar compared the Pyu
version of the above record with the Pali, Burmese and Mon
versions. Afterwards he deciphered ( Journal of the Burma Research

Society, 1917 ) some Pyu inscriptions on the funeral urns discovered

at Hmawza. Nevertheless it could justly be said by a competent

scholar as late as 1913 that epigraphy in Burma was still to be

founded ( Charles Duroiselle, Preface to his edition of The Original

Inscriptions collected by King Bodawpaya (Araarapura 1913). With tha
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closing years of the second decade of the present century began a period

of substantial progress. In the first volume (1919) of the newly

started Journal Epigraphia -S^rmamm, Blagden published his improved

reading of the Mon version of the Myazedi inscription along with a

glossary of Mon words. In this volume he also published the text

and translation of the Pyu version of the same record. A series of

Mon Inscnptions was published by the same scholar in the three

succeeding volumes of the Epigraphia Birrmnica. One of these

inscriptions recording the erection of a palace at Pagan by King
Kyanzittha mentions Brahmans bringing lustral water while

Buddhist monks recited the paritta for protection of the building.

The soul of this recent progress of Burmese archaeology was Charles

Duroiselle who became the first editor of the Journal of the Burma
Research Society in 1911 and succeeded Taw Sei Ko as Archaeological

Superintendent in 1912. He published ( Rangoon 1921 ) A List of

Inscriptionsfound in Burma, Part I, The list of inscriptions arranged

in order of their dates. In the three Appendices of this work he listed

the Mon, Pyu Siamese and Tamil inscriptions. Three portfolios

of Inscriptions of Burma ( University of Burma Oriental Series

Publications ) consisting of accurate facsimiles of inscriptions from

1131 to 1237 A. D., those down to 1268 A. D. and those from 1268

to 1300 A. D., have since been published by Pe Maung Tin and

G. Luce-( Oxford 1933 and London 1939).

The very valuable excavations of Duroiselle on the site of

Hmawza in 1926-27 resulted in the discovery of an untouched relic-

chamber of a Buddhist of the 6th-7th century A. D. contain-

ing a “veritable wonder-house of archaeological treasures.” The
central object in the chamber was a gilt silver stupa with Buddha
figures in repousse and a mixed Pali-Pyu inscription. Among other

objects was a Ms. of 20 gold-leaves in Pyu*^characters of the 6th

century containing extracts from the Pali canon. The characters

of the inscription and the Mss. (like those of the gold plates and

stone inscription discovered at Hmawza by Taw Sein Ko) bear

affinities to those of the Kannada-Telugu and the Kadamba inscrip-

tions of Southern India at the same period. Other discoveries made
at the same site consisted of terracotta votive tablets with figures of

a Buddha flanked by Avalokitesvara and Maitreya, a Bodhisattva

with four arms and so forth and with the Buddhist creed inscribed

in Pali and Sanskrit in Nagari characters of the 8th-9th centuries.

Duroiselle’s discoveries at Hmawza in the following year consisted

of a gold-plate inscription in Pali in the same South Indian charao*
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ters, of a bronze Buddha image with Sanskrit inscriptions in Gupta

characters on the pedestal, of a large stone Buddha statue with a

mixed Sanskrit and Pyu inscription in Gupta characters of the 7th-

8th century. ( For details see Ann: Rep. A. 8. 1926-27, 1927-28 ).

These discoveries have opened a new chapter in the history of India’s

old culture-contact with Burma. They have definitely proved

that in the sixth and seventh centuries of the Christian era an
Indian or Indianised dynasty with names of kings ending in varman

and mkrarna was reigning at Prome. During the same period

Theravada (or Southern") Buddhism was the predominant religion

in the kingdom, and the Pali canon was known even in its most

abstruse aspects. The art-influence was derived both from the

Northern Gupta traditions and the Southern Pallava style. The

colonists came both from Northern and Southern India. Next in

importance to the archaeological discoveries at Hmawza are those

made by Duroiselle at Pagan, the capital city of the Burmese king

which during a space of nearly two centuries (1057-1286) was
adorned by a succession of royal builders with innumerable stupas^

shrines and monasteries. On this memorable site Duroiselle brought

to light hundreds of stone sculptures and terracotta votive tablets

inscribed with the usual Buddhist creed in a variety of languages

(Sanskrit, Pali, Pyu, Talaing and Burmese). Some of the inscribed

tablets written in Sanskrit in Nagari characters of the 11th century

bear the name of the great Burmese King Anawrata, the conqueror

of Thaton, in the Indian form Maharaja Sri Anuruddhadeva
{Ann. Rep. A. S. 1915, 1926-27).

One of the important signs of the remarkable progress of Bur-

mese archaeology in recent times has been the steady growth of

museums. Not to speak of the Palace Museum at Mandalay con-

taining the relics of the last Burmese dynasty, the Museums at

Hmawza and Pagana have been greatly enriched with the finds of

recent explorations.

The dark corners of the religious history of the Irrawady valley

in the pre-Anawrata period have been illumined in recent times by
the progress of research. In the middle of the second decade of this

century because of the dearth of authentic documents it could still

be said ( Duroiselle in Ann, Rep. A. S. 1915-16 ) that the religious

history of Burma upto the eleventh century was practically a blank.

A great step forward was taken when Duroiselle identified the unique

frescoes of a markedly erotic character from two old temples near

Pagan as representing the Ari of the Burmese chronicle whom he

35
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identified as Mahayanist Buddhist sect deriving their origin from

Bengal and deeply tinctured with Tantrism (See Duroiselle’s classical

paper The Ari of Burma and Tantric Buddhism^ Ann, Rep, A, S,

1915-16). This definitely proved the prevalence of Tantrik Buddhism

among the Burmese before the absorption of Theravada Buddhism by

King Anawrata. To Duroiselle also belongs the credit of recognising

traces of Sanskrit ( Sarvastivadin ) school in the Sanskrit records

from Prome ( Ann, Rep, A. S. J., 1913-14 ). In the last decade of

this century an Indian scholar, Niharranjan Ray, has contributed a

series of valuable studies on the religious history of Burma. In his

Brahmanical Gods in Burma :( Calcutta 1932 ) based on a critical

study of the extant Brahmanical images and shrines in the country

he has brought together all the known facts about the remanis of

Brahmanism in Burma arranged in chronological order from the 7th

to the 14th centuries A.D. His next important work Sanskrit Buddhism

in Burma ( Calcutta 1935 ), based on an equally thorough study of

plastic remains and literary references, gives comprehensive account

of the fortunes of the Sarvastivadin as well as the Mahayana and

allied schools of Buddhism in the country from the earliest times.

Among his main conclusions may be mentioned the fact that the

Mulasarvastivadin canon was introduced into Old Prome probably

from East India some time before the seventh century. Down to

the eighth and ninth centuries it flourished side by side with the

Theravada school which had been introduced from the Kannada-
Telugu country in the sixth century; in the eighth and ninth centuries

Mahayanism was introduced into Old Prome from Eastern India. In

Pagan Mahayanism was known before the tenth century, being

imported at least in its Tantrik phases from Bengal. Its most

flourishing period coincided with the Golden Age of the Hinayanist

reformation at Pagan. Owing to the enli^tened tolarance of the

Burmese kings the two religions lived side by side, but Hinayanism
having the State support ultimately triumphed over its rival.

We may next mention two other publications by the last-named

scholar ( Early Traces of Buddhism in Burma, J, G, I, 8, VI, Jan.

and July, 1939 ;
Theravada Buddhism in Burma, Ibid VIII, Jan. 1941)

forming the earlier chapters of a comprehensive history of Buddhism
in Burma projected by himself. In the first paper the author has

established by an elaborate examination of the literary and ar-

chaeological evidence that the famous tradition of Asoka’s send-

ing ( c. 250 B. C. ) the mission of Sona and Uttara for the con-

version of Suvannabhumi has some claims to a historical basis,
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that the equally famous tradition of Buddhaghosa’s infusing a

new life into the Buddhism of Lower Burma ( c. 400-450 A. D.

)

has some probability in its favour, that the Pali canonical texts

evidently brought over by Indian’ colonists from the Kannada-

Telugu country were studied in their doctrinal and abstruse as-

pects in Old Prome ( c. 400-450 A. D. ), that Buddhism was in

a very flourishing condition in that ancient capital ( c. 550-950

A. D.), that Brahmanical Hinduism along with Buddhism was
prevalent in Pegu and lastly that Theravada Buddhism was ex-

ceedingly flourishing in the Talaing kingdom towards the middle

of the eleventh century. In the second paper a good account has

been given of the religious, artistic and literary activities of the

Burmese people during the Golden Age of the Pagan dynasty ( c.

1057-1286 A. D. ). How ennobling was the Buddhist influence on

the minds of these alien rulers has been illustrated by the follow-

ing quotation from an inscription of King Kyanzittha, the build-

er of the Ananda temple: “With loving kindness shall king

Kyanzittha wipe away the tears of those who are parted from

their trusted friends his people shall be unto him as a child

to its mother’s bosom he shall soften the hearts of those who
intend evil. With wisdom which is even as a hand shall King
Kyanzittha draw open the bar of the Gate of Heavan, which is

made of Gold and wrought with gems.”

The study of Burmese art for which materials were almost

completely lacking as late as the middle of the second decade of this

century (Cf. Duroiselle in Ann, Rep. A. S. 1913-14 ) has also

shared in the general progress. It is true that a comprehensive

history of this art involving the classification of types and schools

and the analysis of their affinities down even to the end of the

Pagan period has yet to be written. Nevertheless there has latterly

been a good deal of preliminary studies in this direction. In his

Pictorial Representatiom of Jdtakas in Burma (Ann. Rep.

A. S. 1912-13), Duroiselle gave a connected account of the sculi)-

tures and paintings illustrative of the Jatakas in Burmese temples

from 1057 to 1820. Dealing with the style of these works of art

he said that while the main influence came from Eastern India,

the local Burmese and Talaing artists in copying the Indian

models created what may be called the “Pagan school.” In the

same context he declared that every thing in the Jataka relief

except the style of the houses was Indian. The stone sculptures

illustrative of Buddha’s life from the corridor of the famous Ananda
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temple at Pagan were noticed by Duroiselle in another paper {Ann.

Rep, A, S, 1913-14 ) where he held them to be the work of Indian

artists. In a third paper on the frescoes of Pagan (Ann, Rep. A. S. L,

1921-22 ) he declared these paintings to be the work of Bengali and

Nepalese artists. The illustrious French scholar G. ^o^d^s has re-

cently suggested ( Le Musee Naiional de Bangkok, p. 31, Paris 1928 )

that the type of Buddha images of the early Pagan period in Burma
and the early Tai period in Siam was directly derived from the

Pala art of Bengal and Bihar, a suggestion which has been con-

firmed by recent research ( Le May, Buddhist Art in Siam, pp. 99 ff. ).

Quite recently Indian scholars have made weighty contributions to

the study of religious art in Burma. Niharranjan Ray in his works

on Burmese religious history has distinguished various Brahmanical

and Buddhist sculptures at Hmawza and Pagan as belonging to

the late Gupta, Pallava and Pala styles. He has also pointed out

that not only the stupas but also the rectangular temples at Hmawza
are indebted to the late Gupta and Pala art traditions. In his paper

Painting in Pagan{ J. I. S, 0. A., VI, 1938 ) the same scholar has

distinguished four stages of this art. At first the conception was
mainly plastic, the decorations, dress and ornaments, types, colour-

scheme and composition being imported from the East Indian

tradition. When the process of Burmanisation began to work the

plastic conception was overtaken by the linear. In the next stage

the linear conception superseded the plastic, the colour-scheme etc.

remaining purely Indian. In the fourth ( or Burmese ) state the

linear conception came to stay. More recently Sarasi Kumar
Saraswati ( Temples of Pagan, J. G. I, S,, IX, 1, 1942 ) has shown
that these temples divide themselves into three classes having their

prototype in certain old shrines of Hmawza and that the Ananda
temple, in particular, while resembling the Paharpur shrine in

exterior elevation, differs fundamentally in plan, conception and

internal arrangement.

By the first decade of the present century the investigation of

the literary history of Burma had made substantial progress. Im-

portant chronicles, for which Burma is so famous, like the Gandha-
vamsa and the Sasanavaihsa, had been published before the close of

the last century. These and other precious texts were utilised by
Mabel Bode in her standard monograph The Pali Literature of

Burma ( London 1909 ) where she traced the development of Pali

literature and scholarship in the country from the 11th to the 19th

centuries. Among the branches of study developed during this
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period are those quite familiar to students of Sanskrit literature viz.

astronomy and astrology, law, medicine, rhetoric and prosody, and

above all grammar.

The progress of scholarship in recent years has made possible

the publication of an up-to-date general history of Burma supersed-

ing the earlier work of Sir Arthur Phayre. This is the History of

Burma from the earliest times to the lOlh March 1S24, the beginning of

the English conquest hy G. E, Havvey (London 1925). The author

while treating the early history of Burma in a very summary
fashion has sought to utilise available materials including the

highly valuable indigenous chronicles which, as he says, are

without a parallel in the main-land of Indo-China.

Siam

Siam or, as it is now called, Thailand was ruled before the

complete establishment of Tai sovereignty in the thirteenth century

by peoples of diverse stocks, the Mons in Central and Northern

Siam, the Khmers in North-East Siam and the Srivijaya kings in

the Peninsula. In a country so diversified it was no wonder that

there arose different schools and styles of art but all of these were

directly or indirectly saturated with Indian influences.

The beginnings of the State organisation of archaeological

research go back in Siam only to the third decade of this century

though the Vajiranana National Library •( so called after the name

of the then reigning king before his accession ) had been established

at Bangkok as far back as 1905. It was in 1924 that King Rama
VI founded the Archaeological Service. His successor King

Prajadhipok established at Bangkok in 1926 the Royal institute

( ) of Literature, Archaeology and Fine Arts, the

Literary Section having charge of the National Library and the

Archaeological Section that of the Archaeological Service and the

Museum. In the same year he formed the National Museum at

Bangkok out of the collections of King Mongut, King Chulalongkorn

and Prince Dararong Mahanubhava. Other museums were started

before or after this time at Lopburi, Ayudhya and other places.

To no single scholar is Siamese art as well as archaeology more

indebted than to the illustrious French savant George (^oddes.

Appointed Librarian of the Vajiranana National Library in 1917

and thereafter called to the office of General Secretary of the newly

founded Royal Institute of Siam, he enriched almost every branch
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of Siamese antiquities by his illuminating researches extending

over many years. His preliminary studies of the documents bearing

on the Sukhodaya dynasty ( Documents sur le Dijnastie de Sukhodaya^

B. E. F. E, 0. XVn, 1917 ) were followed by a more intensive

investigation of the beginnings of the same dynasty {Les origines de

le Dynustie de Sukhodaya, J. A., 1920 ). Of the greatest value as a

source-book of the history of Siam was his publication of the text

and translation of the inscriptions extending from the Indo-Mon
kingdom of Dvaravati down to the Tai kingdom of Sukhodaya ( or

Suk’ot’ai). This work bearing the title Recueil des Inscriptions du Siam

was published in two parts, Part I (Bangkok 1924) dealing with the

inscriptions (Pali and Thai) of the Sukhodaya kingdom (13th-16th

centuries), and Part II (Bangkok 1929) dealing with the inscrip-

tions (Pali and Mon) of the Dvaravati kingdom (7th-8th centuries),

the inscriptions (Sanskrit and Khmer ) of the Srivijaya kingdom
(8th-12th centuries), the inscriptions (Pali and Mon) of the kingdom
of Haripuhjaya {12th-13th centuries). It contained, among other

things, masterly summary of the archaeological evidence relating to

the early history of Siam. Of equally fundamental importance was
^oed^s’ publication (with a French translation and a learned intro-

duction ) of two Pali chronicles from the Mss. collection of the

National Library of Bangkok (Documents sur VHistoire Politique et

Religieuse du Laos Occidental, B.E, F,E.O. XXV, 1925). These works

are the Jinakalaraalini i^^Gayiand of the times of Buddha'") of the

Monk Ratnapahha ( dated about the beginning of the 15th century )

and the Chamadevlvamsa ('' Chronicles of C/tdma i)m”) of the monk
Bodhirasmi (written in 1516 A. D.), and they rank as first-rate

authorities for the history of Yonakarattha ( Western or Siamese

Laos) from the beginning down to their own times. To the above

mentioned work he has added a number valuable Appendices

including A List of chronicles and other documents relating to the

history of ^Siamese Laos preserved in the National Library at Bangkok,

A List of inscriptionsfound in the two provinces of Siamese Laos, The

text and translation of the Mon Inscriptions of Lopburi and Lampun
and so forth.

The study of art and architecture in Siam has equally benefited

by the scholarly activities of ^ood^s. In J. S. S. XXI (1928) he

identified certain bronze Buddha images excavated from the ancient

site of Pong Tuk in the previous year as belonging to the Amaravatl
(2nd century) and Gupta (6th century) styles. In his important

work (in French) called The archaeological collections of the National
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Museum at Bangkok (Ars Asiatica XII, 1928) containing 40 Plates

illustrating the art of Siam he distinguished its four schools classified

under the heads ‘ Art of Dvaravati, ’ *Art of Srivijaya^ ’ ^Art of

Lopburif and Tai ( or Siamese ) art subdivided into the schools of

Xiensen, Stikhodaya, Utong and Ayudhya. Explaining the charact-

eristics of these schools, he pointed out that the art of Dvaravatl

(Central Siam) was based on Gupta models and was the intermediary

through which Indian art influenced the ‘primitive’ or ‘pre-Khmer’

art of Cambodia. He also held that the school of Lopburi repre-

sented a provincial Khmer art while the school of Xiensen was
derived from Pala art by way of Burma. In this connection he did

a distinct service by discarding the title ‘Graeco-Khmer’ applied by
some scholars to the art of Dvaravatl. At a later date

identified ( E'tudes d* Orientalisme Linossier, pp. 159-64) certain

sculptures excavated from the ancient city of Srideb as illustrating

the link between the Gupta and Khmer art.

While the main credit for investigating the archaeology of

Siam belongs to other scholars have made important

contributions to its study during the last twenty years. To the

Siamese scholar, prince Damrong, we owe A History of Siam prior

to the Ayudhya period, translated into English by (Sir)

J. Crosby in S, S. XIII (Bangkok 1920), In this work new light

was sought to be thrown upon the history of the Early Tai kingdoms.

Prince Damrong also wrote (in Siamese) A History of Buddhist

Stupas in Siam ( Bangkok 1926 ), while he published in

the Jubilee Volume of the Siam Society (Bangkok 1937) a paper

on the Evolution of Siamese Art. About this time A. Salmony
produced his work The Sculpture of Siam (London 1925 ; French

edition, Paris 1925) which, written from an aesthetic standpoint,

has been rightly condemned (Cf. Finot and Goloubev’s criticism

in BEFEO 1927) for its grievous errors of history and chronology.

In BEFEO (1931) J. Y. Claeys published an important paper

(in French) called The Archaeology of Siam where he described

a large number of monuments with critical remarks on the history

and chronology, architecture and sculpture, of Siam. The art of

Siam has been discussed by Pierre Dupont in his paper The Art of

Dvaravatl and Khmer Art {RAA. ix. 1935) where he points out that

the standing Buddha images of the Bayon period represent the survi-

val of the Dvaravatl art of Siam and Laos. Coming to epigraphy,

we may mention the publication by R. Halliday of a list of seven

Mon inscriptions of Siam with translation and notes {BEFEO, xxx.
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1930 ; also Jcamval of the Burma Research Society

^

xxii). In this con-

nection reference may be made to E. Seidenfaden’s paper (in French)

called Complement to the Inventory of the Monuments of Cambodia from

the four provinces of Eastern Siam (BEFED, xxiii, 1923) supplemen-

ting Lunefc de Lajonquiere’s Descriptive Inventory of the Monuments of

Cambodia [lWl-1%) to be described below.

Another scholar who has enriched the art and archaeology of

Siam in recent time is Reginald Le May, for some time Economic
Adviser to the Siamese Government. In his work The Coinage of

Siam (Bangkok 1932), while describing the coin-types of the Ayudhya
and other dynasties, he pointed out that the Tai were the first people

in the Far East to introduce a standardised Silver 6urrency. The
ceramic art of Siam, which is indebted to the famous Sung pottery

of China, was studied by him in his paper The ceramic wares of

Noi^th- Central Siam (^Burlington Magazine, London 1933). In his

Buddhist art in Siam (Cambridge 1938) he has published the first

comprehensive account of the rise and development of sculpture and

architecture in Siam from the earliest times to the sixteenth century.

Based chiefly on the researches of to whom the author freely

acknowledges his indebtedness, this work distinguished no less than

nine different schools: (1) Pure Indian upto the 5th century, (2)

Mon-Indian (Gupta), 5th to 10th centuries, (3) Hindu-Javanese, 7th

to 12th centuries, (4) Khmer and Mon-Khmer transition, 10th to 13th

centuries, (5) Tai (Chiengsen), 11th to 14th centuries, (6) Tai

(Suk’ot’ai), 13th to 14th centuries, (7) Khmer-Tai transition (U-

T*ong), 13th to 14th centuries, (8) Tai (Lopburi), 15th to 17th centu-

ries, (9) Tai (Ayudhya), 14th to 17th centuries. To these has to be

added a tenth viz. the school of Funan. The influence bearing on all

these schools, however, has been directly or indirectly all Indian. Le
May’s views have been endorsed by ^oedes wTTo points out R. A. 8,

1939) that the former has rightly prolonged the Mon-Indian school

to the eleventh century A. D. and has emphasized the influence of

the Pala art upon the Chiengsen school.

Among recent explorers of ancient sites in Siam we may mention

H. G. Quaritch Wales. As early as 1931 he had published his work,

Siamese Stale ceremonies, their history and function, where he showed

that these ceremonies were a curious blend of Brahmanical and
Buddhist elements and might be traced back to India through

literary sources. As leader of the first Research expedition (1934)

of the newly started Oreater India Research Committee in London, he

explored, with the aid of a generous grant of H. H. the Gaekwar of
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Baroda, the Siamese portion of the Malay Peninsula. His dis-

coveries including those of Brahmanical images at Takuapa
(Ptolemy’s TaklcoLa) on the west coast and at Caiya on the east

coast led him to confirm R. C. Majumdar’s view relating bo the

location of the seat of the Sailendra dynasty in Malay. What is more,

he held Caiya to be the original capital of this dynasty. He further

suggested, as against Parmentier and Bosch, that the region around

the Bay of Bandon drawing its original inspiration from Indian

influences was the cradle of the Far Eastern civilisation. ( See H. G.

Quaritch Wales, A NewLy-expUyt^ed Route of Ancient Indian Cultural

Expansion, lAL. ix. 1935 ). In his second expedition (1935-36) the

same intrepid explorer visited the ancient site of Pong Tuk excavated

by the Archaeological Department of Siam in 1927, and he was

rewarded with the discovery of a ruined brick dupa and vihara

of the Dvaravati period. He explored the ancient city of Sridev

in Southern Siam which had been discovered by Prince Damrq^ig

in 1905 and had produced a few sculptures identified by (^'oedes as

belonging to the Gupta school. Quaritch Wales’s discoveries at this

site consisted of the plan of the deserted city recalling that of

Ancient Indian towns, of a ruined brick tower on a pyramidical

base resembling the 5th-6th century Gupta brick temple at Bliitar-

gaon in the Cawnpore district, of Vaisnava sculptures recalling

the figures on the Gupta temple at Bhumara and of stone inscriptions

in South Indian characters of the early 6th century. ( See H. G.

Quaritch Wales, The Exploration of Brl Deva, A. B. I. A., X ).

A fresh field for exploration of Siamese sites has been opened by

the enterprise of the French School of the Far East in our own
times. A convention signed with the Siamese Government in 1937

has given the School the right of archaeological exploration in the

country for a minimum period of five years. The first expedition

led by Pierre Dupont in 1939 succeeded in excavating on an ancient

site near Nakon Pathom the remains of a stupa recalling the most

archaic models of South India and Ceylon along with other anti-

quities belonging to the art of Dvaravati ( 7th-8th centuries ). At
Nakon Pathom were also discovered votive tablets with the Buddhist

creed in Pallava characters analogous to those of the oldest Indo-

Chinese inscriptions of the 5th century A. D. ( See B, E. F. E. 0.

XXXIX, 1939 for a full account illustrated with plans ).

In the field of general history we have to mention the important

work of W. A. R. Wood, A History of Siam from the earliest times to

the year A. D. 1781 ( London, 1926 ). While it has the merit of giv-

36
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ing the first connected account of the country based on first-hand

sources, it unfortunately fails to do justice to the period covered by

the Hinduised pre-Tai States of Siam. It brings down the history

of Siam to the date of accession of Rama I, the founder of the present

dynasty.

From a general review of the above accounts it will appear that

an enormous influence was exercised by Indian civilisation upon

Siam ( or Thailand ) during the past centuries. Not to speak of the

bronze Buddha images directly imported from Amaravatl by Indian

immigrants probably in the 3rd century A. D., the Mons who were

the dominant people in Central Siam ( c. 500-1000 A. D. ) with Dva-

ravatl as their centre were devout Buddhists of the Hinayana school.

The Buddha images of this period have been shown to bear close affi-

nities to those of Sarnath and the Ajanta caves. The Mons have

left behind inscriptions not only in their own language but also in

Sanskrit and Pall At a later period North Siam with Haripunjaya

( Lampun ) as its centre was colonised by the Mons or Mon-speak-

ing races. The colonists also were fervent Buddhists and they

covered their cities with beautiful temples and stupas. In Siamese

Malay under the rule of the Hinduised Srivijaya and Sailendra

dynasties Jaya and Nagara Srithammarat ( Ligor ) on the east

coast and Takuapa on the wsst coast were important centres of

Indian culture. On these sites have been discovered Mahayana
Buddhist bronze images derived from Pala art and Brahmanical

stone sculptures apparently based on Pallava art. It seems that

there was at this period a fresh wave of immigration from East

India. Between the 3rd and 6th centuries Central Siam ( with its

centre at Lopburi ) as well as North-East Siam was included in the

kingdom of Funaa The kingdom of Cambodia extended its soverei-

gnty over the same region between the 10th and the 13th centuries.

During this long period Brahmanism as well as Buddhism was in

high favour. The Gupta art ( according to 9oed6s ) or the Pallava,

Calukya and Pandya art ( according to Le May ) furnished the

model for the Funan images. Ehmer sculpture forms a distinctive

type which is found in its pure form in the North-East and is min-

gled with Mon elements in Central Siam. From the 13th century

onwards Siam has been ruled by the Tai, a Mongoloid people from

the Chinese province of Yunnan. The various Tai dynasties which
were in power with their capitals at Chiengmai, Chiengsen, U-T’ong,

Ayudhya and Bangkok were from time to time in contact with the

great Empire of China, Nevertheless the civilisation of the Tai
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from first to last is almost completely dominated by Indian and

allied cultures. The oldest Tai ( Chiengsen ) school of Siam has

been proved to derive its new type of Buddha image from Pala art

through the intermediary of Pagan. With the Suk’ot’ai school

began a new Buddha type based largely on Chiengsen but also

partaking for the first time of Sinhalese influence. From this time

Sinhalese Buddhism began to exercise considerable influence upon
the religion and art of Siam. Nevertheless we find that at the

beginning of the Ayudhya period in the 16th century, there was
erected a considerable number of Brahmanical images testifying to

the continuation of the Indian influence. ( For references, see Le
May, Buddhist Art in Sianiy pp. 149-150 ).

Cambodia

Cambodia, the land of the Khmers ( kinsmen by language if not

by race of the Mons of Burma and the Khasis and Mundas of North

India ), now forms a protectorate of French Indo-China. For nearly

900 years { c. 550-1450 A. D. ) it was ruled by a succession of

Hindu ( or Hinduised ) dynasties under whom it not only became

one of the leading powers of South-Eastern Asia but also developed

an advanced civilisation testified to by its legacy of magnificent

works of art and of Sanskrit inscriptions of a high quality. And yet

Kambujadesa, to give it its Ancient Sanskrit name, was not the

oldest Indian colony in that part of the country. It was itself esta-

blished on the ruins of another Indian kingdom known to the

Chinese writers as Funan. Traditionally said to have been founded

( about the 1st century A. D. ) by the Brahman Kaundinya and

completely Indianised by another person of the same name c. 400

A. D., it witnessed a full blossoming of Hindu culture before its dis-

appearance about the end of the sixth century.

By the middle of the second decade of the present century the

foundation of Cambodian studies had been well and firmly laid by a

band of French scholars. The decipherment of the first Sanskrit

inscriptions from Cambodia in 1879 by the renowned Dutch scholar

Hendrik Kern, the founder of Cambodian epigraphy, was followed

by the publication of the text and translation of a large number

of similar inscriptions by Auguste Barth and Abel Bergaigne

Their famous work known as Inscriptions Sanskrites du Cambodge

et du Campd was published in volume XX, Part I, of the Notices and

Extracts oj the Mss, of the Bibliotheque Nationale and other libraries

(Fasc. 1, Paris 1885 ; Fasc. 2, Paris 1893 ). The foundation of the

renowned French School of the Far East ( at first called by the
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modest name of Archaeological Mission of Indo-China ) in 1898 was
the signal for a great outburst of scholarly activities. To the

famous of this School (started in 1901 ) its members have

contributed numerous papers which have illumined the dark corn-

ers of the art, archaeology and general history, not only of French

Indo-China but also of adjoining lands. The activities of this School

were directed at first towards a systematic survey of antiquities.

In 1901 Lunet de Lajonqui&re produced his Archaeological Atlas of

Indo- China ( in French ) tracing the monuments of Champa and
Cambodia. Afterwards he published ( in French ) his great Descri p-

tive Inventorij of the Monuments of Cambodia forming the First Part

of his projected Archaeological Inventorij of Indo-China, This work

consisted of three volumes ( Paris 1902, 1907, 19 12 ) containing,

along with useful general introductions, short notices of all monu-

ments and inscriptions in the different provinces of Cambodia,

Siam and Cochin China. From 1907 when Siam ceded to France the

provinces of Battambag and Siemrap, the School began to devote its

energy to the exploration and conservation of the world-famed

Angkor group of monuments included in the cession. Meanwhile

E. Aymonier published his comprehensive work Le Carnbodge in

three volumes (Paris 1900-1904 ). The volums, dealing successive-

ly with the present kingdom of Cambodia, the Siamese provinces

and the Angkor group, contained a detailed description of the land

and the people, the laws and institutions, the monuments and in-

scriptions and, last but not the least, the geographical regions.

With this may be mentioned the great Bibliography of the Indo-

Cliinese Peninsula ( Bibliotheca Indo-Sinica) of H. Cordier, which was
publislied by the French School of the Far East in four volumes

(1912, 1913, 1914). Volume I deals with Burma, Assam, Siam and
Laos, Volume II with the Malay Peninsuld:;^ Volumes III and IV
with French Indo-China. ( The Index of the whole work from the

pen of M. A. Roland-Cabaton had to wait for publication till 1932 ).

Work of a different kind was done by Pelliot who pushed back the

history of Hindu civilisation in French Indo-China by recovering

from the invaluable Chinese literary references the forgotten record

of the Kingdom of Funan ( B. E, F. E. 0, III, 1903 ). In B, E, F,

E. O, XVI, Parmentier published a series of six maps illustrating

the sites of the stone inscriptions and the gradual expansion of the

Khmer dominion.

The remarkable advance that has been achieved in recent years

in ou^: knowledge of Cambodian history and antiquities is almost
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entirely due to the activities of the French School and above all gf

its two illustrious Directors, Louis Finot and George

and its architect, Henri Parmentier. To begin with archaeology,

there appeared under the auspices of this School a volume ( in

French ) called Gmeral lists of inscriptions and monuments of Champa
and Cambodia (2nd ed. 1923 ). The first part dealing with inscrip-

tions was the work of ^oedes and the second describing the monu-
ments was written by Parmentier. In BEFEO, xxv (1925),

xxviii (1928) and xxix (1929), Finot published a number of

important inscriptions (especially from Angkor) discovered since

1923. The School took the lead in carrying into effect a scheme of

Corpus of Cambodian inscriptions first projected by Georges Mas-
pero. Between 1926 and 1928 there appeared four volumes ( Vols.

I-in, Paris 1926-27
,

Vol. IV, Paris 1929 ) of Inscriptions of Cambo-

dia containing the facsimiles of inscriptions not comprised in the

work of Barth and Bergaigne or else occurring there without fac-

similes. A fifth volume with the usual facsimiles of the inscriptions

was published by Finot in 1931. The sixth and last volume of the

Corpus containing forty-four plates of inscriptions discovered since

1929 was produced by (^oedes in 1937. To this last the author added

the text and translation of the inscriptions concerned under the

title Inscriptions dii Cambodye (Vol. I. Hanoi 1937 ). Meanwhile

^oedes had deciphered [BEFED, xxxi, 1931) two inscriptions of

FHinan, one mentioning the installation of the foot-prints of God

Visnu by king Gunavarman (first half of 5th century) and the other

referring to Kings Jayavarman and Rudravarman ( first half of 6th

century). The same scholar has since identified (J(?//S iv, 1937 ) a

newly discovered epigraph as referring to this Jayavarman who
reigned at the end of the 5th century. The inscription which begins

with invocation to god Visnu records the foundation of a hermitage

by Jayavarman’s principal queen called Kulaprabhavati.

Coming to monuments and works of art, it could be a matter of

reproach as late as 1921 that, while disproportionate attention had

been given to the epigraphy and philology of Cambodia, its art and

archaeology had never been methodically studied (see Groslier, Arts

et Archeologie Khmers, 1, 1921-22, Fasc. I, Introduction, pp. 7 ff. ).

During the last twenty-five years the School has pursued a ceaseless

and most successful campaign of archaeological exploration and

research. To take a few examples, we may begin by referring to

Henri Marchal’s discovery at-tRoluos ( identified by 9<»des with

Hariharalaya, a capital of Jayavarman 11) of^the remains of a
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temple belonging to the end of the 9th century. Other excavations

have recently been carried out at Phnom Kulen probably identical

with Mahendraparvata, another capital of Jayavarman 11 (latter

half of 8th century-854 A. D. ). These discoveries have proved

( Philippe Stern, La transition de Vart preangkor^en a Vart angkorden

et Jayavarman II in E^tudes d' Orientalisme Linossier, pp. 507-524 ) the

architectural style of Jayavarman II to be intermediary between

the primitive and the classical Khmer art. In the Angkor group of

monuments themselves (^odAes has recently discovered a pre-Angkor

monument. Remains of three brick towers having been brought to

light by Marchal in 1930, 9o0des was able to prove the identity of

the central tower with the sanctuary of Kutisvara of the reign of

Jayavarman II mentioned in the inscriptions. At Bantay Srei

(Isvarapura), 12 miles north-east of Angkor, was discoverd in 1914

a Sivite temple which has been recently proved ((Joedes, BEFEO,
1929) to have wholly belonged to the reign of Jayavarman V
(10th century). The temple which consists of three sanctuaries and

two libraries adorned with exquisite reliefs representing Saiva and

Vaisnava mythology has foriued the subject of a magnificent

monograph called Le Temple d'Isvarapura {Bantay Srei), Paris 1926.

In this volume which forms the first of the series of Memoirs of the

French School of the Far East, the monuments have been described

by Parmentier, the images by Goloubev, the inscriptions and
general history by Finot.

By far the most important and fruitful of these explorations

and researches have centred around the wonderful group of monu-
ments at Angkor which was the capital of the Cambodian kingdom
for more than five centuries. To the assiduous care of Henri Mar-
chal, the conservator of the group of Asigkor monuments since

1916, is due a good deal of valuable work in the way of exploration,

conservation and popularisation of these monuments. The first

complete photographic inventory of the great monument of Angkor
Vat was published as the second Memoir of the French School of the

Far East in a series of magnificent volumes (in French) called The

Temple of Angkor Vat. Part I of this monumental work bearing

the title The Architecture of the Monument ( Paris and Brussels 1929)

was illustrated with 151 Plates and 2 Plans with a Preface by Finot

tracing the history of the temple from its foundation to its restora-

tion under French auspices in recent times. Part IE called The
Orminental Sculptures of the Temple ( 2 Vols., Paris and Brussels

X930 ) was brought out with similar illustrations with an intrg^
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duction by Goloubev. Part III called The Gallery of Bas-reliefs

( 3 Vols., Paris 1932 ) was illustrated with 64 + 146 + 112 Plates and

4+5+ 3 Plans with a Preface by ^^edes. Among the subjects of

these world-famed bas-reliefs are legends of Visnu and his two in-

carnations of Rama and Krsna, the Hindu Heavens and Hells and

the like. Altogether these volumes form a worthy record of the

imperishable monument which has been rightly reckoned among the

greatest monuments of the world because of the amplitude of its

architecture and the richness of its sculpture. Built as a Visnuite

temple between the years 1115 and 1180 A. D. by Suryavarman II

and his nephew and successor Dharanindravarman II ( see (^odAeSt

JA, 1920, p. 96 ), Angkor Vat underwent strange vicissitudes of for-

tune, for it was appropriated by Jayavarman VII (1181-1201) to

the cult of Mahayana Buddhism and was afterwards annexed to

Hinayana Buddhism. Passing to the famous city of Angkor Thom
( north of Angkor Vat ) with its well-known group of monuments
like the Bayon and the Bapuon, we may first mention that the Bap-

uon has been recently identified by ^^^des ( BEFEO^ xxxi ) with

Svarnadri which the inscriptions record to have been built by

Udayadityavarman II in the second half of the 11th century. Of

fundamental importance is the discovery due to the recent resear-

ches of C^odAes and Goloubev that the present city of Angkor Thom
with its group of monuments was not built by Yasovarman I at the

close of the 9th century ( as was formerly supposed ), nor by Surya-

varman I ( 1002-1049 ) as was later suggested by Philippe Stern

( Le Bayon d"Angkor et Cevolution de VArt Khmer, Paris 1927 ), but

was the work of Jayavarman VH at the close of the 12th century

A. D. The excavations carried out during 1931-32 and 1933-34

under the guidance of Goloubev supplemented by aerial surveys of

the site have since revealed the plan of the original city of Yaso-

varman I which was a rectangle like its successor but was larger in

size. At the exact centre of the rectangle representing the older

city stands the Sivite temple of Phnom Bakheng, which Goloubev

has shown to be identical with the Central Mount mentioned in

Yasovarman I’s inscriptions to have been built by that monarch for

housing the tutelary deity of the realm. (See ^oedfe, BEFEO,
xxviii

;
Goloubev, BEFEO, xxxiii

;
iUd. xxxiv

;
JA. ccxxvi, 1935 ).

So far as the Bayon ( formerly identified with the Central Mount

)

is concerned, excavations carried out in 1933-34 in the pit of the

central tower revealed fragments of a stone statue which have since

been restored to form a large-sized Buddha image seated on a

pedestal beneath the canopy of a polycephalous Naga. This statue,
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which has been reckoned among the finest sculptures of Cambodia
found so far, has been identified by ^oefies as the image of Jayavar-

man VII deified as Buddha. To the same scholar is due the sugges-

tion that the large number of four-faced stone towers for which the

Bayon is so famous represent colossal portraits of the great Empe-
ror in the guise of Avalokitesvara, the All-merciful deity of the

Mahayanist pantheon. Quite recently (Joedes has suggested in the

light of fresh excavations that the central block of the Bayon was
built by Jayavarman VII as a central temple of his restored capital

with his own statue in the form of a Buddha. A statue of Vajra-

dhara at Bantei Chmar has been identified by Goloubev, JISOA, v.

1937, as a portrait of Jayavarman VII, “ the living Buddha.”

The important discoveries connected with Angkor Thom and its

great monument of the Bayon have resulted in a complete recons-

truction of the chronology of Khmer art. The new chronology may
be stated as follows

: (1) pre-Angkor style, 6th-9th centuries, (2)

style of Lolei and Koh Ker, 10th century, (3) styles of Bantei Srei,

Bapuon, Angkor Vat, llth-12th centuries, (4) Bayon, 12th-13 cen-

turies.

We have described the remarkable progress that the French

School has achieved in the way of archaeological exploration and

research. This work has been accompanied by that of conservation

of the monuments concerned. A new era was opened in this line by

the journey of Marchal to Indonesia in 1930 with the object of

studying the Dutch methods of reconstruction ( Anashjlose ) which

had been so successfully applied to Chanel i Kalasan and other

monuments of Java. The happy results of Marchal’s expedition

were seen in his reconstruction on similar lines of the southern

sanctuary of the temple at Bantay Srei belonging to the 10th

century ( For a popular account of this reconstruction see lAL,

vii, 1933 ).

The growth of museums has kept pace with the march of archaeo-

logical exploration and research sketched above. Not to speak of

the fine collections at Louis Finot Museum ( with its separate Cham
and Khmer sections ) at Hanoi, the Henry Parmentier Museum at

Tourane ( especially rich in Cham antiquities ), the Blanchard de la

Brosse Museum at Saigon ( created as late as 1929 and containing

separate sections on art, archaeology and ethnography ), we may
mention the Albert Sarraut Museum at Phnom Penh (founded in 1919)

which has been described as “ the National Museum of Khmer art

from the earliest to the most recent times The important collec*
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tions of these museums have been made available for study and
research by the publication of adequate and well-illustrated cata-

logues enriched with Introductions containing classifications of

styles. To confine ourselves to those dealing with Cambodian
antiquities, we may mention the catalogues of the Phnom Nenh
Museum by Goloubev ( Ars Asiatica, xvi 1931 ) and of the Louis

Finot Museum at Hanoi by Marchal ( 1939 ). Reference may also

be made to the catalogue of Indo-Chinese collections at the Musee
Guimet ( Paris, 1934 ) by P. Dupont and others.

Turning to the critical studies of Cambodian art and archaeo-

logy, we have to record continuous progress during the last twenty

years. A great impetus was given to these studies by the appearance

of the valuable Review Arts et Archeologies Khmers under the able

editorship of George Groslier. The successive numbers of this Journal

for the years 1921-24 contain, along with the fine illustrations of

the monuments and their sculptures, weighty contributions on such

topics as the temples of Ta Prohm and Prah Vihear, the Rama
legend on the temple of Angkor Vat, the bronzes and ceramics of

Ancient Cambodia and the evolution of Cambodian art. In his

work La Sculpture Khm^e andenne ( Paris 1925 ), Groslier

propounded a new theory of the origin and evolution of Khmer
art which, however, has’failed to command acceptance. According

to his view, Kambuja art began in the lst-7th centuries A. D. and

its remnants are monuments of purely Indian character. Cambodian

art properly so called, which has no connection with the art of the

first period, began only in the 8th“9th centuries A. D. The first

adequate study of Khmer bronzes with reference to their date and
origin, their iconography and comparison with Siamese, Javanese

and Indian bronzes, was given by ^o^des in his finely illustrated

work Bronzes Khmers (Ars Asiatica Vol. V, 1923). The specimens

were selected from public and private collections at Bangkok as well

as from the collections at the royal palace at Phnom Benh and the

museums of Cambodia and the French School at Hanoi, In his

German work called Old-Javanese Bronzes from the Ethnographic CoL
lection of the Natural History Museum at Vienna (Wien 1925) Heine-

Geldern described the character and quality of the Javanese Bronzes

and their relation to the Indian and Wayang types. A brief account

of Cambodian architecture and sculpture was given by A. K.

Coomaraswamy in his well-known work History of Indian and Indo-

nesian Art (London 1927). By far the most important works on

Khmer art that have appeared in recent times are those of Parmentier

37
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( Uart Khmer primitif, 2 vols., Paris 1927 ;
Complement Vart

Khmer primitif, BEFEO^ 1936 ; Uart Khmer classique^ Paris 1939 ).

In these works we get a masterly and well-illustrated account

of all the known Khmer monuments together with general

characteristics of their style and valuable discussions on the

relations between Kbmer art and the related arts of Champa,

Java and India. In his article The History of Khmer Architecture

{Eastei'n Art, 1931) Parmentier gave a detailed analysis of the

imported Indian architecture of Funan, of the architecture, sculpture

and minor arts of the Early Khmer period and of the architecture of

the classical period. In the same context he distinguished three

chronological divisions of Khmer architecture, viz. Early Khmer
(6th-8th centuries). Classical ( 9th-15th centuries ) with five

subdivisions and Modern ( from the 15th century onwards).

Intensive studies in the evolution of the Khmer pilaster and pediment

as well as of the Makara arch have been recently carried out by

Mme. Gilberte de Coral Remusat ( Annales d'Extremer- Orient,

Paris 1935 ; Reme des Arts Asiatiques, ix. 1935 ;
BEFEO 1936 ). A

type of temple called nandika said to have been built by Indra-

varman I (9th century) in on of his recently discovered inscriptions

has been identified and described in the light of references in

the Indian Silpasastras by U. N. Ghoshal ( JOTS, vii. No. 2,

July 1940 ).

A fundamental question discussed by Parmentier in recent times

in connexion with his studies on Khmer art is its relation to Indian

art. In a paper on The common origin of Hindu architecture in India

and the Far East contributed originally ( in French ) to the E'tudes

Asiatiques ( Ibid, ii, Paris 1925 ) and afterwards translated into

English in the Rupam ( Calcutta 1929 ).^ Parmentier concluded

from an exhaustive analysis that the origin of all forms of Indian

architecture is to be found in the lost model of the ancient Buddhist

Sangharama of wooden construction, a type which spreading out-

wards with the progress of Buddhism was developed independently

in each country according to its local conditionse This conclusion

was re-asserted by the author in his later works ( Cf. Vart Khmer
primitif, Vol. I, p. 349 ). In her paper on the common origin of the

lintels of Pallava India and the pre-Angkorian Khmer lintels ( RAA^
viii 1934 ) Mme. G. de Coral Remusat has been driven to the same
conclusion by an exhaustive comparison of Khmer and Pallava

lintels. On the other hand, Reginald Le May ( Buddhist Art in

Siam ) has recently drawn pointed attention to the close affinity
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between the early Khmer architecture and that of the early

mediaeval temples of Kharod and Sirpur in the Central Provinces

of India. (Joed^s has similarly recalled ( JRA8. 1939 ) the

astonishing parallelism between the Bhitargaon temple of the

Early Gupta period and certain temple-towers of the pre-Angkor

period.

Another important question discussed in recent times, which is

of great interest for the student of Indian culture is the symbolism

of the Cambodian monuments. Referring to the Angkor group,

Jean Przyluski has suggested that the square design and the central

temple characteristic of such monuments is the architectural

representation of the universe according to Indian and Indo-

Chinese ideas of town-planning. Regarding the other character-

istics of these monuments, P.Mus has held [JAL, 1937 ) that the

giants* bridges at Angkor, generally interpreted as illustrating the

churning of the ocean, in reality stand for the rainbow which

according to Indian traditions is a link between the world of man
and of gods which is materialised on earth by the royal city, while

the four-faced stone towers for which the Bayon is so famous are the

four-faced images of the God Avalokitesvara. According to the

same scholar ( JAL, xi 1937 ), the Bayon is both a portrait of its

builder Jayavarman VII and a literal realisation in stone of the

SaddharnuL-pundainlm, The Bible of Sanskrit Buddhism.” The
symbolism of Ajngkor Vat has been the subject of some remarkable

controversy in recent times. While Przyluski ( Festschrift Winternifz,

pp. 326-332; JISOA, V. 1937, pp. 131-44) held that it was the

funerary monument of its builder Jayavarman VII,

{ BEFEO X.XX11\,) declared that it was neither a temple nor a

tomb, but a funerary temple, thus denying its unique character and

bringing it into line with the general body of Khmer monuments.

In the branch of Cambodian iconography we may mention the

comprehensive paper ( in French ) by Finot called Lokesmra in Indo
China ( E'tudes Asiatiqiies, I 1925 ). Some supplementary notes have
been added by U, N. Ghoshal (^Note on a type of Lokesvara in Cam--

bodge, JOIS. v. January 1938 ; Some Indian parallels of Lokesvara

types in Indo-China, Ibid, July 1938 ). The iconography of the

Khmer crowned Buddha has been discussed by P. Mus (BEFEO.
xxviii) while Bosch has contributed {BEFEO, xxxi ) a valuable

monograph on the Idhgodbhavamurti of Siva in Indo-China.

Coming to the general history of Cambodia and its civilisation,

w© have to mention the wprk of E, Aymonier, Histoire de VAncien
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Cainbodge, (Strassburg 1920 ) bringing up-to-date his comprehensive

volume Le Carnbodge already mentioned. An ambitious work illus-

trating Cambodian life and culture onwards from the 1st century

of the Christian era in the light of the extant monuments and other

antiquities was published by E. Groslier ( Recherches sur les Cam-

bodgiens, Paris 1921 ). It consists of two Parts, Part I dealing with

writing, habitations, commerce, dress and ornaments and the like,

while Part 11 describes the monuments with their sculptures. To an

Indian scholar, Bijan Raj Chatterji, we owe a popular monograph

^Indian Cultural Influences in Cambodia, Calcutta 1928) based on the

researches of French scholars. It traces the political history of

Cambodia from the earliest times and concludes with interesting

notices of Indian influences upon its civilisation. In BEFEO
1929 5o0d6s has presented new data bearing on the chronology and

genealogy of the dynasty of kings from Jayavarman VI to Jaya-

varman VIL A work of a different kind is the Bibliographie de

rindchChine Francaise (1913-26 ) Hanoi 1929, and Ibid ( 1927-29 )

Hanoi* 1932 forming the supplement to the Bihliothica Sinica of

Henri Cordier already mentioned.

In the above pages we have recorded the achievements of the

French school in the way of recovery of the lost culture of Cambo-
dia. The School has also sought to introduce something like a

cultural renaissance in the lands under its jurisdiction. To its

stimulus and continued support we owe the foundation and main-

tenance not only of the Buddhist Institute at Saigon but also of the

Royal Libraries of -Laos, and Cambodia started respectively in

1915 and 1925 at their present capitals Luang Prabang and Phnom
Penh. More recently it has started a Pali School at Phnom Penh
which by its publication of a series of canonical texts has led to a

renaissance of Pali studies among the peddle. Mention may be

made in the present place of the various publications in which the

French School has sought from time to time to communicate its

activities. In 1917 Senart presented his report on the activities of

the School to the famous Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres

in Paris. His example was followed by H. Cordier who submitted

two Reports covering the period from 1918 to 1920, by L. Finot who
presented his Report for the years 1920 to 1926 and by A. Foucher

who did the same for the period 1926 to 1930. Meanwhile Finot

published (RjBFi?0,1921) a complete summary of the activities of

the School from its origin to 1920. The School, which celebrated

its twenty-fifth anniversary by publishing two volumes of E'tude^
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A^oiiques in 1925, started a quarterly series of chronicles ( Cahiers )

in 1934.

A general survey of pre-Khmer and Khmer culture such as

we obtain from the above records reveals the immense hold obtained

by Indian civilisation upon it during the whole course of its history.

In the oldest times Funan with its capital at Vyadhapura had its

Indian dynasty tracing descent from the Brahman Kaundinya
and including Gunavarman (a patron of Vaisnavism), Jayavarman
and Rudravarman (probably a Buddhist). Saivism including the

worship of a perpetual linga was the predominant religion. The
Kambuja kings of the late sixth and seventh centuries, who
delivered Cambodia from the yoke of Funan, claimed descent from
the Rsi Kambu. How deeply rooted was the Hindu influence at

this time will appear from the fact that the Brahman Vidyavisesa,

a high official of King Tsanavarman, is credited with a sound

knowledge of Saihkhya, Vaisesika, Nyaya and Buddhism. Jayavar-

man II who unified the country under his rule in the early part of

the ninth century introduced a Yantrik form of Saivism centering

around a liiiga ( Jagat ta Raja ) which became the tutelary deity of

the kingdom. Yasovarman I (889-910 A. D.), the builder of the first

city of Angkor including the Sivite temple of Phnom Bakheng,

was the author of a number of Sanskrit inscriptions written in

the native Cambodian alphabet of South Indian origin and

in a North Indian script, as well as of other inscriptions in the

same North Indian script which indicate an extensive knowledge

of Sanskrit literature, Suryavarman n ( 1112-1152 A. D. ) built

the wonderful Visnvite temple at Angkor Vat enshrining probably

an image of the king himself in the guise of Visnu. Jayavarman
YII, the last of the Grand Monarchs of Cambodia, has now been

shown to have built the present city of Angkor Thom with its

wonderful group of monuments including the Bayon. Throughout

this period Sanskrit literature in all its branches including above

all grammar and kavya was studied assiduously, as is proved by

the evidence of the inscriptions. Brahmanism including specially

the worship of Siva was the dominant religion. The Mahabharata,

the Ramayana and the Harivarhsa furnished the themes of numerous

bas-reliefs of the Cambodian temples. Among the most frequently

illustrated scenes are the Churning of the ocean, the war between

the Kauravas and the Pandavas, Kmna holding aloft the mountain

Govardhana, Visnu reposing in slumber upon the serpent Ananta
with Brahma seated on a lotus springing from his navel, and

so forth.
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Champa

The country of Champa, corresponding to the Annam province

of French Indo~China without its northern districts, was inhabited

•from ancient times by the Chams, a people of Malay-Polynesian

stock. Euled by Hindu dynasties for nearly twelve centuries from

the second or third century onwards, it became a great centre of

Sanskrit culture testified to at present by its numbers of Sanskrit

inscriptions. During this time the chief cities ( Champapurl, Indra-

pura, Vijaya, etc., ) of Champadesa ( as it was called in the inscrip-

tions ) were adorned with fine monuments dedicated to Brahmanism

as well as Buddhism. And yet Champa could not vie with

Cambodia or Java in the greatness of its monuments. Exposed to the

attacks of its formidable adversaries, specially the Annamites in

the north and the Cambodians in the west and south, who ravaged

their country more than once, the people lived an agitated and

precarious life allowing little leisure for development of the arts

of peace. The brick constructions of the shrines have not helped

to preserve them to our own times.

It is characteristic of the diflFerence between Champa and Cam-
bodia that while the great advance in our knowledge of Cambo-
dian art, archaeology and general history has taken place only

during the last twenty years, the study of Champa antiquities

was all but completed by the middle of the second decade of this

century. To begin with archaeology, we have referred above to

the publication of the text and translation of the Sanskrit ins-

criptions of Cambodia and Champa by Barth and Bergaigne in

1893. An important collection of inscriptions in Cham was edited

by Aymonier in J. A., 1891. After the foundation of the French

School of the Far East a large number ef new inscriptions of

Champa was edited in its famous Bulletin by Finot ( see specially

Ibid n-IV ) and by Huber ( Ibid IX, XI, XIV ). Valuable lists of

inscriptions from Champa were published by in the same
journal ( Ibid Vol. VIII and XV ). In the early years of this century

Parmentier carried out a series of important excavations on the

sites of the Buddhist monasteries at Dong Duong ( Indrapura ) and
the Brahmanical shrines at Myson and Po~Nagar. In 1909 the

same scholar published the first volume of his great work on the

Cham monuments ( Invmtaire Descriptif dcs Monuments Chams de

bearing the sub-title of Descriptions of the monunvents. It
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contains an exhaustive account of all known Cham monuments
within and outside the country with valuable preliminary notices of
their geographical environment and the general characteristics of

their style. Meanwhile the valuable Chinese texts bearing on the

history of Champa were brought to light by Pelliot, Maspero and

( BEFEO IV, XIV ). The scattered references in the

Chinese and Annamite records and the evidence of Cham and Cambo-
dian inscriptions were pieced together by Maspero in his important
monograph called The Kingdom of Clmmpa ( Le Royaume du Champay
1914 ) tracing the history of this kingdom from earliest times to the

final conquest of the greater part of the country by the Annamites
in 1471 A. D. The work that has been done in the investigation of

the ancient Cham history and culture during the last twent-five

years has been mostly of a supplementary character. In 1918
Parmentier completed his masterly survey of Cham monuments by
publishing ( in French ) the second volume of his great Descrip-

iive Inventory bearing the sub-title of A study of Cham Art.

Besides giving an elaborate account of the details of

Cham architecture and sculpture, it described the civilisation and
state of religion revealed by the monuments, the genius of Cham
arts, its origin and successive periods, its aesthetics and so forth. It

was followed by another volume containing the Plates and Albums.
The same scholar afterwards published ( in French ) his Descriptive

Catalogue of Cham Sculpture in the Tourane Museum ( Ars Asiaticay

1922) most of these sculptures dating from the 7th to the 10th

century. In 1923 ^oedes and Parmentier published their General

Lists of Inscriptions and Monuments in Champa and CambodgCy to

which reference has been made above. Mention may be made in

this connection of the important Catalogue of Indo-Chinese ( including

Cham ) Collections at the Musee Guimet ( in French ) by Pierre

Dupont and others ( Paris 1934 ). Meanwhile important excavations
were carried out by the French School at Tra Kieu long before

identified ( BEFEOy xiv ) by Aurosseau with the first capital of the

Cham kingdom. The reliefs of the Tra Kieu temple have since been

identified by ^oed^s ( BEFEOy xxxi ) as illustrating the legends of

Krana and as described in the Harivamsa and in the Puranas. As
regards conservation of Monuments, one of the most interesting

examples in recent times has been the reconstruction by J. Y.

Claeys of the principal temple-tower of Po-Nagar built in 817 A. D.

( For a popular account, see J. Y. Claeys, Po-Nagar
y Recent Work

of Restoration by the Ecole Francaise dtExtrim Orient, ABIA. 1931 ).
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Coming to general history, we have to mention R. 0. Majumdar’s

publication of a comprehensive account of the history and culture

of Champa {Champa: Greater India Society's Publication No- Lahore

1927 ) forming the first volume of a projected series called

Ancient Indian Colonies in the Far East. This volume, while

based principally upon the monumental Le Royaume du Champa of

Maspero and Inventaire Descriptif des monuments Cams of Parmentier,

seeks to throw new light upon some of the problems of

general history and the history of art of Champa. Most interest-

ing is the author’s attempt to prove against the high authority of

Parmentier his thesis that Cham architecture was derived from

Calukya and Pallava styles as illustrated by the temples of

Badami, Conjeeveram and Mahabalipuram. The value of Majum-
dar’s work has been enhanced by its including the first complete

collection of inscriptions from Champa with his own translations

and notes. More recently the problem of palaeography of the

earliest Champa inscriptions on which hinges the question of pro-

venance of the first Indian colonists has been discussed by R. C.

Majumdar ( B.E.FE.0. 1932 ) and K. A. Nilkanta Sastri {B. E. F.

E. O. 1935 ). In his paper Date of the earliest Sanskrit inscription

of Champa ( J. O. I, S, VI 1939 ) D. C. Sircar has suggested a late

date (4th century A. D. ) for the famous Vo—Chafih Roia inscrip-

tion.

The researches of an Annamite scholar of the French School,

based on an exhaustive study of Chinese, Annamite and European

records, have recently disclosed the interesting history of the

origin and progress of Buddhism in Ancient Annam. Buddhism,

it appears, was probably introduced from India into Annam by the

direct sea-route. Among its great missionaries were the Indian

monks Marajivaka and Ksudra (294 A. D.)r^See Tran van Giap, Le
Bouddhisme en Annam des origines au Xllle si^de^ BEFEO 1932).

Excavations recently carried out in Annam have resulted in the

discoveries of sculptures suggesting to J. Y. Claeys the Indian

origin of Annam’s first civilisation.

Malayasia

The vast regions comprised in the modern Malay Peninsula and

the Malay Archipelago ( otherwise called Indonesia or Insulinde )

were inhabited from remote times by peoples of Austronesian speech.

Known to Ancient Indian literature under the vague designations

of Suvarr^humi and Suvaryadvipa and to the ancient Greek, Chinese
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and Arab writers under equivalent terms, they were visited by

Indian merchants at least as early as the first century A. D. and

were afterwards colonised by Indian settlers. ‘Paloura’ ( or to give

it its Indian name, Dantapura ) in Kalinga was in the oldest times

the great port of embarkation from India to the Far East. Special-

ly in Java, Sumatra and Malay the Hindu civilisation took firm

root, as is evidenced by the records of numerous Hindu (or Hinduised)

kingdoms flourishing in those regions for at least a thousand years

till they were engulfed by the advancing tide of Islam in the 15th

and 16th centuries. Twice during this long period, under the great

Sailendra dynasty and under the empire of Majapahit ( called in

Sanskrit Vilvatikta

)

the greater part of Suvarvadvipa was brought

under one political control.

Java

Apparently the oldest references to the island of Java are to be

found in the Ramayana under the name of Javadvipa and in

Ptolemy’s Geography in the form of lavadiou translated as ‘Barley

Island.’ A king called Devavarman, as appears from a Chinese

literary reference, ruled the country in the first part of the 2nd

century A. D. In the beginning of the 5th century Fa Hian found

Brahmanism flourishing in the island. The oldest Sanskrit inscrip-

tions found in the island mention King Purnavarman son (?) of a

Rajadhiraja and grandson of a Rajarsi who ruled over Western Java

in the 5th or 6th century A. D. The oldest Sanskrit inscription

from Central Java written probably in the Seventh century shows

this region to have been equally saturated with Brahmanical

culture. Under the succeeding dynasties, as is proved by the splen-

did remains of architecture and sculpture dating from the eighth

century and the works of the Old Javanese literature practically

dating from the eleventh century, an Indo-Javanese civilisation

flourished exceedingly.

The early steps towards investigation of Javanese history and
culture were marked by the foundation of the Batavia Society of Arts

and Sciences (the oldest of the learned Societies of the East) in 1778,

by the first scientific exploration of the Barabudur and Prambanan
monuments during the British interregnum by order of the Lt.

Governor, Sir Stamford Raffles (the founder of archaeological research

in Java), by the publication of Raffles’s History of Java (1st edition,

1817) and lastly, by the issue of the first scientific study of Javanese

art in 1824 by 0.J.C. Reuvens, Director of the newly founded Leyden
38
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Museum. The critical study of the extensive Indo-Javanese literature

largely based upon the Sanskrit was begun by Friedrich’s editions of

the Vrttasaihcaya, the Ajjunavivaha and the BhomakSvya (1849-51)

and his disquisitions on the Javanese Vedas, BrahmandapurSna,
Mahabharata and so forth {Proceedings of the Batavia Society, 1849).

In the seventh decade of the last century H, Kern initiated the criti-

cal study of Indonesian epigraphy by editing a number of Sanskrit

inscriptions from Sumatra, Java and Borneo ( V. Q, VI), while A. B.

Cohen Stuart published (in Dutch) an important collection of

charters in the native Kawi language with Introduction, facsimile

and transcript (Leyden 1875) and W. P. Groeneveldt wrote his valu-

able Notes on the Malay Archipelago and Malacca compiled from
Chinese sources (Batavia 1877). In the following decade local

museums were started at Jogyakarta (afterwards transferred to

Prambanan) and at Dieng in Central Java. The first catalogue of

archaeological collection of the Museum of the BaJtama Society was

issued by Groeneveldt in 1887. As regards the study of Indo-

Javanese literature, the Kutdra-Mdnava (regarded as the highest

authority on Law in East Java) was edited with Introduction and

Dutch translation by J. B. G. Jonkgr (Leyden 1885), while H. H.

Juynboll in 1893 published his Dutch translation of the Javanese

MahobKarata {Parvans XV-XVII) which ushered in a period, of

serious research bn the subject. We may also refer to the important

studies in the Indo-Javanese theatre by Brandes {T. B, O., 1889)

and by G. A. J. Hazeu (Leyden 1897). The first decade of the

present century witnessed after many years of sad neglect the esta-

blishment in 1901 of the Committee in Netherlands-India for the Ar-

chaedogical Exploration in Java and Madura (replaced by the Archaeo-

logical Service of Netherlands-India in 1913) with J. L. A. Brandes as

its first Chairman. ( For a scathing criticigQi of the archaeological

policy of the Dutch Colonial Government see J. F. Scheltema, Monu-
mental Java, London 1912 ). During the twelve years of its existence

the Committee published a valuable series of Eeports ( Bapporlen )

noticing the chief antiquities of the island year after year. The
Committee also started a series of works ( in Dutch ) called Archaeo-

logical Explorations in Java and Madura of which the first two
volumes giving an exhaustive and well-illustrated account of the

well-known temples of Candi Jago and Candi Singhasari were
published by Brandes in 1904 and 1909 respectively. To the credit

of the Committee must be mentioned the restoration of the Great

Stupa of Barabudur ( 1907-11 ) by Col. Th. van Erp. Another signU

fioant feature of this period was the growth of museums. The
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archaeological collections of the Prambanan Museum was listed by

J. Knebel ( Archaeological Report, 1902 ) and that of the Dieng Mu-

seum by E. A. Sell ( Archaeological Report, 1912 ). Meanwhile

Juynboll published his catalogue of Javanese antiquities in the Na-

tional Museum of Ethnography at Leyden. A new museum was

established at Mojokerto near Majapahit in Eastern Java out of the

collection made over to the State by an enlightened Javanese Officer

in 1913. The Sriwedari Museum was founded at Surakerta in Cen-

tral Java out of the private collection of a descendant of the Royal

House of Mataran. The Museum of the Royal Colonial Institute at

Amsterdam was founded in 1913. As for epigraphy, Brandes edited

a valuable collection of Old-Javanese charters { Oud-Javaanasche

Oorkonden

)

of which a revised version was brought out by Krom in

1913. As regards the interpretation of the monuments, C. M. Pleyte

attempted with the imperfect material at his command a complete

identification of the bas-reliefs of the first Gallery of Barabudur

with the Lalitavistara Text illustrating Buddha’s life. His work

(in German ) bearing the title The Buddha legend in the sculptures of

the temple of Barabudur was published from Amsterdam in 1901. The

progress in the study of Indo-Javanese literature was marked by

Kern’s studies on the Old-Javanese Raraayana {Ramayarui, Oud-Java^

ansche Heldendicht, 1900 ) and his translation of the first six cantos

of the same work ( V. G., X ), by Juynboll’s edition of the Javanese

Adiparva ( 1902 ) and Virataparva ( 1912 ), by J. G. H, Gunning’s

edition ( 1903 ) of the Bharatayuddha, “ the Iliad of the Javanese

people.” Meanwhile the rich stores of the Javanese and related lite-

rature were made accessible to scholars by the publication ( in

Dutch ) of the Catalogue of the Javanese and Madurese Mss, in the

Leyden University Library by Vreede ( 1892 ) and the Catalogue of the

Malay and Sundanese Mss, in the same library by Juynboll ( 1899 ).

A supplement to the Catalogue of Javanese and Madurese Mss. of

the Leyden University Library was published by Juynboll in two
volumes ( Leyden 1907 and 1911) and another Supplement to the

Catalogue of Sundanese as well as Balinese and Sasak Mss. in the

same library was issued by the same scholar in 1912. These cata-

logues brought to light a large number of Old-Javanese poems of

the Kakawin ( roughly corresponding to Sanskrit Kdvya

)

class, such

as the Indravijaya ( story of Vrtra’s triumph and his subsequent

death at Indra’s hands), the Parthayajna ( story of Arjuna’s asceti-

cism and aquisition of the Pasupata weapon ), the Sumanasantaka
( story of the death of Indumatl, Queen of Aja and mother of Dasa-

ratha ) and the Ha^rivamsa ( story of Rukminl’s abduction by Krena
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and of Krsna’s war with Jarasandha ). Useful comparisons were,

made by Hazeu in his ( Dutch ) work called The Old-Javanese Adi-_

parva and its Sanskrit original ( T, B. G. 1901 ) and by Wulff in his

( Danish ) work bearing the title The Old-Javanese Virutaparva

and Us Sanskrit original ( 1917 ), Valuable light was thrown upon

the Javanese religion by Juynboll’s publication of Sanskrit mantras

( with Old-Javanese translations ) for the worship of Visnu and his

incarnations as well as by J, Kats’s edition with an accompanying

Dutch translation (1910) of the Sang Hyang Kamahayanikan, a,

fundamental work on Javanese Buddhism.

During the last twenty-five years a steady though not uninter-

rupted progress has been maintained in all branches of Javanese

research. To begin with archaeological exploration and research,

under the fostering care of F. W. K. Bosch and W. F. Stutterheim,

two successive Directors of the Archaeological Service of Java, the

scope of the Service was gradually widened so as to include pre-

historic archaeology along with Balinese, Muslim, Christian and

European antiquities. The activities of the [Service were registered

in successive numbers of its valuable Archaeological Eeports.

Vol. VI of this Report { 1926 ) contains an excellent summary
of Archaeological work in Netherlands-India from 1901 to 1926

from the pen of N. J. Krom. The publication of these Reports

was however stopped in 1931, to be resumed only in 1936. Mean-
while Bosch initiated a new era in archaeological conservation by
starting the complete reconstruction of the ruined monuments
in place of the usual practice of restoring their fallen parts.

This process ( called by the technical title of Anastylose ) was very

successfully applied for the restoration of some of the subsidiary

shrines of the great Buddhist temple-complex of Candi Sewu { 9th

century ), of the famous Buddhist shrine orUandi Kalasan ( c. 778

A. D, ), of the Sivite temple of Candi Singhasari, of the Naga tem-

ples at Panataran and last but not the least the great Siva-shrine of

the Lara-Jongrang group ( c. 10th century ) at Prambanan. Among
the important discoveries standing to the credit of the Department in

recent times may be mentioned that of the two earliest Hindu tem-
ples in Central Java on the site of the Changal inscription of 732
A. D,, one of them being probably identical with the Brahmanical
temple said to have been built by King Sainjaya in that inscription.

Another significant discovery is that of the two oldest temples of

Eastern Java viz., the Sivite shrines of Badut and Besuki dating

from the 8th oy 9th Qentur7 , wfiich by tk^if plan and decoratiop
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long to a purely Central-Javanese style. We may lastly mention

the discovery of a group of terraced sanctuaries on Mt. Penanggun-

gan in Eastern Java belonging to the final period of Hinduism in

the island ( 1400-1500 A. D. ). These have been supposed, with hard-

ly sufficient reason, to combine the indigenous ancestor-worship with

Hinduistic beliefs. In the field of epigraphy, as in that of archaeo-

logical exploration, the progress in recent times has not been un-

interrupted. In 1930 the epigraphist who was to have taken up the

long announced and much deferred publication of a Carpus Imcrip-

tianum Javanicarum was transferred to another post and the appoint-

ment was not renewed till 1939. On the other hand, Stutterheim

Naerssen, Goris and others published numbers of new inscriptions

in the various learned periodicals. At the same time old inscrip-

tions were re-edited and discussed e. g. those of King Purnavarman

by Vogel and the Kalasan and Kelurak inscriptions by Bosch ( T.

B. G. 1928 ). Among Indian scholars who have taken part in this

work may be mentioned N. P. Chakravarti, H. B. Sarkar and B. Ciu

Chhabra. Among the most notable discoveries in this field is that

of three stone Yupa inscriptions of King Mulavarman written in the

Pallava script of the 4th or 5th century A. D., as announced in the

Year-Book of the Batavia Society for 1941.

Turning to the critical study of Javanese art, we have first to

refer to the comprehensive account of Indo~Javanese monuments
from the earliest times furnished by N. J. Krom’s Dutch work called

Introduction to Indo-Javanese Art (2nd edition, vols. I—^II Text, voL

III Plates, 1923 ). In this monumental work the author, after

giving preliminary accounts of the history of Javanese archaeologi-

cal explorations and the origin and technique of the Javanese art,

presents for the first time a systematic and detailed description

of the monuments and concludes with a rapid review of Javanese

metal-work. In the course of his illuminating survey the author

clearly and pointedly explains the general characteristics of the

building and plastic styles, and he frequently discusses, as in

connection with Brandes’s theory of the Indian origin of the

Buddhist images of the Oandi Jago temple, the question of Indian

influence. In 1926 Krom published his work ( in French ) called

Javanese Art in the Museums of Holland and Java in the Ars
Asiaiica Series. It contains 60 excellent Plates illustrating the

specimens of Javanese plastic art in stone and metal together with

an illuminating Introduction tracing the development of Javanese

art as a whole, Recently R. C. Majumdar ( Suvarrfadmps., Part II,
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Calcutta 1938 ) has presented an elaborate and well-illustrated des-

cription of Javanese architecture and sculpture based primarily

upon Krom’s great work but also incorporating the results of later

research.

The all-important question of the relation of Indian to Javanese
art has been discussed by Bosch in a Dutch paper called A Hypo-
thesis as to the origin of Indo-Javanese Art (1921 ; Eng. Tr. in Rupam,
1924 ). While rejecting the comfortable view that the Hindu
emigrants were the actual builders of the Middle-Javanese shrines,

Bosch seeks to prove from an elaborate comparison between the

MSnasara and the existing remains of Javanese architecture and
sculpture that the native Javanese actually knew and applied the

written instructions, but the texts which in India remained mere

academic projects were executed by them with the zeal of neophytes.

“The Hindus were the bringers, the propagators and interpreters of

technical texts, but the Javans themselves were the makers of the

Central-Javanese shrines.” Similar if less definite views have been

expressed by Krom according to whom ( Cf. Hindoe-Javaansche

Geschiedenis^ 2nd edition, Chap. IV ) the creators of the art of the

Dieng Plateau were neither Hindus nor Indonesians, but rather

Hindu-Javans who had adopted the art-traditions of the Indian

masters but had also involuntarily introduced some of their Indo-

nesian characteristics into them. In his Archaeological description

ofBarabudur ( Vol. II, Ch. XI ) Krom similarly says that the art of

Barabudur is not foreign, but is a product of Java, a fusion of Hindu

and Javanese elements. With this we may compare the following

statement of Stutterheim {J, A. O, S. LI, No. 1 ) :
“ The Hindu-

Javanese Chandi is neither a Hindu temple nor a truly Hinduistio

building, though its shape and ornaments are Hindu in origin. It

is a thoroughly Indonesian monument based-on purely Indonesian

conceptions.” Bosch’s theory has been criticised by O. C. Gangoly

( Rupanij 1924 )and R. C. Majumdar {Suvainadvipa, Part II, conclud-

ing chapter ). According to the last-named author, Gupta art was
the source of the architecture and sculpture of Malaysia which re-

mained untouched by South Indian influences till the 10th or 11th

century A. D,

No single monument has attracted the attention of scholars so

much as the great stuixi at Barabudur which has gathered a vast

literature around itself since its first scientific description by H. C,

Cornelius in 1814 (The Bibliograghy of Barabudur, 1814-1926, appen-

ded to the second volume of Krom’s Archaeological Description rune
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through 18 pages). A magnihcent Description of Bardbudur (in Dutch)
illustrated with a complete and sumptuous set of Plates was publi-

shedby the IZoyo/ Institute of Linguistics, Geography and Ethnography of

Netherlands-India in two parts. The first part of this monumental
work bearing the title Archaeologtcal Description was issued by
Krom in two volumes (1920). Chap. Ill of this work with appropriate

plates was published by the same author simultaneously in Dutch and
in English translation in 1926. The complete English translation

of the whole work was published later by the same author in 1927.

Among the outstanding features of this great work are the author’s

complete and accurate identification of panels of the first gallery of

the stupa with the Lalitavistara, the Jatakamala of Aryasura, the

Divyavadana and other texts suggested before by 0. M. Pleyte, S.

d’Oldenburg and A. Foucher respectively. He also showed the
panels of the second gallery to be illustrative of the Gandavyuha (a
Mahayanist Sutra describing the wanderings of the youth Sudhana
all over India in the quest for the highest knowledge) and those of

the third and fourth galleries to be illustrations of as yet uniden-
tified texts associated with the Bodhisattvas Maitreya and Saman-
tabhadra respectively. To his credit must also be mentioned the

identification of the Dhyani-Buddhas of the upper terraces with the

group of six Dhyani-Buddhas with Vajrasattva as their chief known
to Nepalese, Tibetan and Chinese Buddhism. The probable date of

the foundation of the monument was ascertained by the author from
a number of short inscriptions at its base, to be the second half of

the 8th century. Finally, we have to mention Krom’s conclusion

that the Buddhism of Barabudur (like Javanese Buddhism in general
from first to last) was a kind of Tantric Mahayana based on the
Yogacara. The next step in clearing the mystery of the monument
was taken by Sylvain L6vi who discovered {Recherches d Java et d
Bali, Leyden 1929) the reliefs of the buried basement of Barabudur
to be illustrative of a very popular Buddhist text on the working of

Earma viz. the Karmavibhanga. The Sanskrit text wsb published (Paris

1932) by him with a French translation and the parallel Pali,

Chinese, Tibetan and Euchean versions. This was accompanied by
a comparative table of the different recensions of the text and the

corresponding panels of the Barabudur. Well might the great

French scholar explain, “The ^upa of Barabudur had revealed

one of its last secrets.” A detailed comparison of the Karmavibhanga
text and the Barabudur reliefs was given by Krom {Med, der Kon,
Ak. van Wet. Ixxvi, Series B, No. 8). Nearly at the same time Bosch
was able to prove from a close examination of the original Sanskrit
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Mss. in Paris that the panels of the third and fourth galleries

illustrated the conclusion of the Qandct'iyyuha representing 110

travels of Sudhana mentioned in the text (See Bosch’s Report in

Arch. Rep, 1929 and his Dutch work called The Identification of

reliefs of the third and fourth galleries of Barabudur, 1929), It has thus

been clearly established that the Gandavyuha was the principal and
the central text of Barabudur.

We have now to refer to the second part of the monumental
Description of Barabudur above mentioned, which bears ( in Dutch

)

the title The Architectural Description and was published in 1931 by
Th. van Erp. Dealing exhaustively, with the style, the technique

and the ornaments of the monument, the author observes that Bara-

budur is “ a special Javanese form of the stupa, though fitting in the

general evolution of the Indian stupa'\ The ornaments, according

to him, are of purely Indian origin.

,
The question of symbolism of Barabudur has become, as has been

well said, “ an apple of discord among scholars.” While Foucher,

Parmentier and van Erp have offered what may be called ” archi-

tectural interpretations ” of its unique plan and structure, ” religious

interpretations” have been presented by Krom, Stutterheim and
Poerbatjaraka. The whole question has been discussed in a very

thorough fashion by P. Mus in a series of papers ( in French called

Barabudur, the origins of the stupa and the transmigration (B.E.F.E.O.

1932-34). According to this scholar the entire monument is a

close microcosm, its exterior envelopment corresponding to the

cosmic stupa, while its interior corresponds to a prasada.

Of other monuments in Java forming the subject of independent

study in recent times, we may refer only to the great Siva temple

of the Lara-Jongrang group at Prambanan ( Central Java ) and the

main shrine of the temple-complex at Panataran ( Eastern Java ).

These temples are adorned with a series of reliefs depicting the

story of the Ramayana from the beginning to the expedition to

Lanka. A compreheasive account of these reliefs accompanied with

adequate illustrations is given by Stutterheim in his German work

called Rama-legends and Rdma^-reliefs in Indonesia, 2 volumes,

Miinchen 1925 ). The author mentions the curious fact that while

these earlier ( 9th century ) reliefs at Prambanan are distinctly

Indian in character but illustrate a non-Valmlkian version

of the Epic, the later ( 14th century ) Panataran series is

typically Indonesian in style but is more closely based on Valmiki’s

R&mayapa. A popular and illustrated account based on the above is
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presented by J. Kats in his Dutch work bearing the title Edmayarta

on Javanese temple-reliefs ( Batavia-Leyden 1925 ).

The Javanese bronzes which are remarkable for their high

artistic quality and unique iconographic interest have engaged the

serious attention of scholars in recent times, though it has not been

possible as yet to classify their styles. We have already referred to

Krom’s very valuable Irdroduciion to the Hindu-Javanese Art as

well as his other work called Javanese Art in the Museum of Holland

and Java, both of which contain important notices of Javanese

bronzes. The old Javanese bronzes in the Ethnographical collection

of the National Museum at Vienna have been described by R.

HeineKleldern ( Vienna 1925 ), while those in the Royal

Ethnographic Museum at Leyden have been catalogued by A. C.

Tobi ( Archaeological Report, 1930 ). The bronzes in the Batavian

Museum have been described by Bosch ( Archaeological Report,

1923 ). More recently A. J. Bernet Kempers has discussed ( The

Bronzes of Ncdanda and Hindu-Javanese art, Leyden 1933 ) the

mutual relation of Pala and Javanese bronzes. His conclusion is

that the Hindu-Javanese bronzes in general have not developed

from Pala art but the Pala images have enriched the art of Java
with a number of motifs and types. In recent times a good synoptic

view of this branch of art has been given by R. 0, Majumdar

( Suvarnadvipa, Part II, Calcutta 1938 ),

Much attention has been bestowed during recent times upon the

origin of the Javanese dance and shadow-play ( Wayang ), those

two fine flowers of Javanese culture. In his exhaustive work pub-

lished simultaneously in Dutch and in French called The Javanese

Art of Dancing {The Dance in Indo-Javanese Theatre 1931), Th,

B. van Lelyveld has traced the Javanese dance to a distinctly

Indian origin. As for the Wayang its indigenous origin was
asserted by Brandes ( T. B, G., 1889 ) and by Hazeu ( Leyden 1897).

On the other hand Krom ( Hindu-Javaansche Qeschiedenis, 2nd edi-

tion, pp. 49ff ) has strongly asserted its Indian origin and his view

has been endorsed by R. C. Majumdar (op. cit.).

During the last quarter of the century the steady growth of

museums and learned societies to which reference was made above

has been well maintained. We may refer to the publication of

JBo^ch’s Catalogue, of the Sriwedari Museum at Surakarta {Archaeo-

logical Report, 1923 ) and the opening of the Museum of the Java

39
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Institute dX Jogjakarta (1935). The Batavia Society which iesued in

1929 a commemoration volume ( Feestbundel

)

on the occasion of its

150th year ( 1778-1928 ) has been regularly publishing its valuable

Journal ( in Dutch) called The Journal of Indian Linguistics, Qeogra^

phy and Ethnology ( abbreviated as T. B. O, ). Since 1933 it has

been issuing its Year-Books containing detailed notices of its aqui-

sitions under the heads Prehistoric, Archaeological, Historical, Mss,,

Ceramics and Ethnographic Collections. Other -specialised Journals

( in Dutch ) are Djdwa, the Journal of the Java Institute at

Jogjakarta and the Contributions to the Linguistics, Geography and

Ethnography of Netherlands-India (abbreviated as B. K. I.), which is

the organ of the Royal Colonial Institute at the Hague.

Within the last twenty years intensive studies have been carried

out in the field of Old-Javanese religious beliefs and practices.

We have referred above to Krom’s great work Archaeological Des-

cription of Barabudur in course of which the author discusses the

pantheon as well as the form of Buddhism at Barabudur. His view

is that the Buddhism of Barabudur was a form of Tantrik Mah^
yana based on the Yogacara. In T. B, (?. 1924 Moens has describ-

ed the last phase of Mahayana Buddhism in Sumatra and Java

and has called particular attention to the Tantric beliefs and

practices of the Javanese king Krtanagara and the Sumatran king

Adityavarman in the 13th century. In the same year Pigeaud

published a critical edition of a fundamental work on Brahmanism
in Java called Tantu Panggelaran (World Theatre ?). It contains cos-

mogonic and mythological legends, descriptions of mandalas (‘Orders

of religious ascetics’) and paksas (religious sects) and so forth. A
large number of Javanese sacred texts mostly based upon Sanskrit

originals and containing Sanskrit verses with Old Javanese transla-

tions have been analysed by R. Goris in hirf^fundamental work (in

Dutch) called Old-Javanese and Balinese Theology (1926). Among the

texts utilised by Goris may be mentioned the Suryasevana, the

Bhuvanakom, the Bhuvanasamksepa, the Sang Hyang Mahajndna

and the Brhaspatitattva. The last work has been proved by A.

Zieseniss {Z, D. M. O. XIII, No. 2) to belong to the literature of

Agamas which are the sources of the Saivasiddhdnta, The last-named

author has since published in German a. valuable paper called

Studies in the history of ^aivism and Mvistic system in the Oldr-Javanese

literature (B. K. L, 1939). A summary of religious conditions in

Java based on Dutch authorities is given by B. G. Majumdar (op.

cit.).
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Turning to the study of 01d~Javanese literature we have to

mention JuynboH’s translation of the Javanese Ramayana
(Cantos VII-XXIII) in B. K. L in continuation of Kern’s

translation of the same (Cantos I-VI). A new series called

Bibliotheca Javanica has been started under the auspices of the

venerable Batavia Society for the publication of Old-Javanese and
Middle-Javanese texts. Among works so far published (with trans-

lations) in the series are the Tantrikarmndaka (ed. G. Hooykas), the

Sniaradahana, (ed. L. Poerbatjaraka), the Nitisastra (ed. Poerbatjaraka),

the Old-Javanese Brahinanda2mrava (ed. J. Gonda) and the Old-

Javanese Bhisina-parvan (ed. Gonda). The first consists of three

mediaeval Javanese versions of stories and fables with

parallel Siamese and Laotian versions which bear the closest of

affinity to the Kanarese version of the Pancatantra by Durgasirhha,

the second tells the story immortalised by Kalidasa in his

Kumarasambhavam about Kama’s being burnt to ashes by the wrath

of Siva, the third is a collection of wise sayings, moral precepts,

and so forth of the Canakyanlti class, the fourth is the most im-

portant Javanese work of the purava class. Another work of the last-

named category, the Agastyaparva has been edited by Gonda {B,

K. /., 1933 ). The Old-Javanese prose works of the Mahabharata

cycle that have recently been published include the Koravasrama

(ed. J. L. Swellengrebel ) and the Navaruci ( ed. M. Prijohoetomo ).

In his paper Hindu Literature in Jam ( I. A. L., VI. 1932 ), C. C.

Berg distinguished between three periods of this literature as also

between its two court literatures and its popular religious literature.

The study of this literature, however, according to the same scholar

has to remain provisional for the present because of the paucity of

critical editions of texts and of works on grammar and lexico-

graphy. A comprehensive account of Old-Javanese and Balinese

literature in all its branches with special reference to its Indian

affinities has been presented by Himansu Bhusan Sarkar in his

work Indian Influence on the Literature of Jam and Bali ( Greater

India Society’s Publication, Calcutta 1934). More recently R. C.

Majumdar has given a good summary of the whole subject based

on the Dutch authorities in his Sumrnadvtpa ( Part II ).

The last quarter of this century has been very prolific in dis-

cussions of problems relating to the history and culture of Java.

To take a few examples the place of the sage Agastya in Javanese

culture-history has been discussed by O. C. Gangoly ( 2'he cult of

Agastya and the origin of Indian colonial art^ ( Jtupam, 1926 ), L, Poer*
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batjaraka ( Agastya in den Archipel, Leyden 1926 ), K. A. N. Sastri

{T. B. Q. 1936). The history and topography of Srlvijaya and Kataha

has been discussed by Mr. Moens ( T. B, O. 1937 ), K. A. N.

Sastri ( J, O, L S. 1938, jB. E. F. E. O. 1940 ). Of a more general

character is the Expansion of Indo-Aryan Culture during Pallava

nile as evidenced by inscriptions of B. Ch. Chhabra ( J. A, 8, B.

Letters, 1935 ). Of outstanding importance is the standard work of

N. J. Krom called Hindu-Javanese History {Hindoe-Javaansche

Geschiedenis, 1st edition 1926, 2nd edition 1931 ). Based on an

exhaustive study of all the available data it traces the history of

Java from the earliest times to the ultimate triumph of Islam

in the early sixteenth century. Accompanying the author’s notices

of political history are illuminating studies on the art and litera-

ture of the island during the successive centuries. This funda-

mental work has been utilised by R. C. Majumdar ( Swvarruxdvipa,

Part I ), but the author has also sought to throw new light

upon the numerous unsolved problems of Javanese history and

culture.

Bali

The small island of Bali lying immediately east of Java enjoys,

as is well known, the unique distinction of maintaining its Hindu
culture down to modern times. But unfortunately the materials

are lacking for a connected account of its history, art and

literature. The plausible identification by Pelliot ( B. E. F, E. 0.,

1904 ) of the island of P’oli mentioned by the Chinese authorities of

the 6th and 7th centuries A. D. with Bali had the result of throwing

some light upon the obscure history of the island during those

centuries. From these accounts we learn that kings bearing the

family-name of Kaundinya and belonging *^o the Ksatriya caste

ruled the country in those early times and that the Mulasarvastivada

Nikaya was almost universally prevalent there. In recent times

the systematic search for antiquities has yielded a number of stone

and copper-plate inscriptions in Sankrit, Old-Balinese, and Old-
Javanese dating from the 8th century. Transcripts of these

inscriptions have been published by P, V. van Stein Collenfels

in the Epigraphia Balica, I ( 1926 ) and by Stutterheim in his

Dutch work called The Antiquities of Bali ( 1929 ). These records

have disclosed the existence of a line of independent kings

of' the 10th century- bearing Hindu names viz., Ugrasena,

^tiasadhuvarmpiadeva, IScsajrivarma, and sp forth, In 1926 a Dutch
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architect, P. A. J. Moojen, published an ambitious work called The Art

of Bali: Introductory studies on the Architecture^ which claimed

to discuss the history and general characteristics of Balinese art, its

religious and sociological basis, the rules and traditions of its build-

ing construction and so forth. The history, palaeography, topography,

religion and art of Bali were discussed along with its inscriptions

by Stutterheim in the work The Antiquities of Bali above mentioned.

The art of Bali was also discussed by the same scholar in his Indian

Influences in Old^Balinese Art ( India Society, London 1935 ), which

traces the history of religion and antiquities of the island from

early times down to the 14th century A. D. Distinguishing four

successive periods of Balinese art, the author says that the art of the

early period ( 8th-10th centuries ) was dominated by Indian

traditions, while during the Early and the Middle Indo-Balinese

periods ( llth"-12th and 13th-14th centuries ) the Indian tradition

was gradually modified by local as well as the imported Javanese

elements. The Modern period dating from the 15th century does

not call here for any special comment.

In his work Sanshit Texts from Bali ( G. O. S. Ixvii, Baroda

1933 ), Sylvain Levi has classified the Balinese Sanskrit works dis-

covered by him under four heads : ( 1 ) Caturveda^ ( 2 ) Stotras, ( 3 )

Buddhaveda^ ( 4 ) Kdrakasanigrahay Caritra Ramdyariay Naisthika’-

jnanuy Dasasila and the exercises in translation from Sanskrit into

Balinese. The first really consists of the first sections of the

Nardyana''Atharvasira- Upanisad, the second consists of thirty-nine

short pieces, the third dealing with the daily ritual of a Buddhist

priest consists of fragments of Tantras.

The history and culture of Bali have been investigated by Krom
in his Hindu-Javanese work already mentioned and more recently

by R. C. Majumdar in his Suvarnadvlpa (Parts I and 11).

Borneo and Celebes

The large island of Borneo called Tanjungnagara and Bakula-

pura in the mediaeval Javanese records was colonised by Hindu
settlers as early as the 4th century A. D. The oldest Sanskrit in-

scriptions of the island belonging to that period, viz. the Yupa

inscriptions of king Mulavarman, were discovered as far back as

1879, and. being first published by Kern, were afterwards (1918)

re-edited by Vogel. These records refer themselves to a line of

Hindu ( or Hinduised) kings ruling in East Borneo of whom the

lasti namely Mfilavarmanr performed the Bahusuvarnaka sacrt-
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fice attended with splendid gifts to Brahmans. Inscriptions with

Buddhist formulas have since been found in West Borneo and

these have been edited by B. Ch. Chhabra (J. A. S. B., Letters^

1935 ). An important expedition sent to Central and East Borneo in

1925 resulted in the discovery of a remarkable group of Brahmani-

cal and Buddhist images concealed in a cave. Among these were

stone images of Mahadeva, Nandi, Karttikeya and Ganesa. The

Buddhist images were of a peculiar iconographic type. These

precious sculptures along with some related images in the Batavia

Museum were published by Bosch in the Archaeological Report, 1925

and in the Official report of the expedition, 1927. Judging from

the style of the images, Bosch held that they could be attributed

neither to Indian nor Indo-Javanese colonists, but were probably

the work of Indo-Javanese settlers long out of touch with the home*

land or else of Hinduised Dyaks. Another important group of Hindu
relics from Borneo has been discussed ( J. (?. L S. Ill, 1936 ) by

O. C. Gangoly, who concludes that the question whether Borneo

derived its Hindu culture directly from India or indirectly from

Java must remain open. Recently R. C. Majumdar (SuvarijLadvipa,

Part II ) has suggested from a fresh examination of the Hindu

images on the East coast of Borneo that the Hindu colonists deve-

loped an independent art somewhat influenced by Indo-Javanese

traditions.

Passing from Borneo to the neighbouring island of Celebes, we
have to mention the large-sized bronze Buddha which was found

there and is now preserved in the Batavia Museum, Judging from

schematic folds of its drapery, Bosch has concluded ( 1933 )

that it was imported directly from Amaravati.

The fragmentary records of Hindu onlture in Borneo and

Celebes have been pieced together by R. C, Majumdar in his work
above mentioned.

Sumatra

By far the most important contribution that has been made in

recent times to the general history of Sumatra and adjoining lands

is the brilliant reconstruction of the rise and fall of the Hindu
kingdom of Srivijaya by the French scholar, in 1918. In

his epoch-making paper (in French) with the title TAe Kingdom of

^ivijaya (B. E. F. E. 0. XVIII ) he traced with the help of the

surviving archaeological remains and the scattered Chinese, Arab
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and South Indian references the fortunes of this kingdom from the

latter part of the 7th to the 12th century. From the evidence of the

Chinese pilgrim I-tsing it was already known that Srivijaya was a

chief emporium of trade between China and India and was the

centre of Buddhist learning in the islands of the Southern Seas,

^oedes’s new hypothesis that Srivijaya city which he identified with

Palembang was also the nucleus of the great Sailendra dynasty

that ruled Malayasia for more than two centuries was developed by

Krom and Vogel in their papers ( in Dutch ) bearing the titles

The Sumatran pmod of Javanese history ( Leyden 1919 ) and

The kingdom of Srivijaya ( K, J., 1919 ) respectively. In these

papers was emphasised the enormous influence excercised by Srivi-

jaya kings in introducing Mahayana Buddhism into Java and in

building the splendid monuments of Barabudur, Candi Kalasan

and the like. These results were incorporated by Ferrand

in his connected account (in French) called The Sunuitran Empire of

Srivijaya {J. A, 1922) tracing the history of the Srivijaya or Sailendra

Empire, from the earliest times to the 12th century A. D. and later.

The history of Sumatra was treated on similar lines by Krom in his

Hindoe-Javaansche Geschiedenis already mentioned. In 1927 ^^Bdes

published a French article called Fall of the Srivijaya Kingdom
{B.K.L, vol. 33) tracing its decline from about 1178 A. D. In B.E.F,

E.0, 1930 ^oedes wrote (in French) a paper called The Malay Inscri-

ptions of Srivijaya where, while re-editing the four oldest inscrip-

tions of this kingdom, he took the inscription of 683 A. D. to mean
that Vajrayana Buddhism, already known to have prevailed in

Bengal towards the middle of the 7th century, was established in

Sumatra towards the close of that century. The brilliant hypothesis

of ^OBdds to which reference has been made above has met with a

considerable amount of criticism in later times. In his paper A
Javanese period in Sumatran history (Surakarta 1929) Stutterheim

sought completely to reverse (Jo^des’s position by asserting that the

Sailendras originally belonged to Java and afterwards conquered

Srivijaya. Recently R. C. Majumdar {B. E. F. E. 0. 1933, J. O.

L S, 1934, Suvarnadvipa, Part I, Bk. 2 App.) has given good grounds

for doubting on the one hand the identity of Srivijaya with the king-

dom of the Sailendras and the Zabag and San-fo-tsi kingdoms of the

Arab and Chinese writers, and on the other hand for identifying the

last three as synonymous terms and placing them in the northern

part of the Malay peninsula. Majumdar’s view was substantially

accepted by ^oed^s (J. (?. L S, 1234), In another respect ^oedfe’s view

has been modified by later research. Referring to the old Malay
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inscriptions of Srivijaya, Vall6e Poussin has shown the slight part

played therein by Tantrism and has rehabilitated the evidence of

I-tsing about the predominance of the Sarvastivada school in the

ArOhipelago.

Sumatra is very poor in archaeological remains so much so that a

connected history of its architecture and sculpture cannot be written.

Nevertheless important finds of Buddhist sculptures in stone and

metal along with other antiquities were made at Palembang after

1920. The Indian affinities of these sculptures were discussed by

Bosch iArch. Rep., 1930) and Krom {ABIA. 1931) as well as by R.

O. Majumdar iJISOA, I ;
Suvarvadvipa, Part II, pp. 322-26) and D.

P. Ghosh (J. Q. I. S., I and III). According to R. Heine-Geldern

(Archaeology and Art of Sumatra), Gupta, South Indian and Javanese

influences affected the Sumatran art prior to and during the Srivijaya

period, but these could not efface the indigenous style. The first sys-

tematic excavations were carried out in Sumatra on a number of

ancient sites by F. M. Schnitger in 1935 and 1936. The results were

recorded by him in a series of well-illustrated monographs (in Dutch)

called Archaeological Finds in Padang Lawas (Central Tapanidi),

Hindu Antiquities of Batang Hari and Archaeological Finds in Palem-

bang ( Leyden 1936 ). A detailed account of his discoveries

in Central, Southern and Western Sumatra with a large number

of illustrations was given by the same author in his work The

Archaeology of Hindoo Sumatra ( Leyden 1937 ). This work

discloses a wealth of antiquities viz., terracottas, stone and

bronze sculptures of superb workmanship representing Siva

and Visnu as well as Buddha, Lokesvara and Maitreya besides

architectural remains of stupas and so forth. The sculptures

have been held to belong to the Amararatl, Gupta and Pala

styles. Reference is also made to the evidences of Bhairava cult

in vogue in the country in late Hindu times. Some of Schnitger’s

iconographical identifications have since been corrected by
J. N. Banerjee in J. Q. 1. S, IV, 1937. Quite recently krom has
brought forward in a Dutch paper called The Sanctuaries of
Palembang ( M. der K. N. A. W., Deel I, No. 7 ) evidence to
prove that Palembang was identical with Old Malayu and that
the Buddhist sanctuary on its western side reflected the South
Indian style, , wihile the Siddhayatra sanctuary on its eastern
side, which was Indonesian at first, was Hinduised after the 7tli

century.
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Malay Peninsula.

The first detailed and authentic account of the Malay Peninsula,

the Malayadvipa and the Katahadvipa of the Puranas, is given by
Ptolemy in the 2nd century A. D., evidently in the light of the

accurate knowledge acquired at that time by the Indians. In the

mediaeval period Malay was sometimes included in great empires

like those of Srivijaya and the Sailendras as well as the Indo^

Javanese empire of Majapahit. At other times it was split up into

a number of insignificant kingdoms. But no connected account of

the peninsula is traceable from the scanty records. The survival of

Hindu rule in different parts of the peninsula ( Pahang or

Indrapura, Kelantan and Malacca ) may be traced to the second

decade of the 15th century which ushered in the advent of

Islam.

It was nearly a century ago that Lt. Col. James Low carried out

some unsystematic excavations in the north-west part of British

Malay forming Province Wellesley and the Kedah State. He
discovered a set of twelve Sanskrit inscriptions which were

published by J. W. Laidlay ( J. A. S, B. 1848-1849 ) in a. very

imperfect fashion. These inscriptions have since been edited by
competent scholars like Kern ( V. (?. IH ) and B. Ch. Chhabra
(J. A. S. B, Letters 1935). They prove that colonists from Northern

and Southern India were settled on the west coast of Malay by the

4th or 5th centuries A. D. and that they followed the Buddhist

religion. Four of these inscriptions refer to a great sailor

Buddhagupta, an inhabitant of Raktamrttika ( identified with

Rangamati in modern Murshidabad district of Bengal ). Another

group of Sanskrit inscriptions of the same early period discovered at

Ligor, Takuapa and Caiya in North Malay was published with

facsimile in the Bulletin de la Commission ArcMologique de VIndon

Chine ( 1910 ), but they still remain un-edited. The opening up of

the States of Kedah and Perak to rubber plantation and tin mining

in quite recent times has brought to light a number of antiquities

which were described by Ivor H, N. Evans, Ethnographer to the

Perak Museum ( Papers on the Ethnology and Archaeology of the

Malay Peninsula, Cambridge 1927 ). They show that the Kedah
region was occupied by Indian colonists professing Saivism as well

as Buddhism during the 4th-5th centuries A. D. According to the

same evidence an Indian colony was settled at Perak by the 5th

century A. D. Among the objects discovered by Evans was a seal

from Perak with the legend Sri^Vi^umrmavah in incorrect Sanskrit

40
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in Pallava Grantha characters. (For discussion of this seal see B, Oh.

Chhabra, JQI8 II, 1935, giving full references ). Unfortunately no

law was passed for the protection of ancient monuments, as had

been done in India and Indonesia. “ Hence sites of the utmost

importance must have been destroyed by mining operations in

Perak, while in Kedah many promising mounds were demolished to

provide road material or merely levelled down as being useless

obstructions. ”
( Quaritch Wales ABIA. 1937, p. 38 ). However

that may be, chance finds have been made recently from the tin

mines at Perak, of three bronze Avalokitesvara images in addition

to the bronze Buddhas brought to light by Evans. (For a description

of the whole group with full references and some illustrations see

H. G, Quaritch Wales, Archaeological Researches on Ancient

Indian Cdonisalion, JRA8MB XVIII, Part I, February 1940 ),

The first systematic archaeological exploration of British Malay

was undertaken by H. G. Quaritch Wales under the [auspices of the

Greater India Research Committee in London and with the gener-

ous support of the Malay States concerned. Following closely

upon his first two archaeological expeditions to Siamese territories

( to which reference has been made above ), he led his third expedi-

tion (1937-39 ) into the Malay States of Kedah, Perak and Johore.

The valuable results of this expedition were published in a special

number ( Vol. XVIH, Part I, 1940 ) of the Journal of the Malay

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. Among the objects brought to

light by the explorer may be mentioned basements of stupas con-

taining Sanskrit inscriptions in South Indian characters of the 4th-

6th centuries mentioning the Buddhist creed and Mahayana Bud-

dhist verses, the remains of Brahmanical temples of the 7th-8th

centuries with fragments of Sivite images, and lastly, gold

and silver discs with names of Bo3hisattvas inscribed in

Sanskrit in South Indian characters of the 9th century. Deriving

his historical conclusions from the above data, the author postula-

ted four successive waves of Hindu colonisation from the Ist

century to c. 900 A. D. Again, while finding further support for

his view that the Sailendra empire had its head-quarters in the

Malay Peninsula, hq was led to locate Kadaram, the capital of the

Sailendras, in the Kinta valley in Perak, in modification of his

previous hypothesis (strongly criticised by J-R.A.S.M.B.

XIV 1936) identifying the same successively with Caiya and Ligor.

He also attempted the reconstruction of the later history of Kedah
( from the close of the 13th century to the conversion to Islam in
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1474 A. D. ) by means of a critical analysis of the Kedah Annals.

One of the kings mentioned in these Annals, Eaja Bersiong, ac-

cording to him was not only a historical personage but was addicted

to the Bhairava cult of which the popularity is proved by the

famous Bhairava statue representing the Sumatran King Aditya-

varman iu the 13th century.

As regards general history of the Malay Peninsula, the invalu-

able Chinese texts referring to the kingdoms of the Southern Seas

in the early centuries of the Christian era have been studied and

discussed by a number of scholars such as Groeneveldt, Schlegel,

Pelliot and Ferrand ever since the seventh decade of the last

century. But unfortunately the identifications of most of these

kingdoms still remain matters of dispute. Provisionally, however,

we may take these accounts to mean that a certain number of

Hindu kingdoms existed in Malay in the 5th—6th centuries. Such
are “Lang-yu-su” ( Isthmus of Kra or of Ligor )

“ where the preci-

ous Sanskrit was generally known,” ‘Kan-to-li’ (Kadara ?) where

Buddhism was held in the highest veneration and Karmarahga or

Carmarahga ( Ligor ) mentioned in the Manjusrimulakalpa

and other Indian works. Regarding the later history of Malay we
have already referred to the brilliant paper of ^oedes on The King-

dom of ^rivijaya {B. E. F. E. 0. 1918 ) pointing to a great Sumatran

empire having its capital at Palembang and including within its

limits Malay and Java in the late 8th century. We have also

noticed that R. C. Majumdar has on good grounds called in question

9oedes’s identification of the Srlvijaya kingdom with the Sailendra

empire and placed the seat of the latter in North Malay. In this

connection Majumdar stated that the Sailendras were probably immi-

grants from Kalihga who spread their sway over the Far East by

way of Lower Burma and Malay. On the other hand ^^des

( J. G. I. S., 1, 1934 ) has suggested that the Sailendras were origi-

nally related to the king of Fu-nan and, after their expulsion from

Indo-China, resumed the old dynastic title and reasserted the old

political and territorial claims. Other views have been put forward

by Przyluski ( J. O. I. S., I. ) and K. A. Nilakanta Sastri

( TBG LXXV ). As for the last phase of Hindu rule in Malay,

not to speak of the Chinese texts studied and discussed by

Groeneveldt and Schlegel, we may mention the indigenous tradi-

tions collected from the Malay chronicles and the early Portuguese

accounts by Ferrand ( J. A. 1918 ). In J. B. A. S. M. B. 1935, R. O.

Winstedt published a connected history of Malay from the earliest
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times to the 19th century. It contains a chapter on the Hindu

period based on the researches of ^oedes and Krom. Recently

R. 0. Majumdar has given iSuvarruxdvipa, Parts I and II) a complete

account of the history and culture of Malay from the earliest times

to the end of Hindu rule in the peninsula. Based on the researches

of previous scholars, it attempts the solution of many of the un-

solved problems of Ancient Malayan history.

Ceylon

The island of Ceylon, the Siihhaladvlpa of the Pali Chronicles,

was converted to Buddhism by Asoka’s missionaries during the reign

of its king, Devanampiya Tissa. Under this pious king and his

equally pious successors like Dutthagamani (101-77 B. C.), Wattha-

gamani Abhaya (c. 100-76 B. C.) and Mahasena (277-304 A. D.),

Anuradhapura, the Ceylonese capital and a “Veritable Buddhist

Rome” was adorned with magnificent structures like the Thuparama
dagaba, the Jetavana viMra (which is the largest of its kind even in

Ceylon and stands on a stone platform nearly 8 acres in extent)

and the Lohaprasada or the “Brazen Tower” (originally constructed

as monastery of nine stories and still existing in its foundations

which extend over an area of 250 Sq. miles and comprise 1600

monoliths 12’ high). Taken and plundered by the Pandyas, Anuradha-

pura was abandoned for Polonnaruwa (otherwise called Kalin-

gapura or Pulastipura) which remained the Ceylonese capital from

the 9th to the middle of the 13th century. Among its splendid

monuments are the Thuparama, the “Northern” temple adorned with

frescoes and the Jetavana monastery with Lankatilaka ‘the largest

Buddhist temple in Ceylon’, all of which are attributed to the grea-

test of the Sinhalese kings, ParakkamabahuJ (1164-97 A. D.).

The beginnings of the scientific study of Sinhalese archaeology

can be traced back to the seventies of the last century when the first

Archaeological Commissioner was appointed in the person of P.

Goldschmid who has been called “the founder of Ceylonese

epigraphy”. To the same period goes back the foundation of the

Colombo Museum through the enlightened efforts of Sir William

Gregory, Governor of Ceylon (1872-77 A. D.). To Edward Muller,

Goldschmid’s successor as Archaeological Commissioner, belongs the

credit of issuing the first corpus of Sinhalese inscriptions (Ancient

Inscriptions of ,
Ceylon collected and published for Oovemment by Dr.

Edward Muller, % vols.« London 1883). To this period also belongs
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the foundation (1882) by T. W. Rhys Davids of the renowned Pali

Text Society which has since earned the gratitude of all lovers of

Indian culture by its magnificent series of publications of Pali can-

onical as well as non-canonical texts with a large number of trans-

lations. What high respect was entertained towards these texts by

the promoters of the Society will best appear from the following

extract quoted from their prospectus ;
—
“For this period c. 400-250

B. 0. they have preserved for us a record quite uncontaminated by

filtrations through an European mind of the everyday beliefs and

customs of a people nearly related to ourselves, just as they were

passing through the first stage of civilisation. They are

our best authorities for the early history of that interesting

system of religion so nearly allied to some of the latest

speculations among ourselves.and which has influenced so power-

fully and for so long a time so large a portion of the human race-

the system of religion which we now called Buddhism”. In the

last decade of the 19th century and the first decade of the present

important steps were taken towards the advance of Sinhalese

archaeological studies. The Ceylon Branch of the Royal A&atic

Society commenced the issue of its Journal from the close of the last

century. A valuable set of drawings of archaeological remains in

Anuradhapura prepared by J. G. Smither as far back as 1877 was
published by order of the Government of Ceylon in 1894. The
Archaeological Survey of Ceylon was founded in 1890, and H. C. P.

Bell distinguished hie long term of office ( 1890-1912 ) as Archaeo-

logical Commissioner by practically exhuming the dead city of

Anuradhapura, by clearing and restoring fortress-city of Sigiriya

and by excavating the main group of buildings of Parakkamabahu’s
palace at Polonnaruwa. Among the notable buildings described

and illustrated by him in his valuable series of Annual Reports of the

Archaeological Survey of Ceylon may be mentioned the Siva shrine at

Polonnaruwa built in 11th or 12th century, as well as the circular

shrine and the seven-storied tower built at the same city by King
Nissanka Malla in the 12th century. The second of these

structures was described by him as 'the most beautiful specimen of

Buddhist stone architecture existing in Ceylon. ’ Meanwhile Don
Martino de Zilva Wickremasingh, appointed Epigraphist to the

Ceylonese Gk)vernment in 1899, published the first volume of thb

Epigraphia Zeylanica ( 1904-1912 ) containing the text and

translation of a large number of new inscriptions. This was

followed by the publication by the same scholar of the Epigraphia

ZeyUmoa, Vol. n, 1912-28 and Vol. ni. Part 1, 1928). In the former
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Volume is included A Chrondogical Table of Ceylon Kings from

Vijaya ( 483-445 B. C. ) down to SrI-Vikrama i^jasiinha ( 1798-1815

A. C. ). In 1909 H. Parker, who had served for thirty-one years in

the Irrigation Department of Ceylon, published his important work

Ancient Ceylon giving minute accounts of the lost cities of Ceylon

as well as the ancient dagabas, inscriptions and coins and the

earliest irrigation-works. The interpretation of Sinhalese art was

furthered by the valuable writing of A. K. Coomaraswamy,
Mediaeval Sinhalese Art ( London 1908 ) , Mahayanist Buddhist Images

from Ceylon and Java ( JBAS. 1909 ), Bronzes of Ceylon ( Memoirs

of the Colombo Museum, Vol, I, Colombo 1914 ). To the same scholar

belongs the credit of identifying ( Spdia Zeylanica, VI. 1909 ) the

wonderful seated figures of the Isurumuniya VihSra at

Anuradhapura with the sage Kapila, well known to Indian legend.

During the last twenty years the study of Sinhalese art and

archaeology has made steady progress. In the third decade of this

century A. M. Hocart as Archaeological Commissioner published the

results of his archaeological exploration and research in successive

Annual Reports of the Archaeological Survey of Ceylon. He also edited

three volumes of Memdrs of this Survey of which the first (Colombo

1924) dealt principally with the monuments of Anuradhapura,

the second (Colombo 1926) with those of Polonnaruwa and the third

(London 1931) with the Temple of the Tooth at Kandy. As editor of

the Ceylon Journal of Science, Section Q, Archaeology, Ethndogy, etc.,

(Vol. 1, 1924-28, Vol. II, 1928-33) he published numerous notes on the

art and archaeology, not only of Ceylon but also of India proper. Of

special interest are his attempts to trace the obscure history of

development of Sinhalese sculpture and architecture according to

types and to estimate the extent of Indian influence upon the same.

For the recent advance in Sinhalese archaeol^y the credit is mostly

due to S. Paranavitana, Epigraphic Assistant to the Archaeological

Commissioner. In 1934 and 1935 he excavated the remains of a

stupa (identified by him as the Kantaka Chetiya of ante 1st century

B. C.) at Mihintale. It ranks among the earliest stupas in the island

and its sculptures are counted among the earliest remains of Sin-

halese plastic art. Its well-preserved basement had four projec-

tions at the cardinal points reminiscent of the types of the Andhra
monuments of the Krisna valley, which were adorned with fine

friezes of Haihsas and Ganas, and were flanked by sculptural stales

surmounted by figures of elephants, lions, bulls and horses. ( See

Paranavitana, Excavation of the KayMca Chdiya at Mihintale, A. B.
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I, A. 1934 ). A detailed account of the archaeological excavations

carried out at Anuradhapura during the years 1928-29, 1932-33 was

given by the same scholar in his monograph The Excavattons in the

Citadel of Anuradhapura, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of

Ceylon, Vol. IV, Colombo 1936 ). Among the buildings exposed dur-

ing these excavations was a unique structure of the 8th century A.D.

having a square plan and a projection from the middle of each face

of which the prototype has since been sought ( S, K. Saraswati in

J. O. I. S. IV ) in East Indian temples. To the Ceylon Journal of

Science, Sec. Q,, Vol. 11, Paranavitana contributed a valuable Archaeo-

logical Summary showing that the earliest stupas of Ceylon followed

the Indian model, consisting of the harmmikd and above it an um-
brella or series of umbrellas in stone supported by stone posts, but

about the fifth century A. D, there was developed the cylindrical

structure above the harmmikd and above that again the tapering

spire which was nothing but the old Chatruvali with the space

between the umbrellas filled with brick work. To the same Journal

he contributed a valuable paper on Mahdyanism in Ceylon proving

from archaeological and literary evidence the prevalence ( from the

3rd to the 15th century ) of various forms of MahaySna ( including

the Tantrik VajraySna) and tracing the survival of Mahayana in

Ceylonese Buddhism at the present day. As editor of the Epi-

graphia Zeylanica, Vol. Ill, Parts 2-6 ( 1929-33 ) and Vol. IV, Part 1

( 1934 ) Paranavitana has published numerous inscriptions ranging

from the pre-Christian to late mediaeval times. Among these are a

large number of cave-inscriptions written in Indian Prakrit and

in Brahmi script mentioning the names of donors of caves to the

Buddhist sathgha ( See Paranavitana, Brdhmt Inscriptions recently

discovered in Ceylon, A, B. I. A. 1934 and EpigraphiccU discoveries in

Ceylon during the year 1936, A. B. I. A. 1935 ). Some of these donors

have been identified with the Ceylonese kings of the 1st century

before and after Christ mentioned in the chronicles. A set of ninety-

one Sanskrit inscriptions engraved in copper plaques and contain-

ing fragments of the PaflcaviJhiatisdhasriM Prajhapdramitd was
brought to light by the same scholar from the ruins of a dupa

( Epngraphia Zeylanica HI ). Another scholar who deserves mention

in this connection is H. W. Codrington. Besides contributing im-

portant papers on the archaeology of Ceylon, he wrote a mono-

graph called Ceylon Cans and Currency ( Colombo 1940 ). Prom this

we learn that silver purdpas so well known to ancient Indian nu-

mismatics continued to circulate in Ceylon till c. 300 A. D.
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As regards the branch of Ceylonese art A. E- Coomarswamy,
in his comprehensive work History of Indian and Indonesian Art
(London 1927), traced for the first time in broad outline the develop*

ment of Sinhalese art through the ‘classical’ {ante 8th century), the

‘mediaeval’ ( 9th-14th centuries ) and the ‘late mediaeval, ( 14th

century to 1815 A. D.) periods. In Vincent A. Smith’s work A History

of Fine Art in India and Ceylon (2nd edition, Oxford 1930), the main
types of Sinhalese architecture and sculpture have been sought to be

distinguished and interesting comparisons have been made with the

Indian tyi>M. In his paper (in French) called Pala and Sena Art in

Outer India {Etudes d’Orientalisme Linossier, pp. 277-285) B4ne
Grousset heis traced the influence of Pala and Sena art upon the

sculptures of Ceylon. A number of art objects-bas-reliefs, sculp-

tures in the round and architectural fragmentsH^ound at Anuradha-

pura, Polonnaruwa, Sigiriya and other sites during recent times have
been proved by S. Paranavitana {Examples of Andhra Art recently

found in Ceylon, A. B. I. A, 1936) to be products of the Andhra
schools of Amaravatl and Nagarjunikonda.

Lastly as regards the general history of Ceylon and the history

of Ceylonese culture, we may begin by mentioning H. W. Codrin-

gton’s work A Short History of Ceylon (London 1926), which traces

the history of the island from the earliest times to 1833 A. D. It has

a prefatory note on the chronology of Ceylon and a list of its

sovereigns and it concludes with a chapter on archaeology from the

pen of A. M. Hocart. More recently G. C. Mendis has published The

Early Hilary of Ceylon (3rd ed., Calcutta 1938) giving within a

short compass the political as well as cultural history of the island

from the earliest times to the close of the 15th century. From the

stand-point of Indian culture the author’s account of the spread of

Sanskrit along with Mahay&nism and Brahmanism is of special

interest. Coming to another point, we may mention that the rela-

tions of the Imperial Cholas with Ceylon have been fully studied

by K. A. Nilakanta Sastri {The Cholas, Vol. I, Madras 1935) in the

light of Tamil as well as Sinhalese documents. The old Sinhalese

revenue system has been described by H. W. Codrington in his work
Ancient Land Tenure and Revenue in Ceylon ( Colombo 1938 ). Above
all, W. Geiger in a series of papers called ContribtUicm from the

Mahavctiriaa to our knowledge of the mediaeval culture of Ceylon (J. O.

I. S. vol. n, No. 2, vol. m. No. 2, vol. IV. No. 2. vol. V, Nos. 1-2,

July 1935-July 1938) has utilised the important data from the

greatest Sinhalese chronicle to illustrate fully the kingship, the
administration and the social life in the island down to the medi*
aeval times.
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In writing a brief survey of the progress of the linguistic science

in India for the last twenty-five years, on the occasion of the

Silver Jubilee of the Bhandarkar Oriental Eesearch Institute, it is

pleasant to recall that the great scholar of Maharashtra and of India,

whom the Institute worthily commemorates and whose name will be

uttered with respect wherever Indological studies are pursued,

was himself one of the pioneers in the field of Indian Linguistics.

The discovery of Sanskrit in India by European scholars, particu-

larly Sir William Jones, enabled them to rediscover their own
languages, modern and classical ; and the science of Comparative

Philology, or Linguistics, was born in Europe when the comparative

and historical method was made possible through the light from

Sanskrit illuminating Greek, Latin, Germanic, Slav and the rest.

India had not yet roused herself from the slumber of ages—the magic

wand of European science and European curiosity had not yet

touched her into life once again : so the land of Panini remained

a stranger to all that the intellect of Europe did, in working out the

Indo-European bases of Sanskrit and her sisters and cousins of the

West, throughout the greater part of the 19th century. After some

progress was achieved in the study of the classical languages of the

Indo-European family, the modern ones of the same family in their

different branches were taken up, singly or all together ; and John
Beames presented the first comprehensive bird’s eye view of the

development of the Modern Aryan Languages of India in three

volumes in the seventies of the last century (1872, 1875, 1879).

Indian Linguistics with reference to the last or current phase of

Indo-Aryan as a branch of Indo-European thus came into being

some seventy years ago, and it appeared to be quite complete in its

general outline. At once a brilliant galaxy of scholars showed their

light by their publications. Ernst Trumpp’s Sindhi Orammar and

John T. Platts’s Orammar of the Hindustani or Urdu Language both

appeared in 1872, and both of them share honours with Beames’s

Comparative Orammar as pioneer works in the etymological

study of the forms of New Indo-Aryan, confining themselves,

41
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however, to individual languages. Among the eminent scholars in

whose hands Indian Linguistics, particularly with regard to New
Indo-Aryan, took shape ( the study of Dravidian and of Kol or

Munda were already broad-based in the works of Caldwell, Kittel

and Vinson, and Skrefsrud ), we have to mention Ramkrishna

Gopal Bhandarkar, A. Rudolf Hoernle, C. J. Lyall, George Abraham
Grierson and S. H. Kellogg, all of them workers of the first genera-

tion in Indo-Aryan linguistics,—apart from others who were working

in Old Indo-Aryan ( Sanskrit, Vedic ) and Middle Indo Aryan (Pali

and the Prakrits ). Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar’s is the first

name we can mention with pride in the list of those amongst us in

India who took upon themselves to pay back our m-rria, the

debt that we owe to the scholars and sages, which we are

enjoined to repay by emulating them in their studies and in

advancing their researches by our own participation in them : and

until about twenty-five years ago from now, his was the only

name. His Wilson Philological Lectures delivered before the Uni-

versity of Bombay in 1877, before the third volume of Beames’s work

was out, and published in instalments in the “ Journal of the Bom-

bay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society ” in its 16th and 17th

volumes (in 1883*-1885 and 1887-1889) and finally issued as a single

work in 1914, gave a very clear expose of the development of the

Aryan Speech in India from the Old Indo-Aryan period onwards,

and it was a work which enabled a large number of students in

India and outside India to form a proper estimate of this develop-

ment in its correct perspective. “ The method I followed,” as R. G.

Bhandarkar has said in the Preface to the Lectures in 1914, “ is

strictly historical, tracing the modern vernaculars from the original

Sanskrit through all the different stages of development of which we
have evidence and assigning the different tfansformations to their

causes, natural or physical, racial and historical.” This is a clear-cut

statement of a method the soundness of which will be subscribed to

by all, and although with the accession of new facts and more
reasonable lines of approach we have in some cases to deviate from
this great founder of linguistic studies among Indians, the value of

Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar’s Wilson Philological Lectures on
Sanskrit and the Derived Languages delivered in 1877 as a classic in

the subject will remain for ever.

Unfortunately no one among Indians took to linguistic studies
with the equipment and the enthusiasm of the master, at least for
some time, although India and particularly Maharashtra produced
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eminent Sanskritists. Linguistics or Comparative Philology as a

special subject for advanced students was not given a place in the

curriculum of any Indian University before 1907 when an examina-

tion was instituted in it by the University of Calcutta for the

Premchand Raychand Studentship, the late Mr. Harinath De of the

Indian Educational Service and Librarian of the Imperial Library

at Calcutta (who from his wide linguistic attainments could be

described as the Indian Megliabecchi) and the late Mahamahopa-
dhyaya Dr. Haraprasad Sastri acting as examiners, the candidate

being Professor Praphulla Chandra Ghosh of Presidency College.

Since then, from 1912, it has been given a place as an independent

subject for the M. A. in the Calcutta University, and a stray candi-

date or two would appear in it from time to time. Just before the

last Great War, before 1914, Dr. Otto Strauss of Kiel was appointed

Professor of Comparative Philology in Calcutta, and he taught

mainly Sanskrit students ;
and when he was interned during the

war as an enemy subject, the late Prof. Roby Datta took his place.

Then we had Professor I. J. S, Taraporewala as the next incumbent

of the Comparative Philology chair. In this way in one Indian

University at least Linguistics was given the status of an indepen-

dent subject nearly thirty years ago. Another impetus was given

in Calcutta to Linguistics by the inauguration of Pali studies, in the

revival of which in Bengal and in India the late Mahamahopadh-

yaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhushana and some of his colleagues took

a leading part. Maharashtra may now be said to have come to the

forefront of Pali studies in India, as also Eastern U. P., side by side

with Bengal. The preeminence of Gujarat in Prakrit studies, thanks

to the living presence of Jainism, formed another factor which joined

forces with the revival of Pali in India to prepare the gronnd for

historical and comparative study of Indo-Aryan.

Linguistics in connexion with English and Germanic was en-

couraged in the University of Madras through the initiative of

Professor Mark Hunter, and Professor M. Collins was able to

inspire work in Dravidian linguistics. A Tamil scholar K. V.

Subbaiya essayed in 1909-1911 in the pages of the Indian Antiquary a

Comparative Phonology and Morphology of the Dravidian Lang,

uages. The need for a text-book suitable for Indian students of

Sanskrit who had to know elements of Comparative Philology was to

some extent met by the Introduction to Comparative Philology by the

late Professor P. D. Gune 1918, a promising scholar of Maharashtra

who obtained his training in Linguistics in Germany and whpsQ
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untimely death was a great loss to Indian scholarship. But so far

nothing serious was taken in hand by Indian scholars, although

papers and monographs on special aspects of Indo-Aryan and Dravi-

dian ( lexical or morphological ) appeared from time to time ( e. g.

Kai Saheb Yogesh Chandra Ray Vidyanidhi’s Bengali Dictiomry and

Bengali Grammar published from the Vahglya Sahitya Parishad, in

1912; articles on Bhasa and his Prakrit by V. S. Sukhtankar ; the

three numbers of Dravidic Studies published from the University of

Madras in 1919 ; etc. etc.)

European scholars in India and abroad ( Europe and America )

were proceeding with their discoveries in the domain of Indo-

European and Indo-Aryan, and first in India and then in England,

Grierson was carrying on his work on modern Indian languages,

centering round the Linguistic Survey of India. The Italian Scholar

L. P. Tessitori did some very brilliant work ( e. g, AToies on the

Grammar of Old Western Rajasthani in the Indian Antiquary, 1914-

1916 ), but a life of great promise was cut off by his untimely

death. Jules Bloch of Paris ( author of the Formation de la Langue

marathe, Paris 1919) and Ralph Lilley Turner then came to the field,

and these scholars are the real gurus of the present generation of

Indians working in the domain of Indian Linguistics.

It was inevitable that the most significant contribution from

the present generation of Indian workers in Linguistics would

mainly be connected with the Modern Indian Languages. The
Linguistics of Yedic and Sanskrit has been the gift of European

science, to the world in general and to India in particular, but Indian

scholars are not yet properly equipped ( at least the average run

of them ) to make any real contribution ,^0 it. This equipment

consists not only in a thorough knowledge of Vedic and Sanskrit,

which is not wanting in India, but an equally thorough acquain-

tance with the ancient Indo-European languages and their history,

e. g. with Avestan and Old Persian, with Greek, Latin, Gothic and
Old English and other Germanic Languages, Old Irish and other

Celtic, Old Church Slav, Classical Armenian and the rest, combined

with a proper appreciation and assimilation of the present-day com-

parative and historical method. In addition to this, a working know-

ledge of German and French in which most of the researches done in

the field is enshrined, over and above that of English, is a necessity.

Naturally, it will-take some time before a tradition of study of these

Western Indo-European languages ancient and modern grows up
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among Indian scholars,— although a modest beginning has been

made through the initiative of individual scholars in some of

the Universities. The results and methods of investigation into

Indo-European must first of all be fully assimilated; and for

that a different orientation towards the problem of the Aryans

and their connexion with India and the contribution they

made in the evolution of Indiaft history and civilisation, an

orientation freed from all notions of “ Aryan ” superiority, is

of paramount importance. But signs are not wanting that

with proper training Indian scholarship during the last

twenty-five years has been able to make noteworthy progress in

this direction. We can mention, e. g., among a few other contribu-

tions of a similar nature, Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh’s Linguistic Intro-

duction to Sanskrit ( Calcutta 1937 ), which is a slight work of some

164 pages giving a r^sumA of the present-day position of Scientific

Linguistics with regard to the evolution of Sanskrit, in which the

author has introduced some of his own views and explanations also.

The late Dr. Wackernagel of Basel, the eminent author of the great

historical grammar of Sanskrit, has expressed this opinion about

Dr. Ghosh’s book : “Your work brings something entirely new into

India and ushers in a real epoch.” Earlier his thesis on the

nominal and verbal formations in -p- of Sanskrit was published in

French from Paris ( 1933 ). Dr. Ghosh mastered German
before he left India for Europe, and in Germany
he studied most of the European classical languages, and

has thus come fully prepared for important work in the

future—like a few other Indian scholars, notably from Bombay.

A series of articles comparing Sanskrit with the different

ancient Indo-European tongues from the pen of Dr. Ghosh

is appearing in the Calcutta Journal Indian Culture, Of all the non-

Indian Indo-European languages, Iranian in its later Islamic phase

as Modern Persian has become almost an Indian language, and in

its earlier phases Pahlavi and Avestan it has been long introduced

into India by the Parsis ; and thanks to Parsi scholarship, Sansk-

ritists in India, particularly in Bombay
,
have every opportunity of

studying this sister-tongue of Sanskrit, viz. Avestan and of applying

the comparative method in this study. It was through the encourage-

ment of the late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee that Avestan and Old

Persian were introduced into the University of Calcutta when Dr. I.

J. S. Taraporewala took the chair of Comparative Philology, and one

of the first fruits of his work in popularising Avesta studies among
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Sanskritists (a work in which he was anticipated to some extent by

Mahamaliopadhyaya Pandit Vidhusekhara Sastri of Santiniketan)

was the publication of his very useful Avesta Reader (Calcutta

University 1922) ; and one of his pupils Dr. Sukumar Sen, now of the

Department of Comparative Philology in the Uniyersity of Calcutta,

a versatile linguistician whose work in other domains also requires

mention, recently published (University of Calcutta 1941) his Old

Persian Jnscrij^ims of the AchoerAeman Emperors, giving with the

original Old Persian texts their Sanskrit chdya with actual or

hypothetical Indo-Aryan equivalents and very exhaustive and valu-

able lexical and grammatical commentaries. This work may be

looked ui>on as the first serious and scientific contribution from an
Indian scholar outside of the community to the study of Old Iranian.

Other non-Parsi Sanskritists who are also Avestan and Old Persian

Scholars whose names can be mentioned are Prof. Xshetresa

Chandra Chattopadhyaya of the University of Allahabad and

Dr. Manilal Patel of Santiniketan and Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan of

Bombay, and we can confidently look to some real advance being

made by Indian scholars in the field of comparative Indo-Aryan

and Iranian studies. I do not mention here the work of Parsi

Scholars in the field of pure Iranian, e. g. that of Dhalla, Unvala,

and Tavadia, among others. C. R. Sankaran’s articles on some

Indo-European problems deserve to be noted.

A professorship of Indo-European Linguistics in the Deccan
College Post-graduate and Research Institute at Poona, with Dr. S.

M. Katre,'the present Director of the Institute, as its first incumbent,

is a promise of good work in the immediate future. In Dravidian

Linguistics notable work is being done by Prof. L. V. Ramaswami
Aiyar, and mention must be made of R. Narasimhacharya’s History

of the Kannada Language ( Mysore 1934 ) aiW K. Ramakrishnaiah’s

Studies in Dravidian Philology ( Madras University 1935 ). C. R.

Sankaran’s papers on the subject are also to be mentioned

.

In the field of Austric ( Kol or Munda ) studies P. O. Bodding’s

Material for a Santali Grammar (two parts, Duma 1922 ff.) is the only

mentionable work done in India.

Want of tradition and equipment is thus delaying Indian contri-

bution of worth to the Linguistics of the earlier phase of Indo-

Aryan, going back to Indo-European and pre-Indo-European, and
naturally Indian scholarship found its proper field in the modern
Indian languages. Here we have certain advantages which belong
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only to those who ar^ to the manner born. This was the immediate

source of the impetus from within
; and a strong urge from the

outside came with resurgence of the spirit of nationalism which

showed itself in India from the first decade of the present century.

The Swadeshi movement demanded a • loving homage to the mother-

tongue ; and the winning of the Nobel Prize for Literature by

Rabindranath Tagore in 1913 put heart into us, that our contri-

bution to pure literature which had its appeal to the whole of huma-

nity did not end with the Vedas and the Mahabharata and

Ramayana, with Bhasa and Kalidasa and the early Tamil poets, with

Kabir and the mediaeval Saints. It was not long before the Univer-

sities, till now the unapproachable hot-houses of an imported English

culture, opened their doors to the Indian Modern Languages to come

and take their proper place in the scheme of India’s education and

culture. Outside the University, societies like the Vafigiya Sahitya

Parishad, the Nagarl PracarinI Sabha, the Gujarat Vernacular

Society, the Tamil Sangam etc., and various private publishing

houses, were doing their good work, publishing texts, lexicons and
monographs : and learned societies like the above gradually increased

in number, and embraced most of the languages. In 1919 the Uni-

versity of Calcutta under the inspiration of the late Sir Asutosh

Mookerjee took the lead by instituting Indian Modern Languages as

a subject for the M. A. examination. Previous to that, the study of the

mother-tongue was made compulsory for Indian students upto the

B. A. stage. The ultimate aim being to make the mother-tongue the

medium of instruction and examination upto the highest college

stage, it was necessary to make it a fit and proper vehicle for ideas,

scientific, philosophical and literary ; and with this end in view,

boards for devising technical terminology were instituted in Cal-

cutta and elsewhere. With all this, the need for a scientific study of

the languages in their origin and development was felt as a matter

of course ; and here, it was realised, there was an opportunity to put

to some purpose the methods of linguistic study and observation,

learned in India or abroad, either from contributions on the subject

by scholars like Grierson, Tossitori, Jules Bloch, and R. L. Turner, or

through personal touch with masters of the science in Europe. The
result was that during the last decade and a half we have a series of

attempts to trace the historical development of Indian languages,

which are among the first offerings from the present generation of

Indian investigators at the shrine of Vag^devi, the Goddess of Speech,

following the initial flower-offering made by Ramkrishna Gopal
Bhandarkar some sixty-five years ago. (S. K. Chatterji, Bengali^
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1926 ;
Banarsidas Jain, Panjabi, 1934; L. V. Ramaswami Ayyar,

Malayalam, 1936; Baburam Saksena, Awadhi, 1938; Banikanta

Kakati, Assamese, 1941 ; A. N. Narasimhia, Kannada as in the Oldest

Inscriptions, 1941 ; and Sumitra Mangesh Katre, Konkani, 1942

;

besides partial studies—not wholly historical and comparative—of

Bhojpuriya, by Uday Narayan Tiwari ; of Noakhali Bengali, by

Gopal Haidar ; of Chittagong Bengali, by Krishnapada Goswami ;
of

Braj-bhakha, by Dhirendra Varma ; of Lahndi {HindJci or Western

Panjabi) by Siddheshwar Varma ; of Maithili, by Subhadra Jha
;
and

of Dakni Hindustani, by S. Mohiuddin Qadri ;
and a few others).

A new department of Linguistic studies has been opened up for

Indian scholars by Dr. Prabodh Candra Bagchi who, in his edition

of two Sanskrit-Chinese Lexicons of the 8th century A. D., has treat-

ed the Sanskrit and Chinese vocables as given in these works with

all their linguistic implications. In this way we have the inaugura-

tion of linguistic work in the domain of Sino-Indian Studies.

Phonetics as it is now being studied in Europe and America has

been given its proper place in linguistic investigation, and a

phonetic survey of Indian spoken dialects has been taken in hand by

both individual scholars and collectively through the auspices of so-

cieties—Jammu (under Professor Dr, Siddheshwar Varma, one of the

most brilliant of Indian linguisticians of the present day, who has

made the phonetic survey of the speeches of his own area—Kashmir

—a most fruitful subject of research), Lahore (Dr. Banarsidas Jain),

Allahabad ( Dr. Baburam Saksena ), Poona ( Dr. Sumitra Mangesh
Katre of the Deccan College Post-graduate and Research Institute ),

Hyderabad-Deccan ( Dr. Mohiuddin Qadri ), Mysore ( which has

the distinction of bringing out the first journal of phonetics in

India under the auspices of a Society formed in the University ),

Ernakulam ( Professor L. V. Ramaswami Ayyar ) and Calcutta

( from where a number of Calcutta “ University Phonetic Studies
’*

have appeared ) forming centres of phonetic study and research at

the present day.

Though not always strictly philological, editing and publication

of old texts, and compilation of dictionaries have given a great

impetus to Indian Linguistics. In line with the great works of

Fallon ( Hindustani ), Platts ( Hindustani ), Gundert ( Malayalam ),

Kittel ( Kannada ), Molesworth ( Marathi ) and other classics of

Indian lexicography, we may mention the dictionaries of Jnanedra-

mohan Das ( Bengali—in second edition ), Haripada Banerji ( Ben-
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gali—still progressing ), Gopal Chandra Praharaj ( Oriya ), Syam-
sundar Das and others ( Hindi ), Denys S. Bray ( Brahui ) and

Deveswar Chaliha and others ( Assamese ), besides the great lexicons

of Tamil, of Sinhalese and of Panjabi taken in hand respectively

by the University of Madras, the Dictionary Committee of the

Colombo Museum, and the University of the Punjab, all of which

have been completed or started during the last twenty-five years.

A rigorously philological dictionary like that of Nepali by R. L.

Turner (London 1931) has not yet been achieved by any Indian

scholar. Dr. S. M. Katre’s word-index in his work on Konkani

follows this style.

Text-books and books of an introductory character have been

in demand, and following Gune’s book mentioned above, works

have come from Indian scholars which are generally quite good

(although a little amateuristic in some cases) and have partly met
this demand. Thus we have Dr. I. J. S. Taraporewala’s Elements of

the Science of Language CGalcuiia University, 1932 ) which is the

most comprehensive work of its kind so far produced in India ;
and,

besides, several other works in the different Indian languages have
appeared,—two in Bengali ( one by Hemanta Kumar Sarkar, the

other by Dr. Sukumar Sen—the latter one of the best short intro-

ductions to Linguistics written in our country ), three in Hindi

( respectively by Nalini Mohan Sanyal, by Mangaldev Sastri, and
by Syamsundar Das and Padma Narayan Acharya—not taking

note of two other works specifically on Hindi by Syamsundar Das
and by Dhirendra Varma ) and one in Urdu ( by Dr. S. Mohiuddin
Qadid ). There is still room for a standard and comprehensive work
on General Linguistics for Indian students which ought to be

taken up by some Indian linguistician. In the meanwhile an
attempt has recently been made to give a survey of the history of

the Aryan speech in India from Old Indo-Aryan onwards ( the

inspiration has been from Prof. Jules Bloch’s masterly work
UIndchAryen) and of the evolution of Hindi as a ‘National Language’
for India with all its attendant problems (S. K. Chatterji, Indo--

Aryan and Hindis Ahmedabad 1942).

It will not be possible to detail out the more important articles

and papers on different aspects of Indian Linguistics which have

appeared from Indian scholars during the last twenty-five years

—

there is the limitation of space, and the limitation imposed upon
the present reviewer through lack of proper subject-indexes of

journal articles. But it may be said that Old and Middle Indo-Aryan

42
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have not been side-tracked by Indian linguisticians, who are trying

to tackle some of their outstanding problems. The impact of non-

Aryan on Indo-Ajyan—the place of the non-Aryan substrata in the

evolution of the Aryan speech in India—is one such problem : and

this also has engaged our attention, but here too the equipment of

North Indian workers ( with their general lack of a knowledge of

Dravidian, Austric and Sino-Tibetan) is quite inadequate
;
South

Indian workers with their knowledge of Dravidian are in a much
better position, at least for one aspect of this line of research . The

place and significance of the Prakrits (including Pali) in the line of

linguistic development is another problem ; as also the immediate

sources of the New Indo-Aryan dialects. The working out of

Primitive Dravidian—of an Adi-Dravidci speech—a ^Drainiz-^col or

Ur~Drawidisch—is one of the desiderata in Dravidian Linguistics ;

similarly of an Adi-Kolla-hlxam—of a *Kadchlcaji or Ur-kol^ and of an
* Ur-amtriscfie' speech, for Kol and other Austric Linguistics. After

the study of words and forms, that of syntax or word-order has

also been taken up—e. g. by Dr. Sukumar Sen for Indo-Aryan in

all its three stages Old, Middle and New (the last mainly through

his own mother-tongue Bengali ). Intensive study of the vocabulary

of Indo-Aryan at a particular stage is promising to be of very great

value—e. g. the enquiry into ’the language of the Mahabharata

( coming in the train of the Critical Edition of the greatest book of

India and one of the greatest of mankind undertaken by the

Bhandarkar Research Institute, forming a mcignuin opus of the first

order in recent Indian scholarship) taken up by Dr. S. M. Katre, and

by E. D. Kulkarni in his study of the Verbs of Movement and their

Variants in the Critical Edition of the Adi>-Parmn ( Poona 1941 ).

We have to take into note the many new research associations

with their bulletins and monographs, ntost of them of a high

order, which have been established at different centres to meet

the requirements of scientific expression in Indological studies

engendered by a veritable intellectual and cultural renaissance

during the last twenty-five years ; and these bulletins and mono-
graphs deal with the story of human endeavour in India, in political

history, in economics, and in the domain ofj.the spirit ; and lan-

guage naturally finds its proper place in this attempt to narrate or

unravel this story. But special reference should be made, dprqpo®

a survey of linguistic work in India during the last quarter of a
century, to the Linguistic Society of India which was formally
started at Lahore in 1928 on the occasion of the All-India Oriental
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Conference held there, with the late Dr. A. C. Woolner, then Vice-

Chancellor of the University of the Punjab, helping us to establish

it. The Linguistic Society of India has since been transferred to

Calcutta, and although its membership is small and its resources are

very meagre, it has been trying for the past few years with the help

of its journal Indian Linguistics to serve as a clearing house for all

serious work in the subject in India. The Languages and Linguistics

Sections of the All-India Oriental Conference (first inaugurated at

Poona in 1919, with Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar as its

General President), which is held every two years, have for the last

twenty years and more formed a common meeting ground for

workers in Indian languages and in Indian Linguistics.

The record of linguistic research by Indian workers is yet far

from rivalling that of our Western pathi-krtas, our European path-

makers and teachers; but with Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar at our

head, and Rabindranath Tagore and Asutosh Mookerjee as our two

great inspirers ( Rabindranath’s own contribution to the subject

through his studies in Bengali linguistics is not negligible, and

Asutosh made serious work possible first in Bengal and then

through Bengal largely in the rest of India ), a good beginning has

been made, and we can look forward to proceed to higher and higher

achievement, with Excelsior as our watchword.





A SURVEY OF RESEARCH IN INDIAN SOCIOLOGY IN

RELATION TO HINDU DHAEMA-SASTBAS
(1917-1942)

By

Pandharinath Valavalkar

We begin our Survey with a work which is as valuable a
contribution to the interpretation of Hindu social philosophy as it

has been overlooked by its students-which is probably due to the

fact that the title of the book does not convey any idea of its very

close relation to Indian thought. The book is Urwick’s The

Message of Plato : A Re-Interpretation of the Republic^,

In this book, Urwick undertakes the very bold task of proving

that Plato’s ‘The Republic’ is based largely upon ancient Indian social

philosophy. The book, says he, “ is intended for the general reader,

, . . . I have therefore, omitted...sections on the origin of the

doctrine of Ideas,.. .a long inquiry into the channels by which Indian

thought penetrated Greece,...a detailed comparison between the

Indian and Greek metaphysical speculations...” (Preface, p. viii).

The author has used BhagwanDas’s The Science of Social Organization

(first edition of 1910) in the introductory part of the book.

Part one of The Message discusses Plato’s ‘Western ancestry’

i, e. the Socratic doctrine, and his ‘Eastern ancestry’ i. e, the Vedic

view of human life. After first stating the Socratic doctrine,

Urwick pointedly asks :

‘‘ Such was Plato’s master...Such were the quest, the character

and the faith of the man by whom the Platonic teaching was
inspired...Whence were they derived ? From his Greek predecessors

1. By E. J. Urwick, pp. xii+ 263. Methuen, London. 1920. Professor Urwick

was Director of the ( then ) School of Sociology and Professor of Social

Philosophy in London University, Tooke Professor of Economic Science and

President of Morley Memorial College, London, and is now Director of Social

Sciences in Toronto University, Canada. He has also written A Philosophy of

Social Progress, The Social Ood, and Luxury and Waste,

Of the sociologists mentioned in this Survey, hardly any seem to have noticed

Urwick’s The Message, for it does not find a mention even in the bibliographies of

their books though it was published as early as in 1920. Indeed, it had also

escaped the attention of the present writer himself, till very recently, when Prof.

Urwick biiQself wrote to the writer drawing bis attention to it.
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and contemporaries 1 ...

.

The quest and life and faith , . . were as

un-Greek as anything could possibly be , . , That was one of the

reasons why the Greeks killed Socrates .... The Platonic Socrates is

never tired of asserting that he stands alone ; that he differs from

both predecessors and contemporaries, in thought, in aim, in interest,

in method, in belief ... In reference to quest of Socrates, his character

and his faith I will be content to let the resemblance to the quest

and character and faith of the ancient Indian sages speak for

itself. If any one make himself familiar with old Indian wisdom...

will shake himself free from the academic attitude and the limiting

Western conception of philosophy, and will then read Plato’s dialo-

gues, he will hardly fail to realize that both are occupied with the

self-same search, inspired by the same faith. ..Definite identities of

peculiar doctrine are more marked in some dialogues than in others,

most of all perhaps in the Ontological dialogues such as The

Timaeus” (pp. 12-14).

The fundamental ideas of Hindu thought which find close resem-

blance to Plato’s ideas in The RepvbUc-zxiA. therefore are called by

Urwick ‘The Eastern Ancestry of Plato’s thought’-are as follows :

The pathway of human soul through life may be pictured as con-

taining two distinct segments or arcs, a lower and a higher. The
lower arc or pathway covers his life as a social being-as a member
of a social, industrial, political and economic group. The higher arc

represents the path of the free ‘ super-social’ soul, now not bound by
any social, economic, political or civic duty, but by its relation to

the supreme reality which is above all worlds.

In the lower arc-called Prawfe-Marga-there are three faculties

guiding the conduct of human life, viz. desire ( tamos ), emotion

{rajas), and intelligence {sattva). If these are ordered aright, man
is able to reach the highest level of exceliBnce as a good social

being-as a father or brother or son or employer or servant or citizen

or administrator or soldier. Yet, here, our horizon is bounded by

the lower arc which is but a shadow of the real excellence of a soul

which lies in the higher are. In the higher arc also-which is called

the NivTUi-Marga-iheie are these three qualities, but they may now
be called love, faith and wisdom, as the perfect forms of which desire,

emotion and intelligence are earthly copies on the lower arc. Unlike

the latter qualities, however, each quality of the higher arc is equally

good and has, for its end, complete excellence. Thus, the end of

love is selfless devotion to god, without the thought of self or of any
reward for self ; the end of faith is the attainment of powers to be
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dsed only in the service of the good resulting in ceaseless activity

for others without any care about consequences : the end of wisdom
is the attainment of knowledge of God as He is, in or behind all

created forms, resulting in discrimination or discernment in all

things. Evidently, this path can be followed only by renouncing

all desires, interests and attachments of the separate self. Hence

it is called the path of renunciation or of detachment or of libera-

tion (jnukti).

Between these two arcs, the difference is not of mere degrees.

Powers which were dormant and unused in the lower arc are

brought into play in the higher arc. Only the soul which is

fully prepared, trained and made perfect upon the lower path can

rise up to level of the higher path. The higher arc was called the

path of Nous by Plato ; the Hindu calls it that of the Puriisa or

Atinan. The two arcs represent two different realms of activity—the

one of the world, worldly, quasi-real, transitory, fluctuating between

relative evil and relative good, pleasure and pain, knowledge and

ignorance, and hence is the Path of Pursuit ; the other not

of the world, religious, absolutely real, eternal, unfluctuating and

leading straight onward to perfect light, and hence is the Path of

Liberation or Renunciation

The lower path is that of self-development in all its forms, i. e.

of the realization of any and all emotional, aesthetic or scientific

ends and of any or all interests in results. But in the higher path

there is no self, in the sense of ego, left to satisfy or to reward. We
must literally lose our individual self to find out the real self.

Nevertheless, though the upper path alone is wholly the life of true

reality, the lower one is not wholly unreal or illusory
;
and though

life of renunciation is wholly selfless, life of pursuit is not purely

selfish. For on the path of pursuit, there are reflected, as it were,

all the forms of good which have their reality on the upper path of

liberation ;
and so all these forms of good have a relative reality

on the lower path.

Now, Plato’s conception, arguments and conclusions in The
pMic are not only remarkably parallel but “ in most oases identi-

cal ” with such Hindu view ( p. 27 ). Even the language is

extraordinarily similar and the metaphors are identical. And the

semi-technical terms he has coined “ serve excellently as transla-

tions of the corresponding technical terms in Sanskrit ”
( p. 28 ).

Thus, Tamas^ Rajas and Sattva have equivalents in Epithurma,

Thumos and Logistikon ;
Vaisya, Ksatriya and Brahmana classes
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correspond to Plato’s Traders, Auxiliaries and Guardians which

represent the three qualities ; Plato’s Nous to Atma ;
his distinc-

tion between phenomenal knowledge and wisdom to that between

Vidya and Adhydtma’-vidya
; his transition from the lower to the

higher arc with Vairagya\ his doctrines of Eeincarnation, of Ee-

collections ( Anamnesis ), of Eternal Ideas have astonishingly close

counter-parts in Vedanta doctrines; and finally, his Dikaiosune

( Eighteousness ) to Dharma.

Urwick then proceeds to discuss each of the ten Books of The

Republic, demonstrating further close resemblances between Plato

and Hindu social philosophy, and also emphasising how all these

ideas were dissimilar to the current Greek thought of his times. For

example, in explaining the nature of Dikaiosune (Justice), he points

out that the perfectly good state will contain these four cardinal

virtues, viz. : ‘Prudence’—to be discovered in the Guardians, in the

council, of knowledge, etc.; ‘Fortitude’—among the brave fighting

class, the Auxiliaries
;

‘Temperance,’—a kind of mastery of good

quality over bad one, and as such implying a constant conflict

between pairs of good and bad qualities which is found in the

Traders ; and, ‘Justice’—which represents the universal principle viz.

that every individual and every class should hold to one occupation

only. Meddling with any other function than one’s own is injustice.

“This extraordinary and entirely un-Greek definition of Dikaiosune

is explained by the meaning of Dharnia ”
( p, 74 ), The account of

the immortality of the soul and the ‘ law of reincarnation ’ occur-

ring in Book X of The Republic have unmistakable similarities to

Hindu conceptions of immortality, rebirth and Karma doctrine.

The similarity between the Indian and the Platonic conception

of the ultimate divine reality in Bks. VI-VII is also very signifi-

cant. In most religions it is blasphemous to assert that the Divine

Being is not a personal God ; but in the Vedanta any other concep-

tion of God would be impossible. Personality belongs to the ‘lower

nature’ of God ; but the Supreme Being, Brahman, the source of all

life and reality, transcends personality. Its essence cannot be des-

cribed or conceived by human intellect—it is the Unmanifest, the

Unqualified, beyond Being and also Not-Being, etc. And Plato’s

conception of reality is exactly similar. “ I do not think,” says

Urwick, “ there is a single phase or conception in Plato’s account

of Nous which does not find its exact parallel in the Vedic teach-

ings’* j[p. 138). So again, Plato’s account of the education of the

Philosopher is analogous to the Jndna^Yoga.
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In the concluding chapter of The Message, complains

that Plato has been misunderstood and misinterpreted by the West

because it is so much interested in the material side of human life

—in politics, in the machinery of social welfare or reform, in

science which is expected to cure disease or prolong life or supply

material comforts. Thus, in spite of the clear and emphatic asser-

tion of Plato that “ Our astronomy will have nothing to do with

the fretted sky, but will leaT e the visible stars alone,” a philoshpher

like Bosanquet would make the extraordinary assertion that the

modern discovery of the planet Neptune would have been dear to the

heart of Plato 1 ( p. 223 ). Evidently, the West, says Urwick, has sub-

ordinated even philosophy and spiritual life to the politics and the

science and the civilization in which it believes
;
it is concerned

with the Path of Pursuit, of wordly life ; therefore, it wants to give

a colour of practical politics to Plato’s originally spiritual thesis.

Of course, both the Paths are good, though in very different

degree
;
both are necessary, though at different stages of life

; indeed

one must pass and train oneself through the former in order to be

fit to undertake the higher journey. But, we must never forget that

it is through the higher journey alone that our final salvation and
final achievement of human life can be possible.

The Message of Plato is written in forceful and charming style,

and, as an interpretation coming from one who is not born in Hindu-

ism, must have a special appeal to us in the East as well as to the

West at a time when some of our own people have been vociferous

in decrying the Hindu social ideas as savage, uncivilized, narrow,

secular, socially disintegrating, and as inventing and devising clever

interpretations merely to justify unhealthy and even pernicious

social practices

!

It is very difficult to take a brief and connected review of thc

works of B. K. Sarkar, who has contributed profusely to Indian socio-

logy, writing on numerous topics with encyclopaedic learning. Here
we are not concerned with his works which deal with the present and
the historical past of India and the world conditions, but only with
his interpretations of Indian social thought based on Dharmasastras

and published since 1917^viz., The Positive Background of Hindu
Sociology \ Vol. II—Bk. II,^ Pts. i and ii; and Vol. I

—

Introdubiion to

2. Fp. 240 Pub. by the PSpiiu^ Office, Allahabad, 1921 and 1926.

43
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Hindu Positivism The Futurism of Young Asia^ later appearing as

The Sociologij of Races, Cultures and Human Progress,^ and Creative

India\ The difficulty of summarizing Sarkar’s views is great, par-

ticularly because his ramifications of speculation have covered, as

Ghoshal says,^ “ the entire field of man and his creations and con-

quests. ... is the philosophy of cultural and social dynamics cover-

ing almost the whole life of man ... through some eighteen thousand

pages or so.
”

Sarkar has tried to counteract, fairly successfully, the one-sided

notions current about Indian culture—^for which Max Muller and

Schopenhauer are mainly responsible. Max Muller declared that

Indian thought was mainly directed to otlier-wordly, spiritual and

metaphysical problems, and to that extent was abstract, and that

it disregarded the practical issues and struggles of man’s day-to-day

life. Schopenhauer, on the other hand, saw the philosophy of quiet-

ism, pacifism, inactivity, non-resistence, in the Upanisads and

gave it prominence. But, objects Sarkar, both these views are based

on a partial and one-sided study ( Futurism, pp. 7 ff. ). India had

made immense and noteworthy achievements in the field of positive

and practical sciences from the Vedic period down to 1600 { Positive

Background, Vol. I).

Dharma and religion, are, to Sarkar, synonymous terms, and

both mean “ a synthesis of societal and cultural functions, interests

and values It is in the milieu of sociality, solidarism, harmony
or equilibrium in the domain of human experience, whether indivi-

dual or collective, that we have to move while dealing witli the

substance of dharma"' Taken in such a wide implication, dharma

cannot but be indefinite, elastic, and possess “ a delightfully and
often dangerous vagueness.” It is therefore that our Dharma-^stra

writers have, in their works, devoted attention to all the aspects

of man’s life and conduct—physical and mental, individual and

social. We may, for purposes of academic study, isolate and

8. Pp. 770. „ Chuokervartty, Chatterjee & Co., Calcutta. 1937.

4. Pp. 400. „ „ „ „ 1939.

5. Pp. 725. „ „ „ „
6. I have made use of S. K. Ghoshrs Sarkarism, ( pp, vi + 57, 1939,

Chuokervartty, Chatterjee & Co., Calcutta ), for this present summary, in view
of the brief time as well as space at my disposal.

Since the above was written, there has appeared another book on Sarkar,
-entitled The Social and Economic Ideas of B. K, Sarkar, Edited by B. Dass in

.oolaboration with thirteen scholars, pp. 690, Chuckervertty, Chatterjee & Co., Ltd^,

Calcutter.
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separate the diverse elements of the complex whole which are in-

cluded in the all-embracing term Dharrm or religion ; but we
must never lose sight of the fact that at bottom they form a synthesis,

a whole, and their isolation, if taken absolutely, would lead to the

same result as the isolation of the bloodless corpusels from a living

body would lead to dead matter, without true reality or life in them I

Radhakrishnan’s contribution towards the interpretation and
understanding of the Hindu social philosophy is extremely lucid, and

finds outlet in many of his works, though it is particularly specially

stated in his The Heart of Hindusthan^ , The Hindu View of

lAfe^ and Eastern Religions and Western Thought^^. To summarize

this writer is to lose the great charm and brilliance which his

original presentation possesses and therefore I shall here content

myself with giving the reader a few excerpts from these works so as

to kindle his appetite for further reading into these and other works

of Radhakrishnan :

—

The complex of institutions and influences which shape the

moral feeling and character of the people is called the dharrm,

which is a fundamental feature of the Hindu religion (The Heart of

Hindusthan p. 17), The dharrm is a code of conduct supported by the

general conscience of the people. It is not subjective in the sense

that the conscience of the individual imposes it, nor external in the

sense that the law enforces it ( ibid. p. 18 ). Dharma does not force

men into virtue, but trains them for it. It is not a fixed code of

mechanical rules, but a living spirit which grows and moves in

response to the development of the society (iJbid. p. 18). The dharrna

or the social life has continued the same in principle for over 4,000

years in spite of divergent religious creeds, dynastic wars, and poli-

tical feuds. The living continuity of Indian life is to be seen not in

her political history but in her cultural and social life ( ibid. p. 18).

The dharrm has two sides, which are interdependent, the indivi-

dual and the social. The varnasrama dharma, which deals with the

classes of society and the stages of the individual life, develops the

details (ibid. p. 19 ). The caste rules relate to the social functions of

individuals. Man’s nature can be developed only by a concentra-

tion of his personality at a particular point in the social order.

7. By SirS. Radhakrishnan. 3rd. Ed. pp. 151. G. A. Natesan, Madras. 1936.

8. Upton Lectures, at Oxford. Pp. 153. Allen & Unwin, London, 19^7,

8a. Pp. 396. Oxford University Press, 1939. 2nd. Ed. 1940.
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Since human beings show one or other of the three aspects of mental

life in a greater degree the ^dvijas* or the twice-born are distingui-

shed into the three classes of men of thought, men of feeling, and

men of action. Those in whom no one quality is particularly

developed are the Sudras. The four castes correspond to the intelle-

ctual, militant, industrial, and unskilled workers, who are all

members of one organic whole ( ibid. p. 21 ).

The ideal of the Hindu dharma is to make all men Brahmins, all

people prophets ( ibid. p. 22 )• Man has no wings to soar to the

heights ; he has therefore to be content with scaling them through

effort and pain, step by step. The Hindu social organisation embo-

dies this graduated scheme (ibid. p. 22).

To-day, after so many centuries of Buddhism and Christianity,

when a civilised race comes into contact with a backward one, it

does not care to understand the mentality of the latter, but practises

cruel methods of conquest and subjection, so that the backward

races, if they are left with eyes to weep with, spend laborious days

and sleepless nights cursing God, because He had allowed these

civilisers to get into their lands. The Aryans of India accepted the

natives into their fold and helped them to get rid of their habits

of dirt and drunkenness, lead clean lives and worship the one living

God. When the original inhabitants were found worshipping

serpents, the Aryans told them that there was a greater God than

the serpent-god, the Nagesvara, the Lord of Serpents, or Krishna

(ibid. pp. 24-25).

It is clear that Hinduism is a process, not a result : a growing
tradition, not a fixed revelation. It never shut off by force wisdom
anywhere, for there are no distinctions of mine and thine in the

Kingdom of Spirit ( ibid. p. 27 ).

The term “ dharma ” is one of complex significance. It stands

for all those ideals and purposes, influences and institutions that

shape the character of man both as an individual and as a member
of society. It is the law of right living, the observance of which
secures the double object of happiness on earth and salvation

( ibid. pp. 28-29 ).

The Hindu thinkers are conscious of the great gulf that sepa-

rates the actual nature of man, which is bad, from the ideal, which
seems to be well-nigh impossible. The consciousness of the great

distance between the actu^il apd the ideal does not tempt them to
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distort the ideal itself. It would be a blasphemy against the spirit

in us that shall not be forgiven ( ibid, pp. 34-35 ). The Mahabhdrata

says ;
—

“ The governing consideration should be iila or conduct, and
the first Manu has declared that there is no point in distinctions

of caste, if character is not considered*’ ( ibid, p. 48 ).

To say that social service is unknown to the Hindus is to utter

a bold untruth. Much capital is made out of the treatment of the

untouchables. It is not remembered that a free India rendered them
much greater service than what other free countries even in recent

times have done for their backward classes. How have the superior

nations civilized the Tasmanian and the Australian aborigines,

certain Maori peoples and North American Indian tribes ? They

generally refine them into extinction, and where that is not possible,

they sink them into the slough of vice and crime worse than any

normal expressions of savage life. If the Kaffir has multiplied

under the British protection and the Javanese under the Dutch, if

the populations of Straits Settlements and British India have not

vanished before their civilizers, it is because a good God has put

them in a climate unfavourable to the civilizers. The tropics can

never become the habitat of the Europeans. They can be held but

not peopled by them. But for the limits set by Nature, the history

of the tropical regions would have been different. From the time

the Aryans met the peoples of a lower grade of civilization, they

devised ways and means by which the different portions of the

population could develop in social and spiritual directions

{ibid. p. 51).

Now that things are in a more settled condition, the Hindu
leaders are reiterating the central truth that the least of all men
has a soul and need not be considered past all power to save

( ibid, p. 53 ). The Hindu dharma has room for all kinds of men,

the dispassionate old who have retired from the business

of life and the eager pushful young who are keen on worldly

success. The four castes and orders are not intended to be special

moulds into which the Indian people are thrown, but forms capable

of embracing the whole of humanity ( ibid, p. 56 ).

The doctrine of Mdyd is supposed to repudiate the reality of the

world and thus make all ethical relations meaningless ( The

Hindu View of Life p. 61 ). Mok^ or release of any one individual

does not bring about the destruction of the world but only the

displacement of a false outlook by a true one, avidyd by tidyd.
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When the illusion of the mirage is dissipated by scientific know*

ledge, the illusion stands there though it is no longer able to

tempt us. The world is not so much denied as reinterpreted

( ibid. pp. 65-66 ).

There are divine potentialities in even the worst of men, the

everlasting arms of God underneath the worst sinners. No one is

really beyond hope. Every sinner has a future even as every saint

has had a past. No one is so good or so bad as he imagines. The

great souls of the world address themselves to the task of rousing

the divine possibilities in the publicans and the sinners. The

doctrine of Karma is sometimes interpreted as implying a denial of

human freedom which is generally regarded as the basis of all

ethical values. But when rightly viewed the law does not conflict

with the reality of freedom. It is the principle of science which

displaces belief in magic or the theory that we can manipulate the

forces of the world at our pleasure. The course of nature is deter-

mined not by the passions and prejudices of personal spirits lurking

behind it but by the operation of immutable laws {ibid, pp. 71-72),

Divine laws cannot be evaded. They are not so much imposed

from without as wrought into our natures. Sin is not so much a

defiance of God as a denial of soul, not so much a violation of law
as a betrayal of self. We carry with us the whole of our past. It

is an ineffaceable record which time cannot blur nor death erase

( ibid. p. 73 ).

The critic who urges that belief in Karma makes religious life,

prayer and worship impossible has not a right understanding of

it ( ibid. p. 74). Karma reckons with the material or the context

in which each individual is born. While it regards the past as

determined, it allows that the future is only conditioned. The
spiritual element in man allows him freedom within the limits of

his nature. Man is not a mere mechanism of instincts. The spirit

in him can triumph over the automatic forces that try to enslave

him {ibid. p. 75).

We can use the material with which we are endowed to promote
our ideals. The cards in the game of life are given to us. We do

not select them. They are traced to our past Karma, but we can
call as we please, lead what suit we will, and as we play, we gain
or lose ( ibid. p. 75 ). The theory of Karma allows man the freedom
to use the material in the light of his knowledge ( ibid. pp. 75-76 ).
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Dharma^ formed from the root dhr^ to hold, means that which

holds a thing and maintains it in being. Every form of life, every

group of men, has its dharma, which is the law of its being. Dharma
or virtue is conformity with the truth of things ;

Adharrm or vice is

opposition to it. Moral evil is disharmony with the truth which

encompasses and controls the world ( ibid. p. 78 ).

Marriage for the Hindu is a problem and not a datura. Except

in the pages of fiction we do not have a pair agreeing with each other

in everything, tastes and temper, ideals and interests. Irreducible

peculiarities there will always be, and the task of the institution of

marriage is to use these differences to promote a harmonious life.

Instincts and passions are the raw material which are to be worked

up into an ideal whole. Though there is some choice with regard

to our mates, there is a large element of chance in the best of marri-

ages ( ibid. pp. 84-85 ). That marriage is successful which trans-

forms a chance mate into a life companion. Marriage is not the end

of the struggle, it is but the beginning of a strenuous life where we
attempt to realise a larger ideal by subordinating our private in-

terests and inclinations ( ibid. p. 85 ).

The perfectly ethical marriage is the monogamous one [iUd p. 85).

In the absence of absolute perfection we have to be content with

approximations. We need not, however, confound the higher with

the lower ( itrid. p. 85-86 )

Paradoxical as it may seem, the system of caste is the outcome

of tolerance and trust. Though it has now degenerated into an

instrument of oppression and intolerance, though it tends to perpe-

tuate inequality and develop the spirit of exclusiveness, these un-

fortunate effects are not the central motives of the system. If the

progressive thinkers of India had the power, as they undoubtedly

have the authority, they would transform the institution out of

recognition ( ibid. p. 93 ).

Today democracy is so interpreted as to justify not only the very

legitimate aspiration to bring about a more equitable distribution

of wealth, but also the increasing tendency for a levelling down of

all talent ( ibid. p. 114 ). While we should remove the oppressive

restrictons, dispel the ignorance of the masses, increase their self-

respect, and open to them opportunities of higher life, we should not

be under illusion that we can abolish the distinctions of the genius

and the fool, the able organiser and the submissive worker. Modern
democracies tend to make us all mere “human beings,**
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but such beings exist nowhere ( Udd. p. 114 ). Democracy is not

the standardising of everyone so as to obliterate all peculiarity.

We cannot put our souls in uniform. That would be dictatorship.

Democracy requires the equal right of all to the development of such

capacity for good as nature has endowed them with ( ibid, p, 116 ).

Hinduism is a movement, not a position : a process, not a result

;

a growing tradition, not a fixed revelation iihid. p. 129). After

a long winter of some centuries, we are to-day in one of the creative

periods of Hinduism. We are beginning to look upon our ancient

faith with fresh eyes. We feel that our society is in a condition of

unstable equilibrium. There is much wood that is dead and diseased

that has to be cleared away. Leaders of Hindu thought and practice

are convinced that the times reguire, not a surrender of the basic

principles of Hinduism, but a restatement of them with special

reference to the needs of a more complex and mobile social order.

Such an attempt will only be the repetition of process which has

occurred a number of times in the history of Hinduism. The work

of readjustment is in process. Growth is slow when roots are deep.

But those who light a little candle in the darkness will help to

make the whole sky aflame ( ibid. p. 130 ).

There is little in Hindu thought to support the view that one

has to attain spiritual freedom by means of a violent rupture with

ordinary life. On the other hand, it lays down that we must pass

through the normal life conscientiously and with knowledge, work

out its values, and accept its enjoyments {Eastern Religions and

Western Thought, p. 352). Dharma gives coherence and direction to

the different activities of life... It is the complete rule of life, the

harmony of the whole man who finds a right and just law of his

living. It tells us that while our life is in the first instance for our

own satisfaction, it is more essentially for the community and most

of all for that universal self which is in each of us and all beings.

Ethical life is the means to spiritual freedom, as well as its expres-

sion on earth {ibid. p. 353).

The fourfold scheme of the social classes of the varnas is demo*

cratic in the truest senses of the word ; (1) It insists on the spiritual

equality of all men. It assumes that within every human creature

there is a self which has the right to grow in its own way, to find

itself, and make its life a full and satisfied image and instrument

of its being. (2) It makes for individuality in the positive sense.

Individuality is attained not through an escape from limitations
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but through the willing acceptance of obligations. (3) It points

out that all work is socially useful and from an economic stand-

point equally important. (4) Social justice is not a scheme of rights

but of opportunities. It is wrong to assume that democracy requires

all men to be alike. Equality refers to opportunity and not to

capacity. While it recognises that men are unequal in scale and

quality, it insists that every human being shall have the right and

the opportunity to contribute to human achievement, as far as his

capacity goes. Society must be so organised as to give individuals

sufficient scope to exercise their natural energies without being in-

terfered with by others. (5) The essence of democracy is conside-

ration for others. Freedom for the individual means restrictions on

absolute power. No one class can make unlimited claims. (6) The

general tendency of men of all classes to strive to the summit is due

to the impression that the position at the top is one of pleasure, profit

and power. But in the Hindu scheme life becomes more difficult

as we rise higher ( ibid, pp. 367-370 ).

S. C. Sarkar’s Some Aspects of the Earliest Social History of India

( Pre-Buddhistic Age y is divided into two parts : Part I deals

with building activities, furniture, dress, costume, etc. of that age
;

and Part II deals with matters of much more direct interest to the

sociologist. Brother-sister and father-daughter marriages were not

quite uncommon in Vedic society, though gradually they came to be

regarded as incestuous. Levirate ( Niyoga ) and other practices

indicate that at one time brothers of a family had one wife

( pp. 74-80 ). Widow-burning must have been existing then as in

many other primitive Indo-Germanic races in Asia and Europe

though there are very few traces of it in the Vedas. On the other

hand the Vedic widow could remarry by regular rites. Indeed, even

a married woman could discard the first marriage and remarry

another person of her choice. Polygamy was prevalent.

Child-marriage was unknown ; in fact, both the parties to

marriage were in fullness of youth, and free love-matches could take

place ( pp. 91-5 ). Women had great social freedom ; they attended

the Sabhd ( assembly ) and mixed freely with the youth of the

village. There was little parental control over marriages of sons

and daughters ( pp. 95-97 ). The new daughter-in-law became the

mistress of the house and the parents-in-law were subordinate to

9. By S, C. Sarkar. Pp. v + 225. Ox. Uni. Press, London 1928.
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her control ( p. 97 ). Descriptions of courting, wooing, go-betweeiid,

match-makings, lovers meeting at festive gatherings, etc. speak of

great freedom of choice for the young man and girl ( pp. 98-101 ).

Aryans and Dasyus could intermarry, not to speak of intermarriage

among the three Varnas.

The woman has been mainly conceived as a wife and a mother,

and this has largely determined her social position. Her speeial

sphere was the home, “though, from vedic ages onwards, at

different times she has passed out of her groove, and lived a

much fuller life” (pp. 103-104). The daughters were as well

cared for as sons, could join the merriments of the village

youth with whom they swung in “green and white swings” under

the trees, with the music of lute, etc. They could remain unmarried

without any social penalty, and couid inherit father’s wealth (pp.

107-108). Both the wife as well as the daughter could enjoy the

fullest privileges of the highest education. A woman is ever in a

stage of marriage, so to speak—^“as a child, with Soma or some
other deity of abstractions, as a young maiden,-with the Arts per-

sonified, and then finally with her human husband” (p. 112), She

could not only take part in debates, teach, follow her husband

through all the stages of his intellectual and spiritual development,

but could also share his martial glory, as Mudgalani-Indrasena did.

The last section of the book deals with the cases of incestuous

marriage between brother-sister, parent-child, etc., and compares

them with Puranic evidence. Regarding widow-marriage, there is

meagre evidence in the Vedas, but polygamous marriages are

referred to.

DutPs Origin and Orcnvth of Caste in India is intended to

present a comprehensive history of caste in the successive stages of

Indian History, and “the fundamental principles of social psycho-

logy which have been at work* behind the apparently diverse and

sometimes inexplicable manifestations of caste-spirit, with regard

to various institutions of Hindu society” (Preface p. vi). Discussing

the theories of Senart, Risley, Gait, Ketkar, Nesfield (ch. i), he

observes that the most important factors in the development of caste

in India were the racial struggle between the Aryans and non-

10.
^
By N. K. Dntt. pp. xii x 310. Vol. I ( C. B. 0. 2000—300 / Kegan Paul,

London : and, The Book Co., Calcutta. 1931.
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Aryans, the superiority claimed by the priestly class, the natural

desire to follow heredity in occupation, the natural disinclination

to marry outside one’s own folk, absence in Vedic and Epic times

of strong political power wielding supremacy over a large area and

crushing tribal differences by enforcing uniform laws and customs,

the spirit of compromise with which the Hindu submitted to his

given position due to his faith in the law of Karim and finally the

abnormal development of Brahmanical rituals ensuring the position

of the Brahmanas as the custodians of religion and culture.

This first volume deals with caste in the Vedic period, the

BrShmana period and the Sutra period, based on detailed study of

and evidence collected from the three respective groups of literature.

In the Vedic period ( c, B. C. 2000-1400 ) priesthood ( Brahmana )

had already become a hereditary profession, and had secured

religious power especially through the institution of Purohita, the

domestic priest. Yet, instances like those of Visvamitra and Devapi

and several others show that the Brahmana class had not been

separated from the rest and that a person with exceptional abilities

could be admitted to the class ( pp. 45-49 ). There are indications

of a struggle for supremacy between the Brahmana and the

Ksatriya classes. Professional classes had begun to arise, though,

generally, a member of any class could take up any occupation,

without losing honour or dignity. Greater class-segregation was
operative, however, between the Aryans and the non-Aryans who
must have come to be called the Sudras. Yet, there was no distinc-

tion of food and drink between these four classes. So again, there

were few restrictions of exogamic nature regarding marriage, and

none for intermarriage ( pp. 67-70 ).

During the Brahmana period ( c, B. C. 1400-800 ), there arose

more and more of special rules of conduct and different practices or

ceremonies for each of the classes, turning them into less mobile

groups with the stronger barriers. The; Ksatriya of the times was
a highly cultured class, and considerably contribnted to and

developed philosophical speculation of India. The Vaisya gradually

sank in position,’while the Sudra was rising and approximated to the

•status of Vaisya ( pp. 97-103 ). Marriage restrictions became stricter

as regards exogamy though inter-caste marriages were permitted.

It is during this period that we first come across the ideas of ceremo-

nial purity and impurity attaching to certain persons or groups

on grounds of initiation or uninitiation for sacrificial purposes.
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During the Siitra period ( c, B. 0. 800-300
), still further

distinction came to be established between the four classes in

regard to occupations, and in several other practices. In addition,

birth came to be regarded as fixing up one’s caste in spite of any
occupation he may take up ( pp. 134-148 ). The difference between

Visyas and Sudras was becoming thinner ( pp. 173 ff. ). The rules

of purity and impurity, and defilement by touch became more

elaborate and rigid
;
and yet, food cooked by the Sudra was not

unacceptable by higher varna provided he was sufficiently clean

(pp. 180-5 ).

Ghurye’s Caste and Race in India}'^ proposes to give his views on

the history and origin of the caste system as it was and is today

among the Hindus ( Preface, p. vii ). According to this author,

the outstanding features of Hindu Society when it was ruled by
“ the social philosophy of caste, unaffected by modern ideas of rights

and duties ” are as follows :—(1)
‘ segmental division,’ in the sense,

not only of a distinct * status group * within a larger community,

but also demanding allegiance and obedience to its specific com-

mands even as against those of the judiciary of the State, thus

narrowing the community feeling to caste-feeling. This also led

to distinct culture patterns between the different castes in several

customs. Castes are “ small and complete social worlds in them-

selves, marked off definitely from one another, though subsisting

within the society ”
( p. 6 ). (2) Hierarchy. (3) Restrictions on

feeling and social intercourse. (4) Civil and religious privileges

of the different groups. (5) Lack of choice of occupation. (6)

Restrictions on marriage. The sources of the evidence to support

such findings,^^ which are used by the author indicate that these

characteristics were applicable to the caste as it functioned during

the last few centuries only.

So far about the segi^egative forces which worked through the

caste upon the society. But on the other hand, it is not without

certain cohesive and co-operative forces too, which held society to-

gether : This aspect was particularly manifest in the village

organisation. Here, there used to be a number of officials and

11. By G. S. Ghurye. pp. viii + 209. Kegan Paul, London, 1932.

12. The various Census Reparts, and the works of Baines, BHattacharya,
Borradaile, Briggs, Campbell, Crooke, Forbes, Hamilton, Kerr, Martin. Wilson,

Sherring,*Thuratone, ete.
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menials, belonging to different castes, but irrespective of it, having

equal voice, not only in civic and social but also in legal matters.

The village council, which included members from all castes in*

eluding the untouchables, would try even a Brahmin. “Interde*

pendence of caste was such a deeply rooted principle that it prevented

other exclusive aspects from getting the better of the idea of a

common civic goal and human sympathy and hardening into

caste*spirit or caste-patriotism” ( p. 25 ).

The sub-castes also shared these same characteristics, and there-

fore they were practically as good—or as bad !
— as castes. A large

number of caste and sub-saste names have professional, tribal or

ethnic, territorial or sectarian significance. Even particular diet,

or the way of inheritance, might give name to a caste.

Next comes a descriptoin of caste through the ages ( chs. iii and

iv ) divided into four periods,—the Vedic ( upto 600 B. C, ), post-

Vedic ( upto the beginning of the Christian era ), then upto the 8th

century A. D., and then upto the middle of the 19th century. In

the Vedic period, the author infers, the Brahmin was definitely re-

garded as superior to the Kshatriya. The story of Satyakama
Jabala^^ leads the author to infer, rightly, that lineage was sub-

ordinated to the moral characteristic of truth-speaking. Though
the four classes were “ very nearly exclusive units, upward or

^
downward marcli was not altogether an impossibility,'though it must

have been an infrequent occurrance” (p. 48 ).

In the post-Vedic period also the Brahmana’s^ status was pre-

eminent, and he had many social privileges. The Sudra was slowly

degenerated into a contemptuous group, and “ had no civil or

religious rights” ( p. 58 ). Since such a social classification was
bound to create unrest amongst the oppressed groups, “a philosophy

of caste, guaranteeing individual salvation to all, through per-

formance of duties alone, had to be formulated to allay the

unrest and quell the rebellion against caste” ( p. 60 ). And the

Gltd theory of four classes on the basis of inherent qualities and

capacities of individuals, the author asserts, ” tries to provide a

rational sanction for the manifestly arbitrary divisions ” (p. 61 ).

13, He was asked, before being admitted as a student by his teacher, about

his lineage. He pleaded ignorance ; whereupon, the teacher acclaimed him to be

BrShmar)ia, for only a BrSihmapa can tell the truth. However, the story seems
to suggest, rather, the principle that only the truth-speaking can be called

Br^bmaijias !
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This theory is unsound according to the author, evidently, for the

reason that “ it fails to explain how the individuals at the very

beginning of creation came to be possessed of peculiar qualities and

capacities” ( ibid. ). But, who could ever explain that 1

Still more stratification and internal solidarity divided the

four varvas later on, by evolving out special privileges, disciplines,

disabilities, for each different class, and by development of ideas of

pollution or defilement in company, or by touch of a lower caste.

During the fourth period, the Vaiiya gradually ceased to be reckoned

as a separate group superior to Sudra ( p. 92 )- The next discus-

sion of caste in its ethnic bearing ( ch. V, pp. 100-123 ) is outside

the scope of our present survey.

Begarding the elements of caste outside India, the author con-

cludes that almost every major civilization in ancient times had

them, excepting the Chinese civilization before it was influenced

by Indian ideas (Ch. vi). In India, the’ Brahmanic ideas of cere-

monial purity are responsible, mainly, for creating a special and

unique distinction, viz. between the ‘ touchables ’ and the ‘ un-

touchables.’ This, added to other factors, like' the desire to preserve

purity of blood, restrictions on food, consciousness of superiority

and group prestige, differentiation in occupations, special rights for

the higher classes and disabilities on the lower ones, have caused

the rigid castes.

And in recent years, proceeds the author, the British Govern-

ment also has been responsible for aggravating the caste-spirit—^by

officially recognizing such classes as ‘Brahmins’ and ‘non-Brahmins,’

through the carefully compiled census Reports and Diaries, “ by
means of nice grading of contemporary groups ”

( pp. 158, 160 and

162 ). The author quotes a census officer,^^* who declares that the

British Government “ pigeon-holed everyone by caste, and if we
could not find a true caste for them, labelled them with the name of

an hereditary occupation Government’s passion for labels and
pigeon-holes has led to a crystallization of caste-system, which,

except amongst the aristocratic caste, was really fluid under in-

digenous rule . . .”
( p. 160

There have been different agitations, as a reaction against caste,

for Eradicating it, as also those for re-establishing it on the basis of

.
13a. Mr. Middleton, one of the two Superintendents of census operations of

mi.
14. Italios ours.
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1

its pristine Vedic principles (like the Brahrao Satnaj, Prarthana

Samaj and Arya Samaj), In course of time, social and religious

privileges and disabilities of caste, restrictions on occupation, food

etc. have slowly disappeared, though one most important restriction

regarding marriage within the sub-group still exists on a large

scale. Reservation of seats and services cannot solve the problem of

caste (pp. 167-68).

Those who propose to reform the present caste stratification are

grouped into three classes by the author : (1) Those, like Mahatma
Gandhi, who want to re-establish the old fourfold classification of

society according to the strict original Dharmasastra principles. (2)

Those who would amalgamate sub-castes which have cultural and

economic similarities into one caste, and then such of these castes

which are approximately on a footing of equality to be further con-

solidated, till by this process society bocomes casteless. (3) Those who
would forthwith abolish all castes. As to the first, Gandhi seems,

—

according to the author,-“to lay great stress on birth and heredity,

and subscribes to the view ‘once born a Brahmin always a Brahmin’

and would arrange the caste on the basis of birth (p. 183). But on
this view the problem of finding out the proper caste for untou-

chables and also as to what caste should be classified under what

varva would be insoluble difficulties. To adopt the second method

is to miss the real problem, for the new organization thus formed

takes a more militant attitude against the higher and lower caste and

“Caste consciousness becomes more definite and virile” (p. 184).

Hence the true remedy according to the author is “to fight caste

all round with a bold front without making any compromise . . . caste

patriotism must be killed...by ignoring it altogether—^by individual,

society, the state, privately, officially, publicly. Serious and earnest

propaganda against it must be made by leaders. Fusion of blood by
inter-caste marriages is another effective method of cementing

alliances”. “Co-education at all stages of instruction” is a method of

bringing together young people of opposite sex with a view to

breaking away the ties of caste in marriage. And, finally, priest-

hood must be entrusted only to the learned and the well instructed

irrespective of the ( present I ) caste so as “to take the edge off the

non-Brahmin clamour against the Brahmin priest” (p. 187). We
may add, that in this last suggestion, according to us, lie mainly
the germs of the real solution, provided the principle underlying it

is extended to any and all classes. Like the priesthood, right sorts
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of persons should be entrusted with the task of ruling or political

power, of commercial intercourse and enterprise, and of other social

services 1 But, then, what is the mrna principle, in its fundamentals,

if not this ?

We now come to a most scholarly contribution to Indian

Sociology during recent ages, viz, Bhagwan Das’s The Science of

Social Organization, or The Laws of Manu This work, though very

scholarly, has taken in too much, resulting occasionally in lack of

clarity of expression and co-ordination. Like Plato, this author too

feels convinced that only the Philosopher-King can rule human life

and affairs properly. Indeed, not only Kings, but every man ought

to study carefully, says he, the ‘Science of Self*, Adhyatina- Vidya, to

which all other sciences owe allegiance, and upon which they are

dependent. To-day, however, the situation is lamentably different

“Sovereign and subject, statesman and private man, scientist

and priest... all having, as a rule, no knowledge and no thought of

the ‘why* of life, and but a very partial one of the ‘how’,...condem-

ning as beyond practical politics, all attempts to formulate and

teach and reach high ideals in the administration of affairs, even

when acknowledging with the lips that...there is a philosophy

behind every public movement, that ideas are the forces which

move nations,—^how shall such guide the human race to happiness ?*’

(p. 15).

Manu and the old sages ( rsis

)

of India, however, were not so

short-sighted as to try to slove human problems from the so-called

‘ practical ’ point of view, which only considered the immediate

present, the Path of Pursuit ; they devoted deeper attention to the

inward workings of minds, to the ultimate ends of human life, to the

Path of Renunciation. The two paths are only two halves which

make a complete life,—the one describes the ‘ evolution ’ of man, the

other the ‘ involution * of man. The object of the Pursuit-half of

life is the threefold self-expression through a material body—
jDharma ( Duty ), Artha ( Profit ) and Kama ( Pleasure ). After

having exhausted these three objects in due proportions, the self

enters the second half of life, whose object is Mokm, i. e. “ self-

15. By Babu Bhagwan Das. 2 Vols. pp. 682. 2nd. Ed., considerably revised

and enlarged. ( First Ed. 1910 ). Theosophical Publishing House, Adyar,

Madras. 1932-35.
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expression and self-realization of Itself in all the world-process as

Its Play.
”

However, none may hope to reach to the second stage without

having trained himself through the first, gradually and thoroughly,

by satisfying the several debts { rTjtas ),
— which he owes for what

he is and has. On the Lower Path, Duty ( Dharma ) leads to Profit

( Artha ) and that to Pleasure ( Kama ) ; on the Higher Path,

similarly, the Love Universal ( BhakLi ) leads to power

( Yogaisvarya or ^aJcti

)

to see the great vision of the Unity of all

life, and that in turn to Liberation ( Mukti ). So, the series of

Dharma, Artha and Kama on the lower path corresponds to Bhakti

Sakti and Mukti ( or, would not the order rather be : Mukti, ^kti

and Bhakli ? -) on the higher path, and both these trios correspond to

sattva, rajas, and tamas ( pp. 67-78 ). [ The correspondendence in

the two series, as well as the meaning of the thought embodied in

this context, is far from quite clear 1 ] The two Paths are thus

interdependent, and the way to realize the aims of life in and through

these is by planning out and organizing conduct— in the individual

as well as in the social aspects,— into the four stages of asramas

and the four vocational classes of varnas,

'"Dharma is not, as it is often taken to mean, a fixed, rigid, static

scheme of laws of behaviour. It is relative and variable according

to the exigencies of time, place, age, circumstances, sex, tempera-

ment, and moans available. The neglect or deliberate ignoring of

this most fundamental aspect of all law “is the main cause and also

the effect. ..of the disappearance of all living legislation in India...

of the replacement of the spirit by the letter... of the healthful, gra-

dual and normal change, which means life, by the rigid and forceful

monotony which means ossification, disease and death” (ch. ii).

There are interesting analogies drawn in this chapter—though not

all of them may be equally convincing to everyone—between certain

ideas of the Smrtis, the Epics, and the Puranas and those of modern

evolutionists, psychology, pathology, economics etc.

The main problems of human life are grouped into :

(i) Economical ;
(ii) Domestic—sex-problems, family life,

population, etc., (iii) Health, physical culture, sanitation etc.; (iv)

Education; (v) Administrative-Political—who should rule, the

form of government, relations between the executive, legislative, the

judicial, the civil, the military, the police, and other depts.
;
(vi)

claims of individualism, nationalism, socialism, and humanism*

45
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All these are but new names for the same perpetual problems

for which Manu has given solutions, and these “ may be found

ultimately satisfactory ” (p. 445). His scheme of solutions is the

varpaSsrama-dharma, the four classes and their corresponding

debts, duties, rights, ambitions, rewards, means of living—all

arranged under the two Paths and their six ends ; and this

covers not only all the problems mentioned above, but even more,

besides ( pp. 149 ff. ).

In the Hindu’s thought, there is no distinction between the

‘secular’ and the 'religious’. ‘ Ftcf (which is the root term of ‘Veda’)

means ‘to know’ as well as ‘to exist’,—thus implying that kdowledge

and existence are but two aspects of each other. It is in this sense

that the Veda is said to be the basis or source (Mula) of all Dlmrrm.

There is no distinct term for the Hindu ‘religion’ as there is for

other ones. The modern meaning of ‘religion’, however, is too narrow.

Therefore, foreigners wonder that the Hindu eats, drinks, sleeps,

bathes, travels, purchases, as well as marries, worships and dies—all

by the rules of ‘religion’ 1 On the other hand, he does not wonder, but

takes it as a compliment to his ‘modern’ intelligence, in doing all

these things in accordance with the rules of science 1 1 And yet,

what ‘religion’ means in the one case, ‘science’ means in' the

other 1 ! 1

Manu’s Varrja-dharma and dirarm-dharma are indeed descrip-

tions of ‘social polity’ and ‘individual polity’ under which he gathers

the whole science of life, and which are to be guided by the four

purumrthas of dharma, arlha, kdrm and mokm. Varria~dharma is the

organization of social life of the whole Human Race, with reference

to the fitness and capacity of every individual to contribute to social

harmony and welfare. Asrarm-dharrm is the organization, order-

ing and planning out of each individual’s life so as to bring out the

best that is in him. Indeed, Manu’s C!ode of Life is not merely the

Science of Life, but also the Art of Life (p. 206).

The next chapter (ch. iii) of the First Volume of The Science, and
the whole of Second Volume, discuss the various problems of edu-

cation and their solutions on the basis of Manu’s thought. T/te

Science is not yet completed, and the author hopes to bring out a
Third Volume dealing with the other three main sub-divisions of

social organization, viz, the Domestic and the Economic, the Politi-

cal, and the Industrial and Labour organizations. The task is stu-

pendous, and, when completed, is:bound to be a magnum opus. Judg-
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ing from the already fulfilled part of his ambition, we could safely

rely on the extensive erudition of the author, and hope and pray that

he may be given the strength and long life—^he is now over 73,—as

he has the will, so that he may fulfil the task, and we may learn

more fully of the right Code of Life as given by Manu.

Motwani’s Manu : A Study in Hindu Social Thecry^^ presents

Manu’s Social Theory in terms of modern sociology—which, by the

way, “ is an American science ” for the author. He rightly points

out that the Hindus had carried on intense research in almost every

branch of knowledge, including sociology, in which alone there are

over twenty treatises ,
and Manam-Dharrna-lustra—literally, A

Treatise {Sdstra) of Social Relations {Dharma) among Beings Endow-

ed with Power of Reasoning ( Manava )—‘is only one of them.

After briefly discussing the chronology of Manu’s Code

( ch. ii ), he examines the Vedic background of Manu’s thought

( ch. iii ). According to the Vedas, man is a self, a soul, with many
instruments or vehicles for self expression. The biological orga-

nism is only one such instrument. Life and matter, therefore, are

distinct and yet closely allied. Life is involved in form, in matter,

but slowly organizes itself, as also that matter, into finer and finer

vehicles in an ever ascending series—through the mineral, the plant,

the animal, and the human worlds.

However, there must be a stage where this dualism of life and

matter could not exist, where there is Oneness beyond these, where

the first cause of this separation lies—that is Brahma, He is nirguna

i, e. cannot be described by qualifications or words. But in order

that this One may manifest itself into the Many, He takes a

formal aspect, which is the qualified one, viz. the saguna Brahma.

It is existence, consciousness and bliss ( sat-cJut-ananda ). Corres-

pondingly, there are three aspects of cosmic matter

—

sattva, rajas and
tamos, which, in English ( as translated by Ernest Wood ) are

‘ natural law ’ or ‘ order,’ ‘ energy,’ and ‘ materiality.’ The corres-

ponding aspects in the conscious self are activity ( kriyd ), thought

( jnana ) and desire ( ichchhd ).

Now, man is continuously evolving and gradually training

himself and gathering experience through various ‘ vehicles ’ into

16. By Eeval Motwani : pp. 18 + 861. Ganesh Sc Co. Madras, 1904,
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better and better self. Thus, there are two first divisions of man-
kind : Those who have had enough of training and experience

—

for them the straight and immediate Path of nivritti from whence
there is no return is available ; those who need experience and
training—their Path is that of pravritti, through which they have

to pass with the aim of attaining the highest perfection of persona-

lity, Yoga is the method which helps to attaining it quicker.

All these views are accepted by Manu as the basis of his

social theory. Corresponding to the three modes of self-expression,

—thought, action and desire,—there are three types of personalities

in each of which one of these is predominant,—though it has also

the other two,—viz, Brahmana, Kshatriya and Vaisya. The fourth

group, the Sudra, is psychologically an undefined type of persona-

lity, one whose predominant note of life cannot be ascertained,

because he himself is not clear as to what he is or wants. He has

to patiently abide his time, meekly obeying and serving others, till

he attains the higher stage.

In conformity with their psychic nature, the functions and
occupations for these groups are assigned by Manu. Dharrm, in this

connection, implies that principle which is inherent in the indivi-

dual or in the object,—we know these by their dharrm. Dharrm also

describes the three ‘ social forces ’ together—pleasure ( kdrm ),

power Cartha), and knowledge ( dharma ) ( p. 63 ). The real persona-

lity emerges out of a coordination of these three after due and
appropriate satisfaction of each of them. But, at the back of all

these small desires, there is a fourth social force—the desire for

final realization of the One life ( mokm ). Corresponding to these

four social forces, there are four social institutions ( asramas ) which

crystallize these forces. Each asrarm is a preparation for the next,

with the aim of progressive perfection of the self, and through him,

of the social order. The schematic arrangement of Manu’s social

theory is as follows :

—

L The Educational Institution—the student ( the brahma-

Chari's asrarm

)

—the non-Aryan group ( sudra

)

who is a

child ( ‘once-born’ ).

IL The Economic Institution—Marriage and family ( griha-

stha's airarm

)

—the economic group ( vaisya ).

in. The Political Institution—the partially retired man
(vdnapraslha )—the political group and the state

( kshatriya, ),
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IV. The Eeligious institution—^the forest-dweller (sanmjasin's

asrama )—the teaching group ( Brdhmava ).

The last group, the Brahmana, however, appears in each of the

first three—in I, as the teacher,- in ll, as the priest, in III, as the judge,

the legislature, the councillor or the minister.

L The Hindu theory of education is complete in the sense that it

deals with all the phases of the individual’s life—intellectual train-

ing, spiritual education, control of action, and submission of

desires, — through the very detailed rules of achdras and vratas.

Through these rules, it reconciles the claims of the individual and

the group by assimilating him into group culture. The social group

( varva ) corresponding to the student’s asrama psychologically is

the child; ethnically, it is the sudra or non-Aryan. Both have to

be trained into Aryan culture. The sudra is psycho-physically not

yet fit to undertake any higher responsibility, but has to work out

his way through social service. Hence, Manu’s social theory does

not imply any rigid compartmentalization into exclusive social

groups, but permits free and vertical circulation of individuals.

And, the instrumentalities for such mobility or circulation are

qualitative, psychological and moral and not quantitative, biologi-

cal and economic.

n. Marriage and family ( garhasthya ) are understood by Manu
in their biological, ethical as well as educational aspects. The

corresponding social group ( varna ) is the vaisya, which, by means

of economic intercourse, satisfies the desire element ( Mma ) of the

society. But it is not without its own ethical code,—which is a very

strong point in Manu, for he lays down elaborate rules of kindness,

charity, honesty, contentment and just ambitions for this class.

III. The third stage of the individual is vanaprastha^ that of

action and of service in a semi-retired life from the home. The

motive behind action in the preceding stage was ‘ desire ’
; now it

is ‘ service ’ (—is this a7iha ?— ). The social group ( varna ) corres-

ponding to this is Kshatriya, a member of the political institution.

IV. The last stage of individual’s life is of complete retirement

by giving up desire and service. The group corresponding to this

is Brahmana. Manu’s aim is the social progress of man through all

these institutions as social agencies, one after the other.

Such compartmentalization of the various elemental factors of

Dharma^ Artha^ Kama and Moksa and their juxtaposition into the
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four social groups and institutions is likely to convey an impression

that they operate separately or independently upon human life in

his progress through the four institutions. For instance, to say, as

is done above, that the motive behind the grihastha's institution and

Vaisya’s group is kama, and that behind the sarhnyasVs institution

and Brahmana’s group is mok^, naturally leads us to infer, that

the motive behind brahmachdrVa institution and Sudra’s group is

dharma while that behind vdnaprastha*s institution and Kshatriya’s

group is artha. But such a separation of the operative elemental

factors of life would be obviously incorrect and also confusing.

Mees's Dharma and Society is a very significant contribution,

coming as it does from a European sociologist with all the sincerity

of conviction that the Hindu sages have long ago made a great

contribution to the social science which, as a ‘ science, * is receiv-

ing close attention only recently in the West. The study of

ancient Hindu social thought will be useful, says the author, for,

“They are still of so much bearing on actual problems and we
could benefit much from them in pointing the way to new develop-

ments. “ The East and the West are meeting to-day in a variety

of ways. But “ The Easterners must not turn into cheap copies of

Westerners, nor vice versa. ” They “ will do well to remain what

they are, that is, keep, as faithfully as possible in accordance with

their inner life, to the ways and forms of expression as handed down
to them from former generations. *’ No doubt they have to learn

much from each other. But, “ the trouble is that the East is taking

over the wrong things 1
”

( Preface, pp. xi, xii ).

The book studies the nature of Dharma^ as the fundamental

motive force in the life of man as a social being, in relation to the

theory of varnas. The great point, the author proceeds to quote Prof.

Kern, “ is to distinguish between the Natural classes (i.e. variias ), and

castes, which cannot have arisen naturally, but are Artificial'

( p. xiv ). In the author’s view, India will benefit greatly by realis-

ing once more the varnas which are the ‘ natural * or ‘ cultural
’

classes and the West too had better do the same ( p. XV ).

17. By G. H. Mees. pp. xvi + 206. Pub. N. V. Servire, — The Hague, Holland ;

and Luzao and Co., London, 1935.

18, Xtalios ours.
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A whole chapter, at the opening, is devoted to a clarification of

the meaning of Dharma (ch. I) : Sometimes it has been personified

;

but its meaning as an impersonal principle is very vast. Bhagwan
Das’s definition of Dharma is quoted as the most enlightening, viz.,

that it is sometimes understood as “that which holds a thing.. .also,

...in ethical sense, without implying any ‘law’ or ‘necessity’ as in the

case of the many virtues like ‘truthfulness’ ; also “as virtuous acts

iPunya'), or as religious duty or as the ideal exemplified in the con-

duct of sages, or as the Universal or Absolute Principle, or as the

Divine Justice apportioning the fruits of Karmaa and maintaining

equilibrium, or as a compromise between the ideal and actual condi-

tions, or as convention, or as Law (—not the static but dynamic
legal principle, adaptable to changes of conditions)’’ (p. 11). It was

also taken to mean an intertribal or international law.

Again, there is the psychological and sociological distinction

between swadharma {dharma of the individual)
,
var'm--dharrm (dh, of a

natural class), jati-dh. (dh. of caste), Hindu-dh. or Arya-^dh. (as

against Andrya-dh) etc. There is a further philosophical and psycho-

logical distinction between pravritti dh. (‘involutionary dh") and
nivritti dh. (‘evolutionary dh.*). Dharma is not merely Karma in the

sense of the tendency due to past and present work, but is also the

divine tendency, hidden in the inmost of man’s being, to unfold in

the future, and holds the principle of freedom. It also implies

hhakti (love), in the sense of love to neighbour, to humanity, to God,

without which dharma will be a mere labour. Niti is complementary

of dharma. Dharma then “is the underlying motive principle in the

social evolution of humanity towards the manifestation and demon-
stration of the soul, or in other words, of the basic oneness of man-
kind...” and is apprehended by men “according to the different stages

of their development” (p. 22),

The author places the four varrim, the four purusharthas and the

four asramas schematically in this way :

—

^1) §udra—Artha (?)

—

Brahmachdri's asrama

(2) Vaisya—Kama (?)—Qrihastha

(3) Kshatriya—Dharma— Vanaprastha

(4) Brdhmaya—Mok^—Samnydsa

This, according to the author, shows that there is analogus four-fold

division of grades in the life of mankind as a whole, in the indivi-

dual’s life, and in the ends of life respectively. However, to the
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present writer at least, such compartmentalization appears not only

superficial, but even incorrect, as is indicated above by our interro-

gative marks into brackets !

The author rightly points out that varna is the ideal and theo-

retical picture of class based on dharma
;
and that ‘caste’ represents

the historical and social conditions not only in India but also else-

where (p. 51). The famous Purusha-Sukta hymn regarding the

origin of vanias from Purusha!s limbs considers society as a ‘physico-

psychic organism’—to use Giddings* expression 20—“a psychical

organism essentially, but with a physical basis”. It is an organiza-

tion as well, not merely an organism. Varna was no doubt based

on ‘work’, but not in the sense of occupation but in the sense of ‘a

social service resulting from individual inner development.” It

was certainly not based on birth, for ‘birth is difficult to be discrimi-

nated until action is shown’ {-Mbh. Vana. 180. 21 ffi). Part I of the

book is concluded with the following quotation from M. A. Venkata

Rao as summing up the Hindu social theory :

“ The physical basis of life referred to by artJia and kama is to

be sublimated in accordance with the principles of dJmrma. And
dharma or social righteousness includes two aspects : dsrania or the

duties flowing from the stages of life—youth, manhood, old age ;
and

varna or the duties flowing from one’s position in society as deter-

mined by karma and guna ( character ). Dharma is the principle of

synthesis linking the individual and society, time and eternity, for

it is the bridge that leads to mokm or absolute freedom of self-rea-

lization. The principle of dharma envisages the whole process of

the education of the spirit from the ‘ minimum ’ morality of bodily

control to realization of the dtman or sarvdtma-bhava (all-self-ness),

mediated in the central phase by social contribution.” ( p. 73 ).

Part n discusses varna theory in its manifold relations. Though

it supplied mainly an ideal form for the Hindu Society, yet it has

the universality of application, and was also upheld as an “ inter-

national ideal.” Parallels to such fourfold groups are found in

Iranian thought, in Abul Fazal’s work Ain-i-Akbari, in Plato, and

in the modern social theory of Adam Muller. It is such interna-

tional element in it that has enabled the Hindu,—as N. K. Dutt

and S. V. Ketkar have pointed out,—to keep “ a firm hold upon the

19. Cf. the remarks on p. 357.

20. F. H. Giddings : Principles of Sociology^ p. 420.

21. -In The Aryan Path, Vol. IV. p. 789,
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heterogeneous elements of Indian Population and its wonderful

power of absorbing alien races and cultures.” Indeed, the Hindu
admitted foreigners even into Brahrmna class provided they lived

according to its rules. It is in this way that too many foreigners—

'

the Chinese, the lonians or Greeks ( Yavanas ), Scythians ( ^aJcas)^

Tibetans, Burmese, Mongolians, Phoenicians, Egyptians, Arabs,

Jews, Romans, Abyssinians ( e. g. in Janjira) and Persians were

gradually entirely absorbed by the Hindus ( pp. 79-85 ).

‘Caste’ is opposed to such universal implication and is limited

by racial or provincial implication. In this sense, unhappily, castes

exist not only in India, but also all over the world.

Thus, dharrm has two aspects with reference to social classifica-

tion ; the first is the ethical, ideal aspect expressing itself in vavTjux

conception ; the second is the economic, political, racial, profes-

sional aspect expressing itself in caste. When the second aspect

began to predominate in man’s mind and social life, the first aspect

receded to the background, to the social unconscious, till ^ reaction

set in upraising the tendency of the first aspect. This reaction, in

India, says the author, has been represented by Mahatma Gandhi
today. There have been many other social evils also, introduced in

Hindu society, during the period when the second aspect of dharma

became predominant, e. g. Suttee, sinking of the woman’s status,

Parddh system, untouchability, etc.

The varva theory lays emphasis on social duties and not on

rights. When it refers to a hierarchy of classes, the principle of

‘ noblesse oblige ’— responsibilities attendant upon privileges—is

operative in it. The higher status is not identified with higher power,

pleasure or fame. The theory as referring to natural classes involves

the principle of ‘ openness as against the castes which are artificial

and involve a ‘ fenced-in-state ’ ( pp. 136-41 ).
“ Hierarchy is not

coercion
’’— the author quotes,22 —it is the law of the world struc-

tures. It is not a threat—but the call of the heart .... directing to-

wards the General Good. ” Insight into the real nature of ‘ hierar-

chy ’ or the sense of varna has to be won again,— “ only then can

the socializing forces of man be liberated more profusely and the

internal harmony of society improved ”
( pp. 150-52 ). The word

* hierarchy * has became unpopular because the actual social

hierarchy in most societies does not correspond to the natural

22. * From Hierarchy, 1931,
{Signs of Agni^Yoga), p. 5,
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hierarchy; if it did, then every individual would fall into his

proper place { ibid. ).

The varva theory does imply social inequality, but in the sense

that men are born with different capacities ; but it does not imply

spiritual or fundamental inequality. It thus implies a ' vertical
’

view but not a ‘ horizontal ’ division of society. The reference to

‘mixture of varnas' means the confusion resulting out of non-corres-

pondence between one’s natural or innate tendencies and the acti-

vities which he may be compelled to do owing to the social or poli-

tical or other circumstances. Though the theory stresses the intrin-

sic worth of the individual yet it is not an ‘ individualistic ’ theory,

for it is based on the determination of social benefit ( pp. 153-172 ).

The ‘ class ’ honour as expressed through varva does not depend

upon economic status or political power but upon intellectual in-

sight ; it is therefore, that a Brahmana who lacks both riches and

power, but possesses intellectual insight, is more honoured than

Eshatriya who possesses power or Vaisya who possesses riches. How-
ever, from the social point of view,—^which is the varna point.of view,

of course,—any kind of work is equally important, whether it is the

sweeper’s, the merchant’s, the soldier’s or of the research student.

The same author’s “The Human Family and India: The Reshaping

of Social Order"^^ covers, in brief compass, the same ground as is

covered in greater details in the preceding book. There is also an
attempt at a general application of the best principles of Hindu
social thought to some of the present day world problems.

Thoothi’s The Vaishyavas of Oujrat : A Study in Methods of

Jnvestigaiion of Social Phenomena^* is prifttarily an attempt at
“ applying and testing the Gcddesian theory and methods of the

investigation and interpretation of social phenomena ”
( Preface,

pp. X—xi ). It is a study of a specific region, in order to find out

how far man’s life and his habitat mutually affect each other, and
how far both of these are affected by native culture as well as the

strange culture which comes in contact with it. With this aim in

view, the author examines the peculiarities of Gujarat, its religious

organization, social organization, economic organization, and finally,

the literary and artistic reactions of the Vaishnava community,—for,

23. By O. B. Meei. pp. X7i + 171. Pub. D. B. Taraporewalla Sons & Oo.,

Bombay 1938.

24 By N. A. Tbootbi. pp. zvi + 489. Longmana, London and Bombay, 1935.
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“ Art Is not only a vital part of Dharma, but springs of necessity

from it, nourishes and is nourished by it” ( Preface, p, ix ). The whole

book is an extremely entertaining study, and is perhaps the first

attempt at studying sociologically a community of India from all

the so many inter-related and vitally interdependent points of view.

The present writer is not competent to judge fully the value of the

work so far as it specially investigates the problem of the

Vaishnavaite’s life and practices ; but, the early sections of the book

which relate to the general religious and social organizations, so far

as these are based on the Dharma-^astras, are relevant for our

purposes, and the findings therein apply generally to the whole of

Hindu social organization. I shall state these, as far as possible,

in the author’s own words.

According to the author, the Vedas depict human life as an at>

tempt to understand and determine the place of the forces of nature

with a view to the management and direction of human affairs, and

hence, human life is conceived therein as life of action.

As nature reveals its powers and attitudes ( in terms of change,

order and development ), man comes to realize their importance in

his life, and declares the glory of their strength and resourcefulness

in prayers, and praise. If we analyze these ( Vedic ) prayers and
rituals, they give us composite outlines of the science and philoso-

phy of nature, of man, and of the ultimate, as the seers of the Vedas

taught and practised ( p. 31 ).

“During the Vedic times, man found himself surrounded with the

myriad ways in which nature displays itself. He found out that

nature was like a double-edged sword : on the one hand it revealed

a kingdom of order and benignity ; and it was a reign of storm and
desrtuction on the other. He vaguely saw in nature certain unbend-

ing, inalienable and necessary elements that ruled the events and
course of his life. Realizing that ho had to deal with such power-

ful forces, he chose the line of least resistance in adjusting his

relations with them ; in praising their boons and in propitiating

their wrath he found out the way to victory in the course of action

in his life. So, along lines of co-operation he tried to define the

rdle of each of these in the active life of man. Pleasing them, prais-

ing them, behaving according to what ho considered were their

laws and their order, asking for their blessings, offering them the

very best he possessed, man found out the way of stabilizing human
existence.
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“So he felt called upon to deify the several forms of nature in his

prayers and hymns of praise. These deities came to be worshipped

at yajnas wherein, along with the repetition of prayers and the

singing of hymns, man oflfered the best he possessed ( e. g., milk,

butter, corn, fruits, cattle and other good things of life ) as dedica-

tion to the gods whose laws he yearned to understand and obey,

whose blessings he sought, whose mercy he prayed for, and whom he

thanked for the boons they were bestowing upon him. These offer-

ings of the very best of his possessions, and his prayers of supplica-

tion and thanksgiving, are indicative of a spirit of action modified

by a prayerful self-surrender, and consequent reliance on the good

will of the gods to worship whom he undertook to perform the Yajna.

Therefore all work, all the affairs of human life—personal, social,

occupational, economic—began with some dedicatory rites which

'invoked the aid, good will and the blessings of the gods. In fact

the success or failure of any human undertaking depended not upon

human will, expectations, or hopes, but upon the will of the gods.

Agrii, the god of fire, was the keeper of the home ; Agni interpreted

to .man the will of the gods. And Agni carried the prayers of the

,

devoted to the gods. Fire was therefore kept burning day and night

in the home, it was worshipped daily ; and, for all practical pur-

poses, life at home was ruled by the sanctity and reverence that

gathered round the fire-place. In this sense, human life and the

things thereof were regarded as dedications to the service of the

gods ; and the Yajna, its rituals and its hymns are symbolic of a life

of action—of work and deeds—on the part of man in a spirit of

dedication and self-surrender, thus revealing the realization by man
of his natural and active r61e for the further unfolding of the divine

scheme of the universe. And so, ravages to man’s life by nature’s

violence were usually connected with the wrath of the gods due to

man’s waywardness, wrong doing and sin, by his not conducting

himself according to the will of the gods.

“In this process of deifying the power of nature, and wisely

adjusting the tenor of his life in their midst, uniformities and other

secrets of nature were revealed to man in terms of* Vritta and

Dharmq,, the very essence and embodiment of whose nature was

declared as manifest in the Brahman, ‘ the one and only truth which

the wise describe in many ways.* ’’
( pp. 31-33 ).

This natural and simple life of action and devotion round

Yajflas developed into a more speculative attitude which sought to

examine the inner nature of things, leading, gradually, towards a
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more and more rational and systematic understanding and intepre-

tation of natural phenomena, of life and of the conduct of life,

—

through the Safnhitda^ the Aranyakas, the Upani^mls, etc. In this

manner, came the six Veddhgas, viz. the sciences of phonetics,

meter, grammar, etymology, religious rites and duties ( KcUpa ) and

and their proper seasons ( Jyotim and the four Upavedas viz. the

sciences of medicine (Ayur-Veda\ of military training (Dhanur-veda),

of music ( Gandharva- Veda) and of mechanics ( Sthapatya- Veda ). Of
these, the Kalpa sciences farther developed into ^rauta-sutras which

concern themselves with the various functions connected with

yajnas of a public nature, the Grihya-sutras which prescribe

the personal and domestic life of householders, and the

Dliarma-sutras which describe and regulate the life and conduct of

man as a member of a community.

Besides thus manifesting itself in these two aspects of a life of

activity (karma) and of speculation (jndna), the Vedic tradition

also revealed itself in a third aspect, viz, of devotion to the divine

( bhaJdi ), and prayer and attitude of self-surrender to him. Yajfia

itself originated from and also later developed and rationalized into

such an attitude of self-surrender and self-sacrifice ; and the three

aspects of life later developed into the three ‘ ways ’
( mdrgas

)

or

three kinds of yajnas as instrumental to final salvation of maa
( Hence the names

—

karrna-rmrga or karma-yajna
; jnana-marga or

jfidna-yajna ; and hhakti’^mdrga. or hhakti’-yajna ).

Dharma has been used to imply many things by the Hindu :

Karma and DJtarim are seen as two interdependent forces

which guide the destinies of human existence, and settle

the meaning of life for man; Dharma reveals certain condi-

tions of the inner nature within each one of us in accordance with

which the individual is called upon to evolve towards perfection

in terms of action and behaviour that mould his relations with the

outside world. Dharma is thus not concerned with the outside order

of things ;
it is concerned with the very inmost nature, condition

and law of our being ( pp. 42-43 ).

The ^rauta—
, Orihya

—
•,
and Dharma-Sutras together restate the

laws of yajna in terms of different karmas and dharmas. The Puru-
shdrthas of Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha are the four elemental

factors governing man’s existence, in the midst [of which he has
to adjust the course of his life. And how to marine this is taught
by the three groups of the Sutras.
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"Hinduism teaches that each one of us is born to achieve

Moksha, that is salvation. Life is therefore the struggle of Dharma
in terms of Artha and Rama to achieve this end. Dharma therefore

‘seeks to cooperate with Artha and Kama to achieve the final end of

•existence viz. Moksha.

“Now Artha and Kama are born of the very nature of man, abun-

dantly given by the very birth and what it brings in its train of

the material, social and bodily heritage. And Dharma is also

born simultaneously
; but in lesser measure, perhaps as natural

instinct. It is to be discerned in the cultural heritage of the people

as manifest in their personal character, beliefs and their way of

life, for they are supposed to use these Dharmas as the motive and
guiding power of their life of Artha and Kama, helping them
to achieve the great end of their existence, that is to say,

Moksha.

“ Really speaking, these four principles that govern man’s

life are not so mutually exclusive
;
they are interdependent factors

that work together whether man will it or not ;
and they should

co-operate in order that the individual may be enabled to bring forth

the fullness of his powers at any stage of his development, if man
only gives to each its due place and expression in his life. If

this is done, the equilibrium and harmony of his personal evolution

will be secured, and if, along with and in virtue of these, man
observes the laws of Forria, the equilibrium of social life must also

follow” (pp. 45-46).

"Dharma is that which makes things what they are. Therefore

Dharma means the nature of things. Thus in India, as in Greece,

the attempt is made to turn the natural into the ideal. This works

on the assumption that the ideal or normal is deducible from the

actual. And it implies that man has a stable nature, and that it is

teleological and capable of indicating the course he ought to follow.

"In a larger sense, then, the theory of Dharma endeavours to

relate everything in the universe in terms of a principle. In the

narrower sense, Dharma refers to a system of ideal relations of man
with the rest of the universe (seen and unseen), and to man’s

individual and social conduct in life. Thus the search for the

harmony of the inner with the outer, and of the outer with the inner

of human conduct is the theme of Dharma.

“To summarize, then: Dharma seeks to give a programme of life

for the individual, for the social, religious, and other groups, in
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relation to each other, such as would make the best possible mani-

festation of life probable and even real. Out of the variety in

which life may and can express itself, rather than letting man live

somehow in any direction that may lead anywhere, Dharrm sets the

direction which the best in out midst, in ages past and now, have

taught man to follow, and seek thus the way towards perfection.

Thus Dharrm becomes the instrument for the fulfilment of life in

terms of social, religious and economic organization and control. In

terms like these Dharma records the traditional sanctions of a

socio-religious nature, wherein the material and cultural heritage

from experience, history, tradition and usage, are gathered into one

focus. In yet another sense, Dharrm may be said to be a search for

the solution of the problem of human relations in terms of human
freedom, or of the problem of human freedom in terms of social

relations with reference to the ideals of life. If Dharrm concerns

itself with the loyalties of personal, social, economic and spiritual

relations that bind man to each of them, and to all of them as a

related whole, Dharrm concerns itself with the theory and practice

of the right and the just in human affairs.

“We hope these attempts at defining Dharrm sufficiently justify

our attitude that Dharrm is a search, however elusive, to shape

the Natural in terms of the Ideal, and to deduce the Ideal from the

Natural. Thus, in infinite series of such adjustments through ages

of human endeavour, man hopes to be enabled ultimately to find out

the laws of the harmony between the actual and the ideal that may
bring forth that prefection of human existence which is prayed for

by prophets and sages in terms like, ‘ Thy Kingdom come. Thy will

be done on earth as it is in heaven.
’ ”

( pp. 63-63. )

,

In his Annihilation of Caste'^^ Ambedkar has narrated his “ tale

of the sad effects which caste has produced ”
( p. 38 ). Caste sys-

tem is not only a division of labour but also an unnatural division

of labours into water-tight compartments which is not based on

natural aptitudes and choice, leading to a stratification of occupa-

tions which is positively pernicious, involves a false hierarchy of

status, and subordinates man’s natural powers and inclinations to

the exigencies of social rules ( pp. 20-22 ). Nor has it served to

maintain the purity of the race, for there is no pure race anywhere

25. By B. B, Ambedkar, pp« xi f 82 i 29. 1937, Publisher's name not given.
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today. A society to be progressive cannot depend upon such anti-

social foundations ; it must seek the foundations in liberty, equality

and fraternity ( p. 38 ). There are reformers in India who want to

return to the old ideal of Chaturvarnya which is not based on birth

but on worth ( guna ). But then, why insist upon these old lables

of Brahmana, Kshatriya, etc. ? These names are associated with

certain notions and sentiments, and their continuance is bound to

come in the way of unlearning and forgetting the caste system

( pp, 41-42 ).

Besides, Chaturvarnya is impracticable as a system of social

organization, is harmful and has turned out to be a miserable

failure. “ The principle underlying caste ” is not only “ fundamen-

tally different from the principle underlying varva but they are

also fundamentally opposed ”
( pp. 42-43 ). If this is so, then how

are we going to reduce the four tthousand castes already based on

birth into the four varnas ? So again, is it possible to classify men
just into these four “ sharply marked off classes ” ?—asks this author

( pp. 43-44 ). But, we may interrupt here, the varnas are not supposed

to be sharply marked off classes but broad divisions into which any
society may be conveniently classified mthmU\implying any barriers in

the way of transition from one class to another.

A third difficulty, proceeds the author, is that of maintaining

the Chaturvarnya system without a penal system against the trans-

gression of its rules. And the fourth difficulty is the classification

of women into this system. “ Given these difficulties,” says the

author “ I think no one except a congenital idiot could hope and
believe in a successful regeneration of the Chaturvarnya ”

( p. 46 ) 1

Discussing the remedies against the caste-evil, the author says

that to abolish the sub-castes might only strengthen and solidify

the caste, and these castes may not be further enabled to dissolve

themselves into one group. Inter-dining too is not a far-reaching

remedy, for already there are many castes who inter-dine without

abolishing their caste-feeling. The only real remedy is inter-mar-

riage. But then, why is this remedy not being accepted by the

Hindus ? Merely because they are deeply religious, because they

revere their SSstras as sacred, and these have inculcated the deep-

rooted notions of caste in their minds. Hence, the really effective

remedy whuld be to destroy the belief in the sanctity of the Nostras

( pp. 57-59 ). .. ...
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However, in Hindudom, realization of such principles of reform

is impossible, the author opines. The Hindu is not open to reason,

is not free to follow his reason. According to Manu, “ there is no

place for reason to play its part ” in such matters for the Hindu,

because, he must follow the three sanctions of veda, smtH and sada-

cdra. ( vedah smrtih sadacdrah svasya ca priyatimtmanah

)

( p. 67 ).

It is not understandable v/hy the author here omits the mention

of the last sanction, viz. svasya ca priyam dtmanah. The author

further supports his assertion by the following ilokas :

II

3^ «i4s I

arifni^l^r^ ffffsqrFi ii

FPi^r: ^ rfuiFigT f| fn; ii

fi?T4i4'T^'T?n H ?n ?rT ii

These slokfis, according to him, are enough to prove that a
Hindu “ is not free to use his reasoning faculty ”

( pp. 67-68 ).

Though Manu gives sadacara a higher place as a sanction than even
the sUstras, it does not mean right and good acts, but ancient cus-

tom, good or bad. To prove this, the following verse is cited

:

i%c5 Hqqf ii

Hence, no good reform against caste is possible, proceeds the

author, unless the religion of the srutis and the smriis itself is

destroyed ( pp. 70-71 ). We have only to remark here that no

dispassionate study of the real merit and value of the sastras could

rest itself on such stray citations taken out of their context, without

carefully and thoroughly considering the whole of the topic and the

whole of the subject matter under discussion of the sastras.

47
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The present writer’s book on Hindu Social Institutiom with refer-

ence to their Psychological Implicaiiom?^ is a socio-psyohological

study, and looks at the Hindu institutions from the ideological

and valuational point of view. More than in any other peoples,

ideas of the nature of here and hereafter are at the basis of Hindu
institutions, and so, they must be understood and evaluated in the

light of and in relation to such fundamental conceptions. All the

different kinds of dharmas, the asrama and the varya scheme, the

various institutions like education, marriage, family, etc, are

devised by the Hindu with such fundamental conceptions in view.

And these conceptions are concerned with the training of the indivi-

dual self through successive stages towards the end of self-lessnes,

MukH, liberation, or whatever other name may be given to it.

JisraTno-institutions provide primarily for the nurture, the schooling,

the psychological development, and the varna institution provides

primarily for the nature, the given, the biological characteristics, of

man. And it is through such psycho-biological channels and their

proper adjustment that the individual is sought to be moulded into a

more and more moral ( Dhdrtnika ) personality and is then able to

reach the final aim or achivement or purpose for which all life is

meant, and for which it is but an instrument. All the major social

institutions are analyzed in the book and attempt is made to show
that through all of them and through the numerous and meticulous

details of their schemes, such a central theme pervades.

Though my Two Lectures on Hindu Social Institutions

generally maintains, in outline, the same thesis as above, the

approach to the subject is quite different here. The essential

features of social institutions in general are first analyzed, and

attempt is made to convey-particularly to the enthusiastic social

reformer— how it is imperative for him to be extremely cautious,

deliberative, and far-sighted in his task, how it is necessary to

distinguish between real reform and psudo-reforra which is but

another name for a cry for a ‘ change, ’ and to probe deep into the

roots of the origin, development and structure of any institution in

order to be able to judge and decide if and what change would mean
real reform and what would not.

26. By P. Valavalkar. pp. xxii -i- zvii -h 388 ; Longmans, London and
Bombay, 1939.

27. Delivered at the invitation of Baroda Government, in January-February,

1942. Pub*, by Baroda Government, 1942.
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Apte’s Social and Religious Life in the Orihya Sutras^^ gives a

picture of the Hindu society between 2500 B. C.—200 B. C., as

gathered from the original Sanskrit sources, and arranged systema-

tically under the following topics :— caste-system, marriage and
family, political life, dress, customs, superstitions, manners and
morals, amusements and entertainments, food and drink, trade and
commerce, ancient house-building, flora and fauna, health and sani*-

tation, astronomy and astrology, education, religion, rituals for the

dead, and finally, general outlook on life. In addition, each topic is

supplemented by a brief review of Vedic times for a ready compa-

rison, and also an appendix of 15 pages on social conditions in

Avestan Literature at the end of the book. Each topic is

divided into several sub-headings under which the several social

practices are grouped. As has been aptly remarked in the Foreword

to the book by R. D. Karmarkar : “It is only recently that Sociology,

as a science for study, has come into its own and projects are being

set on foot for sociological surveys of different regions or races. But
such surveys seem to have been carried out in India at least 2000

years ago ! For, after all, what are the Orihya Sutras of the different

Sdklids but the sociological surveys of their respective sects ?
”

All this data must be studied, interpreted and evaluated from

the modern sociological point of view, and for such a purpose, the

book will serve as a valuable basis or data to the student trained in

the sociological method.

Asramas-Past and PresenP^ by P. Chenchiah and others is

Concerned with the problem of fusion between the ancient

Hindu ideals of J[smma-especially the Vanapra^tha-asrarm-SiXid

the true Christian spirit of service and sacrifice. “ There is

a danger of our making bonfire of the past, good and bad, much
to our detriment, ”—the authors have rightly protested. They
strongly plead for the revival of Asramas “ in the interest

of national growth and prosperity”. The authors seem to confuse,

however, the varna theory with the modern caste groups and there-

fore are led to condemn varnas. Only one of the authors at one place

28. By V. M. Apte, pp. xxxix + 340. Pub. by the Author, Gujarat College,

Ahmedabad. 1940,

29. By P» Chenchiah, V. Chakkarai and A. N. Sundarisanam, pp, xvi + 327.

Indian Christian Book Club ; Kilpauk. Ko date.
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seems to recognize the distinction when he admits that "original

caste had not much resemblance to its modern descendant...was not

originally a petrified segregation of groups but a functional division

of society...” (p. 39). That '"airama affords a natural meeting place,

a medium of exchange, for sincere aspirants” amongst the Hindus as

well as the Christians, is exemplified by a description of several

Christian Asrainas in this book.

It is gratifying to note that considerable interest is being shown
in Hindu social thought in the West, as is evinced by the works of

Urwick and Mees above ; at the same time, it is painful to see that

some of the veterans there do not yet care to look at the more pro-

found studies on the subject, and betray a lack of sounder informa-

tion which is now readily available, not only when they occasionally

or in passing refer to Indian thought—as in the case of Briffault^^-

but even when they propose to make a special study of it or write on

it. Hertzler’s SociaZ Thought o/ZAe and V^iese-*

Beckers’ Systematic Sociologtj^^oem to be suffering to some extent

from such shortcoming. Social Thought refers to none of the works

we have discussed in this essay and published before its appearance,

—

neither in the text nor in the bibliography—excepting that of

Motwani-probably because this work was prepared in an American
University 1 Systematic Sociology refers to Dharrm as a rigid social

principle according to which "members of asocial system it regulates

are not assigned their functions and positions through comparison

of their abilities and achievements with those of other members (as

in the case of experimental competition), but on the contrary, in

which functions and positions are predetermined by an established

rule” (p. 258). There is no need to comment on this in view of what

30. Robert Brleffault, in his essay on ** Sex in Religion '* in Sex and

Civilization ( Ed. by Calverton and Schmalhausen ) refers to India as a place
** where harvest festival is a signal for a general license as a matter of

absolute necessity men cast aside conventions and women all modesty and
complete liberty is given to girls, ...” etc. For more examples, see my Hindu
Social Institutions, pp. 143-6.

31. By J. 0. Hertzler. pp. 409. The Ch. on 'Indian Social Thought' covers 32

pages, Mclyraw-Hill, New York, 1936.

32. Based on Beziehungslehere (1924) and Gehildelekre (1929), of

Leopold von Wiese
( of the University of Cologne ) . Adapted and Amplified by

Howard Becker, pp. 772. John Wiley, New York, 1932.
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has been said about the flexibility of Dharrm by several scholars

who have made a special study of the concept and its content as

noticed above. Bogardus’s The Development of Social Thought
gives a very brief but fair summary of early Indian thought (pp.

37-47).

We have now reached the end of our survey. During the course

of our rapid journey through the investigations and findings of

different scholars, we have encountered a variety of opinions, some

of which are even opposed to each other. I have deliberately limited

my own comments and criticisms on these to only brief and

suggestive remarks, either allowing each scholar to speak for

himself or otherwise trying to represent his views as faithfully as I

could. I have not tried to pass judgment as to which of these views

is acceptable or unacceptable, or more or less so, but have left the

reader to judge and decide this for himself. And, I hope, he has

sufficient material before him to come to such a decision of com-

parative values.

Note : I have come across the following titles of books, publi-

shed during the period under consideration, in the course of my
investigations for this survey, but have not been able to find them
in any of the libraries in Bombay or Poona, and so could not notice

them in the survey :

—

Ghose Aurobindo : The Psychology of Social Development

(no date)

Mavalankar, S. K. : Castes in India. 1930.

Narasu, P. L. : A Study of Caste. 1923,

Rao, 0. Hayavadana: Indian Caste System: A Study. 1934.

Devi, Aksaya Kumari : The Fundamentals of Hindu
Sociology.

Valuable research in Hindu social thought is being carried out

in the Sociology Department of the Bombay University. For
instance, the research studies like those on Hindu Kinship by K. M.
Eapadia, or The Hindu View of War by M. V, Moorthy, carried out

S3. By E. S. Bogardus. pp. 564. Longmans, New York and London, 1940.
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in that Department, would have been of interest for us. But, td

include these unpub lished works in the Survey would have been

unfair to similar studies which must have been completed in other

Universities like Lucknow, Calcutta or Mysore, and so, I had to

omit them.

So also, in view of the short time and also space at my
disposal, I could not take notice of the literature on the subject which

has been published in the various periodicals, and therefore is

scattered; nor could I undertake to discuss the indirect contribution

to our subject contained in works like P. V. Kane’s “History of
Bharma-Sastras" for the same reasons.

Bombay, May 1942.



INDIAN PHILOSOPHY : A SURVEY
( 1917

-1943 )

By

P. T. RAJU

I

The term Indian .Philosophy has so long been used in a narrow

meaning and covers only the philosophical systems of our ancients.

All new attempts at philosophical construction have practically been

ignored and their results dubbed as Western philosophy or as fanta-

stic. In consequence Indian philosophy has been denied its natural

progress, and there are scholars who find it inconceivable that Indian

philosophy can have any further development. The fact is over-

looked that every philosophical system, however logical a construc-

tion it may be, not only reflects its cultural surroundings and the

outlook of the people but is more or less their result. As these

change, the philosophy of the people also progresses. It is not

absolutely untrue that every civilization has its own logic so that,

however objective our logic may appear, ultimately when higher

and deeper questions are raised, it will be discovered to belong, in a

very important sense, to a particular time and place. Consequently

when philosophical progress is admitted, it is incumbent on us to

treat every new philosophy that appears in India as forming part

of Indian philosophy.

Besides, all our philosophical research becomes aimless when the

fact and necessity of this progress is not recognised. If the aim of

our research is to know what our ancients said about the world, then

our interest is only antiquarian ; and what we study will have to

be treated as unconnected with our lives. The answer may be that

our ancient philosophy had an other-worldly aim and that the nature

of the other world remains the same for ever. But then our philo-

sophy would have no interest for those who do not believe in the

other world. Further, the assumption would be that philosophy

is always other-worldly, which it is not. And the question still

remains whether we are to include or not in Indian philosophy the

philosophical speculations which may appear in the future.

One peculiar result of this attitude is that every Sanskrit

I’andit is here regarded a.s a philosopher. But we should remember
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that every Greek and German scholar is not a philosopher and simi-

larly every Sanskrit scholar is not one.' It is true that, Sanskrit being

a dead language, a good deal more knowledge of the language is

required for the understanding of Sanskrit philosophical texts than

of English for the understanding of English philosophy. But this

admission does not imply that every Sanskrit scholar without the

necessary training in philosophical thinking can be a philosopher.

And training is needed not only in Sanskrit philosophy but also in

the European. It will not do if one knows a little about Berkeley’s

Principles or Spinoza’s Substance. A more systematic training is

necessary before India can produce many philosophers who can rank

with the greatest intellects of the West. Apart from the question

of producing new systems, even in interpreting our ancient thought

a good knowledge of Western philosophy is necessary. If we do not

foj^et the function of apperception in understanding and conse-

quently that to understand is to interpret, if we bear in mind that

our modern outlook is deeply enough penetrated by Western

thought, we will not undervalue the importance of a good disci-

pline in Western thought before the interpretation of Indian thought

is attempted.

We can easily see why the modern interpreter of Indian thought

is not at all in an enviable position. He is criticised by those not

initiated into Western thought as misinterpreting the Indian. In

the majority of the cases these critics possess peculiar notions about

Western philosophy and their knowledge of the same is derived

from half-understood clues and catchwords. Afraid of such criti-

cisms some do not attempt interpretations but expositions which are

not far better than translations of important passages from Sanskrit

works brought together by means of connecting sentences. But the

understanding of such works is as difficult ^s that of the originals

and they do not help the student of philosophy much.

One peculiar line of philosophical interpretation followed by

Sanskrit scholars is the use of the historical method. So far as the

tracing of the cultural growth and the development of philosophical

concepts is concerned, it is a very useful method. But in under-

standing any philosophy as 'a system it has definite drawbacks.

What is wanted in systematic understanding is the knowledge of the

logical interconnections between the concepts used in a system and
not the phases of meaning through which the word or concept has
passed. When a philosopher uses a concept he does not necessarily

use it in its etymological meaning. Commentators on Sanskrit
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pTiilosopWcal texts often discuss tlie derivations of words
;
but there

are some terms which are partbhd^ha or technical, the meaning of

which is fixed. Even in the case of ordinary words where deriva-

tions are discussed each commentator gives his own derivations and
they become so many and sometimes so fantastic that it seems safer

to take the word in the meaning which fits the system.

This general trend of philosophical activity seems thus to start

with the assumption that Indian philosophy means the philosophy

produced in India before the 16th century A. D. But if in interpret-

ing this activity it is to be understood as having some deeper pur-

pose, it should be interpreted as leading up to and culminating in

the philosophical thought of the contemporary thinkers. Hence no

survey of Indian philosophy would be complete unless contemporary

thinkers who have trodden somewhat new paths are also included.

Naturally all new speculations outside India cannot be Indian

philosophy. There can be only Western scholars of Indian thought,

whether ancient or modern.

n

Contemporary work^ on Indian thought may be roughly classed

into five kinds. First, there is the work done by scholars like Sir

Ganganatha Jha, Mm. Gopinath Kaviraj and others, who advo-

cate more or less literal translation. Even in this translation they

are so scrupulous as to sacrifice, if necessary, idiom and beauty of

language to precision in meaning. They have very cogent reasons

on their side. For instance a sentence like Knowledge has the

power to reveal ultimate truth ” may have nothing ambiguous or

intriguing in meaning to a student unacquainted with Indian philo-

sophy. For him it means simply that knowledge reveals ultimate

truth. But to a student acquainted with Indian thought the mean-

ing is not so simple, ^kti, power or energy, is a distinct category

in some of the Indian systems ; and the way the idea is expressed

may convey the meaning that ^kti or power, which is one entity,

resides in knowledge, which is another entity. The problem of the

relation between sakti and its possessor has been the battle ground

of Indian philosophers like the Naiyayikas and the Mlmaihsakas,

the former maintaining that they are the same and the latter that

1 This section is adopted from the author's Idealistic Thought of India ( to

be published).

48
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they are different. And the writer who unwarily uses the above ex-

pression is suspected of having misunderstood Indian thought. Much
therefore can be said in favour of the kind of work done by these

scholars. They are less in favour of interpretation than transla-

tion. But as translation is not unoften interpretation, they try to

be so literal that it sometimes becomes difficult to understand with-

out the aid of the original texts.

The second kind of work is that done by Dr. S. N. Dasgupta.

He is in favour of simple exposition, but hesitates to draw compari-

sons between Indian and European philosophers, lest he might

misinterpret the former. But in expounding the Indian systems he

follows so closely the method of the original text that the ideas in the

garb of the English language some times appear strange. Unless one

is aquainted with the original texts also one cannot well appreciate

the importance of the ideas as expounded by Dr. Dasgupta. Modern
students of philosophy often miss their real significance as the

systems expounded are not recast in forms that are more familiar.

So far as the contention of the previous group of workers is con-

cerned, Dr. Dasgupta’s work is not completely inoccuous and invul-

nerable. For even the slightest freedom in the use of language

may lead to ambiguities and misinterpretations. But yet his

writings appear familiar to those who are aquainted with the ori-

ginal texts of Indian philosophy and not with the European. They

only feel that they are within their own element and at home. But
they miss much that is of importance with reference to Western

philosophical thought.

Professor Radhakrishnan boldly institutes comparisons between

Indian and European philosophers and brings to the forefront the

significance of Indian philosophical concepts with reference to the

Western. Some of the orthodox readers may^eel something alien in

his writings
;
but students of pure philosophy, who are not mere

scholars but have undergone training in philosophical thinking, feel

more at home in them than in those of Dr. Dasgupta.

The fourth kind of work is that done by some like K. C. Bhatta-

charya. They do not pretend to expound any Indian system. They
reach its results in their way. And they hesitate to reveal their

connections with any ancient system. Such work shows origina-

lity ;
it reveals a line of reasoning in the complex structure of

thought. Of course it bears marks of the influence of both Eastern

and Western thought. But its connections with ancient philosophy
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Appear meagre. Perhaps the reason for the adoption by these

writers of this method is the fear that they might be blamed for

misinterpreting Indian philosophy by reading their own thought in-

to it. And so they claim no connection with it except in results.

There are some writers whose acquaintance with European

thought is greater than with the Indian. Professor Hiralal Haidar,

for instance, is a well-known student of Western Idealism and claims

little acquaintance with the Indian. So far as the development out

of ancient Indian thought is concerned, such writers may not play

a direct part. But their teachings may have an indirect influence

by giving to the student a peculiar turn in thinking.

Leaving out thinkers like Dr. Haidar who claims no acquain-

tance with Indian philosophy and Professor E.C. Bhattacharya who
does not claim any connection with it except in results, the differ-

ence between the other three groups is one of degree rather than

of kind. First, translation, however literal it may be, is the

expression of ideas in a different tongue. If we remember

that language has a growth and that words carry in their mean-
ing sometimes the different changes in connotation which the

ideas have undergone, we see that translation can only be

slightly different from interpretation. How far is it safe, for

instance, to translate the word abhava by the word negation or subla-

tion ? The English word has been used in varying significance

;

sometimes it means the contradictory, sometimes the contrary,

sometimes only the different, and at other times transformation

of something into another or of the lower into the higher. Similarly

how is the word jadadravija to be translated ? Is it to be translated

by the word matter or material substance ? Both matter and sub-

stance have been used in different connotations. Of late matter- is

not regarded as substance but as energy that follows certain laws ;

and some are disposed to think of it even as conscious. The defini-

tion of substance as given by Spinoza, for instance, may not be

acceptable to the Naiyayikas. What then is the translator to do ?

Is not a translation as prone to mislead as an interpretation ? Just

as a transliterator gives in the beginning of his work the meaning
of the diacritical marks he uses, a translator will have to give

the exact meanings of the English terms he adopts. For thji§.:purpose

he has to study English philosophy, know the varied meahings

which the philosophical terms possess, and then point out the sense

in which the word is used in the system. But how is this kind of

work different fropi interpretation ? If a translator is to be unambi-
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guous and clear he is to be an interpreter as well. Only, the lattef

is more systematic and thorough in his interpretation. Comparisons

have to be drawn to show the slight shades of difference in meaning.
In the development of any system of thought the procedure always
takes the form of an exaniination of the interconnections between

ideas ; and this task might have been carried to greater lengths in

some systems than in others with reference to certain concepts.

Hence in some systems the same term may have more connotation

than in others. So neither translation nor simple exposition can in

truth exclude comparison. It may not be explicitly made, but it

must have been tacitly understood. But unless explicitly made the

ideas cannot be clear.

m
The most important part of the philosophical research done in the

world since 1917 in Indian philosophy is that on Buddhism. The help

given to it by the Russian and other European Governments and the

Governments of Buddhist nations of Asia has enabled scholars to

bring to light vast hidden treasures of Buddhist literature from far off

Mongolia to Annam. Some of the names that stand out foremost

among scholars of Buddhism are those of la Valle Poussin, Th.

Stcherbatsky, Mr. and Mrs. Rhys Davids, B. C. Law, G, Tucci,

D. T. Suzuki, Max Walleser and S. Levi. And the most important

series in which Buddhist works have been published are the Pali

Text Society, Simon Hemavitarene Bequest Publications, The Sacred

Books of the Buddhists and the Bibliotheca Buddhica. Some works

are published in the Gaekwad Oriental Series and the Harvard

Oriental Series. There are many works not included in these series,

a list of some of which is given below.

G, K. Nariman ; Literary History of Sanskrit Buddhism,

Bombay, 1920,

P. V, Bapat : The Suttanipata, Poona, 1920.

B. C. Law : Buddhist Studies, Calcutta, 1931.

D. T. Suzuki : Zen Buddhism and its Influence on Japanese

Culture.

la Vallee Poussin : L’Abhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, Paris,

1923.

B, C. Law : The Life and Work of Buddhaghosa, Calcutta, 1930.
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Mrs. tthys Davids : A Buddhist Manual ofPsychological Ethics.

London, 1923.

Magdalene and Wilhelm Geiger : Pali Dhamma, Miinchen, 1921

K. J. Saunders : Gotama Buddha, Oxford, 1922.

R. Otto Franke : Dhamma Worte, Jena, 1923.

A Gawrouski : Studies about the Sanskrit Buddhist Literature,

Krakowie, 1919.

Karl E. Newmann : Lieder der Monche und Nonnen Gotamo
Buddhos, Munchen, 1923.

J. E. Carpenter : Buddhism and Cliristianity, London, 1923.

Richard Schmidt : Der Eintritt in den Wandel in Erleuchtung

( Bodhicharyavatara ), Paderborn, 1923.

Th. Stcherbatsky : The Central Conception of Buddhism,
London, 1924.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : Buddhist Psychology, London, 1924.

Fr. Weller : Der Chinesisohe Dharmasangraha, Leipzig, 1923.

G, Tuoci : Saptaoatikaprajnaparamita, Roma, 1923.

: Studio Comparitivo fra le tre Versioni Cinesi e il

Testo Sanscrite del 1 C 2 Capitolo del Lahkavatara,

Roma, 1923.

K. J. Saunders : Buddhism and Buddhist in Southern Asia,

New York, 1923.

von H. Beckh : Buddhismus, Berlin, 1923.

B. C. Law : The Buddhist Conception of Spirits, Calcutta, 1923.

B. M. Barua : The Ajivikas, Calcutta, 1920.

: Prolegomena to a History of Buddhist Philosb-

phy, Calcutta, 1918.

K. J. Saunders : Epochs in Buddhist History, Chicago, 1924.

E. W. Burlingame : Buddhist Legends, Cambridge, Mass., 1921.

: Buddhist Parables, New Haven, 1922.

H. Gunter : Buddha in den abendlandischen Legenden, Leip-

zig, 1922.

J. Charpentier : The Uttaradhyayanasutra, London, 1921.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : Tikapattana of the Abhidhammapitaka,
London, 1923.

A. B. Keith : Buddhist Philosophy in India and Ceylon,
Oxford, 1927.

Paul Dahlke : Buddhismus als Religion und Moral, Munchen.
G. Grimm : Die Wissenschaft des Buddhismus, Leipzig.

E. Leumann : Buddha and Mahavira, Munich.
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W. M. McGovern : A. Manual of Buddhist Philosophy, London,

1923.

Bunyio Nanjio: The Lahkavatara Sutra, Kyoto, 1923.

A. Karpeles : Les Questions de Milinda, Paris, 1923.

Mr. and Mrs. Khys Davids : Dialogues of the Buddha, London,

1921.

Prince Vijiriyaya, issued by : Buddhaghosa’s Commentaries on

Four Nikayas of Suttantapitaka

(1) SumahgalavilasinI Digghani-

kayatthakatha (2) Papancha-

sudani Majjhimanikayatthakatha

(3) SaratthapakasinI Samyuttani-

kayatthakatha (4) Manoratha-

purani Anguttaranikayatthakatha,

1921.

C. Bendall and W. H. D. Rouse : Santideya. Sikshasamuccaya,

London, 1922.

August Karl Reischauer : Studies in Japanese Buddhism, New
York, 1917.

L. Hodons : Buddhism and Buddhists in China, New York, 1924.

Th. Stcherbatsky : The Soul Theory of the Buddhists, Petrograd,

1920.

G. Cognola : Dialoghi del Re Milinda, Milano, 1923.

F. Max Muller : Dhammapada, Oxford, 1924.

B. C. Law : Heaven and Hell in Buddhist Perspective,

Calcutta, 1925.

• T. W. Rhys Davids : Buddhist Birth Stories, London, 1922.

S. Levi : Saddharma Pundarika, Paris, 1925.

Max Walleser : Die buddhistische Philosophie in ihrer

geschichtlichen Entwicklung, Heidelberg, 1925.

M. Winternitz : Die Vratyas, Neubiberg,*l925.

F. L. Woodward’: Some Mayings of Buddha, London, 1925.

A. D. Jayasundere : The Book of Numerical Sayings, Madras,
1925.

Lord Chalmers : Further Dialogues of the Buddha, London, 1926.

Giuseppe De Lorenzo.: India e Buddhismo Antico, Bari, 1926.

Nalinaksha Datta : Early History of the Spread of Buddhism
and the Buddhist Schools, London, 1925.

M. Walleser : Ga las hjigs med. Die tibetische Version von
Nagarjuna’s Kommentar Akutobhaya zur

Madhyamika Karika.

P. Shaeffer : Yukti-sastika, die 60 S^tze der Negativismus.
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M. Walleser : Spraohe u. Heimat d. Pali-Kanons.

S.J. Aung and M. Walleser: Dogmatic d. modernen Budlichen

Buddhismus"
D. Rosenberg : Die Weltanschauung d. modernen Buddhismus

in fernen Osten.

Jiryo Masuda: Der'individualistische Idealismus der Yogachara
Sohule, Heidelberg, 1923-6.

S. Tachibana : The Ethics of Buddhism, London, 1926.

C. Formichi : II pensiero religioso nelT India prima del Buddha,
Bologna, 1925.

S. Levi : Vijnaptimatratasiddhi, Paris, 1925.

A. Hillebrandt : Buddhas Leben and Lehre, Berlin, 1925.

Johannes Rahder: Dasabhumikasutra, Louvain, 1926.

la Vallee Poussin : La Morale Bouddhique, Paris, 1927.

E. J . Thomas : The Life of Buddha in Legend and History
London, 1927.

M. Walleser : Die Sekten des alten Buddhismus, Heidelberg, 1927.

G. Tucoi : II Buddhismo, Foligno, 1926.

Th. Stcherbatsky : The Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, Lenin-
grad, 1927.

La Thcorie la Connaissance et la Logique chez les Buddhi-
stes Tardiss, Paris, 1926.

H. N. Randle : Fragments from Dihnaga, London, 1926.

P. Dahlke : Buddhism and its Place in the Mental Life of

Mankind, London, 1927.

B. B. Bidyabinod ; Fragment of a Prajnaptimatrata Manuscript
from Central India, Calcutta, 1927.

R. Kimura : A Historical Study of the Terms Hinayana and
Mahayana, and the Origin of the Mahayana
Buddhism, Calcutta, 1927.

P. C. Bagchi : Le Canon Bouddhique en Chine, Paris, 1927.
B. C. Law : Women in Buddhist Literature, Colombo, 1927 .

F. Weller : Tausend Buddha Namen des Bhadrakalpa, Leipzig,
1928.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : Gotaraa the Man, London, 1928,
V. Trcucner : The Milindapanho, London, 1928.

J. B. Pratt: The Pilgrimage of Buddhism and a Buddhist Pil-

grimage, London, 1928.

G. P. Mallalasekhara : The Pali Literature of Ceylone, London,
1928.

J. Rahder : Glossary of the Dasabhumika Sutra, Paris, 1928.

J. Przyluski : Le concile de Rajagrha, Paris, 1928.
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H6b6girin dictionaire enoyclopedique du buddhisme. Redacteur

en chef P. Demieville, Tokyo, 1929.

M. Winternitz : Der altere Buddhismus, Tubingen, 1926-9.

S. Konow: Saka Versions of Bhadrakalpikasutra, Oslo, 1929.

D. Goddard : Buddhas Golden Path, London, 1930.

B. 0. Law : A Study of'the MaliSvastu, Calcutta, 1930.

W. M. McGovern : Introduction to Mahayana Buddhism,

London, 1932.

V. Gokhale : Aksharasatakam.

G. Tucoi : The Nyayamukha of Dihnaga,

C. A. F. R. Davids : The Man and His word, Heidelberg, 1930.

W. E. Soothill : The Lotus of the Wonderful Law, Oxford, 1930.

E. Wolff : Zur Lehre vom Bewusstsein ( Vijnanavada ) bei den

spateren Buddhisten unter besonderer Beriicksich-

tigung des LankSvatarasutra, Heidelberg, 1930.

E. Obermiller : History of Buddhism, Heidelberg, 1931.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : Kindred Sayings on Buddhism,
Calcutta, 1930.

D. T. Suzuki : Studies in the Lankavatarasutra, London, 1930.

la Vallee Poussin : Le Dogme e la phiiosophie du bouddhisme,

Paris, 1930.

M. Winternitz : Der Mahayana Buddhismus.

la Vallee Poussin: Vijnaptimatratasiddhi, Paris, 1928.

S. Behrsing : Das Dirghagamasutra, Leipzig, 1931.

C. H. Hamilton : Buddhism in India, Ceylone, China and Japan,

Chicago, 1931.

Marie Galland : La Vie du Buddha, Paris, 1931.

Bunjiu Nanjio : Suvarnaprabhasasutra, Kyoto, 1931.

Har Dayal : The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanscrit Lite-

rature, London, 1932.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : The Minor Antholo'^es of the Pali Canon,

London, 1931.

Tukumyo Matsumato : Die Prajnaptiparamita Literatur nebst

einem Specimen der Suvikrantavikrami

Prajnaptiparamita, Stuttgart, 1932.

Ryukan Kimura: The Original and Developed Doctrines of

Indian Buddhism, Calcutta, 1939.

Suttapitaka. Die Reden des Buddha aus dem “Anguttarani-

kaya”. Einer bis elfer Buch** ••iibersetzt von Nyaya-
tiloka. Miinohen-Neubiberg, 1923.

Dwigt Goddard : A Buddhist Bible, Thetford Vermount, 1932.

D.*'T. Suzuki: Lankavatarasiitra, London, 1932.
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VidhuBekhar Bhattacharya : MahaySnavimsaka of Nagarjuna.
Sujitkumar Mukhopadhyaya : NairStmyapariprchchha, Santi-

niketan, 1931.
S. Schayer : Feuer and Brennstoff, ein Kapitel aus dem M&dhya-

mikadastra des Nagsrjuna mit der Vrtti des

Candraklrti, Lwow, 1926.

B. C. Law : Geography of Early Buddhism, London, 1932.

Marietta Leon : In the Footsteps of the Buddha, London, 1932.
C. A. Eanuma : A Dictionary of Proper Names in Indian

Buddhism, Nayoga, 1931,

Benoytosh Bhattacharya : An Introduction to Buddhist Esote-

rism, Oxford, 1932.

H. Jacobi : TriihsikE Vijnapti des Vasubandhu, Stuttgart, 1932.

S. Levi : Mahskarmavibhanga, Paris, 1932,

Baron von Stael-Holstein : Easyapaparivarta ; a MahSySna-
sutra of the Ratnakuta Class, Shanghai, 1926.

:A Commentary to the Easyapaparivarta, Pekin, 1933.

F. Weller: Index to the Easyapaparivarta, Cambridge, Mass,
1933.

S. Levi : Mahakarmavibhahga et Earmavibhangopadesa, Paris,

1932.

: Materiaux pour I’etude du systeme vijhaptimatra, Paris,

1932.

Lord Chalmers : Buddha’s Teaching, London, 1932.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : Outlines of Buddhism, London, 1934.
W. Liehenthal : Satkarya in der Darstellung seiner buddhistichen

Gegner, Stuttgart, 1934.

V. Bhattacharya : The Basic Conception of Buddhism, Calcutta,
1934.

E. Leumann : Das nordarische (sakische) Lehrgedicht des Bud-
dhismus, Leipzig, 1933.

V. Gokhale : Pratltyasamutpadasastra des Ullangha, Bonn, 1930.
J. Ph. Vogel : Op het Voetspoor van Boeddha, Haarlem, 1934.
J. Eitayama : Metaphysik des Buddhismus, Stuttgart, 1934.
M. Lahow : Bibliographie Bouddhique, Paris, 1934.

L, Suali : Gotama Buddha, Bologna, 1934.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : Buddhism, its Birth and Dispersal, London,
1934.

E. P. Jayaswal : MafijuSrlmulakalpa, Lahore, 1934.
G.- 0. Lownsbery : La M^itation Bouddhique, Paris, 1935.
E. J. Thomas : Early Buddhist Scriptures, London, 1935,

49
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A. G. Woolner : Diim&Ra’s £undfun&l&, London, 19SS.

Tran-Van-Giap : La Buddhisme, on A^nam, Hanoi, 1983.

E. J. Thomas : History of Buddhist Thought, London. 1932.

F. L. Woodward : The Minor Anthologi«i of the Pali Canon,

London, 1935.

A. C. March : A Buddhist Bibliography, London, 1935.

H. Ui, M. Suzuki, Y. Kanakura and T. Toda : Eanjur and Tan-

jur. A Complete Catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist

Canons, Sendai, 1934.

„ : A Catalogue Index of the Tibetan Buddhist Canons, Sen-

dai, 1934.

E. Grousset : In the Footsteps of the Buddha, London, 1932,

S. Mookerji : The Buddhist Philosophy of Universal Flux, Cal-

cutta, 1935.

Rahula Sankrtyayana : Vinaya-Pitaka, Benares, 1935.

H. Kopp : Manorathapurana, London, 1936.

I. Babbitt : The Dhammapada, New York and London, 1936.

.G. C. Lownsbery : Buddhist Meditation in the Southern School,

London, 1935,

R. Tajima : Etude sur la Mahavairocana-Sutra, Paris, 1936.

L B. Horner : The Early Buddhist Theory of Man Perfected, A
Study of the Arhats, London, 1936.

A. H. Longhurst : The Story of the Stupa, Colombo, 1936.

B. C. Law : The Buddhist Conception of Spirits, London, 1937.

: The Concepts of Buddhism, Amsterdam, 1937.

Johannes Nobel : Suvarn^abhasa. SuvMuaprabhSsottarasutra,

Leipzig, 1937.

P. V. Bapat : Vimuttimagga and Visniddhimagga, Poona, 1937.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : What Was the Original Gospel in Bud-

dhism ? London, 19^
N. Ray : Sanskrit Buddhism in Burma, Calcutta, 1936.

E. Lamotte : Le Traito de I’Acte de Vasubandhu : Karmasiddhi-

prakarapa, Bruges. 1936.

R. Regamey : Three Chapters frcHu the Sam&dhirSjasutra, Wars-
zawa, 1938.

C. H. Hamilton : Vasubandhu. Wei shihw Bbih lum, or The
Treatise on Twenty Stanzas on R^nesentation

only. New Haven, 1938;

1 B. Horner : Vinayapitaka, London, 1938.

A. Eunst : Problem der buddhistisohen Logik in der Darstellung

des Tattvasangraha, Krakow, 1939.
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E. Lamolte ; Asanga, La somme du Grand Vehicule. ( Mahayft-

nasangraha ). Louvain, 1939.

N. Aiyaswami Sastri : Ntgarjuna's BhavasankrSntisutra and

Bh&vasankrantisSstra, Adyar, 1938.

F, L. Woodward ; Some Sayiilgs of the Buddha according to the

Pali Canon, London, 1939.

B. 0. Law : The Minor Anthologies of the Pali Canon, London,

1938.

Helmuth Hoffmann : Bruohstucke dee AtSn&tikasutra aus den

zentralaeiatischen Sanskrit Kanon der

Buddhisten, Leipzig, 1939.

Sir H. S. Qaur : The Spirit of Buddhism, London, 1929.

A. D. Jayasundere : The Book of Numerical Sayings, Adyar,

1925.

P. A. Mackenzie : Buddhism in Pre-Christian Britain, London,

1928.

Sir Charles Elliot : Hinduism and Buddhism, London, 1921.

IV

The published literature on Jainism is not so extensive as on

Buddhism. The most important series is the Sacred Books of the

Jainas. Outside India interest in Jainism is not so keen as in

Buddhism. Besides the publications in the above series the following

books may be interesting •

B. Faddegon : The Pravachanasara, Cambridge, 1931.

J. Hertel : On the Literature of the Svetambaras of Guzerat,

Leipzig, 1922.

M. S. Ramaswami Ayyangar and B. Seshgiri Rao: Studies in

South Indian Jainism, Madras, 1922.

Maurice Bloomfield : The Life and Stories of the Jaina Saviour

Par^vanatha, Baltimore, 1919.

Siddhasena : Sammatitarkaprakaranam, Ahmedabad, 1922,

H. V. Glasenapp : Der Jainismus, Berlin, 1925,

Hemachandra : Pramanamimaihsa, Poona, 1926.

Mallisena : Anyayogavyavachchhedika with Syadvadamafijarl,

Poona, 1926.

A. Guerinot : La Religion Djaina, Paris, 1927.

P. S. Bose: Haribhadra’s Sarvasiddhantasangraha, Calcutta,

, 1929.

Walther Schubring : Worte Mahaviras, Leipzig, 1927.

Cbimanlal J, Shah : Jainism in North India, Bombay, 1932.
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Amulyacharan Sea : Schools and Sects in Jaina Literature,

Santiniketan, 1931.

W. Schubring : Die Lehre der Jainas nach den alten Quellen

dargestellt, Leipzig, 1935.

Shantilal Shah ; The Traditional Chronology of the Jainas,

Stuttgart. 1935.

A.N. Upadhye : Kundakundacharya’s Pravacanasara, Bombay,

1935.

B. 0. Law ; Mahavira, his Life and his Teachings, London, 1937.

A. N. Upadhye : Yogindradeva’s Paramarthaprakasa, Bombay,

1937.

V

The following are some of the works on Purvamimarhsa and

Uttaramlmaihsa :

—

A. B. Keith : KarmamImamsS, London, 1921,

P. C. Chakravarti : Theory of Sphota, Calcutta, 1926.

P, B. Sathe : The Discourses on the Purvamlmaihsa System,

Poona, 1927.

F. Edgerton : Mlmarhsa-NySya-Prakasa, London, 1929.

S. K. Ramanatha Sastri : The Sphotasiddhi of Acharya Manda-
namisra, Madras, 1931.

H. von Glasenapp : Madhva’s Philosophie des Vishnu-Glaubens,

Bonn, 1923.

A. Ouha : Jivatman in the Brahmasutras, Calcutta.

V. S. Ghate : La Vedanta, Paris, 1918.

J, H. Woods and C. B, Runkle : Outlines of the Vedanta

System of Philosophy, London, 1919.

S. K. Belvalkar : The Brahmasutras of Ba<^rayana, Poona. 1923.

Kokileswar Sastri ; An Introduction to Advaita Philosophy,

Calcutta, 1924.

M. Sircar : Comparative Studies in Vedantism, Bombay, 1927.

W. S. Urquhart : The Vedanta and Modern Thought, Oxford,

1928.

P. M. Modi : Siddhantabindu, Bhavnagar, 1929.

S. E. Das : Towards a Systematic Study of the Vedanta, Cal<

cutta, 1931.

J. Charpentier : Brahman, Uppsala, 1932.

D. Srinivaseichar : TarkatSndavam of Sri Vyasatirtha, Madreis,

1933.
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Kunhan Baja and S. 8. 8. 8astri : Manameyodaya, Adyar, 1933.

M „ : Bbamati(Chatussutrl),Adyar.

1933.

B. N, Krishnamurti 8arma : The Chatussutribhashya of 8ri

Madhvacharya, Madras, 1934.

8. 8, 8. 8astri : The 8iddhantalesasangraha, Madras, 1935-36.

T, M. P. Mahadevan : The Philosophy of the Advaita with

Special Eeference to Bharatitirtha-

Vidyaranya, Madras, 1939.

Sadhu Santinatha : MaySvada, Poona, 1938.

H. N. Raghavendrachar : The Dvaita Philosophy and its Place

in the Vedanta, Mysore, 1941.

P. N. Shrinivasachari : The Philosophy of Bhedabheda, Madras,

1935.

Dr. D. M. Datta : Six ways of Knowing, London.

Hayavandana Rao : Srikarabhashya, Bangalore.

Dr. Nagaraja Sarma : The Reign of Realism in Indian Philo-

sophy, Madras.

VI

A. C. Vidyabhushana’s Work, History of Indian Logic, has not

yet been superseded. These are some of the other works on Nyaya
and Vaiseshika :

—

Sir G. Jha : The Nyayasutras of Gotama, Allahabad, 1917-9.

Otto Strauss ; Des Visvanatha Paachanana Bhattacharya Kari-

kavali, Leipzig, 1922.

A. B. Keith : Indian Logic and Atomism, Oxford, 1921.

B. Faddegon : The Vaiseshika System, Amsterdam, 1918.

H. Ui : The Vaiseshika Philosophy according to Dasapad^rtha-

Sastra, London, 1917.

8. Sen : A Study on Mathuranatha’s Tattvachintamanirahasya,

Wageningen, 1924.

M.Spitzer: Begri&untersuchungen Nyayabhashya, Leipzig,

1927.

W. Ruben : Die Nyayasutra, Leipzig, 1928.

Stafan Stasiak : Fallacies and their Classification according to

the Early Hindu Logic, Lwow, 1929.

H. N. Randle : Indian Logic in the Early Schools, London, 1930.

S. Kuppuswami Sastri : A Primer of Indian Logic, Madras, 1932.
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Umesa Misra: Conception of Matter according to Nyfiya.

Vaiseshika, Allahabad, 1936.

S. 0. Chatterji : TheNyayaTheory of Knowledge, Calcutta, 1939,

vn
The works on Sahkhya and Yoga are :

—

S. N. Dasgupta : The Study of Patanjali, Calcutta, 1920.

A. B. Keith : The Sankhya System, London, 1918.

J. Ghosh : Sankhya and Modern Thought, Calcutta, 1930.

S. N. Dasgupta : AStudy of the Yoga Philosophy, Calcutta. 1930,

S. S. S. Sastri : The Sshkhya Karika, Madras, 1930.

Sigurd Lindquist : Die Methoden des Yoga, Lund, 1932.

Srinivasa Iyengar : Hathayoga-Pradipika, Adyar, 1933.

Sir G. N. Jha : Vijnanabhiksu’s YogScarasangraha, Adyar,

1933.

M. Takakusu : The Sahkhya Kariki studied in the Light of the

Chinese Version, Madras, 1933.

J. Ghosh : A Study of the Yoga, Calcutta, 1934.

E. H. Johnston : Early Sankhya, London, 1937.

K. T. Behanan : Yoga : a scientific evaluation, London, 1937.

Sulakhan Sing ; The Theory and Practice of Yoga, Prague, 1937,

G. Coster : Yoga and Western Psychology.

C, Bragdon : An Introduction to Yoga, London, 1933.

vin

The literature on the Vedas is vast. As a separate chapter is

devoted to it most of it is omitted here. But the following works

may be interesting to the student of pure philosophy.

A. Hillebrandt : Aus Brahmanas und Upanishaden, Jena, 1933.

H. D. Grisword : The Religion of the Rigveda, Oxford, 1924.

S. P. Michalski-Iwienski : Upanizady, Krakow, 1924.

J. Hertel : Die Weisheit Upanishaden, Munchen, 1921.

A. B. Keith : The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and the

Upanishads, Cambridge, Mass, 1933.

R. D. Ranade : A Constructive Survey of Upanishadio Philo-

sophy, Poona, 1926.

A. Hillebrandt : Vedische Mythologie, Braslau, 1937.

B. Datta : A History of Vedio Literature, Lahore, 1927.

K. F. Geldner : Vedismus u. Brahmanismus, Tubingen, 1926-9.

P. S, Deshmukh : The Origin and Development of Religion in

Vedio Literature, London, 1933.
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S. C. Chakravarti : The Philosophy of the Upanlshads, Cal-

cutta, 1935.

M. N. Sircar : Mysticism according to the TJpanishads, London.

IX

Those are scsne of the interesting works on the Bhagavad-

gita :

—

Franklin Edgerton : The Bhagavadgita, Chicago. 1925.

Budolf Otto : Der Sang des Hehr-erhabenen, Stuttgart, 1938,

: Die Urgestalt Bhagavadgita, Tubingen, 1934.

: Die Lehrtraktate der Bhagavadgita, Tubingen,

1935.

B. S. Sukthankar and B. G- Tilak: Srimad Bhagavadgita-

rahasya or Karmayoga Sastra, Poona,

Aurobindo Ghose : Essays on the Bhagavadgita, Calcutta, 1928.

X
Works on Saivism are not many. They are :

—

K. R. Subrahmanian : The Origin of Saivism and its History

in the Tamil Land, Madras, 1929.

P. Kingsbury : Hymns of the Tamil Saivaite Saints, Calcutta,

1921.

S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri : The Sivadvaita of Srikantha,

Madras, 1930.

: Appayya Dikshita’s Sivadvaita-

: nirnaya, Madras, 1929.

C. V. Narayana Ayyar : The Origin and Early History of

Saivism in South India, Madras, 1936.

y. Paranjyoti : Saivasiddhanta in the Meykanda Sastra. London,

1938.

Sigurd Lindquist ; Siddhi and Abbinna, Uppsala, 1932.

S. Sivapadasundaram : The Saiva School of Hinduism, London,

1934.

K. C. Pande : Abhinavagupta, Benares.

XI

The names of Sir John Woodroffe and Arthus Avalon still stand

out in the front rank of the workers on Saktism. Some of the

works on Saktism are

E. A. Payne : The Saktas, Calcutta, 1933.

V. O. Rele : The Mysterious Kundalini, Bombay, 1929.
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Arthus Avalon : The Serpent Power, Madras, 1934.

: Tantrik Texts, E&makalavilasa, Calcutta,

1922.

: The Great Liberation, Madras, 1927.

Sir J. Woodroffe : The Garland of Letters, Madras, 1922.

: Shakti and Sh&kta, Madras, 1929.

XII

On Vaishnavism there are a few more important books. Some

of them are r—

B. K. Sastri : Bhakti Cult in Ancient India, Calcutta, 1922.

H. C. Raychaudhari : Materials for a Study of the Early

History of the Vaishnava Sect, Calcutta, 1920.

D. C. Sen: The Vaishnava Literature of Medieval Bengal,

Calcutta 1917.

: Chaitanya and his Companions, Calcutta, 1917.

J. N. Sircar : Chaitanya’s Life and Teachings, Calcutta, 1922.

M. T, Kennedy ; The Chaitanya Movement, London, 1925.

G. N. Mallik: The Philosophy of Vaishnava Religion,

Lahore, 1927.

M. M. Bose: The Post-Chaitanya Sahajiya Cult of Bengal,

Calcutta, 1930.

B. Kumarappa : The Hindu Conception of Deity as Culminating

in Ramanuja, London, 1934.

N. A. Toothi : The Vaishnavas of Gujarat, Calcutta, 1935.

G. W. Briggs : Goraknath and the Kanpatha Yogis, Calcutta,

1938.

O. Lacombe : La Doctrine Morale et metaphysique de Ramanuja,

Paris, 1938. —

xin

Works on Indian philosophy written by the ancients were not

divided into subjects like ethics, psychology, metaphysics etc. The
subjects were mixed up and it is only of late, after the advent of

European thought, that attempts are being made to separate these

subjects. In Sir S. Radhakrishnan’s Indian Philosophy such topics are

minutely divided. Works dealing systematically with Indian ethics,

Indian psychology, and so forth are few. But a few works have
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appeared which will be of help for further work. Books of a general

nature covering the whole of Indian philosophy are fairly many.
Some of these are misleading, having taken a particular view-point

as the best and as the standard. Others are unreliable due to biases

often of a religious nature. However, for impartial work in the

future many of these books are useful and they are scholarly.

Works of a general nature are

B. M. Barua : A History of Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy,

Calcutta, 1931.

H. V. Glasenapp : Der Hinduismus : Religion und Gesellschaft

im heutigen Indien, Mvinchen, 1 921.

Sir Francis Younghusband : The Gleam ( Studies in Eastern

Religion ), London, 1923.

Paul Masson-Oursel : Esquisse d’une Histoire de la Philosophie

Indienne, Paris, 1923.

J. E. Carpenter : Theism in Medieval India, London, 1921.

A. C. Das : Rgvedic India, Calcutta, 1921.

E. Arbmann: Rudra, Untersuchungen zum altindischen

Glauben und Kultus, Uppsala, 1922.

J. B. Pratt : India and its Faiths, London, 1916.

Dorothea Jane Stephen : Studies in Early Indian Thought,

Cambridge, 1918.

Maharaja Sir V. S, Rangarao Bahadur: Hindu Religion

Madras, 1918.

J. N. Farquhar : An Outline of the Religious Literature of India,

Oxford, 1920.

Champatrai Jain : The Key of Knowledge, Arrah, 1919.

R. E. Hume : The World’s Living Religions, New York, 1924.

Radhakumud Mookerji : Men and Thought in Ancient India,

London, 1924.

Otto Strauss : Indische Philosophie, Munchen, 1925.

R. O. Windstedt : Shaman, Saiva and Sufi, London, 1925.

J. M. Macfie : Myths and Legends of India : an introduction

to the study of Hinduism, Edinburg, 1924.

A. C. Das : Rgvedic Culture, Calcutta, 1925.

T. Isaac Tambyah : Foregleams of God, a Comparative Study

of Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity.

W. Crooke : Religion and Folklore of Northern India,

Oxford, 1926.
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P. Yentic : Karma and Beincarnation in Hindu Religious

Philosophy, London, 1927,

A. Butterworth : The Substance of Indian Faith, Camberly, 1926.

E. Abegg : Der Messiasglaube in Indien und Iran, Berlin, 1928.

C. A. Kinkaid : Teachers of India, London, 1927.

H. von Glasenapp : Religiose Reformbewegungen im heutigen

Indien, Leipzig, 1928.

E. Thomson : Suttee, London, 1928.

H. N. Brown ; The Indian and Christian Miracles of Waking on

the Water, Chicago, 1928.

J. Prasad : Introduction to Indian Philosophy, Allahabad, 1928.

B. Heimann : Studien zur Eigenart indischen Denkens,

Tubingen, 1930.

Dakshina Ranjan Sastri : A ShortHistory of Indian Materialism.

F. O. Schrader : Der Hinduismus.

Rene Grousset : Les Philosophie Indiennes, Paris, 1931.

: The Civilizations of the East, India, London, 1932.

J. Abbot : The Keys of Power, A Study of Indian Ritual and

Belief, London, 1932.

Max Hunter Harrison : Hindu Monism and Pluralism, London,

1932.

R. D. Ranade : Mysticism in Maharashtra, Poona, 1933.

N.K. Brahma: The Philosophy of Hindu Sadhana, Calcutta,

1932.

Nihar Ranjan Ray : Brahmanical Gods in Burma, Calcutta,

1932.

Maximilian Kern : Das Licht des Ostens, Berlin, 1922.

W. M. Teape : The Secret Lore of India and the One Perfect

Life for All, Cambridgeyl934.

S. N. Dasgupta : Indian Idealism, Cambridge, 1933.

N. Macnicol : The Living Religions of Indian People, London,

1934.

L. S. S. O’Malley : India’s Social Heritage, Oxford, 1934.

K. Saunders : Ideals of East and West, Cambridge, 1934. •

R. G. Sahani : The Coming of Karuna, London, 1934.

P. M. Modi ; Akshara : A Forgotten Chapter in the History of

Indian Philosophy, Baroda, 1932.

L. S. S. O’Malley : Popular Hinduism, Cambridge, 1937,

W. T. Garrat : The Legacy of India, Oxford, 1937.

B.X, Atreya :The Philosophy of Yogavasishtha, Madras, 1936.
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Mohan Sing : Goraknath and Medieval Hindu Mysticism,
Lahore, 1937,

P. Masson-Oursel : La Philosophie en Orient, Paris, 1938.

J. Sinha : Indian Realism, London, 1938.

Sadhu Santinath : A Critical Examination of the Philosophy of

Religion, Poona, 1938,

S. Schayer : Contribution to the Problem of Time in Indian Phi*

losophy, Krakow, 1938,

H, D. Bhattacharya : The Foundations of Living Faiths, Cal-

cutta, 1938.

S. Levi : LTndie Civilisatrice, Paris, 1938.

B. K. Sarkar : Introduction to Indian Positivism, Allahabad, 1937.

H. N. Spalding : Civilizations in East and West, London, 1939,

D. R. Bhandarkar : Some Aspects of Ancient Indian Culture,

Madras, 1940.

K. N. Dikshit : Prehistoric Civilizations of the Indus Valley,

Madras, 1935.

H, von Glasenapp : Unsterblichkeit und Erlosung in den

Indisohen Religionen, Halle, 1938,

L. Adams Beck : The Story of Oriental Philosophy, New York,

1938.

M. C. Pandya : Intelligent Man’s Guide to Indian Philosophy,

Bombay, 1935.

Albert Schweitzer: Indian Thought and its Development, London,

1936.

D. V. Athalye : Neo-Hinduism, Bombay, 1932.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : Indian Religions and Survival, London, 1934.

H. D. W. Griswold : Insights into Modern Hinduism, New York,

1934.

A. Barth : The Religions of India, London, 1921.

S. Radhakrishnan : Indian Philosophy, London.

S. N. Dasgupta : History of Indian Philosophy, Cambridge.

XIV

On Aesthetics the following are interesting :

—

A. Foucher : The Beginnings of Buddhist Art and Other Essays,

London, 1917.

L’Art Greco-Bouddhique du Gandhara, Paris, 1918,

K. S. Ramaswami Sastri : Indian Aesthetics, Madras.

A. Sankafan : Some Aspects of Literary Criticism, Madras.
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S. K. De : Studies in the History of Sanskrit Poetics, Calcutta,

1925.

A. Coomaraswamy : The Dance of Siva, New York, 1918.

E. B. Havell : The Ideals of Indian Art, London, 1919.

H. Schafer and U. Andrae : Die Kunst des alten Orients, Berlin,

1925.

Stella Kramrisch: Grundziige der indischen Kunst, Dresden, 1924.

A. Coomaraswamy : Bibliographies of Indian Art, Boston, 1925,

Dr. Ernst Diez : Die Kunst Indiens, Wildpark-Potsdam, 1926.

’ Subodh-candra Mukhopadhyaya : Le Rasa, Essai sur I’astheti-

tique indienne, Paris, 1918.

L. Binyon : The Spirit of Man in Asian Art, Cambridge, Mass,

1935.

Mulkraj A. Anand : Hindu View of Art, London.

XV
On Ethics and Sociology the following may be useful :

—

H, Mees : Dharma and Society, London, 1935.

J. W. Hauer : Eine indo-arische Metaphysik des Kampf und
der Tat. Die Bhagavadgita in neuer Sicht, 1934,

P. Sivaswami Iyer : The Evolution of Hindu Moral Ideals,

Calcutta, 1935.

J. Makenzie : Hindu Ethics, Oxford, 1922.

A. H. Benton : Indian Moral Instruction and Caste Problems,

London, 1917.

Emile Senart : La Castes dans la Inde, Paris, 1927.

S. V. Karandikar : Hindu Exogamy, Bombay, 1929.

P. V. Kane : History of Dharma^astra, Poona, Vol. I, 1930,

Vol. II, 1941.

N. K. Dutt : The Origin and Growth of Caste in India, London, 1931

Santosh Kumar Das : The Educational System of the Ancient

Hindus, Calcutta,‘l930.

E. A, M. Blunt : The Caste Systems of Northern India, London,

1931.

L. S. S, O’Malley : Indian Caste Chistoms, Cambridge, 1932.

A. S. Altekar : Education in Ancient India, Benares, 1934.

S. Das : Self-Expression and the Indian Social Problems, Lahore,

1937.

S. Radhakrishnan and Huges : The Individual in East and West,

Oxford, 1939.

G. S. Ghurye : Caste and Race in India, London, 1932.

Stanley Rice : Hindu Customs, London, 1937.
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S. Tachibana : The Ethics of Buddhism, London, 1926.

Professor Hamkins : The Ethics of India, Chicago.

XVI

On Indian Psychology there are very few works. They are :

—

J. N. Sinha : Indian Psychology-Perception, London, 1934.

M. Falk : II mito psicologico nell* India antica, Roma, 1939.

Mrs. Rhys Davids : Buddhist Psychology, London, 1924.

G. Coster : Yoga and Western Psychology.

XVII

Really the most useful and difficult work done on Indian philo*

sophy is the comparative study. Because of its difficult nature very

few books have been published on the subject. The comparisons

incidentally made in several works are often superficial. And the

tendency to see Holism, Emergent Evolution etc., in Indian philo-

sophy is deplorable. Works in which systematic comparisons have

been attempted are very few. But only when such books are

written, are future constructions, which will be developments also of

ancient thought, possible, and philosophical traditions can be

established. Some works of the kind are :

—

P. Masson-Oursel : Comparative Philosophy, London.

B. Heimann : Indian and Western Philosophy, London, 1937,

P. T. Raju : Thought and Reality, Hegelianism and Advaita,

London, 1937.

S. Radhakrishnan : Eastern Religions and Western Thought,

Oxford, 1939.

East and West in Religion, London.

S. Cave : Redemption, Hindu and Christian, London, 1919.

A. A. Macdonell : Lectures on Comparative Religion, Calcutta,

1925.

XVIII

Works of a constructive nature are not many. They belong only

to contemporary thinkers, by some of whom old material is recast in

new forms. Works which give us fresh view-points cutting through

ancient speculations are practically nil. The following works

would be of interest so far as contemporary thought is concerned :

—

J. H. Muirhead and S. Radhakrishna : Contemporary Indian

Philosophy, London.
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S. Badhakrishnan : Idealist View of Life, London.

: Kalki or the Future of Civilization, London.

: The Beign of Beligion in Contemporary
Philosophy, London.

Bhagavan Das : The Science of Peace, Adyar.

: Socialism, Ancient and Modern, Adyar.

Sri Aurobindo Chose : The Biddle of Life, Calcutta.

Babindranath Tagore: Sadhana, London.
: The Beligion of Man, London.
: Man, Waltair.

K. C. Bhattacharya : The Subject as Freedom, Amalner.

G. B. Malkani : The Self, Amalner.

Hiralal Haidar : Neo-Hegelianism, London.

J. Krishnamurti has a peculiar system of thought, which is his

own, but to which he has not yet given a systematic expression. His
ideas may be called anti-traditionalism. They have to be gathered
from his lectures. In Mahatma Gandhi’s writings too we find

systematic thought working, which is very akin to the Advaita.

His ideas too have to be gathered from his several writings. Sir

M. Iqbal too has developed a philosophy of his own which is fairly

systematically given in his Reconstruction of Religious Thought in

Islam. His ideas are largely influenced by the Sufis of Persia,

Bergson and Nietzsche.

XIX

In surveying the general trend of the thought of contemporary
Indian philosophers, we may say that most of them deplore the
negative attitude to the world. Of them Sri Aurobindo Ghose
among the Hindus and Iqbal among the Muslims"are the foremost.
In recasting and reinterpreting ancient thought, the Advaita has
been more made use of than the other systems. One interesting

feature is the several approaches made to the Advaita by the con-
temporary thinkers. The difference between matter and spirit is

more and more treated as nothing and the transformation of matter
into spirit is more insisted upon than escape from it. What is now
wanted of the philosopher in India is a systematic development of
these trends and not merely the translation and exposition of our
ancient thought. Otherwise, the Indian philosopher would be an
antiquarian and cannot keep himself in touch with contemporary
life.



STUDY OF MANUSCRIPTS

By

Chintaharan Chakravarti

Elsewhere^ I have given a general account of the history and

progress of the study of Sanskrit manuscripts during the last three

quarters of a century. It will be seen that systematic work in this

connection started in the seventies of the last century at the initia-

tive taken by the Government. The work of collection and descrip-

tion of important ^manuscripts found scattered in different parts of

the country slowly but regularly proceeded since then in some of

the provinces like Bengal, Bombay,2 Madras and U. P. And huge

collections of manuscripts grew up in these places in course of time.

But in the earlier stages stress was naturally laid more on explora-

tion and acquisition than on critical study and classification.

Admirable beginnings in this direction were made as early as the

year 1853 when Weber’s Handschrifteri-Verzeichnitise der kdniglichen

Bibliothek was published. But regular and sustained work started

long after and enormous work has been done during the last twenty-

five years. In fact, the period under review is characterised by

systematic activities in the line of proper arrangement and analysis

of the materials already collected. This of course resulted in

a partial discouragement of the work of exploration. The Royal

1. Festschrift Prof, P. V, Kane, pp. 73'-81.

2. It was during the period under review that large collections of Govern-

ment manuscripts were transferred to non-official bodies. Thus the Bombay
Government collections, made during half a century and deposited in the Deccan

College, were made over to the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute in

September 1918, The little-known collection of the Archaeological Survey of

India, deposited in the Indian Museum of Calcutta, was permanently lent to the

Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal in December 1936. Unlike the Bombay collections

which were arranged, listed and partially studied, this has not as yet been pro-

perly scrutinised. A rapid preliminary survey was made by the present writer.

A few of the more important and interesting manuscripts belonging to the

collection were exhibited and commented on in the meetings of the Society or

otherwise dealt with in some details (YRASB, 1938, Ind. Hist, Quart.^ XIV.
275-9, Festschrift P. W, Thomas^ pp. 43-5). It is a collection of nearly 12000
Mss. consisting mainly of ritualistic works and popular handbooks on various

subjeots In different branches of Sanskrit literature.
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Asiatic Society of Bengal definitely gave up the search for manu-

scripts in the year 1914 to devote the funds available exclusively to

the work of preparation of a descriptive catalogue. In Bombay

the systematic work of collection seems to have ceased sometime

about the year 1915. As a matter of fact, it was discouraged by

Dr. Kielhorn in the eighties of the last century and once again by
Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar about a decade later. The former scholar

‘just before leaving India had reported to Government that no good

stock of valuable manuscripts would be available for purchase, as,

according to him, all good libraries and places in the circle had been

thoroughly exploited by himself and Dr. Biihler and that almost all

desirable possessions including Bhurjapatra Mss. had been secured

for Government by them both.* ^ The latter scholar was of opinion

that regular search might be ‘discontinued under certain safe-

guards.* And we find that within a short time the Government grant

was considerably reduced leaving very little margin for the work

of search and acquisition.^ Later experience however shows that

innumerable manuscripts are still lying uncared for in aristocratic

families and in the houses of traditional pandits whose descendants

have scant regard for these objects. Many of these have been

collected by non-official bodies with little or no money and
many more still remain to be saved from imminent destruction

and to be acquired and placed in safe custody. What is required

for this purpose is patient, diligent and tactful work backed by some
money. The condition of the manuscripts noticed by scholars of the

last generation in different individual collections is in most
cases far from satisfactory and may be acquired with little difficulty

now though they might have baffled all attempts of earlier workers,

for the present owners have less regard for these things than their

predecessors and also because the awakening crf a scientific spirit

will induce many to hand them over to scholars and scholarly insti-

tutions. It is really painful to find therefore that the work of con-

servation has occupied our sole attention and energy to the almost

utter neglect of the other important work of search and collection.

It was during the period under review that descriptive catalo-

gues of various important and valuable collections of Sanskrit and

1. Belvalkar, Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss deposited in the Deccan

College, Vol. I, Introduction, p. XXI.

2. IWd, pp. XXIX, XXX.
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vernacular^ manuscripts have been published. Besides, numerous

papers have been written drawing attention to notable features of

important manuscripts. A fairly good munber of old texts have

also been published on the basis of manuscripts already collected or

recently discovered.

A notable feature of the period is the growing interest taken by

non-official bodies in the collection and study of manuscripts

—

a work which originally thrived under the auspices of the Govern-

ment. It is true that much valuable work is still being done in

Madras ( Oriental Library ), Poona ( Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute ), Calcutta ( Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal ) and Benares

( Sanskrit College ) directly under the Government or with Govern-

ment grants of money. But numerous institutions—scholarly as

well as popular—have also sprung up in more or less recent times

which are now doing laudable work in collecting and preserving

manuscripts. Of these collections I may refer to a few. Important

acquisitions have been made by the Oriental Institute of Baroda,

the Venkateswar Research Institute of Tirupati, the Varendra Re-

search Institute of Rajshahi, the Visvabharati of Bolpur, the

Calcutta University, the Vangiya Sahitya Parishat, the Sanskrit

Sahitya Parishat and the Indian Research Institute of Calcutta and
the Rammala Granthagar of Comilla. Of smaller and less known
collections made by individuals and popular institutions mention

may be made of the Rangpur Sahitya Parishat, Midnapnr Sahitya

Parishat, Gauranga-granthagar of Panihati and the collections of

Kumar Saratkumar Roy of Dighapatiya.^

It is a matter of regret that the contents of most of these collec-

tions are quite unknown as \ery few of them possess even mere

lists of names of the manuscripts belonging to them. It must be

said to the credit of the Editor of the New Catalogus CatcUogorurn

1. I purposely refrain from making any special reference to vernacular

manuscripts, as only partial accounts of them are available in English. It is

true Descriptive Catalogues of vernacular manuscripts in the Madras Oriental

Library, Tanjore Saraswati Mahal Library, the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal

and the Calcutta University Library have been published in English, but there

are also important publications in the different vernaculars dealing with

them.

2. I am sorry it has not been possible for me to refer to similar collections

outside Bengal. It may be hoped that this ‘reference to collections of one pro-

vince would not be taken amiss and scholars of different provinces would come
forward with notes on various manuscript collections,

51
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that he has taken pains and spent money for preparing and getting

lists of manuscripts from a number of these institutions. But it is

a pity that many of them did not even give any reply to the enqui-

ries sent round by him.

The period under review also marks the beginning of attempts

for proper scientific conservation of manuscripts in some of the big

libraries. A large number of highly important and valuable

manuscripts though housed in palatial buildings in India are found

to be decaying from year to year through ravages of a tropical

climate and especially various insects. Usually little attention is

given to this sad and not at all negligible condition of this vast

literary treasure of old India. No specific has yet been discovered

which could give sufiicient protection against the pests of which

books and manuscripts in a tropical country are constant victims.

Different big libraries occasionally use different precipes with little

or no benefit. The Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal has of late

been taking keen interest in the matter. Besides regularly dusting

and cleaning scientific measures have been taken to prevent damage
by insects. Steps have been taken to repair, at a comparatively

heavy cost, manuscripts that have already been damaged. The
technique of repair was determined on the advice of experts in India

and abroad. A preparation of paradichloi-benzene is being used

as a disinfectant. Time alone will show how effective it will prove.

A few institutions like the Madras Oriental Library and the

Sanskrit College of Calcutta have provisions for copying by scribes

decaying manuscripts. But this is no way an ideal arrangement

;

faithful reproduction is seldom to be obtained through this process

and it cannot preserve the paleographical interest of the manus-

cripts. Mechanical reproduction through microfilm and photostat

cameras are free from these defects. And RBnce these highly expen-

sive machines which are available in some institutions have recent-

ly begun to be used though to a very small extent. The Royal

Asiatic Society of Bengal is the proud possessor of one lea Famulus
Camera for photostating and another camera for microfilming

manuscripts and documents. The cost of reproduction of records

through these processes is cheap and negligible in normal times. The
cameras in the Society are working since 1940-41, for though the

first was received through presentation several years back it was
lying unused all along till it was repaired and made ready for use

in 1940, while the second was received on loan from the Library of

Congress, America, very recently.
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It is now proposed to give a bird’s-eye-view account of the work

done to bring to light the contents of the manuscripts. It is not

possible to make here even a passing reference to the numerous

papers and books published on and with manuscripts. It is well-

known that quite a good number of valuable old texts have been

published in the Gaokwad’s Oriental Series, Trivendrum Sanskrit

Series, Kashmere Series and the Madras University Sanskrit Series,

to mention only the more important series. We should however

draw special attention to three publications which have special

importance from the standpoint of study of manuscripts. The New
Calalogus CcUalogorum undertaken by the University of Madras, of

which a provisional fascicule was published in 1937 will remove a

keenly felt want when completed. Huge collections of manuscripts

that have been made and the very large number of catalogues that

have come out since the publication of the third and last part of

Aufrecht’s Catalogus Calalogorum in 1903 made it impossible for

scholars to gather full information about a work. The publicaHon

of a revised and up-to-date edition of the work was thus long overdue

and the Madras University is to be congratulated for taking up this

arduous work.

Introduction to Indian Textual Criticism ( Bombay, 1941 ) by Dr.

S. M. Katre is a useful work which discusses the principles to be

followed in critically using and editing a manuscript. Prasasti^

samgraha ( Ahmedabad, 1930 ) is another interesting and valuable

publication which contains Prasastis collected from 1500 Jain

manuscripts belonging to different institutions. Varied interest at-

taches to these Prasastis which record the names of copyists and the

dates of copying, give accounts of persons at whose instance and the

purposes for which the work of copying was undertaken, and some-

times refer to the personal history of the author of a particular

work. Much useful information regarding the social, cultural and
religious life in Medieval India, especially of the Jains, is found
scattered in its pages. There are extracts here from manuscripts
belonging to as early periods as 9th~12th centuries. It is learnt from
these extracts that people with a religious bent of mind would get

copies of works—generally religious texts—made by professional

copyists and make gifts of them to monasteries and religious

teachers with a view to earn spiritual blessings. There is reference

to a number of amateur copyists, including several ladies, who
took upon themselves the task of copying, with the same end in

view.
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Of catalogues published during the period reference may be

made to those of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Madras Ori-

ental Library, Tanjore Sarasvati Mahal Library, the Bhandarkar

Oriental Research Institute of Poona and the India Office Library

of London.^ These represent some of the oldest and most important

collections in and outside India. It may be noted that all these

collections are maintained by Government and very few of the

many feudatory states or non-official bodies that have got similar

collections have undertaken elaborate descriptive catalogues of the

type of those published or undertaken by the above-mentioned Libra-

ries and Societies. It must be admitted that inspite of their detailed

contents these catalogues are not all free from glaring defects and

have enough scope for improvements.^

A complete and up-to-date descriptive catalogue of the huge

collection of manuscripts in the Sarasvati Mahal Library of Tanjore

has been compiled and published in 19 volumes within an incredibly

short span of eight years ( 1927-1934 ) under the editorship of

Prof. P. P. S. Shastri. Of the various indices to the whole set appen-

ded to the last volume, three (e. g. those of owners, scribes and dated

manuscripts ) are specially interesting.

In 1935 the India Office published the second volume ( in two

parts ) of its valuable series of learned catalogue of Sanskrit manus-

cripts under the editorship of Profs. Keith and Thomas. The first

volume of the series, complete in seven parts ( London, 1887-1904 ),

was edited by Prof. Eggeling. The comprehensive index appended

to the present volume, the absence of which in the first volume was
keenly felt, facilitates the use of the whole series.

The period has also seen the completion of the first series of the

Descriptive Catalogue of the Madras Oriental Library in 29

volumes, of which volumes 20 onwards were published after 1917

under the editorship of Prof. Kuppuswami Shastri and P. P. S.

Shastri. This describes manuscripts acquired upto 1911. Nine
volumes of the second Series of Triennial Catalogues which began

to be published in 1913 have brought the catalogue down to the col-

1. An almost comprehensive bibliography of all published catalogues has
been contributed by Mr. P. K, Code in the form of Appendix 2 published in

Eatre's Introduction to Indian Textual Criticism ( Bombay, 1941 ).

?. Festschrift Prof, P, V, Kane^ pp. 78f., 80.
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lections of 1937. Three useful index volumes containing the titles

and the names of authors have been published recently.

Catalogues of only portions of other old collections ( e. g., those

of the Bengal, Bombay and U. P. Governments ) have been publi-

shed. Attempts have been made to make these really useful and

scholarly. The Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, custodian of the

Bengal Government manuscripts, has so far published nine volumes

of catalogues during the last twenty-five years, while steps have

been taken to expedite the publication of the remaining five vol-

umes, particular volumes having been assigned to particular scho-

lars. Each volume of catalogue is accompanied by an elaborate

introduction which draws attention to the important features of the

manuscripts described in the volume. The late Mahamahopadhyaya
Dr. H. P. Shastri, one of the two scholars who built up this

collection of 12000 manuscripts had the rough copy of the descrip-

tive slips of the entire collection made under his supervision and

saw through the press six complete volumes and part of the seventh

volume.

After long years of protracted work one volume of the Descrip-

tive Catalogue of the Bombay collections was published in 1916.

But arrangements have now been made for expediting the work by
the authorities of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, the

present custodians of the manuscripts, who have already published

eight volumes in five years (1935-40). But though it will yet be

some years before the entire catalogue is published the world of

scholars will be able to fully utilise this big library of manuscripts

through printed lists which have been made up-to-date in 1925 by
the publication of the lists of manuscripts acquired during 1866-68

and 1895-1924. It is a pity that no such complete list is available of

the Bengal collections.

Only one volume of Descriptive Catalogue has so far been publi-

shed of the big collection of manuscripts at the Benares Sanskrit

College. One would expect the library, which has for a long time tlie

rare fortune of being looked after by a wholetime qualified scholar-

librarian, should get ready its descriptive catalogue in a short time.

Of catalogues of feudatory states and non-official collections

reference may be made to two ( viz.. State Library of Baroda and the

Vangiya Sahitya Parishat of Calcutta), both of which make an
attempt to compress different items of information fonnd in a Descri-

ptive Catalogue within a short space in a tabular form. Extracts
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from select manuscripts are either given in the appendix or in the

Introduction, This form is helpful in facilitating reference work

and saves mechanical and not infrequently useless reproduction of

extracts.

I have already pointed out the disadvantages under which study

of manuscripts has to be carried on in our country. ^ It has been

shown how lack of sympathy and appreciation is responsible for

haphazard and unsatisfactory work. I also urged on the necessity

of the creation of a central organisation for guiding and regulating

manuscript studies all over the country along systematic and uni*

form lines. All scholars interested in manuscripts feel that some-

thing must be done for doing full justice to the valuable treasures of

manuscripts lying here and there. And it is quite in the fitness

of things that Dr. C. Kunhan Raja of Madras has suggested that a

conference of the authorities of manuscript libraries should bo

convened for devising ways and means for the purpose.^ We can also

easily have a Manuscript section in our Oriental Conference where

we might discuss all questions connected with manuscripts and

take stock of the work done during the period intervening two con-

ferences. This may be helpful in compiling the long-needed list of

the numerous collections—private and public—spread over different

corners of the country.

1. Festtchrift Prof, P. V, Kane, pp. 76 £F.

2. A definite step as taken in this direction at the All-India Oriental

Conference held at Hyderabad in December 1941 when the Manuscript Library

Association was formed. —Ed
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